“The only fitting memorial to Quetelet would be to introduce ‘social
physics’ in the studies of Oxford, upon which alone social and political
philosophy can be founded, which as he said himself ought no means
to be limited to the administrative or legislative domain but should be
the interpreter of all theodike, all the government and its laws
embracing the smallest and the most accidental to the greatest and
most universal actions and phenomena of our moral physical life.”
— Florence Nightingale (1874), “In Memoriam”, Feb 21
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Introductory note
The following are the divisions of the ten-volume ‘print set’ of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, a prolegomenon to derivation:

Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
Hmolpedia, Volume 2 (C-Ek)
Hmolpedia, Volume 3 (El-Goe)
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
Hmolpedia, Volume 5 (Is-Mr)
Hmolpedia, Volume 6 (Ms-Ra)
Hmolpedia, Volume 7 (Rb-Sw)
Hmolpedia, Volume 8 (Sx-Z)
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
Hmolpedia, Volume 10 Misc (J-Z)

1-682
683-1352
1353-2058
2059-2750
2751-3444
3445-4064
4065-4762
4763-5466
5467-5986
5987-6496

(686-pgs)
(674-pgs)
(710-pgs)
(696-pgs)
(698-pgs)
(624-pgs)
(702-pgs)
(708-pgs)
(524-pgs)
(514-pgs)

The following are four addendum books, the first two embedded into EoHT.info, the third a JHT pdf, the fourth a
precipitate of the 2008 IQ:200+ rankings, scheduled to be published (estimated page count shown) as
accompaniments to the encyclopedia set:

Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded | 280-pgs
Morality Squared: Religion Dissolved in Nitric Acid | 70-pgs
Shannon Thermodynamics: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair | 120-pgs
500 Greatest Geniuses: Ranked by IQ | 250-pgs
The total print set is meant as a backup hardcopy of the online version; a repercussion of which, being that, in the
conversion process, robust editing of the latter is limited; noticeable areas being: hyperlinks removals, justified
paragraphs, among slight issues; as the total set—online and print—is meant only as a tool, according to which
functionality takes precedence over tool presentation. The following quote seems to encapsulate the gist of the
content of Hmolpedia:

“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie
next to it; and thus, to know anything — you must know all.”
— Oliver Homes (1886), American jurist

In 1957, Keith Burton, when asked why he found publication increasingly difficult following the publication of his
famous 1957 tables of "Free Energies of Formation—of chemical species, general and biochemical—from the
Elements", replied: “of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.” Thims, likewise, would prefer
to say simply that ‘humans, like smaller textbook chemicals, have free energies of formation, per state of existence’,
which quantitatively defines the thermodynamical nature one’s state of ‘being’, as a person, with a simple citation to
‘see: Burton (1957) for biochemical species [an antiquated term] and Lewis (1923) for general methodology’, and that
these tables can be used cogently to predict, guide, and or predetermine human reaction pathways, or the
feasibilities of future states of existence, but such a result is not palatable to the general public, whose mindset is
largely anchored in the paradigm hues of ancient mythologies, e.g. Aristotelian models of purpose, a turn of mindset
requisite to a modification of five thousand plus years of ingrained beliefs; hence Hmolpedia is elaboration on details
of explicits. The content of Hmolpedia, in short, is a corpus of footnotes to a change of beliefs.

“One’s beliefs or theological holdings can be divided into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man would not
go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870), American moral philosopher

Knowledge, in the discerning words of Francis Bacon, is power. Power, in the quantifications of James Watt, is work
per unit time. Work, in the unimpeachable formulations of Gustave Coriolis, is the result of a force moving a body
through unit distance. Force, as defined by the illustrious Newton, is influence—mediated via field particle exchanges
(in modern terms)—that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform motion in a straight line. The body
of interest herein is the light-stimulated power (knowledge) animated CHNOPS+20 molecular body or phase reading
these words.
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Elan vital
In hmolscience, elan vital or élan vital (French), from Greek Vita, "goddess of life" + Old French eslan “rush” or
elancer “to throw forth or hurl”, a term which translates as “vital impetus”, is an anti-entropy type of concept,
conceived by French philosopher Henri Bergson, as explained in his 1907 Creative Evolution, themed to embody a
mixture of impulse, driving force, and life force, argued to be found existent in evolving animated organisms. The
term is intimately connected with belief in the existence of God—an attempt be scientific, yet retain remote
connection to religion.

Influence
The term has been very influential to those who wish to maintain beliefs in the metaphysical borderland of religion
and science: Christian de Quincey, Marguerite Callaway, etc.; for Pierre Teilhard, Creative Evolution and its "élan vital"
was the "catalyst of a fire which devoured already its heart and its spirit." The concept, in some way, was said to have
“inspired” Ilya Prigogine.

Criticism
British biologist Julian Huxley (1887-1975) remarked that Bergson’s élan vital is no better an explanation of life than is
explaining the operation of a railway engine by its élan locomotif ("locomotive driving force") or specifically: [1]
“To say that biological progress is explained by the élan vital is to say that the movement of the train is ‘explained’ by
an élan locomotif of the engine.”
The jibe here, of course, is true in its humor, in that, the driving force behind movements on the surface of the earth,
whether a train or children making a play human choo-choo train, is Gibbs free energy. This concept, however, was
not purified enough, by the time of Bergson.

Other
In 2012, Japanese genomics of photosynthetic organisms researcher Naoki Sato published his Entropy journal article
“Scientific Elan Vital: Entropy Deficit or Inhomogeneity as a Unified Concept of Driving Forces of Life in Hierarchical
Biosphere Driven by Photosynthesis”, wherein he positions to introduce the concept of “entropy deficit” to be the
new unified driving force of the biosphere. [2] Sato’s theory (see his article), however, is an example of someone lost
in the garden of thermodynamics.

References
1. Gillies, Mary Ann. (1996). Henri Bergson and British Modernism (revision of author’s PhD thesis), (pg. 31). McGillQueen’s Press.
2. Sato, Naoki. (2012). “Scientific Elan Vital: Entropy Deficit or Inhomogeneity as a Unified Concept of Driving Forces
of Life in Hierarchical Biosphere Driven by Photosynthesis” (abs), Entropy, 14(2): 233-51.

External links
● Elan vital – Wikipedia.
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In famous publications, Elective Affinities, or Die
Wahlverwandtschaften (The Elective Affinities) in
German (audio pronunciation), is an 1809
scientific novella, published in October, by
German polymath Johann von Goethe, in which
the characters, considered as chemical species,
interact, or rather chemically react, through
passions governed by the reaction laws of
'elective' or chemical affinity. [1]

American | Unawaredness
In American, the two cultures are largely unaware
of "Goethe" and his physicochemical model of
human existence, says as compared to Europe;
the following are testament to this:
“Romantic love, we still read in cosmopolitan, is a
‘matter of chemistry’, an image that has its
support in the writings of the greatest poets, in
Shakespeare, for instance, and in Goethe, whose Goethe's 1809 novella Elective Affinities (Die Wahlverwandtschaften),
novel Elective Affinities has been prime reading in original German cover, adjacent to an updated reprint of the H.M.
Europe for almost two centuries.”
Waidson translation (1960, Kindred by Choice), One World Classics
— Robert Solomon (1981), Love: Emotion, Myth,
Metaphor (pg. 38)

edition.

“Words like 'great' and 'genius' could aptly be used for but a select number of artists—for Michelangelo or say
Shakespeare. In the United States, the works of these great artists have been incorporated into popular culture as the
epitome of visual and linguistic beauty. By contrast, on these shores, Goethe's works remain largely unread and rarely
discussed except among college students, most of whom develop a healthy dose of amnesia shortly after
graduation.”
— Daniel Spiro (2005), “Remember to Live! The Philosophy of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe”

(add discussion)

Overview
In response to critics, Goethe commented, on 31 December 1809, to Karl Reinhard, to the effect that Elective
Affinities would be a book for future generations to enjoy and in particular to understand:
“How I look forward to the effect that this novel will have in a few years on many people upon rereading it.”
One of these "effects", although it actually took a few centuries, rather than a few years, was the 2006 discovery of
Goethe's Elective Affinities, by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, resulted in the writing of the world's first
textbook on human chemistry. Elective Affinities is the greatest publication in this field since the time of Greek
philosopher Empedocles' famous 450BC chemistry aphorisms, about friends mixing like wine and water and enemies
separating like oil and water; a view to which Goethe pays tribute to in his novella.

Magnetism
See also: Animal magnetism; Mesmerism

At some point in the novella, Goethe, supposedly, explains human passion in the language of both magnetism and
chemical attraction. [31]
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This would seem to have likely been in the second
part.

Reviews
The 1859 New American Cyclopedia, edited by
George Ripley and Charles Dana, describe Goethe's
novella as follows: [27]
“In 1809, Goethe printed the most exceptionable of
his novels, the Wahlverwandschaften (“Elective
Affinities”), in which the charms and graces of this
style are employed in the description of the
Left: a 2011 Albatros reprint cover of Die Wahlverwandtschaften.
impulses which spring from the collision of passion Right: a 2001 watercolor rendition of the estate (retort, reaction
and duty in the relations of marriage. By the title of vessel, closed reaction system), by Colombian artist Nohra Barros, in
the book, and in the whole spirit of it, he would
which the the story or rather reactions (human chemical reactions) of
Elective Affinities take place, chapter-by-chapter. [21]
represent that sexual affinities follow the same
inevitable law as chemical affinities, and that
humanity struggles impotently against the dictates of nature. Like all his productions, this was suggested by
circumstances in his own experience. The work shocked the moral world, in spite of the beauty with which it was
written, and to this day tasks the ingenuity of those of his admirers who seek to defend it from attack.”
Interestingly, the attack still continues to this very day (e.g. Libb Thims (attack)) some two-hundred years later.

Spinoza
The exact date in which Goethe conceived the theory behind Elective Affinities is difficult to pin down. We do know,
however, that by 1768, at age nineteen, he had already openly called chemistry is “secret love” and was conducting
chemical experiments, scouring the chemistry literature, and studying the works of the great chemists looking for a
unifying principle that permeates the entire universe. German philosopher Herman Grimm, in his 1875 University of
Berlin lectures on Goethe, argues that Dutch philosopher Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677), in his manner of treating
human relations, supposedly, had opened the way to the latter views of Goethe (and Schiller) who compared humans
to elements that attract or repel one another without any exercise of “will” in the matter. There may be some truth
to this, possibly not in regards to treating humans as attracting and repelling chemical elements, but at least in
regards to Spinoza’s view of morality as explained in his 1677 post humorously book Ethics. [25] Of Spinoza, Goethe
writes in his autobiography Dichtung und Wahrheit: [26]
“After seeking through the world in vain, to find a means of cultivation for my unusual nature, I at last fell upon the
Ethics of this philosopher. If would be impossible for me to render an account of how much I drew form my perusal of
the work itself and how much I myself read into it. Enough that I found in it a sedative for my passions, and that it
seemed to open out for me a free and boundless view of both the sensible and the moral world. But what especially
riveted me to him, was the utter disinterestedness, which glowed in his every sentence.”
In other words, Goethe, in Spinoza, may have intuited the some of the preliminaries of the physical chemistry
morality system that he eventually comes to present in Elective Affinities.

Lectures on Anatomy
Goethe’s first detailed presentation of affinity occurs in his third Lecture on Anatomy of 1796. [28] Specifically, in his
lectures on comparative anatomy and zoology, under the heading ‘On the Laws of Organization as Such, to the Extent
That We Can Observe Them in the Structure of Types’, Goethe stated the following view: [29]
“To facilitate our comprehension of the concept of organic existence, let us first take a look at mineral structures.
Minerals, whose varied components are so solid and unchanging, do not seem to hold to any limits or order when
then combine, although laws do determine these conditions. Different components can be easily separated and
recombined into new combinations. These combinations can again be taken apart, and the mineral we thought
destroyed can soon be restored to its original perfection.
The main characteristic of minerals that concerns us here is the indifference their components show toward the
form of their combination, that is, their coordination or subordination. There are, by nature, stronger or weaker
bonds between these components, and when they evidence themselves, they resemble attractions between human
beings. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities [see: human elective affinity; human chemical affinity], even
though the forces that move mineral components one way or another and create mineral structures are often purely
external in origin, which by no means implies that we deny them the delicate portion of nature’s vital inspiration that
is their due.”
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Here we see, in excellent form, in 1796, Goethe discussing "human chemical bonding" in the context of the affinity
forces, which he correctly says are "external in origin", that create or dissolve such combinations.

Schiller-Crebillon
The first definitive mention of Goethe's human elective affinities theory seems to have been made in an October 23,
1799 letter to his associate German author Friedrich Schiller, wherein Goethe criticizes the work of French author
Prosper Crebillon (1674-1762) to the effect that Crebillion's writing is not realistic in the sense that it is not based on
the reality that people react according to the principles and outcomes of chemistry. The specific comment by Goethe,
in this letter, in which he first mentions the outlines of his soon-to-be theory-infused novella, is as follows: [13]
“There is no trace of the delicate verwandtschaft (affinity) through which they (his characters) attract and repel,
neutralize each other, separate again and re-establish themselves.”
In other words, in 1799, Goethe viewed the forces of personal relationships to be chemical forces, just as is chemical
affinity understood, in modern terms, to be the force or
reaction. [13]
Grimm argues that Schiller's last unfinished drama
"Demetrius", which was left lying on his table unfinished
at the time of this reaction end (1805), was in some way
a vicarious impetus or collisional momentum to the start
of Elective Affinities, in some way or another, so to
speak.

In love with four women?
Initially, according to Goethean scholar John Armstrong,
in mid 1808, a few months before Goethe met
Napoleon, he had started writing a story called "The
Renouncers", and took it up again early the next year,
after which the tale ballooned into a novel.
Uncharacteristically, the work progressed quickly and
before the end of the year it was in print under the
enigmatic title Elective Affinities. During this period,
according to one of Goethe's assistants, it is said that
Goethe was contemplating a novel in which the hero is
simultaneously in love with four women: [17]
“Each in her own way is lovable; whichever one he is
drawn to in the mood of the moment, she alone is
lovable.”

One of the stepping stones to the writing of the Elective
Affinities was Goethe's 1808 unfinished draft The Renouncers, in
which the hero is simultaneously in love with four women, and
the "moral" implications and repercussions of this situation. [17]

Of considerable coincidence, this love thought experiment performed by Goethe in draft, is nearly verbatim to that in
which American electrical chemical engineer Libb Thims was drawn into the formulation of the subjects of human
chemistry and human thermodynamics, or in combined form human chemical thermodynamics. Specifically, in circa
1992-1993, in an attempt to figure out how to go about choosing who to marry, as a freshman pre-engineering
student, Thims made an excel-style spread sheet table of the top nineteen girlfriends, whom he could potentially
marry, listing each person on the horizontal and listing a range of point ranked attributes, qualities, or factors on the
vertical, in an attempt to get a numerical "marriage quality value" for each girlfriend. The resulting solutions,
however, did not seem to intuitively make any sense. In 1995, in he began to muse about how this would be done
chemical thermodynamically; even nearing the point of asking the question in his chemical engineering
thermodynamics class. It would be a full seven years (2001) before he could figure out the nuts and bolts of how this
could be quantified via enthalpy and entropy determinants (see: Libb Thims (history)).
In sum, it is only through looking through the lens of the theoretical model of how, that one begins to see the
chemical thermodynamic viewpoint, namely that there are real rules that determine how these bonding choices
actuate.

Publication
A few have mentioned that Elective Affinities was first intended for insertion among the numerous short stories in the
second part of ‘Wilhelm Meister’, but soon grew beyond the limits of availability for such use. [20] Goethean
biographer Havelock Ellis notes that the first mention of Elective Affinities by Goethe occurred on 11 April 1808 in a
diary entry. The end of July of that year he had completed a version with 18 chapters. This, however, remained
untouched until April of next year. [14] On October 1809, he finally the whole novel, in two parts with 18 chapters,
shortly before printing. Goethe, in retrospect, commented on this completion: [14]
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“No one can fail to recognize in it a deep passionate would which shrinks from being closed by healing, a heart which
dreads to be cured … In it, as in a burial urn, I have deposited with deep emotion many a sad experience. The 3rd of
October 1809 (when the publication was completed) set me free from the work: but the feelings it embodies can
never quite depart from me.”
In other words, the novella was finished on October 3rd, 1809.

Overview
See main: Goethe’s human chemistry; Goethe's human affinity table; Human chemical reaction (history)

The central plot of the book is centered on a double elective affinity, through which the four main characters Eduard,
Charlotte, Captain, and Ottilie go through as the novella proceeds:
AB + CD → AC + BD
Charlotte-Eduard + Captain-Ottilie → Charlo e-Captain + Eduard-Ottilie
With the following Bergman-style letter symbols assigned to each human reactant, by Goethe, in the famous chapter
four:
A = Charlotte
B = Eduard
C = Captain
D = Ottilie
Goethe's Elective Affinities is considered the founding book of human chemistry. [2] Goethe's theory of human
elective affinities, stimulated may writers in the years to follow. One such person was German sociologist Max
Weber, who had begun reading Goethe at the age of 14, later constructing a theory of social human elective
affinities. [3] English science historian Jeremy Adler did his 1969 PhD dissertation on the theoretical basis of Goethe's
novella, in terms of what chemists and affinity reaction each chapter was based on. [4]

Advertisement
On March 23, 1810 Goethe put an advertisement for
his novella in the Morning Paper for the Educated
Professional stating the following: [6]

R.J. Hollingdale translation, Penguin Classics editions, 1971 (left)
and 2005 (right); the latter with chronology and further reading by
David Deissner, with the cover detail from Family Portrait (1813) by
Merry Josph Blondell, in the Kunsthalle, Bremen, Germany (photo
AKG Images).

“It seems as if the author’s continued natural studies
have caused him to use this unusual title. He may
have noticed that in the natural sciences one often
uses ethical parables in order to bring closer what is
quite distant from the circle of human knowledge;
and so he also probably wanted, in a moral case, to
bring a chemical figure of speech back to its spiritual
origins, especially since there is only one nature
overall, and also since throughout the realm of
cheerful freedom of reason the traces of sad,
passionate necessity irresistibly pull themselves and
may only be erased by a higher hand, and perhaps
even then not in this life.”
Another shorter translation of this advertisement
reads: [7]

“It seems that his continued work in physics made the author choose this strange title. He may have noticed that
often in natural science ethical similes are used to bring something nearer that is remote from the region of human
knowledge, and so, presumably, he may have wanted to trace the parlance of a chemical simile back to its spiritual
origin, all the more so since there is after all just one nature.”
In other words, Goethe is attempting to smooth-over the grand implications of what he has done by saying to the
undiscerning reader that the teachings of his novella may simply be thought of, if so be it, as ethical "similes" or
parables, but not actual truth, if such a debate should erupt. Goethe, as we see, was well wise to the immensity of
the underlying controversy to the science he had outlined, multiple times more controversial than is evolution. And
yet another, 2005, translation reads this advertisement as: [12]
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“This strange title was one suggested to him by his continued work in the field of physics, that it was a metaphor in
chemistry whose spiritual origins is demonstrated in the novella.”
This may have been the September 4th, 1809 advert in Morgenblatt, stating that "elective affinities" is a metaphor in
chemistry with a "spiritual origin". Goethean philosopher John Armstrong, argues that approach was used being that
his publisher Johann Cotta feared or anticipated attack, and was thus introducing a neutralizing deflection. The
adverts allude to the premise that Goethe
viewed his theory is pure metaphor, which
is far from the truth.

Title etymology
The name of the book is derived from the
the Latin translation of Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman's 1775 textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions, where
the German Die Wahlverwandtschaften
literally means "The Elective Affinities". [5]
Goethe specifically stated that the theme
of his book comes from Bergman’s
textbook on elective affinities, which was
originally published in Latin as De
Attractionibus Electives (The Elective
Attractions). This was translated into
German, in 1782 by Hein Tabor, under the
title Die Wahlverwnadtschafte (The Elective
Affinities).
Left: The principle characters in Goethe’s Elective Affinities (Eduard, Charlotte,
German historian Jeremy Adler notes Captain, and Ottilie) original drawing by Heinrich Dahling, engraved by Heinrich
that Goethe mentions both Bergman and
Schmidt for the 1811 German edition. [8] Right: 1996 French film adaptation of
Elective Affinities.
French chemist Claude Berthollet in
connection with his studies on affinity.
Specifically, in a conversation with his friend Riemer on 24 July 1809, Goethe specifically names Bergman as a source
for his for the idea of “elective affinity”, using the early German translation of that term, namely
“Wahlverwandtschaft”, which became an inspiration for his novel. [4]

Complexity | hidden

secrets

A unifying theme in Goethe’s statements surrounding his Elective Affinities is the novel’s complexity. From his
earliest remarks to friends and later conversations with those, such as Johann Eckermann, Goethe stressed over and
again the novel’s intricate structure and veiled meaning. He told composer Karl Zelter that he had placed numerous
different elements within the text, but that many of these were hidden; also that past the veiled quality of the work
lays the “truly intended Gestalt.”

Goethe's Elective Affinities can best be described as a mixture of (a)
the Rosetta stone, in the sense that it is one of the most cryptic
publications ever, as evidenced by Goethe’s open comment that
hidden in it are layers upon layers of gestalt; two of the keys to its
translation being Clausius' Mechanical Theory of Heat and Gibbs' On
the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances; and (b) Pandora’s box,
being that Elective Affinities has been described, as summarized by
Herman Grimm, as “Goethe’s most dangerous work”, and example of
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this “danger” as can be glimpsed in the recent post 9/11 heated
Rossini debate.

To his neighbor and author Christoph Wieland
Goethe stated that the novel had to be read at
least three times before it could be understood. To his publisher Johann Cotta, he wrote that there is much hidden
within the novel. To French diplomat Karl Reinhard, Goethe predicted that the novel’s meaning might remain
incomprehensible for a time, only to be rediscovered through multiple rereadings at a later date. [5]
Goethe commented that in his Elective Affinities, he had hidden numerous correlations and "offenbares Geheimnis,"
patent secrets or open secrets, like a work of nature herself. [16] Beyond this, Goethe has frequently stated that
withing the novella are hidden multiple layers of Gestalt and that the work must be read multiple times for proper
understanding.

OTTO
See main: Otto (cryptography); See also: Anagram

It has frequently been pointed out that the four main characters as well as the child that is born share the same root
name "Otto". [5] Both Eduard and the Captain were called OTTO in youth; the two women CharlOTTE and OTTilie,
have related names; and the misfortune child born out of the "mental" double adultery (or double elective affinity) of
the four main characters (reactants) is called Otto. [4] Opinions differ as to why Goethe used this naming riddle, but
the modern chemical view would argue that Goethe intended the reader to grasp the logic that each person is a
different type of "human chemical" in essence. Scottish biographer and German literature lecturer John Williams
gives one of the best summarizes of Goethe's intricate use of this anagram. [23]

Mittler
See main: Mittler

American chemist Roald Hoffmann argues that the character Mittler, “the mediator”, whose central point was to
never enter any house where there was not a dispute to settle or difficulties to put right, was the role model for a
catalyst or human catalyst. [8] In Goethe’s mind, however, Mittler more likely was modeled on the theory of
“mediating affinity”, a species or substance the brings about an action in or between two other chemical species. [2]

Wet Way and Dry Way
It has frequently been argued that Goethe intended the estate to be his retort, beaker, reaction vessel, or selectively
closed reaction container. In this sense, it might be the case that Goethe intended the "land" of the estate to be
representative of Bergman's listing or grouping of reactions, in his affinity table, in the "dry way" (without water) and
the lake of the estate to be representative of Bergman's listing of reactions in the "wet way" (aqueous) or in the
presence of water. In this sense, if this supposition is correct, the drowning of the child (Oto) would have been
Goethe's secret method of describing a human chemical reaction in the "wet way" or in the presence of water.

Choice
Australian religious studies scholar Andrew Kania summarizes Goethe’s Elective Affinities, in regards to choice and
how changes in external circumstance affect choice, as such: [22]
“The German poet, Goethe, in his novel "Elective Affinities", describes a situation by which those who were once
attracted toward one another, ("an affinity"), are torn apart by a change in circumstance; hence they "elect to be
together" and "then elect to be apart". For Goethe, the theory is that we bind ourselves according to that which we
are most passionate about, the more we yearn or love something or someone, the tighter we bind. To bind ourselves
requires a degree of maturity and commitment. When faced with a decision to make, we choose on the basis of what
would do our conscience best. Rather than vacillate in a grey world, we have the courage to elect an affinity; and
each of us is required to elect an affinity of varying degrees of gravity throughout our lives. As mature adults we are
required to commit.”
Overall, this seems to be a fairly cogent description.

PhD dissertations
At least two PhD dissertations have been done in attempt to decipher the scientific framework to Goethe Elective
Affinities. The first is American Robert David Gould’s 1970 PhD thesis “Elective Affinities: an Investigation of the
Influence of Goethe’s Scientific Thinking on Die Wahlverwandtschaften”. [18] Gould's take on Goethe's Elective
Affinities, however, seems to have been a stab in the wrong direction. Gould, for instance, compares Eduard and
Charlotte’s development to plants. [19] The second dissertation on Goethe's Elective Affinities, in what has turned
out to be one of the most-valuable dissertations of the 20th century, is German science historian Jeremy Adler’s 1977
PhD done on the chemistry theory used in Goethe’s novella, which amounts to a historical mastery of 18th century
chemistry, particularly affinity chemistry, and his followup chapters and articles in the decade to follow. [4]
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Reception
In an 1827 conversation with Johann Eckermann, Goethe discusses a letter from Solger to Tieck in which kind words
about the Wahlverwandtschaften (Elective Affinities) were spoken on the fine nature of the Architect’s character.
Goethe comments on this letter that:
“These remarks were written as early as 1809. I should then have been much cheered to hear so kind a word about
the Wahlverwandtschaften; for at that time, and afterwards, not many pleasant remarks were vouchsafed be about
that novel.”
We may conclude from these remarks that Goethe’s novella / chemical theory presentation found a cold reception
and likely rejection for many people, which of course was due to the fact that the logic of the book was many
centuries ahead of its time.

Compensation
Goethe was paid 2,000 taler for his Elective Affinities
by his publisher Johann Cotta (1761-1837). [30]

Reproductions, remakes, and renditions
Since its publication, Goethe's 1809 novella has been
the stimulus for several reproductions:
● The 1933 oil-on-canvas painting (Elective Affinities)
by Belgian surrealist artist by René Magritte's themed
on Goethe's Elective Affinities.
● The 1950s novel Pornographia (and 2003 film
adaptation) by Polish writer Witold Gombrowicz is
said to be an attempted modern-day remake of
Elective Affinities, utilizing chemical combination
models as well as newer ideas such as Michael
Faraday's 1830s lines of force models to explain lines
of desire or passion.
● The 1962 ﬁlm Jules et Jim by director Francois
Truffaut was filmed while reading Elective Affinities.
● Die Wahlverwandtschaften , 1974, DDR , Regie
Siegfried Kühn , ua mit Hilmar Thate als Eduard, Beata Left: René Magritte's 1993 Elective Affinities (top); 1999 model reTyszkiewicz als Charlotte, Magda Vasary als Ottilie,
construction (bottom). Right: 1996 French-Italian film adaptation
Gerry Wolff als Hauptmann.
● Die Wahlverwandtschaften. Frankreich, BR Deutschland 1981/1982, TV-Spielfilm, 118 Min., Regie: Claude Chabrol ,
Erstsendung: ARD , 4. April 1982, ua mit Helmut Griem als Eduard Otto, Stéphane Audran als Charlotte, Michael
Degen als Hauptmann Otto, Pascale Reynaud als Ottilie.
● John Banville’s 1982 novel The Newton Letter, adopts aspects of Goethe’s novella; the inhabitants of ‘Fern House’,
of Banville’s book, e.g., are Edward, the often drunk master of the house; Charlotte, his wife, a tall, middle-aged
woman with an abstracted air and a penchant for gardening; Ottilie, the big, blonde, twenty-four year old niece of
Charlotte; and Michael, the adopted son of Edward and Charlotte.
● The 1993 play Arcadia by British playwright Tom Stoppard is a modern re-write of Elective Affinities, juxtaposed
between the years 1809 and 1989.
● The 1996 ﬁlm Le affinità elettive by Paolo Taviani is the French-Italian version of the book (with English subtitles).

Thermodynamics
In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz proved, through derivation and based partially on the earlier work of
Willard Gibbs (1876), in his On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes, that the measure of affinity A is free
energy, Gibbs free energy G or Helmholtz free energy F, depending on the type of process; which for typical reactions
occurring on the surface of the earth, is Gibbs free energy, whereby affinity is defined as a function of entropy S,
temperature T, and enthalpy H:

Modern writers, are thus forced into the puzzling picture of how entropy, the most elusive quantity in science, is to
be understood in the context of human interactions. This is seen in the works of American writer Thomas Pynchon as
well as playwright Tom Stoppard. The following quote, for instance, gives an incontext comparison of Elective
Affinities to Pynchon's 1966 The Crying of Lot 49, in which entropy theory in employed: [10]
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“Pynchon’s novel points outside itself: the act of reading, to use thermodynamic terminology, can either be adiabatic
or irreversible, either locking in the unchanging garden of fiction, or open to the shifting and uncertain world of
choice, emotion, and community. The achievement of The Crying of Lot 49 is its ability to speak unwanted words
without a hint of preaching or propaganda. The book’s transformation of the impersonal language of science into a
language of great emotional power is a breathtaking accomplishment, whose nearest rival is perhaps Goethe’s
Elective Affinities.”
To clarify, although this quote makes a good comparison, as Goethe used the affinity (A = TΔS – ΔH) as the theoretical
construct of his story, whereas Pynchon used entropy change (ΔS) in his, we must point out that Goethe's
presentation was many levels above that of Pynchon. Likewise, Stoppard's 1993 play Arcadia, a remake of Goethe's
Elective Affinities, delves into open discussions on entropy and heat of sex occurring between different characters,
but similar to Pynchon, or anyone else for that matter, fails to discuss enthalpy change.
The discussion of enthalpy change ΔH of human chemical reactions requires a minimum of a degree in either
physical chemistry or chemical engineering, plus a basic reading of nearly every article in this encyclopedia, plus a
basic desire to re-master and re-work the entire field of chemical thermodynamics, to even begin to be able to write
cogent sentences about enthalpy of human reactions.

English translations | with introductions
See main: Elective Affinities (translations)

The 1872 D.W. Niles English translation (translator anonymous) has an introduction by American woman's rights
activist Victoria Woodhull.

Praise
The modern view of Goethe's novella is summarized well by the 2009 view of American Pulitzer Prize-winning book
critic Michael Dirda: “The greatest German novel before the 20th century is probably Goethe’s Elective Affinities.”
[11]

Videos
The following are various related videos and images:
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Elective Affinities (confusion)
In hmolscience, Elective Affinities (confusion) refers to a semi-prevalent ignorance seen in literature, and in cultural
mindset, in respect to the scientific position of Goethe 1809 chemical affinity based human chemical theory; which
tends to accrue either by discussion of how Goethe failed to account for "split affinity theory", aka Berthollet’s
affinity theory (1799), in his novella, or via a blanketed statement to the affect that Goethe used an "out dated"
theory, or something along these lines; whereas correctly in 1882, via Helmholtz ("On the Thermodynamics of
Chemical Processes") and the thermodynamic theory of affinity, the premise or model of the forces of affinity or the
force of reaction, and affinity chemistry in general, were subsumed into the model of free energy, Gibbs energy in
human chemical reactions, and chemical thermodynamics in generally, and that in the years following 1923, via
Gilbert Lewis (Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances), the word "affinity", according to Henry
Leicester (1956), was replaced by the word "free energy" throughout the English speaking world; a cultural ignorance
has fermented since.

Overview
In 2008, Stefani Engelstein, in her Anxious Anatomy: the Conception of the Human Form in Literary and Naturalist
Discourse, devoted her chapter "Formative Drives", on Goethe's Elective Affinities, albeit done in such a way that she
seems to give a classic example of a confused interpretation of Goethe's human chemical theory. Engelstein, not only
says that the theory used by Goethe was an "outdated chemical concept", but goes on to attempt to marginalize and
to discredit the human chemical theory used by Goethe, arguing that: the title is a "misleading allusion"; that the
"characters do not mimic the behavior of the chemicals to which they are compared"; that Goethe's famous
anonymous advertisement was him pointing out that he was "not trying to map human relations into chemical
reactions or vice versa"; that Goethe, in his essay "Analysis and Synthesis", and his mention of the Danaids, was his
admittance that his theory "cannot hold water", etc., etc., and uses the term "fail" repetitively, in regards to the
chemical theory. [5]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Lavoisier's triumph was sufficiently complete to make the language of sympathy, antipathy, affinity and attraction
seem utterly archaic by about the time that Goethe's famous novel, Elective Affinities, was published in 1809. In that
tour de force, in the context of learning about chemical combination and decomposition, human relationships are
formed and broken: the result is tragic, inviting us to reflect upon the differences and similarities of people and
things. Chemistry and its associated industry have since evoked all sorts of reactions, in the past often sublime, but
nowadays often negative. Where would we be without catalysis or chain-reaction? – but the constant transfer back
and forth of serious metaphors between chemistry and human life has ceased for the last two centuries.”
— David Knight (2003), “Sympathy, Attraction and Elective Affinity” [6]

“Goethe's [Elective Affinities] did not add any scientific knowledge.”
— Tominaga Keii (2004), Thermodynamics of Chemical Reactions [1]

“In the late 1700s, Goethe devised a theory of how colors work, to refute Isaac Newton's theory; except Goethe's
relied as much on poetry as science, including his whimsical thesis that "colors are the deeds of light, deeds and
sufferings." Not to huff like a positivist, but that statement has absolutely no meaning. He also laded his novel
Elective Affinities with the spurious idea that marriages work like chemical reactions. That is, if you throw couple AB
into contact with couple CD, they all might naturally commit chemical adultery and form new pairs: AB + CD → AD +
BC. And this wasn't just implied or a metaphor. Characters actually discuss this algebraic rearrangement of their lives.
Whatever the novel's other strengths especially its depiction of passion), Goethe would have been better off cutting
out the science. Goethe would have been crushed after his death in 1832 to learn that its science and philosophy
[See: Goethean philosophy] would soon disintegrate and that people now read his work strictly for its literary value.”
— Sam Kean (2010), The Case of the Disappearing Spoon; an example of secular delusion par excellence [2]

“The best example of such idle doings I the conversation in which the chemical ‘elective affinities’ are mentioned for
the first time: Charlotte plays the role of the sensible, down-to-earth wife; Eduard, the enfant terrible; the
Hauptmann (Captain), the well-informed man-of-the world. The irony here is, of course, that the theory expounded
on and discussed is already ten years out of date.”
— Roger Stephenson (2010), Studies in Weimar Classicism [4]

“In 19th century chemistry, the term ‘elective affinities’ was used to describe chemical compounds that only
interacted with each other under determined circumstances. The writer Goethe employed this as a universal
organizing [see: universal rule] agent running across human relationships and science. I was drawn to these ideas –
which are now seen as degenerated methods in modern science – as relevant to language, and how we use it.”
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— Wolfe von Lenkiewicz (2011), interview commentary on his “Elective Affinities” painting [3]
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Elective Affinities (films)
In films, Elective Affinities (film adaptations) refers to film or television renditions or adaptations of Goethe’s Elective
Affinities.

Film | German
In 1974, director Siegfried Kühn (German → English) did a 103-minute German film rendition of the novel; the
following being one scene:

(add discussion)

Coppola
In 1979, Francis Ford Coppola began to work on a script for an English mega film rendition of Elective Affinities,
envisioned as a four-part 8-hour megafilm; the following is a 2003 statement, by Coppola, of this prolonged effort: [1]
“After Apocalypse Now [1979], I had imagined that I was going do this great work, which was going be a series of four
films loosely inspired by the Goethe novel Elective Affinities. Those of you who know Elective Affinities know it’s one
of the first modern novels and it’s a very simple story about a man and his wife. They’re living in an absolutely
wonderful place, and the man suggests, “Oh, my friend the captain, he’s an architect, and I thought it would be nice if
he came and lived with us for a while, and he could plan the gardens and stuff.” And the wife says, “Well, you know, I
really… We’re so perfect and happy here that, I was going to say, my niece is—her mother has died, and I was going
to invite the niece to come live.” And they said, “Well, let’s have the captain and the niece.” So you have the basic
setting of the man, the woman, the other man, the other woman. In Goethe’s mind, he was working on a chemical
formula. A, B, A-prime, B-prime. And I had a concept to make an ambitious film on that theme.”
(add discussion)
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TV drama | French
See main: Die Wahlverwandtschaften (TV drama)

In 1982, an 118-minute France, West Germany television remake of Elective Affinities, directed by Claude Chabrol,
first broadcast: ARD, 4 April 1982, including Helmut Griem as Edward Otto, Stéphane Audran as Charlotte, Michael
Degen as Captain Otto, Pascale Reynaud as Ottilie, was done:

(add discussion)

Film | French-Italian
See main: Elective Affinities (1996 film)

The following various covers of the 1996 French-Italian film adaptation —shown below left is Les affinities electives
(Elective Affinities), written and directed by: Paolo Taviani and Vittorio Taviani; produced by: Jaen-Claude Volpi,
language: Italian, with English subtitles; below right is a German VHS version:

(add discussion)

Pornographia
In 2003, a film adaptation of Polish writer Witold Gombrowicz's 1950s novel Pornographia, which is said to be an
attempted modern-day remake of Elective Affinities, utilizing chemical combination models as well as newer ideas
such as Michael Faraday's 1830s lines of force models to explain lines of desire or passion, was made.
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Afinidades | Affinities
In 2010, Spanish director Vladimir Cruz
produced the film Afinidades (Ѻ); Corey
Nuffer gives the following review synopsis
of the film: [2]
“All films arise from scripts but not all
scripts come from novels. After reading
Chamber Music (Música de Cámara) by
Cuban author Reinaldo Montero, Cuban
actor Vladimir Cruz wrote the script for
the feature film, Affinities (Afinidades).
Along with fellow actor Jorge Perugorría,
Cruz co-directed and starred in the film.
Their efforts culminated in a film seething
with the interstitial complexity that’s
easily encountered in a novel but less so
on screen. Consequently, Affinities tells
one story but emotes something as
complicated as the human condition. It’s a
strange sensation to be intuiting such
complexity from a film. Perhaps that’s why
it will keep you thinking long after the
closing credits roll. Immediately, the film
conveys the sort of tension leading you to
believe this story will end in someone
dying. Affinities is not a thriller, however, it is drama.
The writing allows for even less breathing space as characters interact with each other with grandiose ideas and
brutally short replies. Sometimes these exchanges seem truncated, as if Cruz purposefully withheld anything that
would feel like resolution. The absence, then, makes for silence, something that is given fierce presence in the role of
Magda (exquisitely portrayed by actress Gabriela Griffith). It is in these exchanges that your mind wanders in a gentle
panic. Much like music, it is these spaces of silence or what goes unsaid that are more important than the music
itself. And so you continue watching with baited breath and hope for some release.
Cruz even gives to one of the characters, the wonderful Spanish actress Cuca Escribano, the habit of speaking in
questions. Indeed, while much of what she has to say provides us with the levity so scarce in this film, she is literally
discussed in the movie as speaking in questions. The effect is both cute and frustrating, for many of her questions go
unanswered.
With all that is happening under the surface, the plot of the film is somewhat simple: Two couples spend a
weekend together on a getaway. Arriving on a Friday and leaving on a Sunday, they dine together, go boating
together, sun themselves at the pool together, watch a show together and in more ways that you can anticipate and
imagine, have sex. And there it is: There is a lot of sex in this movie.
Affinities can certainly be considered a part of this genre of picture, but it is also much more. In a press
conference for Affinity, Cruz explains that while this is a movie much ado about infidelity, it is also just as much about
the individual. He states: “We are only trying to meditate about the human being and their complexities, facing
emptiness and the lack of rational explanation for many of the problems of the contemporary world, sometimes
appearing that the only way out is to take refuge in instincts.” He goes on to say that the instinctual impulse ends up
being sex.
No wonder why the movie carries with it such an overwhelming feeling; this is a lot to convey in 90-minutes of
film, no matter how well made. Adding to everything is the political dimension: Cuba is still under US embargo.
Whether intended or not, the feeling of claustrophobia in Affinities seems to carry with it room to at least ponder just
how deep the complexity goes.
And if things weren’t complicated enough, Goethe is brought up. For those interested in seeing how deep the
rabbit hole goes, there is a nod to Goethe’s Elective Affinities. While it will provide more place for traction, it will
certainly be without solace for the questions brought up in Affinity, with or without Goethe, bear the mark of great
art: They keep the conversation going.”
(add discussion)
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● Elective Affinities (plays)
● Elective Affinities (translations)

Elective Affinities (plays)
In films, Elective Affinities (plays) refers to theatrical renditions or adaptations of Goethe’s Elective Affinities in the
form of plays.

Overview
In 1993, British playwright Tom Stoppard produced Arcadia, which is a spin on Elective Affinities. In 2011, Claudia
Meyers, at the Big House of the National Theatre Weimar, produced a play of the Elective Affinities; the following
being a scene from the play: [1]

The following is a review of the play by writer Stefanie Grießbach: [1]
A dubious and flat staging of Goethe's novel Elective Affinities by Claudia Meyer saw her performance on DNT
Weimar. One child, big eyes, sailor suit comes out of the dark and runs gracefully through the gently rolling meadow,
a child will die, a doll. And always floats down from above a gazebo, white, people with Ufobrillen go in and out,
talking, screaming, silent to listen. It is anticipated: Who does not know the text of Goethe's Elective Affinities, is lost
in Claudia Meyers Staging of the novel, on Saturday at the Big House of the National Theatre Weimar like only a
debut applauded.
What works in chemistry, is also good for human relationships. Whether love and passion based on reason,
morality or pure sex, free will or living in a marriage, she collapses when travel between the laws of nature. Goethe,
scientific researching, demonstrates cool and relentless in the fasting experiment, makes the hearts of Edward and
Charlotte (Irina Wrona ) Such as chemical elements crosswise fly on the Captain and Ottilie and nothing, no
renunciation, waiver, not a dead child, stop the love, transcends the laws of nature.
Meyers Staging searches from the beginning the futuristic image, which is conclusive, because the topic is
universal. The stage (Alfons Flores ), Modern ideal landscape with floating rooms, which come and go, arouses
curiosity tingling. Meyer breaks the chronology of events to complete, focuses on the perspective and motivation of
the four particles and as the events rolled over again on.
The idea is not bad, it means the consequence of a tough but repeating text and scenes. But the implementation
falls then questionable, if the selected text passages do not always appear plausible and if one of the key scenes of
the play, the night in which the respective other have the couple making love in mind and in which the child is
conceived, the provocative dance of three nudes is, with acrobatic lifts, which is present at twice with varying
participation. The feelings quietly and subtly developed by Goethe in his novel, to be in this production with
duplication at the expense of depth not plastic, not understandable, not touching.
If fail then even the young actors of Goethe's language, the desperation is great. The only one who has
internalized his text, he is the mediator-( Nico Delpy ). The four lovers loud outbursts dominate the game, but no
emotion is understandable, you see nothing, you hear only what you hear and Goethe's profound formulated
phrases, memorized and sound tinny. No desire and no suffering is felt, not with Edward ( Thomas Büchel ), Not with
Ottilie ( Nina Mariel Kohler ), Which does not show any character, not shy, not bold, not shattered, a smooth ironed
Textaufsagerin that does not touch, decorated in yellow, as an indication of envy and falsehood, perhaps, as the
captain ( Hagen Ritschel ) Comes in shades of red (costumes Ingo Krügler ), But is so pale that it is hardly noticed.
During the three-hour evening so flattens the staging, in spite of live music and puppetry really moving ( Nicola
Reinmöller ), Not least because of the lack of power mimic. The beautiful scene degenerates into a mere toy, the
Regiemätzchen, sometimes surprising when Luciane Charlotte's daughter, neck plunges over head into the water, or
just stupid, if fir needle and Lavendelgeplapper from off interfere with the dialogue, elicit the snap-frozen acting
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audience sporadically laugh or shocked, "Oh God" exclamation. The desire to read the novel in the original, which
probably tickled out the production."
It's a near mockery America is blind to such productions. The following is a scene from a 2013 German play of Elective
Affinities: [2]

English: Discreetly holding hands under the tree:
Charlotte (Bettina guy) and Otto (Rainer Galke) approach
shyly. In the background (left) narrator (Marianne
Hoika), niece Ottilie (Mareike Beykirch) and Edward
(Andreas Patton).
German: Dezentes Händchenhalten unterm Baum:
Charlotte (Bettina Kerl) und Otto (Rainer Galke) nähern
sich schüchtern an. Im Hintergrund (v.l.) Erzählerin
(Marianne Hoika), Nichte Ottilie (Mareike Beykirch) und
Eduard (Andreas Patton).
(add discussion)

References
1. Grießbach, Stefanie. (2011). “Elective Affinities in Weimar Makes Reading Fun” (German → English), Mar 7, 12, 26.
2. Dusseldorf, Schausppiel. (2013). “Goethe’s Elective Affinities in Fast Motion” (Goethes "Wahlverwandtschaften" im
Zeitraffer), (German → English), RuhrNachrichten.de, Mar 18.

See also
● Elective Affinities (film adaptations)
● Elective Affinities (translations)
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Elective Affinities
(translations)
In translations, Elective Affinities
(translations) refers to language
translations of German polymath Johann
Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based
novella Elective Affinities (published 3 Oct
1809, in German), his "best book" (of his
142+ collected works set), the founding
book of human chemistry, and precursor
book to the very complex subject of human
chemical thermodynamics.

Translations history
British translator David Constantine, in his
1994 “Note on Translation” section to his
Oxford University Press English translation
edition of Goethe's novella, comments: [2]

Left: A reprint cover design (date) for the H. Regnery (1963) edition (check). [3]
Right: A 2011 Penguin edition (German) showing some type of hot (passion) /
cold (breakup) love schematic flow chart. [1]

“Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften was translated into French (twice) and into Danish in 1810, only a year after its
publication in Germany, but there was no English version until 1854. The translator then was Carlyle’s disciple and
biographer J.A. Froude [although "anonymous" until 1901], and Elective Affinities appeared among other “Novels and
Tales by Goethe” in a volume of Bohn’s Standard Library. Mr Bohn himself introduced it with a warning:
‘Exceptions may be taken to some of the statements contained in this production of Goethe.’
But, quoting Carlyle: ‘Fidelity is all the merit a translator need aim at’, he absolved Mr Froude at least of any blame.
That version, several times reprinted, was the standard one until 1960 I know of four since then: by H.M. Waidson
(1960, Kindred by Choice); by Elizabeth Mayer and Louise Bogan (1963); by R.J. Hollingdale for Penguin Classics in
1971; and by Judith Ryan in Volume XI of the American Suhrkamp edition of Goethe’s works, in 1988.” In this
chronology of translations, we note, quite humorously, how the first two English translators (1854; 1872) remained
"anonymous", naturally, of course—this work being “Goethe’s most dangerous work” (Herman Grimm, 1875) and the
Robe of Nessus (Goethe, 1827) for many who read it.

Elective Affinities: Illustrated and Annotated
The 1885 translation by Norwegian-born, German educated, American European languages professor Hjalmar
Boyesen (1848-1865), with its plethora of images, done by "the best German artists", has served as the basis for the
2012-launched online chapter-by-chapter (wikipage-by-wiki page) Hmolpedia-turned 2013 print book Elective
Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded by Libb Thims, using Goethean reaction theorists Jeremy Adler and
Karl Fink's chapter reaction equation speculations as reference points; assigning a Bergman-based chemical reaction
for each of the 36 chapters; among other decoding, annotation, and commentary.

English translations
The following are English translations:
Date

Cover/Title page

Reprint covers

Translator
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● Goethe, Johann. (1976).
Wahlverwandtschaften (with Essay by Walter
Benjamin and notes Hand J. Weitz). Frankfurt
AM Main: Insel Verlag.
Essay: Walter Benjamin (1892-1940).
Notes: Hand J. Weitz ().

1809

● Goethe, Johann. (1809). Die
Wahlverwandtschaften.
Cotta.
● Goethe, Johann. (1854).
Novels and Tales: Elective
Affinities; The Sorrows of
Werther; German Emigrants;
The Good Woman; and a
Nouvelette (translation chiefly
by R.D. Boylan (Elective
Affinities, pgs. 1-). London:
Henry G. Bohn.

The translator to this first English
translation, London edition,
remained "anonymous". As
commented by the publisher
Henry Bohn, in the preface to this
collected works set:
“The works of Goethe, comprised
in the present volume, are entirely
● Goethe, Johann. (1913).
new translations, made expressly
The German Classics of the
for the series of German Classical
Nineteenth and Twentieth
Works, which find their place from time to time in the "Standard Library."
Centuries: Masterpieces of
1854 German Literature Translated The Elective Affinities has been executed by a gentleman well known in the
literary world, who does not wish his name to appear. It is possible that
Into English, in Twenty
exceptions may be taken to some of the statements contained in this
Volumes Illustrated, Volume production of Goethe. But to use the language of Carlyle, "Fidelity is all the
II: Johann Wolfgang von
merit a translator need aim at, to convey the author's sentiments as he
Goethe (List of Illustrations,
himself expressed them, and to follow the original in all its variations. … The
pg. ii; Introduction to The
Elective Affinities, pgs. 1-4, by entire volume, excepting the Affinities, has been translated by
R. Dillon Boylan, Esq., who is favorably known to the readers of the
Calvin Thomas; The Elective
"Standard Library," by his version of Schiller's Don Carlos.”
Affinities, pgs. 5-278,
translated by James Froude
A 1901 “Publisher’s Note” identified the translator as English writer James
and R. Dillon Boylan; edited
by Kuno Francke and Isidore Froude (1818-1894). [5]
Singer). The German
Publication Society.
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(2011

1872

The translator to this edition was listed
as "anonymous".
● Goethe, Johann. (1872).
Elective Affinities
(introduction by Victoria C.
Woodhull; translator
anonymous). D.W. Niles.

Kindle version, by AMA
Publications).

The "anonymous" translator
here, based on text
comparison, seems to be
James Froude (1854).

Victoria Woodhull comments on this in
her introduction:
"Indeed, it strikes me almost ludicrous,
that the translator has shrunk from
appending his name to the work, if he
has done so from any idea that its
dangerous views might tend to impair his
reputation."

Translator: (add).
● Goethe, Johann. (1884).
The Sorrows of Werther;
Elective Affinities; and a
1884 Nouvelette (edited and
revised by F.H. Hedge and L.
Noa) (Elective Affinities, pgs.
111-362). S.E. Cassino and Co.

Based on text
comparison, the
version used here
seems to be the 1854
James Froude
translation.

1885

● Goethe, Johann. (1885).
Goethe’s Works, Illustrated by
the Best German artists, 5
(online version, date)
volumes (by Hjalmar
Boyesen) (Volume 5: W.
Meister’s Travels; Elective
Affinities (Part I, pgs. 231-297;
Part II, pgs. 298-369; Index,
pg. 371; Index of engravings,

Translator (series):
Hjalmar Boyesen
(1848-1865): a
Norwegian-born, German educated,
American languages professor; a prolific
writer, noted for works including: Goethe
and Schiller (1879), Essay on German
Literature (date), among others.
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pgs. 370-76)) (online).
Philadelphia: George Barrie.
● Goethe, Johann. (1902).
Works: The Sorrows of Young
Werther, Elective Affinities
1902 (translation by R. Dillon
Boylan [James Froude?]) (List
of Illustrations, pg. front
matter). F.A. Niccolls & Co.

(2009
Translator: Herbert
Waidson (1916-1988):
a professor and head
of the department of
German at the
University College of
Swansea, Wales; he
had previously
translated Goethe as
well as other German
and Swiss authors.

1960

● Goethe, Johann. (1960).
Kindred by Choice (translation reprint)
by H.M Waidson). One World
Classics.
Translators: Elizabeth
Mayer and Louise
Bogan.

● Goethe, Johann. (1963).
Elective Affinities (translated
by Elizabeth Mayer and
1963 Louise Bogan with
introduction by Victor Lange).
H. Regnery Co.

Introduction: Victor
Lange

Reginald Hollingdale
(1930-2001): English
translator and
(2005 biographer of a
number of German
works, including:
Goethe, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Arthur
Schopenhauer, among
others; he was openly
an atheist.

1971

● Goethe, Johann. (1971).
Elective Affinities (translation
and introduction by R.J.
Hollingdale; chronology and
further reading by David
Deissner, 2005). Penguin.

reprint)

David Markus Deissner (1796-)
completed his 2007 PhD dissertation on
Moral and Motivation in the Work of
Heinrich von Kleists (Moral Und
Motivation Im Werk Heinrich von Kleists)
at Oxford University, in the medieval and
modern languages and literature
department.
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Translator: Judith Ryan
(1943-).

1988

● Goethe, Johann. (1988).
Elective Affinities (translated
by Judith Ryan); in Volume XI
of the American Suhrkamp
edition of Goethe’s works.

Translator: David
Constantine (1944-): a
British translator of
German language and
literature, poet, and
freelance writer. [2]

1994

● Goethe, Johann. (1994).
Elective Affinities
(introduction, note on
translation, selected
bibliography, chronology, and
explanatory notes by David
Constantine). World Classics.

Translator: Hjalmar Boyesen (1848-1865).

2013

Introduction, timeline, annotation, and
decoding by Libb Thims (c.1975-)

● Goethe, Johann. (20122013). Elective Affinities:
Illustrated, Annotated, and
Decoded (introduction,
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timeline, annotation, and
decoding by Libb Thims).
Publisher.
(add discussion)

See also
● Elective Affinities (film adaptations)
● Elective Affinities (plays)

References
1. Goethe, Johann. (2011). Die Wahlverwandtschaften. Penguin.
2. Goethe, Johann. (1994). Elective Affinities (introduction, note on translation, selected bibliography, chronology,
and explanatory notes by David Constantine). World Classics.
3. Elective Affinities – Amazon.
5. Glass, Derek, Bell, Matthew, and Jones, Martin H. (2005). Goethe in English: a Bibliography of the Translations in
the Twentieth Century (pg. 233). MHRA.

Elective Affinities
(1933 painting)
In art thermodynamics, Elective Affinities is a 1933
oil on canvas painting Belgian surrealist artist by
René Magritte, based on aspects, particularly free
will in relation to the laws of chemical affinity, of
German polymath Johann von Goethe’s 1809
scientific novella Elective Affinities. [1] The painting
characterizes the reality that although we are born
free or may, at times, feel free, we are always
“caged” by forces or chemical affinities over which
we have no control. [2] The following quote by
Goethe summarizes the message of the painting:
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who
falsely believe they are free.”

Logic of
In Goethe's time, his view was that each person was
an evolved form of a chemical species and that the Left: Belgian surrealist artist Rene Magritte's 1933 oil on canvas
painting entitled "Elective Affinities" based on the human chemical
various reaction laws of chemical affinity, which
theory of German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical
number up to ten depending on which chemist is
chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, according to which the
sourced, determine the fate and destiny of human
“will” is largely determined by forces external (1796).Right: some
relationships, intimate, social, and political. [3]
2012 free will artwork, based on Margritte's painting, the idea that
Subsequently, in the novella, the characters
we are each hatched into a world caged by external forces. [5]
compare the passions, friendships, and animosities
of reactions between people in different combinations and discuss the nature of these in comparison to the reaction
lives of the chemicals. The central chemical theory used in Goethe's novella stems from Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman's 1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. As such, for either a human or a chemical born or
synthesized in a reactive system to assume that they are chemically "feel" is illogical.

Other
The picture is used on the cover of American philosopher Lydia Goehr's 2008 book Elective Affinities on the
philosophy of music and aesthetics, the first chapter of which opens with a discussion of Geothe's Elective Affinities.
[4]

References
1. (a) ABC Gallery – Elective Affinities (1933).
2. Goethe, Johann von. (1809). Elective Affinities. New York: Penguin Classics.
3. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview), (ch. 10: "Goethe's Affinities", pgs. 371-422).
Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
4. Goehr, Lydia. (2008). Elective Affinities: Musical Essays on the History of Aesthetic Theory (Wahlverwandtschaft,
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pgs. 1-2). Columbia University Press.
5. Die Wahlverwandtschaften / Les Affinities elective (by Druide52) (2012) – FotoCommunity.com.

Elective Affinities (1996 film)
In films, Elective Affinities (original title: Le affinità elettive) is a French-Italian
rewrite of German polymath Johann von Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective
Affinities by the brothers Paolo Taviani and Vittorio Taviani. [1] The film stars
Isabelle Huppert, as Charlotte, Jean-Hugues Anglade, as Edouard, and Marie
Gillain, as Ottilia. [2] The film is 98-minutes long and in Italian.

See also

● Elective affinity (chemical term)
● Elective Affinities (1933 painting)

References
1. (a) Elective Affinities (14-Nov-1996) – NNDB tracking the entire world.
(b) Elective Affinities: Synopsis – MSN Movies
2. Elective Affinities: Cast & Crew – MSN Movies.

Elective Affinities (2004
gallery)

An English-subtitled version of the
1996 Le affinità elettive.

In art chemistry, Elective Affinities was a 2004 art gallery exhibit by
Brazilian artist Tunga. [1]
The gallery consisted of half-naked dancers, classical music, and a large
display of curtain-divided partitions surrounded by chains and larger
steel boulders with teeth embedded and detached, presented at the
Christopher Grimes Gallery, Los Angeles, from May 22nd to July 3rd,
themed on German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective
Affinities. [2]
The meaning of the gallery seems to be something along the lines of
Display and live video clip of the 2004
that breaking free of (or being forcefully ripped from) strong sexual
bonds is similar to the act of getting teeth pulled, often being a painful gallery "Elective Affinities" by
experience for many, or for others an innocuous, sometimes pleasant, Brazilian artist Tunga. [1]
experience, depending on if one is anesthetized during the process, or not.
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The chains seem to be symbolic of the
strength of the bond holding people in
relationships, being akin to Belgian
surrealist artist by René Magritte's 1933 oil
on canvas work "Elective Affinities
(painting)", which depicts an unhatched
egg locked in cage, the cage being
representative of the idea that we are all
bound by the forces of elective affinity.

See also
● Elective Affinities (1933 painting)
● Elective Affinities (1996 film)

References
1. Tunga (about) – Cgrimes.com.
2. (a) Elective Affinities (Tunga, 2004) – CGrimes.com.
(b) 2004 Exhibits – CGrimes.com.

Elective affinities scale
In scales, elective affinities scale, or "Elective Affinities Belief Scale", is a 1 to 10 scale of belief indicative of, in short
and predominately, whether or not one believes that people are types of chemicals that react together according to
the rules and regulations of the physicochemical laws; whether or not one believes Goethe's human chemical theory
and that the principles illustrated in Goethe’s Elective Affinities (1809) are true—as he famously said was the case, in
his "best book" incident, where, in response to a woman who accosted him, following it's publication, stating that it
was an “immoral book”, he replied with the cryptic response: “the principle illustrated in the book is true and not
immoral”, the two visual images of people, shown below, being two recent film remakes, i.e. Les affinities electives
(1996) and Afinidades (2010), theatrically showing this so-called "principle" at work.

Overview
On 30 Nov 2015, the following visual diagram, of the elective affinities belief scale, was made (Ѻ) for the immediate
purpose to query Preston MacDougall as to where he stood on the scale, being that he is one of the few people to
make the discerning Gibbs and Goethe connection, historically speaking, i.e. whether Goethe’s human chemical
theory is a near-accurate model of reality (closer to 10), pure analogy (closer to 1), or somewhere between analogy
and reality (closer to 5):
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The “elective affinities scale”, showing the number-estimated views of: Ryan Grannell (2011), Christoph Wieland
(1809), Erland Lagerroth (2013), Christopher Hirata (2000), Fielding Garrison (1910), Gundula Sharman (1997), and
Victoria Woodhull (1871) in respect to Goethe’s 1796 human chemical theory and its expounding in his Elective
Affinities (1809). Note one: Hirata’s estimate is of his own theory, which is a modern equivalent human chemical
thermodynamics version of Goethe’s theory, albeit done without knowledge of Goethe. Note two: the Lagerroth
statement is his holism-compatibilist view of Thims’ extreme reductionism deconstruction of Goethe’s human
chemical theory.

The above belief scale, in more detail, is indicative of the range of beliefs expressed historically in the following three
areas:
(a) the variety of views expressed on the Gibbs and Goethe page, namely people who understand, in some
connective sense, the “free energy” work of Willard Gibbs, and how this connects, historically, via derivation, back
through the “affinities” work of Goethe;
(b) the Elective Affinities "enemies" and "admirers" split, showing the dividing lines, over the last two centuries;
(c) the general split of beliefs in respect to modern human chemical thermodynamics, i.e. whether one is a supporter,
detractor, or fence-sitter of the views expressed in, e.g. Christopher Hirata taking the non-confrontational middleground on his “The Physics of Relationships” (2000), stating that views expressed are but just "fun" kid stuff, albeit a
worthless topic, or the heat (debate heat) inherent amid the ongoing: Rossini debate (2006), Moriarty-Thims debate
(2009), or Beg-Thims dialogue (2014), etc.
The Bergman reaction symbols (A, B, C, D, +, →) equation overlay visual effect were added, and or possibly
worked to stimulate the inception of the scale, following the discovery 2010 Afinidades, image shown above (right), a
Spanish modern-remake of the film, which is shown next to the 1996 Les affinities electives, the French-Italian
production of the film, image shown above (left); giving lead into the query: if various countries, e.g. Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, and nearly America (see: Francis Ford Coppola), are make films depicting the dark “feeling”
anchored philosophy espoused therein, particularly in the Spanish version, there where do others explicitly stand on
this scale of beliefs (see: Elective Affinities (films)). In some sense, the scale is endemic of the free will vs love reaction
paradox split in recent polled views. Note: the letter placement above

Afinidades | Characters
The following shows each character: Bruno/Captain (Vladimir Cruz), Magda/Ottilie (Gabriela Griffith),
Christian/Charlotte (Cuca Escribano), and Nestor/Edward (Jorge Perugorria), each labeled (A,B,C,D), as a different
heightened reactive state chemical species, according to the Goethe lettering scheme (itself based on the Bergman
lettering scheme), from the 2010 Afinidades modern-remake of Elective Affinities, labeled according to which role
each "new" character is filling, in respect to the original:

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Based on the scale captions, I would put myself at 8 on that scale. I think that the ‘work of man’ is just one of many
types of work.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2015), response to query (Ѻ) about position on EA belief scale (image only), Dec 2
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“I read through the scale thoroughly, and must place myself at 10.”
— Peter Mander (2015), response (Ѻ) to query of position on Elective Affinities scale (above page), Dec 5 [1]

“Concerning your EA-scale, I would vote for 5, because much more empirical work is needed to prove human interaction (e.g. genetic affinities, due to inherited traits/Soviet research was focusing on human temperament).”
— Stephen Ternyik (2015), poll response (Ѻ), Dec 7

References
1. Mander, Peter. (2013). “Ranking on Entropy, Love and Marriage” (Ѻ), CarnotCycle blog, Feb 1.

Elective affinities
problem
In modern queries, elective affinities
problem, aka "love thought experiment",
depending, similar to the great problem of
chemical affinity, classificationally, the
hardest intellectual genius puzzle of them all,
is the quest to explain human passions,
turmoils, and experience via the chemical
affinities or free energies, such as depicted
adjacent.

Goethe

A Thomas Huxley (1871) / Goethe (1809) style depiction of the "elective
affinities problem" namely: how to explain human behavior through the
language of the physical sciences as it explains chemical behavior, according
to the view, as expressed in Goethe's 1809 famous advertisement for his
newly-published physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, that
"there is, after all: only one nature"; mixed in with Huxley's 1863 evolution of
man diagrams and his 1871 theories on social chemistry, the synopsis of
which, in Goethe's day (pre: 1882-years), i.e. before Helmholtz's article "On
“I perceived something in nature (whether
the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", was that one had to explain
living or lifeless, animate or inanimate) that how human behavior was regulated by the forces of chemical affinity, and in
modern days (post: 1882-years), one has to explain human behavior in terms
manifested itself only in contradictions and
of both the chemical affinities at the interpersonal level and the human free
therefore could not be expressed in any
energies, at the social system boundary level, the two being related via the
concept, much less any word. It was not
divine, for it seemed irrational; not human, Goethe-Helmholtz equation. Right: a 2011 depiction of the "elective affinities
problem", by Peter Glaser, namely how to explain passions of existence in
for it had no intelligence; not diabolical, for it terms of Bergman's 1775 chemical affinities theories (Goethe's day) or in
was beneficent; and not angelic, for it often terms of Gibbs' 1876 free energies (modern day). [6]

In 1768 to 1775, German polyintellect
Johann Goethe began searching for a secret
principle or universal rule to explain the
hows and whys of the happenings of
existence and experience: [7]

betrayed malice. It was like chance, for it
laced continuity, and like providence, for it suggested context. Everything that limits us seemed penetrable by it, and
it appeared to dispose at will over the elements necessary to our existence, to contract time and expand space. It
seemed only to accept the impossible and scornfully to reject the possible.”
In 1799, Goethe, in an Oct 23 letter (see: Goethe timeline) to his intellectual friend Friedrich Schiller, in comment on
the lack of realism in the literary work of French author Prosper Crebillon, explicitly stated the elective affinities
problem as follows:
“Crebillon … treats the passions like playing cards, that one can shuffle, play, reshuffle, and play again, without their
changing at all. There is no trace of the delicate, chemical affinity, through which they attract and repel each other,
reunite, neutralize [each other], separate again and recover.”
In 1809, Goethe, ten years later, penned a draft outline attempt at solution to the problem, which he explained via
hidden layers of coded gestalt in his 36 chapter physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, finished on Oct 3,
after which, as he said, he was "set free" from the problem.

Faraday
In 1859, English electrochemist Michael Faraday, in his “On the Various Forces of Nature” lecture, stated what seems
to be an outline of the elective affinities problem, in query self-reflective format, as follows: [8]
“Let us now consider, for a little while, how wonderfully we stand upon this world. Here it is we are born, bred, and
live, and yet we view these things with an almost entire absence of wonder to ourselves respecting the way in which
all this happens. So small, indeed, is our wonder, that we are never taken by surprise; and I do think that, to a young
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person of ten, fifteen or twenty years of age, perhaps the first sight of a cataract or a mountain would occasion him
more surprise than he had ever felt concerning the means of his own existence: How he came here; how he lives; by
what means he stands upright; and through what means he moves about from place to place. We come into this
world, we live, and depart from it, without our thoughts being called specifically to consider how all this takes place;
and were it not for the exertions of some few inquiring minds, who have looked into these things, and ascertained
the very beautiful laws and conditions by which we do live and stand upon the earth, we should hardly be aware that
there was anything wonderful in it. These inquiries, which have occupied philosophers from the earliest days, when
they first began to find out the laws by which we grow, and exist, and enjoy ourselves, up to the present time, have
shown us that all this was effected in consequence of the existence of certain forces, or abilities to do things, or
powers, that are so common that nothing can be more so; for nothing is commoner than the wonderful powers by
which we are enabled to stand upright: they are essential to our existence every moment.”
(add discussion)

Adams

In 1863, Adams, writing to Charles Gaskell,
seems to have begun searching for a universal
theory of existence, applicable, in a one nature
manner, atoms to humans:
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves
and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I
believe every part of organic nature will be
brought someday within this law. The laws which
govern animated beings will be ultimately found
to be at bottom the same with those which rule A three-view depiction of the Milky Way galaxy, showing the glimpse of
inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound the "waves and tides", which Henry Adams spoke of in 1863, amid his 5conviction of the littleness of our kind, and of
decade search for a systematic conception of it all, humans viewed as
chemically reactive "human molecules" (1885) or "social phases" (1908),
the curious enormity of creation, I am quite
the rise and fall of civilizations explained in terms of physico-chemical
ready to receive with pleasure any basis for a
systematic conception of it all. I look for regular Gibbsian chemical thermodynamics framework; the modern version of
tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our the elective affinities problem.
own affairs. In ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been
explained but is evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which
would carry us backward.”
In 1885, Adams restated the problem in the following format, in an April 12th letter to his wife, written while at
extended stay at work in Washington, in which Adams declares: [2]
“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and women by courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I ever hit on
the only women in the world who fits my cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social chemistry—the mutual
attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
Adams, of course, would go on to spend a record five decades on the problem, culminating in his famous 1910 A
Letter to American Teachers of History, among other publications on the subject prior to this, in which he lamented
that American history teachers need to start teaching the second law to students to explain human history in a more
uniform physical chemistry sense, and at the end of which surmised that complete solution to the problem would
require the aid a new Newton:
“Such a complete solution [socio-history human chemical thermodynamics] seems not impossible; but at present to
call for the aid of another Newton.”

Huxley
In 1871, English naturalist Thomas Huxley stated the elective affinities problem as such: [3]
“Every society, great or small, resembles ... a complex molecule, in which the atoms are represented by men,
possessed of all those multifarious attractions and repulsions which are manifested in their desires and volitions, the
unlimited power of satisfying which we call freedom ... the social molecule exists in virtue of the renunciation of more
or less of this freedom by every individual. It is decomposed, when the attraction of desire leads to the resumption of
that freedom the expression of which is essential to the existence of the social molecule. The great problem of social
chemistry we call politics, is to discover what desires of mankind may be gratified, and what must be suppressed, if
the highly complex compound, society, is to avoid decomposition.”
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In 1962, in commentary on Huxley’s call for the development of the field of social chemistry in order to attempt
solution of the elective affinities problem, Austrian social economist Werner Stark stated the following: [4]
“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed? Nobody would suggest that the social scientists should
imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not appear to have got very far … but what about chemistry? A sociology
based on chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no echo. It would have been
easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist would have found it one whit more
difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to the Newtonian propositions.
But the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
Here, to comment quickly, regarding "sociological parallel to Boyle-Charles law", the experiment was tried ten years
earlier in the introduction section chapter to English physicist C.G. Darwin's 1952 The Next Million Years, but, as
summarized so rightly by Nicholas Georgescu (1971), quoted above, who attempted a similar solution in formulation
of economic thermodynamics, "manifold avenues open up" almost as soon as one begins to work on the problem. [5]
The 2,500+ articles of Hmolpedia, the 824-page two-volume Human Chemistry (2007) textbook, and the assimilation
of the history of the point of view of the 120+ human molecule pioneers, are only some of the examples of these
"manifold avenues" that begin to open up when one attempts to tackle the great two-hundred-year-old elective
affinities problem, and that's not to mention the 700-equations of Willard Gibbs that one has to master to solve the
problem.

New blue sky problem | IQ=225+
The elective affinities problem, in some sense, has become the
new blue sky problem, as was formerly the only problem worked
on by all IQ: 200+ range geniuses, prior to its early 20th century
solution; the elective affinities problem, presently, is the only
puzzle common to the rare ceiling geniuses cited in the IQ=225+
range, namely:
● Goethe (1796) (IQCit=225; IQ=230), who called his solution to
this problem his "greatest work" or "best book" (1809), of all his
142+ collected works publications, in which he embedded a
secret principle which he said was “true” and which was “only
production of greater extent” in which he was “conscious of
having labored to set forth a pervading idea”;
● Einstein (IQCit=225; IQ=220), who commented on the problem
(see: Einstein on love), in a somewhat irritated perplexment
scribble note: “gravitation cannot be responsible for people
falling in love” (1933) and previously in query to geneticist
Thomas Morgan: “how on earth are you ever going to explain in
terms of chemistry and physics so important a biological
phenomenon as first love?” (1920s);
● Thims (1995) (IQCit=225+; IQ=190), who was led into the
problem, similar to Goethe, via a mixture of the "love thought
experiment" and the "reverse engineering puzzle";
● Hirata (2000) (IQCit=225; IQ=190), who called his solution a "fun
compilation of worthless applications of physics and
mathematics to relationships";

An illustration of Jean Sales’ 1777 satirical play
“Reasonable Drama”, aka Newton in Senegal, showing
Newton, as “social Newton”, a possible rendition of
what "Another Newton", i.e. Henry Adams' 1910 term
for the person who will solve the elective affinities
problem (or the problem of "physico-chemical social
Even the great child prodigy William Sidis (IQCit=250-300; IQ=195) dynamics" as he termed it), might like look like, above
attempted solution, in a round-about-way, via his 1920 theories fictionally depicted as a vegetarian, eavesdropping on
on animate matter and entropy.
a conversation between a meat-eating Merman, a
talking oyster, pleading for it’s life, amid which an
African, who believes in a scarab-conceptualized god,
Other
enters the scene; at the end of which Newton reasons
Romanian mathematician and economist Nicholas Georgescu,
he should only attempt to explain morality to the
who spent several decades on the problem, stated the following, that
African, since he alone, with his type of belief system,
in 1971, on the problem:
might obtain a soul, or something along these lines. [9]

“Manifold avenues open up almost as soon as one begins to work on the problem.”
In 1910, Henry Adams (IQ=190) surmised, after working on the problem for 45-years, through Gibbs (IQ=200),
Clausius (IQ=205), and others, that the "complete solution" would require the "aid of another Newton".
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Elective affinity
In chemistry, elective affinity, a variant of “affinity”,
was a term used, especially in the 18th century, to
define a tendency of a chemical species to “elect” to
unit with one chemical entity in preference to that of
another. [1] The modern variation is "chemical
affinity". In social psychology, elective affinity is
defined as a force of mutual attraction involving the
structure and contents of belief systems and the
motives of their adherents and is argued to exist
between epistemic motives to reduce uncertainty and
political conservatism. [11]

Overview

Opening section of English physician-chemist William Henry’s
1818 twelve-page chapter section Of Elective Affinity, a textbook
overview of elective affinity. [12]

In circa 1250, German philosopher Albertus Magnus
introduced the term affinitas, in the sense of chemical relation, to qualify the combinations of bodies. [2] Magnus use
the term affinity, for instance, to define the cause of combination of sulfur with silver and other metals. Magnus
employed phrases such as ‘sulphur destroys the metals because of its natural affinity to them’. [3] In his Book of the
Marvels of the World, Magnus outlined four principles related to affinity. The first principle of affinity is that likes
attract to likes, meaning that an attraction between things with similar qualities or virtues exists, stated in general
terms, referring to the Aristotelian elements: earth, air, fire, and water. The second affinity principle is that all things
have prime, or first, qualities, but can acquire second or third qualities by association. The third affinity principle is
that qualities may be innate to a whole species or to individual things. The fourth affinity principle is antagonism
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where just as all things attract related things with like qualities, they also ‘repel’ things with opposite qualities. [4]
Magnus’ affinity theories and works were frequently reprinted well into the 16th century.
In 1620, English scientific philosopher Francis Bacon developed theories on chemical affinity to explain the
inherent nature of motion and its causes. Bacon reasoned that ‘dispute and friendship are the spurs to motion in
nature, and the keys to her works.’ [5] Bacon defined chemical affinity as such: [6]
“It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have no sense, yet they have perception; for when one body is
applied to another, there is a kind of election to embrace that which is agreeable, and to exclude or expel that which
is ingrate; and whether the body be alterant or altered, evermore perception precedeth operation; for else all bodies
would be like one to another.”
This logic, naturally, evolved into a conception of elective attraction or elective affinity, defined as ‘a favorable
inclination to one more than to another’ or a process in which ‘a substance tends to combine with certain substances
in preference to others.’ [7]
In 1718, during a translation into French of a later edition of Newton’s Opticks, French physician and chemist
Étienne Geoffroy made the world’s first affinity table, containing 16-columns and 9-rows of chemical species, titled
Tableau des différentes Rapports Observées entre Différentes Substances (Table of the Different Relations Observed
between Different Substances), using data from Query 31 of the Opticks. [8] Soon other chemist started expanding on
Geoffroy’s table by adding more species. In 1775, Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, in his A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions, published a large fold-out affinity table, containing 55-rows and 50-columns of chemical species. [9] In
1785 to 1795, German polyintellect Johann von Goethe began to absorb the affinity reaction theory logic of Bergman;
with which he used in the theoretical development and writing of his scientific novella Elective Affinities (1809), the
world’s first scientific treatise on the origin of love and the founding book of human chemistry. [10]

See also
● Elective Affinities (novella)
● Elective Affinities (1933 painting)
● Elective Affinities (1996 film)
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In science, electrical energy is energy associated with the flow of charge,
e.g. an electron or ion, in a conductor, such as copper or an axon.

History
In circa 580BC, Greek thinker Thales, noted that when amber was
rubbed, straw attracted to it, and therein made the first type of
observations on the properties of electricity. In circa 1670, German
engineer Otto Guericke and built his electrostatic generator (c.1670). In
1744, the Leyden jar, a type of charge storage device, was invented in
Leiden. In 1776, Italian physician Luigi Galvani discovered the ability of
circuit-induced dead twitching frog legs by led to the hypothesis of
"animal electricity" to explain this phenomenon, a theory which led to
the invention of the batter or voltaic pile by Italian physicist Alessandro
Volta in 1800. [2] In 1802, Humphry Davy passed the current of an
extremely powerful battery through a thin strip of platinum, heating the
filament enough to make incandescent light, wherein electrical energy
was transformed into heat by passing an electric current though a
resistance. [1] In the 1840s, experimental mechanical equivalent of heat
measurement of electrical energy was done by English scientist James
Joule.
Two depictions of electrical energy: the top

See also
● Electricity
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diagram showing mechanical work being
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Electrical engineering
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In engineering, electrical engineering is art of
construction, design, and building of devices
and machines tending to involve the flow of
electric current through conductors, as in
motors and generators, based on mathematical
and scientific principles. [1]

History
In 1600, English chemist-physicist and physician
William Gilbert—sometimes called the “father
of magnetic philosophy”—published his De
Magnete, the earliest known work treating both
magnetism and electricity, was the first to use
the New Latin term electricus to mean “like
amber in it is attractive properties”, from the
Greek word for amber, ήλεκτρον (ēlektron).
Based on Gilbert’s usage, in 1646 term
‘electricity’ was introduced by Thomas Browne.
In 1630, German inventor Otto Guericke built a
static machine generator. In 1774, Swiss
mathematical physicist Georges Le Sage
invented the first electric telegraph consisting
of 24 wires, each suitably spaced and insulated
by means of glass partitions at frequent
intervals, placed in a trough in the ground,
according to which each wire represented a
certain letter of the alphabet.
In 1776, Luigi Galvani made severed frog
legs twitch via electric flow created via a
dissimilar metal junction arch, after which he
argued for an “animal electricity” theory to
explain this phenomenon. In 1800, Italian
physicist Alessandro Volta, in aims to disprove
Galvani’s animal electricity theory, invented the
battery otherwise known as the voltaic pile.
A short visual history of the invention of electronic devices in the field of
electrical engineering. [2]

(add)
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Electricity
In science, electricity is any effect resulting from the existence of stationary or moving electric charges, typically
either (negative) electrons or (positive) protons. [1]

Etymology
The word "electricity" was first used by English author Thomas Browne in his 1646 Pseudodoxia Epidemica. [2] In
1675, Robert Boyle, in his “Mechanical Production of Electricity”, was freely using the term in respect, supposedly, to
the earlier experimental demonstrations of electricity done by William Gilbert. (Ѻ)

Human chemistry
In human chemical terms, writers often use the metaphor of a feeling of “electricity” between people, particularly
when falling in love, or in reference to a state of excitement. [3] In music chemistry, for instance, the chorus to the
popular 2007 song “Chemistry”, by Swedish pop-singer Velvet, is:
I feel the chemistry
Between you and me
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There's electricity
when you're touching me
I feel the chemistry
feel the biogravity
I want you touching me
I feel you touching me
In positive psychology, the state of absorbed mental involvement called “flow”, for instance, was conceived in the
1970s by Croatian-born American psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi and named as such due interviews of 173
subjects where people often described their 'flow' experiences using the metaphor of a current carrying them along.
[4]
The metaphor of electricity between reacting human molecules is a difficult subject but may possibly be interpreted
according to heightened or optimal states of neuro-electricity/neurotransmitter flow, thus instilling the sense of
being alive. [5]
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Electrochemical thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, electrochemical thermodynamics is the study of the thermodynamics of electrochemistry, of
electrochemical systems, or electrochemical processes.
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In forces, the electromagnetic force is a force that
consists of an electric field oriented perpendicular to a
magnetic field, that can be emitted or absorbed from
certain types of fermions, such as a moving electron or a
proton, which is described as being comprised of spin 1
field particles called photons, that are “on mass-shell”
when in the form of light or “off mass-shell” when in the
form of static fields, such as in the form of the electric
field around the proton in a hydrogen atom. [1]

Overview
In 1861, James Maxwell formulated the equations that
defined the nature of the electromagnetic force, the
original form of which contained 20 variables; these
were later reduced by Oliver Heaviside into a more
reduced set of four equations and seven variables; the
first two of which, building on the work of Carl Gauss,
are shown below: [3]

Depiction of the electromagnetic force (or
electromagnetic wave), created by the movement of an
electron
between a oppositely charged poles of
conducting plates, showing an electric field E moving or
oscillating perpendicular to a magnetic field B, with a
characteristic wavelength of λ (lambda), described as being
comprised of photons, symbol γ (gamma), "on mass-shell".
[2]

The third equation, building on the work of Michael Faraday, is as follows:

The four so-called Maxwell equation, building on the work of Andre-Marie Ampere, is as follows:

(add discussion)

Social force | Interactions
Historically, very little work has been done in attempts to say what the electromagnetic force has to say about the socalled "forces" that work in the operation of social interactions, such as have been labeled variously as "social forces"
(Auguste Comte, 1854), economic forces, the forces of love and hate (Empedocles, 450BC), etc. In circa 1950, German
philosopher Ernst Junger (1895-1998), according to Helmut Lethen (1994), promulgated some type of
“electromagnetic force fields” social theory, based on an electric circuit model of social analysis, admixture with iron
filing movement theory; the following being an example Junger quote: [5]
“The arrangement of atoms thus takes on the sort of nonambiguity that prevails in the electromagnetic force field.”
People or users in an administrative state, according to Junger, get connected and integrated via current into an
“energy association”, according to which the individual automatically becomes an “organic construction”.
In 1993, Canadian political scientist Paris Arnopoulos, in his Sociophysics, was grappling with this issue as follows: [4]
“All entities, whether fermions or humans, need some mediating agency to interconnect them into systems. This
indispensable interrelating and interacting role is ultimately played by different field particles named bosons. Unlike
fermions, which are characterized by a significant mass and charge, bosons do not take partake of these to attributes.
Rather, they only have spins and provide connections as they are exchanged among fermions. Such exchanges are of
three kinds: weak or strong nuclear, electromagnetic, and gravitational. The first exist by sharing gluons and thus hold
together the atomic nucleus. The second take place by exchanging photons and thus explain most of our ordinary
phenomena. The third operate by the displacement of gravitons and thus provide the overall attraction between
everything in the universe. Similar phenomena occur up the ontological ladder to describe social, as well as atomic
and galactic bonding. Societies, like all systems, are held together by certain ties of varying strength and extent.”
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, independent of Arnopoulos, in his Human Chemistry, was
outlining a similar formulation of the same, in regards to the exchange force nature of human bonding and human
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dynamics. [2]
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Electron
In science, electron, symbol e⁻, is a lepton, one of the four types of fermions (quarks, leptons, antiquarks, and
antileptons), with a rest mass of 9.11E-31 kg (0.511 MeV), an electric charge of -1.60E-19 coulombs, a spin of ½, is
considered an elementary particle, and characterized as obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics. [1]

Etymology
The concept of electricity being divided up atomically into particles or quantities was introduced in 1874 by Irish
physicist James Stoney, in his paper "On the Physical Units of Nature", wherein, based on earlier charge distribution
theory of Swedish chemist Jacob Berzelius, he postulated that the exchange of a certain "quantity of electricity"
between atoms and molecules is what accounts for the chemical bond:
"For each chemical bond which is ruptured within an electrolyte a certain quantity of electricity traverses the
electrolyte which is the same in all cases."
Later, in 1891, Stoney assigned the name "electron", based on the Greek word for amber, for the fundamental unit of
negative electricity. [3]

Other
In circa 1963, Chinese-born English biophysicist (chnops-physicist) Mae-Wan Ho became intrigued by Hungarian
physiologist Albert Szent Gyorgyi’s idea that life is interposed between two energy levels of the electron, after which
she spent the three decades searching for this idea, resulting in her 1993 book The Rainbow and the Worm: the
Physics of Organisms. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Perhaps our genius for unity will some time produce a science so broad as to include the behavior of a group of
electrons and the behavior of a university faculty, but such a possibility seems now so remote that I for one would
hesitate to guess whether this wonderful science would be more like mechanics or like a psychology.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1925), Anatomy of Science
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In chemistry, an element is an atom or pure chemical substance characterized
by an atomic number Z, the number of protons its nucleus, numbering from 1
to 118, of which 92 are naturally occurring elements, at earth-bound
conditions. [1] The big five elements that comprise 98 percent of the structural
mass of a human are: oxygen O (61%), the central component of blood, carbon
C (23%) and hydrogen H (10%), the central components of the brain, nitrogen N
(2.6%), the central component of protein, and calcium Ca (1.4%), the central
component of bone.

Earth
Vernadsky was one of the first to note that the elements of the periodic table
do not distribute themselves uniformly, stating for instance that elements with
even atomic numbers predominate in the earth’s crust. [4]

Depiction of Greek philosopher
Empedocles' 450BC "standard model"
of physics, in which the universe
consisting of four elements (earth, air,
water, and fire), depicted above, and
two forces (attraction and repulsion).

Human mass composition tables
Mass composition tables for biological
entities are difficult to come by. In 1899,
English physiologist John Thornton stated
that there were 72 elements known in
chemistry and that 14 of these enter into
the composition of the human body:
oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
2009 depiction of the "essential" elements in the
The elements of the human sulphur, phosphorus, chlorine, sodium,
human body, according to the University of
molecule are listed below.
potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron,
Waikato, which lists 25 elements. [3]
fluorine, and silicon; and noted that other
elements, such as manganese and lead (anti-element: poison), have sometimes been found in small quantities. [7] In
1968, American biochemist Harold Morowitz, in his Energy Flow in Biology, is said to have given a table that
compares the element contents of twenty-three elements, namely C, H, N, O, P, S, Ca, Na, K, Mg, Cl, Fe, Si, Zn, Rb, Cu,
Br, Sn, Mn, I, Al, and Pb, of man, alfalfa, copepod, and bacteria. [5] One of the best books to given element counts in
humans is English chemist John Emsley's 2001 Nature's Building Blocks: an A-Z Guide to the Elements, a book which
functioned as one of the principle sources in the calculation of the formula for one human molecule by American
chemical engineer Libb Thims, between 2002 and 2007. [6]

Human molecule
The following table lists the 26 functional elements that comprise one human molecule, according to the 2002
calculation of American chemical engineer Libb Thims. The less-accurate 22-element and 12-element empirical
human molecular formulas for one human molecule by American limnologists James Elser and Robert Sterner (2000)
and New Scientist (2005), respectively, are shown below for comparison. [2]
(Sterner
and Elser,
2000)

(Thims,
2002)

(New
Scientist,
2005)
The four functional elements missing from Sterner and Elser's formula, i.e. Tin (Sn), Selenium (Se), Nickel (Ni), and
Vanadium (V), as determined by Thims, are shown in bold below, listed adjacent to their known function:
d
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#

Name

Symbol

1

Oxygen

O

61

Roughly 60% of the body is H2O, which is
8 essential for almost all chemical reactions
within the body.

2

Carbon

C

23

6

Is a major elemental component of
carbohydrates and fats.

3

Hydrogen

H

10

1

Is a major elemental component of
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats.

4

Nitrogen

N

2.6

7

Is a major elemental component of
proteins (comprised of N, H, C, and O).

1.4

Used in the development and
maintenance of bone structure and
development. Functions in the clotting
20 process, nerve transmission, muscle
stimulation, parathyroid hormone
function, and metabolism of vitamin D,
etc.

1.1

Plays a part in almost every chemical
reaction within the body because it is
present in every cell. Forms calcium
phosphate with calcium in the bones and
15
teeth in a 2-1 ratio. Is important in the
utilization of carbohydrates, fats, and
proteins for growth, maintenance, and
repair, etc.

5

6

Calcium

Phosphorus

Ca

P

CPK
(jmol)

%
Mass

Picture

Z

Function
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7

8

9

10

Potassium

Sulfur

Chlorine

Sodium

11 Magnesium

12

13

Iron

Fluorine

K

S

Cl

Na

Mg

Fe

F
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0.3

Functions mainly in the intercellular fluid
as the primary ion force. Potassium
together with sodium helps regulate the
water balance within the body. Potassium
19
regulates the transfer of nutrients to the
cell, transmits electrochemical impulses,
and is necessary for normal growth
enzymatic reactions, etc.

0.2

Keeps hair glossy and smooth and keeps
the complexion clear and youthful. Sulfur
is an important elemental constituent of
16 thiamin, biotin, methionine, cystine, and
cysteine. It disinfects the blood, resists
bacteria, and stimulates bile production in
the liver, etc.

0.18

Helps regulate acid alkali balance,
stimulates production of hydrochloric
acid, stimulates the liver to function as a
17
filter for wastes, aids in keeping joints and
tendons in youthful shape, and helps
distribute hormones, etc.

0.17

Is found in every cell in the body. Sodium
functions with potassium to equalize the
acid-alkali factor in the blood. Along with
potassium, it helps regulate water
11
balance within the body. Sodium keeps
blood minerals soluble, so they will not
build up as deposits in the bloodstream,
etc.

0.029

70% of the bodies magnesium supply is
located in the bones together with
calcium and phosphorus, while 30% is
found in cellular fluids and some soft
tissue. Is involved with energy production
12
of glucose, protein and nucleic acid
synthesis, the formation of urea, vascular
tone, muscle impulse transmission,
electrical stability of the cells, and
neurotransmission, etc.

0.012

The major function of iron is to combine
with protein and copper in making
hemoglobin. Iron builds up the quality of
26 the blood and increases resistance to
stress, the immune system, energy
production, growth in children, and
resistance to disease.

0.004

Research indicates that fluorine increases
the deposition of calcium, thereby
strengthening the bones. Helps reduce
9
the formation of acid in the mouth caused
by carbohydrates, thereby reducing the
likelihood of tooth decay.
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Zinc

Silicon

Copper

Zn

Si

Cu

0.003

Helps fight disease, protect the immune
system, involved in the Krebs cycle, has
been found to increase the male sex
30
drive, is a constituent of more that 2,000
enzymes involved in digestion and
metabolism, etc.

0.001

Is needed for the connective tissues of
the body such as the tendons, cartilage,
blood vessels, nails, skin, and hair, and is
essential for their integrity. Silicon works
14
with calcium to make strong bones,
proper levels are essential during growth
periods, and it is helpful in the prevention
of cardiovascular disease, etc.

0.0003

Involved in the synthesis of hemoglobin,
collagen, and the neurotransmitter
noradrenalin. Is an important blood
29
antioxidant, prevents the rancidity of
polyunsaturated fatty acids, and helps cell
membranes remain healthy.

17

Iodine

I

0.00003

Aids in the development and functioning
of the thyroid gland, and is an integral
part of thyroxine. Iodine plays an
important role in regulating cellular
53
oxidation, promotes growth and
development, and stimulates the basal
metabolic rate—helping the body burn
excess fat.

18

Tin

Sn

0.00003

50

Deficiency results in poor growth and
diminished hemoglobin synthesis.

19

Boron

B

0.00003

5

A trace mineral essential for healthy
bones.

0.00002

Is a natural antioxidant that protects
against free radicals and appears to
preserve elasticity of tissue that become
34 less elastic with aging. Is necessary for the
production of prostaglandins, and
pancreatic function depends upon
selenium, etc.

20

Selenium

Se
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21

Chromium

22 Manganese

23

Nickel

24 Molybdenum

25

26

Cobalt

Vanadium

(add discussion)

Cr

Mn

Ni

Mo

Co

V
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0.00002

Stimulates the activity of enzymes
involved in the metabolism of glucose for
energy and the synthesis of fatty acids
and cholesterol. It appears to increase the
effectiveness of insulin and its ability to
24
handle glucose, preventing hypoglycemia
or diabetes. The mineral may also be
involved in the synthesis of protein
through its binding action with RNA
molecules.

0.0002

Functions as an important antioxidant in
the prevention of toxic oxygen forms. It
plays a role in activating numerous
enzymes that are necessary for utilization
25
of choline, biotin, thiamine, and ascorbic
acid. Is a catalyst in the synthesis of fatty
acids, cholesterol, and
mucopolysaccharides, etc.

0.0002

May be a factor in hormone, lipid, and
membrane metabolism and cell integrity.
28 Significant amounts are found in DNA and
RNA. May be involved in glucose
metabolism, etc.

0.000007

Is an essential part of two enzymes:
xanthine oxidase—which aids in the
mobilization of iron from the liver
reserves and helps change iron from
42 ferrous to ferric, and aldehyde oxidase—
which is necessary for the oxidation of
fats. It is also a factor in copper
metabolism, nitrogen metabolism, and
the final stages of urine production, ect.

0.000004

Necessary for the normal functioning and
maintenance of red blood cells as well as
27
all other body cells; and is a constituent of
vitamin B12.

0.0000002

Has been shown to reverse diabetes.
Inhibits cholesterol synthesis. Bones,
cartilage, and teeth require it for proper
23 development. It has been shown to have
a function in cellular metabolism, iron
metabolism, and red blood cell growth,
etc.
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See also
● Human element
● Human chemical element
● Chocolate (element) diagram
● Lavoisier’s list of the elements (1789)
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Elements of Physical Biology
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In famous publications, Elements of Physical Biology is a 1925 highlycited book, by Austrian-born American physical chemist Alfred Lotka,
which was the first book to make an attempt at a rigorous application
of the logic of thermodynamics, e.g. irreversibility, chemical
equilibrium, transformations, etc., to the energy interactions and
dynamics of animals and plants in whole ecosystems, rather than by
studying them individually (or internally), concluding with chapters on
the origins and energy relations of consciousness. The following is a
representative quote: [1]
“Evolution being a slow process, it takes a certain time, when
equilibrium or near-equilibrium is disturbed, for a new equilibrium or
near-equilibrium to become established.”
This view, to note, is in stark contrast to the post-1970s idiom that
evolution exists continuously in a far-from-equilibrium state of
existence, as advocated by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine; a view that
only recently has come to be questioned, in the mid 2000s. Lotka's
book is divided into four parts: general principles, kinetics, statics, and
dynamics, the latter of which is devoted to thermodynamics. Lotka
states that the outline of the book has appeared in various article
publications beginning in 1907 and that, in origin, the first plan of the
work was laid out in about 1902 during his student days in Leipzig. A
precursor to Lotka’s book is the earlier work of English biologist James
Johnstone, particularly his 1921 The Mechanism of Life in Relation to
Modern Physical Theory, which Lotka cites. Concepts developed in the
book include defining biological entities as ‘energy transformers’ and
Title page to Alfred Lotka's 1925 book Elements
the logic that visual inputs can act to produce a ‘trigger action’, such as of Physical Biology, the first book to apply
when prey sights predator and flees, which amounts in the act of huge thermodynamics to interspecies interactions.
release of energy. [2]
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Elias, Peter
In science, Peter Elias (1923-2001) was an American electrical engineer and
information theorist noted for his 1958 parody editorial article “Two Famous Papers”,
wherein he critiqued two made-up articles, in the first of which he mocked the
Shannon bandwagon effect of the ballooned usage of information theory in
unwarranted applications in fields ‘outside’ of information theory, such as: religion,
photosynthesis, psychology, business organization, genetics, linguistics, psychiatry, etc.
some 16+ fields in total by the time of the third symposium on information theory, and
in the second of which he did a Sokal affair stylized fictional article to mock the
situation. [1]

Education
Elias attended Swarthmore College from 1940 to 1941, after which he transferred to
MIT in 1942 completing his SB in business and engineering management in 1944. He
then served two years in the US Navy, as a radio technician instructor and electronics
technician. Following is discharge in 1946 Elias completed an MA in mechanical
engineering and science and PhD from Harvard University. In 1953, he became a professor at MIT and in 1960, at the
age of 37, became the head of the MIT electrical engineering and computer science department, the youngest ever to
do so. [2]

Two Famous Papers
The following is Elias' very-humorous 1958 editorial article "Two Famous Papers" a parody of the Shannon
bandwagon. [1]
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See the 2001 MIT Project History article “Information Theory and the Digital Age” for an inside look at Elias' role in
the early bandwagon years. [3]

Sokal affair
In historical classification, the Elias "Two Famous Papers" editorial is classified as the "original" Sokal affair.
Specifically, Elias second so-called famous (fictional) article, which Elias entitled "The Optimum Linear Mean Square
Filter for Separating Sinusoidally modulated Trianglular Signals from Randomly Sampled Stationary Gaussian Noise,
with Applications to a Problem in Radar", is but an early-prototype example of what has recently become
categorized, in modern science writing, as a ‘Sokal affair’, the result of a publishing hoax perpetrated by Alan Sokal, a
physics professor at New York University, who in early 1996 submitted an science article entitled ‘Transgressing the
Boundaries: Towards a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity’, to Social Text, an academic journal of
postmodern cultural studies, in which he proposed that quantum gravity is a social and linguistic construct—but then,
on its date of publication (May 1996), revealed in the magazine Lingua Franca that the article was a hoax, identifying
it as "a pastiche of left-wing cant, fawning references, grandiose quotations, and outright nonsense, structured
around the silliest quotations [by postmodernist academics] he could find about mathematics and physics." [4]
The similarity between the two is obvious—both are fake titles, making a parody of both authors who use overlyverbose and over-technical terminology, giving a false allusion of depth of truthfulness of content, and readers who
are duped into believing in the content of such articles:
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Elias (1958)

“The Optimum Linear Mean Square Filter for
Separating Sinusoidally modulated Trianglular
Signals from Randomly Sampled Stationary
Gaussian Noise, with Applications to a Problem in
Radar.”
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Sokal (1996)

“Transgressing the
Boundaries: Towards a
Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum
Gravity.”

The difference between the two is that in the Elias case it was an inside joke from the get go, particularly for regular
readers and conference goers of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Transactions on Information Theory, whereas in the
Sokal case, for the readers and editors of Social Text, the joke was on them. Secondary corroboration that the use of
Shannon’s 1948 information theory, outside of communication engineering proper, is the "original Sokal affair", as
embodied in the parody humor of the second of Elias’ 1958 "Two Famous Papers" editorial, is the fact that American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims entitled his 2012 JHT article, on Shannon and the misuse of his information
theory, as: “Thermodynamics ≠ Information Theory: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair”, before he became aware of Elias
and his "Two Famous Papers" Sokal affair style editorial, found through research. [5]
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Eliminative materialism
In philosophy, eliminative materialism is a type of materialism that denies the existence of specific types of folklorebased mental states or rather is a materialism philosophy that aims to "eliminate" or displace baseless common
sense psychology conceptions.

Etymology
The term “eliminative materialism” was introduced in American philosopher James Cornman’s 1968 article “On the
Elimination of ‘Sensations’ and Sensations”—written as a response to American philosopher Richard Rorty’s 1965
article “Mind-Body Identity, Privacy, and Categories”—the truncated abstract gist of which is as follows: [1]
“It seems that science is advancing towards a state where physics will be not only the basic science upon which all
other sciences are erected, but also the one science to which all other sciences are reducible. This is the view, then,
that in the millennium physics will be sufficient for the purposes of explaining and predicting the behavior of
everything including persons.”
This seems to be a statement of physical reductionism or in some sense one of the basic tenets of hmolscience.
Cornman, further on in his article, after introducing the term eliminative materialism, goes on, supposedly, to criticize
the concept. [2] The response 1970 article “In Defense of Eliminative Materialism”, by Rorty, supposedly, is a
convincing rebuttal to Cornman. [3]

History
American philosopher Paul Churchland is a noted advocate of the eliminative materialism position. In his 1981
“Eliminative Materialism and the Propositional Attitudes”, he stated that the traditional roadblocks to the so-called
materialist program, namely emotions, qualia, and raw feelings, were beginning to dissolve as compared to previous
decades, and went on to argue that neuroscience needs to be more substantially integrated into physical science. [5]
In short, folk psychology based concepts such as beliefs, feelings, and desires, according to according to Paul
Churchland, are theoretical constructs without coherent definition, destined to be obviated by a thoroughly scientific
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understanding of human nature. Canadian-born American philosopher Patricia Churchland's provocative 1986
Neurophilosophy is also said to advocate the eliminative materialism positions, suggesting that developments in
neuroscience point to a bleak future for commonsense mental states. [6]

Criticisms
In the 2011 Juarrero-Deacon affair, American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon stated that the one thing
that he and Cuban-born American philosopher Alicia Juarrero have in common is that they both “share a criticism of
simple eliminative materialism.” [4]
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Eliot, George
In human chemistry, George Eliot (1819-1880) (IQ:185), real name Mary Ann Evans, the
third smartest woman of all time, behind Hypatia and Emilie Chatelet, was an English
realism philosopher and novelist noted for her 1872 novel Middlemarch, described by
those including Martin Amis and Julian Barnes as the “greatest novel” in the English
language, a novel which was modeled on German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809
physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities (Die Wahlverwandtschaften), which
explained reality according to the science and principles of physical chemistry,
according to which humans are large types of evolved chemical entities whose
reactions are governed by the principles of affinity chemistry, in Elliot and Goethe's
day, or the laws and principles of chemical thermodynamics, modern days.

Goethe
English German-literature scholar Gerlinde Roder-Bolton gives the following opinion as
to when Eliot read Goethe's Elective Affinities: [6]
“Eliot greatly admired Die Wahlverwandtschaften, butshe first read it in her twenties and continued thinking about
German literature for another thirty years.It would be very difficult to recover what she thought of this work as her
ideas developed during this period. She did not have a single view of this work.”
From 1854 to 1855, Eliot spent eight months in Germany, a period that marked the start of her existence with English
philosopher and literary critic George Lewes (1817-1878), known for his 1855 prose literature book The Life of
Goethe, in which he, supposedly, analyzed Goethe’s Elective Affinities. Though Eliot documented this journey more
extensively than any other, it has remained an under-researched part of Eliot's biography.
In the 2006 book George Eliot in Germany, 1854-55: Cherished Memories, Roder-Bolton draws on Eliot's own
writings, as well as on extensive original research in German archives and libraries, to provide the most thorough
account yet published of the couple's visit. Rich in historical, social, and cultural detail, the book not only records the
couple's travels but also supplies a context for their encounters with people and places; and in which Roder-Bolton
shows how the crossing of geographical boundaries may be read as symbolic of Eliot's transition from single woman
to social outcast and from translator and critic to writer of fiction. Roder-Bolton states that by the end of this trip,
Eliot had read every published word by Goethe.
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Stahr
On late 1854, as noted by Roder-Bolton, Eliot had a disagreement with
German writer and literary historian Adolf Stahr (1805-1876) about
the dénouement of Goethe's Die Wahlverwandtschaften. [3]
Specifically, on 29 Dec 1954 Eliot recorded the following in her journal:
[7]
“Friday 29. A fine frosty morning. Wrote to Noel and to my Sister.
Worked a little at Spinoza but not well enough to do much . Read a
little of Scherr. Read aloud Heine’s Salon. Then we went to Prof.
German literary historian Adolf Stahr with whom Stahr’s house and spent the evening there. A remarkable miniature of
Schiller of which there is not engraving. We talked of the
Eliot in 1854 argued against in defense of
Wahlberwandschaften, amongst other things. Stahr finding fault with
Goethe's Elective Affinities denouement. [7]
the dénouement which I defended. (Concession or license).”
Stahr argued that it was wrong, while Eliot defended Goethe. [2] The issue was important enough for her to enlarge
on it in her “Recollections on Berlin”, where she insisted that Goethe’s ending truthfully followed from the characters
of the individuals in the work. Goethe’s Elective Affinities, from this point forward, is said to have had a significant
influence on Eliot’s work and realism philosophy. English German-cultures scholar Carl Krockel, in his PhD dissertation
“D.H. Lawrence and Germany: the Politics of Influence” turned 2007 book, seems to summarize the issue best: [4]
“German culture played a dominate role in George Eliot’s life, beginning with her shift from Evangelicism to freethought when she studied German historical criticism of the Bible in the 1840s. Her lover George Lewes acknowledge
her contribution to his analysis of Die Wahlverwandtschaften in his pioneering biography of Goethe and The Mill on
the Floss shares similar scenes to those in Goethe’s novel. George Eliot may be thinking about Die
Wahlverwandtschaften in parts of her 1855 article ‘The Morality of Wilhelm Meister’, where she describes how
Goethe ‘quietly follows the steam of fact and of life; and waits patiently for the moral processes of nature as we all
do for her maternal process.’ George Eliot’s appraisal of Goethe as ‘the man who helps us to raise to a lofty point of
observation, so that we may see things in their relative proportions’ [see: advanced perspective] is comparable to
Georg Lukacs’s characterization of Goethe’s ‘consistently thought-out systemization of these relationships, contrasts
and nuances, and his ability to transform all these features into a vivid plot with can characterize them’. For Lukacs, in
the plot of Die Wahlverwandtschaften Goethe comes closest to the designs of the nineteenth-century realist novel, of
which Middlemarch is the supreme example.
The chemical theory is the structural backbone of Goethe and George Eliot’s realism. Chemicals are only
electively affined when their attraction excludes other chemicals. In his narrative Goethe uses the framework of two
pairs of lovers, whose attraction to different aspects of each other reveals their psychological ‘properties’. Eduard
and Charlotte are married, having known each other since childhood; the Hauptmann arrives, and links up with
Eduard in their horticultural plans while excluding Charlotte for being too fanciful. Charlotte is satisfied by the arrival
of the childlike Ottilie, and is also finding her own measured nature in affinity with the Hauptmann’s. Meanwhile,
Ottilie appeals to Eduard’s childlike side, but the Hauptmann finds her ideas disturbing. And so the narrative
continues.
In Middlemarch George Eliot systematically elaborates on what Goethe only suggests in Die
Wahlverwandtschaften, since each of her four characters is also bound to wider social relationships through affinity.”
Interestingly, Krockel also notes that English novelist and literary critic D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930) was “certainly
aware of Goethe’s theory of affinities, if only through reading of Ernst Haeckel’s account of it in The Riddle of the
Universe” and argues that Haeckel’s pantheism helped Lawrence break from his Christian upbringing, for a monism
based on the material universe. The Lukacs work mentioned above, to note, seems to be his 1968 Goethe and His
Age.
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Eliot cogently and correctly considered
Goethe (IQ=230) to be "the last true polymath
to walk the earth". At one point, she took a
three-month pilgrimage to Goethe's home town
of Weimar.

Education
Eliot was well educated and well connected.
Through a social connection, she obtained a
position as assistant editor of the Westminster
Review, a rather shocking achievement for a
woman at that time, and one which allowed her Alternative depictions and facial expressions of George Elliot, the late
19th century's greatest literary advocate of German polymath Johann
to become acquainted with London’s literary
Goethe's 1809 physical chemistry based model of literary realism.
crowd. Among that crowd was George Lewes,
who encouraged Eliot to begin writing fiction in additional to poetry. And write fiction, she did—becoming one of
England’s most revered and prolific novelists. Eliot was said to have been able to read and absorb 40 books per
month; which, using the conservative estimate that she began reading at that rate at age 10, would indicate that she
had read over 24,000+ books in her existence; in her time, she acquired the epitaph of “very wise woman” and also
was measured by a phrenologist as having “very large brain”. [1]
American 19th century literature scholar Peter Dale, in his 1989 In Pursuit of a Scientific Culture, devotes a chapter or
two to Eliot’s interest in ‘higher physics’. [5]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The quickest of us walk around well-wadded with stupidity.”
— George Eliot (c.1850)
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Eliot, T.S.
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In poetry, Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888-1965), aka T.S. Eliot, was an American-born
British essayist and poet noted for thermal word usage.

The Hollow Men
In 1925, Eliot penned his “The Hollow Men” wherein the following oft-cited heat death
themed segment is found: [1]
“This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.”
(add discussion)

The Waste Land
In 1922, Eliot wrote his poem “The Waste Land”, in which, according to Kristen Miller,
the reference to the second law is, supposedly, found. [3]

East Coker
In 1940, Eliot penned his “East Coker”, in which the following thermal word loaded segment, as cited by Steven
Weinberg (1992), is found: [1]
“As we grow older
The world becomes stranger, the pattern more complicated
Of dead and living. Not the intense moment
Isolated, with no before and after,
But a lifetime burning in every moment.”
The segment "lifetime burning in every moment" seems to elude to the so-called combustion theory of existence or
combustion theory of love or something along these lines.

Related
People also searched for: Ezra Pound, W.B. Yeats, George Eliot, James Joyce, and W.H. Auden, among others. (Ѻ)
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(b) Woods, Alan and Grant, Ted. (1995). Reason in Revolt: Marxist Philosophy and Modern Science (§2.4:Arrow of
Time). Publisher.
2. (a) East Coker (poem) – Wikipedia.
(b) Weinberg, Steven. (1992). Dreams of a Final Theory: the Scientist’s Search for the Ultimate Laws of Nature (pg.
90). Random House.
3. Miller, Kristen. (2007). “From Fears of Entropy to Comfort in Chaos: Arcadia, The Waste Land, Numb3rs, and Man’s
Relationship With Science” (abs), Bulletin of Science Technology Society, 27(1)81-94.

External links
● T. S. Eliot – Wikipedia.

Ellis, George
In hmolscience, George Ellis (1939-) is []

Overview
In 2005, Ellis, in his “Physics and the Real World”, citing Philip Anderson on
reductionism, sought to address the following, in his mind, conceptual
problem:
“No current physics experiment or theory explains the nature—or even the
existence—of emotions, money, fine art, football games, or people. What can
physics say about such things?”
The article that follows, however, falls short of its subtitle: he cites Robert
Laughlin’s A Different Universe: Reinventing Physics from the Bottom Down
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(2005), and his “protected states emergence over reduction” theory, employs the term “emergence” ten
times, and concludes that “physics can’t account for human intentions”, let alone can “physics and
chemistry predict the development or functioning of a single cell”. In circa 2006, Ellis’ article, to note, was
listed as required reading (Ѻ) material for honors 462 course (Ѻ) taught by American physicist Richard
DiDio (Ѻ) at LaSalle University.

God | Free will
In 2014, Ellis seems to have been arguing for free will and for top down causation; in interview with John
Horgan, when given the following Einstein quote:
“If the moon, in the act of completing its eternal way around the earth, were gifted with selfconsciousness, it would feel thoroughly convinced that it was traveling its way of its own accord…. So
would a being, endowed with higher insight and more perfect intelligence, watching man and his doings,
smile about man’s illusion that he was acting according to his own free will.”
Then asked if he believed in free will, Ellis responded with the following:
“Yes. Einstein is perpetuating the belief that all causation is bottom up. This simply is not the case, as I can
demonstrate with many examples from sociology, neuroscience, physiology, epigenetics, engineering, and
physics. Furthermore if Einstein did not have free will in some meaningful sense, then he could not have
been responsible for the theory of relativity – it would have been a product of lower level processes but
not of an intelligent mind choosing between possible options. I find it very hard to believe this to be the
case – indeed it does not seem to make any sense. Physicists should pay attention to Aristotle’s four forms
of causation – if they have the free will to decide what they are doing. If they don’t, then why waste time
talking to them? They are then not responsible for what they say.”
Ellis, similar to Terrence Deacon (2011), who also reacts against American physicist Philip Anderson’s 1972
“More is Different”, here is trying to sell god in coded repackaged scientifically-sounding form via a mix
Aristotelian causation and emergence talk, similar to what Deacon and others have attempted.

Education
In 2005, Ellis was an emeritus professor of mathematics at University of Cape Town, South Africa.

See also
● Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World

References
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External links
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Ellis, Havelock
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In hmolscience, Havelock Ellis (1859-1939) (CR:4) was a British physician, genius
studies scholar, and human sexuality theorist, noted for []

Love | Equation
In circa 1900, Ellis proposed the following equation of love: [1]
Love = Sex + Friendship
(add discussion)

Genius studies
In 1904, Ellis, in his A Study of British Genius, gave commentary on the Cattell 1000 list,
and, supposedly, gave a similar genius listing of his own. [2]

Goethe | Elective Affinities
In 1908, Ellis, in his “Introduction” to George Lewes’ The Life and Work of Goethe, notes that the first mention of
Elective Affinities by Goethe occurred on 11 April 1808 in a diary entry. The end of July of that year he had completed
a version with 18 chapters. This, however, remained untouched until April of next year. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted Ellis quotes:
“Sex lies at the root of life, and we can never learn to reverence life until we know how to understand sex.”
— Havelock Ellis (c.1890)

“When love is suppressed hate takes its place.”
— Havelock Ellis (c.1922)

“What we call ‘morals’ is simply blind obedience to words of command.”
— Havelock Ellis (1923), The Dance of Life (§:6) [4]
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1. (a) Tennov, Dorothy (1979). Love and Limerence. Maryland: Scarborough House.
(b) Article: “On Being Limerent” – flatrock.org.
(c) Havelock Ellis (1859-1939) – Kirjasto.sci.fi.
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External links
● Havelock Ellis – Wikipedia.

Ellul, Jacques
In hmolscience, Jacques Ellul (1912-1994) was a French sociologist noted, in
sociological thermodynamics, for his use of entropy in his theories of social systems,
discussing his views on terms such as economic entropy, technological entropy, and
neg-entropy in the reverse process. [1] Ellul, together with German sociologist Niklas
Luhmann, were said to share a “systems” bias view of sociology, wherein the goal of a
system is self-maintenance and the task of the systems analyst is to study how social
processes and mechanisms forestall the end state of societal entropy. [2]

References
1. Ellul, Jacques. (1990). The Technological Bluff (section: Entropy, pgs. 318-22). Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing.
2. (a) Germain, Glibert, G. (1993). A Discourse on Disenchantment: Reflections on
Politics and Technology (pgs. 58-60). SUNY Press.
(b) Ellul, Jacques. (1972). The Political Illusion (key term: “entropy in modern society”,
pgs. 209, 217, 261). Vintage Books.
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● Jacques Ellul – Wikipedia.
● A Short Biography of Jacques Ellul (1912-1994) by Patrick Chastenet – Ellul.org.

Elsasser, Walter
In science, Walter Elsasser (1904-1991) was a German-born American physicist noted
for his work in attempting to apply physics to biology (chnopsology), albeit in what
seems to have been an antireductionist (see: reductionist anti-reductionist debate) and
or unbridgeable gap way. His views, supposedly, are similar to the "ecology of mind"
theories of Gregory Bateson, produced independently at about the same time.

Unique events
Elsasser’s so-called “unique events” theory, according to Swiss two-cultures literature
theorist Erland Lagerroth, categorically, is an ontic opening; such as been employed in
the ascendency theories of American chemical engineering ecologist Robert Ulanowicz.
[1]

Biotonic laws
In 1958, Elsasser, in his The Physical Foundation of Biology, postulated the existence of
higher so-called “biotonic laws”, i.e. laws of nature which cannot be contained in the laws of physics, said to govern
living systems. [2] English molecular biologist (chnopsologist) Francis Crick, in his 1966 Of Molecules and Men, derided
Elsasser, defining him as an example of neovitalist, commenting on his book that: [4]
“Although the book was published in 1958, and although it has a few passing references to recent developments in
molecular biology, it was clearly conceived in an earlier era, and it is a beautiful example of the confusion that can be
brought about by ignorance.”
Hungarian-born American Eugene Wigner, conversely, in his 1967 Symmetries and Reflections, backed Elsasser up,
commenting that he held a “firm conviction in the existence of biotonic laws.” [3]
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Further reading
● Elsasser, Walter M. (1966). The Atom and the Organism. Princeton University Press.
● Elsasser, Walter M. (1969). “The Mathema cal Expression of Generalized Complementarity” (abs), Journal of
Theoretical Biology, 25:276-96.
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Elser, James
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In hmolscience, James J. Elser (c. 1959-) is an American evolutionary ecologist and
limnologist noted, in human chemistry, for his 2000 Sterner-Elser human molecular
formula.

Overview
In 2000, Elser, together with Robert Sterner, calculated the following 22-element
human molecular formula:
H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000 K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
They published the result in their 2002 book Ecological Stoichiometry: the Biology of
Elements from Molecules to the Biosphere. This amounts to a 22-element human
empirical molecular formula. [1] A similar 26-element empirical molecular formula
calculation was made by American chemical engineer Libb Thims also in 2002. [2] They
conclude “this formula combines all compounds in a human being into a single abstract ‘molecule’”. They continues,
“our main purpose in introducing this formula for the ‘human molecule’ is to stimulate you to begin to think about
how every human being represents the coming together of atoms in proportions that are, if not constant, at least
bounded and obeying some rules”.
They state that ecological stoichiometry is about “how
chemical elements come together to form evolved, living
species in ecosystems.” The abstraction followed in this
science, according to Sterner and Elser, is that “organisms
can be thought of as complex evolved chemical substances
that interact with each other and the abiotic world in a way
that resembles a complex, composite, chemical reaction”
and that “ecological interactions invariably involve
chemical rearrangements”. In summary, they state that
“like any other normal chemical rearrangement at the
surface of the Earth, when organisms interact, mass must
be conserved and elements are neither created nor
destroyed.” Moreover, “there is stoichiometry in ecology,
just as there is in organic synthesis in a test tube”.

Education
Elser completed his BS in biology from the University of
Notre Dame in 1981, his MS in ecology from the University
of Tennessee in 1983, and his PhD in ecology from the
Elser's artistic rendition of ecological stoichiometry: a
University of California, Davis, in 1990.
periodic table of elements overlaid on an ecological area.
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Elton, Charles
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In science, Charles Elton (1900-1991) was an English zoologist noted for his 1926
energy-conceptualized food chain model.

Food chain
In 1926, Elton introduced the energy-based “food chain” model, a term he coined, as
follows: [1]
“Animals are not always struggling for existence, but when they do begin, they spend
the greater part of their lives eating. Feeding is such a universal and commonplace
business that we are inclined to forget its importance. The primary driving force of all
animals is the necessity of finding the right kind of food and enough of it. Food is the
burning question in animal society, and the whole structure and activities of the
community are dependent upon questions of food-supply. We are not concerned here
with the various devices employed by animals to enable them to obtain their food, or
with the physiological processes which enable them to utilize in their tissues the energy
derived from it.
It is sufficient to bear in mind that animals have to depend ultimately upon plants for their supplies of energy,
since plants alone are able to turn raw sunlight and chemicals into a form edible to animals. Consequently herbivores
are the basic class in animal society. Another difference between animals and plants is that while plants are all
competing for much the same class of food, animals have the most varied diets, and there is a great divergence in
their food habits. The herbivores are usually preyed upon by carnivores, which get the energy of the sunlight at thirdhand, and these again may be preyed upon by other carnivores, and so on, until we reach an animal which has no
enemies, and which forms, as it were, a terminus on this food-cycle. There are, in fact, chains of animals linked
together by food, and all dependent in the long run upon plants. We refer to these as ‘food-chains’, and to all the
food-chains in a community as the ‘food-cycle’.”
This simple outline, of course, is but a foray into the more advanced chemical thermodynamic energy coupling
theory, developed by Fritz Lipmann in the 1940s.

Atheism
See main: Zerotheism Bible (Ѻ)

Of note, in regards to the non-religious and
or atheist group of believers, there are many
21st century parents who take the above
description as the model of godless existence
to which they teach to their children;
something along the lines of answering the
young child query ‘what happens when you
die?’ or ‘what is the point of existence’ with
the answer: ‘you become part of the food
chain’ or the ‘lion eats you’, among other
variants. [4]

Thermodynamics

Some atheist parents, implicitly using Elton's food chain model, tell their
Elton, in regards to his use of the term
children "the lion eats you" when asked by their kids what happens when
‘energy’ in the context of food chains, seems they die. [4]
to be occasionally misattributed as having
used thermodynamics in his theories, which does not seem to be the case. In 1988, Americans Daniel Brooks and
Edward Wiley, in their Evolution as Entropy, state the following: [2]

“Beginning with Lotka (1924) and Elton (1927), continuing with Lindeman (1942) through today—Ulanowicz (1986),
Wicken (1987), etc.—ecological processes have been characterized fruitfully in thermodynamic terms.”
This, however, is misattribution: use of the word ‘energy’ in a book, such as by Elton, does not make one a
thermodynamicist.

Driving force
In Elton's above food chain theory he asserts that the primary "driving force" of all animals is finding food. He even
uses thermal words to define this as a "burning question" in animal society. Burning implies combustion: typically
reaction of a hydrocarbon with oxygen The only sense in which combustion models come into play, in human affairs,
are those in which reproduction is defined as a chemical reaction, as captured in the colloquial phrase love the
chemical reaction: reaction of two human molecules to produce a third human molecule, wherein the heats of
passions come into play.
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In modern human society, where the work of two people produce the food of fifty, the term "burning question"
does not tend to be associated with "finding food" but rather with deeper questions: general purpose of human
existence, ethical questions, mate selection questions, among other paradoxical dilemmas—that tend to "burn" in
the minds of thinkers for centuries on end. This perspective brings Elton's driving force theory into question? Is
finding food the driving force of the paramecium? Is finding food the driving force of the hydrogen atom?
Moreover, Elton's general assertion does not corroborate with chemical thermodynamics, animate
thermodynamics in particular, according to which animals are animate "molecules", e.g. bacteria molecule, fish
molecule, human molecule, moving about and reacting on a surface, in liquid, or in air, in generally an isothermal
isobaric systems, according to which the driving force is free energy, Gibbs free energy in particular, as defined in
1923 by Gilbert Lewis, whereby form change is the primary end result of the overall reaction process—hence, when
free energy (and bound energy) considerations are applied to animals and or humans (as Sigmund Freud did) the
sexual drive, for instance, becomes one of the more primary embodiments of the free energy drive of chemical
thermodynamics, and food becomes a factor of substrate-molecule interactions (activation energy lowering factor)
rather than a molecule-molecule interaction factor, as is the case as Lewis defines the chemical thermodynamic
driving force, which, of course, has roots in the older affinity model of the driving force of physical-chemical change
(see: Goethe-Helmholtz equation).
This confusion has been one of the main roadblocks to thermodynamic analysis of human and animal behavior in
the last century: the misattribution of the main factors of thermodynamical quantifications of animal behaviors to the
energy of food, whereas correctly the energy of the more powerful desires, such as of passions and hatreds are the
more decisive energy and entropy factors. Study of the thermodynamics of the Haber process gives indication of the
correct view of the thermodynamics of animal behaviors, wherein substrate-molecule interactions can be studied in
terms of the iron-oxide surface interactions with the hydrogen molecules H2 and nitrogen molecules N2, in terms of its
ability to facilitate, via catalysis, the reaction between the two molecules, the free energy itself being a factor of only
the molecule-molecule interaction, not the molecule-surface interactions. [3]
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Emden, Robert
In hmolscience, Jacob Robert Emden (1862-1940), oft-cited “R. Emden”, was a Swiss
astrophysicist and meteorologist noted for []

Overview
In 1913, Emden stated the following: [1]
“The possibility of terrestrial life results from the vast increase of entropy associated with the
transformation of hot solar radiation into colder terrestrial radiation.”
which is cited as an early photon mill argument for terrestrial CHNOPS+ animation.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“As a student, I read with advantage a small book by Franz Wald entitled The Mistress of the World and her Shadow.
These meant energy and entropy. In the course of advancing knowledge the two seem to me to have exchanged
places. In the huge manufactory of natural processes, the principle of entropy occupies the position of manager, for it
dictates the manner and method of the whole business, whilst the principle of energy merely does the bookkeeping,
balancing credits and debits.”
— Robert Emden (1938), “Why do we Have Winter Heating?”; cited by Arnold Sommerfeld (1952); Joseph Kestin (1956); Norman
Dolloff (1975), and others [2]
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Emergence
In science, emergence is a theory that meaningful
order can "emerge" all on its own, spontaneously,
in complex systems made of many interacting
parts. [1]
“We chemists perceive the origin of life as a
chemical process. How did that chemistry begin? I
believe the answer will be found in the realm of
physics, and more specifically biophysics, defined
as the physical processes associated with the
living state. The chemistry of life only became
possible after certain physical processes
permitted specific chemical reactions to occur.
Life can emerge where physics and chemistry
intersect. I used the word ‘emerge’, [here] which
increasingly influences how scientists think about
the origin of life. In common usage, ‘emergence’ is
an unexpected happening, as in an emergency.
‘Emergence’ is not being used in science to
connote the process by which a physical or
chemical process becomes more complex under
the influence of energy. There is a certain
mysterious quality to the word’s use in this
A typical emergence stylized diagram, showing the model that “life”
regard because the emergent property is typically emerged 3.8 billion years ago, via some unstated mechanism, per
unexpected and cannot be predicted. Emergence citation of dating bacteria fossils, and that “consciousness” emerged, as
an emergent property, some 200 million years ago, per citation of John
is the opposite of reductionism, in which
Eccles (1992). [16]
everything is believed to be explainable by
understanding ever simpler components of a system.”
— David Deamer (2011), First Life [17]

(add discussion)

Anti-emergence
The following 1992 statement by Steven Weinberg is good example of the anti-emergence position: [18]
“The question of emergence: is it really true that there are new kinds of laws that govern complex systems? Yes, of
course, in the sense that different levels of experience call for description and analysis in different terms. The same is
just as true for chemistry as for chaos. But fundamental new kinds of laws? Gleick’s lynch mob provides a
counterexample.”
(add discussion)

Early History
The history of the usage of the term emergence or emergent seems isolated to discussions concerning the origin of
the mind in the evolution sense of the matter. English philosopher John Mill, in his 1843 A System of Logic, according
to American anthropological neuroscientist Terrence Deacon, is said to give the first proto-outline of the emergence
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argument that the "neutral" properties of acid-base reacted compounds, table salt in particular, differ substantially
from the acidic/basic toxic nature of the individual compounds; though Mills, to note, did not use the term
emergence or emergent. [12] English philosopher George Lewes, in his 1875 Problems of Life and Mind, used the
term emergent: [7]
“Every resultant is either a sum or a difference of the co-operant forces; their sum, when their directions are the
same—their difference, when their directions are contrary. Further, every resultant is clearly traceable in its
components, because these are homogeneous and commensurable. It is otherwise with emergents, when, instead of
adding measurable motion to measurable motion, or things of one kind to other individuals of their kind, there is a
co-operation of things of unlike kinds. The emergent is unlike its components insofar as these are incommensurable,
and it cannot be reduced to their sum or their difference.”
Lewes, in his views here, supposedly, was influenced by Mill. [11] Likewise, English science philosopher Charlie Broad
(1887–1971), described as “arguably the most astute of British emergentists”, in his 1925 The Mind and its Place in
Nature, spoke of the characteristic properties of silver chloride as being emergent properties:
“No doubt the properties of silver chloride are completely determined by those of silver and of chlorine; in the sense
that whenever you have a whole composed of these two elements in certain proportions and relations you have
something which the characteristic properties of silver chloride.”
Moreover, one of the top key terms in Broad's book is "emergent materialism". [8] This bonded atoms have new
properties point of view, however, is nothing but a superficial ontic opening pass at an attempt to explain the mind in
the context of the periodic table and the laws of hard physical science.

Lewis
We might be quick to dismiss Broad as being ignorant of the physical sciences, being that he was not well-schooled in
physical chemistry and thermodynamics, but then we would be hard-pressed to dismiss American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis who that very same year, in his 1925 Anatomy of Science (§7: Non-Mathematical Sciences), in defense
of his self-query as to whether him writing a book is nothing but a chemical reaction or conversely if crystals thinks,
defends the absurdity of both positions by taking recourse in autocatalysis (perpetual motion) the second
emergence: [9]
“Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be realized, which seems not unlikely, and suppose we could
discover a whole chain of phenomena [evolution timeline], leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest
chemical molecule to the most highly developed organism [human molecule]. Would we then say that my
preparation of this volume [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction [extrapolate up approach], or, conversely
that a crystal is thinking [extrapolate down approach] about the concepts of science?”
This is all a very excellent Hegelian dialectic juxtaposition of the issues: how do we defining "thinking" if all
phenomena is only variations of atomic structures? Is Lewis himself nothing but an "complex chemical molecule" that
has evolved from imperceptible gradations form "simple chemical molecules"? Lewis then answers his own questions
(similar to the way, in modern times, many jump to the label of human chemistry or human thermodynamics as
“crackpot”) by commenting:
“Nothing could be more absurd, and I once more express the hope that in attacking the infallibility of categories I
have not seemed to intimate that they are the less to be respected because they are not absolute. The interaction
between two bodies is treated by methods of mechanics; the interaction of a billion such bodies must be treated by
the statistical methods of thermodynamics.”
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He then jumps to the “emergence” point of view solution to the origin of
life (his italics):
“They are the same bodies and presumably follow the same behavior,
but a great group of new phenomena emerges when we study an
immense number, and by this we must mean merely that phenomena
appear that never would have been recognized of dreamed of if the two
bodies alone had been studied.”
Emergence, according to another definition, is the process of what
happens when an interconnected system or relatively simple elements
self-organizes to form more intelligent, more adaptive higher-level
behavior. [2] This version of emergence is captured well by American
philosopher Christian de Quincey: [5]
“Whenever we encounter a clash of ontologies attempting to explain the
mind-body relationship, the issue of emergence is always in the
background, if not actually the central issue of the debate. Materialists
claim, for example, that consciousness emerges through evolution from
insentient matter; emanationists idealists say that multiplicity of forms
emerge from the onvolution of spirit; the panexperientialists say that
different qualities of experience and consciousness evolve and emerge
at different levels of complexity; whereas only dualists avoid the issue of A 2009 "emergence" seminar poster.
emergence altogether because for them the mind belongs in a
completely different ontological domain.”
In other words, the term emergence, similar to complexity, is loosely used as a subtle way of saying ‘I don’t know’,
generally speaking.

Recent history
American physicist Philip Anderson’s 1972 article “More is Different”, wherein he addressed the controversy
surrounding the reductionist hypothesis, is often cited as certain physical properties, e.g. solid state forms of matter,
emerge at higher levels of organization. [13] In 2000, American physicist Robert Laughlin, in his “The Theory of
Everything”, elaborates on Anderson's views, and promots a “protected states” theory of emergence, according to
which there is a certain insulation between levels of physical dynamics. [14] In 2005, Laughlin published A Different
Universe: Reinventing Physics from the Bottom Down, wherein he argues for emergence as a replacement for
reductionism, but a book that is not much expanded beyond his 2000 article. [15] In 2002, American biochemist
(powered chnops-chemist) Harold Morowitz, in his The Emergence of Everything, outlines over twenty "emergences".
[10]

Thermodynamics
The subject of emergence is often found interwoven with thermodynamics, being that the latter studies order and
disorder in terms of energy and entropy. In 2003, American mathematician Steven Strogatz gave his summary of the
understanding of connection of the two, emergence and thermodynamics, in modern science: [3]
“Scientists have long been baffled by the existence of spontaneous order in the universe. The laws of
thermodynamics seem to dictate the opposite, that nature should inexorably degenerate toward a state of disorder,
greater entropy. Yet all around us we see magnificent structures—galaxies, cells, ecosystems, human beings—that
have somehow managed to assemble themselves. This enigma bedevils all of science today. The key to unlocking the
mysteries of self-organization, according to Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine and his colleagues, lies in a deeper
understanding of thermodynamics, where emergence of order is a victorious uphill battle against entropy, as a
complex system feeds itself on energy flowing in from the environment.”
In 2008, Swiss mathematician Claes Johnson argued that computational thermodynamics, based on his own Euler
equation type formulation of the first two laws, could explain emergence. [4]

See also
● Self-organizaton
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In science, emergent property refers to a property, often hypothetical, e.g.
"consciousness" or "life", of system that appears, i.e. "emerges", as a result of
the interaction or combination of the subcomponents of the system, typically
atoms, but is not a property of the individual components themselves. [1]
“A benzene molecule is made of six carbon atoms arranged symmetrically in a
ring, to each carbon atom. Apart from its mass, the properties of a benzene
molecule are not in any sense the simple arithmetical sum of the properties of
its twelve constituent atoms. Nevertheless, the behavior of benzene, such as its
chemical reactivity and its absorption of light, can be calculated if we know how
these parts interact, although we need quantum mechanics to tell us how to do
this. It is curious that nobody derives some kind of mystical satisfaction by
saying ‘the benzene molecule is more than the sum of its parts’, whereas too
many people are happy to make such statements about the brain and nod their
head wisely as they do so.”
— Francis Crick (1994), The Astonishing Hypothesis: the Scientific Search for the Soul [11]

The concept of “emergence”, i.e. the view of nature as a series of “emergent
levels” rather than a succession of rearrangements of the same elements”,
arose sometime in the late 20th-century; though, said to have existed in earlier
forms, e.g. Aristotle’s “coming-to-be of what is not.” (Ѻ)

Early usages

An image of emergence—i.e. that
emergent properties, wetness,
“emerge” at the holism or system
level, that cannot be explained by
looking at reductive atomic methods—
often used as a tool, along with selforganization, by anti-reductionists to
bring, using evasive and subtle
methods, spirituality and religion back
into science or nature. [6]

The argument that "liquidity" is an emergent property of water, not found in
the individual hydrogen and oxygen atoms, has become a classic example in
consciousness research circles; who tend to argue that, on this basis,
consciousness is an “emergent property” of the brain, not found in the
neuroanatomy and or neurochemicals of the brain, or something along these
lines. [3] The person who originated this liquid emergence theory, however, is a bit difficult to track down?
In 1843, English philosopher John Mill, in his A System of Logic, according to American anthropological
neuroscientist Terrence Deacon, is said to give the first proto-outline of the emergence argument that the "neutral"
properties of acid-base reacted compounds, table salt in particular, differ substantially from the acidic/basic toxic
nature of the individual compounds. [7] In circa 1869, French engineer Francois Massieu, in his effort to explain or
understand the perceived dualism issue, in his day, of soul vs body or living vs non-living, discussed the idea of
splitting apart the water molecule
into oxygen
and hydrogen
to see if this answers anything.
In the 1920s, according to Austrian-born American physicist Fritjof Capra, the term "emergent properties",
referring to those properties that emerge at a certain level of complexity but do not exist at lower levels, was coined
by English science philosopher Charlie Broad (1887–1971). [9] To exemplify, Broad, in his 1925 The Mind and its Place
in Nature, spoke of the characteristic properties of silver chloride as being emergent properties:
“No doubt the properties of silver chloride
are completely determined by those of silver
and of chlorine
; in the sense that whenever you have a whole composed of these two elements in certain proportions and
relations you have something which the characteristic properties of silver chloride.”
In 1930, English physicist Oliver Lodge, in his Beyond Physics, of the emergent property argument, which he
employed as follows: [10]
“It is proved that neither an atom of hydrogen nor an atom of oxygen has any of the properties of water. The
separate atoms acquire those properties in combination. Hence a molecule has properties denied to an atom, and so
also an organized assemblage of a large number of molecules; and if the molecular compounds are sufficiently
complicated and sufficiently numerous so as to be organized into a portion of protoplasm, then further properties
makes it appearance.”
Here, Lodge seems to be alluding to the premise that life (and or spirit) is an emergent property found in or past the
protoplasm level of molecular complexity.
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Soul | Emergent property
Nearly all emergent properties arguments are attempts to
substantiate metaphysical religio-mythology concepts such as:
life, soul, consciousness, etc., in semi-scientific sounding guise.

Liquidness as an emergent property of atoms
In 1980, German-born American psychologist Karl Pribram
stated: [5]
“Mind so defined, is an emergent property of information
processing by the brain much as wetness is an emergent
property of the appropriate organization of hydrogen and
oxygen into water, and gravity is an emergent property of the
organization of matter into interacting masses.”

A 2013 depiction of the soul as an emergent property,
i.e. a property emerging in the embryo at some day or
second in development, according to American priest
Nate Bostian and his agnostic science teacher friend. (Ѻ)

This statement is somewhat cogent, but one that gives way to
the view that "emergent property" is nothing but a plug term, used in place of a more discerning explanation.
American psychologist Richard Lerner, in his 2001 Concepts and Theories of Human Development, gives the overtypical regurgitated method in which the liquid property emergence theory is used to explain various anthropocentric
ideologies: [4]
“Knowledge of the functioning of the various subsystems that make up an organism does not lead to an
understanding of the whole organism. Water, for example, has an emergent quality (its liquidness) that cannot be
understood by reducing water to its constitute (and gaseous) elements (hydrogen and oxygen). Similarly, human
beings have unique characteristics (or qualities), such as being able to love, being governed by abstract principles of
moral and ethnical conduct, or showing high levels of ‘need achievement’, that emerge as ontogenetically distinct
(qualitatively discontinuous) features and cannot be understood by mere reduction to underlying neural, hormonal,
and muscular processes.”
The idiocy of this sesquipedalian statement is tremendous, yet one over-typical of those who are anti-reductionists
(see: debate). The inane notion that the liquidness of water cannot be understood by studying atoms typically comes
from people who have never studies chemistry or
physics.

Life as an emergent property of atoms
In 1872, English physiologist Henry Bastian, in his The
Beginnings of Life, outlined a mixture of
conservation of energy, vitalism, and emergence of
living matter arising from atoms and molecules as
follows: [2]
“We know that the molecules of elementary or
mineral substances combine to form acids and bases
by virtue of their own 'inherent' tendencies; that
these acids and bases unite so as to produce salts,
which, in their turn, will often again combine and
give rise to 'double salts.' And at each stage in this
A rather hilarious—nearly childlike attempt, from thwink.org (Ѻ), to
series of ascending molecular complexities, we find render a visualization of “life” as an emergent property of the parts
the products endowed with properties wholly
of a cell. The opposite of this being the cell-as-molecule model,
different from those of their constituents. Similarly, which jettisons life as a defunct concept.
amongst the carbon compounds there is abundance
of evidence to prove the existence of internal tendencies or molecular properties, which may and do lead to the
evolution of more and more complex chemical compounds. And it is such synthetic processes, occurring amongst the
molecules of colloidal and allied substances, which seem so often to engender or give 'origin' to a kind of matter
possessing that subtle combination of properties to which we are accustomed to apply the epithet 'living'.”
This, however, is no different that the famous incorrigible molecular “liquidness” is an emergent property of the
atoms hydrogen and oxygen combined in the molecular form as
, which does not exist in the atoms singly, but
only "emerges" in the upper level molecular state argument, such as summarized above.

Temperature as an emergent property
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The so-called "temperature" is an "emergent" property premise, i.e. something conceptualized as arising from the
holism action of large number of moving particles (or atoms), but not something existing in the individual particle
(atom), stems from ideas of Austrian-born English philosopher Karl Popper and his so-called anti-reductionist
"disciples", namely: Agassi Joseph (1966, 1976), in particular, along with Paul Feyerabend (1970) and Imre Lakatos
(1968), in residual effect. [14]
In 1966, Popper, in his Objective Knowledge, chapter section: “Realism and Pluralism: Reduction versus Emergence”,
attempted to solve the seeming “life from non-life puzzle” by positing that life is an emergent property of matter, as
follows—with a seeming, to note, indirect assertion that chemistry emerges out of physics, with a certain
“temperature” range: [13]
“Man produces not only scientific theories but many other ideas—for example, religious or poetical myths or,
say, plots for stories. Take physics and chemistry for example; sciences which make assertions about all physical
things and physical states, including living organisms. Physics and chemistry are not very different, and there
seems to be no great difference in the kind of things to which they apply, except that chemistry, as it is usually
understood, becomes inapplicable at very high temperatures and also, perhaps, at very low ones. It therefore
would not be very surprising if the hopes, held for a long time, that chemistry can be reduced to physics, were to
come true, as indeed they seem to be doing.
Here we have a real paradigm case of a ‘reduction’; by a reduction I mean, of course, that all the findings of
chemistry can be fully explained by (that is to say, deduced from) the principles of physics. Although such a
reduction would not be very surprising, it would be a very great scientific success. It would not only be an
exercise in unification, but a real advance in understanding the world. Let us assume that this reduction has been
carried out completely. This might give us some hope that we may also reduce one day all the biological sciences
to physics. Now this would be a spectacular success, far greater than the reduction of chemistry to physics. Why?
Because the kind of things to which physics and chemistry apply are really very similar from the start. Only think
how difficult it would be to say whether the atomic theory is a physical or a chemical theory. In fact, for a long
time it was both; and it is this common bond which provides the link which may lead, or perhaps has led, to their
unification.
With living organisms the situation is different. They are, no doubt, subject to all kinds of physical and
biological laws. Yet there appears to be some prima facie difference [see: unbridgeable gap] between living
organisms and non-living things. Admittedly, we learn from science that there are transitory or intermediate
stages, and also intermediate systems; and this gives us hope that a reduction might be achieved one day.
Moreover, it seems not at all improbable that recent tentative theories about the origin of life on earth might be
successfully put to the test, and that we might be able to create primitive living organisms artificially. But even
this would not necessarily mean a complete reduction. This is shown by the fact that chemists were able to
create all sorts of chemicals, inorganic and organic, before understanding even their chemical composition, to
say nothing about their physical structure. Thus even the control of chemical processes by purely physical means
is not as such equivalent to a reduction of chemistry to physics. Reduction means much more. It means
theoretical understanding: the theoretical penetration of the new field by the old field.
Thus we might find a recipe for creating some primitive forms of life from non-living matter without
understanding, theoretically, what we were doing. Admittedly, this would be a tremendous encouragement to all
those who seek for a reduction, and rightly so. But the way to a reduction might still be long; and we could not
know whether it was not even impassable: there may be no theoretical reduction of biology to physics, just as
there seems to be neither a theoretical reduction of mechanics to electrodynamics, nor a theoretical reduction
the other way round.
If the situation is such that, on the one hand, living organisms may originate by a natural process from nonliving systems, and that, on the other hand, there is no complete theoretical understanding of life possible in
physical terms, then we might speak of life as an emergent property of physical bodies, or of matter. Now I
want to make it quite clear that as a rationalist I wish and hope to understand the world and that I wish and hope
for a reduction. At the same time, I think it quite likely that there may be no reduction possible; it is conceivable
that life is an emergent property of physical bodies.”
In 1975, e.g., in the Popper-cited essay collection Analysis and Metaphysics, written by students of American
metaphysics philosopher Roderick Chisholm, we find: [15]
“For example, it seems reasonable to postulate temperature as a property that groups of basic particles have, but no
individual particles have. Similarly, sensing redly might be postulated as an emergent property that a group of basic
particles...”
Prior to this, to note, there is NO published discussion of “temperature”—technically a “tension associated with
entropy, following from the zeroth law of thermodynamics” (Pierre Perrot, 1998); understood to be a quantity
measureable, on the absolute temperature scale, for every body and or system in the universe. In 1975, Popper's
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graduate student Israeli philosopher Agassi Joseph, in his “On the Philosophy of Technology”, directly asks the
following: [12]
“Is temperature an emergent property? The movement of molecules in a gas is related to the temperature of a gas.
It would seem impossible to predict that a change in velocity of a set of individuals could result in a temperature
change of a population made up of those individuals.”
In 1976, James Franklin, in his General Systems, was citing Popper’s “life is an emergent property” in conjunction
temperature described as an emergent property, to give the argument seeming support: (Ѻ)
“… dynamics is not able to explain even thermodynamics, for which the emergent properties described ‘temperature’
and ... it is conceivable that life is an emergent property property of physical bodies. And later in the same article
adds: So I would ..”
On this basis, in the years 1976-1999, the same argument kept getting repeated ad nauseum, as a platform to justify
whatever “agenda” one was arguing, e.g. complexity theory (Yaneer Bar-Yam, 1997), machine biology theory (Kevin
Kelly, 1994), neurophilosophy (Paul Churchland, 1989), linguistic rules (Susan Lima,1994), etc. (Ѻ) A rather humorous
spinoff of this is the assertion that “gravity is an emergent property of matter” in order to lend seeming scientific
support for an altruism theory of consciousness. (Ѻ) In 1996, Austrian-born American physicist Fritjof Capra, cites the
Charles Broad (1925) silver chloride example, but then goes on to inanely claim that temperature is an emergent
property that does not exist at the atomic level: [8]
“There exist different levels of complexity with different kinds of laws operating at each level. At each level of
complexity the observed phenomena exhibit properties that do not exist at the lower level. For example, the concept
of temperature, which is central to thermodynamics, is meaningless at the level of individual atoms, where the laws
of quantum theory operate.”
This is incorrect logic. Temperature exists everywhere. In fact, the third law of thermodynamics explains that it is
impossible to reach absolute zero of temperature, even for a one atom system, because it would take an infinite
amount of energy to reach that point, hence the concept of temperature never becomes “meaningless” as Capra
would seem to believe.

Sweetness as an emergent property of atoms
Likewise, in his 1996 book The Web of Life, and again in his 2002 book The Hidden Connections, he employs the classic
emergent property argument to make his point to argue that sweetness is an "emergent" property of the synthesized
sugar molecule not found in the individual atoms: [8]
“When carbon (C), oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H) atoms bond in a certain way to form sugar [e.g. glucose
], the resulting compound has a sweet taste. The sweetness resides neither in the C, nor in the O, nor in
the H; it resides in the pattern that emerges from their interaction. It is an emergent property. Moreover, strictly
speaking, is not a property of the chemical bonds. It is a sensory experience that arises when the sugar molecules
interact with the chemistry of our taste buds, which in turns causes a set of neurons to fire in a certain way. The
experience of sweetness emerges from that neural activity.”
This, of course, is but a smoke and mirrors argument, generally done to give a scientific appearance to various
arguments of the proposed existence of things, such as: mind, consciousness, life, mysticism (one of Capra's favorite
terms), among others.

Reductionist holism | Atheism
The following is a 2006 "reduced" holism statement by American atheism advocate and philosopher Alexander
Rosenberg: [16]
“The whole has properties which no individual part has: the property of wetness that water has is not a property that
any H20 molecule has. But this is no reason to deny that reducibility of wetness to properties of H20 molecules.
Wetness is identical to the weak adhesion of these molecules tone another, owing to the polar bonds between the
molecules; and these bonds are the result of the distribution of electrons in the outer shell of the constituent atoms
of the H20 molecules.”
The above but goes to show that nearly all "emergent property" pro arguments are religious-based in underlying
nature. American physicist Victor Stenger elaborates on Rosenberg’s derision as follows: [17]
“The whole, in other words, still results from the interaction of the parts. Try as they might, the anti-reductionists
have been unable to find any evidence to support their distaste for atomism. Now special holistic forces have been
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shown to come into play with the aggregation of large numbers of parts; just new properties develop, or, in the
common parlance of today, ‘emerge’ from the interaction of the parts.”
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In ecological economics, emergy, short for
“embodied energy” or “energy memory”, is a
term which is posited to represent the sum of
all energy inputs, and or matter, in the form of
energy, inputs required to make a resource,
good, or service. [1] The concept of emergy
seems to be a type of verbal energy flow
concept, similar to the concept of
transformations of energy in the steps of the
food chain, albeit with an ecological-economic
focus.

Thermodynamics
There isn't really anything that is
"thermodynamic" about the concept of emergy;
although the term is often found mixed up in
thermodynamics discussions, such as terms
including "available energy" (a Willard Gibbs'
The 2009 Dictionary of Energy definition of emergy by Mark Brown. [2]
term for free energy), exergy, among others.
The term seems to be a type of verbal thermodynamics.

Etymology
The term “emergy” was coined in the late 1980s by Australian David Scienceman, while working as a visiting scientist
at Howard Odum’s research group at the University of Florida, and supposedly was introduced to be a replacement to
Odum’s term “embodied energy”, which had been used to refer to energy quality differences in terms of their costs
of generation, and a ratio called a “quality factor” for the calories (or joules) of one kind of energy required to make
those of another. [3] In these years a terminology overlap resulted since the term embodied energy was being used
by other groups who were evaluating the fossil fuel energy required to generate products and were not including all
energies or using the concept to imply quality, embodied energy was dropped in favor of “embodied solar calories”
and the quality factors became known as "transformation ratios". The term "embodied energy", supposedly, was
abandoned altogether in 1986 when David Scienceman, a visiting scholar at the University of Florida from Australia,
suggested the term “emergy” and "emjoule" or "emcalorie" as the unit of measure to distinguish emergy units from
units of available energy. The term transformation ratio was shortened to transformity in about the same time; and
is said to be defined as the ratio of total emergy input to the available energy of the product. [2] The term "emergy"
was employed by Odum and later used theoretically, in ecological thermodynamics, by those including: Eugene
Odum, Sven Jorgensen, and Marlan Blissett.
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In hmolscience, Ralph Emerson (1803-1882) (CR:32) was an American philosopher, a
famous atheist (#60), noted for his advocacy and promotion of Goethe in America.

Atheism | Religion
In 1836, he proclaimed “make your own Bible” (Ѻ); in 1841, in his Essays, his second
book, is found his essay “Self-Reliance”, described by his aunt as “strange medley of
atheism and false independence” (Ѻ); listed in CelebAtheists.com (Ѻ); one of the
promulgators of the godless Goethean calendar.

Geniuses
In 1850, Emerson, in his Representative Men: Seven Lectures, discussed: Plato,
Immanuel Swedenborg, Montaigne, William Shakespeare, and Goethe. [5]

Fuller | Goethe
Emerson, was a close associate of forced prodigy turned genius Margaret Fuller (1810-1850). [1]
“Fuller had read German books, and, for the three years before I knew her, almost exclusively: Lessing, Schiller,
Richter, Tieck, Novalis, and, above all GOETHE. It was very obvious, at the first intercourse with her that the last
writer—food or poison—the most powerful of all mental reagents—the pivotal mind in modern literature—for all
before him are ancients, and all who have read him are modern—that this mind had been her teacher, and, of
course, that place was filled, nor was there room for any other. She had that symptom which appears to all the
students of Goethe.”
— Ralph Emerson (1852), commentary on Margaret Fuller [2]

A truncated version of the above is as follows:
“All before Goethe are ancients, and all who have read him are modern.”
— Ralph Emerson (1852), Astrida Tantillo 2010 truncation of quote [1]

This logic forms the basis the Hmolpedia-introduced BG/AG dating system.

Other
American physicist Bruce Lindsay claims that Emerson’s 1841 essay “Compensation” has something to do and or
exemplifies energy conservation or the first law of thermodynamics; this, to note, seems to be speculative
anachronism. [4]
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Cosmology, Philosophy, and Theoretical Biology: Essays in Honor of Wolfgang Yourgrau (editor: Alwyn Merwe)
(§B7:647-58; pedagogical value, pg. 648). Plenum Press.
(b) Compensation (essay) – Wikipedia.
5. (a) Emerson, Ralph Waldo. (1850). Representative Men: Seven Lectures. H.G. Bohn.
(b) Bloom, Harold. (2003). Genius: a Mosaic of One Hundred Exemplary Creative Minds (Emerson’s Representative
Men, pgs. 6-8). Warner Books.

External links
● Ralph Waldo Emerson – Wikipedia.

Emotion
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In terminology, emotion (TR=120), from the Latin e- ‘away’ + -movere
‘to move’, is a state or psycho-physical reaction, subjectively
experienced as a strong feeling, physiologically involving changes that
prepare the body for immediate vigorous action; used first in the
1570s in the sense of ‘a (social) moving, stirring, agitation’. [1] The rate
(Ѻ) at which people (human molecules), according to video recorded
studies, absorb, process, and emit field particles, or emotional current,
is 15-cycles per second. [6]
In 2011, American literature science scholar Richard Sha gave a talk on
“The Chemistry and Physics of Romantic Emotion”, the opening
abstract of which is as follows: [2]
“This essay considers what it means to think of the emotions in terms
of physical force and chemical affinity and the role that romantic
science played in making the emotions manageable. Emotion of
A rendition of near-equilibrium, "hot and cold",
course is etymologically connected to motion, and is derived from the up and down, relationships as emotional roller
Latin to move and to move out. I turn to physics and chemistry, the
coasters. [4]
two disciplines that had the most to say about movement, to
challenge the popular view that emotions embody subjectivity, and consequently to resist the narrow framing of
emotions as a site of psychological intensity.”

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“All great movements are popular movements. They are the volcanic eruptions of human passions and emotions,
stirred into activity by the ruthless goddess of distress or by the torch of the spoken word cast into the midst of the
people.”
— Adolf Hitler (1925), Mein Kampf [5]

“In such accounts, mathematicians feature prominently as exemplars of the dehumanization process. This is comically
expressed in William Rankine’s poem ‘The Mathematician in Love’ (1874). The mathematician is mocked for his
inability to related emotionally to the young lady, and his obsession with formulas is duly punished in the living world,
where emotions rather than abstractions are the accepted currency.”
— Roslynn Haynes (1994), From Faust to Strangelove [3]

See also
● Emotional thermodynamics
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2. Sha, Richard C. (2011). “The Chemistry and Physics of Romantic Emotion” (abs), Given at the "Mastering Emotions"
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External link
● Emotion – Wikipedia.

Emotional thermodynamics
In psychological thermodynamics, emotional thermodynamics is the thermodynamical study of emotions,
particularly in regards to viewing emotion as a type of energy that acts, in the mind, according to the conservation of
energy or the conservation of force.

Etymology
The concept of emotional thermodynamics, according to emotion theorist James Hillman, originated in the 1943
theories of American psychologist Helen Dunbar, based on the foundational energy psychology theories of Austrian
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psychologist Sigmund Freud, considers emotion as energy analogous to the way in which heat is generated chemically
and electrically. Her oft-quoted enunciation of this logic is as follows: [1]
“The basic law of Freud’s work, which now is a basic law of general psychiatry as well, may thus be called the ‘first law
of emotional thermodynamics’ or conservation of vital energy.”
In this passage, to note, which seems to have caused a certain amount of stir in psychology community, is a
misattribution, in the sense that Freud, a student of the anti-vitalism Helmholtz school, did not believe in the concept
of “vital energy”, and thus this although he did believe in the concept of the conservation of emotional energy, as
explained in his id, ego, super ego theory, the above passage seems to have been a slanted version of Freud’s theory
suitable to Dunbar’s agenda, which seems to have been religious in underlying matter, as evidenced by the fact that
her undergraduate work was in theology, and what have been called her later “interests in integrating religion and
science”. [2] Interestingly, vital issues aside, Dunbar devotes about six pages of discussion to her concept of
“emotional thermodynamics”, discussing the likes of Sadi Carnot, James Joule, and William Thomson, and postulating
how somatic short circuits may occur when certain “quantums of energy” get discharged in the wrong directions or
are blocked. In a 1945 book review of Dunbar’s emotional thermodynamics theory, psychologist Franz Alexander,
supposedly, “challenges the application of the laws of thermodynamics in this way to the theory of emotion. [3]

References
1. (a) Dunbar, Helen Flanders. (1943). Psychosomatic Diagnosis (thermodynamics, 7+ pgs; emotional
thermodynamics, pgs. 650-57). New York.
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Empedocles
In hmolscience, Empedocles (495-435BC) (IQ:190|#41) (CR:133|#32) (ACR:3) was a
Greek philosopher, born (reaction start): Acragas, Sicily (then: Greece | now: Italy); died
(reaction end): Peloponnese (Greece), noted for his circa 450BC treatise On Nature, of
which there are about 450 lines of poem extant, including 70 lines which have been
reconstructed from some papyrus scraps known as the Strasbourg Papyrus. The poem
outlines his philosophical system, explaining not only the nature and history of the
universe, including his theory of the four classical elements, but he describes theories
on causation, perception, and thought, as well as explanations of terrestrial
phenomena and biological processes.

Atheism | Polytheism
Empedocles is oft-classified as an early atheist; the following quote is representative of
this view:
“If horses could draw, god would have four limbs and run very fast.”
— Empedocles (c.450), aphorisms (Ѻ)

Theophilus (c.120-184) (Ѻ) believed that Empedocles “taught atheism”, about which he says as follows: [12]
“For it was fit that they who wrote should themselves have been eye-witnesses of those things concerning which
they made assertions, or should accurately have ascertained them from those who had seen them; for they who
write of things unascertained beat the air. For what did it profit Homer to have compose the Trojan war, and to have
deceived many; or Hesiod, the register of the theogony of those whom he calls gods; or Orpheus, the three hundred
and sixty-five gods, whom in the end of his life he rejects, maintaining in his precepts that there is one god? What
profit did the sphaerography of the world's circle confer on Aratus, or those who held the same doctrine as he,
except glory among men? And not even that did they reap as they deserved. And what truth did they utter? Or what
good did their tragedies do to Euripides and Sophocles, or the other tragedians? Or their comedies to Menander and
Aristophanes, and the other comedians? Or their histories to Herodotus and Thucydides? Or the shrines and the
pillars of Hercules to Pythagoras, or the Cynic philosophy to Diogenes? What good did it do Epicurus to maintain that
there is no providence; or Empedocles to teach atheism; or Socrates to swear by the dog, and the goose, and the
plane-tree, and AEsculapius struck by lightning, and the demons whom he invoked? And why did he willingly die?
What reward, or of what kind, did he expect to receive after death? What did Plato's system of culture profit him? Or
what benefit did the rest of the philosophers derive from their doctrines, not to enumerate the whole of them, since
they are numerous? But these things we say, for the purpose of exhibiting their useless and godless opinions.”
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Irenaeus (130-202AD) viewed most of the pre-Socratics as “atheists” in their materialist explanations of the origin of
the world, including: Homer, Thales, Anaximander, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras. Clement of Alexandria (150-215),
likewise, saw Thales, Anximenes, Diogenes of Apollonia, Parmenides, Heraclitus, Empedocles, and all of the atomists
as such. [13]

Life / Synthesis | Death / Analysis

Empedocles (495-435BC), according to
James Forlong (1906), believed in
transmigrations of souls and that life and
death are mere questions of mixture and
separation. [6] The following quote, cited
by Lotka, is representative of this view:
“When the elements have been ‘mingled’
in the fashion of a man, and come to the
light of day, or in the fashion of the race of
wild beasts or plants or birds, then men
say that these ‘come into being’, and when
they are ‘separated’, they call that in
common parlance, death .... let not the
error prevail over the mind that there is
any other source of all the perishable
The models of re-interpretation of "life" and "death", of Empedocles, according
creatures that appear in countless
to which "coming into being" (aka LIFE in layspeak) is but the "co-mingling" of
numbers.”
— Empedocles (c.450BC), cited by Alfred Lotka
(1925) in Elements of Physical Biology (pg. 185)
[11]

the elements and "coming out of being" (aka DEATH in layspeak) is but the
"separation" of the elements. This view is corroborated by Charles Sherrington
(1938) who sees life and death as but anthropisms that disappear from the
scene when chemistry and physics enter.

“There is no coming into being of aught that perishes, nor any end for it .... but only mingling, and separation of what
has been mingled.”
— Empedocles (c.450BC), cited by Alfred Lotka (1925) in Elements of Physical Biology (pg. 246) [11]

In other words, in modern parlance, using the adjacent diagram for illustration, when an atomic aggregate or "being"
comes into existence, e.g. carbon monoxide CO, we do not say that it gains "life" or conversely that when it is
separated, and goes out of being, into its components, that it "dies", because chemistry and physics to not see things
this way. This logic, according to Empedocles, applies to other larger atomic formations, such as plants, animals, or
humans. Other similar views, related (idea-influenced) or not, are as follows:
“Birth is the aggregation of atoms, death is their disaggregation or destruction of atomic composite, without anything
being derived from nothing and nothing going into anything in the process.”
— Leucippus (c.460BC), and or the analogous views of Empedocles and Anaxagoras [7]

Greek philosopher Anaxagoras (500-428BC), like Empedocles, was also said to have held the atomic theory view that
“birth is the aggregation of atoms, and death is their disaggregation or the destruction of the atomic composite,
without anything being derived from nothing and nothing going into anything in the process. [7]

Works
It is thought that he left almost 5,000-lines of poetry, of which a few hundred have come down to us. (Ѻ)
Traditionally, Empedocles extant works, in the form of two separate poems, are usually called “Physics” and
“Purifications”. [9]

Education
Empedocles was a disciple of Parmenides (ACR:11) (Ѻ); his work also is said to show signs of Pythagoreanism (see:
Pythagoras); the two great scholars of southern Italian philosophical movement; a place Empedocles is said to have
visited. [9] He is said to have embraced the atomic theory of Democritus. [6]

Overview
In 1907, Scottish engineer and comparative religions scholar James Forlong penned the following entry on
Empedocles: [6]
Empedokles: a native of Sicily, about 450BC. He was a man of wealth and learning, who embraced the atomic theory
of Demokritos (see: that heading), and affirmed that all nature evolved under fixed laws, without the interference of
the gods. With poetic fancy he spoke of atoms combined or separated through love and hate. He thus anticipated our
modern theory, and our discoveries as to attractions and repulsions. He said that unfit combinations endured only for
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a time, to be succeeded by others, and that matter was but the combination of unalterable and substantial atoms,
which he called "the roots of things." He distinguished four elements, fire, air, water, and earth, deified, he said, as
Zeus, Hera, Nestis, and Aidoneus. These he supposed to be simple elementary substances, eternal and unalterable,
which united mechanically according to properties of attraction and repulsion. He conceived them to be constituted
by spheres of pure existence, offering equal resistance in every direction, and embodying the ideas of pure divinity,
united by Love. Like the Eleatiks he spoke of a "holy and infinite Spirit passing through the world with rapid thoughts
... an eternal power of Necessity " (see Prof. Brandis. Smith's Dicty. Gr. and Rom. Biogr.).
Empedokles insists on good moral conduct, as the best preventive of disease, since all things so follow their natural
course. He was extolled as an "averter of evils," and even as a "controller of storms," his disciples saying that he
accomplished this miraculously: that he drained marshes, and quelled noxious winds, and epidemics: that he cured
strange malignant diseases, and prolonged lives. He was supposed to desire that men should regard him as being an
incarnate god. It was an age of varied movements; and Empedokles was acquainted with Anaxagoras, Parmenides,
Pausanias, and the Pythagoreans; he was also said to have visited Magi. He believed in transmigrations of souls; and
Aristotle places him among the "lonik" physiologists, holding that an existence could as little be supposed to pass into
non-existence as that the non-existent could pass into existence, since "from nothing nothing comes." Thus a
complete final annihilation (of the universe), is, he said, impossible; and life and death are mere questions of mixture
and separation.
In 1910, English-born American philosopher Henry Bray said the following on Empedocles: [10]
“Empedocles (500BC) held that in the beginning all matter existed undifferentiated as one universal sphere; that all
matter is really one; that all the various forms possible are but the result of mixture and change.”
In 1987, American philosopher Eugene Bales gave the following summary of Empedocles’ philosophical system: [5]
“Empedocles accepted Parmenides’ notion of being as uncreated and indestructible. However, he held that motion
was real. His explanation of motion is of some interest. Being is made up of four chief kinds of atoms: earth, air, fire,
and water. Each object in sense-perception is constituted of different arrangements or combinations of these four
kinds of atoms. The movement of these atoms occurs because of the universal principles of love and hate, that is, of
attraction and repulsion. Thus the atoms, like Parmenides’ being, are eternal and unchangeable by nature; but, like
the logos of Heraclitus, they do move according to principles which are forever in conflict.”
In 2000, ancient Greek philosophy scholars Mar Cohen, Patricia Curd and C. Reeve gave the following synopsis of
Empedocles, after having examined the 1990s discovered newly-discovered 74-lines of papyrus fragment poetry: [9]
“Empedocles claimed that the numerous basic realities of the cosmos are entities with the features of basic reality
for which Parmenides had argued. Although these basic entities are eternally real and unchanging in their natures,
their mixture and separation cause the world of the senses.
Empedocles says that there are six such basic things in the cosmos, each a genuine being in the Parmenidean
sense: the ‘roots’ (as Empedocles refers to them) earth, water, air, and fire (later called ‘elements’ by Aristotle), and
two forces, love [attraction] and strife [repulsion]. The roots are mixed and separated (by love and strive) to produce
the world that we sense and are made part of this mixture and separation take the place of coming-to-be and
passing-away, since the ingredients remain all though the changes.
In selections 87 (B96) and 88 (B98) Empedocles provides ‘recipes’ for such phenomenal things as bone and
blood. At the same time, under the waxing and waning of the comparative strengths of the forces of love and strife
the cosmos undergoes cycles from complete mixture of the roots to their complete separation: how many cycles
there are, and the events within those cycles are subjects of controversy among commentators.
Within these cycles, living things come to be and pass away; Empedocles’ system includes ‘daimones’ (singular,
daimon) [see: Goethe’s daimonic] which are divinities of some sort. These daimones undergo many lives, apparently
because of some transgression. Although they, like the gods, are called ‘long-lived’ by Empedocles, they are not
immortal, for they, like the roots of which they are made, are all absorbed into the complete mixture of the roots at
the height of love’s power. Only the roots and love and strife are genuinely immortal, subject neither to coming-to-be
or passing-away. The destiny of the daimones is connected with the sorts of lives they lead, and it is the nature,
behavior, and fates of the daimones that Empedocles’ natural and religious views come together.”
(add discussion)
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Empedocles + Goethe | Water, wine,
and oil
See main: Goethe + Empedocles

The following are a historical selection of
Empedocles oil, wine, and water quotes:
“Water has a greater affinity with wine, but
with olive oil it is unwilling to mix.”
— Empedocles (c.450BC), fragment 56 (B91);
Philoponus, Commentary on Aristotle’s Generation
of Animals, 123.19-20 [9]

“And that,” interrupted Edward, “will be
different according to the natural differences The basic Empedoclean model, according to which everything (humans
of the things themselves. Sometimes they will included) is comprised of four elements (earth, air, fire, and water), or
meet like friends and old acquaintances; they "roots" as he called them, and two forces, namely “philia” (love/attraction)
will come rapidly together, and unite without and “neikos” (hate/repulsion), as he called them.
either having to alter itself at all—as wine
mixes with water. Others, again, will remain as strangers side by side, and no amount of mechanical mixing or forcing
will succeed in combining them. Oil and water may be shaken up together, and the next moment they are separate
again, each by itself.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), Elective Affinities (P1:C4)

“Has not Goethe, following Empedocles, told us how carbon and oxygen love each other, how passionately they fly,
lover-like, into each other's arms? The union is extremely firm, as is testified by the quantity of heat evolved by a fire
during the process of combination, and by the chemist's great difficulty when he seeks artificially to undo it.”
— Caleb Saleeby (1904), “The Green Leaf” [8]

“These elements are equal, all of them, and of like ancient race; and one holds one office and another and each has
his own nature”—some being predominantly warm, others cold. They were coeval and eternal—for if they perish
whither should they go? (Fragment 87.) "From these arose blood and various kinds of flesh" (203), “and if your faith
be at all lacking in regard to these (elements), how from water and earth and air and sun (fire) when they are mixed
arose such colors and forms of mortal things,” the attraction and repulsion of modern physical chemistry, symbolized
under the conception of love and hate accomplished it, a simile carried out in the meaning of Empedocles by Goethe
in his wonderful novel (Die Wahlverwandtschaften—Elective Affinities). Combinations of the elements arose under
“the uniting power of Aphrodite” (210). He seems to have thrown much, if not all, of his written work into the form of
poetry and his other physical ideas as well, are full of poetical conceptions even in the reports and traditions of later
writers. So Goethe made poetry of the Metamorphosis of Animals and Plants.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 143-44)

“The idea [of society as a many particle system] goes back to Empedocles who in his On Nature explains the solubility
of wine in water by the attraction of love of relatives, the segregation of water and oil by the hate of enemies.
Goethe used this idea in his Elective Affinities to demonstrate that human relations depend on the chemical laws of
society.”
— Jurgen Mimkes (1997), “Society as a Many Particle System” [4]

“Relatives mix like water and wine; enemies avoid each other like water and oil.”
— Jurgen Mimkes (2005), “Chemistry of the Social Bond” [2]

“People who love each other mix like water and wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
— Libb Thims (2007), Human Chemistry [1]

Others to have cited and or discussed the Goethe + Empedocles connection, include: Ernst Haeckel (1899) and Michel
Chaouli (2002) (Ѻ).

Standard model of physics
See main: Standard model (classical); Standard model (particle physics); Standard model (human existence)

Empedocles also originating the first standard model of physics, according to which the universe was comprised of
four elements: fire ( ), earth ( ), air ( ), water ( ), meaning that humans are entities made of four
elements, whose interactions were governed by two forces: philia (●→|←●), i.e. attraction (or love) and neikos
(←●|●→), i.e. repulsion (or hate). Greek philosopher Plato specifically credits Empedocles as having created this list
of elements. Empedocles insisted that the two ruling passions of human life, love and hate, were the two ruling
principles which pervade and rule the whole universe. Plato later built Empedocles’ conception of philia and neikos
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by postulating the first law of affinity that “likes tend toward likes” (likes attract), e.g. earth to earth or water to
water, etc., the forerunner to many other laws of affinity to following.

Human formation | Evolution theory
The following is a synopsis of Empedocles' evolution theory, as summarized by American anthropological
neuroscientist Terrence Deacon: [3]
“Empedocles claimed that event the orderliness of living bodies might be able to arise spontaneously, simply by
preserved accident. From these sparse beginnings all the more complex features of the world, like living bodies, could
arise by combinations of more basic parts which themselves arose and combined by accident.
Empedocles argues that even aimless mechanical processes could produce functionally useful complexity.
Initially, all that would be produced would be incongruous combinations and monstrosities. For example a man-faced
ox, that might willy-nilly be products of such a wild natural shuffling of materials and form. But, he notes, most such
combinations would be awkward and inappropriate to the world, and would quickly perish. Only those combinations
that exhibited both an appropriate balance of component features and fittedness to the surroundings would be likely
to persist in the world (and presumably, if living, would produce progeny).
Further, he suggested that these creatures would sort themselves out into different environments, with those
suited to water more likely to spend time there and those more suited to air more likely to spend time there, where
each would then, by the same logic, get honed by elimination into progressively more specialized and distinguishable
types. So, he claimed, without prior design, a blind and promiscuous process of mixing of elements could by dint of
the elimination of the less coherent, less elegant, less appropriate variations, after the fact, result in forms that were
both internally and relationally well designed and well suited to their contexts.”
(add discussion)

Aristotle
Greek science-philosopher Aristotle (384-322BC), supposedly, took Empedocles’ ideas to be worthy exemplars of a
way of thinking about the natural world that was deeply flawed and is said to have devoted a considerable effort to
refuting Empedocles' model of accident-based mechanical evolution or formation of animate form. [3]

Lucretius
Greek philosopher Lucretius (99-55BC), who wrote his own On the Nature of Things, extolling the basics of atomic
theory, speaks of him with enthusiasm, and evidently viewed him as his model.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“There is no coming into being of aught that perishes, nor any end for it .... but only mingling, and separation of what
has been mingled.”

— Empedocles (c.450), Fragments; cited by Lotka in Elements of Physical Chemistry [11]
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Citations
● Solis, Brian. (2011). The End of Business as Usual: Rewire the Way You Work to Succeed in the Consumer Revolution
(pg. 129, ref. #8: Empedocles, Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, pg. 289). Wiley.

Further reading
● Empedocles. (435BC). Fragments of Empedocles (translator: William Leondard) (txt). Open Court Publishing, 1908.

External links
● Empedocles – Wikipedia.

Empedoclean
In terminology, Empedoclean (TR:6)
refers to the work, philosophy, theories,
ideas, and or models of Greek
philosopher Empedocles (490-430BC),
who espoused a four element (earth, air,
water, fire) and two force (attraction,
repulsion) model of existence and
universal operation; and who is also
known for his chemical aphorisms of
A generic model of an Empedoclean belief system, which adheres to the view
human behavior. The term or phrase
that the universe is comprised of elements and forces and that people, made of
Empedocleanism, is an example of one of these elements, depending on likes and dislikes, will attract or repel, depending,
the dominate godless belief systems (Ѻ); similar to the way oil and water will separate, in dislike-situations, or the way
a belief system comparable to, a contrast water and wine will mix, in like-situations; the right side shows a racial
thermodynamics conception, according to which separations, mixings, bondings,
to, or of the stature of: Heracliteanism,
and or aggregations, will depend on energy and entropy differentials.
materialism, Epicureanism, Cartesian
atheism, Spinozism, Newtonian atheism,
Epicurean materialism, Darwinism, Nihilism, existentialism, among others. (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“We are but atomic geometries, moving about cyclically on a surface, via the action of forces, powered by the heating
of the sun, embedded in a partially understood spin coupled Leucippean-Empedoclean universe.”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental note (Ѻ)(Ѻ), Jan 27 @ 1:05PM CST

“I must be a Democritean, Empedoclean, Epicurean, Goethean, Maxwellian, Adamsian, Paretian, Hendersonian,
Rossinian infused thinker?”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental documentation note (Ѻ), per discovery and ordering of Bruce Hunt’s 1994 The Maxwellians (Ѻ) 3:52
PM CST, Sep 22

External links
● Empedoclean – Wikionary.
● Empedoclean – Merriam-Webster.com.

Empirical formula
In chemistry, empirical formula expresses the relative number of atoms of the different elements present in a
compound or structure, using the simplest whole number ratio. [1] The molecular formula, by comparison, expresses
the actual number of atoms present in a structure or compound. Thus, for instance, the empirical formula of acetic
acid is CH20, whereas its molecular formula is C2H4O2 or twice CH2O.
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Emsley, John
In chemistry, John Emsley (1938-) is an English chemist noted for his 2001 book
Nature’s Building Blocks, in which he gives a short chapter to each of the first 100
elements, listed in alphabetical order, inclusive of a short history of the discovery of
each element, and most-importantly a subsection entitled “human element” (see also:
human element), wherein he describes the amount of the element in the average
person and what it does. [1] Emsley's Nature’s Building Blocks, to note, was an
expanded spin-off of his previous 1989 book The Elements, written for scientist,
especially chemists, mostly consisting of tables and numerical data.

Human molecular formula
Emsley’s Nature’s Building Blocks and its “human element” section functioned as the
main backbone citation, 2005-forward, to the mass-percent based calculation of the
human molecular formula by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims. [2]

Education
Emsley completed his BS in chemistry at Manchester University and PhD in inorganic chemistry, with a dissertation on
phosphazenes (phosphorus-nitrogen ring molecules). He went on to teach at King’s College London for 25-years,
specializing in non-metallic inorganic chemistry and very strong hydrogen bonding. In 2001, he was associated with
the department of chemistry at the University of Cambridge.
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En
In science, en can refer to the prefix en- (Greek) meaning "in" or "within" or or alternatively "to go into" or "cause to
be", depending, as in en-ergon (work), en-tropy (entropy), or en-ergy (energy); or the abbreviation EN (technical)
maning exponent E to the power of some number N.

Exponent
The term EN is sometimes found as an old-fashioned short notation scheme for exponent E to the power of some
number N, which is written formulaically as follows:

where N is a positive number. If N equals 22, for example:

This notation scheme is useful in expressing shorthand notation for numbers of atoms in a human molecule which
can reach upwards E27, depending on atom, such as hydrogen or oxygen. Hence, for instance, the notation:

become shortened to:

ZnE22
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or in subscript notation:

or in Latex notation:

all of which are equivalent, which signify that there are 10 sextillion Zinc atoms in the average human molecule.

See also
● Number of atoms in

Encyclopedist
In knowledge, an encyclopedist is someone who writes
encyclopedias or contributes articles to encyclopedias.

Overview
The first so-called encyclopedist, supposedly, was
Roman natural philosopher Pliny the Elder and his circa
77 Naturalis Historia, which purports to cover the entire
field of ancient knowledge, based on the best
authorities available. [10] In 1710, English writer,
scientist, and priest John Harris published the twovolume Lexicon Technicum, or A Universal English
Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, which contained articles
by such contributors as Isaac Newton. In 1728, English
globe maker apprentice Ephraim Chambers wrote a very Advert for the classic 1911 Encyclopedia Britannica (11th
edition), originally said to be a reaction to the French
popular two-volume Cyclopedia, which went through
Encyclopédie (1751-1772), the height of the single collected set
multiple editions and awakened publishers to the
encyclopedia, written by the encyclopedist, a set still praised for
enormous profit potential of encyclopedias. In 1732,
its excellence. [5]
German bookseller and publisher Johann Zedler
published the 64-volume Grosses Universal-Lexicon (published 1732–1759), the first encyclopedia to include
biographies of reactive people.
In 1751, editors Denis Diderot (IQ=165) (5394 articles) and Jean D'Alembert (IQ=185) (1309 articles) headed the
writing of the Encyclopedie (1751-1772), which contained articles written by a group of about 100 French authors,
including Jean Rousseau (IQ=150) (344 articles), Voltaire (IQ=195) (26 articles), etc., who latter came to be called
“encyclopedists”. [1] The D’Alembert-Didertot Encyclopedie (1751-1772) is said, according to French collective
intelligence theorist Pierre Levy, to mark “end of an area in which a single human being was able to comprehend the
totality of knowledge” (see: "last persons to know everything"). [2]
In 1768, the Encyclopedia Britannica was launched by Irishmen bookseller and printer Colin Macfarquhar and
engraver Andrew Bell, conceived as a conservative reaction to Diderot’s Encyclopédie, which was widely viewed as
heretical.
In 1807, English polymath Thomas Young (IQ=200), under the direction and encouragement of Benjamin
Thompson, finished compiling his famous two-volume Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts,
wherein famously the modern definition of “energy” was first introduced. [3] In 1917, the World Book Encyclopedia
was launched (conceived by whom?), with an eight volume first edition.
In 1995, American mathematician, physicist, and astronomer (turned mathematics and science encyclopedist)
Eric Weisstein (BA (1990) physics (Cornell); MS (1993) and PhD (1996) in planetary astronomy (CalTech)), starting
from a 200-page Microsoft Word document (a collection of mathematical facts that he had been accumulating since
his teenage years), uploaded it to his webspace at Caltech, under the title Eric's Treasure Trove of Sciences, has gone
on to write over 17,000+ articles on science and mathematics in his MathWorld (13,000+) and ScienceWorld (4,000+)
sites; some of which has been published by CRC Press in book format titled, the CRC Concise Encyclopedia of
Mathematics. [4] His MathWorld is equivalent to more than 4,000 printed pages of encyclopedic material;
ScienceWorld current stands at the equivalent of about 1,000 printed pages. [9]
In 2001, American internet entrepreneur (turned encyclopedia project head) Jimmy Wales, having previous
making a learned attempted at launching Nupedia (2000-2003), a so-called expert written encyclopedia, famously
launched the community-written Wikipedia, which has gone on to revolutionize the way encyclopedias are written.
In 2004, American hedge fund manager (turned video tutorial encyclopedist) Salman Kahn (BS mathematics, BS
electrical engineering, MS electrical engineering (MIT), MBA (Harvard Business School)), starting from a tutoring
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request from his cousin, Nadia, working from a small office in his home, via video upload (using using Yahoo!'s Doodle
notepad), founded the intuitive Khan Academy, from which he has personally produced over 2600 tutorial videos
elucidating a wide spectrum of academic subjects, tending to focus on mathematics and the sciences. Bill Gates
(IQ=175), notable himself for having read the entire World Book Encyclopedia by age nine, who funds Kahn's project,
commented on him: "I'd say we've moved about 160 IQ points from the hedge fund category to the teaching-manypeople-in-a-leveraged-way category. It was a good day his wife let him quit his job." (a hedge fund manager position
he quit in 2009 to devoted more time to his project).
In 2005, Google Books was launched, which, when combined with open wiki writing and key word search
technology, significantly impacted the methodology of knowledge acquisition, documentation, and re-organization
employed by the encyclopedist, in the sense that in summarizing a topic in an encyclopedia manner, one must
thoroughly pick through the supposed 130 million unique books in the world, in order to adequately cover a topic. [7]
In 2006, Thermopedia.com (site ) or an “A-to-Z Guide to Thermodynamics, Heat & Mass Transfer, and Fluids
Engineering Online” (trademarked : THERMOPEDIA™ in circa 2006) was launched , based on Geoffrey Hewitt and
G.L. Shires 1997 International Encyclopedia of Heat and Mass Transfer. [6] In 2006, American geologist and
encyclopedist Cutler Cleveland, author of a number of book print energy dictionaries and encyclopedias, headed the
launch of online Encyclopedia of Earth , with approximately 1,000 articles, which uses a one-person peer review
sign-off process; which as of April 2008 had a listing of 700+ authors and 2,000+ articles.
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer and thermodynamicist Libb Thims, having previously tested the
water as a writer at Wikipedia (2005-2007), penning some 180 articles, launched Hmolpedia, the result of the need to
organize the extensive amount of material related to the three, essentially underground, interrelated fields of human
chemistry, human physics, and human thermodynamics (and to some extent human mathematics); which as of 2011
had over 2,300 articles (nearly all written by Thims) and about 200+ members providing thread discussion feedback.
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Endergonic
In thermodynamics, endergonic, as contrasted with exergonic, refers to a free energy or available energy absorbing
process or reaction, one in which work energy is consumed, defined by the criterion: ΔG > 0 (isothermal, isobaric
process) or ΔF > 0 (isothermal, isochoric process). In short, an endergonic reaction (or process) requires energy to
proceed. [1]
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Endorphin theory of love
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In human chemistry, endorphin theory of love is a view that
when two people fall in love the body will release a plethora
of endorphins, the body's natural morphine (a heroine like
substance), and that this accounts for the pleasurable
feelings of being in love. The relationship between brain
endorphin release and love, or particularly sex, stems from
the 1976 research of Americans Candace Pert and Nancy
Ostrowski.

Etymology
The etymology of the word endorphin is a combination of
the prefix endo- and the sufix -orphin; or a shorted
formation of the words endogenous and morphine,
intended to mean "a morphine-like substance originating
from within the body." [1]

Structure of morphine (C17H19NO3 ), an endorphin-like
chemical substance.

History
In 1975, endorphin receptors were discovered by two independent teams of researchers, John Hughes and Hans
Kosterlitz in Scottland and Rabi Samantov and Solomon Snyder in the U.S. In 1976, American neuroscientist Candace
Pert, who had played a role in the discovery of the opiate receptor while completing her PhD in pharmacology in the
laboratory of Synder, along with American researcher Nancy Ostrowski, together built a small sex guillotine. With this
device, they encouraged mice to have sex and then decapitated them while they were in the act. They then quickly
then blenderized the brains and found that the brain cells had been pouring out endorphins. [2] In particular,
Ostrowski, who was a relative expert on brain mechanisms of animal sex, would inject the animals with a radioactive
opiate before copulation, and then, at various points in the cycle, decapitate them and remove their brains. Using
autoradiographic visualization of the animal’s brains, the two of them were able to see where the endorphins were
released during orgasm. The found that blood endorphin levels increased by about 200 percent from the beginning to
the end of the act. [3]

Runner's high
They then tested how exercise affected the release of endorphins by
recruiting twelve young psychiatrists who were serious runners and taking
blood samples before and after their daily runs. [3] The results showed that
levels increased significantly after a run. A later paper, written by Pert and
exercise physiologist Peter Farell, popularized and substantiated the
physiological validation of the phenomenon now known as “runner’s high”.

Human orgasm
Later, under the guidance of Pert, a number of data collections were made of
saliva at various moments during human sexual intercourse. These results,
although suggestive and presented at some early neuroscience meets,
however, were never published as they “lacked sufficient clarity to be written
up and accepted by a medical journal.” [3]

Chemistry of love
Into the late 1970s, the understanding of the function of endorphins in the
body was improving. In the 1983 book The Chemistry of Love American
psychiatrist Michael Liebowitz broke the mold when he outlined the
relationship between endorphins and love. Prior to this year, no one had ever
Loretta Breuning’s 2012 Meet Your
serious investigated the underlying biochemical or neurochemical basis of
Happy Chemicals: Dopamine, Endorphin,
love. Liebowitz, for instance, states that, prior to the writing of his book,
Oxytocin, Serotonin (Ѻ), talks about
when “looking into the matter more closely I began to realize that no one had endorphin and love, in overview.
ever seriously tried to examine the biochemical basis for our romantic drives”.
[4]
In the 1996 book The Alchemy of Love, by American physician Theresa Crenshaw, a former pupil of famed
human-sexuality researchers William Masters and Virginia Johnson, arrived at the same point of view. Crenshaw
stated that "when it was discovered in the 1980s that nerve cells have specific receptor sites for chemicals such as
endorphins, a flood of research followed ... we soon learned that the vast tributaries of the brain are awash in
hormones (such as testosterone and estrogen)." [5] This research soon led to the "hormone theory of love". In
regards to endorphin, however, Liebowitz noted that endorphins are more effective than morphine in reducing
separation-induced crying in guinea pigs and chicks. [4] Subsequently, Liebowitz reasons, animals and likely humans
are genetically programmed to secrete endorphins in situations of social comfort (such as sex), which would help
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them to feel both less anxious and also give them a sense of well-being. Moreover, Liebowitz notes that when people
feel socially isolated or cut off from familiar figures, the brain shuts off endorphin production. Thus, according to
Liebowitz, “as most adults feel some anxiety when separated from important figures in their lives, and some sense of
increased security when their closest relationships seem stable”, attachment, as in the form of a human chemical
bond, is mediated internally by the release of endorphins in the brain.

Fear
See main: Fear

In 2001, American neurobiologist Donald Pfaff and associates showed that genetically modified mice made to be
incapable of producing endogenous opiates (lacking endorphins), behaved such that the smallest fright made the
animals freeze. [6] In large rooms, they stayed close to walls and showed other typical signs of fear. [7]
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Endothermic
In chemistry, endothermic, from the Greek endo- "inside" + -therme "heat, warm", as contrasted with exothermic,
refers to a transformation, i.e. process, reaction, or change of state, wherein heat is absorbed from the surroundings
into the system; formulaically:

When the transformation occurs at constant pressure, the enthalpy change in greater than zero: ΔH > 0; at constant
volume, the internal energy change is greater than zero: ΔU > 0. If the surroundings do not supply heat, an
endothermic transformation leads to a drop in the temperature of the system. [1]
An example of an endothermic reaction is the heating of calcium carbonate CaCO3 to a temperature above 840°C,
where, at which point, the reactant decomposes to form calcium oxide CaO, commonly called quicklime, and carbon
dioxide CO2:

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2
The reaction has an enthalpy change ΔH of + 178 kJ / mole.

Etymology
The term “endothermic” was coined, as most references indicate, by French chemist Marcellin Berthelot, supposedly
in 1866, to describe a reaction in which heat was absorbed. [2]

See also
● Endergonic
● Thermal words
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Energetic imperative
In hmolscience, energetic imperative refers to Wilhelm Ostwald's energy-themed categorical imperative about how
one should utilize their own personal energies, as a form of an ethical principle; the gist of which is "waste energy
not", but one that tends to be found in may overly read-into mis-translations.

Overview
In circa 1906, Wilhelm Ostwald conceptualized an energy-themed reformulation of German philosopher Immanuel
Kant’s 1785 categorical imperative, which he states as follows:

German original

“Vergeude keine Energie: verwerte sie.”

English translations

“Do not waste energy; exploit/recycle it.” (Google translate, 2015)
“Waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it.”
(William Bayliss, 1915)
“Waste no (free) energy; use it well.” (John Edsall, 1974) [3]
“Do not waste energy, but convert it into a more useful form.”
(Thomas Hapke, 1998) [2]
“Waste no energy; turn it all to account.” (Helge Kragh, 2008) [1]

In the above William Bayliss (1915) and John Edsall (1974) translations we see a mis-translation of "free energy" being
read into Ostwald's imperative, which is not correct, being that Ostwald was not a free energy theorist.
In 1912, Ostwald published Die Energetische imperativ, a book of essays. [1]
In 1959, American physicist Robert Lindsay's extened Ostwald's ideas into the form of what he called a
thermodynamic imperative.
In 1997, Robert Clark outlined some type of entropy-based global imperative.
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Energetics
In science, energetics is the study of energy. Energetics, in its original sense, was a branch of mechanics or
thermodynamics that dealt primarily with energy and its transformations. [1] In a modern terms, energetics is often
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considered as the study of the total energy relations and transformations of a physical, chemical, or biological system
as understood according to particularly the conservation of energy. [2]

History
In 1728, the term energetic was in use. [3] In 1855, Scottish engineer-physicist William Rankine, in his “Outlines of the
Science of Energetics”, defined energetics as a new branch of science, specifically “a science whose subjects are,
material bodies and physical phenomena in general”, according to which energy is “every state of a substance which
constitutes a capacity for performing work.” The outline of the science of energetics, proposed by Rankine, is parallel
in theme, but far less rigorous in its mathematical generality, to the science of thermodynamics or “mechanical
theory of heat” developed by German physicist Rudolf Clausius between 1850-65. As such, the term “energetics” is
often found as an older synonym for thermodynamics. In the 1890s, for instance, German physical chemist Wilhelm
Ostwald, after recently translating American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs' On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances into French, styled Gibbs as the "founder of chemical energetics", whereas, in modern
terms, Gibbs is known as the “founder of chemical thermodynamics”. [5]
In 1890 to 1908, the so-called school of energetics arose around the work of German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald
(the founder) and Austrian physicist Ernst Mach, who both rejected the atomic hypothesis focusing instead on the
law of conservation of energy and a belief that macroscopic energy levels were the only reality. [10] With the
discovery of the atom, between 1897 and 1909, this school, however, soon became defunct. Ostwald eventually
recanted; Mach did not.

Bioenergetics
In 1911, Jules Le Fevre published Animal Heat and Bioenergetics, a general treatise on animal physiology, calorimetry,
heat balance, and thermoregulation. [11] In 1941, German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann, in his
“Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy”, building on the chemical thermodynamics of
Gilbert Lewis, established the model that that the chemical energy set free in the breakdown of foodstuff (unless it
generates heat) is transformed into a special kind of bond energy, that is stored in the pyrophosphate bonds of ATP,
before it is converted into other forms of energy, such as mechanical work in muscle or osmotic work in secreting
glands. [8] The name “bioenergetics”, as compared to the circa 1970s term biothermodynamics, in their period,
began to be associated with fundamental principles only sparsely using a language that often does not correspond to
that used in standard thermodynamics textbooks. This has led to a difficulty in communications between biologists
and the traditional thermodynamicists, physicists and engineers. [9] In this sense, bioenergetics often refers to a
simplified (first law or second law) version or synonym of biochemical thermodynamics or the thermodynamics of
biochemistry. [6] In 2009 to 2014, the prefix "bio-", Greek for "life", was shown to be a defunct, not recognizable by
chemical thermodynamics, being that "life" is something non-existent, as Charles Sherrington (1938) discerned.
Reform terminology upgrades include: chnops-ological thermodynamics (or powered chnopsological
thermodynamics).

Other uses
In recent years, the term "energetics" has come to be associated with combinations of folk quantum mechanics, new
age theories, energy medicines, acupuncture, and other well-being publications, having little relation to its original
formulations. [7]
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Energetics debate
In debates, energetics debate, or "energetics
controversy" (Deltete, 1983), was a famous and
very heated debate, which erupted at the 1895
meeting of the German Society of Scientists and
Physicians, on the validity of new energetics
movement, which opposed the newly derived
atomic theory based statistical mechanics version
of thermodynamics. The debate, in overview, was
a debate between two near similar, but subtly
different schools of thought: the energetics school
and the Berlin school, with Austrian physicist
Ludwig Boltzmann (Vienna school) caught in the
middle.

Preliminaries
The roots of the energetics debate seem to have
originated in what is sometimes called the “MachBoltzmann controversy”. In 1873, Austrian
physicist Ludwig Boltzmann joined the University
of Vienna as professor of mathematics and there
he stayed until 1876. In 1893, Boltzmann
succeeded his teacher Joseph Stefan as professor
of theoretical physics at the University of Vienna.
Boltzmann, however, did not get along with some
of his colleagues in Vienna, particularly Ernst
Mach, a strong objector to the molecular
hypothesis (used by Boltzmann in his statistical
derivation of the second law), who became a
professor of philosophy and history of sciences in An overview of the players, schools, and sides taken in the famous
1895 energetics debate.
1895. Thus, in 1900, owing to the tension,
Boltzmann went to the University of Leipzig, on
the invitation of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald. After the retirement of Mach due to bad health,
Boltzmann came back to Vienna in 1902.
On a second front, Ostwald, having read American engineer Willard Gibbs papers on thermodynamics, was
convinced, being influenced by Gibbs’ work, that he could outline a program of energetics, advancing it as an
alternative to the program of atomism—a model which he outlined in his inaugural lecture at the University of Leipzig
in 1887. [3] The stakes in this preliminaries to this debate were quite high indeed, involving deep roots.

Lübeck meeting
The debate was launched at the September 1895 meeting of the German Society of Scientists and Physicians, Lubeck,
Germany, during a special symposium on the new energetics movement. The topic of the 1895 Lübeck meeting was
chosen by a commission consisting of Boltzmann, Lang, Quincke, and Eilhard Wiedemann, at the previous year's
meeting the year prior; no doubt guided by Boltzmann’s growing irritations with Mach and with the premise of the
energetics school as a whole. In the physics section of the meeting, German mathematical physicist Georg Helm was
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invited to give a report on the current state of energetics, and following the example of the British Association,
Boltzmann asked Helm to prepare it for publication before the meeting.
Following Helm’s report, in his own words, there was a “stiff fight”, where he, and his only supporter in the
debate, Ostwald, battled Boltzmann, the Gottingen mathematician Felix Klein, Walther Nernst, Ostwald’s Leipzig
colleague Arthur Oettingen, Arnold Sommerfeld, among others. What actually occurred in the debate, as summarized
by American science historian Philip Mirowski, was that: [1]
“Ostwald was violently attacked by Boltzmann and raked over the coals by Klein and Nernst”.
The attack was led off by Boltzmann, accusing the energeticists of being nothing more than a classification, a mere
“natural history” of the various types of energies. The well-attended debate on energetics was sufficiently lively that
it was continued after a two-day interruption. The debate concluded with an ovation for Helm, but the real debate, it
might be said, carried out in the journals to follow, with Boltzmann and Planck (who never took part in the actual
Lubeck debate) publishing in the Annalen der Physick; Ostwald publishing rebuttals; and Helm publishing a second
treatise Die Energetik nach ihrer Geschichtlichen Entwickelung (The Energetics of their Historical Development),
conceived in the strife of the great debate. [3] German physical chemist Walther Nernst, as mentioned here, seems to
have thus sided with his close associate German physicist Max Planck. In their followup critiques, the two, Boltzmann
and Planck, were said to have derided errors in Ostwald’s mathematics, of which, according to Mirowski, there were
many to choose from. [1] In what Planck considered to be the coup de grace, he complained: [2]
“Energetics achieves the apparent and surprising simplicity of its proofs by the simple process of pushing the content
of the laws back to be demonstrated (which must always be shown in advance) backwards to their definitions.”
(discussion)

Results
Boltzmann would eventually sink into a great unrecoverable depression and committed suicide (September, 1906)
and Ostwald, in 1909, would latter recant his denial of the existence of atom, one of the main objections in his
original argument, in the fourth edition of his Grundriss der Allgemeinen Chemie (Fundamentals of General
Chemistry), supposedly following new empirical demonstrations of the existence of the atom (Jean Perrin, Ernest
Rutherford, Frederick Soddy, and J.J. Thomson, in the period 1902-1906). The energetics movement, as a subject,
was, in one part, relegated to a peculiar area of thermodynamics history, as a sort of peculiar appendage, and, in a
second part, the cogent aspects of the energetics argument were incorporated or rather integrated into the newly
forming subject of physical chemistry, in unwritten subtle ways.

Discussion | Analysis
In 1983, American philosopher and energetics historian Robert Delete dis his PhD dissertation The Energetics
Controversy in the Late 19th Century Germany: Helmholtz, Ostwald, and Their Critics, which according to American
physical economics historian Philip Mirowski, is said to be the best source in English on the energetics movement,
which focuses particularly on the works of Georg Helm, Willard Gibbs, Wilhelm Ostwald, and Ernst Mach, among
others. [1]
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Energetics school
In thermodynamics schools, the energetics school or "school of energetics" was a school of thermodynamics logic
focused on energy as the sole principle of universal operation. The energetics school used primarily energetics-based
theories, publications, and logic, promoted from about 1890 to 1908, attributed to German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald
(the founder), at the University of Leipzig, and Austrian physicist Ernst Mach, at the University of Vienna, that
rejected the atomic hypothesis focusing instead on the law of conservation of energy and a belief that macroscopic
energy levels were the only reality. [1] With the discovery of the atom, between 1897 and 1909, this school of logic,
however, soon became defunct. It does, to note, require a reading of the actual material being referred to as
"energetics" to discern which parts are actual pure thermodynamics, i.e. using entropy concepts, and which are not,
as much of what one calls "energetics" is actually Clausius-Gibbs based teachings.

Overview
in 1885, Ostwald published Lehrbuh der Allgemeinen Chemie (Textbook of General Chemistry), the first textbook on
physical chemistry and []. In 1887, Ostwald became professor of physical chemistry at the University of Leipzig,
remaining there until 1906. [5] In 1887, Ostwald, together with Dutch chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, founded Zeitschrift
fur Physikalische Chemie (Journal of Physical Chemistry) the first periodical in physical chemistry. [2] Austrian physicist
Gustav Jaumann, a student of Mach, seems to also be associated with this school, although he is classified by Ilya
Prigogine as being the leader of the Vienna school. In 1900, Ludwig Boltzmann went to the University of Leipzig,
owing to his dislike of Mach, on the invitation of Wilhelm Ostwald. After the retirement of Mach due to bad health,
Boltzmann came back to Vienna in 1902. The work of French physicist Pierre Duhem, likely his 1911 Treatise on
Energetics (Traite d’Energetique), was said to have been given appreciation years later among German 'energeticists',
such Ostwald and Georg Helm. [1] In the 1890s, Ostwald, who had recently translated American mathematical
engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances into French, styled Gibbs as the
"founder of chemical energetics". [3] The term 'human energetics', a near synonym to 'human thermodynamics',
seems to have been attributed to Ostwald's 1909 book Gross Manner. [4] The seed the "energetics credo" of belief,
possibly, may trace to the 1887 book The Doctrine of Energy by German physicist Georg Helm, a work read by
Ostwald; but, to note, Helm's work is largely a thermodynamics treatise. With the discovery of the atom, between
1897 and 1909, this school, however, soon became defunct.
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In thermodynamics, energy, from the Greek ενέργειας (en-ergon), meaning
"at work", is that which quantifies the effect of "force in action", as well as
that which can exist in various forms, such as internal, kinetic, or potential,
and that which characterizes the ability of a system to modify the state of its
surroundings. [1] The focused study of energy is called energetics, which
has limited application, or thermodynamics, when, in addition to energy,
entropy is taken into account, which has universal application.

Etymology
There does not seem to be a unified and exact etymology to the word
"energy", aside from the general agreement that the term originated in
ancient Greek science, particularly in the works of Heraclitus and Aristotle,
in its primordial concept wording and description.
Beyond this, there is the famous Thomas Young 1802 equation definition of
energy described as kinetic energy, as we now understand kinetic energy;
there is the super-famous Rudolf Clausius 1850-1875 thermodynamic
definition of energy as internal energy or energy of the body as a function of
various differential quantities or state variables, at which point "energy"
became the universal entity; and lastly there is the superstar status of
energy as being equivalent to mass as formulated by Albert Einstein in 1905.
The energy equation building blocks that
Richard Feynman played with as a child,
on the cover of the 2010 book Energy, the
“energy” is found in the circa 500BC writings of Greek philosopher
Heraclitus (c.535-450BC), the so-called “flux and fire philosopher”, who used Subtle Concept, by nuclear physicist
the term en-ergon, meaning "the source of activity". Heraclitus, in his book Jennifer Coopersmith. [15]

Heraclitus: The the earliest etymological reference to the use of the term

about nature, according to American science writer Gerrit Feekes (1986), wrote: [17]
"En-ergon is the father of everything, king of all things and, out of it, all forms of contrast originate. Since ‘en-ergon’ is
common to everything, it is vital for life itself.”
Likewise, Canadian sociophysicist Paris Arnopoulos (1993) attributes the coining of energy to Heraclitus, as follows:
[23]
“The term energia was first used by Heraclitus to connote fire as the primary source of action. Heraclitus, in his
Physics, considered Energon the father of everything and the originator of all life on Gaia.”
Arnopoulos also states that Empedocles was the first to distinguish between "matter", which he conceptualized as
earth, water and air, and "energy", which he conceptualized as fire or heat.

Aristotle: The most widely cited etymological origin of "energy", however, is that it derives from the works of Greek
philosopher Aristotle particularly his circa 350 BC Metaphysics in which he used the term Greek term ἐνέργεια (taken
over into Latin as energia) with the meaning, “according to scholars”, as discussed in American physicist Robert
Lindsay’s respected 1975 book Energy: Historical Development of the Concept, of the “realized state of potentialities”,
presumably having to do with that which has the ability to bring about something else. [18]
Likewise, American physical economics historian Philip Mirowski, who spent over six years doing research in on the
used of physicist notion of energy and the conservation of energy being employed in economic theory, cites Lindsay,
and explains that Aristotle used the word in several senses: in his Ethics, in the sense of “activity” as opposed to mere
disposition; in his Rhetoric, for a vigorous style. Aristotle also employs it to distinguish activity from potentiality, and
to imply the ceaseless transformation of the potential into the actual. [19] Recent etymology dictionaries, similarly,
give an Aristotle etymological origin to the “energy”, citing his circa 350 Metaphysics, describing the term enérgeia to
mean act or ‘activity’, ‘actuality’, or in a literal sense ‘(a state of) functioning’; but itself deriving from, what seems to
be the earlier Heraclitus use of the Greek term "ergon" or energos meaning "active, working," from en- "at" + ergon
"work". [4] In sum, Aristotle used the term enérgeia to clarify, in one sense, the definition of “being” as potency
(dýnamis) and act (enérgeia). The modern spelling of the term “energy” is said to have came into use in 1599. [5]
Papin: In 1690, French physician and physicist Denis Papin, in his famed memoir “A New Way to Obtain Very Great
Motive Powers at Small Cost”, used the term energy in a somewhat modern sense. Specifically, according to Papin,
the forceful downward movement of a piston, by the pressure of the atmosphere, in an evacuate cylinder, having
been evacuated by the quick condensation of steam, which thus created a partial vacuum, was said to be
proportional to an amount of energy. In his own words: [14]
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“[The quick condensation of steam] [in the vacuum engine] [gives the] intended movement; which is of an energy
great in proportion to the size of the tube.”
In the 1728 Cyclopedia - or Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, one of the first general encyclopedias to be
produced in English, energy is defined as “an uncommon force, or strength, in a discourse, a sentence, or a word.” [6]
In 1775, energy was defined as “there is in a body in movement an effort of energy which is not at all in a body at
rest”. [7]
Young: The modernly defined usage of the term energy, as pointed out by James Maxwell (among others), was made
by English physicist and physician Thomas Young. In 1802, Young began to write a series of lectures on natural
philosophy for the Royal Society, by the request of American-born English physicist Benjamin Thomson, which were
finished in 1807 and amounted essentially to a treatise on everything that was known in modern science in that day.
In his lecture "On Confined Motion", Young states:
“Since the height, to which a body will rise perpendicularly, is as the square of its velocity, it will preserve a tendency
to rise to a height which is as the square of its velocity, whatever may be the path into which it is directed, provided
that it meets which no abrupt angle. The same idea is somewhat more concisely expressed by the term energy, which
indicates the tendency of a body to ascend or to penetrate to a certain distance, in opposition to a retarding force.”
In his lecture “On Collision”, the most cited of his definitions of energy, Young states:
“The term energy may be applied, with great propriety, to the product of mass or weight of a body, into the square of
the number expressing its velocity. Thus, if the weight of one ounce moves with a velocity of a foot in a second, we
call its energy 1; if a second body of two ounces has a velocity of three feet in a second, its energy will be twice the
square of three, or 18.”
This usage, according to Ingo Muller, supposedly, is based on the Greek word ένεργεια meaning efficacy or effective
force, as an abbreviation for the sum of kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of a mass and the elastic
energy of a spring to which the mass may be attached. [8] In this sense, Young defined energy as:

To clarify that Young was the first to have mathematically coined the term "energy", years later Scottish
mathematical physicist William Thomson stated before an audience, for instance, that “the very name energy, though
first used in its present sense by Thomas Young about the beginning of this century, has only come into use
practically after the doctrine which defines it had ... been raised from mere formula of mathematical dynamics to the
position it now holds of a principle pervading all nature and guiding the investigator in the field of science.” [10]
Lagrange: Four years later, supposedly in 1811, in partial correction to Young’s expression, Italian mathematician
Joseph Lagrange used calculus to show that a factor of two is involved in the relationship “potential” (potential
energy) and “vis viva” (kinetic energy), and thereby defined energy as: [13]

To note, the exact publication and derivation of this half factor still needs to be tracked down; although it seems to
have its origin in Lagrange's 1788 Analytical Mechanics, of which the second edition was published in 1811-1815. To
note, according to a second reference (Max Jammer), it was French physicist Gustave Coriolis who in 1829 introduced
the factor ½ in Leibniz’s vis viva for the sake of mathematical convenience. [20]
To note, according to a third reference (Philip Mirowski), it was Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler who introduced
the ½ factor in 1752. [21] This latter citation, which is based on American physicist Robert Lindsay's 1976 Energy:
Historical Development of the Concept, however, may be a misinterpretation.

Clausius: In 1864, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his "On Terminology" section, Appendix A to his Sixth
Memoir, adopted the term "energy", semi-based on William Thomson's earlier usage, for his new thermodynamic
quantity U, otherwise known as "internal energy" in modern parlance, as follows: [24]
“Of the expressions mentioned above—namely: ‘the mechanical energy of a body in a given state’ (Thomson),
‘wirkungsfunction’ (Kirchhoff), and ‘interior heat of body’ (Zeuner)—the term energy employed by Thomson appears
to me to be very appropriate; it has in its favor, too, the circumstance that it corresponds to the proposition of
Rankine to include under the common name energy, both heat and everything that heat can replace. I have no
hesitation, therefore, in adopting, for the quantity U, the expression energy of the body.”
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Clausius, in short, building on the earlier work of Irish mathematician William Hamilton (1833), who showed that for a
system of particles the sum of the kinetic energy and potential energy in the system can be represented by a set of
differential equations known as the Hamilton equations for that system, showed that the energy U of a system,
equates to the sum of the “vis viva” (kinetic energy), symbol T, and the “ergal” (potential energy), symbol J, of the
three-dimensional movements of the particles of the system, such that:

and the "energy remains constant during the motion" (conservation of energy). [9]

Planck: The best modern-day general definition of "energy" was given by German physicist Max Planck, the noted
PhD student of the work of Clausius, who gave the following (Clausius-based) definition of energy, supposedly, in
argumentative correspondence with German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald in the period of the great "energetics
debate" (c.1895): [22]
“[A]n energy is a quantity which depends only on the instantaneous state of the system, not on the manner in which
the system reached this state or on the manner in which it later changes its state. The whole importance of the
concept of energy rests on this property; without it the principle of the conservation of energy would be illusory.”
The reason this definition is the most cogent of all energy definitions is that once the appropriate reference frame is
chosen, the "states" of all of the various energies of bodies or systems in the universe can be measured, quantified,
and tabulated in thermodynamic tables, such as are found in free energy tables.

Einstein: In 1905, with respect to the development of "relativistic thermodynamics", German-born American
physicist Albert Einstein showed that energy is proportional, according to the speed of light squared, to matter, in
what has come to be called in word format as "mass-energy equivalence" relation or in equation format famously as
E = mc². [11] Specifically, in his paper "Does the inertia of a body depend upon its energy-content?", Einstein
proposed that the equivalence of mass and energy is a general principle, which is a consequence of the symmetries of
space and time: [12]

This has since come to be known as the most famous equation in all of science.

Particle physics
Into the late 20th century, in the perspective of particle physics, energy, in contrast to matter, began to be defined
structurally as bosons or Gauge bosons.

Human chemistry
See also: human energy, social energy

In human chemistry, energy can be released or absorbed through the transformations of human chemical
bonds. [2] The mathematical connection between the bulk measurements or "state" measurements of energies
of human thermodynamic systems, such as a country, to the individual working energy actions of people
(human molecules), as mediated through working human bonds, is new area of research. [3]

See also
● Potential energy
● Kinetic energy
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External links
● Energy – Visuwords.com.
● Energy – Wikipedia.

Energy carrier
In thermodynamics, an energy carrier is a structure, such as a chemical bond, that carriers stored energy, e.g. bond
energy. The term is rather ill-defined and used in similar but different contexts.

Overview
In 1941, German-born American chemist Fritz Lipmann described phosphate bonds as a type of motile energy carrier,
used inside of biological bodies in various locations to drive endergonic reactions or processes: [1]
“The recent recognition that in nature there occurs a widespread utilization of phosphate bonds as energy carriers,
necessitates a still further revision of the earlier view concerning the biological significance of phosphate turn-over.”
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In 2006, Hungarian-born American economist Peter Pogany described condensed matter, such as coal, as energy
carriers. [2]
In 2007, Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek argued that money can be considered as a virtual form of
energy, as in "energy currency", and that energy coupling in social systems is mediated by materialized forms of
energy, such as money. Ksenzhek argues that the role of money in social systems may be compared with that of ATP
(adenosine triphosphate) in biochemical systems, both of which act as energy carriers. [3]

See also
● Force carrier
● Field particle
● Primary field particle
● Secondary field particle
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Energy
certificate
In hmolscience, energy certificate is
a theoretical unit of value, in ergs or
joules, proposed to be a replacement
for the dollar and money in North
America. [1]

Overview

Left: a 1938 energy certificate. (Ѻ) Right: a mock futuristic technate ID (Ѻ),

The energy certificate was conceived supposedly, embodying some type of energy certificate idea.
by the Technocracy group under the
leadership of American engineer Howard Scott in circa 1930, following the stock market crash of 1929. In 1933, Scott
presented the argument in the following form: [2]
“It is the fact that all forms of energy, of whatever sort, may be measured in units of ergs, joules, or calories that is of
the utmost importance. The solution of the social problems of our time depends upon the recognition of this fact. A
dollar may be worth—in buying power—so much today and more or less tomorrow, but a unit of work or heat is the
same in 1900, 1929, 1933 or the year 2000.”
By introducing energy certificates, the technocrats argued that “apolitically”, rational engineers should be vested
with authority to guide the nation’s economic machine into a thermodynamically balanced load of production and
consumption, thereby doing away with unemployment. [1] In 1934, in their Technocracy Study Course, energy
certificates were described as follows: [3]
“Energy Certificates are issued individually to every adult of the entire population. The record of one’s income and its
rate of expenditure is kept by the Distribution Sequence, so that it is a simple matter at any time for the Distribution
Sequence to ascertain the state of a given customer’s balance… When making purchases of either goods or services
an individual surrenders the Energy Certificates properly identified and signed. The significance of this, from the point
of view of knowledge of what is going on in the social system, and of social control, can best be appreciated when
one surveys the whole system in perspective. First, one single organization is manning and operating the whole social
mechanism. The same organization not only produces but also distributes all goods and services. With this information clearing continuously to a central headquarters we have a case exactly analogous to the control panel of a power
plant, or the bridge of an ocean liner.” [Technocracy Study Course, Hubbert & Scott, p. 238 – 239]
Two key differences between price-based money and energy certificates are that a) money is generic to the holder
while certificates are individually registered to each citizen and b) money persists while certificates expire. The latter
facet would greatly hinder, if not altogether prevent, the accumulation of wealth and property. (Ѻ)
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Energy currency
In physicology, energy currency is a popular metaphor term used to
describe the analogy of ATP, it particular its high-energy phosphate bonds
(bond energy) seen as energy carriers, modeled as a type of universal
biochemical “currency” or money able to pay for energetically unfavored
reactions and processes in the cell and in the body.

Overview
In 1941, German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann, in his
“Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy”,
although he did not use the term “money” or “currency”, began to
outline the view how the bond energy stored in ATP could be used to pay
for or run the energetics of (endergonic) reactions, that wouldn't
normally go on their own. [2] Beyond this, it is difficult to say who coined
the term “energy currency”. The term commonly began to be used in
1970s in reference to English biochemist Peter Mitchell’s 1961
chemiosmotic theory of membrane energy transduction, which showed
Simplistic diagram of ATP as energy currency
that ATP synthesis was coupled to electrochemical gradients.
In 1989, American biochemist Bruce Alberts stated the following: [1]

showing how the breaking of one phosphate
bond can release energy (left arrow);
whereas it takes energy to make ATP (right
arrow).

“Just as energy stored in an elevated bucket of water can be dispensed in
small doses to drive a wide variety of different hydraulic machines, ATP serves as a convenient and versatile store, or
currency, of energy to drive many different chemical reactions that the cell needs.”
This rule is has become a ubiquitous sort of biological linchpin of energy teaching in biology. Into the 1990s, it
became dogma in nearly all biology textbooks. In 2001, American biophysicist Donald Haynie, in his Biological
Thermodynamics textbook, employed a bold face type is assigned to the opening (page four) statement that: "ATP
plays the role of the main energy 'currency' of biochemical processes in all known organisms." [7]

Human thermodynamics
In economic thermodynamics, there have been attempts to develop a type of global currency based on units of
joules. The most significant attempt was the 1920s effort by American engineer Howard Scott to introduce the notion
of “energy certificates” to replace money as a unit of value in the economy. In recent years, on the ATP energy
currency model, there have been attempts to model money as a type of human molecular energy currency, used to
couple reactions between people or in society. One example is Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek
argument that money can be considered as a virtual form of energy, i.e. "virtual energy", and that energy coupling in
social systems is mediated by materialized forms of energy, such as money; whereby the role of money in social
systems may be compared with that of ATP in biochemical systems, both of which act as energy carriers. [4] Another
example is American chemical engineer Libb Thims' assignment of anthropomorphic molecular forms of value, such
as money, gold, diamonds, etc., as types of secondary field particles, i.e. entities that act to transmit the
electromagnetic force of movement to human chemical reactions. [5]
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Energy
dispersal
In thermodynamics, energy
dispersal, or energy dispersion
(energy randomization), is a
mis-contrived view used to
describe entropy, in a
nonmathematical way, such
that entropy increase is
described to mean that energy
of systems is becoming more
spread out or more dispersed
among microstates. [1]

Etymology

Typical depiction of the energy dispersal view of entropy, wherein it is argued that the
second law of thermodynamics states that concentrated forms of energy, such as a packed
ordered grouping of atoms or molecules (low entropy state), tend to spread out over time,
towards that of the most probable or uniform state, often towards the most disordered
state (high entropy state).

The origin of the "energy
dispersal view" of the entropy and the second law is difficult to pin down. It seems to be a modern-day spin-off of the
William Thomson 1852 dissipation view of the second law, albeit not exactly as Thomson saw things in terms of a
dissipation of mechanical work. The term may also have origins in the 1874 Nature article “Kinetic Theory of the
Dissipation of Energy” by Scottish physicist James Maxwell. [3] In 1921, English biologist James Johnstone was
explaining entropy and the second law as the tendency for available energy to transform into inavailable energy or
for energy to be first concentrated somewhere and then when a phenomenon occurs for the energy to become
"dissipated or spread out", at which point it is said to loose its capacity for doing work. [12] English chemist Kenneth
Denbigh was also using a variant of the the entropy as energy dispersal view description in the 1980s. A significant
promoter of the "dispersal of energy" view of the second law is English physical chemist Peter Atkins, as presented in
his 1984 The Second Law and his 1992 Creation Revisited, all of which seem to be the result of an effort to overlaymanize the entropy and the second law.
The major change in use of the term 'energy dispersal' came about through the efforts of American organic
chemist Frank Lambert who from 1999 to 2009 made a 'Jihad' (as some have described it) against the BoltzmannPlanck order-disorder view of entropy, by mass mailing out requests to dozens of American chemistry textbook
writers to have the word 'disorder' removed from chemistry textbooks and replaced by the work 'dispersal'. The
result of this effort was that at least two dozen textbooks were changed or reworded to this effect, although there
was no actual experimental or mathematical justification for this change, other than "its easier concept for beginners
to understand".

Lambert
This energy dispersal view of entropy stems from the efforts, during the years 1999-2009, of American chemist Frank
Lambert to have the word ‘disorder’ removed from American chemistry textbooks. In 2009, one anonymous person
humorously commented on the issue of growing prevalence of Lambert’s view of entropy in chemistry textbooks
(such as pictured adjacent): [10]
“Finding grossly erroneous incorrect information in introductory chemistry texts is like finding sand at the beach.”
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In origins, as discussed below, in 1939 as an
undergraduate chemistry student, Lambert
essentially flunked out of (or had great difficulty with)
his senior year thermodynamics course, and was
forced to change majors from physical chemistry to
organic chemistry, thus leaving a likely void of
insecurity in his mind. Sixty years later, at the age of
eighty, in retirement, having unresolved issues with
the disorder view of entropy, Lambert went searching
for the true meaning of entropy, supposedly finding it
in 2002, and thus going on to supposedly educate
America and its chemistry textbook authors about
what entropy really is.
The thrust of this particular view of entropy, in
larger part, comes from the views of American
chemist Frank Lambert, who for several decades
(1948-1981) taught a course on entropy for humanity
students at Occidental College, California. The
following are Lambert’s explanation of the origins of
this course: [2]
“Here’s a brief of my sad story: Never liking thermo,
except for the power of the Gibbs free energy
relationship, and never having to teach it, I was asked
to develop a chem course for non-science majors that
would have more meaningful content and interest
Excerpt of a Lambert-influenced description of entropy and the
than any watered-down general chem. I came up with second law from the fourth edition 2008 college chemistry
‘Enfolding Entropy’, essentially a baby thermo course textbook Chemistry in Focus by American chemist Nivaldo Tro, in
which the second law is defined, incorrectly, as the tendency for
with minimal math. Marvelous fun for years. Good
“energy to become more spread out in any spontaneous process”
kids. In a very thorough ‘entropy via order-disorder’
and that another word for entropy is “energy dispersal” (or energy
that led to its (mis)application to human affairs in the randomization). [9]
last week or even two. I felt a bit uncomfortable. But
not much. I put that aside because the students really could grasp why it required energy to produce hydrogen from
water, and the problems in ammonia synthesis, etc., etc.”
In retrospect, while teaching this “baby thermo” course in a subject that he "never liked", Lambert has admitted
in retrospect that during these years he had no idea what entropy was. In particular, in communication with
American chemical engineer Libb Thims, in 2006, Lambert commented that while teaching this course that he never
understood what entropy was, that he had never had read any of German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ work (from
where the definition of entropy comes), and that he only came to understand entropy in his retirement years, in circa
1998, through a reading of Scottish physicist James Maxwell’s four-page 1874 Nature article “Kinetic Theory of the
Dissipation of Energy”. [3] This seed prompted his seven-year “jihad against the word 'disorder'”, as several people
have commented, starting in 1999, in the chemistry community, to have disorder removed from all American
chemistry textbooks and replaced with the word energy dispersion. [4] In his own words: [2]
“After my second retirement, from a fascinating non-academic career [advisor for the J. Paul Getty Museum, 19812002], I had time to think. I began to wonder why Clausius’ q/T had begun to be applied to shuffled cards and, to
start, I checked some history. Clausius, Boltzmann, Planck, and Gibbs, then Shannon and Jaynes – and things began to
clear. My first paper on shuffled cards as unrelated to entropy change caused the deletion of this silly example – my
point of view (POV) of 1999 is now the shared wisdom of all but one chemistry textbooks published since 2004 ,
whereas in 1999, it was the principal illustration of entropy increase in most general chemistry textbooks. In 2002, my
POV discovery was that ‘disorder’ was a valiant try by Boltzmann but an untenable view because of his limitation to
1898 knowledge (prior to the Third Law, quantum mechanics, and full understanding of the energetic behavior of
molecules).”
Lambert published his new-view ‘discovery’ of entropy in an article titled “Disorder: A Cracked Crutch for Supporting
Entropy Discussions” in the Journal of Chemical Education. [5] He then began aggressively emailing various US
chemistry textbook authors petitioning them to change their descriptions of entropy from disorder to dispersion.
Lambert explains the results of this effort as such:
“That seemingly personal POV of 2002 has, by 2006, resulted in the deletion of “entropy is related to disorder” from
the great majority of new chemistry texts – including those in physical chemistry (although I can claim my direct
influence in only two physical chemistry texts). This is perhaps an unprecedented rate of change in an ‘accepted’
concept in texts. It is not my famous name or power in the establishment that caused a total of 25 or so authors and
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hundreds of text reviewers to change their views! I am just the lucky guy who belled a giant cat that most chemistauthors had known was dead but wanted somebody else to say so.”
In 1999, Lambert claims that “all U.S. general chemistry texts described entropy as disorder. By 2007, 16 first-year
textbooks and two physical chemistry texts had adopted the spontaneous dispersal of molecular motional energy in
space or in occupancy of an increased number of accessible microstates as their definition of entropy increase.” In
2009, supposedly, according to Lambert, 21 texts had changed to his view. He lists these revision updates as sorts of
online trophies on his entropy is simple websites. [6]

Difficulties on theory
The fact that a good portion of America is being currently educated about entropy by someone who switched majors
because thermodynamics was too difficult, requires a bit of discussion on the backwardness of this situation. It seems
to be the case that this decade long effort by Lambert, between his 81st and 91st birthdate, seems to be an end-life
attempt to exorcise his demons in regards to his lack of understanding of thermodynamics. In particular, he was
forced to switch majors, at Harvard University, from the harder physical chemistry to the easier organic chemistry,
after having difficulty, in his senior year, with Ukrainian-born American chemist George Kistiakowsky’s
thermodynamics course. [7] In Lambert’s own words: [8]
“Mistakenly thinking that [I] could shorten [my] grad school work, [I] was admitted to Kistiakowsky’s thermodynamics
course for graduate students. Its difficulty sealed [my] decision to become an organic chemist rather than a physical
chemist.”
This quote, together with the facts that: (a) Lambert has never read Clausius; (b) that he never knew what entropy
was until circa 1999 (at the age of 81), (c) that he derived his view of entropy from a three-page paper by Thomson
discussing Joule’s work on the dissipation of energy (mechanical equivalent of heat) and Maxwell’s demon, (d) that
he has no academic background in physical chemistry, (e) that his only experience with entropy was teaching a ‘baby
thermodynamics’ class, with minimal math, to humanities students (that was marvelous fun for years), parts of which
he felt uncomfortable with, leads to the conclusion that: when these six facts combined with the fact that currently
near to two-dozen chemistry textbooks are teaching Lambert’s uneducated view of entropy as energy dispersal to
tens of thousands of students, one can only shake their head at the dismal state of the American chemistry
departments, in regards to thermodynamics? [11] In clearer words, as one Wikipedian commented to Lambert in
2006: [4]
“I think you are doing untold (but hopefully minor) damage to the teaching of entropy with your jihad against the
word 'disorder' and insistent on relating everything to energy dispersal.”
The only thing worse than this situation, to note, is the gross proliferation of American electrical engineer Claude
Shannon's 1948 equating of entropy to "information, choice, and uncertainty", which over the last sixty-years has led
thousands of researchers down endless highways of incorrect knowledge and further incorrect publication and
research; in a sense, leading possibly millions of people to think that currents and voltages in wires and telephone
lines have something to do with thermodynamic entropy.

See also
● Entropy (misinterpretations)
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Energy element

In science, an energy element ε is the base energy unit of the total internal energy U of an irradiated,
monochromatic, vibrating resonator, i.e. blackbody, defined to be proportional to the frequency ν of the emitted or
absorbed radiation: [1]

ε=hν
where h is Planck’s constant. The energy element postulate was developed, during the years 1889-1901, by German
physicist Max Planck.

Overview
In 1894, German physicist Max Planck turned his attention to the problem of black-body radiation. He had been
commissioned by electric companies to create maximum light from lightbulbs with minimum energy. The problem
had been stated by Kirchhoff in 1859: how does the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by a black
body (a perfect absorber, also known as a cavity radiator) depend on the frequency of the radiation (e.g., the color of
the light) and the temperature of the body? The question had been explored experimentally, but no theoretical
treatment agreed with experimental values. Wilhelm Wien proposed Wien's law, which correctly predicted the
behavior at high frequencies, but failed at low frequencies. The Rayleigh-Jeans law, another approach to the problem,
created what was later known as the "ultraviolet catastrophe", but contrary to many textbooks this was not a
motivation for Planck.
Planck's first proposed solution to the problem in 1899 followed from what Planck called the "principle of
elementary disorder", which allowed him to derive Wien's law from a number of assumptions about the entropy of
an ideal oscillator, creating what was referred to as the Wien-Planck law. Soon it was found that experimental
evidence did not confirm the new law at all, to Planck's frustration. Planck revised his approach, deriving the first
version of the famous Planck black-body radiation law, which described the experimentally observed black-body
spectrum well. It was first proposed in a meeting of the German Physical Society (Deutsche Physikalische
Gesellschaft, DPG) on 19 October 1900 and published in 1901. This first derivation did not include energy
quantization, and did not use statistical mechanics, to which he held an aversion.
In November 1900, Planck revised this first approach, relying on Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann's statistical
interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics as a way of gaining a more fundamental understanding of the
principles behind his radiation law (Boltzmann had been discussing in a theoretical paper in 1877 the possibility that
the energy states of a physical system could be discrete). As Planck was deeply suspicious of the philosophical and
physical implications of such an interpretation of Boltzmann's approach, his recourse to them was, as he later put it,
"an act of despair ... I was ready to sacrifice any of my previous convictions about physics.”
The central assumption behind his new derivation, presented to the DPG on 14 December 1900, was the
supposition that the electromagnetic energy could be emitted only in quantized form, in other words, the energy
could only be a multiple of an elementary unit ε = hν, where h is Planck's constant, also known as Planck's action
quantum (introduced already in 1899), and ν is the frequency of the radiation. In 1901, in reference to the total
internal energy U of a resonating blackbody, Planck stated: [2]
“It is necessary to interpret U not as a continuous, indivisible quantity, but as a discrete quantity composed of an
integral number of finite equal parts … let us call each such part the energy element ε.”
Here, Planck was explaining the view that the internal energy U of a black body (resonator) could be divided into a
discrete number of “energy elements” ε by the expression:
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U = εP
where P is large integer. [1]

Einstein | Quantums
In 1905, German-born American physicist Albert Einstein, influenced by Planck, proposed that light itself was
composed of quantums of energy, i.e. light quantums. These light quantums later came to be called “photons”, a
term introduced in 1926 by American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis. These beginnings launched the later
development of quantum thermodynamics.
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Energy flow
In thermodynamics, energy flow is an oft-used, albeit ill-defined, term referring to the movement of one type of
energy, e.g. bond energy, potential energy, into that of another type, e.g. kinetic energy, diffusion mechanisms. The
term is frequently used in biology and ecology to the effect that various “energy flows” mediate life or an ecosystem.
The typical example being a verbal description of how "energy" enters the biosphere via photosynthesis then flows
through the various food chains. In 1988, American physicist Ronald Fox used the 1941 Fritz Lipmann ATP energy
currency model to argue that “energy flow” is key to the existence to life’s dynamic molecular state. [1] Americans
ecologist Eric Schneider and biophysicist Harold Morowitz also use the concept of energy flow to a significant extent.
[2]

See also
● Csíkszentmihályi flow
● Entropy flow
● Gibbs energy flow
● Thermodynamic flow
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Energy landscape
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In thermodynamics, an energy landscape, as they are referred
to in protein thermodynamics, or "free energy map", as they
are called in drug-receptor thermodynamics, is a computergenerated map that shows the three-dimensional regions or
landscapes of local free energy minimums in systems of
particles (atoms, ions, molecules, chemical species, proteins,
human molecules, etc.). [1] Free energy maps often show that
the most populated cluster of entities often occur around
regions of the lowest free energy local minimums. [2] An
energy landscape, in simple terms, is a mapping of all possible
conformations of a molecular entity (or the spatial positions of
interacting molecules in a system) and their corresponding
energy levels, typically Gibbs free energy, on a two- or threedimensional Cartesian system.

History
It seems likely that the free energy map (landscape) concept
A hypothetical energy landscape, the x,y-plane serves to
arose following the 1931 development of the "potential energy locate the various conformational states of the folding
surface", developed during the work of hydrogen atom protein, with the Gibbs free energy shown on the vertical
hydrogen atom interactions, by Mexican-born American
z-axis, a decrease in free energy indicative of increased
theoretical chemist Henry Eyring and Hungarian-born English
stability, the native protein being the normal state or
most stable configuration. [4]
physical chemist Michael Polanyi. In this sense, the energy
landscape conception was originally proposed to study
potential energy in physical systems and had its first rigorous development in the context of Hamiltonian systems
(such as possibly summarized in the work of Vladimir Arnold). [9] In the mid 1980s, energy landscape models were
being employed in the study of protein folding. The theory of RNA free energy landscapes was being utilized as early
as 1993.

Potential energy surface vs free energy surface
The first unified textbook on the subject of energy landscapes was the 2003 Energy Landscapes: Applications to
Clusters, Biomolecules, and Glasses by David Wales. In it Wales explains the difference between a potential energy
surface and a free energy surface: [13]

The free energy surface schematic for
lysozyme, shown above, is constructed
to match experimental observations by
averaging over all the solvent and
The potential energy surface, where V, the
protein coordinates except for Q and P.
potential energy, is an explicit function of
G is the Gibbs free energy, Q is the
just two internal coordinates for the linear
fraction of native contacts present, and
hydrogen atom exchange reaction, shown
P represents some measure of
above, namely the internuclear distances
compactness. The three folding
RAB and RBC, in Angstroms. A trajectory that
pathways are superimposed on the
runs close to the valley bottom is marked in
surface: the yellow trajectory represents
red.
the fast folding, the green represents a
slower path involving a higher free
energy barrier, and for the red pathway
the system first explorers a partly folded
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state before escaping to the route for
fast folding.

Protein folding
In protein thermodynamics, the free energy landscape model was employed beginning in the late 1980s to
understand protein folding through the work of Ken Dill (1985), followed by Byrngelson and Wolynes (1987), among
others. [5]

Construction
To construct an energy landscape protein conformations are sampled by iteratively perturbing existing
conformations, starting typically with a confirmation of the known native state or “target conformation” (below left),
and then sampling neighboring conformations (middle two), of which resultantly there tends to be a denser coverage
near the target. These samples yield a three dimensional free energy graph of the different geometries of the
molecular structure of the protein (below right): [7]

Landscape types
The following are various landscapes made by Danny Heap of the University of California, at San Francisco, for the
1998 article “Protein Folding in the Landscape Perspective” by Hue Chan and Ken Dill: [5]

General shapes of landscapes: (a) The HP landscape is
shown pictorially as having a kinetic trap, A is a
throughway folding trajectory whereas path B passes
through the trap; (b) the HP+ landscape is smooth,
unfolding paths are simply the reverses of the folding
paths shown; (c) shows a landscape on which all folding
molecules must pass through an obligatory folding
intermediate, represented by the "moat" in the figure.

Different folding scenarios: The vertical axis is internal
free energy. Each conformation is represented as a
point on the landscape. The two horizontal axes
represent the many chain degrees of freedom. (a)
shows a rugged landscape with hills and traps, folding
kinetics is likely multi-exponential. (b) shows a
landscape in which folding is faster than unfolding. A is
a throughway folding path, whereas unfolding chains
(path B) must surmount a barrier in order to reach the
most stable denatured conformations. (c) shows a
landscape in which folding is slower than unfolding.
Most folding paths (path A) pass through a kinetic trap,
whereas some low-lying denatured conformations are
readily accessible from the native state during
unfolding (path B).
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Funnelscape for a fast folding protein: Folding is limited
by the rate of meandering downhill.
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Champagne glass landscape: Illustrates how
conformational entropy can cause "free energy
barriers" to folding. The "bottleneck" or rate limit to
folding is the aimless wandering on the flat plateau as
the chain tries to find its way downhill (b) Serpin
scenario shows a landscape with a deep kinetic trap on
the left (A), which is easily accessible from the open
conformations. Chain trapped in this deep local
minima anneal to the global minimum (B, in the
middle) only very slowly. This corresponds to the
folding of some serpins such as PAI-1.

Drug-receptor encounter complexs
In drug-receptor thermodynamics, free energy maps are employed to map the free energy changes or values involved
in an encounter complex between to molecules, such as a drug and a receptor. The relative orientation of two
molecules in an encounter complex can be specified, it is said, by five Euler angles, whereby the free energy map or
landscape is a continuous function in space of these fiver variables, obtained by smoothing the discrete free energy
values on a grid of on the surface of the receptor.
[1]

Fitness landscapes
Some, such as Hungarian biochemist Peter
Csermely (and possibly Stuart Kauffman), have
argued that the concept of an ‘energy landscape’
was introduced, underlying, in the 1932 work of
American geneticist Sewell Wright, who viewed
evolution as an optimization process on a "fitness
landscape". [3] This, however, seems to be a
retrospect appropriation. There doesn’t seem to be
an actual formal proof or article equating free
energy with fitness, but by 1997 statements can be
found, in discussions of Wright’s fitness landscape
models, to the effect that: [11]
Two-dimensional fitness landscape, where X1 and X2 are coordinates

“In physics, fitness is analogous to free energy, the in a space; the global peak is the highest fitness in the space; a local
minimum of which determines the configuration of peak is a point of all whose neighbors, defined by some neighbor
a system.”
relationship, are of lower fitness. [11]

Wright introduced the metaphorical concept of adaptive landscapes, visualizing evolution as a hill-climbing (local
optimization) process. With the development of formal thermodynamic methods, in the years to follow, such as
finding the minimum free energy in spin glasses, some began to develop evolutionary dynamic models using a mix of
both theories (adaptive landscapes + energy landscapes = fitness landscapes), to the logic that an analogy can be
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employed whereby just as a physical system minimizes its free energy as it climbs down a an energy surface, so to
does an evolving population maximize its fitness as it climbs a “landscape” to an adaptive peak. In the latter model, a
fitness landscape or fitness function is defined by assigning a reproduction rate to every point in genotype space. [10]

Human chemistry | thermodynamics
See main: Human chemistry

In 2001, South African physical chemist Adriaan de Lange
developed a Gibbs free energy theory of human evolution
(with, to note, underlying spirituality implications) and drew
out various free energy landscape diagrams (possibly culling
logic from Stuart Kauffman, whom de Lange often cites),
such as the one pictured adjacent, which he says is "a
simplified version of the image in my mind", wherein the
vertical axis represents free energy, the 'Urphaenomen' or
prototype of all functions having limits. In explaining his plot,
de Lange states:
“All fitness functions, how imaginative we may create them,
depend on free energy as the mother of them all. No change
is possible without free energy changing somewhere in the
universe, whether in the system SY or in the surroundings SU.
The free energy F is not merely a theoretical concept of the
imagination. It is a quantity based on innumerous
measurements and calculations in the realm of physical
chemistry. It is a quantity of bewildering consequences, the nemesis of many a student in physical chemistry.”
South African physical chemist Adriaan De Lange's 2001
free energy landscape of evolution, employing a mixture of
chaos theory, Prigoginean bifurcation theory, orderdisorder logic, time (past vs future), free energy barrier,
path functions, and discussions of high and low values of
entropy change.

In describing his graph further he explains:
“Please notice the two shaded regions, designated past and future digestions. (Forget for a moment the thickest lines
called A, B and AB as well as the strange barrier in the unshaded region where the two lines join.) The free energy in
both shaded regions increases (the landscape bulges upwards to a summit). The difference is that the "hill of the
past" is often lower than the "hill of the future". (I have actually drawn the future hill much higher than the past hill
so that you can easily observe it.) Looking towards all the free energy hills of the future, there is a gradual elevation
along the future hills. It is as if the system is gradually climbing the rugged landscape called free energy F from sea
level towards a high mountain "Everest" beyond the horizon. "Steigerung" (staggering) is necessary to do so.
Specialization, on the other hand, will cause the system to stay meandering within in a "patch" (region) containing
only some hills this side of the horizon.”
In 2007, American chemical engineer Libb Thims argued that
the logic of free energy maps can be employed in the study
of encounter complexes between humans, such as in the
male-female reaction. It can be shown, for instance, that the
map of the estate that the Captain makes in Goethe's
celebrated novella Elective Affinities, is in fact a prototype
free energy map or energy landscape. [8]

Further reading
● Yoo, Soohaeng. (2004). Energy Landscapes: Application to
Silicon Nanoclusters and Protein Stabilities. University of
Nebraska.
● Janke, Wol ard. (2008). Rugged Free Energy Landscapes:
Common Computational Approaches in Spin Glasses,
Structural Glasses, and Biological Macromolecules. Springer. American neuroscience philosopher Sam Harris's 2010 visual
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Energy level
In science, energy level refers to an allowed state of a quantum system corresponding to a particular amount of
stored energy. [1] The term “energy level”, in basic definition, typically refers to the position of an electron in one of
the layered “levels” of shells in the orbital structure of the atom, where each step higher (distally away) from the
nucleus corresponds to a higher energy level or less stable position for the electron.

Molecules
Supposedly, not just electrons, but all nuclei and molecules have well-defined energy levels, such that molecules and
molecular systems can only pass from one energy level to another, with no in-between state. [1] This is often referred
to as the quantum leap. This would seem to have huge implications to that of the energy levels of human molecules.

History
The energy level model seems to stem from the 1913 article “On the Constitution of Atoms and Molecules” by Niels
Bohr. [2] This was expanded on more American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis’ 1916 article “The Atom and the
Molecule”, in which he discussed how “electrons may pass with readiness from one position in the outer shell to
another”, also discussing this in the context of thermodynamic stability and chemical bonding. [3] American physicist
William Sidis, in 1920, stated that “the idea of the energy-level, of unavailable energy (or entropy)” was brought in by
the second law of thermodynamics. [4]
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Energy psychology
In human thermodynamics, energy psychology, or Freud’s “psychical energy model” as the subject was described by
English child psychologist John Bowlby, is the study of how energy, particularly in its stored latent mental forms,
relates to human behavior and psychological phenomenon. [1] The term “energy psychology” is a near-synonym for
psychodynamics, dynamic psychology, and psychological thermodynamics, in a modern sense. To note, only those
writings that model the mind as a thermodynamic system, as typified by the theories of Austrian psychologist
Sigmund Freud are true versions of what one would correctly define as energy psychology. The 2001 How to Manage
Your Dick, by American psychology-philosopher Sean O’Reilly might be a representative modern example of energy
psychology, in a general sense. [2] Often is the case, however, that one will come across many new age types of
“energy psychologies, often mixed with Eastern philosophies, that have little to do with actual physics or
thermodynamics.

See also
● Evolutionary psychology
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Energy slave
In terminology, energy slave is an abstract conception referring to
the technologic-mechanical energy equivalent that a healthy human
youth could do. [1] The lifestyle of any person, in this logic, can be
equated with a certain number of “energy slaves” equivalent to the
number of human laborers required, measured in human labor
power energy units, to mediate that person’s way of life.

Etymology
In circa 1944, American philosopher Buckminster Fuller introduced
the term "energy slave". [2] Fuller proposed the term based on the
average output of a hard-working man doing 150,000 foot-pounds
of work per day and working 250-days per year. [9] In 1954 English
thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde, in his book Man and Energy,
was using the term, it seems, independent of Fuller. [10] It has been
estimated, for instance, that a middle-class American lives a style of
life that is equivalent to the work produced by 200 human slaves. [3]
Fuller, who believed that in the future human societies would come
to rely mainly on renewable sources of energy, such as solar-power A diagram (Ѻ) by Jennifer Barker (2006) who
estimates that the average person sues 129,000
and wind-derived electricity, referred to Americans as possessing
two-hundred “energy slaves” that run on nonrenewable resources. horse-power hours of electricity, which translates
to 147 energy slaves working continuously, 24[4] One energy slave, according to Fuller, equals “each unit of one
hours a day.
trillion foot pound equivalents per annum consumed annually by
respective economies from both import and domestic sources, computed at 100% of potential content.” [5]

Derivation
Fuller used data gathered by the U.S., German, and Swiss armies to arrive at an estimate for the average amount of
(mechanical) work a person could do in a year. This is in addition to the energy spent in metabolic self-maintenance.
The net work done constitutes a net "advantage" in dealing with the environment. A figure of 37.5 million footpounds was arrived at. [6] Using this logic, one can calculate the ratio of work done by a system to the energy intake,
to obtain a measure of efficiency. Since many machines and appliances inefficient, Fuller posited a figure of 4%
overall efficiency for total energy consumption. He then calculated world energy consumption for the year 1950 as
being 80.17 quintillion foot-pounds (plus or minus 10%). Given only 4% efficiency the net work obtained equaled 3.2
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quintillion ft-lbs. One can divide this figure by the net annual energy output per man of 37.2 million ft-lbs. This gives a
result of 85.5 billion man-year equivalents done by machines. These man-year equivalents are energy slaves. [6] If the
number of energy slaves is divided by the world population total of 2.25 billion (1950) a figure of 38 energy slaves per
person is arrived at. Fuller plotted the geographical concentrations of energy slaves on what he called his World
Energy Map. [7] In 1987 commentary on Fullers energy slave theory, author Stephen Boyden commented that "in the
USA, the daily use per capita of energy is around 1000 MJ; that is, each person has the equivalent of 100 energy
slaves working 24 hours a day for him or for her.... In some developing countries, the rate of energy use is less than
the equivalent of one energy slave per person." [8]
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Energy Transformations in
Living Matter
In famous publications, Energy Transformations in Living Matter is an
85-page booklet on the thermodynamics or "energy transformations" of
living matter by physician and biochemist Hans Krebs and biochemist
Hans Kornberg, with an appendix by Keith Burton, notable for being the
first major publication on the thermodynamics of biochemical reactions.
[1] The appendix by Burton, according to American biophysical chemist
Robert Alberty, is the highlight of the booklet, which contains the first
thermodynamic table for biochemical reactions, containing Gibbs free
energy of formation ΔGfº values for about 100 species of biochemical
reactions, able to make predictions on reactions that had not yet
occurred. [2]

History
The booklet is a reprint of pages 213 to 298 of the Results of Physiology,
Organic Chemistry, and Experimental Pharmacology (Ergebnisse Der
Physiologie, Biologischen Chemie Und Experimentellen Pharmakologie)
published by Neundundvierzigster Band in 1957.
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Enformy
In fringe science, enformy is a hypothetical new age type of immaterial essence, akin to the olden days theory of the
soul, that is said to ‘enform’ matter, or create enformed systems, prior to the formation of the physical body, that
transcends space and time. [1] The idea of enformy, supposedly, is something similar or akin to English sixth sense
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research Rupert Sheldrake’s theory of morphogenetic fields. [2]

Etymology
In lay terms, the concept of “enformed energies”, or energized forms, etymologically, supposedly, is a blend of the
terms form and energy, and somehow framed as dualism or opposite to entropy, which is seen as the tendency to
deform ordered units. [3] The “theory of enformed systems”, supposedly, was introduced by Don Watson and Berney
Williams in 1993 or 1997, which seems to be the precursor to the truncated term ‘enformy’. [4]
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Engels, Friedrich
In economic thermodynamics, Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) (CR:40) was a German
social scientist who is notable for being an early commenter on the implications of the
newly developing field of thermodynamics on economies viewed as physical systems
theorized in the field of political economics.

Social | Phase transitions
In 1878, Engels, in his Anti-Duhring, a work in opposition to the ideas of German
philosopher Eugen Durhing (1833-1921), invoked water metaphors when he likened
the revolutionary transformation of a society (see: social phase) to the qualitative
phase transformation of ice into water and water into steam. [13]

Marx | Historical materialism | Scientific socialism | Dialectical
materialism
In 1841, German thinker Karl Marx finished his dissertation entitled "Difference
Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature," from which his conception of historical materialism,
and its near synonym description “scientific socialism”, coined by Engels, supposedly, arose based on research on the
materialism philosophy of Epicurus, as well as his reading of Adam Smith, and other writers in classical political
economy. [4] In 1859, Engels used the phrase “materialistic conception of history”, supposedly, in reference to the
Marxist perspective. [10] Later, in 1892, Engels coined the term “historical materialism” as an equivalent for what he
had previously referred to as the “materialistic conception of history.” [11] The term “dialectical materialism”, an
extension in some way of historical materialism, e.g. to include the laws of thought, or something along these lines,
was used in 1891 by Russian political theorists Georgi Plekhanov and in 1894 by Vladimir Lenin to describe Marx’s
philosophy. [12]

Second law
Engels, supposedly, first became aware of Rudolf Clausius’ formulation of entropy, or of at least William Thomson’s
1862 heat death version of the second law, in 1869 as stated in a March 21st letter to Karl Marx: [8]
“In Germany the conversion of the natural forces, for instance, heat into mechanical energy, etc., has given rise to a
very absurd theory—that the world is becoming steadily colder … and that, in the end, a moment will come when all
life will be impossible. I am simply waiting for the moment when the clerics seize upon this theory.”
In his 1882 Dialectics of Nature, according to Jacques Monod, Engels, supposedly, was led to deny the second law. [9]
In an 1888 letter to Russian economist Nikolai Danielson, Engels expressed the view that: [1]
“The nineteenth century is the century of Darwin, of Mayer, Joule, and Clausius, of evolution and the transformation
of energy.”

Podolinsky
In the 1880s, Engels seems to have debated some of these thermodynamic issues with Ukrainian social-physicist
Sergei Podolinsky. In an article published in 1881, for instance, Podolinsky strove to reconcile the work-based theory
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of value with energy accounting by integrating economic cycles with natural cycles, amid the skepticism of Engels
who deemed it: [4]
“It is totally impossible to try to express economic relationships in physical terms.”
Engels discussed Podolinsky’s views on economics and thermodynamics with German political economist Karl Marx
who both, supposedly, took great importance to the first law, but were either scantly receptive or hostile to the
second law. In fact, when Engels was first confronted with Podolinsky’s efforts to reconcile Marxism with
thermodynamics, Engels was “uninterested”, and choose to ignore the problem. [5] Later, however, Engels told Marx
in a letter of 1882 that: “What Podolinsky has completely forgotten is that the working man is not only a fixer of
present solar energy, but more than that, a squanderer of past solar heat. The degree wastage of energy reserves,
coal, minerals, forests, etc., you know only too well, more than I do.” [6] Podolinsky communicated his opinions to
Engels, on several occasions, that the socialist model was flawed because it assumed that scientific socialism would
overcome all natural resource scarcities and enable unlimited material expansion. Podolinsky’s biophysical analysis
led him to conclude that ultimate limits to economic growth lay not in the shackles of the relations of production, but
in physical and ecological laws. [7]

Marx and Engels
In 1848, Engels together with Karl Marx produced The Communist
Manifesto, the founding treatise on communism, a socialist theory
posited to end capitalism and the systems which they perceived to be
responsible for the exploitation of workers. After the death of Marx
(1883), Engels edited the draft versions of the second and third
volumes of Marx’s Capital, published in 1885 and 1894, respectively
(volume one published by Marx in 1867). As of 2008, there seems to
be the general consensus that both Engels and Marx rejected the
second law of thermodynamics; although via textual analysis, as
argued by John Foster and Paul Burkett, it seems, Engels criticized not
the second law, but rather the extrapolation of this to the heat death
theory of the universe. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels; life-long
collaborators on theories of political economy.

“One day we shall certainly ‘reduce’ thought experimentally to molecular and chemical motions in the brain.”
— Friedrich Engels (1882), Dialectics of Nature [3]
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Engelstein, Stefani
In human chemistry, Stefani Brooke Engelstein (1970-) is an American anti-reductionist
comparative literature scholar noted for her 2008 two cultures book Anxious Anatomy:
the Conception of the Human Form in Literary and Naturalist Discourse, the second
chapter of which is devoted to a dissection and interpretation of German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, commenting,
for example, on how Ottilie rejects talk of human kinship with monkeys (evolution
theory), the ECHO cypher, how Goethe's "The Metamorphosis of Plants" (1790),
"Metamorphosis of Animals" (1806), and Elective Affinities are to be viewed as a threepart treatise on metamorphology, the significance of the opening P1:C1 grafting scene,
among other subjects. [1]

Elective Affinities
In 2008, Engelstein, in her Anxious Anatomy: the Conception of the Human Form in
Literary and Naturalist Discourse, devoted her chapter "Formative Drives", on Goethe's
Elective Affinities, albeit in some sense attempting to marginalize and to discredit the human chemical theory used by
Goethe, arguing that: the title is a "misleading allusion"; that the "characters do not mimic the behavior of the
chemicals to which they are compared"; that Goethe's famous anonymous advertisement was him pointing out that
he was "not trying to map human relations into chemical reactions or vice versa"; that the theory used was an
"outdated chemical concept"; that Goethe, in his essay "Analysis and Synthesis", and his mention of the Danaids, was
his admittance that his theory "cannot hold water", etc., etc., and uses the term "fail" repetitively, in regards to the
chemical theory. Engelstein cites Beda Allemann and Jeremy Adler in support of her position:
"Adler disputes the reductive determinism in Goethe's idea of nature, thus relieving the most dangerous
consequence of the analogy for human decision making. Allemann goes one step further and demonstrates
definitively that the analogy between chemical and characters fails."
That Adler "disputes reductive determinism", however, seems to be nearly a complete false assertion, nearly to the
point of putting words in his mouth, being that Adler spent over a decade doing his PhD dissertation extolling the
reductive deterministic human chemical reaction point of view in Goethe's work. In any event, the gist of Engelstein
aversion to Goethe's human chemical theory, which Goethe defensively claimed was true, is found in the following
statement by Engelstein:
"Just as the characters so failingly interpret the world around them, so we are confronted with the reality that the
relations and affinities between things as well as between people, are a result of a fluctuating combination of will,
chance, and law."
Engelstein, in short, has a belief system rooted in the doctrine of free will and that each person freely chooses
between right and wrong, which is the polar opposite to Goethe's belief system, as stated famously P2:C5, namely
that “none are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.” Engelstein also in her mention
of "chance" seems to admit belief in evolution occurring via a mixture of blind random chance and law. This again is
the polar opposite of Goethe's metamorphosis theory (see: morphology) of evolution, according to which dynamic
form change occurs via predetermined measures (see: prediction) of the force of chemical affinity.

Education
Engelstein completed her BA in literature at Yale University in 1992, her MA in comparative literature in 1994 and
PhD in comparative literature in 2001 with a dissertation on the “Origins of Meaning: the ‘Natural’ Human Body in
Literature and Science of the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries”, the latter both at the University of
Chicago. Engelstein currently is a professor of German at the University of Missouri.

Science and society program
Since 2009, Engelstein has been the head of the Missouri University’s 2000-launched Life Sciences and Society
Program, a field of study at the juncture of the science and culture, encompassing investigations of the historical,
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cultural, ethical, and economic contexts, which seems to be something in the sphere of the two cultures arena (see:
two cultures university department). The program promotes the cultivation of connections between the logic and
languages of the sciences, social sciences, and humanities. [2]
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Engine
In science, engine, etymologically, a “mechanical
device” (c.1300), from the Old French engine “skill,
wit, cleverness”, from Latin ingenium (“inborn
qualities, talent”), similar to “ingenius”; a machine
for making or doing something (Boyle’s
pneumatical engine, 1658; Papin’s engine for
softening bones, 1678); a device that converts
energy into mechanical power (18th century); in
modern terms, a machine in which power is
applied to do work by the conversion of various
forms of energy into mechanical force and motion.
[1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
Left: the Papin engine (1690), the prototype of all steam engines.
“About 6 or 8 years ago my ingenious friend Mr.
Right: a Corliss steam engine at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial
John Robinson having [contrived] conceived that a Exposition. [2]
fire engine might be made without a lever—by
inverting the cylinder and placing it above the mouth of the pit proposed to me to make a model of it which was set
about by having never completed and I [being] having at the time ignorant little knowledge of the machine however I
always thought the machine might be applied to [more] other as valuable purposes [than] as drawing water.”
— James Watt (1765), entry in notebook [5]

“A perfect thermo-dynamic engine is such that, whatever amount of mechanical effect derived from a certain
thermal agency; if an equal amount be spent in working backwards, an equal reverse thermal effect will be
produced.”
— William Thomson (1849), “An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat” [4]

“The whole of developments and operations of analysis are now capable of being executed by machinery. As soon as
an analytical engine exists, it will necessarily guide the future course of science.”
— Charles Babbage (1864), Life of a Philosopher [3]

See also
● Engine development timeline
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Engine development timeline
In science, engine development timeline traces the chronological development of the modern engine, from the early
vacuum lifting devices (Guericke engine, 1850), to the construction of the first gunpowder engine (1678), to the
design of the first steam engine (Papin engine, 1690), to the construction of the first operational steam engine
(Miner's friend, 1698), to the description of the first theoretical heat engine (Carnot engine 1824).
The following is a chronological listing of the development and invention of engines, the name "steam engine" being
a generic name for the the engines built by Papin to Watt, using water as the working body, and the name "heat
engine" referring to any body, whatsoever, that produces work by the alternating action of contact with a and a hot
body and a cold body.
(make sideways scrolling):
Date

Type

Suction pump
1647 Inventor:
Otto Guericke
(others before?)

Piston and cylinder
1650 Inventor:
Otto Guericke
(others before?)

Picture

Description
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Vacuum pump
1650

Inventor:
Otto Guericke

[5]

Guericke engine
1654

Inventor:
Otto Guericke

Pneumatical engine
1658

Inventor:
Robert Hooke
(under direction of
Robert Boyle)

[4]
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Gunpowder engine
1678

Inventor:
Christiaan Huygens

Boiling engine
(Papin's digester)
1679
Inventor:
Denis Papin

1685

Papin's pneumatic
engine for raising
water
Inventor:
Denis Papin

[6]
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Papin’s gunpowder
and air engine
1687
Inventor:
Denis Papin

Papin engine
1690

1698

Inventor:
Denis Papin

Savery engine
(Miner's friend)
(Savery sump pump)
Inventor:
Thomas Savery

[3]
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Newcomen engine
(Atmospheric Engine)
(improved Savery
1712 engine)
Inventor:
Thomas Newcomen

1741

Smeaton engine
(improved
Newcomen engine)
Inventor:
John Smeaton

Watt engine
(improved
1765
Newcomen engine)
to
1796
Inventor:
James Watt

Added separate condenser
(1765), sun and planet gear
(1781), centrifugal governor
(1788), and indicator diagram
(1796).

Trevithick engine
1801

Inventor:
Richard Trevithick

Built the first steam engine
automobiles.
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Woolf engine
1803

Inventor:
Arthur Woolf

1463

Designed an improved boiler
for producing high pressure
steam (1803) and invented a
compound steam engine
(1805).

Killingworth
locomotive
1814
Inventor:
George Stephenson

Carnot engine
(heat engine)
[2]

1824
Inventor:
Sadi Carnot

Heat engine (generic)
1969

Author:
Hendrick Van Ness

Human engine
(dihumanid
molecular engine)
2005
Author:
Libb Thims (2005)
Barri Gold (2011)

Two human molecules, one
male Mx, one female Fy, in a
bonded "working"
relationship. [7]
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Earth surface engines
2007 Author:
Add
Libb Thims (2007)

[8]

See also
● Timeline of thermodynamics
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Engineer
In science, an engineer is an individual who specializes in one of the branches of engineering. [1]

History
The first PhD engineer in American was Willard Gibbs.

See also
● Greatest engineer ever
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Engineering
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In science, engineering is the art of construction,
design, and building based on mathematical and
scientific principles.

History
(add)
The following is a depiction of mining
engineering in 1580 showing mining capstans
water jug art, which seems to give a depiction of
the classic “how to get water out of mines
problem”, the classic genius puzzle that
eventually spurred the invention of the steam
engine, and hence the science of
thermodynamics (1850), a problem that would
not be solved until the 1690 invention design of
the Papin engine by French physicist Denis Papin.
[1]
The following is a depiction of the 1705 second
reciprocating steam pump of Denis Papin: [1]

A depiction of mining engineering in 1580 showing mining capstans
water jug art, which seems to give a depiction of the classic “how to get
water out of mines problem”, the classic genius puzzle that eventually
spurred the invention of the steam engine, and hence the science of
thermodynamics (1850), a problem that would not be solved until the
1690 invention design of the Papin engine by French physicist Denis
Papin. [1]
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The following is a depiction of the Newcomen engine in the Upper Silesia in 1786 (Friedrchsgrube Tarnowtiz): [1]

The following is a depiction of a single-acting steam engine by James Watt in 1793 at the Brine pumping station: [1]
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The following is a Saxony Freiberg minerals exhibit 02 model of the steam engine by James Watt: [1]
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See also
● Chemical engineering thermodynamics
● Chemical engineering
● Electrical engineering
● Engine development timeline
● Engineering thermodynamics
● Human molecular engineering (see: two cultures department, 2013)
● Human engineering thermodynamics (see: Thims lectures, 2012)
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Engineering (humanities education)
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In education, engineering (humanities
education) refers to the conflicting subject
of teaching humanities courses, subjects, or
topics to engineering students, generally
speaking.

Overview
In 1998, Indian-born American mechanical
engineer Satish Boregowda, completed a
NASA-funded PhD dissertation
Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec Groysman (2011) suggesting that
"Thermodynamic Modeling and Analysis of the chemical engineering curriculum begin incorporate a Goethe-Gibbs
stylized human chemical reaction theory approach to teaching the humanities
Stress Responses", supposedly, was first
to engineers, so to better allow students, as they go into the work field, to
foreign student at that time to get a direct
have a better grasp of Shakespeare’s “to be or not to be” query. [1]
funding scholarship for work in human
thermodynamics. In 2008, Boregowda, while
a professor at Purdue University, found that his colleagues and his tenure reviewers were not in favor of his work in
thermodynamics applied to the humanities, i.e. on the “human thermodynamics” of stress, being that it was not
ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology) certification relevant; as a result of which he left
academia and went into industry. In 2011, Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec Groysman, in his generative art
conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific Education”, Rome, Italy, suggested that the
chemical engineering and humanities be integrated as follows: [1]
“Dobereiner helped in refining Russian platinum, discovered catalysis, and reported his work to Goethe. We can only
suspect that Dobereiner read the tragedy Faust and the novella Elective Affinities. The latter work of art gave impulse
to a new scientific field named 'human chemistry'. In the exact sciences there are quantitative measures of
estimation of each value: mass, length, force, energy. In the humanistic disciplines (history, philosophy, psychology)
as well as art there are no quantitative criteria. This is similar to the question of how to measure beauty, love,
friendship, democracy? The function named Gibbs energy defines ‘love’ between substances [and] people ... and is
similar to Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’ of William Shakespeare.”
Groysman, in short, discussed German polyintellect Johann Goethe's physical chemistry based Elective Affinities up
through modern free energy theory, the two connected via the affinity-free energy equation, cites the work of Thims,
classifies human chemistry-based thermodynamics as a new scientific field, and advocates its use in engineering and
scientific education.
In 2011, Indian-born American mechanical engineer Kalyan Annamalai and Venezuelan-born American
mechanical engineer Carlos Silva, in their 2011 "Human Body: Formula" chapter subsection, of Advanced Engineering
Thermodynamics, wherein, via citation of Thims human molecular formula (2002), they define a human, from a
thermodynamic point of view, as “a 26-element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure.” [4] In 2012, Satish
Boregowda, in discussion with American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims on advice on attempts to found
America's first chemical engineering centric two cultures university department, Boregowda commented the
following: [2]
“Regarding Purdue, it is nothing personal but a lack of awareness among mechanical engineering faculty to see
thermodynamics beyond application of first law and steam engines. I used to teach second law (entropy generation
minimization) and exergy analysis in my class. The ABET does not require these topics and the faculty were not
interested in covering it in the class. Most importantly, it was related to funding: as federal agencies do not fund
directly any research activity related to thermodynamics. They were of the impression that I was wasting my time on
a “lost cause”….. which is not true by any means. I have decided to work on this during my spare time as my current
job does not require me to bring any grant money. I admire your tenacity to promote thermodynamics at this time in
history. If you need any help in starting the department of thermodynamics [see: two cultures synergy], please let me
know. I will check out the Lewis school of thermodynamics.”
In 2013, American chemical engineer John Prausnitz, one of the University of California, Berkeley professor emeritus
chemical and biomolecular engineering department founding heads, noted for pioneering work in protein
thermodynamics and the history of chemical thermodynamics, commented the following to Thims about the
potential fit of a two cultures department at UC Berkeley, with the central hub located within the chemical and
biomolecular engineering department, and the humanities integrated into this hub: [3]
“I don't know what the Rossini debate is but I hope to find out. No, your idea for a department for teaching two
cultures would not be appreciated at Berkeley. In the social sciences and in some humanities, thermodynamics may
be useful as an analogy, as a suggestion for looking at a problem (e.g., information theory) but beyond that, I see little
use of thermodynamics outside science.”
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(add discussion)

See also
● Human thermodynamics education
● Physicochemical sociology
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Engineering thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, engineering thermodynamics is the study of thermodynamics with focus on practical
applications often encountered in engineering, such as using data, together with basic ideas on energy conservation
and entropy production, to analyze the behaviors of complex technological systems (e.g. power stations) or systems
through which matter is flowing, to optimize desired objectives, such as energy conversion efficiency. [1] Engineering
thermodynamics is one of the core subjects in the field of mechanical engineering.

See also
● Chemical engineering thermodynamics
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England, Jeremy
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In chnops-thermodynamics, Jeremy L. England (c.1981-) is an American biochemical
physicist noted for his 2012 dissipative-driven adaptive organization theory of
evolution, as described in his semi headline-making article “Statistical Physics of SelfReplication”, wherein he outlines a natural selection conceptualized far-fromequilibrium and or nonequilibrium self-reproduction theory of bacterial replication.

Reactions | Commentary
In 2014, the news media stir of England’s paper caused English-born Mexican physicist
Karo Michaelian to gripe the following: [2]
“The theory for the origin and evolution of life as presented above and accredited to
Jeremy England is not new. It was published by myself in 2009 (“Thermodynamic Origin
of Life” (Ѻ)) and in 2011 (“Thermodynamic Dissipation Theory for the Origin of Life”
(Ѻ)). The observation that under a generalized chemical potential, material selforganizes into systems which augment the dissipation of that potential should be
accredited to Ilya Prigogine, Introduction to Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes (1968).”
In 2014, American mechanical engineer Bill Nye, in his Undeniable: Evolution and the Science of Creation, written in
the wake of the Nye-Ham debate (Ѻ)(Ѻ), cited England as one of the new abiogenesis thinkers since the Miller-Urey
experiment: [4]
“Very recently, research led by MIT physicist Jeremy England suggests that life may happen automatically, a result of
physics, specifically thermodynamics. England argues that molecules assemble themselves in the most energyefficient way they can find. Molecules may be driven to seek thermodynamic equilibrium, and that my lead to life.”
(add discussion)

Driven energy landscapes
In 2014, England, together with Nikolai Perunov and Robert Marsland, pre-printed “Statistical Physics of Adaptation”,
wherein they used a mixture of Richard Dawkins selfish-genes program, Ilya Prigogine far-from-equilibrium statistical
mechanics or thermodynamics, Helmholtz free energy, and what they referred to as "driven energy landscapes" (see:
Gibbs landscape) to attempt to explain Darwinian adaptations; the following is one of their energy diagrams: [5]

(add discussion)

Other
In 2015, American civil engineer John Patrick became very interested in England’s “Statistical Physics of Adaptation”
and emailed England, MIT biology department head Alan Grossman (Ѻ), DMR Sekhar, and Libb Thims about his
excitement. Patrick’s excitement, however, is belied by the falsified belief that he is searching for the science of god
in his work.

Education
England completed his AB in biochemical sciences in 2003 at Harvard, after which he spent two years, via a Rhodes
Scholarship, at St. John’s College, Oxford, at the Rudolf Peierls Center for Theoretical Physics, doing work on the
effects of stochastic noise on morphogen gradient patterning in embryonic development, after which in 2009 he
completed his PhD with a dissertation on “Theory and Simulation of Explicit Solvent Effects on Protein Folding in Vitro
and in Vivo” at Stanford. On 2012, England started his own lab at MIT, a research group focused on the study the
theoretical questions in the biophysics of cells and macromolecules, albeit largely, it seems, focused on a physics
approach to protein thermodynamics and cellular thermodynamics. [3]
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Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“You start with a random clump of atoms, and if you shine light on it for long enough, it should not be so surprising
that you get a plant.”
— Jeremy England (2014), interview commentary with Natalie Wolchover [2]

See also
● Alexander Wissner-Gross
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Karl Ense
In existographies, Karl Ense (1785-1858) was a German existographer (biographer)
noted for []

Little girls
In 1843, Ense documented the Goethe “I wrote Elective Affinities for little girls”
comment to Karl Knebel. [1]

Captain
Ense is said to have reported, according to general August Lilienstern, that Prussian
officer Friedrich Muffling, who did surveying, was the model for the Captain of Elective
Affinities. [2]

Varnhagen
In 1814, Ense married German write and salon runner Rahel Varnhagen (1771-1833),
whom had met Goethe in 1795 during a visit to Carlsbad, and whom she saw again in 1815 at Frankfurt am Main. (Ѻ)
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Entelechy
In terminology, entelechy (TR=14) is a technical term, coined by Aristotle, from the Greek ἐντελής (entelḗs), meaning
“complete, finished, perfect”, from τέλος (telos), meaning “end, fruition, accomplishment”, + ἔχω (ékhō), meaning
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“to have”, referring to something that makes things actual; the quality of having become complete, of being
perfected, or having attained its purpose, and is used in contrast to ‘dynamis’, i.e. potential existence, which is the
idea of a thing, its possibility, its mere potentiality; the principle or factor which renders things actual. [1]

Aristotle
(add overview)

Leibnitz
In 1689, German polymath Gottfried Leibniz coined the term “dynamica” (see: dynamics), during his Italian journey,
referring to his doctrine of forces; during which time he comprised an extensive then-unpublished work entitled
Dynamica, some of which found publication outlet as “Specimen Dynamicum” in Acta eruditorum in 1695; in this
latter publication, he outlined the following four notions: [2]
a) Active primitive force is purely a metaphysical entity expressing the activity of substances and is also called
entelechy;
b) Active derivative force is somehow the phenomenal manifestation of an aggregate of metaphysical substances and
is measured by living force, or vis viva;
c) Passive primitive force is purely metaphysical and expresses the imperfection of substances;
d) Passive derivative force, which is also called inertia, is its phenomena manifestation.
(add discussion)

Newton
Newton, in a manuscript, had the following to say about Leibnitz's entelechy-based dynamics theory:
“Galileo began to consider the effect of gravity upon projectiles. Newton in his Principia improved that consideration
into a large science. Leibniz christened the child by a new name as if it had been his own, calling it Dynamica … But his
mark must be set upon all new inventions.”
(add discussion)

Goethe
See: Goethe on the soul

(add summary)

Driesch
In the 1890s, German zoologist Hans Driesch, a student of Ernst Haeckel, outlined some type of entelechy theory, the
operation of which required the occasional suspension of the second law of thermodynamics. [5] American
physiologist Lawrence Henderson had the following to say about Driesch’s entelechy theory: [6]
“Driesch’s theory is ingenious, but I believe untenable. In fact it involves a reduction to the sphere of molecules of the
old fallacy of Descartes. For to suspend the operation of the second law of thermodynamics would be precisely
equivalent to an alteration, without the expenditure of energy, of the direction of motion of the particles of a
material body. Under these conditions an object which had fallen to the ground might, by cooling itself, rise again
into the air. Nothing could be more radically inconsistent with the fundamental principles of physical science, as now
generally admitted, than this assumption or the theory which it is designed to support.”

Neo-vitalism
Into the early 20th century, entelechy theories began to be classified as types of neo-vitalism; English biologist James
Johnstone (1921) states the following on this: [3]
“Into the last generation there has been a recrudescence of vitalism—‘neo-vitalism’ it is now called—being obviously
something that seems to be different from the Cartesian speculations about the sensitive soul. At its best this is seen
in the ‘psychoids’ and ‘entelechies’ of Driesch and others, concepts which are applicable to living things only, and not
to chemical and physical phenomena. At its worst modern vitalism is exhibited in the crude and even grotesque
‘spiritualism’ which has attained such a vogue with the less resolute thinkers of our own generation. This, then, is the
modern impasse to which biology has come. Purely physico-chemical explanations of life are not satisfactory, and the
immaterial and non-energetic agencies that are being invoked in their place have no interest for science, since they
cannot be the objects of investigations.”
American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon (2011), likewise, surmises Aristotle's concept of "entelechy",
or active principle intrinsic to the material substance of an organism, was a precursor or forerunner so to say of
vitalism. [4]
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Enthalpic
In thermodynamics, enthalpic is a term referring to properties of enthalpy.

Overview
In 2006, David Baker, gave the following use, as an example: [1]
“For covalent bonds, entropic effects are often of secondary interest because the enthalpic bond energy contributes
to free energy for outweigh the entropic contributions under ambient thermal conditions. For H-bonding, this is not
the case. H-bonding principles must therefore be formulated with due regard for the importance of both enthalpic
and entropic factors, judiciously balanced in a T-dependent manner.”
The term “enthalpic force” is another variant. On the logic that affinity is the driving force of a chemical reaction or
process, the thermodynamic theory of affinity, situates the view that affinity is comprised of an entropic force (TΔS)
and an “enthalpic force” (– ΔH), whose influence varies as temperature varies. This gives rise to concepts such as
enthalpy-entropy compensation effects, among others.

Transition state
The classic model of reaction mechanism between two reactants A and B is as follows:
A+ B

↔

close
proximity

A ∙∙∙ B
encounter
complex

↔

A–B
transition state

↔

AB
bound state

The two middle steps are often characterized by enthalpic energy barriers, The last step of the binding process is the
latter stage transition from the favorable intermediates to the bound state unit AB, being a process of induced fit,
limited by a rate constant, which requires structural rearrangements, which is assumed to be a process of
"overcoming mostly enthalpic energy barriers".
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Enthalpy
In thermodynamics, enthalpy, symbolized by H, summarized as ‘heat content’, is defined as the sum of the internal
energy of a thermodynamic system plus the energy associated with work done by the system on the atmosphere, i.e.
the product of the pressure times the volume. Enthalpy reflects the number and kinds of chemical bonds in the
reactants and products. [1] In equation form, enthalpy is defined as follows:

The quantity H, equal to the internal energy plus the pressure volume energy, was first recognized by American
engineer Willard Gibbs as playing an important role for processes occurring at constant pressure, and was called by
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him ‘heat content’.

Etymology
Italian physical chemist Salvatore Califano states that the term was introduced by Dutch physicist Heike KamerlinghOnnes at the first meeting of the Institute of Refrigeration in Paris in 1908. [5] Alternatively, Canadian physical
chemist Keith Laidler stated that Onnes introduced the term "enthalpy" in 1909, symbol H, from the Greek εν (en) ‘in’
and θαλπος (thalpos) ‘to heat’, which combined define the word enthalpos, to warm within. [4] American protein
thermodynamicist Donald Haynie, defines enthalpy, in the context of biological thermodynamics (chnopsthermodynamics), as a ‘thermodynamic state function usually measured as heat transferred to or from a system at
constant pressure.’ [2] With the constraints of constant pressure and amount of substance, the differential change in
enthalphy dH, of a system evolving in such conditions, equals the amount of heat dQP exchanged with the
surroundings.’ [3]

See also
● Enthalpy-entropy compensation
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Enthalpy-entropy compensation
In thermodynamics, enthalpy-entropy compensation is a process, reaction, or interaction in which increases in
decreases in standard enthalpy and entropy sum to make zero contribution to the standard Gibbs free energy. [1] In a
2010 study entitled “Thermodynamics of RNA melting, One Base Pare at a Time”, researchers Evgenia Nikolova and
Hashim Al-Hashimi claimed to have observed ‘microscopic’ enthalpy-entropy compensations across base pairs within
the same RNA. [2]

Etymology
The etymology the theory of 'enthalpy-entropy compensation' is difficult to track down. In 1981, however, it was
being reported that the phenomenon called “enthalpy-entropy compensation” had been observed in a wide variety
of chemical reactions and is said to be manifested in and diagnosed by the use of linear plots of enthalpy change
verses entropy change, where by the slope has dimensions of temperature, and is called the compensation
temperature. [3]
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Entropic
In science, entropic is a term that refers to phenomena that are like, related to, or connected to entropy, such as in
an entropic process.

Further reading
● Klapp, Orrin E. (1978). Opening and Closing: Strategies of Information Adaptation in Society (ch. 5: Entropic
communication, pgs. 81-105). CUP Archive.
● Armel, Jack. (1996). Entropic Spacetime Theory. World Scientific.
● Baguley, David. (1990). Naturalistic Fiction: the Entropic Vision. Cambridge University Press.

Entropic force
In thermodynamics, entropic force or "force of entropy" is oft-used, albeit ill-defined, term used to describe the
thermodynamic force aspects of the entropy in a system.

Etymology
In 1923, American physicists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall were describing free energy as the driving force of
chemical reactions. In particular, according to the equation:

ΔF = ΔH – TΔS
They state that “we may think of the quantity – ΔF as the driving force for a reaction.” This view traces back to the
1882 proof by German physicist Hermann Helmholtz that free energy is the true measure of the affinity (or driving
force) of the reaction. In this view, one may then see the two driving forces of an isothermal isobaric chemical
reaction as composed of two parts:

Driving force = – ΔF = TΔS – ΔH = “entropic force” (TΔS) + “enthalpic force” (– ΔH)
Hence the term “entropic force” has come to be a common phrase, but is not specifically defined in most cases.

Social entropic force
In the context of sociological thermodynamics, in the 1994 book The Trouble with Canada, which has sold over 50,000
copies, Canadian English professor William Gairdner uses the concept of entropic force and social entropy to a good
extent. Gairdner postulates that societies are created like galaxies, by a certain initial force, and that over time they
dissipate heat, or energy, moving toward a cooler state, culminating in heat death. [1]
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Entropism
In entropology, entropism is a marginal term referring loosely to acts, processes, states or philosophies related to
neo-cultural aspects of entropy. [1] In political thermodynamics and economic thermodynamics entropism is
considered as the antonym of synergism or the energetic parts of a leveling off process in the design of an economy.
[2] In sociological thermodynamics, entropism is associated with decadence and degeneration. [3] In philosophical
thermodynamics, entropism is associated with the study of evil. [4] In this latter sense, as found in several of the
publications of Keith Ferreira, the opposite of entropism, antientropism is considered as the philosophical study of
good or acts of goodness. [5]
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Entropological proof
In religious thermodynamics, entropological proof or 'entropy proof of God's existence' or 'entropic proof' is an
entropy-based argument for the existence of god.

History
In 1274, Italian priest and philosopher Thomas Aquinas, in his Summa Theologica, gave his proof ex motu, which is
said to be a forerunner to the entropological proof. [1]
In 1869, German physicist Adolf Fick, in his lecture series “The Forces of Nature in their Relationship”, gave the first
outline of the entropy proof, in which he extrapolated German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ heat death theory of
universal end to give what is said to be the first contour of the ‘entropy proof of God’s existence’, to argue that God
must exist, because of the second law of thermodynamics; though, to note, he only stated the argument, remaining
agnostic about the validity of the proof, stating something along the lines that more evidence, work, or data was
needed. [4]
In 1910, German physicist Caspar Isenkrahe published his Energy, Entropy, and the Beginning and End of the Universe
discussing his views on the possible relationship between God and entropy. [6] In 1920, German philosopher Josef
Schnippenkotter completed his PhD dissertation, entitled The Entropological Proof of God, in which he discussed over
320 papers (200 of which, supposedly, on entropy and god speculations) to draw the conclusion that entropy does
not necessarily imply the existence of a Deity, a view summarized as follows: [5]
“There is no scientifically certain proof that the end and the beginning of the world, and then the existence of God,
can be derived from the entropy law.”
The phrase “entropological proof” in reference to a proof for the existence based on energy dispersion dates back to
at least 1898. [2] The points in the proof, according to English statistical thermodynamicist Peter Landsberg, is as
follows: [3]
(a) the universe is an isolated system.
(b) isolated systems reach internal thermal equilibrium given time, after which fluctuations about this equilibrium
state can take place.
(c) the universe is presently in a far-from-equilibrium state.
(d) if the universe is in a far-from-equilibrium state, it must have had a finite age and hence a beginning.
(e) this beginning must be a state of minimum entropy at which the cosmos was born.
(f) this original state was brought about by God, who also created the initial values of parameters such as initial
internal energy, matter, entropy, etc., such that the initial universe was wound up, i.e. “the spring was set”, and the
universe is now running down to an eventual heat death.
One of the obvious contradictions in this proof, at least according to Landsberg version, is that point (c) contradicts
point (a). In other words, far-from-equilibrium systems, such as Benard cells, can only maintain such a state if they
are continuously being driven by an external flux of energy or matter, and as such are open and cannot be isolated.
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Entropologist
In human thermodynamics, an entropologist is an anthropologist whose studies and theories rest on the prediction
of the ultimate thermodynamic leveling of all culture. [1] The term is a derivative of French anthropologist and
philosopher Claude Lévi-Strauss' 1960s concept of entropology. In some scenarios, an entropologist is considered as
any literary writer who uses the verbal ideas of entropy and disintegration. [2]
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1. Diamond, Stanley. (1974). In Search of the Primitive: A Critique of Civilization, (pg. 95). Transaction Publishers.
2. Tanner, Tony. (1970). “The American Novelist as Entropologist”, London Magazine, n.s., 10, Oct. (tanner discusses
the recent literary uses of entropy).

Entropology
In human thermodynamics, entropology refers to the thermodynamic study of processes, particularly
anthropological ones, without the use of differential equations. [1]

Overview
In 1955, French anthropologist and philosopher Claude Lévi-Strauss, in his Sad Tropics, coined the term
"entropology".
In 1961, Levi-Strauss, in his A World on Wane, by Lévi-Strauss, defined things as follows: [3]
“Entropology, not anthropology, should be the word for the discipline that devotes itself to the study of this process
of disintegration in its most highly evolved forms.”
The term can loosely be thought of as subjects interjecting on verbal discussion of entropy. Entropology, according to
another definition, is the science of analyzing the decline of vitality and energy. [2] An “entropologist”, a Lévi-Strauss
term, is defined as an anthropologist whose studies and theories rest on the prediction of the ultimate
thermodynamic leveling of all culture. [4] Some have come to refer to the work of American writer Thomas Pynchon
as entropology. [5]
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In thermodynamics, entropy,
symbol S, as defined in 1862 by
German physicist Rudolf Clausius, is
the energy equivalence-value of the
transformation of a working body of
"any" physical body (typically a
volume of atoms and or molecules)
during a change state due to the
action of the passage of heat into or
out of the body, across its boundary,
quantified by the value:
Left: the etymology of the term entropy (see: entropy (etymology)). Right: different
equation formulations of entropy (using an equation overlay method), shown over a
rabbit smelling a flower (indicative of natural governing nature of the second law); the
function (δQ/T) on the right hand side of the equation in lower right hand corner being
the 1854 "equivalence-value" formulation of heat; the equation in the upper left hand
corner being the 1856 "equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations"
where Q is an inexact differential
formulation of entropy; the second row equation a version of the probability-based
quantity of heat at an absolute
Boltzmann entropy (1872) / Planck entropy (1901) / Gibbs entropy (1902); the
temperature T that is produced
equation in upper right hand corner being the partial of entropy with respect to some
from work due to the forces exerted variable X at constant energy. [6]

by the constituent molecules of the
body in question upon each other. [1] In 1865, Clausius redefined the differential form of entropy dS as:

making the derivative of heat a complete differential or path independent state function, the logic of which became
embodied in what Clausius defined as the "second main principle" of the mechanical theory of heat. The
mathematical expression of entropy was conceived by Clausius to quantify the effect of irreversibility (or the
irreversible change of state of a body), in the working body, e.g. a body of steam in a steam engine, during an engine
cycle; an effect that French physicist Sadi Carnot assumed, in 1824, did not occur due to his view that heat was form
of caloric particles.

Overview
In general, according to Clausius, when a body (working body) changes its state, work is performed externally and
internally at the same time, the exterior work having reference to the forces which extraneous bodies exert upon the
body under consideration, and the interior work to the forces exerted by the constituent molecules of the body in
question upon each other. The interior work is for the most part so little known, and connected with another equally
unknown quantity (in fact with the increase of heat actually present in the body) in such a way, that in treating of it
we are obliged in some measure to trust to probabilities; whereas the exterior work is immediately accessible to the
observation and measurement, and thus admits of more strict treatment.
As such, to avoid everything hypothetical, we can exclude the interior work, by confining heat operations to the
consideration of cyclical process— that is to say, operations in which the modifications that the body undergoes are
so arranged that the body finally returns to its original condition. In such operations the interior work which is
performed during the several modifications, partly in a positive sense and partly in a negative sense, neutralizes itself,
so that nothing but exterior work remains, for which the theorem of the equivalence of transformations can then be
demonstrated with mathematical strictness.
The theorem of the equivalence of transformations argues that when a body goes through a cyclical process, a
certain amount of exterior work may be produced, in which case a certain quantity of heat must be simultaneously
expended; or, conversely, work my be expended and a corresponding quantity of heat may by gained. This may be
expressed by saying: Heat can be transformed into work, or work into heat, by a cyclical process.
There may also be another effect of a cyclical process: heat may be transferred form one body to another, by the
body which is undergoing modification absorbing heat form the one body and giving it out again to the other. In this
case the bodies between which the transfer of heat takes place are to be viewed merely as heat reservoirs, of which
we are not concerned to know anything except the temperatures. If the temperatures of the two bodies differ, heat
passes, either from a warmer to a colder body, or from a colder to a warmer body, according to the direction in which
the transference of heat takes place. Such a transfer of heat may also be designated, for the sake of uniformity, a
transformation, inasmuch as it may be said that heat of one temperature is transformed into heat of another
temperature.
The two kinds of transformations that have been mentioned are related in such a way that one presupposes the
other, and that they can mutually replace each other. If we call transformations which can replace each other
equivalent, and seek the mathematical expressions which determine the amount of the transformations in such a
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manner that the equivalent transformations become equal in magnitude, we arrive at the following expression: If the
quantity of heat Q of the temperature t is produced from work, the
equivalence-value of this transformation is:

In addition, if the quantity of heat Q passes from a body whose temperature
is T1 into another whose temperature is T2, the equivalence-value of this
transformation is:

here T is a function of the temperature which is independent of the kind of
process by means of which the transformation is effected, and T1 and T2
denote the values of this function which correspond to the temperatures of
bodies one and two. By separate considerations, according to Clausius, T is
in all probability the absolute temperature. These two expressions further
enable us to recognize the positive or negative sense of the transformations.
In the first, Q is taken as positive when work is transformed into heat, and as
negative when heat is transformed into work. In the second, we may always
take Q as positive, since the opposite senses of the transformations are
indicated by the possibility of the difference:

Left: a tattoo of the principle of the
equivalence of transformations (1856),
using the 1875 inexact differential
notation δ of German physicist Carl
Neumann, on the forearm of Ivanka, a
newly graduated philosophy student.
[6] Right: a 2010 summary of the main
entropy models employed historically to
model, understand, or conceptualize the
quantity entropy Libb Thims.

being either positive or negative. It will thus be seen that the passage of heat from a higher to a lower temperature is
to be looked upon as a "positive transformation", and its passage form a lower to a higher temperature as a "negative
transformation".
If we represent the transformations which occur in a cyclical process by these expressions, the relation existing
between them can be stated in a simple and definite manner. If the cyclical process is reversible, the transformations
which occur therein must be partly positive and partly negative, and the equivalence-values of the positive
transformations must be together equal to those of the negative transformations, so that the algebraic sum of all the
equivalence-values become = 0. If the cyclical process is not reversible, the equivalence values of the positive and
negative transformations are not necessarily equal, but they can only differ in such a way that the positive
transformations predominate.
The theorem respecting the equivalence-values of the transformations may accordingly be stated thus: The
algebraic sum of all the transformations occurring in a cyclical process can only be positive, or, as an extreme case,
equal to nothing. The mathematical expression for this theorem is as follows. Let dQ be an element of the heat given
up by the body to any reservoir of heat during its own changes, heat which it may absorb from a reservoir being here
reckoned as negative, and T the absolute temperature of the body at the moment of giving up this heat, then the
equation:

must be true for every reversible cyclical process, and the relation:

must hold good for every cyclical process which is in any way possible. The value of dQ/T is called entropy. [1]

Etymology
See main: Entropy (etymology)

Between 1850 and 1865, Clausius published a series of nine memoirs, which in 1865 were collected in the textbook
Mechanical Theory of Heat. The outline of the theoretical development of the concept and terminology of entropy,
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went through a number of name changes: "an expression was needed" (1850), equivalence-value (1854),
"equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations" (1856), "disgregation" (1862), "transformation-content"
and then finally arriving at the word entropy (1865). [3]

Entropy of the universe tends to a maximum
American physicist Michael Guillen argues that the following formulation of the second law:

which states that the entropy of the final state of the universe will be greater than or ‘maximal’ as compared to the
initial state entropy of the universe, is one the of the five equations that most changed the world; along with Isaac
Newton’s law of universal gravitation, Daniel bernoulli’s law of hydrostatic pressure, Michael Faraday’s law of
electromagnetic induction, and Albert
Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence
relation. [5]

Entropy of a human molecule
See main: Human entropy

The conception of the possession of an
entropy value of individual person or
human molecule or species of human
molecules at a specific reference point
in time is what is referred to as
"human entropy". The first person,
A basic thermodynamic data table, alluding to the methodology according to which
historically, to make the suggestion
that each person has a different value one would measure and list the entropy of a given human or rather human
molecule, the human molecular formula of which is shown in the bottom row (next
of entropy was American engineer
to an unknown value of positive entropy).
William Fairburn in mentioned in his
1914 book Human Chemistry. In theory, each individual person can be assigned an entropy value, in reference to a
base value, similar to smaller molecules. Shown adjacent, for instance, are standard measures of entropy for four
different molecules. A table such as this is similar to the "material entropy" postulate, but with reference on the
measure of entropy per species.

Human system entropy
See main: Economic entropy, Social entropy, etc.

In human systems, the definition of entropy is the same with the translation that the "working body" is defined such
that instead of water molecules, confined to the internal regions of a steam engine, put in alternating contact with a
hot body (a fire) and a cold body (cool water), driven to do mechanical work (push a piston), we have human
molecules, confined to the internal regions of various regions of social systems, put in alternating contact with a hot
body (the day sun) and a cold body (the cool night sky), driven to do the daily work of life, e.g. economic work, social
work, volunteer work, household work, parenting work, territorial expansion work, interpersonal work, relationship
work, etc. [2]
From a reaction point of view, i.e. human chemistry point of view, boundaries to "working bodies" of human
systems, i.e. interactive collections of human molecules confined to economic systems, are defined as being the the
90 percent probability regions in which a specific number of socially interactive or energetically-coupled humans are
found. In this point of view, entropy is defined as the internal system energy (internal work) dissipated as humans act
on each other, energy that does not find conversion into system external work.
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Entropy misinterpretations
See main: Entropy misinterpretations

Historically, entropy has been subject to much confusion,
misinterpretation, misapplication, a subject about which is
prolonged and involved. The first dominant person to
confuse entropy was Peter Tait who in his 1868 Sketch of
Thermodynamics presented an incorrect view of entropy.
Tait's book was read by his associate James Maxwell, who
included this incorrect view of entropy in his 1871 Theory
of Heat. The error went unnoticed until the fourth edition,
during which time it was corrected. Other famous
misinterpretations of entropy were dug out during the
great 1902 to 1904 "what is entropy debate", such as are
listed adjacent 1903 letter by Syndney Evershed. [4]

See also
● Entropy (quotes)
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In thermodynamics, entropy (child’s playroom) refers to
a popular way of describing entropy as a tendency of
systems to move towards disorder (or chaos), just as a
child left alone in an initially organized room, given time,
will move the room to state of disorder. This is
sometimes referred to as the entropy messy room
model. American mathematician turned journalist
Charles Seife claims that nine out of ten high school
physics teachers, when asked, will describe entropy as
the measure of the messiness of one’s room or how
poorly one has arranged books on one’s shelf. [6]

History
The child’s playroom model of entropy seems to have
originated in the 1961 lecture “Entropy and the Unity of
Knowledge” by American physicist Peter Landsberg,
where he states: [1]

A typical depiction of a disordered child's playroom, often said
to, supposedly, give a visually depict the second law of
thermodynamics, that a system left to itself will tend towards
disorder or that entropy will tend to increase in an isolated
system.

“Tidy way all your children’s toys in a toy cupboard, and
the probability of finding part of a toy in a cubic
centimeter is highly peaked in the region of the
cupboard. Release a randomized influence in the form of an untidy child, and the distribution for the system will soon
spread.”
In 1971, American art theorist Rudolf Arnheim referred to this as the “child’s playroom” explanation of the principle
of disorder as advocated by German physicist Max Planck, who in his 1915 lectures seems to have given the
impression that the end state of certain material systems is one of maximal disorder, as advocated previously in his
principle of elementary disorder. [2] The following definition of entropy, to cite one example, comes from the
chemistry department of Boise State University: [3]
“Entropy is the measure of disorder or randomness in a system. It is a little like a child’s playroom. It takes a lot of
energy to put the toys away…ordered. It takes a child a millisecond to achieve total randomness…entropy at work!”
(add discussion)

Difficulties
There are some who argue that this model has
nothing to do with entropy or entropy increase.
This may or may not be true. In American chemist
Frank Lambert’s 1999 article “Shuffled Cards,
Messy Desks, and Disorderly Dorm Rooms”, he
argues that the shuffling cards model of entropy
and the messy room model of entropy are
nonsense examples of entropy increase. [4
It is true, according to German physicist Rudolf
Clausius, that entropy change in a cycle has to do
with the energy associated with the work the
molecules of the system do on each other during
the course of time between which the system
returns to its near original state. In this sense, the
work that two human molecules, the child and
parent, do on each other in playing in the room
and later cleaning up the room can is related to
entropy change. The loss of energy involved in retidying the room would thus be considered an
uncompensated transformation. This, however, is
an involved analysis. The original Landsberg
definition, to note, seems to be based on the
Boltzmann-Planck, S = k log W, interpretation of
entropy as a function of quantum states, and not
precisely that defined originally by Clausius.

See also

Figure 2-37, entitled "An Everyday Illustration of the Spontaneous
Drive Towards Disorder", from the 1994 Molecular Biology of the Cell,
captioned as "Reversing this tendency toward disorder requires an
intentional effort and an input of energy: it is not spontaneous. In fact,
from the second law of thermodynamics, we can be certain that the
human intervention required will release enough heat to the
environment to more than compensate for the reordering of the
items in this room." [5]
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● Typing monkeys
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Entropy (etymology)
In thermodynamics, the etymology of term
entropy, symbol S, derives from the Greek word
τροπη (tropos), meaning “transformation”,
coined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in
1865. [1]
“Clausius coined the term entropy, from the
Greek tropos, or transformation.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [10]

The above quote by American scholar Eric
Zencey, who did his PhD dissertation on entropy
as a root metaphor, in the social sciences, gives a
well-representative synopsis of the etymology of A term meaning flow chart for the etymology of the 1865 term entropy.
entropy; the Greek term "τροπη", however, to
clarify, has the following alternative meanings, namely "turn" or "change": [11]

The exact meaning behind Clausius' use of the term "transformation" is in the sense of:
Heat ↔ Work
or the transformation of heat into work or work into heat as defined by the mechanical equivalent of heat. There
were, however, a number of precursory terms and phrases used by Clausius in the preceding fifteen years, such as
diagrammed above, to define this quantity. In addition, there are to be found propagated in the literature a number
synonyms and false etymologies. Both topic areas are discussed below.

Heat | History
The roots of the mathematical concept of entropy have its roots in the various historical models of heat: caloric,
matter of fire, phlogiston, terra pinguis, sulphur model of heat, among others. To construct the quantity entropy,
conceived as a state function, i.e. to transform the conception of a quantity of heat—conceived by Antoine Lavoisier
previously as an indestructible fluid like particle called “caloric” (a theory disproved via Benjamin Thompson's 1798
cannon boring experiment)—Clausius employed the Euler reciprocity relation, whereby he used William Thomson’s
absolute temperature (1854) scale T as the integrating factor for the differential (inexact differential) of a unit or
quantity of heat Q, to make a new state variable function for heat: dQ/T (exact differential) which he came to call
entropy.
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Precursory etymologies
German physicist Rudolf Clausius, between 1850 and 1865, used the following phrasings and terminologies to define
his heat divided by absolute temperature quantity in development:
Date

Conceptual Development of Entropy

1780

The matter of fire (indestructible) is called "caloric" (Antoine Lavoisier) and is disengaged from bodies during
combustion.

1798

The synopsis conclusions of the famous caloric-questioning "cannon boring experiment" (Benjamin Thompson):
“What is heat? Is there anything as igneous fluid? Is there anything that can with propriety be called caloric? That
heat generated by friction [in the boring experiments] appeared, evidently, to be inexhaustible, [it] cannot
possibly be a material substance; … it appears to me to me to be extremely difficult, if not quite impossible, to
form any distinct idea of anything capable of being excited and communicated in the manner heat was excited
and communicated in these experiments, except it be MOTION.”

1850

Clausius: stated that: an expression was needed to account for the experimental fact that "loss of heat occurs
when work is done." (as Carnot had assumed did not occur).

1854
(Jan 19)

Rankine: introduced his so-called "thermodynamic function" of heat; which he later (Sep 1865) says is equivalent
to Clausius' entropy function.

1854
(Dec)

Clausius: defined the ratio: Q/T and calls it "equivalence-value" (so to have relation to Joule's 1843 paper
"Mechanical equivalent of heat").

1856

Clausius: uses the phrase: "equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations" (so as to have relation to
Carnot's postulate: “we shall assume that the quantities of heat absorbed and emitted in these different
transformations compensate each other exactly” involved in a cyclical process" (and gives it the symbol -N).

1862

Clausius: relates the integral of dQ/T to something he calls "disgregation" of the body having relation to
arrangement of the molecules of the working body (to have relation to Carnot's 1824 paper On the Motive Power
of Fire that characterized the "transformations" of "working substances" of an engine cycle, namely "mode of
aggregation").

1865
(Apr 24)
1877

Clausius: lets dS = dQ/T and first calls S the "transformational content" of the working body, but then settles on
entropy, so to have similarity to the word energy.
Clausius: explains the origin of the term ‘entropie’ to James Maxwell in a Nov 8th letter (see below).

1865 coining
On April 24th, 1865, during a reading to the Philosophical Society of Zurich, Clausius gave the following statement, in
what was his first mention of the term “entropy”, shown below, left in the original German and right in the first 1867
English translation by mathematical physicist Thomas Hirst: [1]
Original German
Hirst 1867 English translation
“Sucht man für S einen bezeichnenden Namen, so
könnte man, ähnlich wie von der Grosse U gesagt ist, sie
sei der Wärmennd Werkinhalt des Körpers, von der
Grosse S sagen , sie sei der Verwandlungsinhalt des
Körpers. Da ich es aber für besser halte, die Namen
derartiger für die Wissenschaft wichtiger Grossen aus
den alten Sprachen zu entnehmen, damit sie
unverändert in allen neuen Sprachen angewandt werden
können, so schlage ich vor, die Grosse S nach dem
griechischen Worte η τροπή, die Verwandlung, die
Entropie des Körpers zu nennen. Das Wort Entropie habe
ich absichtlich dem Worte Energie möglichst ähnlich
gebildet, denn die beiden Grossen, welche durch diese
Worte benannt werden sollen, sind ihren physikalischen
Bedeutungen nach einander so nahe verwandt, dass eine
gewisse Gleichartigkeit in der Benennung mir
zweckmnssig zu sein scheint.”

“We might call S the transformation content of the body,
just as we termed the magnitude U its thermal and
ergonal content. But as I hold it to be better terms for
important magnitudes from the ancient languages, so
that they may be adopted unchanged in all modern
languages, I propose to call the magnitude S the entropy
of the body, from the Greek word τροπή,
transformation. I have intentionally formed the word
entropy so as to be as similar as possible to the word
energy; for the two magnitudes to be denoted by these
words are so nearly allied their physical meanings, that a
certain similarity in designation appears to be desirable.”

Google German → English translation
“If you are looking for specifically, S has a distinctive
name, it might be similar to the size of U, it is the work
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Wärmennd content of the body, from the size of S say it
is the transformation content of the body. Since I believe
but for the better, such is the name for the science major
in the Great found in ancient languages, so they can be
used unchanged in all new languages, I propose that the
size S of the Greek words η τροπή that Transformation to
call the entropy of the body. The word entropy I have
intentionally formed the word energy as similar as
possible, because the two quantities, which are named
by these words are related to their physical meanings to
each other so close that a certain uniformity in the
designation seems to me zweckmnssig.”

Rankine | thermodynamic function
In 1854, Scottish engineer-physicist William Rankine introduced what he called a "thermodynamic function", symbol
Phi Φ, whose increase or diminution of which indicates whether heat is entering or leaving a system. [1] In 1873,
Willard Gibbs, in two places, stated that Rankine’s thermodynamic function was the same and or synonymous with
Clausius’ entropy; firstly, in his first thermodynamics article: [8]
“The term entropy, it will be observed, is here used in accordance with the original suggestion of Clausius, and not in
the sense in which it has been employed by Professor Tait and others [Maxwell] after his suggestion. The same
quantity has been called by Professor Rankine the thermo-dynamic function.”
Next, in his second 1873 thermodynamics article, Gibbs stated: [9]
“The entropy as defined by Clausius is synonymous with the thermodynamic function as defined by Rankine.”

Maxwell
Scottish physicist James Maxwell had a number of stumbling blocks in respect to his understanding of entropy, owing
to his first rendering discerned from his reading of Peter Tait's 1868 Sketch of Thermodynamics, wherein the sign for
entropy was "incorrectly" reversed, as follows (as explained (Ѻ) by Gibbs in 1873):

In a 1 Dec 1873 letter to Tait, after reading Gibbs clarifications, Maxwell stated the following: (Ѻ)
“It is only lately, under the conduct of Professor Willard Gibbs that I have been led to recant an error with I had
imbibed from your θΔcs [thermodynamics] namely that the entropy of Clausius is unavailable energy while that of T'
[Thomson's] is available energy. The entropy of Clausius is neither one nor the other it is only Rankine’s
thermodynamic function.”
In 1877, Clausius, in a letter to Maxwell (Nov 8), explained the origin of the term ‘entropie’ (Ѻ), the letter, in the
original German, from Maxwell’s collected scientific letters (Ѻ), is shown below:
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In 1878, Maxwell, in discussion of Clausius' description of entropy in terms of "equivalence of transformations",
referred to the theory of entropy as the theory of transformation-equivalents. [3]

Clausius | 1875 restatement
In the updated 1875 second edition to his Mechanical Theory of Heat textbook, Clausius reaffirmed his etymology as
follows: [2]
“In another paper, after introducing a further development of the equivalence of transformations, the author
proposed to call this quantity, after the Greek word τροπή, transformation, the entropy of the body [S].”

False etymologies
In the 1955 work Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes, Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine gave the following
incorrect etymology: “The second principle of thermodynamics postulates the existence of a function of state, called
entropy, from the Greek ενρωπη meaning “evolution”. [4] In any event, whatever his agenda was at this point,
Prigogine and his co-author Dilip Kondepudi give the correct etymology in their 1998 textbook Modern
Thermodynamics. [5] In the 1998 thermodynamics dictionary A to Z of Thermodynamics, French thermodynamicist
Pierre Perrot gives the following incorrect etymology and incorrect date of coining: “[Entropy] a term proposed by
Clausius in 1868, from the Greek root eντροπη, the act of turning round (τροπη, change of direction), implying the
idea of reversibility.” [6] The Online Etymology Dictionary, since at least 2008, has been correctly claiming that
entropy was conceived in the mind of Clausius it on the Greek term entropia, or "a turning toward," from en- "in" +
trope "a turning"; whereas the correct sense Clausius uses the Greek term τροπή in the sense of 'transformation' or
'transformation content.' [7]

See also
● Entropy formualtions
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Entropy (ghostly quantity)
In entropy models, a ghostly quantity is a view of entropy utilized and
discussed by a number of scientists towards the end of the 19th century, in
which entropy was viewed as a "mathematical spook" or "ghostly" type of
thermodynamic quantity.

Overview
German physicist Max Planck has commented in his retrospect memoirs that
the entropy was being viewed by some as early as 1889 as a mathematical
spook. [1] In 1899, Irish mechanical engineer John Perry was calling bodies by
the name ‘stuff’ and a entropy as a ‘ghostly quantity’, as follows: [2]
“If stuff is at the absolute temperature

and we give the small amount of

heat
to it, we say that we give it the entropy
. Engineers seem to
have great difficulty in understand why we introduce the notion of this
ghostly quantity, but they must get accustomed to it.”

Entropy: the "mathematical spook" and
"ghostly quantity" of physics and
thermodynamics.

In his 1902 The Temperature-Entropy Diagram, American thermodynamicist Charles Berry opened his introduction
sentence with: [7]
“It seems necessary in a book dealing with the application of the temperature-entropy diagram to discuss briefly that
‘ghostly quantity’, entropy, although I do not intend to give any new definition of a function already too variously
defined, but rather to pick out such of the present ones as are correct.”
In his 1902 The Steam Turbine, English mechanical engineer Robert Neilson states: [10]
“This ‘ghostly quantity’, as Professor Perry calls it, is not perceptible by the senses, and cannot be measured directly
by any gauge or meter. It is, nevertheless, a very convenient term of expression, and entropy-temperature diagrams
are very instructive and very useful.”
In 1903, Planck, in commentary on English electrical instrument maker James Swinburne’s articles, stated that:
“Swinburne has written one of the best and clearest expositions of the subject that has ever been written, especially
when he points out that Nature never undertakes any change unless her interests are served by an increase in
entropy.” [3] This metaphysical-sounding statement caught the eye of English self-taught electrical engineer,
mathematician and physicist Oliver Heaviside, and prompted a letter which tells us, explicitly, something about his
thermodynamic ideas, and of energy: [4]
“I should like to ask Professor Max Planck whether the view he expresses that ‘Nature never undertakes any change
unless her interests are served by an increase of entropy’ is to be taken with or without any particular reservation or
with any special interpretation of ‘her interests’. My thermodynamic ideas are somewhat old-fashioned—viz., that
there is invariably a dissipation of energy or loss of availability of energy due to imperfect or total want of reversibility
in natural processes. This entirely agrees in effect with the way of expressing things in terms of increase of ‘entropy’,
although that subtle quantity is certainly ‘ghostly’, and is somewhat too evasive to be regarded as a physical state
even though it be a function of the physical state referred to a standard state. But the question is how the interests of
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Nature are served by imperfect reversibility? Professor Planck’s words suggest a choice on Nature’s part, as if Nature
had any choice. Goethe said God himself could not alter the course of Nature. That was truly scientific. Then, again,
what are to be considered the interests of Nature? Are we to take exactly things exactly as we find them, and define
the interests in that way? If so, it carries us no further. Or is there a theorem of greatest entropy, showing how any
variation from the proper course of Nature would tend to reduce the rate of increase of the entropy?”
Planck replied promptly with a sharp rejection of Heaviside, at first dismissing the ‘ghostly’ business: [5]
“Whether entropy has any ‘ghostly’ attributes, is a question I will not open, but I am for the present quite content to
know that it is a quantity which can be measured without ambiguity.”
In 1903, Perry wrote a review of James Swinburne’s new book Entropy: The Thermodynamics of Heat-Engines, a
review that he copied to Heaviside, in which he stated that experimentation removes the ghostly effect: [9]
“We have found that practice with blackboards leads to the most exact quantitative and practical knowledge of what
goes on in heat engines. But the student must really state the answers as to heat and work exactly, the scales to
which energies are represented being familiarly known. After a little practice, the ghostly quantity entropy gets to be
as well known as electrical potential now is to experimenters—in 1868 it was merely a mathematical expression to
most students, just as entropy now must remain to anybody who will not experiment.”
By 1910, the entropy as a “ghostly quantity” had entered unattributed engineering folklore, such as described in an
engineering digest article “The Definition of Entropy” [8]
“Entropy is what someone has called a ‘ghostly quantity’, and it is so intimately connected with mathematics that it
cannot be divorced from it.”
In 1914, English biologist James Johnstone commented that entropy is ‘shadowy’: [6]
“Entropy is a shadowy kind of concept, difficult to grasp … but again, we may point out that, the reader who would
extend the notion of mechanism into life simply must grasp it.”
Likewise, in 1921 Johnstone argued that “we do not know about things, but only about relations—which are
differential equations between, dx, dy, dz, and dt, which symbols, after all, ‘ghosts’ of space and time.” [11]
In circa 1940, German physicist Max Planck famously commented in retrospect on joining the local Physical Society at
the University of Berlin in 1889: [1]
“In those days I was essentially the only theoretical physicist there, whence things were not so easy for me, because I
started mentioning entropy, but this was not quite fashionable, since it was regarded as a mathematical spook.”
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Entropy (information)
In science, entropy (information) refers to the term "entropy", related to the coding and transmission of binary digits
(0s, 1s) in information theory; a concept not related to thermodynamics.

See also
● Information
● Information entropy
● Shannon entropy
● Information theory
● Information thermodynamics
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● Information TPs
● Informed energy

Entropy (journal)
In thermodynamics journals, Entropy is an open access, online journal devoted to publications on entropy, including
thermodynamic, informational, and mathematical varieties of entropy. [1] In addition, in connection to human
thermodynamic topics, the Entropy journal caters to publications in economics and philosophy, among others. In
1999, the Entropy journal was launched primarily through the efforts of Chinese chemist Shu-Kun Lin who says he
was confused about the "two main kinds of entropy", i.e. Clausius-based and Shannon-based, figuring that a journal
would help sort the matter out. As of 2015, the journal has diversified into five main sections, each with a “section”
editor in chief:
● Thermodynamics | Milivoje Kostic
● Statistical mechanics | Antonio Scarfone
● Information theory | Raul Martinez
● Quantum informa on | Jay Lawrence
● Complexity | Tenreiro Machado
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Entropy
(misinterpretations)
In thermodynamics, entropy
(misinterpretations) are a number of cases
where scientists have gone on a false or
misunderstood interpretation of German
physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 definition of the
quantity entropy. There are many instances in
which scientists who have never read any of
Clausius’ papers or his textbook The
Mechanical Theory of Heat, have spent years
developing and promoting various
interpretations of entropy, verbal and
mathematical; often going on residual second
or third, far-removed, interpretations, having
little connection to the original meaning. The
first to point out the difficulties involved in the
understanding of entropy was American
engineer Willard Gibbs, who in 1873 stated:
“The different sense in which the word entropy
has been used by different writers is liable to
cause misunderstanding.”
A listing of mostly incorrect misinterpretations of entropy, in a letter to

On this view, Gibbs, in his 1873 "A Method of
The Electrician (London) from Sydney Evershed, January 09, 1903, in
Geometrical Representation of the
connection to the great “what is entropy debate” (1902-1904) launched by
British electrical engineer James Swinburne. [11]
Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by
Means of Surfaces", devoted a section to
discuss to the historical terminology of the subject of "entropy", as the term and mathematical expression had been
used differently by those as Clausius, Peter Tait, James Maxwell, and William Rankine. [1]

Maxwell-Tait debacle
The classic example of entropy misinterpretation is that Scottish mathematical physicist Peter Tait who conceived
entropy as "available energy" (whereas correctly "free energy", Gibbs free energy, or Helmholtz free energy, is what
constitutes available energy, not entropy). Tait, in turn, communicated this interpretation of entropy to his associate
Scottish physicist James Maxwell and used this interpretation in his 1868 Sketch of Thermodynamics. Maxwell, in
turn, adopted Tait's mis-interpretation of entropy and used this interpretative version in his famous 1871 Theory of
Heat.
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In 1873, however, after reading American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1873 paper “Graphical Methods in the
Thermodynamics of Fluids”, Maxwell found that he was in error and was forced to make a recant (publically in the
1875 fourth edition of his Theory of Heat). In commentary in a letter to Tait on 01 December 1873, Maxwell states:
[2][3]
“It is only lately, under the conduct of professor Willard Gibbs that I have been led to recant an error which I had
imbibed from your θΔcs namely that the entropy of Clausius is unavailable energy while that of T’ [Tait] is available
energy. The entropy of Clausius is neither the one nor the other it is only Rankine’s thermodynamic function.”
In a 27 March 1875 letter to Scottish engineer James Thomson, Maxwell says: [2]
“I shall be very much obliged to you if you will let me know any suggestions, corrections, or amendments to my book
on heat. A new edition is about to come out soon and several things must be modified, e.g. all about entropy and
about the conditions of evaporation now solved by Gibbs.”
In the fourth edition of the text, to which he was referring, Maxwell made additions and revisions, correcting the
erroneous discussion of “entropy” given in the earlier editions; see: Theory of Heat (London, 1875): 162-5 (“On
Entropy”), 186-7, 187-93 (“Available energy”). He noted that in using the concept of “entropy” he was now following
the meaning Clausius had attached to the term, and admitted that his earlier usage had introduced “great confusion
into the language of thermodynamics” (Theory of Heat, 189n). [4]
The Tait-Maxwell “entropy = available energy” mis-interpretation, however, was not easily erased from history. To
exemplify, in 1985, American engineering physicist turned writer Thomas Pynchon, commented in retrospect about
his learning about entropy in 1958 stating to the effect that after first becoming acquainted with entropy from Henry
Adams (as “power out of control”) and Norbert Wiener (“universal heat death and mathematical stillness”), he states:
[10]
“Further, it turns out that not everyone has taken such a dim view of entropy. Again according to OED, Clerk Maxwell
and P.G. Tait used it, for a while at least, in a sense opposite to that of Clausius: as a measure of energy available, not
unavailable, for work.”
Thus, we see that even into the late 20th century, the mis-notion of entropy as available energy was still being
bandied about in discussion.

Shannon
Another classic example is the story of how American chemical engineer John von Neumann, in the 1940s, suggestion
to American engineer Claude Shannon to call phone line information signals, or loss thereof, “entropy” and thus gave
birth to the grandly confused idea of "information entropy", often naively seen to have a thermodynamic basis.

Lambert
In decade surrounding 2002, with the publication of “Disorder: A Cracked Crutch for Supporting Entropy Discussions”,
American chemist Frank Lambert is known to have made an uneducated push to get the word “disorder”, of the
Boltzmann-Planck quantum mechanical origin, removed from America’s college chemistry textbooks and replaced
with his simplified theory of “energy dispersion”, even though he has never, admittedly, read the works of Clausius,
but rather derived his interpretation of entropy based on papers from William Thomson. [6]
His ubiquitous websites, such as SecondLaw.com (1998), 2ndLaw.com (1999), Shakespeare2ndLaw.com (2000),
EntropySimple.com (2001), EntropySite.com (2002), etc., have supposedly educated millions of students to the
correct view of what entropy is. In addition, as of 2007, Lambert has aggressively petitioned a larger number of
American chemistry textbook authors to replace the word disorder from their entropy chapters and to replace it with
an energy dispersal view of entropy. Lambert claims to have convinced over a dozen different chemistry textbook
authors to remove the word “disorder” from their chapters on entropy and thermodynamics, which as Google books
shows (search: entropy, energy dispersal), is rather accurate estimate. All-in-all, this situation of reverse education
seems to exemplify a case of the blind leading the blind.

Kennedy
Another example of entropy misinterpretation is Austrian environmental chemist Ivan Kennedy, who having never
read the works of Clausius has developed a unit-less variation of entropy, on what seems to have no foundation, in a
theory of what he calls action thermodynamics. [5] Kennedy, for instance, uses a large amount of standard
thermodynaics terminology, e.g. free energy, internal energy, systems, etc., in discussion, but defines entropy as "a
dimensionless capacity factor, the ratio of the cumulative heat needed to raise the temperature to T, divided by the
absolute temperature, the latter being considered an energy intentsity factor." [7] On this logic, things become even
more convoluted. The change in enthalpy ΔH, for instance, is defined by Kennedy as “changes in internal molecular
entropy.” [8]
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4. (a) On his clarification of “entropy” see his letter to Tait of 01 December 1873 (Volume II: 945-6, and see Number
529 note (6)).
(b) On these revisions to the Theory of Heat see Edward Daub, “Entropy and Dissipation”, Historical Studies in the
Physical Sciences, 2 (197): 321-54, esp. 330-3.
5. Kennedy, Ivan R. (2001). Action in Ecosystems: Biothermodynamics for Sustainability (ch. 4: Action
Thermodynamics, pgs. 65-98). Research Studies Press.
6. (a) Email commentary from Lambert to Libb Thims in connection to Wikipedia Talk Page discussions, c. 2006-2007.
(b) Entropy (energy dispersal) - Wikipedia.
7. Rose, M.T., Crossan, A.N. and Kennedy, I.R. (2008). “ Sustaining Action and Optimising Entropy: Coupling Efficiency
for Energy and the Sustainability of Global Ecosystems”. Bulletin of Science, Technology and Society, 28, 260-272.
8. Email commentary from Kennedy to Libb Thims on 02 January 2009.
9. Lambert, Frank L. (2002). “Disorder: A Cracked Crutch for Supporting Entropy Discussions”, Journal of Chemical
Education, 79: 187-92.
10. Pynchon, Thomas. (1984). Slow Learner (pg. 14). Little, Brown, and Co.
11. Evershed, Sydney. (1903). “Title”, The Electrician, 50: 478, Jan 09.

Entropy (shuffling
cards)
In thermodynamics, the shuffling cards model of
entropy is popular teaching tool in which the
shuffling of a new pack of cards is used to explain
the nature of entropy, a logic that is supposedly
based on the work of Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann, in the sense that order tends to
disorder.

Etymology
The connection between a deck of cards and
entropy seems to have originated in the 1928 book
The Nature of the Physical World by English
New deck of cards verses shuffled deck of cards over time diagram
astronomer Arthur Eddington, where in his
quotation famous chapter four “The Running-Down as described Arthur Eddington in 1928 to describe entropy. [1]
of the Universe” his opening six-page subsection is called Shuffling in which he endeavors to explain the nature of
time, order, and the universe in terms of the entropy views of Boltzmann. A condensed excerpt of Eddington’s
explanation of entropy is summarized by the following quote: [1]
“If you take a pack of cards as it comes from the maker and shuffle it for a few minutes, all traces of the original
systematic order disappears. The order will never come back however long you shuffle. There is only one law of
nature—the second law of thermodynamics—which recognizes a distinction between the past and the future. Its
subject is the random element in a crowd. A practical measure of the random element which can increase in the
universe but never decrease is called entropy.”
He goes on to explain how the second law is the study of organization and how out of this study a direction of timeflow emerges, distinguishing between doing and undoing, and concludes with a section on a thermodynamic
explanation of time’s arrow, with further discussion on the shuffling of a pack of cards.

Difficulties on theory
The deck of card model has many issues with it. Firstly, there is no mention of a deck of cards in German physicist
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Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 The Mechanical Theory of Heat. Secondly, a card does not serve as a good model of an atom or
molecule, which have specific attachment and reactivity tendencies and preferences. This was expressed by Goethe,
in an Oct 23, 1799 letter (see: Goethe timeline) to his intellectual friend Friedrich Schiller, in comment on the lack of
realism in the literary work of French author Prosper Crebillon, explicitly stated the elective affinities problem as
follows:
“Crebillon … treats the passions like playing cards, that one can shuffle, play, reshuffle, and play again, without their
changing at all. There is no trace of the delicate, chemical affinity, through which they attract and repel each other,
reunite, neutralize [each other], separate again and recover.”
Entropy, in short, is one of the components of chemical affinity, via Gibbs energy, therefore it is something not
described correctly in terms of card shuffling. American chemistry teacher Frank Lambert is a strong advocate against
the use of playing cards to explain entropy. [2]
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1. Eddington, Arthur. (1928). The Nature of the Physical World (ch. 4: The Running-Down of the Universe, pgs. 63-86).
Michigan: The University of Michigan Press.
2. Lambert, Frank. (1999). “Shuffled Cards, Messy Desks, and Disorderly Dorm Rooms: Examples of Entropy Increase?
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Further reading
● Goldstein, Mar n and Goldstein, Inge F. (1993). The Refrigerator and the Universe: Understanding the Laws of
Energy (ch. 7: The Molecular View of Entropy, pgs. 150-92, subsections: Probability Applied to Coins, Dice, and Cards,
pgs. 151-56; The Shuffling Paradox, pgs. 156-59; Shuffling Simpler Decks, pgs. 159-63; Moleclar Probability, pgs. 16368, etc.). Harvard University Press.

External links
● Quantifying entropy (discussion on shuffling cards) – Physics Forums.
● Entropy and Poker (entropy and Boltzmann) – Dave’s Physics Shack, My.Morningside.Edu.
● Poker, Shuffling, and Entropy – CrystalPoker.net.
● Entropy for Shuffling Cards (information theory, bits, and algorithms) – Forums.Sun.com.

Entropy
(unscrambled
eggs)
In thermodynamics, you can’t unscramble
and egg or a "broken egg can't unite back
into a whole egg" are oft-used layperson’s
descriptions of the either entropy, the
second law of thermodynamics, or the
arrow of time. An common logic to this
Typical depiction of a new egg (low entropy state) and a cracked egg (high
teaching method is that it is said that a
fresh new egg is in a "low entropy state" or entropy state), intermixed with discussion on "spontaneity" and the "arrow of
time", terms and concepts often used to describe what entropy or the second
ordered state and that a cracked or
scrambled egg is in a "high entropy state" or law means. [3]
disordered state. Then it is said that the second law mandates that systems tend to increase in their entropy, or
systems tend towards maximal entropy, or something to this effect.

History
In 1954, English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde was discussing entropy and irreversibility as embodiment in the
examples of Humpty Dumpty, broken eggs, spilt milk, and burnt boats. [5] American physicist Walter Albersheim was
using what he called the old saying “one cannot unscramble an egg” in his 1955 article on “Entropy and Evil”. [4] The
drop an egg on the floor, described as being synonymous with dropping an ice cube into a glass of water, was being
used in 1974. [2] It is difficult to say, however, who originated either model (dropping or unscrambling), although
some references seem to point to the circa 1950s lectures or statements of English physicist Charles Snow, who
supposedly commented on unscrambled eggs and entropy, although a source is difficult to locate. It also may have
connection to someone who famously used eggs to describe the arrow of time.

Entropy song
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The popularity of the 'drop an egg description' of entropy is evidenced by the fact that it is found in the late 1990s
parody song entropy by MC Hawking. The specific part of the lyrics explaining entropy is:
You ever drop an egg and on the floor you see it break?
You go and get a mop so you can clean up your mistake.
But did you ever stop to ponder why we know it's true,
if you drop a broken egg you will not get an egg that's new.
That's entropy or E-N-T-R-O to the P to the Y,
the reason why the sun will one day all burn out and die.
The egg model is some time described in term of it “being extremely improbable that all the yoke molecules will wind
up finding themselves located in the original location of the yoke.” [1] This statement embodies: the original Rudolf
Clausius view that the entropy increase means that particles of the working body will never return to their original
state or atomic position (c.1850) plus the Loschmidt’s paradox (1876) + Poincare recurrence theorem (1890).

Difficulty on model
A basic difficulty of this model is that it is largely based on Boltzmann-type gas theory models, where as an egg is not
something synthesized via gas particle interactions, but rather chemical reactions. In other words, statistical
thermodynamics or statistical mechanics models are used, whereas chemical thermodynamics models are the correct
way to explain egg formation. Secondly, the concept that a system has an increase in the value of its entropy, in the
original Rudolf Clausius scheme, is a mathematical way of saying that either heat entered the boundary surface or
that in one cycle more heat entered the boundary surface than left, in once complete cycle, meaning that some of
the heat was converted into internal mechanical work (internal work), according to the principle of the transmission
of work and the mechanical equivalent of heat, specifically the relocation of the positions of the particles of the
system.
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Press.
2. Sladek, John T. (1974). The New Apocrypha: a Guide to Strange Science and Occult Beliefs (pg. 258). Stein and Day.
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Entropy antonyms
In hmolscience, entropy antonyms are terms conceived as being opposite to that of entropy, particularly in the
Boltzmann-Planck sense of entropy as a measure of system disorder. Entropy antonyms come in a variety of terms
(all conceived by different people, each with their own following) that all have the same general meaning:
Term

Definition

Originator

1.

Ektropy
(1900)

The energetics related to morphic order or generating
order or form in ordinary space.

Georg Hirth (1841-1916)
German writer

2.

Ectropy
(1910)

A hypothetical organizing force of life.

Felix Auerbach (1856-1933)
German physicist

3.

Disentropic
(1947)

The “happenings which turn against the trend towards
increasing entropy”.

Alfred Ubbelohde (1907-1988)
Belgian-born English
thermodynamicist

4.

Negentropy
(1950)

A contraction of Schrodinger's "negative entropy" principle
Leon Brillouin
of life argument.

5.

Anti-entropy
(1951)

An "effect of changes that are seized, draws a portion of
matter in the direction of continually higher forms of
structurization and centration."

6.

Extropy
(1967)

Pierre Teilhard (1881-1955)
French scientific-religious
philosopher
Harry Overstreet (1875-1970)
→ Tom Bell (1988)
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7.

Syntropy |
Syntropic
(1974)

A replacement term for "negative entropy"; a force which
causes living things to reach "higher and higher levels of
organization, order and dynamic harmony."

Albert Szent-Györgyi (1893-1986)
Hungarian physiologist

8.

Ordiny
(1975)

Defined as the opposite of entropy (disorder), i.e. "ordiny
(order)", like negentropy.

Norman Dolloff (1907-1984)

9.

Centropy
(c.1975)

A type of centration opposite to entropy (disgregation);
Joseph Bois (1892-1978)
where things come together; a pooling of human energies. → Irving Simon (1980)

10.

Exentropic
(1978)

A term meant to capture the logic that since living systems
Rupert Riedl (1925-2005)
are "open" they evade the second law.

11.

Neguentropy
(1979)

Tendency towards order.

Joel de Rosnay (1937-)
French biochemist

Teleonomic
12. entropy
(1982)

A teleological-conceptualized entropy; which the conceive
as "related to, but not identical to, physicochemical
Dimitri Katakis and Charis Katakis
entropy."

Psychic
13. negentropy
(1986)

A syncretism of psychic entropy (1928) + negentropy
(1942), meaning “negative psychic entropy”, referring to
mental states of positive emotions such as happiness,
strength, or alertness.

Mihály Csíkszentmihályi (1934-)
Hungarian-born American
psychologist

14.

Orgatropy
(1992)

Gilbert Chauvet (1942-)
French mathematical physicist

15.

Antientropism The opposite of entropism is associated with the study of
(2003)
good

Keith Ferreira (c.1970-)

16.

Genopsych
(2007)

A hypothetical extensive psychological-thermodynamic
property, operating counter to entropy, reasoned to give
directionality to the process of evolution.

DMR Sekhar (1952-)
Indian chemical engineer

Others include: Entropy reduction, Entropy reversal, Inverse entropy, Local entropy decrease, Entropy islands, and
Low entropy. Each are a verbal way to argue out of the Planck-Boltzmann view of the second law as "systems tend
towards disorder", such as is captured in the principle of elementary disorder, so as to explain topics such as
evolution, the ordering effect of humanity, purpose, etc.

Confusion | Discussion
The general confusion, in respect to the proliferation of entropy antonyms coinings, as listed above, has to do with
firstly a misreading of the specifics of the meaning of the second law, which is NOT that the disorder of the universe
(or given system) will tend to a maximum, but correctly that the “equivalence value N of all uncompensated
transformations”, aka entropy, in a given cycle integral number of heat cycles, of a given process, will tend to a
maximum numerical value in magnitude |N]; which in the case of an “isolated system” (condition: quantities of
extensity constant), the thermodynamic potential will be entropy (negative), according to which, at equilibrium, the
following two conditions will accrue: dS = 0 and S = maximum; but for human social systems, where temperature and
pressure are constant, the thermodynamic potential is Gibbs energy (negative), and at equilibrium, the following two
conditions will accrue: dG = 0 and G = min, according to which measurements of order and disorder of structures are
quantified on free energy tables, i.e. a given human or social system or order in a given state of existence will have a
given free energy of formation, and moreover that transformations into the future, state to state, do not accrue
towards greater states of disorder, but rather that the sum state-to-state transformations accrue in the direction that
will show a decrease in the thermodynamic potential, i.e. the accrue in the direction of the condition: dG < 0, i.e.
actuate along reaction coordinate of a free energy decrease, and will involved coupling.
This is similar to the laws behind a rock falling off a cliff. The rock will go in the direction that shows a decrease in
the gravitational potential, i.e. toward the earth; and the process will not accrue towards a greater increase in
disorder, but rather accrue in the direction of the given potential. The above dozen+ entropy antonyms
proliferations, in short, are the result of a general ignorance among scientists about chemical thermodynamics, the
nature of the free energy of formation of structures, in particular.

Aluminum chloride | Aluminum oxide
See also: Human free energy table; Human free energy of formation

To go through one example, supposed we put aluminum Al in contact with firstly chlorine Cl in one reaction system,
and then in a separate chlorine in contact with oxygen O, and then see whether the rule "nature tends towards"
disorder will prevail as the governing paradigm:
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Entropy
S f°
Phase Formula
J/(mol
K)

Formation
Free
Energy
ΔGf°
(kJ/mol)

Aluminum
chloride

Solid

AlCl3

109.29

-628.9

Aluminum
oxide

Solid

Al2O3

50.92

-1582.3

Species

Image

Here, just by looking at the resulting products, aluminum chloride AlCl3 (top) and aluminum oxide Al2O3 (bottom) it is
not simple a matter to point one's finger and say "ha, disorder has prevailed!", because the top pile of granules
seems to be more "ordered" than the bottom chunky looking metal, and it has a higher entropy (109.29) value.
Correctly, we look at the formation free energy, which in this example is greater in (negative) magnitude for the
formation of aluminum oxide (1582.3) than for the aluminum chloride (628.9), therefore nature will favor the
formation of the aluminum oxide over that of aluminum chloride, given the two alternative reaction directions, and
this is the way it is throughout the natural world seen around us, i.e. this is how "nature selects" between different
"species" as Darwin would say, NOT "survival of the fittest" but "selection of the most exergonic".

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Many biologists have taken to speaking in terms of the entropy of an organism, or about its antonym ‘negentropy’,
as a measure of the structural order within an organism.”
— Robert Ulanowicz (1986), Growth and Development [1]
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See also
● Entropy (portmanteaus)
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Entropy clock
In human thermodynamics and thermodynamics humor, an entropy clock is a hypthetical
device that measures the one-way flow of time. [1] In 1925 English astronomer Arthur
Eddington suggested that there might be an entropy-clock in brain that coordinates or
mediates the conscious feeling of time's arrow via an entropy-gradient. [2]

Design of
A typical entropy clock, according to Eddington, could be designed by an electric circuit
composed of two different metals with their two junctions embedded respectively in a
hot and cold body in contact. The circuit would contain a galvanometer which constitutes
the dial of the entropy clock. The thermoelectric current in the circuit is proportional to
the difference of temperature of the two bodies. As such, according Eddington, the
shuffling of energy between the two bodies would proceed, the temperature difference would then decrease, and
the galvanometer reading would continually decrease. This clock, as Eddington argues, would infallibly tell an
observer from another world which of two events is the later. [2]
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University of Michigan Press.
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Entropy consumption
In human thermodynamics, entropy consumption refers to the transition from disorder-to-order, loosely a decrease
in entropy, typically associated with the ordering tendency in the reproduction or formation of life. [1] In another
sense, life is said to correspond with entropy consumption. [2]

Overview
In 1959, American physicist Robert Lindsay, in his “Entropy Consumption and Values in Physical Science”, building on
Erwin Schrödinger’s 1944 argument that life “feeds on negative entropy” assertion, introduced the model of entropy
consumption. [3] Linday states: [4]
“The principle natural entropy consumption in human experience is exhibited by the living organism, which in a
fashion only imperfectly understood as yet transforms disorder into order by building out of a few chemical elements
compounds of great complexity but well-defined order; these form the constituents of the living cell, out of which in
turn the various parts of the organism are created … in other words, life is a natural consumer of entropy on a local
scale.”
Moreover, according to Lindsay: [4]
“Local consumption of entropy is not to be considered as a violation of the second law, for it seems altogether likely
that entropy consumption of living beings is compensated for by the corresponding entropy production elsewhere in
the universe.”
On this premise, Lindsay argues that, in a general sense, people act or have an obligation to act deliberately as an
“entropy consumer”. In more detail: [4]
“Man's whole struggle to introduce order into a chaotic environment may be seen as a kind of intuitive recognition of
this obligation: he builds dwellings rather than live in the open; he develops means of transportation; he cultivates
the soil rather than rely on what nature provides without his efforts; he develops language to put regularity into
communication with his fellow man … practically every element in man’s developed civilization may be interpreted
either as an instinctive or conscious and deliberate attempt to replace disorder with order, in other words to
consume entropy.”
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Conversely, in Lindsay’s view, giving examples of arsonists and murderers as entropy producers, he states
“destructive tendencies are exhibited by many human beings, and to this extent they are entropy producers rather
than consumers.” To cite another example, in Lindsay's disccussion of entropy consumption in his theory of the
"thermodynamic imperative" or basis for an ethical code of human conduct: [4]
“All men should fight always as vigorously as possible to increase the degree of order in their environment, i.e.
consume as much entropy as possible, in order to combat the natural tendency for entropy to increase and for order
in the universe to be transformed into disorder, in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics.”
(add discussion)

Difficulties
The term "entropy consumption", however, is not a rigorous one, in a thermodynamic sense, i.e. as defined by
German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1865. In particular, Lindsay built his outline on a mixture of information theory
ideas blended with the negative entropy views of Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger’s , which have been highly
critized from the moment of inception. In this view, Lindsay's entropy consumption theory seems rather to be an
entropology-like argument for a thermodynamic explanation of evolution.
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Entropy decrease
In thermodynamics, entropy decrease, as contrasted with entropy increase, refers generally to a process in which
entropy was removed from a body. The term “entropy decrease”, according to the Helmholtz-Planck-NernstBoltzmann model of entropy, tends to equate, in the mind of many, the premise that the “order” of the body has
increased. To exemplify, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his 1882 “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes”, defined the magnitude of entropy |S| as the measure of atomic-molecular disorganization. [1] In this
sense, many extrapolate the generalized notion that entropy decrease correlates to a decrease in atomic-molecular
disorganization in the given body or system. There is, however, much fine print to this assertion. When isothermalisobaric state reaction-formed chemical species, are quantified in a given state of existence, on a thermodynamic
database table (free energy table), the free energy become the measure of importance, entropy reconciled to a
second place position. A so-called entropy-enthalpy compensation becomes a factor, which is step above the older
gas theory based models of the magnitude of entropy = magnitude of disorder of system.

Local entropy decrease
During the course of the century plus long schism between evolution theory and the second law mandate of entropy
always tending to a maximum, someone (add) proposed the notion that ordered structures form, within the confines
of the overarching governance of the second law, as types of “local entropy decrease” structures, at the expense of
the increase in the entropy in the surroundings. This catch phrase has been repeated ad nauseam ever since as the
so-called solution to the second law (disordering) evolution (ordering) paradox.
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● Entropy decrease – PhysicsForums.com.
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Entropy ethics
In human thermodynamics, entropy ethics is any of a number of views on how to live ethically based on entropy or
the second law of thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1971, George Miller, in his Energetics, Kinetics, and Life, devoted a section to entropy and ethics, on what seems to
be American physicist Robert Lindsay’s logic of the thermodynamic imperative. [1] In 1977, American chemist Henry
Bent discussed a second law based type of ethics, reasoning that instead of national energy policy advice urging
people to conserve energy (whereas in Bent’s view energy is always conserved, according to the first law), what
people do need is a “personal entropy ethic”. [2] In addition, over the course of the year, Bent went around American
conducting entropy ethics workshops, discussing with students the commandment “thou shalt not unnecessarily
create entropy”, among other topics. [3]
In 1985, American educator Dick Hammond published The Human System: from Entropy to Ethics, a book on the
teaching of ethics in public schools based on the second law. In the 2005 fourth printing, Hammond states that the
book arose from a wish by his mentor Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine who wanted entropy ethics to be taught to
children all over the planet. [4] In short, Hammond argues that in the past religion functioned as an unquestionable
guide for how to live ethically. In Christianity, for instance, the simplified rule was: act good and go to heaven, act bad
and go to hell. In short, religions, according Hammond, “tell people how they ought to feel about each other, and
offer some right and wrong behaviors in the realm of interpersonal relationships.” Yet, after religion was expelled
from public school teaching, a trend that began in the early 19th century, tracing generally to the 1802 views on the
separation of church and state by Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United States, a void on the teaching
of ethics was created. On this matter, Hammond states:
“[After] religions [were expelled] form public schools, out went instructions in ethics too, creating a void that we now
have: what the entropy ethic can do for education is help fill that void.”
Whereas, in the past, according to Hammond, teenage students would "blindly follow the supernatural dogmatic
system of belief", the issue now is to find a modern foundational basis of ethics. Hammond belives that such a
foundation can be found in the nonequilibrium thermodynamics works of Prigogine. In 2007, Angelo Letizia argued
that ethics are used by humanity as a “bulwark against entropy.” [5]
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Entropy flow
In thermodynamics, entropy flow, symbol deS, is flow of entropy across the boundary of a system due the exchanges
of matter and or energy with the exterior. [1] The term, as developed by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine in 1947, is
commonly used in open chemical systems that exchange matter and energy with the exterior of the system, such that
"energy flows" and "entropy flows" can be identified with the exchanges of matter and energy with the surroudings,
external to the boundary. [2]

Etymology
The concept and phraseology of an “entropy flow”, in large part, is peculiar to the work of Belgian chemist Ilya
Prigogine who divides entropy into two parts:
dS
=
d eS
+
d iS
"entropy"

"entropy
flow"

"entropy
production"

where, in other contexts, he also refers to diS as internal entropy. Historically, although Prigogine seems to be the
dominate promoter of the phrase entropy flow, he attributes the origination of the notions of entropy flow and
entropy production to the Viennese school led by G. Jaumann and Polish researcher L. Natanson. [2] In other
situations, to note, Prigogine implicitly refers to entropy flow as the derivative of deS with respect to time:
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Prigogine also uses the logic of entropy flow in his explanation of evolution. [3]
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Entropy
formulations
In thermodynamics, entropy formulations
refers to various mathematical formulas
employed to quantify heat, heat
multiplied by a thermodynamic function
(e.g. the inverse of the absolute
temperature), or entropy.

Overview
Historically, a number of equations have
been used to quantify the 1850 statement,
by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, that
“an expression was needed” to account
for the experimental fact that "loss of heat
occurs when work is done", in the working
body, during one heat engine cycle, in that
An extra-labeled "entropy piper", original from cover of Harold Morowitz’ 1992
the forward expansion and reverse
contraction of the body is not reversible; book Entropy and the Magic Flute, showing various entropy formulations.
an action that French physicist Sadi
Carnot, in 1824, had assumed did not occur, being that he assumed heat consisted of indestructible caloric particles.
[1] A chronological tabulation of some of these various entropy formulations are listed below.
The fact that there are so many formulations of entropy, which are often said to be equivalent, is exemplified by the
cover of American biophysicist Harold Morowitz’ 1992 book Entropy and the Magic Flute, cropped cover section
shown adjacent, which shows a pied piper playing a magic flute to the "tune of entropy", with the notes or chords of:

signifying Boltzmann entropy (1906), Clausius entropy (1854), and Gibbs entropy (1901), a tune that supposedly is
leading all the scientists down a swirling black hole.
#

Name

Fire

Date

350BC

Formula

Description

Aristotle: there are four elements
out of which all is made: earth,
air, water, fire. Each of the four
earthly elements has its natural
place; the earth at the center of
the universe, then water, then
air, then fire. When they are out
of their natural place they have
natural motion, requiring no
external cause, which is towards
that place; so bodies sink in
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water, air bubbles rise up, rain
falls, flame rises in air. [15]

c.790

Geber: to further explain the
phenomena of combustion and
metallic properties, metals
(copper, iron, gold, etc.) were
said to be formed out of two
elements: sulphur, ‘the stone
which burns’, which
characterized the principle of
combustibility, and mercury,
which contained the idealized
principle of metallic properties.
This evolved into the Arabic three
principles: sulphur giving
flammability or combustion,
mercury giving volatility and its
opposite, and salt giving solidity.

1524

Paracelsus: in an attempt at a
unification of Aristotle’s four
element theory and Geber’s
three principles, reasoning that
the latter appeared in the
former’s bodies, justifying this by
recourse to a description of how
wood burns in fire: Mercury
included the cohesive principle,
so that when it left in smoke the
wood fell apart. Smoke
represented the volatility (the
mercury principle), the heatgiving flames represented
flammability (sulphur), and the
remnant ash represented solidity
(salt).

Terra pinguis

1669

Johann Becher: in modification
on Paracelsus’ theory, it was
argued that the constituents of
bodies are air, water, and three
types of earth: terra fluida, the
mercurial element, which
contributes fluidity and volatility;
terra lapida, the solidifying
element, which produces
fusibility or the binding quality;
and terra pinguis, the fatty
element, which gives material
substance its oily and
combustible qualities. These
three earths correspond with
Geber’s three principles. A piece
of wood, for instance, is
composed of ash and terra
pinguis; when the wood is burnt,
the terra pinguis is released,
leaving the ash. In other words,
in combustion the fatty earth
burns away.

Phlogiston

1703

Sulphur

Sulphur

ϕ

Georg Stahl: on a modification of
Becher’s three earths theory,
terra pinguis was renamedas
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phlogiston, from the Ancient
Greek phlogios for ‘fiery’, which
was said to be the “matter and
principle of fire, and not fire
itself” that escapes from burning
bodies with a rapid whirling
motion, and is contained in all
combustible bodies and also in
metals, which can be burnt to
“calces”.
In phlogiston theory, calx is a
residual substance, sometimes in
the form of a fine powder, that is
left when a metal or mineral
combusts or is calcinated due to
heat. Calx, especially of a metal,
is now properly defined as an
‘oxide’, i.e. a chemical compound
containing an oxygen atom and
other elements. In the phlogiston
theory, the calx was the true
elemental substance, having lost
its phlogiston in the process of
combustion. The phlogiston was
said to have the property that it
could be restored to the original
substance by supplying a
replacement phlogiston from any
material containing it, such as oil,
wax, charcoal, or soot, which was
thought to be nearly pure
phlogiston.
Phlogiston was thought of as a
material entity, sometimes
considered as the matter of fire,
sometimes as a dry earthy
substance (soot), sometimes as a
fatty principle, such as in sulphur,
oils, fats, and resins, and
sometimes as invisible particles
emitted by a burning candle;
contained in animal, vegetable,
and mineral bodies. It could be
transferred from one body to
another.
Antoine Lavoisier: a difficulty in
Stahl’s theory was that calx
becomes lighter when reduced to
a metal by taking up phlogiston.
If the phlogiston had mass, then
when added to something, it
should make it heavier.
Caloric

1787
To remedy this issue, an
experiment (Lavoisier 1786)
proved that the matter of heat is
weightless. Specifically,
phosphorus burnt in air in a
closed flask, with no appreciable
change in weight.
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A new particle was proposed,
called “caloric”, replacing
phlogiston, defined as ‘the
repulsive cause, whatever that
may be, which separated the
particles of matter from each
other.’ In this sense, heat was
said to be an elastic, fluid-like,
substance (called caloric),
whereby the sensation of
warmth was the accumulation of
this substance in the interstices
of the particles of matter and
that, to explain Boerhaave’s law
(1720), the more caloric particles
a body had in its pores the more
it would expand in volume; and
conversely when caloric particles
were taken out of a body, the
body would contract.
Benjamin Thomson: heat
produced, via friction, in the
boring of a cannon, which was
used to make water boil in 2.5
hours time, gave “farther insight
into the hidden nature of heat;
and to enable us to form some
reasonable conjectures
respecting the existence, or nonexistence, of an igneous fluid.”

Motion

Caloric

Mechanical
equivalent
of heat

1798

“What is heat? Is there anything
as igneous fluid? Is there
anything that can with propriety
be called caloric? That heat
generated by friction [in the
boring experiments] appeared,
evidently, to be inexhaustible, [it]
cannot possibly be a material
substance; … it appears to me to
me to be extremely difficult, if
not quite impossible, to form any
distinct idea of anything capable
of being excited and
communicated in the manner
heat was excited and
communicated in these
experiments, except it be
MOTION.” [17]

1824

Carnot: “we shall assume that
the quantities of caloric absorbed
and emitted in these different
transformations compensate
each other exactly.” [2]

1843

Joule: showed that heat Q and
work W were inter-convertible
according to a formulaic
expression: “the grand agents of
nature are … indestructible; and
that wherever mechanical force
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is expended, an exact equivalent
of heat is always obtained.” [18]

?

1850

Clausius: stated an "expression
needed" to amend Carnot's view
(above) that "no permanent
change occurs in the condition of
the working body." [1]

Equivalencevalue

1854

Clausius:

Thermodynamic
1854
function

Rankine:

Equivalencevalue
3.
of all
1856
uncompensated
transformations

Clausius:

4.

1862

Clausius:

1865

Clausius: the symbol S is the
"transformation-content" of the
working body, but termed
"entropy", so to have similarity to
the word energy.

1.
2.

5.

Disgregation

Entropy

Clausius (?): entropy of an ideal
gas. [8]

6.
7.

8.

Entropy

9.

1872

Boltzmann: [7]

1873

Gibbs: the quantity η is the
entropy, dη is the differential of
entropy, H is the heat received
by the body in passing from one
state to another, and t the
absolute temperature of a body
in a given state. [5]

1875

Carl Gottfried Neumann: [10]

10.
11.

Boltzmann
entropy

12.

Gibbs entropy

13.
14.
15.

[9]

1901

c.1906

Gibbs: [14]
The expression S = k ln W is said
to have been introduced by
Planck.
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c.1935
Chiseled onto Boltzmann's
tombstone in circa 1935 (as
pictured adjacent).

17.

Prigogine
entropy

1945

Prigogine: (a) The entropy of a
system is an extensive property:
if the system consists of several
parts, the total entropy is equal
to the sum of the entropies of
each part.
(b) The change in entropy can be
split into two parts: denoting deS
as the flow of entropy, due to
interactions with the exterior,
and diS the contributions due to
changes inside the system. [3]

18

Shannon
entropy

1948

Shannon: “we shall call H = – Σ pi
log pi the entropy of a set of
probabilities p1, ..., pn.” [4]

19.

Von Neumann
entropy

1955

John Neumann: [11]

Black hole
entropy

1972

Jacob Bekenstein and Stephen
Hawking: [13]

1988

Constantino Tsallis: [12]

2007

Thims: entropy of a system of
ideal human molecules. [6]

20.
21.
22.
23. Tsallis entropy
24.
25.
26.
27.
28. Human entropy
29.
(add discussion)

See also
● Entropy (etymology)
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Entropy gap
In cosmological thermodynamics, entropy
gap is gap between actual entropy and the
maximum possible entropy, or universal
thermodynamic equilibrium, created by the
gravitational contraction of gas clouds into
stars, in the process of universal expansion
from the point of the big bang. [1]

Frautschi-Layzer diagrams
Entropy-time diagrams that show entropy
gaps, in attempts to argue some point, are
called Frautschi-Layzer diagrams. In the 1988
book Evolution as Entropy, Canadian
zoologist Daniel Brooks and American
system ecologist Edward Wiley, employ 25
different information theory modified types
of Frautschi-Layzer diagrams. [10]

Theory origin?
The "entropy gap" theory or argument
seems to have originated in certain
arguments in the 1975 "The Arrow of Time"
by American astrophysicist David Layzer,
although he does not use the actual term
"entropy gap". Rather, following a near
backwards convolution of information
theory, statistical mechanics, arrow of time
models, and big bang theory, he concludes: [7]

Left: a 1988 (possibly 1982) David Layzer-based entropy gap diagram, by
American theoretical physicist Steven Frautschi, described as a: "schematic
dependence of entropy S and maximum (equilibrium) energy Smax in the
expanding universe"; such that the "gap" between the two line, Smax – S,
represents the room for order in the universe, and that this is how life or
intelligent order emerged in the context of the second law. [3] Right: a 2008
model version of the so-called entropy gap in the context of heat death
theory, from the article “Life, Gravity and the Second Law of
Thermodynamics” (figure 9), by Charles Linweaver and Chas Egan, captioned
as: “The universe starts off at low entropy (not zero) due to the low level of
density perturbations in the early universe—low Q and low A (e.g., [50])—
where “low” means less than the maximum value Smax. At Smax all the
energy density of the universe is in massless particles in equilibrium at a
common temperature. Thus the universe starts off with a large entropy gap
ΔS. The parameters Q and A are the observable normalizations of the
primordial density fluctuations and set the initial gravitational entropy of the
universe. There is no general agreement on the curve shown here. See for
example Fig. 7.3 in [14] and Fig. 1.2 in [21].” [4]
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"The quantity of macroscopic information generated by the expansion [of the universe] is the difference between the
actual value of the entropy and the theoretical maximum entropy at the mean temperature and density."
In 1982, American theoretical physicist Steven Frautschi cites the Layzer and gives a entropy gap type graph, shown
adjacent, which seems to bee modeled on the above argument. American physicist Robert Doyle, likewise, in his
2003-launched InformationPhilosopher.com site, attributes the entropy gap graphical model to Layzer. [5] The term
"entropy gap" seems to have been first used in 1983 and promoted by those as physicists such as Roger Penrose, Paul
Davies, and Brian Greene. Greene, for example, argues that the arrow of time points in the direction in which the
entropy gap is being lessened. [2] The following shows three entropy gap modes. Left: A 2011 summary of Layzer's
1975 entropy gap model of the universe, according to American physicist Robert Doyle. [9] Center: American physicist
Victor Stenger's 2007 (possibly 2003) entropy gap model: Plot of the total entropy of the universe and the maximum
entropy of the universe as a function of the radius of the universe, according to Stenger's calculations. [6] Right: A
information theory modified types of Frautschi-Layzer diagram from the 1988 book Evolution as Entropy, by
Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks and American system ecologist Edward Wiley, one of 25 different ones found in
their book. [10]

In his 1983 book God and the New Physics, American physicist Paul Davies seems to clearly dig into his gravity-driven
entropy-order theory. [8] In his 1999 origin and meaning of life book The 5th Miracle, Davies devotes the second
chapter to thermodynamics, concluding that:
“All life feeds off the entropy gap that gravitation has created. The ultimate source of biological information and
order is gravitation.”
(add discussion)
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In thermodynamics, entropy increase, as contrasted with entropy decrease, can be interpreted in two ways: one the
result of a process in which entropy was added to a body; two the result of an irreversible cyclical process, during
which time there are "uncompensated transformations", which are quantified by the value N, the "equivalence value
of all uncompensated transformations".

History
The concept of "entropy increase" was formulated in 1854 by Rudolf Clausius, as presented in full in his 1865
textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat, and is meant to take into account the view that a differential quantity heat,
symbol Q, dQ,
, or đQ, depending on notation assignment, or rather "caloric", as it was called in Guyton de
Morveau's 1787 parlance (or igneous fluid or matter of heat, as it was called in Antoine Lavoisier's 1777 parlance) (or
phlogiston, symbol ϕ (phi), as it was called in Georg Stahl's 1703 parlance) (or terrra pinguis as it was called in Johann
Becher’s 1669 parlance), is not a type of fluid-like massive or massless indestructible particle (as was believed at the
time of the launch the science of thermodynamics, by Sadi Carnot in 1824) acting to cause repulsion (or the force of
repulsion) in side of bodies, according to Boerhaave's law (1720), but rather a state of "movement", so to speak, a
phenomenon discovered by Benjamin Thompson and his famous Cannon boring experiment (1798) (who curiously
and simultaneously not only disproved Lavoisier's caloric theory, the one utilized by Carnot in scripting
thermodynamics, but also married Lavoisier's wife) a combination of light (photons) interacting with the atoms
(electrons), as quantified in Clausius' day, as best he could, by the measured phenomenon of the mechanical
equivalent of heat and the postulate that the mathematical conception of the exact differential for a cycle integral
can be formulated for units of heat, such that the phenomenon that heat can be converted into work and work into
heat, both inside of bodies in transformation and as a body as a whole, according to a fixed ratio, now known as the
"joule" the unit of energy.

Lambert | Energy dispersal
Laymanized views of what exactly constitute "entropy increase" abound. A noted mistaken view of what "entropy
increase" means is the 2000s work American organic chemist Frank Lambert, author of the various dumbed-down
entropy for dummies websites (SecondLaw.com, 2ndLaw.com, Shakespeare2ndLaw.com, EntropySimple.com,
EntropySite.com, etc.), centered around a 2002 article he published in the Journal of Chemical Education, in which he
argued that portraying entropy as disorder is misleading or confusing and should be abandoned and instead replaced
with his model of equating "entropy increase" as the being the "spontaneous dispersal of energy" or equating it to
the "spreading out of energy", or something along these lines. [1]
Lambert mass emailed dozens of American college textbook authors, from 2000 to 2010, imploring them to
change the term “disorder” to “energy dispersal” in their chemical thermodynamics chapter, which, supposedly
about three dozen of them did. Hence, there are about 30 different college chemistry textbooks floating about the
book market with Lambert’s fallacious definition of entropy increase as energy dispersal. This view, however, fly's in
the face of German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ original 1854 theorem of the equivalence of transformations definition
of entropy increase, which itself is derived or rather based on the 1840s mechanical equivalent of heat and justified
by Clausius’ proof of impossibility of perpetual motion of the second kind, the idea that if entropy did not increase it
would be possible to couple to heat engines together and make a perpetual motion machine. Lambert, however,
admits that he nearly failed his senior year of college thermodynamics, finding the subject so difficult that he was
forced to switch majors from physical chemistry to organic chemistry. This lack of foundational understanding of
thermodynamics shows through in his attempt to define “entropy increase” simply as “energy dispersal”, which is a
fallacious view, and moreover to pass this deficient definition off to American students is nearly a crime against
humanity, akin to John Neumann telling Claude Shannon in circa 1948 to call his telegraph wire coding math
logarithm formula by the name entropy, because, in Neumann's own words, "no one really knows what entropy
really is, so in a debate you will always have the advantage."
Lambert admits that in formulating this model he never read the original Clausius, but culled from his “energy
dispersal” model from an article of William Thomson, and his verbalized thermodynamics models of a universal
tendency in nature to the dissipation of mechanical energy, both of which lack in the mathematical rigor and
foundation of Clausius, which is rooted in the foundations of mathematics, down to William Hamilton, Joseph
Lagrange, Leonard Euler, down to Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz, all of which Lambert says should be tossed by
the wayaside all because he doesn’t like the word disorder and thinks that the deeper underlying of entropy might be
"too difficult" for college chemistry students to comprehend.
This judging entropy to be "too difficult" view, by no coincidence, resulted in the Erwin Schrodinger's ridiculous
1944 concept of "negative entropy" (or negentropy), which is akin to calling a the variable X by the name "negative X"
or negX, which never occurs in mathematics, but has been taken up like candy to laymanized thermodynamicists, the
world over, all because he judged that free energy might be too "difficult" a term to explain to his lay audience in his
lectures, and followup now-famous book What is Life?, all of which he had to recant in his infamous "Note to Chapter
6", where he explains how he was attacked by his fellow physicists for promoting the nonsensical idea of "negative
entropy" as a measure of order.

See also
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● Surroundings entropy increase
● Local entropy decrease
● Law of increasing entropy
● Maximum entropy
● MaxEnt school
● Entropy of mixing
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Entropy islands
In animate thermodynamics, entropy islands, or "islands of entropy", are hypothetical regions of ordered life
(powered CHNOPS+ matter), defined such that life is representative of localized islands of order in a universe of everincreasing entropy (disorder); a cybernetics-conceptualized type of energy eddy model of order, in short.

Etymology
In 1950, Norbert Wiener stated: [1]
“There are local and temporary islands of decreasing entropy in a world in which the entropy as a whole tends to
increase, and the existence of these islands enables some of us to assert the existence of progress.”
This logic, however, may have been inspired by the earlier 1947 logic of Belgian-born English thermodynamicist
Alfred Ubbelohde who stated that living organisms represent regions of local entropy decrease. [2] In 1961,
Czechoslovakian scientist E. Kollman expressed the following similar view: [3]
“The machine and the living organism seem islands in an ocean of increasing entropy of all macroprocesses on those
parts of the universe inhabitable by us, islands where entropy decreases because information is accumulated.”
In 1985, American economist Thomas DeGregory stated: [4]
“Life as a whole is definable as an island of negative entropy.”
In 1989, the view had emerged that Erwin Schrodinger had asserted that: [5]
“Living beings are decreasing entropy islands”.
This view, however, is not a word-for-word translation, as Schrodinger never used the term 'island', but instead
focused on digestion and his concept of negative entropy being equal to order.
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Entropy law
In human thermodynamics, entropy law is a entropology-like synonym for the second law of thermodynamics. The
term was introduced significantly by Romanian mathematical economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen in a 1970
pamphlet in which he discussed what he called the “important role of the entropy law for the existence of our
species”. [1] In this pamphlet, he argued, using a non-logical interpretation of the material entropy conception, that
“the entropy law is the root of economic scarcity: it states that the natural resources on which our existence depends
are continuously and irrevocably turned into waste.” This publication was followed up by his 1971 book The Entropy
Law and the Economic Process, which worked to stimulate the use of the term “entropy law” in the decades to
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follow, especially in economics and economic thermodynamics, such as in the publications of Jeremy Rifkin, Jing
Chen, and others. [3]

Etymology
Georgescu-Roegen’s use of the shorthand term “entropy law”, stems from English astronomer Arthur Eddington,
whom he references in the first paragraph of his 1971 book, that in 1928 stated the famous quote: "the law that
entropy always increases—the second law of thermodynamics—holds, I think, the supreme position among the laws
of Nature.” [4]
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Entropy models
In thermodynamics, entropy models are any of various verbal, visual, heuristic, or statistical teaching models used to
describe the 1865 quantity 'entropy', defined in various ways by German physicist Rudolf Clausius during the years
1850 to 1875. Some of the various oft-cited entropy models are as follows:
Model

Four element
theory

Aristotle
(350BC)
Three
principles
theory

Geber (790)
Sulphur
combustion
model

Picture

Notes

Denser elements tend to rise;
lighter elements fall; earth is the
heaviest element; fire the lightest.
“For any two portions of fire, small
or great, will exhibit the same ratio
of solid to void; but the upward
movement of the greater is quicker
than that of the less.”

Metals are formed of two
elements: sulphur, ‘the stone which
burns’, the principle of
combustibility, and mercury, the
principle of metallic properties. Salt
gives solidity.
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Paracelsus
(1524)
Terra pinguis
model

Johann Becher
(1699)
Phlogiston
model

Georg Stahl
(1703)
Caloric model

Antoine
Lavoisier
(1789)
Reestablishment
of equilibrium
in the caloric

Sadi Carnot
(1824)

Transformation
content

Rudolf Clausius
(1850)

A Lavoisier-base view that heat
consisted of indestructible caloric
particles and that a body returned
to its original position (state) at the
end of one heat cycle.
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Dissipation
(law of
dissipation)

William
Thomson
(1852)
Disgregation

[3]

Rudolf Clausius
(1862)
Entropy
(melting ice)

[1]

Rudolf Clausius
(1862)
Tumbler of
water model
A comment to John Strutt that the
second law has the same truth as
the assertion that you cannot
recover a tumbler of water thrown
into the sea. [2]
Ludwig
Boltzmann
(1870)
Velocity
distribution
model
(H-theorem)

Ludwig
Boltzmann
(1872)
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Entropy of
mixing
Note: this could have been Gibbs'
1902 work; see: Gilbert Lewis' 1925
The Anatomy of Science (pg. 148).
Willard Gibbs
(1876)
Disorder

Hermann
Helmholtz
(1882)
Ghostly
quantity

John Perry
(1899)
S = k ln W

Max Planck
(1901)
Mixed-up-ness

Note: ditto to previous note.

Willard Gibbs
(1903)
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Elementary
disorder

Max Planck
(1906)
Typing
monkeys

Emile Borel
(1913)

Entropies of
bodies

Gilbert Lewis
(1923)
Entropy
(shuffling
cards)

Seems to have been first described
in Lewis' The Anatomy of Science;
then expanded be Eddington in his
The Nature of the Physical World.
Gilbert Lewis
(1925)
Arthur
Eddington
(1928)
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Arrow of time

Arthur
Eddington
(1928)
Entropy
(information)

Leo Szilard
(1929)
Information
theory
Note: this has nothing to do with
thermodynamics; contrary to
popular opinion; but rather is a
mis-informed urban myth existing
in ignorant science.
Claude
Shannon
(1948)
Unscrambled
eggs
(Broken eggs)

Walter
Albersheim?
(1955)
Entropy (child’s
playroom)

Peter
Landsberg
(1961)
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Energy
dispersal

Peter Atkins
(1984)
(spreading out
of energy)

Entropy ≠ Disorder

In a view of entropy as "energy
spreading out"; a misinformed view
promoted by American organic
chemist Frank Lambert; based on a
reading of one of William
Thomson's articles.

Frank Lambert
(1999)

See also
● Entropy formulations
● Entropy (misinterpretations)
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Entropy of mixing
In thermodynamics, entropy of mixing is a term referring to the entropy changes resultant when two or more nonidentical gas particles or chemical species are mixed. This aspect of entropy, supposedly, is attributed to the work of
American engineer Willard Gibbs and based on Gibbs’ theorem. [2]

Hmolscience
In 2002, American physicist Jack Hokikian speculated that an entropy of mixing effect occurs when two neighboring
countries, such as the United States and Mexico, have a sudden increase in border permeability. In his own words: [1]
“Consider a thermodynamic system consisting of two nations sharing a common border. The border exists to keep
the inhabitants of each nation from intermixing freely, thus preventing entropy increase through the process of
mixing. However, when the border fails to act as a barrier and allows free movement between nations, the entropy of
the system increases accordingly.”
(add discussion)
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External links
● Entropy of mixing – Wikipedia.
● Entropy of mixing (ideal gases) – Chem.Arizona.edu.

Entropy portmanteau
In animate thermodynamics, an entropy portmanteau is an invented "word combo" or "word blend" of entropy with
another word, term, prefix, or suffix, introduced or hypothesized for a number of various reasons, often introduced
to be the long sought “tendency to order” principle of thermodynamics, proposed to explain evolution, human
civilization growth, consciousness, etc., in contrast or opposition to the standard disorder model of entropy or
tendency to disorder model of the second law. An over-typical example is the term:
Orgatropy = organization + entropy
as was introduced in 1992 by French mathematical physicist and physiologist Gilbert Chauvet to account for the
origin of life from non-life and human consciousness. Another example is the term phrentropy:
Phrenentropy = phren- + entropy = entropy of the mind
As employed in the schizophrenic work of Italian psychiatrist Tullio Scrimali.

Entropy portmanteau antonyms
Entropy portmanteaus often tend to be entropy antonyms. The following list are some of the various known entropy
portmanteaus antonyms: orgatropy, anti-entropy, disentropic, ectropy, ektropy, entropy ethics, entropy reduction,
entropy reversal, genetic entropy, gentropy, inverse entropy, local entropy decrease, entropy islands, low entropy,
mental entropy, syntropy, syntropic, teleonomic entropy, genopsych, among others.

Entropy production
In thermodynamics, entropy production is a rather ambiguous term referring generally to the internal entropy
differential diS of a system, as contrasted to the entropy crossing the exterior of system’s boundary deS. [1] Others
may use the term 'entropy generation' to refer to the rate of increase of internal entropy diS per unit time dt,
expressed by the equation: [2]

In the context of attempting to explain the great order exemplified by human life, a common catch phrase to say that
life represents a local entropy decrease at the expense of greater entropy production elsewhere in the surroundings
or universe.

Difficulty on term
The general difficult with the use of this term is that, by definition, change in the entropy of a body is quantified
numerically by the logic that increase in the entropy of a body is positive (+) and decrease in entropy of a body is
negative (-). The idea of 'production' is not necessarily corroborative with this.

See also
● Principle of maximum entropy production
● Societal entropy production
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In quotes, entropy quotes are noted statements on the nature of German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 conception
of the mathematical-physical quantity entropy. These quotes are listed below, chronologically:
“If for the entire universe we conceive the same magnitude to be determined, consistently and with due regard to all
circumstances, which for a single body I have called ‘entropy’, and if at the same time we introduce the other and
simpler conception of energy, we may express in the following manner the fundamental laws of the universe which
correspond to the two fundamental theorems of the mechanical theory of heat: the energy of the universe is
constant; the entropy of the universe tends to a maximum.”
— Rudolf Clausius (1865) Mechanical Theory of Heat (1865) [1]

“Any method involving the notion of entropy, the very existence of which depends on the second law of
thermodynamics, will doubtless seem to many far-fetched, and may repel beginners as obscure and difficult of
comprehension.”
— Willard Gibbs (1873) Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids (1873) [2]

“By the introduction of the expression, “without compensation” (verses “of itself”), combined with a full
interpretation of this phrase, the statement of the second principle (“that heat cannot without compensation pass
from a colder to a warmer body”) becomes complete and exact; but in order to understand it we must have a
previous knowledge of the theory of transformation-equivalents, or in other words entropy, and it is to be feared
that we shall have to be taught thermodynamics for several generations before we can expect beginners to receive as
axiomatic the theory of entropy.”
— James Maxwell (1873) "Tait's 'Thermodynamics" (1878) [3]

“In those days I was essentially the only theoretical physicist there, whence things were not so easy for me, because I
started mentioning entropy, but this was not quite fashionable, since it was regarded as a mathematical spook.”
— Max Planck (1889), "Commentary on joining the local Physical Society, University of Berlin" (c. 1940s) [4]
“Only entropy comes easy.”
— Anton Chekhov (c.1900); also stated by Lewis Mumford (1970) (Ѻ) [18]

“Nature never undertakes any change unless her interests are served by an increase in entropy.”
— Max Planck (1903), "Commentary on James Swinburne's 1902 entropy debate views" (1903) [13]

“As a young man I tried to read thermodynamics, but I always came up against entropy as a brick wall that stopped
my further progress. If found the ordinary mathematical explanation, of course, but no sort of physical idea
underlying it. No author seemed even to try to give any physical idea. Having in those days great respect for
textbooks, I concluded that the physical meaning must be so obvious that it needs no explanation, and that I was
especially stupid on the particular subject.”
— James Swinburne (1904), Entropy: or Thermodynamics from an Engineer’s Standpoint and the Reversibility of Thermodynamics

“Entropy is a shadowy kind of concept, difficult to grasp … but again, we may point out that, the reader who would
extend the notion of mechanism into life simply must grasp it.”
— James Johnstone (1914), The Philosophy of Biology [5]

“Heretics are the only bitter remedy against the entropy of human thought.”
— Yevgeny Zamyatin (c.1923) [16]

“You should call it entropy, because nobody knows what entropy really is, so in a debate you will always have the
advantage.”
— John Neumann (c.1939), suggestion to Claude Shannon on what to call his new formula for information [6]

“There is no concept in the whole field of physics which is more difficult to understand than is the concept of
entropy, nor is there one which is more fundamental.”
— Francis Sears (1950), Principles of Physics I: Mechanics, Heat, and Sound [8]

“The minute those two little particles inside a woman's womb have joined together, billions of decisions have been
made. A thing like that has to come from entropy.”
— Rex Stout (c.1960), American crime writer [11]

“If we knew exactly what animal life was like before the fall into sin and knew what nature was like before the law of
entropy invaded it, we would already be living in heaven.”
— Walter Lang (c.1967) [16]
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“We could not, for example, arrive at a principle like that of entropy without introducing some additional principle,
such as randomness, to this topography.”
— Michael Polanyi (c.1970) [16]

“Few physical concepts have caused as much confusion and misunderstanding as has that of entropy.”
— James Lovelock (1979), Gaia: a New Look at Life on Earth [7]

“If we will be more forthcoming with explanations of our cherished terms, our science colleagues may be more
inclined to help us with ‘entropy’, which to me is a more difficult concept than anything economics has to offer.”
— Tjalling Koopmans (1979) [10]

“Since I wrote this story ["Entropy"] I have kept trying to understand entropy, but my grasp becomes less sure the
more I read. I’ve been able to follow the OED definitions, and the way Isaac Asimov explains it, and even some of the
math. By the qualities and quantities will not come together to form a unified notion in my head. It is cold comfort to
find that Gibbs himself described entropy in written form as ‘far-fetched … obscure and difficult of comprehension’.”
— Thomas Pynchon (1985), Slow Learner [14]

“Just as the constant increase of entropy is the basic law of the universe, so it is the basic law of life to be ever more
highly structured and to struggle against entropy.”
— Vaclav Havel (1986), Czech playwright [12]

“Software is like entropy. It is difficult to grasp, weighs nothing, and obeys the second law of thermodynamics; i.e. it
always increases.”
— Norman Augustine (1986) [17]
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Entropy reduction
In human thermodynamics, entropy reduction is a newer synonym, or spinoff term, to the older 1947 concept of
local entropy decrease, referring to a hypothetical process wherein an activity or transformation is said to lower
entropy and thus increase order.

Overview
In his 1975, American political scientist Stephen Coleman, devoted an entire chapter to entropy reduction and
politics; Coleman's work, however, is clogged up with Shannon bandwagon suppositions about information theory.
[1] The term entropy reduction, according to the 2005 view of American educator Dick Hammond, who claims to
have researched this term, states that it is used by many authors to indicate “the movement away from randomness
and thus the irretrievable loss of energy and information.” [2] In 2006, building on the 1971 entropy law logic of
Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, American economist Eric Beinhocker stated what he calls the
second G-R condition, which is: [3]
“All value-creating economic transformations and transactions reduce entropy locally within the economic system,
while increasing entropy globally.”
(add discussion)

Synonyms
Entropy reduction in life: plants, animals, humans, and their behaviors, according to Hammond, means that they
must decrease or minimize the amount of entropy production, thrive on negative entropy or negentropy, retard
entropy, absorb entropy, diminish entropy, consume entropy, decrease entropy, lessen entropy, cut down entropy,
lower entropy, curtail entropy, be anti-entropic, or stop wasting free energy, all of which Hammond claims are
synonyms with the same meaning. Entropy reduction, for people, according to Hammond, refers to how humans, as
open systems, use energy to manipulate other energy, matter, or information outside themselves. [2]

See also
● Entropy reversal
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Entropy reversal
In thermodynamics, entropy reversal, "reversals of entropy", or reversals of the second law, is an oft-used, albeit
convoluted, verbal argument to explain or reconcile English naturalist Charles Darwin’s 1859 law of elevation (or
evolution) of life with Scottish physicist William Thomson’s 1852 interpretation of the second law as a law of
degradation.

Overview
In 1921, English experimental biologist James Johnstone stated that “we are convinced that an evolutionary process
that has occurred”, and that “we cannot think of a time in the past when the universe did not exist”. On this basis, to
account for the existence of “human and animal minds” (which he associates with a retardation in the increase of
entropy), Johnstone reasons: [1]
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“We are compelled to postulate that somewhere or other, or some time or other, the second law of thermodynamics
must reverse itself, that is, some time or somewhere entropy must decrease, or have decreased, otherwise we shall
be compelled (as Sir William Thomson was) to postulate a beginning, or creation.”
Johnstone went so far as to give an elaborate so-called "proof" that a body of gas at a uniform temperature, may, of
itself, separate into two temperature system, creating an entropy decrease, supposedly if the molecules collide in a
certain way, essentially arguing that the second law is not always true.
In 1922, American physical chemist and mathematician Alfred Lotka cited Johnstone's work, but argued that entropy
is only "retarded" not reverse. Specifically, as Lotka states: [2]
“In living processes, the increase in entropy is retarded ... [Johnstone] points out that this is true, primarily, of plants;
but that among animals also natural selection must work toward the weeding out of unnecessary and wasteful
activities, and thus toward the conservation of free energy, or, what amounts to the same thing, toward retarding
energy dissipation.”
In 1925, American mathematical prodigy William Sidis began writting his thermodynamics of life treatise The Animate
and the Inanimate, written in 1920-24, where it is argued, similarly on the logic of Thomson, that: [3]
“Reversals of the second law are a regular phenomenon, and [they are identified] with what is generally known as
life.”
In his 1941 lecture “The Weight of Glory”, in his series of lectures on Christianity, Irish-born British writer C.S. Lewis
(1898-1963) stated: [6]
“Lest your longing for the transtemporal should awake and spoil the whole affair, they use any rhetoric that comes to
hand to keep out of your mind the recollection that even if all the happiness they promised could come to man on
earth, yet still each generation would lose it by death, including the last generation of all, and the whole story would
be nothing, not even a story, for ever and ever. Hence all the nonsense that Mr. Shaw puts into the final speech of
Lilith, and Bergson's remark that the élan vital [vital impetus of evolution] is capable of surmounting all obstacles,
perhaps even death—as if we could believe that any social or biological development on this planet will delay the
senility of the sun or reverse the second law of thermodynamics.”
In 1981, British neuropsychologist Richard Gregory stated: [4]
“Time’s arrow given by entropy—the loss of organization, or loss of temperature differences—is statistical and it is
subject to local small-scale reversals. Most strikingly: life is a systematic reversal of entropy, and intelligence creates
structures and energy differences against the supposed ‘death’ through entropy of the physical universe.”
The 2001 book The Ingenious Mind of Nature by American engineer George Hall devotes a considerable amount of
text to argue that growth and configuration is a form of “reversing entropy”. Hall states for instance, that “a
catastrophe is the result of configuration reversing entropy by virtue of its own mechanics and configuration.” In his
preface, however, Hall acknowledges that he learned about entropy from his West Point thermodynamics professor
who told him that it had shells piled neatly (low entropy) and helter-skelter (high entropy). [5]

Difficulties on term
The idea of "reversing" or retarding entropy is mis-used or mis-understood attempt at an interpretation and
application of entropy as defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, which he defines, with mathematical rigor, as
a type of internal energy book-keeping factor or quantity.

See also
● Local entropy decrease
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Entropy waste
In human thermodynamics, entropy waste is a metaphoric, entropology, type of term referring generally to material
entropy turned into waste or entropy turned into a disordered state of energy or waste heat. The term is commonly
used in economic thermodynamics and ecological thermodynamics; often distinguishing between “high entropy
waste”, the prime example being waste heat, and “low entropy waste”, the example being waste material; although
neither of these make any thermodynamic sense. [1]

Overview
The idea of entropy waste seems to trace to the ideas of Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen who,
in his 1971 book The Entropy Law, uses a non-logical interpretation of the material entropy conception to outline a
crude theory of a matter-energy entropy and waste. [2] In particular, Georgescu-Roegen stated that: [3]
“The entropy law is the root of economic scarcity: it states that the natural resources on which our existence depends
are continuously and irrevocably turned into waste.”
By 1998, according to Americans biologist Peter Corning and engineer Stephen Kline, the following view of entropy
had solidified in the public mind: [4]
“Entropy is now a household word for any kind of disorder, disorganization, uncertainty, waste, confusion,
inefficiency, and most flagrantly, willful sabotage.”
In an aside to this comment, we note that this is an oversimplification. Correctly, according to 2008 polls, only 17
percent of households know what entropy is and can give a loose definition of it, and of this percentage none cited
“waste” as a description of entropy. [5] In any event, into the 2000s, the concept of "entropy waste" has since been
lost in translation, particularly in ecological economics, as a way to crudly quantify the end products of production
processes.
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Entropy watershed
In economic thermodynamics, an entropy watershed is a hypothetical point in time when, supposedly,
nonrenewable fossil fuels or the established energy source run out, disorder increases to a maximum, and a society
collapses. [1]

Overview
In 1989, American economist Jeremy Rifkin was speaking of entropy watersheds, as follows: [2]
“[a point in time in which] the particular matter-energy base that a society is using becomes depleted, as a result of
natural forces at work or as a result of people consuming resources faster than nature can reproduce them.”
The term has little substantial justification and was conceived, using a great deal of backwards logic, by American
economist Jeremy Rifkin in 1980. [3] The term is based on the "material entropy" hypothesis, which argues that
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available fossil fuels represent low-entropy states of matter and that society, in accordance with Romanian-born
American mathematician and economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen's fourth law of thermodynamics, will tend to
use up all the fuel leaving a state of high-entropy waste and disorder.
In the correct light, "entropy" as defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, is the measure of the irreversible
work energy that the molecules of a system due on each other in a heat engine cycle. [5] When this model is
translated into the human sphere, the "matter-energy base", Rifkin refers to is the substrate on which human
molecules react. [6] In this sense, the matter-energy base only effects the "activation energy" barrier to human
chemical reactions, thus having an effect on the speed of human progress and evolution. In a second sense, the
attraction of human molecules to different regions of the matter-energy base, can be studied using the science of
surface thermodynamics, in which interactions mediate to the effect that the free energy of the system lowers.
In short, Rifkin uses the phrase entropy watershed to divide one energy era from another, such as the woodenergy era to coal-energy era transition or the oil energy era to the nuclear-energy era transition, etc. Phrased
another way, an entropy watershed is a negatively determined transition in which a scarce resource becomes
unavailable and a society is forced to switch to a different form of energy use and thus a new economic structure
with corresponding social forms and values. [4] Rifkin argues that, supposedly, the "industrialized nations, and the
United States in particular, are coming up against an entropy watershed" and that "we stand today at the edge of a
historic entropy watershed ... as we transition from the age of nonrenewable resources to the solar age." [1]
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Environment
In terminology, environment is a oft-used term synonymous with the more technical terms surroundings or
thermostat, in the sense of that which is immediately outside of the boundary of the system. The term is common in
ecological thermodynamics and in ecological economics. [1]
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EoHT
In acronyms, EoHT or eoht, e.g. eoht.info (the URL for
his wiki), is the shorthand for the phrase Encyclopedia
of Human Thermodynamics, the original 2008 name
for the content of works surrounding chemical
thermodynamics applied to human chemical reaction
theory. The following is a circa 2011 AllAcronyms.com
image for EoHT: [2]
A 2008 AboutUs.org summary overview of EoHT.info (aka
Hmolpedia). [1]

See also
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● Hmolpedia (reviews)
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Epicurus
In science, Epicurus (341-270BC) (IQ:185|#51) (CR:94|#54) (FA:8|130), was a Greek
philosopher, Ranker greatest mind (#83|652) (Ѻ), noted for having built on the atomic
theories of Leucippus and Democritus in the formulation of his “Epicurean philosophy”,
centered around his ontic opening-like "Epicurean swerve" hypothesis, that the aim of
existence is the satisfaction on one’s desires. Epicurus left his teachings in the form of
three-hundred scrolls, which eventually found their way into the hands of Lucretius.

Education
At age 12, Epicurus was frustrated with his teacher's inability to explain to him the
meaning of chaos; after which, through study, he found Democritus’ idea about the
atom seemed to him the most promising clue; by thirty-two he founded a school in the
garden in Athens, in which he constructed a whole account of the universe and a
philosophy of existence. [5]

Epicureanism
Epicurus was an atomic materialist (see: atomic theory), who, following in the steps of Democritus, was an advocate
of materialism, led him to a general attack on superstition and divine intervention, and, following Aristippus—about
whom very little is known—believed that pleasure is the greatest good, but the way to attain pleasure was to live
modestly and to gain knowledge of the workings of the world and the limits of one's desires. This led one to attain a
state of tranquility (ataraxia) and freedom from fear, as well as absence of bodily pain (aponia). The combination of
these two states is supposed to constitute happiness in its highest form. [6]

Death
On death, Epicurus reasoned that: [1]
“Death, the most dreaded of all evils, is of no concern for us; for while we exist death is not present, and when death
is present we no longer exist.”

Marx | Historical materialism | Scientific socialism
In 1841, German thinker Karl Marx finished his dissertation entitled "Difference Between the Democritean and
Epicurean Philosophy of Nature," from which his conception of historical materialism, and its near synonym
description “scientific socialism”, coined by Friedrich Engels, supposedly, arose based on research on the materialism
philosophy of Epicurus, as well as his reading of Adam Smith, and other writers in classical political economy. [4]

Molecule
The life and atomic theory views of Epicurus were most-significantly revived by French philosopher Pierre Gassendi,
as found in his 1647 book De vita, moribus, et doctrina Epicuri libri octo (On the Life and Death of Epicurus Book Eight)
and followup 1649 book Syntagma philosophiae Epicuri (Arrangement of the Philosophy of Epicurus), in the latter of
which the term “molecule” was first coined.

Problem of evil
Epicurus is often seen as the champion of atheism owing to his queried view, often classified as the "problem of evil",
that:
“Is God willing to prevent evil, but not able?
Then he is not omnipotent.
Is he able, but not willing?
Then he is malevolent.
Is he both able and willing?
Then whence cometh evil?
Is he neither able nor willing?
Then why call him God?”
which is one of the better known logic disproofs of the existence of God.
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Swerve of the atoms | Free will
Epicurus, contrary to the views of Democritus, argued that humans have free will owing to the "swerve" of the atoms
(see: ontic openings). [2]

Quotes
The following are other noted quotes attributed to Epicurus:
“The wealth required by nature is limited and is easy to procure; but the wealth required by vain ideals extends to
infinity.”
— Epicurus (c.280BC) (Ѻ)

“When someone admits one and rejects another which is equally in accordance with the appearances, it is clear that
he has quitted all physical explanation and descended into myth.”
— Epicurus (c.280BC), “Letter to Pythocles” (Ѻ)

“It is folly for a man to pray to the gods for that which he has the power to obtain by himself.”
— Epicurus (c.280) (Ѻ)

“It is impossible for anyone to dispel his fear over the most important matters, if he does not know what is the nature
of the universe, but instead suspects something that happens in myth. Therefore, it is impossible to obtain
unmitigated pleasure without natural science.”
— Epicurus (c.280BC), opening quote to Victor Stenger’s God and the Atom [6]
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Epicurean swerve
In hmolscience, Epicurean swerve (257 GB hits),
‘Lucretian swerve’ (215 GB hits) or clinamen from the
Latin clīnāre ‘to incline’, is an atomic theory based
logic, espoused by Epicurus (307BC), in his Epicurean
philosophy, or "Epicureanism", a choice flow chart of
which is shown below: [5]

Left: an artistic reconstruction (Ѻ) of clinamen or ‘atomic swerve’,
which Epicurus used as an ontic opening loophole to insert free
will choice theory into Democritean determinism. Right: another
take (Ѻ) on Epicurean swerve theory.
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as told by Lucretius (55BC), that "pleasure" is the greatest good, and that the way to attain such pleasure is to
“choose” to live modestly and to gain knowledge of the workings of the world and the limits of one's desires, but that
in order for humans, as atomic-void structures, to have the so-called ability to freely ‘choose’ the greatest good, in a
physically predetermined atomic motion universe, the atoms of the soul (or mind), yielding the property of animus or
anima, are ‘tiny bodies, round and quick to roll’, with the peculiar property that they ‘swerve’ unpredictably, which
gives people the property of freedom of the will or the power (see also: will to power) to wrest with fate in forward
movement. [1] As explained by Lucretius, gist of the explanation, written in poetical-like philosophy terms, is as
follows: (Ѻ)
“Again, if ev'r all motions are co-linked,
And from the old ever arise the new
In fixed order, and primordial seeds [atoms]
Produce not by their swerving some new start
Of motion to sunder the covenants of fate,
That cause succeed not cause from everlasting,
Whence this free will for creatures o'er the lands,
Whence is it wrested from the fates,—this will
Whereby we step right forward where desire
Leads each man on, whereby the same we swerve
In motions, not as at some fixed time,
Nor at some fixed line of space, but where
The mind itself has urged? For out of doubt
In these affairs 'tis each man's will itself
That gives the start, and hence throughout our limbs
Incipient motions are diffused”
American organic chemist George Scott explains the Epicurean swerve theory as follows: [2]
“Lucretius had two similar words, ‘animus’ and ‘anima’ which he identified with mind and soul and they sometimes
create confusion. However, since Epicureans are materialists, they believe that for animus or anima to be real, they
must be made of atoms and they must be located somewhere. Lucretius believed they form a union centered, not in
the brain, but in the breast, though part of the soul moves throughout the body. Because thoughts and feelings move
quickly, and because no change in form or weight is observed upon death, atoms of the soul and mind must be ‘tiny
bodies, round and quick to roll’.
This is all well and good so far as the speed and location of thought, feeling, and life itself are concerned. However, if
no thing is real but atoms in a void, what difference does the mind or soul make to free will and what do they
contribute to survival? How can an Epicurean choose the correct Epicurean way of life if the atomic motions of the
mind and soul are mathematically predestined from the eternal past?”
Said another way: [3]
“Epicurus for the most part follows Democritean atomism but differs in
proclaiming the clinamen (swerve or declination). Imagining atoms to be
moving under an external force, Epicurus conceives an occasional atom
'swerving' for reasons peculiar to itself i.e. not by external compulsion but by
'free will'. In this his view absolutely opposes Democritean determinism as well
as developed Stoicism. Otherwise he conceives of atoms as does Democritus –
in that they have position, number and shape. To Democritus' differentiating
criteria Epicurus adds 'weight' but maintains Democritus' view that atoms are
necessarily indivisible and hence possess no demonstrable internal space.”

Discussion
American historian Stephen Greenblatt, in his 2011 The Swerve: How the
Renaissance Began, seems to credit the start of the renaissance to the
discovery of Epicurean swerve theory, via discovery Lucretius’ On the Nature of
Things, the abstract of which is as follows: [4]

American historian Stephen
Greenblatt, in his 2011 The Swerve,
wherein he argues that Epicurus'
swerve theory revival launched the
renaissance. [4]

“One of the world's most celebrated scholars, Stephen Greenblatt has crafted
both an innovative work of history and a thrilling story of discovery, in which
one manuscript, plucked from a thousand years of neglect, changed the course
of human thought and made possible the world as we know it. Nearly six hundred years ago, a short, genial, cannily
alert man [Poggio Bracciolini] in his late thirties took a very old manuscript off a library shelf, saw with excitement
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what he had discovered, and ordered that it be copied. That book was [known at that time] the last surviving
manuscript of an ancient Roman philosophical epic, On the Nature of Things, by Lucretius a beautiful poem of the
most dangerous ideas: that the universe functioned without the aid of gods, that religious fear was damaging to
human life, and that matter was made up of very small particles in eternal motion, colliding and swerving in new
directions. The copying and translation of this ancient book-the greatest discovery of the greatest book-hunter of his
age-fueled the Renaissance, inspiring artists such as Botticelli and thinkers such as Giordano Bruno; shaped the
thought of Galileo and Freud, Darwin and Einstein; and had a revolutionary influence on writers such as Montaigne
and Shakespeare and even Thomas Jefferson.”
(add discussion)

Goethean-Epicureanism
The following is the flow choice model of standard Epicureanism, according to Irish humanities scholar Damian
Gordon: [5]

Desires
|
●-———

—— ● ——

——— ●

|

|

Virtuous
(natural)

Vain
(unnatural)

|
●-———

—— ● ——

——— ●

|

|

Necessary
(natural)

Merely (natural)

|
●-———

—— ● ——

——— ●

|

|

|

For life

for ease

for happiness

Here, of course, we see the so-called "problem of evil", first addressed by Epicurus, not being clearly addressed. In
modern chemical thermodynamically neutral terms, we can indeed divide choice resulting from desires resulting
from an external force/internal force interaction combination into "natural" (dG < 0) and "unnatural" (dG > 0), but, as
Goethe pointed out (1809), there is no "free will" involved when, e.g. the molecule H2 reacts with the molecule 02,
hence the same applies to human molecules (people), which are but evolved (metamorphized) versions of the
former, whereby subsequently, as defined by modern coupling theory (1941), both natural and unnatural processes
will always exist within a system (society), the former driving the latter (see: human free energy theory), example
outlines of which can be found Freud-Schiller drive theory and or Schopenhauer-Nietzsche will to power theory, and
hence the so-called Epicurean dilemma, of conceptually how one "chooses" the correct way or path in a deterministic
universe, is resolved, with recourse to ontic openings, according to cybernetic-like action of the feedback affect
knowledge assimilation (reading) and knowledge production (writing) has on one's nervous system in going from the
knowledge store centers of the brain (see: walking encyclopedia) to the belief system center storage areas of the
brain, modifications to the latter resulting in evolved reactionary "decision" adjustments towards more accurate or
natural choice, as one might say, given the present and or evolving state of the system. [6]
This upgrade logic, might seemingly be called Goethe-modified Epicureanism or "Goethean-Epicureanism" for
short, a predominate mixture of Goethean philosophy and Epicureanism.
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Judicial system | Reform
In 1995, Belgian cytologist and
biochemist Christian de Duve
pointed out that: [7]
“If neuronal events in the brain
→
determine behavior,
irrespective of whether they
are conscious or unconscious,
it is hard to find room for free
will. But if free will does not
exist, there can be no
2700 BC
Modern
responsibility, and the
structure of human societies
A depiction of the Anunian theology (2700) judgment system according to which judgment
comes in the afterlife, according the weighing (see: soul weight) of the soul theory; which
must be revised.”
One of these structural
revisions that must inevitably
accrue is revision to the
criminal justice system. In
America, as American biologist
Anthony Cashmore, in his 2010
article “The Lucretian Swerve”,
points out: [8]

Epicurus objected to, in its place formulating his ideal good of pleasure attraction pain
avoidance natural morality, within which the mechanism of "choice" between good (natural)
or evil (unnatural) desires, in his view, accrues via the "swerving" atoms that comprise the
anima (soul or mind) of the person, i.e. the animation principle; which, as depicted right,
serves as the backbone principle of the modern judicial system which assigns innocence and
or guilt to the free will theory based "choice" of a person's action, whereas correctly, in the
post animate thermodynamics logic based era, the guilt (unnaturalness) and or innocence
(naturalness), e.g. as discussed in Goethean philosophy terms, should be assigned to an
external force/internal force coupling interaction logic theory, guilt assigned per consensus +
educated ruling, which will vary per accordance with the given state of dynamics of the
universe, which changes per decade and or century.

“The [American] judicial
system is based on a belief in the notion of free will.”
Cashmore, from here, goes on to argue that this is “nothing other than continuing belief in vitalism”, or neovitalisms
as it would be classified, which is about right, neglecting the sideline fact that Cashmore, a “professor of biology”
(see: defunct theory of life), calling the “judicial system professors of free will” as vitalism practitioners is but an
example of the the pot calling the kettle black.

Zeno | Stealing slave parable
In any event, the question punishment in a deterministic universe was first addressed in the so-called "stealing slave
parable" of Zeno of Citium. [2] A 1942 rendition of the parable is as follows: (Ѻ)
“Long, long ago, before we were governed by Christian morality, the Eleatic Zeno, preached fatalism, which is very
much like determinism. One day he caught his slave stealing and thrashed him for it. Eimasto moi klephai ("It was
destined that I steal from you”), said the slave, “and also to be trashed” was the laconic answer of Zeno.
In other words, unnatural process are by definition "exergonic" which means that the absorb energy from the
surroundings in order to make them work and processes of this, by classification, are non-spontaneous, which means
they won't go on their own, but have to be driven into existence via coupling; in short, unnatural processes tend to
be destroyed, short-lived (short reaction extent), or "trashed" as Zeno put it, in the course of the reactions or
destines of the universe, because they are actions that move upwards on the potential energy scale, and hence are
inherently and increasingly unstable.
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Epistemology
In terminology, epistemology (TR:33), from the
Greek episteme (knowledge) + -logy (doctrine;
theory; science), is the study or a theory of the
nature and grounds of knowledge especially with
reference to its limits and validity. [1] In 1854,
Scottish German-idealism philosopher James
Ferrier (1808-1864) coined the term
“epistemology”, referring, supposedly, to the study
A Google-generated definition of epistemology.
of knowledge, in explicit contrast to the commonsense tradition of how one knows about something. (Ѻ)
The following is a reductionism take on the nature of the so-called epistemological philosopher, in respect to the socalled epistemological status of sociology, psychology, biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics:
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Epoch
In history, epoch marks a significant change in thinking in human conceptual understanding of the universe.

Epicenter geniuses
The following is a epoch quote in respect to epicenter geniuses mixed in with a good amount of thermal word
vocabulary:
“Sporadic great men come everywhere. But for a community to get vibrating through and through with intensely
active life, many geniuses coming together and in rapid succession are required. This is why great epochs are so rare,
— why the sudden bloom of a Greece [Aristotle], an early Rome [Cicero], a Renaissance [Goethe], is such a mystery.
Blow must follow blow so fast that no cooling can occur in the intervals. Then the mass of the nation glows
incandescent, and may continue to glow by pure inertia long after the originators of its internal movement have
passed away. We often hear surprise expressed that in these high tides of human affairs not only the people should
be filled with stronger life, but that individual geniuses should seem so exceptionally abundant. This mystery is just
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about as deep as the time-honored conundrum as to why great rivers flow by great towns. It is true that great public
fermentations awaken and adopt many geniuses who in more torpid times would have had no chance to work. But
over and above this there must be an exceptional concourse of genius about a time, to make the fermentation begin
at all. The unlikeliness of the concourse is far greater than the unlikeliness of any particular genius; hence the rarity of
these periods and the exceptional aspect which they always wear.”
— William James (1880), "Great Men and their Environment" [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Clausius’ ‘On the Moving Force of Heat and the Laws of Heat which may be Deduced Therefrom’ marks an epoch in
the history of physics.”
— Willard Gibbs (1889), “Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius” [1]

“Gibbs ranks with men like Newton, Lagrange and Hamilton, who by the sheer force and power of their minds have
produced those generalized statements of scientific law which mark epochs in the advance of exact knowledge.”
— Frederick Donnan (1924), “The Influence of J. Willard Gibbs on the Science of Physical Chemistry” [2]

“Thims' brilliant book [Human Chemistry] symbolizes the beginning of a new era (epoch) in human history.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2006), Russian physical chemist [3]
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Epstein, Paul
In thermodynamics, Paul Epstein (1883-1966) was a Russian-born American
mathematical physicist and fifth generation thermodynamicist noted for his 1937
Textbook of Thermodynamics, written for the point of view and application of the
physicist. [1]

Education
Epstein completed his undergraduate work in mathematics and physics at the Imperial
University of Moscow in 1905 and completed his PhD, under Arnold Sommerfeld, on a
problem of the theory of diffraction of electromagnetic waves at the Technical
University of Munich in 1914. He began teaching at the California Institute of Physics in
1921 and was a professor of theoretical physics there by 1937. His studies and research
interest were on theoretical physics, with emphasis on thermodynamics and quantum
theory. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“What I did was, first, I tried to read advanced physics, and I got Maxwell’s treatise on electricity and magnetism,
which is one of the great fundamental books, and I worked hard on it. I could not read it, but it was a concept of
mathematics that I did not know—partial differential equations, they didn’t have anything like that. I had to give it up
finally. The other book which I took was Planck’s Thermodynamics. Planck was a pretty famous man in those days, a
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German professor in Berlin. Later I had classes, relations with him. I could read the book, but I found it excruciatingly
dull. That is one of the reasons I myself wrote a book on thermodynamics, and I think I did it better.”
— Paul Epstein (1966), Interview reflections on what, as a Russian college student, he studied since he didn’t attend lectures most
of the time” [2]
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Equation 133
In equations, equation 133 (CR:8) is equation number 133 of
Willard Gibbs’ 1876 700-equation numbered On the Equilibrium
of Heterogeneous Substances, subsection "Internal Stability of
Homogeneous Fluids as indicated by Fundamental Equations",
defined as follows:

Annotated image, page from Lev Landau and Evgeny
Lifschitz’ 1959 Course of Theoretical Physics (Ѻ), from
Smith’s 2015 blog “Economic Potentials: How to
Define an Economy”, wherein he attempts, as she says,
to “construct the thermodynamic potential of an
economy by elaborate analogy”, wherein eq. 15.7 is a
variant of Willard Gibbs' 1876 equation 133, which
Edwin Wilson (1938) told Paul Samuelson could be
used to formulate the equilibrium of an economic
system. [3]

where U is energy, T temperature, S entropy, P pressure, V volume, mn the quantities of substances in a "fluid
enclosed in a rigid envelop which is nonconducting to heat and impermeable to all the components of the fluid", and
Mn the potentials (check) of the nth substance.

Mathematical economics
In 1938, American polymath Edwin Wilson, the last protege of Willard Gibbs, who was also Paul Samuelson'
economics PhD adviser, wrote the following to Samuelson, in commentary on one of Samuelson's papers, wherein, in
the context of his mathematical economics course, suggested that he use Gibbs equation 133 to formulate a new
foundational version of economics; specifically: [2]
“Moreover, general as the treatment is I think that there is the possibility that it is not so general in some respects as
Willard Gibbs would have desired. [In] discussing equilibrium and displacements from one position of equilibrium to
another position [Gibbs] laid great stress on the fact that one had to remain within the limits of stability. Now if one
wishes to postulate the derivatives including the second derivatives in an absolutely definite quadratic form one
doesn’t need to talk about the limits of stability because the definiteness of the quadratic form means that one has
stability. I wonder whether you can’t make it clearer or can’t come nearer following the general line of ideas [that]
Gibbs has given in his Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances, equation 133.”
The very impressive mention of "equation 133", from Gibbs' subsection "Internal Stability of Homogeneous Fluids as
indicated by Fundamental Equations", is the following:
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Wilson, in other words, is suggested that Samuelson use the Gibbs fundamental equation to formulate a theory of
economic stability. Samuelson, however, not being intellectually capable (i.e. he lacked education in pure physics,
chemistry, and engineering, of the Gibbs mentality) of doing what Wilson suggested; accordingly, nine years later, in
1947, Samuelson, taking Wilson's advice, in part, as best he could, used some of this logic, via "mathematical
isomorphisms", as Samuelson called them, in outline (e.g. Le Chatelier's principle), to pen his magnum opus
Foundations of Economic Analysis, which invariably put economics into a new form of a more rigorous, semi-physical
science conceptualized or analogized, mathematics-based science; in short, he used Gibbs' models of minima and
maxima, not thermodynamically, but generally, and argued that such could be found amid various economic
variables.
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Equation of love
In science, the equation of love refers to
either a formulaic reaction describing
instances of love the chemical reaction,
such as depicted in the following alchemical
symbol stylized chemical equation:

♂ + ♀ → ♂≡♀
wherein a single man ♂ meets a single
Left: a 2009 Flickr-style, heart icon depiction of a mathematical formulation
attempt at an equation of love. [6] Right: a modern day Bergman-Goethewomen ♀ and fall in love into a stable
relationship ♂≡♀, attached via a chemical Adler reaction style equation of love: that of a human combination reaction,
i.e. a time-accelerated depiction of act of falling in love (relationship
bond ‘≡’, or to an actual mathematical or
formation) as a chemical equation, specifically a male-female reaction (see:
thermodynamic formulation, equation
human chemical reaction theory).
quantifying the free energy change of a
reaction, describing the process of love, quantitatively or qualitatively.

Overview
In modern 21st century physical science terms, an individual moving animate human, according to the 1789 Sales
human molecular hypothesis and the 2000 Sterner-Elser human molecular formula, is an individual reactive
"molecule", and reactive molecules moving freely about on the surface of the earth, according to 1923 Lewis
inequality for natural processes, which governs the nature of earth-bound chemical reactions, will tend to react in a
direction that results in a free energy decrease, indicative of system stability, thus qualifying the "spontaneity" (via
the spontaneity criterion) or uncontrollableness of the heightened energetic process of falling in love.

A two demons equals one angel love
equation, representative of the good
(natural) and evil (unnatural) aspects
of relationships, viewed as types of
neutralizing reactions.

Hence, a reaction between a single male human molecule, symbol Mx, and a
single female human molecule, symbol Fy, on going from an initial state (day
one) Gibbs free energy Gi to a final state Gibbs free energy state Gf, over the
extent of reaction, of say 2-3 years (typical transition state time period), is
defined according to the following human chemical reaction equation: [5]

and is a process quantified by the following chemical thermodynamic formula:
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or in expanded form:

in which GMxFy is the Gibbs free energy of the couple in their
bonded relationship state, in the form of a dihumanide molecule
(two attached humans viewed as one single molecule), GMx is the
measure of the Gibbs free energy of the male as a single
unattached human molecule, and GFy is the measure of the Gibbs
free energy of the male as a single unattached human molecule, A 2011 rustic algebra-style equation of love. [33]
variable which can be determined by measure of the individual
enthalpies and entropies of each of those states of existence. This logic is summarized well by the following 1999
definition of molecular bonding by American-born Canadian biophysical chemist Julie Forman-Kay: [31]
“Whether two molecules will bind is determined by the free energy change of the interaction, composed of both
enthalpic and entropic terms.”
The calculated value of this so-called "marriage reaction", in human terms, Gibbs free energy change ΔG will
determine the naturalness or feasibility of the potential marriage as follows:
Differential State
change
change

Name

dG < 0

Lewis inequality for a natural process (or
spontaneous process), one in which the change
ΔG < 0 will occur naturally or spontaneously and in
which useful energy is obtainable from the
system.

dG > 0

Lewis inequality for an unnatural process (or
non-spontaneous process), one in which useful
ΔG > 0
energy is required to be supplied to the given
system to bring about the desired change.

The first of these criterion's, i.e. the Lewis inequality for a natural process, will energetically quantify so-called
"natural marriages" and the magnitude of the Gibbs free energy change, when less than zero, will determine the socalled measure of "love" or rather Gottman stability ratio of love to hate in the structure of the stability of the bond,
according to the following rules (spontaneity criterion):
State
change

Name

ΔG < 0

Lewis inequality for a natural process (or spontaneous process),
one in which the change will occur naturally or spontaneously
and in which useful energy is obtainable from the system.

ΔG ≪ 0

Lewis inequality for a "very" natural process (or "very"
spontaneous process), one in which the change will occur
naturally or spontaneously and in which useful energy is
obtainable from the system and in which the final state (bonded
couple) will be greatly favored over that of the initial state
(unattached couple) and the existence of the so-called strongly
"loving" marriage will ensue.

This last equation is the "actual" modern physical science equation of love, according to the science of chemical
thermodynamics.
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Algarotti | 1737
In 1737, Italian natural philosopher Francesco Algarotti, in his
Newtonianism for the Ladies, employed the inverse square law to
calculate the power of attraction between a pair of separated lovers",
as follows:

meaning that the force of love decreases with distance of separation. In
2004, someone made a Algarotti-style social gravity like equation of
love (Ѻ), shown adjacent, with accompanying description “Every person
in the universe attracts every other person with a commitment directed along the line of social centers for the two
persons that is proportional to the product of their affections and inversely proportional to the square of the
separation between the two persons”.

Goethe | Affinity equation | 1809

See main: Reaction decipherment; Equation decipherment

In 1796, German polyintellect Johann Goethe began to pioneer human
chemical reaction theory, in terms of the forces of chemical affinities A
operating on and between people, affinity being the precursor concept to
free energy, who used the chemical equations of Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman's 1775 physical chemistry textbook A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions, to show, through thirty-six chapters of a novella, that
human relationships are purely and simply "chemical reactions", or
affinity reactions (as they were called in Goethe's day), whereby the
actions and processes involved in the state (initial state and final state) of
love and human actions revolving about this powerful notion are
quantified by measures of the force of affinity. [2] The following is are
screenshots from the 1996 film adaptation of the famous chapter four, of
his his 1809 novella Elective Affinities, wherein the gist of this theory is
explained:

Left: the 1996 film adaption of German
polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 Elective
Affinities, which uses the equations of
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775
physical chemistry A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions, to explain love and relationships.

In short, to actuate the above scene, and each human chemical reaction per chapter, in his mind, Goethe made a
human affinity table, and thus gave his readers the following equation for love:

Love = f{human elective affinities}
or in words, in 1799 comment (see: Goethe timeline) on the lack of realism in the work of French author Prosper
Crebillon:
“Crebillon … treats the passions like playing cards, that one can shuffle, play, reshuffle, and play again, without their
changing at all. There is no trace of the delicate, chemical affinity, through which they attract and repel each other,
reunite, neutralize [each other], separate again and recover.”
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which states that love is a function of human elective
affinities or "chemical affinity" preferences between
reactive people, which Goethe viewed as being
chemical species. Thus, according to Goethe, for
instance, in the situation in which a man ♂ in a
relationship with woman ♀1 falls out of love with her
and into love with a new women ♀2, as diagrammed
below:

the changes in love, for this chemical reaction, are
quantified by sum forces of elective affinity
preferences, or chemical affinity (modern sense), of
the three people involved in the reaction. In modern
terms, this ‘single elective affinity reaction’ is written
as such:

♂♀1 + ♀2 → ♂♀2 + ♀1

The 1808 Goethe "love thought experiment" according to which
German polymath Johann Goethe contemplated the story of a hero
simultaneously in love with four women, and had to turn to the
equations of physical chemistry, affinity chemistry in particular, to
explain the situation. See also: Thims thought experiment (1995).

To go through one example, the following is Bergman reaction #20 scaled up to the human-human reaction level, as
explained in Elective Affinities. In modern terms, calcium sulfide CaS is decomposed by sulfuric acid H2SO4 in water
calcium sulfate CaSO4, which precipitates (down full-bracket) and to produce elemental sulfur S which precipitates
(downward half-bracket); which, neglecting intermediates, would be written as:

This reaction is an example of what is called a single elective affinity or single displacement reaction and in Bergman
chemical species letter notation would be categorized as the following "type" of reaction:

This outline thus explains the "symbols" and "chemical equations" Goethe had in mind in the writing of his selfdefined greatest work. Others, in the decades to follow, such as Henry Carey (1854), George Elliot (1872), and Max
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Weber (1878), Otto Weininger, (1903), etc., would go on to utilize similar types of chemical affinity theory in
explaining various aspects of love in the wider context of embedded societal interactions.

Balzac
See main: Balzac feelings and affinity dialogue

In 1834, French writer Honore Balzac, in his On the Question of the Absolute, gives his a sort of "men are from mars,
women are from venus" take how men, like himself, Goethe (above), or Percy Shelley, think about love in terms of
reaction equations, chemical bonds, and elective affinities, via a dialogue between a chemist named Balthazar and his
wife Josephine, who complains that science, chemistry in particular, as taken the passion out of him, or specifically
that "science has eaten away at his heart", to which he responds, via modern diagram (Ѻ) illustration, as follows:

(add discussion)

Rankine | Love potential function
In circa 1845, Scottish mathematical physicist and engineer William Rankine wrote his "The Mathematician in Love"
poem love song, wherein he quantified love as follows, namely as a type of potential, i.e. "potential energy" (a term
he would coin in 1853) and or thermodynamic potential, as we now define things:

(add discussion)

Free energy and affinity | 1882
In the 1882 paper "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", German physicist Hermann Helmholtz showed
that the measure of affinity A in a reaction system is equal to the negative of the free energy change ΔG for the
process of reactants going to products:

A = – ΔG
In the years to follow, others such as Walther Nernst, Theophile de Donder, and Gilbert Lewis, expanded on this view
to prove unequivocally that the measure of affinity of a reaction is that of the free energy, or specifically Gibbs free
energy in the case of isothermal-isobaric reactions, as are human chemical reactions.
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A variant of this Helmholtz-based
formula, connecting chemical
affinity and free energy, is found in
the 1936 booklet Thermodynamic
Theory of Affinity, by Theophile de
Donder, in which he gives the
following expression for
isothermal-isobaric affinity A: [3]
Left: a 2011 equation of love tattoo on the inner bicep of a Tumblr user woman named
Chrissy. [32] Right: a 2009 index card “solve for n” style equation of love, entitled “The
Equation of Love Perception”, indicating that both "time", spent working, in transit, and
in affairs, and "imagination" are factors. [35]

where the affinity of the reaction is equal to the negative of the partial of the Gibbs free energy ∂G with respect to a
change in the partial of the extent of the reaction ∂ξ, for a process at constant pressure P and temperature T.

Ellis’ equation | 1900
One of the first “equations” of love was put forward in the circa 1900 works of British physician Havelock Ellis, who
postulated the following ball-park formula to love: [1]

Love = Sex + Friendship

which states that love is a combination of finding both hot sex and close friendship in another person.
Bazargan's equation of love

In these early years, however, the
crossover to human application,
with focus on love, had not yet
begun; thus would be a late 20th
century insurgence (below).

Bazargan’s equation | 1956
Iranian mechanical engineer,
thermodynamicist, and 75th prime
Demand
Available assets [items]
minister of Iran Mehdi Bazargan
or need
(Sexual inventory?)
outlined a “mathematical formula
for the thermodynamic expression of love and life” in his 1956 book Thermodynamics of Humans (chapter five: Life
Force). Although the Persian-to-English translation of this text is only partially complete (such as adjacent), the
equation he seems to use for his equation of love and life is the Helmholtz free energy:
The capacity of
consumption
or total need

where W is "demand or need", U is the "capacity of consumption or total need", and TS, the bound energy in
Helmholtz terms, according to Bazargan, are the "available assets or sexual inventory". He then expands on this in his
work employing various chemical thermodynamics derivatives of the free energy, such as dA =-d (U-TS), among
others. The correct type of "free energy", however, as would come into view towards the end of the 20th century is
the Gibbs free energy, the isothermal-isobaric free energy, as these are the general daily conditions on the surface of
the earth, not the isochoric-isochoric free energy (Helmholtz free energy), as discussed further below. Nevertheless,
this is not a simple discernment, as evidenced by the fact the the great Ilya Prigogine got this fact wrong in his 1977
Nobel Lecture.
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Partial differential equations |

1988

See main: Mathematics of love

One of the first to begin to describe love in
mathematical terms was American
mathematician Steven Strogatz who in his
1988 article "Love Affairs and Differential
Equations" discussed his unusual teaching
approach to introducing students to the
subject of systems of coupled ordinary
differential equations, by formulating
hypothetical differential equations to
describe the love/hate ratio functions (see:
Gottman stability ratio) for the
American applied mathematician Steven Strogatz's 1988 article on
interactions between William
differential equations and love. [1]
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. [16]
Strogatz's formulations, however, seem to be only a fun superficial application aimed at teaching mathematics.
The correct mathematical formulation of love and hate and relationships invariable involves partial differential
equations that describe that describe either changes in chemical affinity or changes in Gibbs free energy with
temperature and pressure held constant.

Gibbs free energy | love

relationships

&

The first to state that human love
is quantified by Gibbs free energy,
in a formulaic manner was
astrophysicist Christopher Hirata
(IQ=225), in his circa 2000
relationship physics article "The
Physics of Relationships".
This was followed by the 2001
relationship chemistry article “The
Thermodynamics of Love” by
American computational chemist
Left: a graphical way of depicting love as an equation. [7] Right: 2008 integral of love
tattoo, said to mean: “all values, from zero to infinity, are less than love.” [11]
David Hwang. Hwang states,
without references and what
seems to be on intuition, that for the process of a man M and women F falling in love:

M + F → M-F

that, the measure of the spontaneity or favorability of this falling in love process is determined by the following
equation:

sG = sH – TsS

where the “s” seems to refer to the specific value of Gibbs free energy G, enthalpy H, entropy S, and T for
temperature.
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chemical equation: [9]
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A mathematics humor "sex equal
fun" derivation and T-shirt.

Hwang then states that “a reaction in which G decreases (-sG) favors formation of product because the products have
less free energy than the starting compounds and are more stable. In a reaction in which G increases (+sG), reactants
are not likely to make much chemical progress.” [4] On February 17, 2009, a video entitled “Chemical Romance”, by
Cacao Productions, was posted on YouTube declaring that:
“Science today cannot give us an exact chemical equation to what is love, or even tell us if one exists.”
In response to this, on March 03, 2009, American chemical engineer Libb Thims posted up a response video to correct
this erroneous statement. These are shown below, respectively. Thims, to note, had previously written up a full
textbook on this issue, Human Chemistry (2007), outlining the logic behind the view that human love and the
activities surrounding this phenomenon are governed by the following simple expression:

where, with substitution, knowing that the change in Gibbs free energy ΔG in closed system chemical reaction is
equal enthalpy change ΔH less the product of the entropy change and the temperature, TΔS, we have:

or

meaning that differences in love between potential mates can be determined by entropy and enthalpy changes
involved in the process, and thus be able to predict, in theory, whether any given relationship is going to work; thus
finding modern chemical thermodynamic corroboration with Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities. [5]
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An Abundance of Katherines | 2006
In 2006, American young adult fiction author John
Green published the award-winning book An
Abundance of Katherines, which tells the story of Colin
Singleton, a child prodigy who tries to turn his 19 failed
encounters with girls named Katherine into a formula
that will predict the outcome of all relationships and
elevate him into genius status. The book was a 2007
Michael L. Printz Award Honor Book, a finalist for the
Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and may also, it is said,
be in the works to be made into a movie in the future.
The synopsis is:
"When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton's type
is girls named Katherine. And when it comes to girls
American young adult fiction author John Green's 2006 awardnamed Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped.
winning book An Abundance of Katherines (left), and followup
Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road trip miles from 2008 edition (right), which tells the story of Colin Singleton, a
child prodigy who tries to turn his 19 failed encounters with girls
home, this anagram-happy, washedup child prodigy
named Katherine into a formula that will predict the outcome of
has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a bloodthirsty
all relationships.
feral hog on his trail, and an overweight, Judge Judy–
loving best friend riding shotgun—but no Katherines.
Colin is on a mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which he hopes will predict the
future of any relationship, avenge Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the girl. Love, friendship, and a dead
Austro-Hungarian archduke add up to surprising and heart-changing conclusions in this ingeniously layered comic
novel about reinventing oneself."
The book contains an appendix, written by American mathematician Daniel Biss, a close friend of Green, explaining
some of the more complex equations Colin uses throughout the story. [21] The so-called "Theorem of Underlying
Katherine Predictability", is outlined below: [23]

A synopsis of the Green equation of love.

A circa 2010 tattoo of the Green equation of love on someone's
forearm.

To solve this formula, supposedly, one is only to plug the variables into the equation shown and calculate. At one
point, to note, Green had a java applet running to make quick calculations for people at SparksFlyUp.com, but the
now-archived site was only active for a few years (c.2006-2008). [25] A Q&A synopsis of the book's writing origin,
according to Green (2008), is as follows: [24]
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Q. Is this book like Looking for Alaska?
A. Well, yes and no. Katherines is more of a comic novel (for
instance, no one dies), but I still like writing about smart
kids and friendship and figuring out what if anything
matters.
Q. This book has a lot of anagrams and footnotes and also
some math. What's up with that?
A. The only way I can answer that question is to say that I
don't think you have to like footnotes or anagrams to like
Katherines. And I SWEAR you don't have to like math.
Q. It's not just cleverness for the sake of cleverness, is it?
A. I hope not. Certainly I've never taken a lot of stock in
being clever.

A 2008 artistic recreation of the themes and content, e.g.
anagrams, mathematics, orbitals, some type of min-max
graphical method, etc., of An Abundance of Katherines. [26]

Q. Colin believes that there are two kinds of people in this
world: Dumpers and dumpees. Which kind are you?
A. I am a dumpee. In fact, before I got married, I was dumped 53 times. But never by a girl named Katherine.

Q. Is what why you picked the name Katherine?
A. Well, that had something to do with it. Also because Katherines is a great word for anagramming (it contains, after
all, both heart and tear), and because it is a very common name.
Q. Yeah I have a question about that, actually. How could Colin have
been dumped by 19 Katherines? Are there even 19 Katherines in all of
Chicago?
A. When I was writing the book I actually decided to sit down and
figure out approximately how many Katherines there are currently
living in Chicago between the ages of 16 and 18 (which I figured to be
the basic pool from which Colin could draw girlfriends).
It's a very inexact science, but if you look at the frequency with which
kids
in America were named Katherine between 1988 and 1990, and
Green's "dumber/dumpee dichotomy" shown on
then you look at the percentage of Cook County residents who are
a bell curve, according to which he says the
majority of people are lumped somewhere in the between the ages of 16 and 18, the numbers indicate that there are
middle.
something like 275 16-18-year-old Katherines living in or very near
the city of Chicago, and that's not even counting the 3 million people
who live in the suburbs. So the real question is: How did Colin manage to date ONLY 19 of them?
Curiously, although only in numerical similarity, 19 was the number of girlfriends of marriage potential that American
electrochemical engineering student Libb Thims, in circa 1992-1993 (see: Thims thought experiment) , plugged into
an excel spreadsheet style formula to attempt to discern numerically whom he should potentially choose to marry;
listing each person on the horizontal and listing a range of point ranked attributes, qualities, or factors on the vertical,
in an attempt to get a numerical "marriage quality value" for each girlfriend.
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Of note, Green has been running an
ongoing Penguin publishers "An
Abundance of Covers" contest (ending
November 21, 2011) for reprint editions
of his book; all of the many submitted
designs of which can be viewed online
(at Tumblr). [27]

The Attraction Equation | 2007
A spin-off of Green’s An Abundance of
Katherines was the fictional 2007 book
The Attraction Equation described as
being written the character Charles
Eppes of the popular TV show Numb3rs,
described as being about the "the
mathematics of friendship". [22] A
summary of the episode is as follows:
[23]
“Dr. Finch tells him to publish, and so he
Left: a John Green fan 2011 "equation overlay style" book cover submission,
has renewed interest in old research,
showing Green's equation of love in the background. [27] Right: a 2012 novel
having decided to publish one of his
eleventh-grade papers he started at nine entitled Equation for Love by Fae Sutherland the blurb of which is:
years old, "The Mathematics of
Sex + money (shouldn't) = love
Friendship," with an addendum. A
publishing company has turned his work with the tagline: "but since when does the heart follow any laws but its own?"
into a classic book for those not
[36]
mathematically inclined, while opting for
a title with more pizazz, "Friendship, As Easy as Pi." Charlie takes joy in the belief that this book will allow his thoughts
to reach a much wider audience than before.
By the episode "In Security," the published book appears with
the title "The Attraction Equation" and a dapper photo on the
back cover of him holding a sculpture of a stellated
icosidodecahedron with bevelled edges [William Sidis lectured
on something similar to this as a child]. A decision theoretic
approach to relationships is covered in the book. His proud
father hands copies to friends and Larry sells signed copies on
eBay. He apparently has some fans and gives into a televised
interview.”
To note, the first to actually write such a mathematical paper
was Russian-born American thermodynamicist, theoretical
biologist, and sociologist Nicolas Rashevsky who in his 1935
The cover of the fictional 2007 TV-land book The
article turned chapter "Mathematical Theory of Human
Attraction Equation, for an episode of the popular TV
show Numb3rs, described as being about the "the
Relations" builds on the work of Alfred Lotka to attempt to
mathematics of friendship", written by child prodigy
derive mathematical equations for things such as ‘desire’ and
Charles Eppes. [22]
‘will’, in terms of concepts such as intensities and physical
forces. Likewise, as reality mirrors fiction and fiction reality, the
character of Eppes, is similar to a number of actual prodigies. Eppes, it is said, could multiply four-digit numbers
mentally at age three and at the age of four required special teachers [similar to Kim Ung-Yong (IQ=200-210)]. In the
second grade, he attempted to find a 70-digit narcissistic number in base 12 [William Sidis (IQ=200-300) invented his
own base 12 logarithm table] — Eppes has described himself as "quixotic" in elementary school. A prodigy, he
attended Princeton University at the age of 13 after graduating from high school [Christopher Hirata (IQ=225) won
the IPO at age 13 and completed his BS in physics at Caltech and PhD at Princeton at age 23; likewise, Hirata actually
did publish an actual physical chemistry based formula for love and relationships, in his 2000 article "The Physics of
Relationships" written at age 20] at the same time as his brother who is five years his senior ("Soft Target"), and took
Professor Lawrence Fleinhardt's quantum physics course in his first year. They became fast friends, with Fleinhardt
establishing his academic connections. Eppes published his first mathematical treatise at the age of 14 (in the
American Journal of Mathematics) [similar to William Thomson (IQ=170-190) who published his first papers in the
Cambridge Mathematical Journal as a teenager under the pseudonym P.Q.R.] and graduated at the age of 16. In fact,
he was the youngest person to ever write a paper of importance. [23]
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Extent of love
Modeling the process of love viewed as a purely chemical reaction, which is what it is, one arrives at the finding that
each type of reaction between individuals in a relationship is characterized by a specific measure of "extent of
reaction" or time-frame at which the reaction or relationship reaches thermodynamic equilibrium, meaning that the
transformation content of the relationship, otherwise known as entropy or entropy change has reached maximum
value.
Mathematically, the
equilibrium point or
divorce point for a
relationship is quantified
by Theophile de Donder's
extent equation:

where at equilibrium the
affinity A, chemical affinity,
elective affinity, or driving
force of the reaction
between the couple will
equal zero, A = 0, and thus
with substitution:

Left: with marriage viewed as a human chemical reaction, the factoid of 43% of marriages ending
at 15-years, i.e. divorce rate, is a measure of the extent of reaction. Right: a Julius Davidson
(1919) and or Christopher Hirata (2000) type depiction of human pairings as Le Chatelier type
equilibrium reactions that adjust depending on reaction conditions.

which means that the
variation of the Gibbs free
energy (available energy) of the relationship with respect to the variation of extent (time) is zero or has a near
negligible change. Some relationships, however, owing to thermodynamic coupling, will be driven past the
equilibrium point, meaning that not only is there no available energy, but that the relationship becomes "energy
absorbing" (endergonic) or energy draining, meaning that not only is the relationship not working any more, but it is
work absorbing. Statistically, it is known that about 90% of people will enter into a marriage reaction and that of
these reactions 43% will reach thermodynamic equilibrium at the 15-year mark and file for divorce.

Homosexual equation of love
See main: Queer chemistry

The first to outline and discuss chemical reaction reaction or chemical equation formulations for homosexual
relationships was American astrophysicist Christopher Hirata ("The Physics of Relationships", 2000) and the first
textbook section on subject homosexuality in the context of chemistry and thermodynamics was the "LGBT/Queer
chemistry" chapter section of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007 textbook Human Chemistry. [19]
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On average, about 3-4 percent of the general male population and about 12 percent of the female population are homosexual in mating behavior and
orientation. In these types of reactions, for the male-male pairing scenario,
two male human molecules will form a mated union:

Mx + Mx → MxMx
Similarly, about 1 percent of the general female population are
homosexual in mating behavior. In these types of reactions, two female
human molecules will form a mated union:

Fy + Fy → FyFy
Other variations of reactions and chemical equations exist beyond these
two examples.

Mathematical equation

Left: an alchemy symbol stylized chemical
equations for homosexual love. Right: the
2000 song "U + Me = Us" by the boy band
2ge+her.

See also: Thermodynamics humor

Related to the subject of the “equation of love” is the popular so-called ‘mathematical proof’ that a woman equals
problems, which is often given as a joke-answer to the premise that, supposedly, one can reduce love to a
mathematical equation. It is difficult to track down the origin of this; online versions date several years, and the
actual joke seems to have originated several decades back, but it amounts to a five step proof, with alternative
variations in step four:

Step

Axiom

1.

Women are a
product of time
and money

2.

Time is money

3.

(substitution of
step 1 eq. into
step 1 eq.)

4.

Money is the
root of all evil

Origin

Equation

Bible
(Timothy,
6:10)

Money is the
root of all
problems
5.

(substitution of
step 4 eq. into
step 3 eq.)
A "love > money" equation
spray painted onto a public wall
(22 July 2010): Love equation,
graffiti artist (and place) unknown;
alluding to the intimate and
generally unwritten relation that
exists between money (wealth)
and love. [29]

Therefore, by the mathematical rule that
have proved that either all woman equal problems:

or that women are evil:

, depending on one's prerogative, one can concluded to
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An alternative spin on this might start out by arguing that love is a product of time and energy:
Step

Axiom

Origin

1.

Love is a product of time and
energy

Libb Thims
(2007)

2.

Energy and mass are
equivalent

Albert
Einstein
(1905)

3.

Love is a force

Empedocles
(400BC)

4.

(substitution of step 3 eq. and
step 2 eq. into step 1 eq.)

Equation

which leads one to the humorously conclusion that time is a function of the
force of love divided by the product of the change in the mass of one's
connected relationships and the speed of light squared. Another popular maththemed joke about love goes something along the lines of: [18]
“Sex is a matter of math: Add a woman. Subtract her clothes. Divide her legs.
And Multiply.”

Physics of love
See main: Physics of love; Thermodynamics of love

A humorous particle physics of love poem is:
Bosons are red
Mesons are blue
I like to classify
Hadrons with you
Shown adjacent, is a humorous relativity-themed Valentine's Day card equation of love, themed on the premise of
explaining love via physics. [28]

Emotional imaging
In science-based matching sites, in circa 2009, building
on Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung's psychodynamic
theories and Libb Thims' 2007 human chemistry and
human thermodynamics theories, the Russian
biometrist Viktor Minkin launched a prototype
emotional recognition compatibility program designed
to test for love based on thermodynamic principles.
The site, Psymaker.com (see: video matching example
), supposedly tests couples in politics via vibraimage
matching algorithms, giving a free test on which to give
three politics view agreements with the best "energy
compatibility" percentage with potential match. This
logic is found at PsyMaker.com , which uses a
fingerprint compatibility test.

Fiancée formula

Two swans forming a heart shape, both a common historical
symbol of love. Modern symbols, however, involve chemical
symbols: bonding brackets “{“, reaction arrows “→”, reaction
conditions, i.e. in water “∇” or heated “Δ”, individual chemical
species, A, B, c., etc., attached species, Ab, Ac, etc., and
movements and reactions of species due to affinity tendencies
(affinity reactions), depicted diagrammatically.

In 2010, in what seems to have been a Valentine’s day math joke that gained a significant amount press following,
Australian mathematics professor Tony Dooley sent out a press release of the School of Mathematics and Statistics of
the University of New South Wales, for a so-called newly discovered ‘fiancée formula’, as shown below, said to be an
equation helpful in determining the right moment to get serious: [12]
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A 2010 equation overlay depiction of Australian mathematician
Tony Dooley's so-called ‘fiancée formula’ equation of love. [34]

As to what the variables of this equation stand for, however, the explanation seems to be lacking, as the press release
seems to have retracted as of 2011, possibly being a joke? In any event, all that remains in the derivative news
clippings is a three step handout, by the UNSW School of Mathematics and Statistics, for the process for determining
whether to ask someone to marry you, which amounts to the following:
1. Set out the last possible age by which you want to get married (e.g. age 39). Call this number 'n' for age at which
marriage is a necessity.
2. Decide the earliest age at which you'll start to consider women as potential wife material (e.g. age 20 onwards).
This age becomes 'p' or age at marriage becomes a possibility.
Then plug these numbers, n and p, into the following formula to get your age of optimal proposal:

The result Ao is your "optimal" proposal age. Using the example number, n = 39, p = 20, gives Ao = 27, which
essentially yields the age of the average world man at first marriage. [13] Ideally, according to Dooley, you should not
propose to anyone before you hit this age, but afterwards you should prepare to pop the question to the very next
girl you date – as long as she's the best of the bunch so far.

American well-being theorist
Chip Conley's 2012 emotional
equation of love. [30]
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Emotional equations
In the 2012 book Emotional Equations, American
Hotelier turned well-being theorist Chip Conley built on
Abraham Maslow’s theory of needs, following his
emotional roller-coaster on how he was going to pay
his thousand plus hotel employees following the dot
com bust, to pen out a number of various “emotional
equations”, as he calls them, from topics such as flow
to fear, among which his chapter sixteen gives the
following equation for love: [30]

Joy = Love – Fear
or reordered algebraically:

Love = Joy + Fear

Left: poster for the 2011 play Complex Numbers written by
Canadian playwright Nadine Thornhill and her husband
mathematician Phil Eisen, in which the main character attempts
the latter of which becomes a bit tenuous, as far as
equations of love go, boiling love down to a summation to derive equations for love. [17] Right: a 2010 “Love vs.
Distance” theory equation of love, where the love symbol
of joy and fear.
represents the amount of love between the couple at an
instantaneous time, X represents the distance between the
Plays
couple, and C is a constant; according to which at a high value of
The 2011 play Complex Numbers, written by Canadian X, the couple is far apart and love decreases, whereas at a low
value of X, couples are nearer and love increases. [38]
playwright Nadine Thornhill, tells the story of a main

character Fiona, a mathematician, tries to navigate the
complexities of an office romance. “She tries to solve the equation of first dates, kinky sex, and long-term
commitment,” said Thornhill. The inspiration for the play came in the way of Thornhill’s husband, mathematician Phil
Eisen, who works for Kanata-based security company Irdeto. “The main character is a mathematician and I'm married
to a mathematician,” said Thornhill. “I wanted to explore the idea of the office romance and do it in a way that is
different then the way you see in romantic comedies. “I wanted to explore what would happen if you had a
relationship where people did the exact opposite…I would call it radical communication.” Eisen helped Thornhill write
certain parts of the script, throwing in technical jargon that lends credibility to the characters but that’s also easy for
the public to understand. [17]
Thornhill’s Complex Numbers might remind us of British playwright Tom Stoppard’s 1993 Arcadia, an attempt at a
modern rewrite of Goethe’s famed physical chemistry of love based novella, the 1809 Elective Affinities.

Quotes
The following is a noted quote from the 2001 film A Beautiful Mind based on the life of American mathematician John
Nash:
"I've always believed in numbers. In the equations and logics that lead to reason; but after a lifetime of such pursuits I
ask, what truly is logic? Who decides reason? My quest has take me through the physical, the metaphysical, the
delusional and back, and I have made the most important discovery of my career... the most important discovery of
my life. It is only in the mysterious equations of love that any logical reasons can be found. I'm only here tonight
because of you. You are the only reason I am... you are all my reasons."
This is a quote from John Nash's fictional Nobel Prize speech. In actual fact, Nash was never asked to speak upon his
acceptance of the 1994 Nobel Prize in Economics.
Other quotes are as listed:
“I've made the most important discovery of my life. It's only in the mysterious equation of love that any logical
reasons can be found.”
– Erich Fromm, German-born American social psychologist

Notes
A related film by title, albeit only in namesake, is the 2008 movie The Equation of Love and Death, which is described
as a pompous English re-title of the original Chinese: "Li Mi's guesses", a suspense-thriller film about why the
boyfriend of Li Mi, an undistinguished taxi driver, left her. The film has no equations in it, nor it seems anything to do
with a scientific explanation of love.
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Other
The following are a few recently-found equations of love stylized images. The following, e.g., is a DreamsTime.com
(Ѻ) " equation of love" wedding symbol, which shows a mixture of math (love + love) equals marriage, and possibly
human bonding (M=F) theory, couple tightly bound:

The following, below left, is 2013 The Times “equation of love” like image, showing: heart overlap, which may be
representative of human molecular orbital theory, a martini squared, representative of alcohol's ability to lower
inhibitions, thus giving wiggle room at the activation energy barrier, a reaction arrow, representative of transition
state, an inequality sign (≥), which in the direction shown, would seem to be quantitatively indicative of the premise
that good (natural) loves have greater Gibbs free energy in the initial state (left side of inequality sign) than final state
(right side of inequality sign), some type of neurochemical, etc., for a book review article on Graeme Simsion’s new
book The Rosie Project, about a guy with Asperger’s syndrome named Don Tillman who wants to find the “Perfect
Wife” via questionnaires and DNA samples, a fictional spinoff, it seems, of recent non-fictional “Sweaty T-shirt study”
based science-based dating sites: (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

A 2013 The Times “equation of love” like
image showing: heart overlap.
The following are other examples:

A circa 2011 Dr. Love cartoon, by artist
Jaime Huxtable (Ѻ), trying to find the
formula or equation for love. (Ѻ)
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The following is a recent 2013 math,
history, chemistry, art tale on the:
what is love? query:
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Right: A 2010 DeviantArt.com (computer modified)
rendition of two people discussing a mathematical-like
poetic style love equation. [15] In realty, to note, by virtue
of tendencies of Beckhap's law, the probability of a
physically "hot" blond being able to write such an equation
on a dry erase board would be very rare.

Others include:

A 2010, Beckhap's law themed, equation infographic of
love created by Audrey Fukuman, representing the
differences in how men and women rate each other when
looking for a potential mate. [8]

Throw pillow
The following is a circa 2014 “Chemical Thermodynamic Equation for Love” fine art design, by artist Paulette Wright,
based on the circa 2003 Gibbs energy male-female reaction formulations of American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, such as outlined above, available in the formats of: canvas print, framed print, iphone case, throw pillow,
among others: (Ѻ)

The 2015 photo (right) shows the equation of love pillow on the Thims' couch below biographical books on Hermann
Helmholtz, Willard Gibbs, and William Thomson, by Helge Kragh, Muriel Rukeyser, Lynde Wheeler, David Lindley,
among others, some of the thinkers behind the shown equation of love.

See also
● Elec ve Aﬃnities | IAD: Love theories
● Equation overlay method
● Gottman stability ratio
● Ostwald happiness formula
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Equation of state
In thermodynamics, equation of state or state equation is a mathematical expression that defines the state of a given
system. State equations, if the variables are independent quantities, are generally of the following format: [1]

f(P, V, T) = 0
This form applies particularly for systems comprised of homogenous fluids. In this scenario, the state of the system is
completely determined by any two of the three state variables. In more complicated systems, state functions come
into play.
The ideal gas equation (1662-1893), which describes the state of an ideal gas, is the simplest type of state equation.
The van der Waals equation (c.1690), which describes the ideal gas system as the vapor-liquid state begins to be
approached, wherein intermolecular interactions and particle volume effects need to be taken into account, is the
next simplest equation of state.
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Equation overlay method
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In hmolscience, equation overlay method
is type of problem solving methodology,
used with intricately-dense problems,
wherein the supposed scientific equations,
formulas, concepts, or symbols, deemed
likely to explain or govern a particular
phenomenon, are overlaid on top of the
representative-picture of the
phenomenon of investigation. Once the
overlay is made, the problem will tend to
be solved using the Feynman problem
A few example of the “equation overlay method”, namely the placement of
solving algorithm, or some variation of
scientific notation, symbols, equations, chemical formulas, etc., above a given
this.
The adjacent overlay, from the 2008 human phenomenon, in aims to visually capture the science of underlying the
phenomena. Left: a circa 2004 draft cover for Libb Thims’ Human
Time magazine article “Why We Love?”,
Thermodynamics, Volume One manuscript. Center: the 2008 Time article "Why
by written by Jeffrey Kluger with
We Love?" [1] Right: A chemical symbol overlay depiction of an strong A≡B type
illustrations by Serge Bloch, depicts a
human chemical bond actuating between two people (human molecules) newly
scene from the 1939 epic-film Gone With in love during war times.
the Wind, the highest adjusted-grossing
film of all-time (having sold more tickets than any other film in US history), between Rhett Butler (Clark Gable) and
Scarlett O'Hara (Vivien Leigh), with five equation-concept overlay, in descending order: [1]
● A top equa on (name: maybe from electromagne cs?)
● Electromagne c (or magne c) ﬁeld lines, over the head of Butler: indica ve of some type of orbital theory?
● An atom (or atomic theory) symbol: possibly aiming to depict a type of atomic-mental bond?
● A chemical formula (2D formula for testosterone: the principle male sex hormone) overlaid on Butler
● A bo om equa on (name: some type of kinetic energy formula?)
The article really doesn't expand much beyond this, but simply goes on to quote views from researchers such as
Helen Fisher, David Buss, and Arthur
Aron.
The manuscript cover to the
unpublished 2002 Human Chemistry
(Volume One), pictured adjacent, by
American chemical engineer Libb
Thims, depicts another example of
equation overlay method. Shown is a
photo of two people approaching the
embrace of kiss, on top of which each
person is labeled with the Bergmanstyle chemical element letter
notations of Mx = male human
molecule, Fy = female human
molecule, below which the malefemale combination reaction is
Mark Janes, the author of this overlay, wants to understand topics such as
shown.
depression, free will, human occupation, good and evil, etc., in terms of chemistry
The "amount" of equation overlay and thermodynamics (add caption).
sometimes tends to be indicative of
the "greenness" of the hmol-theorist; one example, of this type, is the 2006 carbon entromorphology theory of
English biologist Mark Janes, as shown below. [2] Janes' methodology is his belief that he is an amplified version of
carbon atom and that atomic logic, and atomic orbital theory, must explain his existence; also that, being a type of
atomic logic, the Gibbs equation, ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, of chemical thermodynamics, must explain topics such as free will,
reaction paths, good and evil, and depression:
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Equations
In science, an equation is a formula that sets one or more numbers or mathematical symbols equal or unequal to
another set of set of one or more numbers or mathematical symbols whose operation is governed by specific rules.

Table of equations

The table to the right lists hmolscience relevant equations, in text (some linked) and LaTex format, although a few of
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the latter are in jpg format, indicated by (jpg) bracket, due to some kind of wiki page save error issue (seems to have
something to do with "<" in LaTex), and each equation shown in modern symbol notation with main theorist behind
the formulation of each: [2]
Equation name

Formulator

Date

Equal signs

Robert
Recorde

1557

Inequality signs

Thomas
Harriot

c.1600

Momentum

René
c.1640
Descartes

Boyle’s law
Mariotte’s law

Robert
Boyle

1662

Gravity

Robert
Hooke

1679

Second law of
motion

Isaac
Newton

1686

Pressure

Daniel
Bernoulli

1738

Reciprocity
relation
Leonhard
Euler reciprocity Euler
relation

c.1739

Chemical
equation

William
Cullen

1757

Combination
reaction

Torbern
Bergman

1775

Legendre
transform

AdrienMarie
Legendre

c.1786

Charles’ law

Jacques
Charles

c.1787

Joseph
Gay-Lussac’s law GayLussac

1802

Truncated
Pfaffian

Johann
Pfaff

c.1805

Pfaffian form

Johann
Pfaff

c.1805

Vis viva

Joseph
Lagrange

1811

Text

.jpg

LaTex

(jpg)
(jpg)

F=
ma
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Principle of the
transmission of
work

Gustave
Coriolis

1821

W=
Fd

Gravitational
Sadi
work
Carnot
Potential energy

W=
mgh
1824
W=
mgh

Pressure-volume Emile
work
Clapeyron

1834

Mechanical
equivalent of
heat

James
Joule

1843

Rudolf
Clausius

1850

Equivalence
value of all
Rudolf
uncompensated Clausius
transformations

1856

Rudolf
Clausius

1862

First main
principle
Rudolf
Clausius
First law of
thermodynamics

1865

Clausius
inequality

Rudolf
Clausius

1865

Energy of the
system
Internal energy

Rudolf
Clausius

1875

Entropy

Maxwell internal
energy relation James
See: Maxwell’s Maxwell
relations

c.1871

Maxwell
enthalpy
relation
See: Maxwell’s
relations

James
Maxwell

c.1871

MaxwellHelmholtz
energy relation
See: Maxwell’s
relations

James
Maxwell

c.1871

Maxwell-Gibbs
energy relation
See: Maxwell’s
relations

James
Maxwell

c.1871
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Affinity-free
Hermann
energy equation Helmholtz

1882

Reversible
reaction
Equilibrium
reaction

Jacobus
van't Hoff

1884

Equilibrium
constant

Jacobus
van't Hoff

1884

Jacobus
van't Hoff

1884

Walther
Nernst

PV
=
nRT
1893
PV
=
nRT

Max
Planck

1899

Gilbert
Lewis

1900

Ideal gas law

Lewis dot
structure

Max
c.1900
Planck [?]
Boltzmann
entropy
BoltzmannPlanck entropy

Max
Planck

Heat theorem
Third law of
thermodynamics

S=
k ln
W
1903 S =
k ln
W

1906
Walther
Nernst

1906

A=
–ΔU

Mass-energy
equivalence

Albert
Einstein

E=
mc²
1905
E=
mc²

New work done
by chemical
reaction

Gilbert
Lewis

Lewis inequality
Gilbert
for natural
Lewis
processes

ΔG
<0
1923
ΔG
<0

(Latex errors page code)

Lewis inequality
Gilbert
for unnatural
Lewis
processes

ΔG
>0

(Latex errors page code)
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Driving force of
chemical
reaction

Gilbert
Lewis

A=
–ΔG
ΔG
=
ΔU
+
PΔV
–
TΔS
ΔG
=
ΔU
+
PΔV
–
TΔS

Gilbert
Lewis

1923
ΔH
–
TΔS
ΔH
–
TΔS

Standard free
energy of
formation

Electric work
Galvanic free
energy change

Gilbert
Lewis

ΔG°
=–
RT
ln K
1923
ΔG°
=–
RT
ln K

Gilbert
Lewis

ΔG
=–
nFE
1923
ΔG
=–
nFE

Gilbert
Lewis

A=
–ΔG
1923
A=
–ΔG
?

James
1924
Partington
Affinity-free
energy equation Theophile
1936
per extent of
de Donder
reaction
Pierre
Perrot

1998
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Libb
Thims

Alley equation

The Alley
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A=
TΔS
–
ΔH
c.2010
A=
TΔS
–
ΔH
c.2012

no job = no sex

Lipmann
coupling
inequality

Latex issues
Some LaTex equations, e.g. ΔG < 0, particularly when put into tables, on in some cases pasted into page, the code
won't hold for some reason, and the page will not save.

Discussion
In 1918, American historian William Thayer, in commentary on the previous work of American physical historian
Henry Adams, posited the future would see the arrival of a “common formula” that would unite history and
thermodynamics: [1]
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible to invent a common
formula for thermodynamics and history.”
The best candidate for this common formula, to note, as things currently stand, is the 1882 affinity-free energy
equation (Goethe-Helmholtz equation), such as elaborated on in American chemical thermodynamicist Frederick
Rossini's 1971 "Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World" Priestly Medal address, the the full ramifications of this,
as Adams concluded after nearly working on the problem for 50-years, will require the aid of "another Newton".

See also
● Equation of love
● Equation of state
● Equation overlay method
● Bridgman’s thermodynamic equations
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Equilibration
In science, equilibration refers to an interaction type of state or process between a system and its surroundings, such
that there is a progression of equilibrium states. The term is similar to thermalization, the exchange of energy
between two systems.

Etymology
The term "equilibration" seems to have been introduced by English philosopher scientist Herbert Spencer, employed
greatly in his noted treatise First Principles (where he outlined four types of equilibration), to account for evolution in
relation to society and changes in its surroundings. [1] In circa 1858, Spencer was confounded when he was told by
Irish physicist John Tyndall that his ideas on equilibration in relation to the end states of processes was incongruous
with the second law and the logic of heat death. In a letter to Tyndall, Spencer declares: [2]
“Regarding, as I had done, equilibration as the ultimate and highest state of society, I had assumed it to be not only
the ultimate but also the highest state of the universe … and your assertion that when equilibrium was reached life
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must cease, staggered me. Indeed, not seeing my way out of the conclusion, I remember being out of spirits for some
days afterwards.”
The issue of what then happens to a society after equilibration is reached stayed on Spencer’s mind for the next forty
years. In his 1899 autobiographical “The Filliation of Ideas”, Spencer concludes that when equilibration is completed,
“dissolution” occurs. [3]
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Equilibrium
In thermodynamics, equilibrium is an evolution condition in accordance with time of the “state” of a system and its
surroundings where a system is said to be in equilibrium when neither its state nor that of the surroundings evolves
with time. [1] In earth-bound systems, daily heat input from the sun punctuates the state of each thermodynamic
system away from equilibrium, thus forcing chemical species to evolve. [8] Thermodynamic equilibrium exists, said
another way, when the properties of a system are assumed constant from point to point and when there is no
tendency for change with time. [10]

History
The first to use the term "equilibrium" in thermodynamics was French engineer Sadi Carnot who spoke of
"equilibrium in the caloric", referring to a state of arrangement in which no heat would flow between bodies and no
work could be done. In thermodynamics, jumping from Carnot to German physicist Rudolf Clausius, origin of most
equilibrium theories, trace their origin to the work of American engineer Willard Gibbs, particularly his 1876
publication “On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances” [2] In the 1930s, the branch of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics began to emerge as researchers began to apply the concepts of energy and entropy to heat
transfers in fluid systems, such as in the formation of Benard cells, taking the "system" to be a small differential
region of substance in the medium subjected to continuous flows of matter and energy.

Overview
In simple terms, chemical species evolve according to the logic of chemical reactions. In general, for earth-bound
systems, being isothermal-isobaric systems, changes in the Gibbs free energy are useful in indicating the conditions
under which a chemical reaction will occur. The spontaneity rule for reactions is that if ΔG is positive a reaction will
only occur if energy is supplied to force it away from the "equilibrium" position (i.e. when ΔG = 0). If ΔG is negative
the reaction will proceed spontaneously to equilibrium. [9] The combined set of reactions in a system characterize
the equilibrium state of the system at any given time. Equilibriums, in general, can be punctuated, stable, metastable, undifferentiated, unstable, near-equilibrium, far-from equilibrium, quasi-equilibrium, or non-equilibrium,
among other terms. [7]

Difficulty on application in human systems
In human thermodynamics, there currently is great debate and confusion as to how the thermodynamic concept of
equilibrium applies to systems of evolving human molecules. In the early 20th century, economists and sociologists,
such as Vilfredo Pareto, began to apply Gibbs’ equilibrium criterion to the modeling of economic systems and social
systems. The general difficulty in applying the conception of equilibrium, as defined in thermodynamics, traces to the
confusions between the “thermodynamic system” being defined using the standard, diurnal-time, heat contact,
piston-and-cylinder, “Carnot cycle model”, verses the continuous-time, heat transfer, fluid mechanics, Bénard cells
type, “hot plate model”. In loose term, the issue comes down to a debate on whether to use Gibbsian
thermodynamics (1870s) or Prigoginean thermodynamics (1950s) to study the evolution of the biosphere.
In 1977, in contrast to the logic of classical thermodynamics, Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine expressly stated that
that the Gibbs' equilibrium method is not applicable to life and that evolving living systems, such as communities of
people, are “far-from-equilibrium” systems. [3] In 1978, in opposition to Prigogine, Russian physical chemist Georgi
Gladyshev proposed that evolving living systems are “quasi-equilibrium” systems. [4] Beyond this, others, culling from
a mix of ecological thermodynamics and fluid mechanics (i.e. Bénard cells), model human systems in terms of
distance from equilibrium: (a) the equilibrium state, (b) slightly away from equilibrium, (c) near-equilibrium, and (d)
far-from-equilibrium. [5]
In modern terms, the confusion existent between most biochemistry textbooks, which model (internal bodily)
biochemical reactions as Gibbs-like equilibrium reactions, and many recent physics models of human social systems
(reactions between humans), which model evolution as a far-from-equilibrium Prigogine-like fluid dynamics system,
has caused much mishap. Some, in recent years, being caught up in this mix of theories, have summarized the matter
by stating that “life is made up of reactions in the near equilibrium realm and may not be so far from equilibrium as
has been suggested.”
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Economic thermodynamics
In terms of thermodynamic approach to equilibrium in economics, some define equilibrium such that the system,
instead of evolving in time, simply changes it position in the space of macroscopic parameters, remaining on certain
surface, the surface of state, singled out by the “equation of state”. [6]
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Equilibrium constant
In chemistry, the equilibrium constant K is a value defining the ratio of the concentrations of the products to the
concentrations of the reactants in a reversible chemical reaction, at the point when the reactants and products reach
steady-state values, a point otherwise known as equilibrium. [1] Given a reversible reaction of the form:

where x, y, z, and w are the stoichiometric coefficients, the equilibrium constant is defined by follow equation:

where [A], [B], [C], and [D] are the concentrations of the
various reactants and products at the equilibrium.

Thermodynamics
The driving force of any reaction are the various chemical
affinities of the reactants and products, in relation to
each other. The affinity A for an isothermal-isobaric
reaction, is defined by the variation of the Gibbs free
energy per change in the extent or progress of the
reaction:
An equilibrium constant spontaneity table showing the
relationship between free energy change and the equilibrium
constant. [6]

or, in terms of Gibbs free energy change:
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at equilibrium the affinities will be satisfied, as quantified by the condition ΔG=0. This condition can be expressed in
terms of the equilibrium constant as:

where by solving for K the one arrives at an expression:

relating the equilibrium constant to Gibbs free energy and temperature: [2]

History
In 1868, in order to ascertain molecular weights via a vapor density method, German chemist August Horstmann
began to investigate the effect of temperature on the equilibrium constant for a dissociation process, beginning with
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, but extending it to apply to a substance that is dissociating. In 1872-73, Horstmann
applied the entropy principle to the problems of chemical dissociation. [3] In October 1973, Horstmann announced
the condition for chemical equilibrium to be that of maximum entropy. [4]
In the 1880s, work on the relation between, affinity, the equilibrium constant, and thermodynamics was further
established by Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff. The above derivation, in particular, seems to stem from
van't Hoff's 1884 Studies in Chemical Dynamics. [5]
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Equilibrium state
In thermodynamics, equilibrium state or state of equilibrium is a conjunction term describing the state of a system
that is in equilibrium, meaning that neither it nor its surroundings are evolving with time. The process of changing a
system from one equilibrium state to another generally centers on the meaning or effect of the entropy change ΔS
for the process. [1]

Overview
The detailed understanding of the “state of equilibrium” and the various "criterions" for this condition, as system
influences change, such as with particle (chemical species) movements in and out of the system, gravitational effects,
osmotic effects, electromotive force effects, etc., were laid out in the 1876 publication On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances by American engineer Willard Gibbs. The term “state of equilibrium” was first mentioned
in the opening paragraph to his abstract, where he notes: [2]
“It is an inference naturally suggested by the general increase of entropy which accompanies the changes occurring in
any isolated material system that when the entropy of the system has reached a maximum, the system will be in a
state of equilibrium.”
On this logic, in his dense treatise, Gibbs extends the results of this principle, i.e. the second law of thermodynamics
as defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, to all varieties of systems.
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Equilibrium thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, equilibrium thermodynamics is the study of systems that are at equilibrium (equilibrium state),
near-equilibrium, or approaching equilibrium. The term equilibrium thermodynamics is often used so as to
distinguish between assumed continuous equilibrium states, e.g. as in geological thermodynamic studies of rock
formations, verses nonequilibrium thermodynamics, where continuous inputs of energy or matter to systems acts to
keep such systems in nonequilibrium states, e.g. as in Benard’s cell formation. The criterion of “local equilibrium” is
often used to justify the use of equilibrium thermodynamic type equations.

Terminology
In his 1983 textbook Equilibrium Thermodynamics, English physicist Clement Adkins defines his book as a standard
treatise on “classical thermodynamics”, which implies that the term “equilibrium thermodynamics” simply means
standard thermodynamics applied to a particular subject, in larger part. [1] In short, equilibrium thermodynamics is a
rather ill-defined term, similar to classical thermodynamics, but is essentially a synonym for basic thermodynamics.
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Equivalence-value
In thermodynamics, equivalence-value, from the German Aequivalenzwerth, is the mathematical value of a
transformation. [1] The term and logic behind the term were developed in 1854 by German physicist Rudolf Clausius,
which is a precursory synonym for the 1865 quantity of entropy, being built on the phenomenon of the mechanical
equivalent of heat in relation to its effect inside of working body during a cycle. [2]

See also
● Transformation-equivalents
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Equivalence-value of all uncompensated
transformations
In thermodynamics, the equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations, symbol N, is defined by the
following expression:

which is the quantitative measure of the "equivalence-values", or mechanical equivalent of heat changes associated
with internal irreversible work process that exist at the end of one cyclical process or what are called
"uncompensated transformations". This name "equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations" was an
early extended synonym for what would famously become termed as "entropy" in 1865.
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The nature of this variable N was addressed in Rudolf Clausius in his 1854-56 “principle of the equivalence of
transformations”.

See also
● Clausius inequality
● Transformation equivalents
● Transformational content
● Entropy (etymology)
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Equivalent human molecules
In science, equivalent human molecules refers to two or human molecules ‘equivalent’, in some way or another, in
the sense of the possibility for human chemical reaction of human chemical bonding.

Overview
In 1885, American scientist Henry Adams, in a letter to his wife, introduced the term ‘equivalent human molecules’,
as follows: [1]
“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and women by courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I ever hit on
the only women in the world who fits my cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social chemistry—the mutual
attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
In modern terms, it would seem that what Adams means by “equivalent”, in this context, alluding to the attraction he
has to his wife, would translated to discussions of entropic and enthalpic equivalents in the thermodynamics of
human bonding.
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Erasmus, Desiderius
In biographies, Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536) (IQ=180|#116) (CR=10), oft-cited as
“Erasmus”, not to be confused with Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), was a Dutch
intellectual, a Stokes 100 (#27), a Cox-Buzan IQ (#9), a Ranker greatest minds (#189), a
Cattell 1000 (#56), a fabled "last person to know everything", noted for introducing the
term "Pandora’s box", the precursor to Eve’s apple (see: Adam and Eve), into the
cultural vernacular, a term he used in respect to the gift box given to Pandora, a
penned during his translation of Hesiod’s 700BC Theogony.

Praise | Commentary
The following are quotes about Erasmus:
“Erasmus advises students to read only the best books on the subjects with which they
are occupied. He cautions them against loading their memories with the errors of
inferior writers which they will afterwards have to throw off and forget.”
— James Froude (1894), Life and Letters of Erasmus [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
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“You must acquire the best knowledge first, and without delay; it is the height of madness to learn what you will later
have to unlearn.”
— Desiderius Erasmus (1497), “Letter to Christian Northoff” [2]

“I consider as lovers of books not those who keep their books hidden in their store-chests and never handle them,
but those who, by nightly as well as daily use thumb them, batter them, wear them out, who fill out all the margins
with annotations of many kinds, and who prefer the marks of a fault they have erased to a neat copy full of faults.”
— Desiderius Erasmus (1489), “Letter to unidentified friend” [2]

“In the country of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.”
— Desiderius Erasmus (1500) (Ѻ)

“When I get a little money I buy books; and if any is left I buy food and clothes.”
— Erasmus (1500), “Letter to Jacob Batt”, Apr 12; popularized variant (Ѻ) of original
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Ergal
In thermodynamics, ergal, symbol J, is defined by the following expression:

which quantifies the system as a summation function of Cartesian coordinates, x,y, and z, for the work W done by the
component forces, X, Y, and Z, acting on the particles of the system, where J0 is the ergal of the system at some initial
state. The generalized expression for the ergal of a single particle acted on by a force is:

(add discussion)

Etymology
In 1875, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his second edition "Mathematical Introduction" section, explicitly
introduced the term "ergal", as the negative value of Irish mathematician William Hamilton's “force function”,
deemed to represent a quantity the subtraction of which gives the work performed, a quantity which had been also
given the name “potential energy” by Scottish physicist William Rankine. [1]

Ergon
Clausius’ use of the term ergal seems, although he does not say this explicitly, to have its roots in the classical Greek
term “ergon”, such as used by Aristotle, e.g. in Nicomachean Ethics, as "function, task, or work". [2] Heraclitus,
likewise, prior to Aristotle, used the term "en-ergon" as representative of fire, the primary source of activity, or the
father of everything, according to his three element theory, which is the modern root of the term "energy". [3]
Clausius, e.g., defines internal energy or its magnitude U as the sum of the "thermal and ergonal content" of a body.

Internal energy
The ergal, as explained in Clausius' 1875 "Mathematical Introduction", along with the vis viva T, is one of the
components of the internal energy U of the body:

which quantifies the law of conservation of energy in nature.
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Internal work
In reference to internal work, according to Clausius, the “internal forces”, i.e. those forces which the atoms and
molecules of a body exert among themselves when undergoing a change, “have an ergal”. [1]
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Ergon
In science, ergon (TR=9), from the Greek εργον, meaning work. [1]

Etymology
Greek philosopher Heraclitus was the first to introduce the term ergon, in the form of “en-ergon”, related to heat or
fire as the primordial source of activity or “energy” in modern parlance.
Greek philosopher Aristotle, in his Nicomachean Ethics, was using the term “ergon” in the sense of function, task, or
work. [2]
In 1864, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his "On Terminology" section, Appendix A to his Sixth Memoir, adopted
the term "ergon", to mean "work measured according to the thermal unit", as a parallel to the more standard
definition of work measured according to the mechanical unit. [3]
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Erikson, Ted
In thermodynamics, Ted A. Erikson (c.1928-) is an American chemical engineer noted
his 2000s effort to understand how conscious may have arose from Planck length
scales.

Overview
In the early 2000s, Erikson began working on a Planck-length theory of photon base
consciousness or awareness, in order to better understand where the sense of human
consciousness arises. In 2005, Erikson, a Chicago native, came into contact with Libb
Thims, and the two began to meet and discuss theory over, here and there, into at
least the early 2010s. Erikson, therein, became associated with Institute of Human
Thermodynamics whose work is focused on the relationships between mass, energy,
body size, and lifetimes of structures, both living and non-living, in attempts to
synthesize a unified theory of growth valid from particles the size of the electron to
particles the size of the human (human particle). In 2009, Erikson, in his "What Makes
Us Human", attempted to discern an evolution principle at the fundamental particle level to explain growth and
consciousness at the human level. [2] His general theory, based on his earlier work on and experiments on the forced
vaporization of water, resulted in efforts to discern a Planck-scale theory of consciousness. [1]
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In 2010, Erikson, in his April talk to the
American society of Chemical Engineers at
the Illinois Institute of Technology, shown
adjacent, stated the following:
“Consciousness, a function derived from
photons, gets a bit ‘murky’, but therein lies
the source.”
(add discussion)

Education

Erikson pointing to a printed version of the evolution timeline, at a 2010 lecture
at the Illinois Institute of Technology, attempting to argue to engineer Libb
Thims and physicist David Gore, that Planck length particles have
consciousness. [2]

Erikson completed his BS in chemical
engineering and in 1959 his MS in
chemistry on “Steady-State Thermodynamics”, focused on the forced vaporization of water based on experiments,
under American physical chemist Ralph Tykodi, at the at the Illinois Institute of Technology. Erikson went on to work
for twenty years in the research and development department of the Armour Research Foundation, a subdivision of
ITT, and later worked as a high school chemistry-physics-mathematics teacher for a period of twenty years.
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Erreygers, Guido
In hmolscience, Guido Erreygers (1959-) is a Belgian economist noted for his 2013
historical work on the “rational economics” work of the Guillaume brothers, Georges
Guillaume and Edouard Guillaume, a type of thermodynamics imbibed, Ernst Mach,
Percy Bridgman cited, and Isaac Newton framed rational mechanics based (similar to
the Lausanne school), physical economics or econophysics— which notably attracted
the attention of two of the biggest geniuses of the 20th century: John Neumann (1934)
and Albert Einstein (1946). [1] Erreygers has also written a book chapter on the
economic and social energetics views of Ernest Solvay. [2] He has also written on
Belgian econometrician Bernard Chait and Swedish economist Knut Wicksell, and his
views on Slovay, whom he thinks are hmolscience relevant.

Education
Erreygers complete his PhD in economics with a thesis “Land, Rent and Choice of
Technique. A Study on Neo-Ricardian Theory” at University Paris X, Nanterre. Currently,
Erreygers is professor of economics and chair of the economics department at the University of Antwerpen, Belgium.
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Esquiros, Alphonse
In human chemistry, Alphonse Esquiros (1812-1876) was a French religious writer
noted his 1940 discussion of human molecules, law of attraction, and unity, as having
some direction toward god.

Overview
In 1840, Esquiros, in his The Gospel of People, gave one of the earliest uses of the term
molécules humaines (the English translation being ‘human molecules’), referring to
people a person as a molecule: [1]
“For verily I say unto you, the heart that prays, as one who loves the world advances in
unity, that is to say towards God. This unit can be held in effect by the assent of human
molecules to carry all toward each other; the law of attraction is a law of love.”
The book in which this is found, to note, is a exposition on the life and times of Jesus
Christ.
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Essay on Social Mechanics
In famous publications, “Essay on Social Mechanics” or Essai sur la
Mécanique Sociale is a collection of twelve-articles, published in various
journals, culminating in 1898, with a four-part essay on social mechanics,
latter compiled into a book, by Polish economist Leon Winiarski. [1] The
main essay, according to Winiarski, is divided into three parts: one on
economic equilibrium and social equilibrium, a second on transformations
of social energy, and the third on social dynamics, all defined in the
context of Rudolf Clausius’ thermodynamics and Joseph Lagrange’s
mechanics. [1] Partial (and full) English translations are underway below.
In 1967, a 315-page collected works of Winiarski, in French, entitled
Essais Sur la Mecanique Sociale, was compiled (with an introduction) by
Swiss sociologist Giovanni Busino. [1] This edition indicates that
Winiarski’s theory is dominated by the terms: energy, potential energy,
biological energy, sexual selection, social evolution, partial equilibriums,
division of work, anthropology, Karl Marx, Leon Walras, and constant
capital, amongs. [5] There also exists a 1898, 38-page, book Essai sur la
Mécanique Social by the University of France Press. [1] An Italian-toEnglish translation of an 1899 Italian reprint (or variant) of the article
"Theory of Property and Family: Essay on Social Mechanics" (chapter 9
collected works), found in the Italian Journal of Sociology, is shown below.
[2] Other parts of the essays comprising Winiarski's Social Mechanics, as
they are found, are being linked to below (and translated).

Overview

Cover of 1967 (315-pg) edition of Leon
Winiarski's 1898 Essay on Social Mechanics
(collected works) compiled by Swiss
sociologist Giovanni Busino. [6]

In this essay, Winiarski supposedly applied the principle of equivalence of
transformation (transformation equivalents) to argue that, since the
transformation of hunger and love into the higher wants of means the conversion of potential energy into kinetic
energy, the evolution of a civilization involves a lowering of the potential of a people and its eventual replacement by
a fresh, unexhausted race. [3] In terms of personal energies, Winiarski argues that things such as examples, ideas, and
commands radiate from people of greater energy to those of lesser energy, and that this radiation takes the form of
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authority and influence of the social superior over that of the social inferior. In this logic, it is reasoned that this
passage of energy tends to terminate in an equalizing of intensities and a state of equilibrium. [3] On the interesting
topic of prediction, in the context of Winiarski’s view of desire as a form of energy, American sociologist Edward Ross
states:
“Desire may or may not be a form of energy. In any case it is certain that a mechanical interpretation cannot help to
predict the choices of people.”
Ross seems to base this argument in the view that prediction can be made on the lower animals, whose behaviors are
simply stimulus and reaction processes, but that in higher organisms, factors such as memory, psychic energy,
consciousness, spontaneous sportive or festive activities, etc., except humans from mechanical simplicity. [3]

Collected works
English translations of this essay are difficult to find. The following table of contents, comes from the collected works
of Winiarski, which seem to be grouped under the heading of Essai sur la Mécanique Sociale, as compiled by Swiss
sociologist Giovanni Busino in 1967. It seems to be that all of the articles are were published originally published in
French, except the one shown in chapter 9, on family property, which is in Italian. It also seems that chapter 7 (and
the three chapters to follow) is the core of the group of essays.
Contents (French/Italian)

Ch

Preface par G. Busino

Preface by G. Busino

La method mathematique dans la sociologie et dans
la sociologie et dans l’economie politique (pgs. 1-14)
Le materialism economique et la psychologie sociale
(pgs. 15-35)

The mathematical method in sociology and the sociology
and political economy (pgs. 1-14)
1

Essai d’une nouvelle interpretation de phenomenes 2
sociologiques. Introducion a la sociologie (pgs. 36-75)
3
Deux theories d’equilibre economique (pgs. 76-97)
Etude critique sur le troisieme volume du Capital de
Karl Marx (pgs. 98-129)

4
5

L’anthropo-sociologie (pgs. 130-161)
6
Essai sur la mecanique sociale: I (pgs. 162-192)
Essai sur la mecanique sociale: II. L’equilibre
Esthetique (pgs. 193-225)

7
8

Saggi sulle meccanica sociale pura: III. L’equilibrio
sociale, la teoria della proprieta e della famiglia (pgs. 9
226-243)
Essai sur la mecanique sociale: IV. L’energie sociale
et ses mensurations (pgs. 244-290)

Contents (English)

10

The economic materialism and social psychology (pgs.
15-35)
Testing a new interpretation of sociological phenomena.
Introduction has sociology (pgs. 36-75)
Two theories of economic equilibrium (pgs. 76-97)
Critical study on the third volume of Capital by Karl Marx
(pgs. 98-129)
Anthropo-Sociology (pgs. 130-161)
Essay on the social mechanics: I (pgs. 162-192)
Essay on the social mechanics: II. The equilibrium
Aesthetics (pgs. 193-225)
Essays on pure social mechanics: III. The balance of
social, family and property theory (pgs. 226-243)
Essay on the social mechanics: IV. Social energy
measurements (pgs. 244-290)

The teaching of pure political economy and social
L’enseignement de l’economie politique pure et de la 11
mechanics in Switzerland (pgs. 291-295)
mecanique sociale en Suisse (pgs. 291-295)
Le principle economique et la classification des
sciences socials (pgs. 296-306)
Index (pg. 307)

12

The economic principle "and the classification of
sciences socials (pgs. 296-306)
Index (pg. 307)

1898: Gaultier's review
The following is a 1898 two-page review of Winiarski’s Essay by French philosopher Jules de Gaultier: [7]
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“In a booklet whose text was first published in the Philosophical Review, Winiarski proposes a methodology to
provide sociology with a guiding principle and give it a scientific rigor. The various factors - geographical, intellectual,
moral or ethnicity - which in turn was attributed significant importance to the point of view of social evolution, not
exclusive to the author's eyes, but they are only the partial elements of a more general phenomenon, as well as
cosmic phenomena or organic, is subject to the laws of mechanics. Already, the pure economics, seeking action of
mechanical laws to the facts it studies has built a system a satisfactory cohesion. It belongs to the sociology of
engaging in a similar way.
Individuals, identified as the molecules of a social aggregate, are sought, and the atoms of a material system, by
forces of attraction and repulsion. The biological energy, which is in each of them tends to achieve maximum
pleasure, and competition between individuals, to obtain the maximum each for himself, sets the price of property,
both tangible and intangible. The setting of this course of values, that the pleasure has achieved a measure, certify
that bioenergy has a quantitative value as well as cosmic energy from which it derives. But this quantitative value,
which science may one day no doubt determine the exact equivalent can now be applied to social facts the general
principles of mechanics.
I am tempted to send Mr. Winiarski criticism. Why he called selfish and altruistic one hand on the other hand the
forces of competition tends to be the balance of the moral world? Selfishness is it not by itself a principle sufficient to
reconstruct the moral world the forces of attraction and repulsion that occur in any cosmic system? If these forces
must be given a new name when carried out in this moral field, the words love and hate, or sympathy and antipathy,
does not correspond with a more precise symmetry in attraction and repulsion, are not they not to each other more
closely balances?
It does not appear in fact that altruism can be contrasted with selfishness as if the concepts contained in these
words applied to two equal states, and antagonists of the same fore earlier. Selfishness is itself an anterior force. It is
the only possible act of principle, because we cannot think of an act which originates outside the individual who runs
it. Altruism is a more complex form of egoism, selfishness, taking the name of altruism when the person requires as a
condition of his happiness, the support of the happiness of others. Because of this complexity, it presents a number
of different cases, and although they all show their roots immersed in the ego, their genesis lends to different
interpretations: it seems they can in turn be derived from a surplus of ego strength, manifested in feelings of
protection, or rather a failure of me retires fun things they contain. Altruism is when a loan has the power to remove
the others happy things, hidden and borrowing that accompanies the logical desire to provide others, taken as a
necessary intermediary, opportunities for fun. Such is the case of the ambition of the fathers achieved by the son.
This is idealized in the field of fiction, by the genius of Halzac, the meaning of the pact reached between Vautrin and
Rubempre. But in one as in the other cases, altruism appears a direct manifestation of selfishness, leading, as
selfishness luimême form of hatred of what opposes it and love for the favors, the forces of repulsion and attraction.
It is not itself inherently one of those forces. '
This criticism, which deals only with the terminology, support also seems to me rather than contradicts the
general theory of Winiarski. It aiiisi in Chapter II on the island social energy transformations, the author specifically a
reconstruction of psychological tendencies and moral complex, on the one linse mobile selfish as basic: hunger. It is
impossible in this limited space to list a series of ideas presented in their already low volume in the shortcut
substantial pamphlet. I'll post at least to readers of Celtic magazine they find, among the developments of this begs a
framework in which to return the ideological curious essay on the genius they enjoyed here the original value.
In de Gaultier's review, we note his issues with Winiarski's formulation of how love and hate act in human dynamics;
this topic, to note, has only recently been resolved in the discovery of the Gottman stability ratio.

8: Aesthetic Equilibrium |

L’Equilibre Esthetique

The following is one paragraph of page 221, from chapter eight, in the paragraph to follow the term thermodynamics
is used:
Besides the feeling of the beauty of the natural beauty of
Du reste le sentiment de la beaute de la natural
the inanimate it generally has an essential source of
inanimee it de la beaute en general a des souce
much deeper into the universal attraction wherein
beaucoup plus profondes dans l’attraction universelle,
sexual attraction is only one manifestation. The sense of
don’t l’attraction sexualle n’est qu’une des
beauty and is one manifestation of the unity of all
manifestations. Le sentiment de beaute n’est ainsi
qu’une des manifestations de l’unite de toute la nature. nature. Helmholtz requires, in his Physiology of Music, it
Helmholtz se demande, dand sa Physiologie de la
follows that certain shades that represent a given
musique, d’ou il resulte que certains tons qui
amount of vibration, mathematical measurement is
representent une quantite de vibrations donnee,
determined, we look good, while others, no, and he is
mathematiqueuement determine, nous paraissent
looking for a possible answer in assertion of the
beaux, cependant que d’ autres, non, et il cherche une
philosophers that beauty is in what we find in the world
reponse possible dans l’affirmation des philosophes que the laws of our mind. For us, we would say just the
la beaute consiste dans ce que nous retrouvons dans le opposite. The universe is more ancient than humans. We
monde les lois de notre esprit. Pour nous, nous dirions
are at Fouda, that atoms subject to the laws of universal
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justement le contraire. L’univers est plus ancient que
l’homme. Nous ne sommes, au foud, que des atoms
soumis aux lois de l’attraction universelle. Et puisque
dans un system tout est lie, tout changement qui se fait
dans l’univers, de meme que la totalite de ces
changements reguliers embrasseee par le nom de lous,
se reflete dans tous les atoms de matiere animee ou
inanimee. Notre sentiment de beaute est une des
preuves que nous nous trouvons dand le rytheme des
lous generals de la nature, que nous sommes des atoms
qui se balancent en harmone avec les mouvements du
systeme solaire, et avec le rythem de l’evolution de
choses naturelles, des arbres et des vents, des nuages et
de la mer.

9: Theory of family property |

famiglia
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gravitation. And since everything is in a bound system,
any change that takes place in the universe, even as all
of such changes by regular embrasseee name lous, is
reflected in all atoms of animate or inanimate matter.
Our sense of beauty is an evidence that we are the
Rhythm of Dand lous generals of nature, atoms that we
are swaying in harmony with the movements of the solar
system, and with the Rhythm of the natural evolution of
things , trees and wind, clouds and sea

L’equilibrio sociale, la teoria della proprieta e della

No English translation, as yet, seems to exist. Shown below is the partial start of a straight Italian → English Google
translation of it seems one of Winiarski's collected essays (Essay on Social Mechanics: Theory of Property and Family),
on property and family, found in the Italian Journal of Sociology (likely chapter 9 of his collected works): [2]
(572-576)
“Since the theory of energy is fundamental to the social mechanism, I begin by summarizing the state of studies on
energy in general and in particular biological energy. [4] The mechanical theory of the universe reduces the social
order, the order of life and the physical order to a single order, in which all phenomena can be reduced to
transformations of matter or motion. The molecular mechanics is complete in all exactness in the energy theory,
which is not only a basis of modern physics, but also penetrates into the biology and sociology. Mechanics, including
energy, claims to embrace and unite all the sciences, since only precariously they are independent from each other,
but everything in the universe has a related scheme, science, reflecting the ideal of the universe, must also submit
such a system.
The law of indestructibility of matter was proposed by Lavoisier, that of the indestructibility of energy by Robert
Mayer. So we must get used to this truth, namely, that there are no isolated phenomena in the world, they are linked
to each other in constant transformation from a state of things to another. Heat, electricity, light, etc., no longer
considered as independent phenomena. There is an exact relationship between the state and physical
characterization of a system.
In each phenomenon, this exact ratio depends on a constant and eternal passing from one state to another,
changing only the outward form of this conversion. This conversion element is the energy, and can manifest as
mechanical chemical, thermal, and electrical, etc. These forms go into each other with certain quantitative relations
closely. Energy might have, generally speaking, two states: kinetic and potential, a body raised to a certain height,
spread, falling, work equal to that which is used to lift the body. Work as well developed in the fall can be used in
different ways, e.g. to set in motion a clock. When the weights have not yet begun to fall, we say that they have some
ability to do the work, a certain potential energy, which subsequently, by the measure of their descent, is
transformed into kinetic energy which manifests itself in motion clock.
The daily experience convinces us that the mechanical work is transformed into heat and science has already
measured accurately the quantitative relation of this transformation. The chemical energy may give rise to all other
forms of energy: heat, electricity, mechanical work, etc. The physical world presents to us that the transformation of
one kind of energy into another. Similarly, the living world shows us only mutations of matter and energy changes.
The activity of living beings corresponds to transformations of energy, to change from one species into another,
according to fixed rules of equivalence.
Already R. Mayer, CI. Mayer, CI. Bernard and Helmholtz observed phenomena of life from the viewpoint of
energy, and in this organic energetics has made great progress the work of Chauveau mercy of Loeb, the Lalaunié and
several others. Indeed it has come to make some more very interesting. These law are:
1. The biological energy comes from energy food chemistry and ends in the energy heat. The phenomena of life there
thus appears as a movement of energy, which, starting from a point in the physical world, returns to this world after
a run through the animal organism. The circle is a circle of energy matters, nutrition, i.e. a stream of material that
draws from outside the body through food and rejects coli'escrezione.
2. Maintaining vital not consume any power that is characteristic of life, rather it takes from the outer world that puts
all that energy into work and takes the form of chemical energy potential. This principle shows us the source of that
energy, which, at a stage of its transformations, will be biological energy. That source is the chemical energy of the
elements stored in body tissues. "When the movement has produced", says C.I. Bernard, "the contraction of a
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muscle, when the will and awareness arise, when the thought is exercised, when the gland secretes the substance of
the muscles, nerves, brain, glandular tissue is disorganized, it destroys and consumes." Energetics explains the
biological reason for this coincidence between the operation and the destruction of organic chemistry: a portion of
organic material decomposes, it simplifies chemically, descends to a lower potential in this defense and leaves the
chemical energy that transformed into biological energy, which is the essence of all vital phenomena. The energy
expenditure should be reconstituted because the body is kept in balance: the power supply provides the necessary
materials for this purpose, digestion incorporates them into the body to the state reserve.
3. The energy emanating from the chemical potential of food, after going through the body and produced the
phenomena of vitality, he returns to the physical world in the form of heat. The biological energy has therefore a very
specific place, lies between the chemical and thermal energy and can also say that it is a chemical thermal energy
conversion. We do not know what is the biological energy in its core, but even we know what it is electricity or heat;
know them only at the escort of the phenomena in which they arise, how do we know the energy only organic form
of vital phenomena, which are all our movements, our feelings, our thoughts, etc. This being totally science in either
case. Energy belonging to organic acts silent and invisible even if you do not recognize their effects, it is all that
happens, e.g. in preparing its muscle contraction, the nerve that leads to the influence nervous. And that is what we
must now consider how mutual equivalence hill energies because of the physical world, as these are among them.
Biological energy is repeated in the case of ordinary physical energy, known apparently not knowing what is reality.
The three principles listed show that takes place throughout the life of the universe. Since the chemical energy of
food is prepared from plants, we can say that the animal spends the energy the plant world has accumulated. The
same plant world takes its activity by the energy radiated by the sun. Eventually the animals return to the heat
dissipated: in this way the whole universe is a concatenated system. Must still add something important: bio energy,
although drawn from the chemical energy of food, must be regarded as existing in the substance of the organs and
tissues active in food, not brutes. These must first be digested, modified, processed and incorporated as integral
parts of the fabrics that you spend. This observation clearly applies not only to individuals but also to aggregations of
individuals: the food are not a part of their biological energy are treated as if they had no body.
As to energy in biological it is necessary to distinguish, as in every other, two states: potential and kinetic.
Potential, when it's been a reserve in the tissue, as they instinctively unconscious, while each event instead of
movement by the body, or, in other words, every action and every conscience, a movement nervous in the case of
feelings, ideas or the will, belongs biological kinetic energy. Now, in our opinion, social energy that is not composed
of these two kinds of energy. And that becomes the physical energy of the natural or artificial? If you must have some
social value, must first cause a biological reaction energy. Thus X-rays had no social value before Roentgen had
discovered them, that is, before they had caused a nervous reaction, before him, back in all of us, as awareness of
their existence, as a form of biological energy kinetic. Food assimilated by the body become a source of biological
energy potential. But all that does not take any of these forms of biological energy is not part of social energy, which
undergoes constant change. What are these changes?
Hunger and love are the two main forms of biological energy: hunger and love are two fundamental forces that
reign in the living world, are the primary source of all phenomena, mental and social. Not suffer a single direction,
that of seeking the maximum of pleasure. Of these two forces hunger has also broader and more general importance.
Seize food, assimilate, digest, here is the phenomenon that is grounds to life. The increase and multiply the
percentage is not a continuation of the process of digestion. Take the amoeba, one of the lowest living beings. Man
mano che assimila il cibo, il suo corpo cresce, ma sino a un dato limite. As we assimilate food, your body grows, but
up to a specified limit.
When he reached certain definite proportions, is divided into two parts: the multiplication is therefore not a
result of digestion. Beings higher organisms multiply glue fertilization, but even in this case, procreation does not
begin only when the individuals have added their full development, that is when they can no longer grow by
assimilation of food. The seizing of food and the assimilation process is a purely selfish, which puts the individual in
relations of enmity with the outside world. Is the domain of hatred and struggle for existence. In contrast,
proliferation is the source of a different kind of feeling, that is. Feelings of sympathy, which is not extended,
moreover, that self-interest, in the same manner that procreation is but the extent of digestion. The son is but a part
of parents and separates from it when they touch the limit extremes of their Crescenzi.
(577-581)
Loving children, parents love themselves: it is therefore not surprising that protect them and try to make them like
himself through education. The feelings of sympathy have been the main source for the bonds of blood and were
expanded over time to people outside. The amoeba is divided into two parts, each of these in two others and so on
ad infinitum; elementary cells so appeared or group together in colonies or in complex organisms, and they naturally
tend to unite, because so may make it easier for their struggle with the outside world, their struggle for nutrition. At
the heart of union sympathy reigns based on blood ties, but towards the outer world it is dominated by hate and
leaning on hunger. The same occurs at the superior organizations: the union with the child's biological mother
becomes longer, lasting several months, after which appears the care of parents, especially her mother, her children,
the influence of education on young generations, etc.. The biological constraints and claims is complicated by
sociological constraints, but these are only the continuation and development of those. The new generation
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assimilates the qualities of the old by another way, as well as heredity. The descendant is in the living conditions and
environment are similar to those of their ancestors. For this you can see the transition from generation to generation,
to create habits for a long time, and this fact forms the origin of 'tradition in the series of generations. On the other
hand education in the common youth and his giuoclii are the source of solidarity among members of the same
generation. It is therefore easy to see how all these social sentiments the following procreation: the union between
parents and children or between brothers and sisters can be regarded as a union between members of that body, a
union may not exceed certain limits. So the association itself-is divided into groups, but the affection between them
always exists. These are the simplest manifestations of tilt procreative love. The manifestations of hunger then are:
hatred, cruelty, which knows no limit and devoured in origin living thing that is weak or is beyond the limits of the
social union. Let's see how these two needs brutality, hunger and love, more and more subtleties, physical and social
phenomena have produced very complicated.
(582-###)

10: The Social Energy |

L’Energie Sociale

The following is from page 257:

...primitive, il s’etablit déjà automatique ment un certain ordre, ou
certain pouvoir, un certain droit et une certaine morale : tout
simplement parce que l’energie passé d’en haut en bas et non
inversement. Mais justement parce que le raymonnement de
l’energie se fait ainsi, il y a tendance vers l’egalisation de ses
intensites differentes, jusqu’a un etat d’equilibre indifferent ou
toutes les transformations s’arretent. C’est ce qu’on appelle
dissipation de l’entropie, une nouvelle function de la
thermodynamique, appelee ainsi par Clausius.

...primitive, he moved over automatically
have a certain order, or some power, some
right and some moral: just because the
energy spent to up and down and not vice
versa. But precisely because of the energy
Raymone is so, there is a tendency toward
the equalization of its different intensities,
until a state of indifferent equilibrium or all
changes have drawn up. This is called the
dissipation of entropy, a new function of
thermodynamics, so called by Clausius.

The imperative nature of morality, law, etc.,
does nothing special and mysterious it very
well in between the action of the laws of
mechanics and just means that some
transformation of energy, which correspond
Le caractere imperative de la morale, du droit, etc., ne presente
rien de special et de mysterieux; il entre tres bien sous l’action des to irreversibilities. But like all irreversible
cycles tend to their evolution towards a state
lois de la mecanique et veut seulement dire que certaines
of full reversibility ensures that only a
transformation d’energie, qui leur correspondent, sout
irreversibiles. Mais comme tous les cycles irreversible tendent dans maximum, the binding nature and imperative
of social institutions weakens over the course
leur evolution vers un etat de reversibilite complete qui seule
of time. [19]
assure un maximum, le caractere obligatoire et imperative des
institutions socials s’affaiblit avec le cours de tempt. [19]
Note 19:
With the conditions of complete reversibility
in the second principle:

is in fact the starting point for another
reason. If experience leads us to establishing
the equation:
[or
meaning
closed line or path integral?]
for a closed cycle and reversible, it should be
a function of independent variables do not
sear the differential an exact differential. In
other words:

or S is a function of x and y, such that dS, will
be an exact differential on a plot of x and y. It
is this function that S that Clausius has called
the name of entropy, a function which
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presents some analogy with that of the
energy (U). Indeed, the like energy, entropy is
a property of the body completely
determined by the current values of variables
and it follows that pet always be translated by
a formula which expresses the function of
these independent variables. As for energy
incurs, its value should not depend of the
path followed by a body to reach its current
state, in case this is not a full cycle of
operations. One can always express entropy
by the equation:

but only, of course, for a reversible cycle.

The following is a bit from page 259:
Comme, en thermodynamique, la chaleur uniformement
repandue et qui pour cela ne peute plus passer en travial
utile n’est qu’un etat ideal que l’universene realisera
jamais peut-etre, de meme dans l’univer social,
l’egalisation complete des egoism des classes et
individus qui rendrait tout travial utile impossible n’est
qu’un etat purement theorique.

As in thermodynamics, heat uniformly spread and for
that reason can not go into a state travial useful is ideal
universene will realize that may never be, the same in
the university office, complete equalization egoism of
classes and individuals which would make that
impossible is useful travial state purely theoretical.

11: The teaching of political economics and social mechanics in Switzerland

| 1894-1900

The following is the translation of Winarski's article "L’enseignement de l’economie politique pure et de la mecanique
sociale en Suisse", from a reprint in a collection of memoirs by various authors published in 1901 by the Commission
permanent International Education office. [8]
Dr. LEON WINIARSKY
Dr LÉON WINIARSKY
Privat-Docent
ù l'Universi té Je Genève, membre de rAcailémio
américaine • les sciences sociales et politiques.

Privat-Docent
ù the Universi ty I Geneva, member of rAcailémio •
American social science and policy.

L'ENSEIGNEMENTDE L'ÉCONOMIE POLITIQUE PUREET EDUCATION of POLITICAL ECONOMICS and SOCIAL
MECHANICS
DE LA MÉCANIQUE SOCIALE
Toute science a deux parties : une partie rationnelle,
pure, qui étudie la forme la plus générale et abstraite
des phénomènes respectifs et une partie appliquée
qui étudie leur forme concrète et détaillée. La
distinction rigoureuse entre ces deux parties,
acceptée dans les sciences physiques, tend de plus en
plus à s'introduire dans le domaine des sciences
sociales.
Pour l'enseignement, cette distinction est de
première importance en habituant pratiquement les
étudiants aux nécessités logiques d'une méthode
vraiment scientifique et -en leur facilitant la
conception claire et méthodique des faits. Elle les
prépare en même temps au travail indépendant et
personnel en leur fournissant des procédés
d'investigation sûrs et nécessaires pour toute
recherche productive.
Des logiciens de premier ordre comme MM. les
professeurs Ad. Naville, Goblot et d'autres, nous

All science has two parts: a wise, pure, which studies the
most general and abstract phenomena and respective
applied part that examines their concrete and detailed. The
strict distinction between these two parties accepted in the
physical sciences, tends more and more to enter the field of
social sciences.
For education, this distinction is of paramount importance in
virtually accustoming students to the logical necessities of a
truly scientific method, and by facilitating the design of the
facts clearly and methodically. She prepares the same time
self-employed and employees by providing safe and
investigative procedures necessary for any productive
research.

Logicians of the first order as MM. teachers Ad Naville
Goblot and others, show us with reason it is now impossible
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montrent avec raison qu'il est désormais impossible
d'opposer la méthode de la physique, de la
psychologie ou de la sociologie à celle des
mathématiques aussi absolument qu'on le faisait
autrefois. Les procédés du physicien, du
psychologiste ou du sociologiste ressemblent
toujours plus à ceux du mathématicien, à mesure
qu'ils se perfectionnent.

to oppose the method of physics, psychology or sociology to
that of mathematics as they did formerly absolutely . The
processes of the physicist, the psychologist or sociologist
increasingly resemble those of the mathematician, as they
develop.

Enfin, en 1873, M. Walras expose, dans un mémoire

Finally, in 1873, Mr. Walras explains in a paper entitled

All sciences have some abstract studies the relationship
between concepts. These laws have the science remains an
Toutes les sciences ont une partie abstraite qui
experimental starting point. Mathematics has been an early
étudie les rapports entre des concepts. Ces sciences phase, while empirical only with further development they
de lois ont du reste un point de départ expérimental. have become increasingly apparent aprioristic: rational
Les mathématiques ont eu au début une phase tout constructions repress the shadow of observational data,
empirique ; ce n'est qu'avec le développement
which does 'not exist in moinsDès now in some parts of
ultérieur qu'elles ont pris une apparence de plus en
physics, the rational construction has a role no less great
plus aprioristique : les constructions rationnelles
than observation. The development of psychology and
refoulent dans l'ombre les données d'observation,
sociology is the same side. So that without diminishing the
qui n'en existent pas moinsDès maintenant, dans
importance of the historical and descriptive based mainly on
certaines parties de la physique, la construction
observation, we must recognize the leading role of rational
rationnelle a un rôle non moins grand que
and abstract part. It is a good logical method and yet a good
l'observation. Le développement de la psychologie et teaching method to introduce and to strictly maintain this
de la sociologie va du même côté. De telle façon que distinction.
sans diminuer l'importance de la partie historique et
descriptive qui se base principalement sur
l'observation, il faut reconnaître le rôle de premier
ordre de la partie abstraite et rationnelle. Il est d'une
bonne méthode logique et en même temps d'une
bonne méthode d'enseignement d'introduire et de
maintenir strictement cette distinction.
Among the social sciences, economics is that, first,
Parmi les sciences sociales, c'est l'économie politique introduced this distinction as the most rigorous in accepting
qui, la première, a introduit cette distinction de la
the rational for the mathematical form.
façon la plus rigoureuse, en acceptant pour la partie Cournot was the real founder, to have in his Researches into
rationnelle la forme mathématique.
the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of Wealth (1838)
Cournot en fut le vrai fondateur, pour avoir dans ses clearly stated in what was the application of mathematics to
Recherches sur les principes ?nathématiques de la
political economy, to have raised the demand curve of
théorie des richesses (1838) nettement indiqué en
goods according to declining prices and have deduced the
quoi consistait l'application des mathématiques à
mathematical theory of monopoly.
l'économie politique, pour avoir posé la courbe de
demande d'une marchandise en fonction
décroissante du prix et pour en avoir déduit la
théorie mathématique du monopole.
In 1854, Hermann Gossen, in his The Development of the
En 1854, Gossen, dans sonDie Entwicklung der
Laws of Human Interactions, poses another curve, the
Gesetze des menschlichen Verkehrs, pose une autre
intensity of the last want satisfied according to the
courbe, celle de l'intensité du dernier besoin satisfait decreasing quantity of goods consumed and it takes the
en fonction décroissante de la quantité consommée form of sharing of two authoritarian goods between two
de marchandise et il en tire la formule du partage
individuals for the absolute maximum value, with equal
autoritaire de deux marchandises entre deux
intensities of the last wants satisfied with every commodity
individus en vue du maximum absolu d'utilité, par
in the two individuals (sharing communist).
l'égalité des intensités des derniers besoins satisfaits
de chaque marchandise chez les deux individus
(partage communiste).
In 1862, Jevons, raises the same curve as Gossen and takes
En 1862, Jevons pose la même courbe que Gossen et the form of barter free two commodities between two
il en tire la formule du troc libre de deux
individuals involving the inverse proportionality of
marchandises entre deux individus impliquant la
intensities in each of the last exchanger needs met (final
proportionnalité inverse chez chaque échangeur des degree of v '. Ility) quantities bartered goods (share
intensités des derniers besoins satisfaits (final degree individualistic).
of v'.ility) aux quantités troquées des marchandises
(partage individualiste).
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intitulé Principe d'une théorie mathématique de
l'échange, la théorie de l'échange économique de
deux marchandises entre un nombre quelconque
d'échangeurs. Pour cela il introduit dans le problème,
en qualité d'inconnues à déterminer, les prix des
deux marchandises (que Jevons avait remplacés par
les rapports inverses des quantités échangées). Puis,
de la courbe d'utilité de Gossen, il déduit les courbes
de demande et d'offre, en vertu de la condition de
satisfaction maxima des besoins, exprimée dans une
formule identique à celle de Jevons.

Principle of a mathematical theory of exchange, the theory
of economic exchange of two commodities between any
number of exchangers. To do this he introduces the
problem, as unknowns to be determined, the prices of both
goods (that Jevons was replaced by the inverse relationships
of quantities traded). Then, the utility curve of Goshen, he
deduces the curves of demand and supply, under the
condition of maximum satisfaction of needs, expressed in a
form identical to that of Jevons.

De telle façon, M. Wairas trouve rationnellement la
courbe de demande, posée empiriquement par
Cournot, et aussi la courbe d'offre. Et enfin il
détermine les prix courants d'équilibre, en vertu de la
condition d'égalité, de l'offre et de la demande
effectives, par l'intersection de deux courbes de
demande et d'offre.

So, Mr. Walras is rationally demand curve, empirically raised
by Cournot, and also the supply curve. And finally it
determines the current price equilibrium, under the
condition of equality of supply and effective demand, by the
intersection of two curves of demand and supply.

Dans ses « Éléments d'économie politique pure », M.
Wairas a tiré successivement des principes
mathématiques ci-dessus indiqués : 1° la théorie de
l'échange d'un nombre quelconque des
marchandises entre elles; 2° la théorie, de la
production de ces marchandises considérées comme
produits résultant de la combinaison de services de
capitaux producteurs entre eux ; 3° la théorie de !a
capitalisation ou de la production des capitaux neufs
et, enfin, 4° la théorie de la monnaie, soit la théorie
de la détermination des prix des produits, services et
capitaux en une marchandise servant non seulement
d'étalon pour la mesure de valeurs, mais aussi
d'intermédiaire d'échange. Enfin, de toutes ces
théories prises ensemble, M. Wairas tire une théorie
d'équilibre économique général.

In his "Elements of pure economics," Mr. Walras fired
successively mathematical principles listed above: 1, the
theory of trade of any number of goods between them, 2
the theory, production of these goods considered as
products resulting from the combination of capital services
producing them; 3 theory "has funded or production of new
capital and, finally, 4 the theory of money, the theory of
pricing of products, services and capital goods used not only
standard for measuring values, but also through trade.
Finally, all these theories taken together, Mr. Waira derives
a theory of general economic equilibrium.

Thus the static economy was constituted. It remains to
economic dynamics. This is the road that have committed
some economists, like Mr. Petten in America.

Ainsi la statique économique fut définitivement
constituée. Il reste encore à faire la dynamique
économique. C'est dans cette voie que se sont
engagés quelques économistes, comme M. Petten en On the other hand, some writers like MM. Wicksteed,
Amérique.
Barone, Clark Montemartini complete theory of marginal
utility theory of marginal productivity, which is also the
D'autre part, quelques écrivains comme MM.
starting point for a theory of wealth distribution. A great
Wicksteed, Barone, Clark, Montemartini, complètent activity prevails in this area of science, as evidenced by the
la théorie de l'utilité marginale par une théorie de la list of economists, mathematicians: Marshall, Edgeworth,
productivité marginale qui constitue en même temps Launhardt, Lehr, Auspitz, Lieben, Wicksell, Rossi, Giddings,
le point de départ d'une théorie de la distribution des Fisher, etc.. Added to the representatives of the economy
richesses. Une grande activité règne dans ce domaine that rely on pure deduction without using mathematics, as
de la science, comme le prouve la liste des
Menger, Wieser, Sax, Bohm-Bawerk, etc..
économistes-mathématiciens : Marshall, Edgeworth,
Launhardt, Lehr, Auspitz, Lieben, Wicksell, Rossi,
Giddings, Fisher, etc. Il faut y ajouter les
représentants de l'économie pure qui s'appuient sur
la déduction sans recourir aux mathématiques,
Follow this step by step movement, exposing the progress in
comme Menger, Wieser, Sax, Bôhm-Bawerk, etc.
the successive phases and the results obtained, that is the
problem we posed in a course that we have been doing for
Suivre pas à pas tout ce mouvement, en exposer le
six-years at the University of Geneva.
progrès dans les phases successives et les résultats
acquis, c'est le problème que nous nous sommes
posé dans un cours que nous faisons depuis six ans à In addition, trained by example of pure economics, and
l'Université de Genève.
convinced that this is the way that social science will
necessarily have to commit to reaching a permanent
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De plus, entraînés par l'exemple de l'économie
politique pure, et convaincus que c'est dans cette
voie que la science sociale devra nécessairement
s'engager pour aboutir à une constitution définitive,
nous avons tenté d'appliquer les mêmes méthodes
d'investigation et de raisonnement dans tous les
autres domaines de la sociologie générale et
abstraite.
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constitution, we tried to apply the same methods
investigation and reasoning in all other areas of sociology in
general and abstract.

Thus we arrived at the conception that the equilibrium
theory can be extended to all economic phenomena of
social phenomena: political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious
and scientific, both ways of sharing Gossenien and Jevonien
adapting very well to the communist regime of primitive
societies and historical societies individualistic regime.

C'est ainsi que nous sommes arrivés à la conception
que la théorie de l'équilibre peut être étendue des
phénomènes économiques à tous les phénomènes
sociaux : politiques, juridiques, moraux, esthétiques,
religieux et scientifiques, les deux modes de partage
Gossenien et Jevonien s'adaptant très bien au régime By extending the results obtained by pure economics to
communiste des sociétés primitives et au régime
social science, we have come to the realization that "the
individualiste des sociétés historiques.
fundamental equations of Mr. Walras - expressing for an
interchange, the equivalence of quantities supplied and
En étendant les résultats acquis par l'économie
quantities required for various goods at certain prices and
politique pure à la science sociale, nous sommes
the proportionality of the intensities of the last wants
arrivés à la constatation que le» équations
satisfied at these prices - can be deducted from the general
fondamentales de M. Wairas — exprimant, pour un equations of motion of Lagrange and we have shown
échangeur, l'équivalence des quantités offertes et
analytically how this deduction may be made. Having
des quantités demandées des diverses marchandises provided the social balance equations, we have laid the
à certains prix et la proportionnalité des intensités
foundations of the social mechanics - in its static part - the
des derniers besoins satisfaits à ces prix — peuvent
Lagrange principle, that of minimum effort and maximum
être déduites des équations générales du
energy, that is to say the principle is the basis for the
mouvement de Lagrange et nous avons montré
mechanical universe.
analytiquement de quelle façon cette déduction peut
être faite. Ayant fourni les équations de l'équilibre
social, nous avons fondé les bases de la mécanique
sociale — dans sa partie statique — sur le principe de
Lagrange, celui du minimal effort ou de l'énergie
maximale, c'est-à-dire sur le principe qui sert de base Turning to the dynamic part of the problem, we gave a
à la mécanique cosmique.
definition of social-biological energy in two forms: potential
(hunger and love) and kinetic (economic, political, legal,
Passant ensuite à la partie dynamique du problème, moral, aesthetic, religious, and scientific). This led us to the
nous avons donné une définition de l'énergie sociale- principles of thermodynamics, including the third, the
biologique dans ces deux formes : potentielle (faim et Clausius same time explains the progressive spiritualization
amour) et kinétique (économique, politique,
any closed social aggregate to show a decrease in potential.
juridique, morale, esthétique, religieuse et
This dissipation of entropy that occurs is the same in the
scientifique). Ceci nous amena à l'application des
social world as in the physical world.
principes de la thermodynamique, dont le troisième,
celui de Clausius, explique en même temps la
spiritualisation progressive de tout agrégat social
fermé et la baisse de son potentiel. C'est la
dissipation de l'eutropie qui s'effectue dans le monde Finally, we show how the principle of least effort and
social, comme dans le monde physique.
explains the acceleration of speed differentiation and the
gradual integration of social aggregates by ever more
Enfin, nous avons montré de quelle façon le principe perfect adaptation to natural and artificial. All this is subject
du moindre effort et de l'accélération de vitesse
to a social mechanics course that we have fashioned by the
explique la différenciation et l'intégration progressive title: "Economic Foundations of Social Science", parallel to
des agrégats sociaux par leur adaptation toujours
our course of pure economics. - Indeed, the starting point
plus parfaite au milieu naturel et artificiel. Tout ceci for our research was, as we have seen, pure economics, to
fait l'objet d'un cours de mécanique sociale que nous which we bring all social science, taking it herself mechanics.
faisons sous le titre de : « Bases économiques de la
science sociale », parallèlement à notre cours
d'économie politique pure. — En effet, le point de
départ de nos recherches fut, comme nous l'avons
montré, l'économie politique pure, à laquelle nous
ramenons toute la science sociale, en la ramenant
In our course, we're not just part of the abstract and pure,
elle-même à la mécanique.
but we do take applications in primitive societies and by a
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Dans notre cours, nous ne nous contentons pas de la detailed historical facts.
partie abstraite et pure, mais nous la faisons suivre
des applications aux sociétés primitives et historiques
par une étude détaillée des faits.
The results of our research in pure social mechanics were
published in the Philosophical Review (March 1898) under
Les résultats de nos recherches en mécanique sociale the 'title: "Essay on the social Mechanics", which contains
three parts: 1 The economic and social balance; 2 "the
pure ont été publiés dans la Revue philosophique
transformations of social energy, and 3 social dynamics.
(mars 1898) sous le 'titre : « Essai sur la mécanique
sociale », qui contient trois parties : 1° L'équilibre
économique et social; 2" les transformations de
l'énergie sociale, et 3° la dynamique sociale.
A year after the publication of our work, we were pleased to
Une année après la publication de notre travail, nous note the appearance of two books of great value, that of
avons été heureux de constater l'apparition de deux Professor Maurce Haurion: Lessons Social Movement (1899)
livres de grande valeur, celui de M. le professeur
and that of Professor Andre Lalande: The Dissolution
Haurion : Leçons sur le mouvement social, et celui de Opposed to Revolution in the Physical and Moral (1899).
M. le professeur A. Lalande : La Dissolution opposée à These studies, while differing on some points of our findings
révolution dans les sciences physiques et morales. Ces in the philosophical journal (March 1898), based on the
travaux, tout en différant sur certains points de nos
same principles and tend in the same direction, toward an
conclusions formulées dans la Revue philosophique
application of mechanics and thermodynamics to social
(mars 1898), s'inspirent des mêmes principes et
science.
tendent dans la même direction, vers une application
de la mécanique et de la thermodynamique à la
science sociale.
In 1899, we applied these principles to the theory of the
En 1899, nous avons appliqué ces principes à la
family and property, published in the Rivista Italiana di
théorie de la famille et de la propriété, publiée dans Sociologia (November 1899). We have shown that the family
la Rivista italiana di Sociologia (novembre 1899).
and property located at the base of society and all other
Nous avons montré que c'est la famille et la propriété institutions that constitute the superstructure. Finally, later
qui se trouvent à la base de la société et que toutes
this year, we analyze more deeply (in the philosophical
les autres institutions en constituent la
journal, February-March 1900) some points of our theory
superstructure. Enfin, au courant de cette année,
and show how one can apply quantitative methods to the
nous analysons plus profondément (dans la Revue
social mechanism, for creating a sociometric.
philosophique, février-mars 1900) certains points de
notre théorie et nous montrons de quelle façon on
peut appliquer des méthodes quantitatives à la
mécanique sociale, en vue de la création d'une
Some of this work has attracted interest from abroad and
sociométrie.
have been translated into Polish (Athenaeum Warsaw),
German (Soc. Monatshefte Berlin) and Russian (Saint
Certains de ces travaux ont suscité l'intérêt à
Petersburg Scientific Review). The samples were analyzed,
l'étranger et ont été traduits en polonais (Athenaeum among others, in the Rivista Italiana di Filosofla1 by
de Varsovie), en allemand (Soc. Monatshefte de
Professor Groppoli which, while recognizing the need for a
Berlin) et en russe (Revue Scientifique de
general science of society and abstract, it would retain the
SaintPétersbourg). Ils ont été analysés, entre autres, title of pure sociology. But I prefer title social mechanism,
dans la Rivista Italiana di Filosofla1 par M. le
which I gave to this science, especially since Professor Lester
professeur Groppoli qui, tout en reconnaissant la
Ward, Columbia University, author of Dynamic Sociology,
nécessité d'une science générale et abstraite de la
now follows the same path in memoir presented at The
société, voudrait lui conserver le titre de sociologie
International Congress of Sociology of this year a entitled:
pure. Mais je préférerai le titre de mécanique sociale, "Social Mechanics". [2]
que j'ai donné à cette science, d'autant plus que M.
le professeur Lester Ward, de l'Université de
Columbia, l'auteur de Dynamic Sociology, suit
maintenant la même voie et présente au Congrès
Such are the stages in the career thus far pursued by social
International de Sociologie de cette année un
mechanics. Though teaching it for six years at the University
mémoire intitulé : Social Mecanics.
of Geneva, I do not think it can replace descriptive and
comparative sociology represented with us with so great
Telles sont les étapes de la carrière parcourue
authority and mastery by Prof. L. Vuarin, but I do think that
jusqu'ici par la « mécanique sociale ». En l'enseignant it may become an independent and complementary
depuis six ans à l'Université de Genève, je ne pense
discipline, allying itself at the same time to mathematics,
pas qu'elle puisse remplacer la sociologie descriptive political economy, and sociology.
et comparée, représentée chez nous avec tant
d'autorité et de maîtrise par M. le professeur L.
I have ventured to inform the congress of this isolated
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Wuarin, mais je pense qu'elle peut devenir une
discipline indépendante et complémentaire, se
rattachant en même temps aux mathématiques, à
l'économie politique et à la sociologie.
J'ai tenu à renseigner Je Congrès sur cette tentative
isolée et Ja première dans son genre. Quant à
l'économie pure, elle est déjà enseignée dans une
vingtaine d'universités (en Angleterre, Amérique,
Allemagne, Autriche et Suisse) et il serait désirable
que cet exemple fût suivi par celles de la France. Je
suis heureux d'ajouter que l'enseignement de ces
sciences, qui pourraient paraître arides, intéresse les
auditeurs, dont le nombre va en croissant.
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experiment, and the first of its kind. As to pure economics, it
is already taught in a score of universities in England,
America, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, and it would
be desirable that this example be followed by those of
France. I am happy to add that the teaching of these
sciences, which might appear dry, interests its hearers,
whose number is constantly increasing.

1. March-April 1900.
2. Ward, Frank. (1900). “Social Mechanics”, Read before the
Fourth Congress of the Institute International de Sociologie
at Paris, Sep, 25, 1900; Reprinted in: Sociology at the Paris
Exposition of 1900 (pgs. 1579-93).

1. March-April 1900.D
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Esselen, Gustavus
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In human chemistry, Gustavus John Esselen (1888-1952) was an American chemist noted for
being the consulting chemist for the 1948 book We Human Chemicals by Thomas Dreier, wherein
he gave suggestions on chemical terms and analogies. [1]

Education
Esselen completed his AB in chemistry (1909) and PhD in chemistry (1912), thesis: “Studies on
Benzhydrols: I: The resolution of p-Aminobenzhydrol into its optical isomers, II: The splitting of
Benzhydrols by the action of bromine”, both at Harvard University. [2]

Notes
The Gustavus John Esselen Award, which recognizes a chemist whose scientific and technical work, within the last five
years, has contributed to the public well-being, and has thereby communicated positive values of the chemical
profession, was established in Esselen’s honor in 1987 by the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society.
[3]
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Essergy
In thermodynamics, essergy, short for ‘essence of energy’, is a hypothetical information theory stylized type of free
energy, so to say.

Overview
In 1968, American engineer Robert Evans introduced essergy, a rather blurry, Shannon bandwagon riding, concept,
posited to be a replacement for all measures of potential work, such as availability, exergy, available work, Gibbs free
energy, Gibbs chemical potential, Helmholtz free energy, negentropy and other common energy expressions. [1] The
idea of essergy is best expressed in Evens own words: [2]
“An attempt is made to prove that all of the many seemingly independent measures of potential work, such as
availability, exergy, available work, Gibbs free energy, Gibbs chemical potential, Helmholtz free energy, and other
common energy expressions are necessarily all special cases of a unique quantity that is called essergy, a contraction
of the term essence of energy. The proof is attempted rigorously for chemical systems, and then is extended. If
correct, the proof will be of consequence to the design of any engineering system in which potential work is a
significant factor, since it will show that by evaluating the one quantity, essergy, the designer will have taken account
of the other seemingly independent considerations. A possible consequence of the proof may be a more general
formulation for the concept of information based on Brillouin's principle of the equivalence of thermodynamic
information and potential work. The proof indicates that negentropy is not as general a measure of potential work as
is the quantity, essergy. This result could imply that essergy is a more general measure of thermodynamic
information than negentropy, an implication that might lead to a broader formulation about information and, thus,
new insight into the foundations of information theory.”
It is difficult to even describe what a mess this entire statement is.
In 1974, James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis cite Evans' publication to conclude that it has been proved "the classical
properties of entropy and free energy have exact information theoretic equivalents", where information I is defined
as:

where S0 is the entropy of the components of the system at thermodynamic equilibrium and S the entropy of the
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system assembled. They then state that this relation can be transferred directly from information theoretic to
classical thermodynamic terms as follows:

where E is the energy, P the pressure, V the volume, S the entropy, and N the chemical potential (and likely Ni the
particle count) of the molecules present. It is difficult to even see how they made the jump from the first equation to
the second equation, although it looks to have involved the Gibbs fundamental equation in some way? In any event,
the pair naively conclude that "it follows that information is a measure of disequilibrium in the classic sense and
recognizable in the information theoretic sense." This is the gist of their barely tenable derivation and they even go
on to cite Lewis and Randall (1923), among others, to allude to the idea that Evans has proved that chemical
thermodynamics is can be entirely re-written on information. [3]
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Etcoff, Nancy
In hmolscience, Nancy Etcoff (1955-) (CR=8) is an American evolutionary psychologist
noted for her 1999 book Survival of the Prettiest, an evolutionary psychology look at
beauty (and its inverse relation to happiness), in which, among other things, she cites
both the famous 1975 Dabbs-Stokes study on time-lapsed video recorded personal
space volume expansions and contractions (see: volume change) of people, varying by
beauty (and supposedly by power), encountering each other as passerbyers on
sidewalks, and the 1974 “Body Height, Position, and Sex as Determinants of Personal
Space” study of John Hartnett, Kent Bailey, and Craig Harley, both of which she
summarizes as follows: [1]
“Tall people have bigger territories. When people are asked to approach stranger and
stop when they no longer feel comfortable, they will stop about two feet away from a
tall person (22.7 inches to be exact) but less than a foot (9.8 inches) from a short
person. Very attractive people of any size are given bigger personal territory [space];
which they carry around with them.”
Etcoff’s TED profile page quote, based on the Gottman stability ratio, is the following: [2]
“The formula for a happy marriage is five positive remarks, or interactions, for every one negative.”
Etcoff’s work, in some sense, is comparable to thinkers such as David Buss and Matt Ridley in quality and content.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Sex, number, and attractiveness may be regarded as aspects of power, which serve to dominate various amounts of
space.”
— James Dabbs and Niel Stokes (1975), “Beauty is Power: the Use of Space on the Sidewalk”

Education
Etcoff completed her Med at Harvard and her PhD in psychology at Boston University, after which she completed a
post-doctoral fellowship in brain and cognitive sciences at MIT. Currently, she teaches a course on the science of
happiness at Harvard Medical School and is the director of the program in aesthetics and well-being at Massachusetts
General Hospital. Her research tends to focus on evolutionary psychology views on happiness and beauty.
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(d) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (pg. 230). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. Nancy Etcoff (profile) – Ted.com.

External links
● Ectoff, Nancy L. (1955-) – WorldCat Identities.
● Nancy Lee Etcoff (faculty) – Harvard Catalysts Profiles.

Ether
In science, ether or aether, not to be
confused with “ether” defined in chemistry
as an oxygen atom connected to two alkyl
or aryl groups, of general formula R–O–R',
is a hypothetical medium, thought to exist,
prior to Einstein (1905), that was supposed
to fill all space; originally conceptualized as
that which carried the celestial bodies in
rotation about the earth and later
conceived as being the medium
(luminiferous ether) that carried light
waves. [1]

Overview
In circa 450BC, Greek philosopher
Anaxagoras said to have postulated the
existence of the element “aether”, which
German zoologist-philosopher Ernst Haeckel's 1899 composition table defining
he conceived of as being in constant
what he then believed to be the composition of the universe: mass and ether.
rotation and carried with it the celestial
[2]
bodies. [3] In 1637, Rene Descartes, in his
Discourse on Method (section: What Do Heat and Light of Fire Consist In?), and his 1641 Meditations (primarily the
Third), argues that cold is merely the absence of heat, that darkness is the absence or recess of ethereal substance of
the heat of fire (or stars), discusses good and evil, and intertwines these in with discussion on the possible existence a
deity. Descartes thought of light as a pressure in the ether and color an effect of the rotation of the ether particles.
In 1842, Scottish chemistry Thomas Graham published Elements of Chemistry, wherein he discussed the ‘material
theory of heat’ (an adaption of the caloric theory), in which heat was considered as indestructible particles, and the
‘undulatory theory of heat’ (an adaption of the undulatory of light), in which undulations in imponderable medium of
space or ether are propagated that produce the impression of heat. [4] This may have been a precursor to Scottish
engineering physicist William Rankine’s 1849 theory of “molecular vortices”, and possibly, in turn, William Thomson's
later theory of quasi-labile ether of light propagation.
In 1889, Willard Gibbs published an article comparing the electromagnetic wave theory of light with William
Thomson’s ether theory. [5] In 1898, Russian psychologist Nicolas von Grot postulated the concept of “psychic
energy” and reasoned that the conscious processes take place not in nervous matter, but in the ether of the mind, or
something along these lines. [6] In 1899, German zoologist-philosopher Ernst Haeckel intermixed his affinity theory of
everything with ether theory logic. [2]
In 1905, Einstein disabused the notion of 'ether', the medium in which electromagnetic waves were thought to
be propagating, from physics.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Light waves were, after all, nothing more than undulatory states of empty space, and [thus] space gave up its
passive role as a mere stage for physical events. The ether was invented and was admitted as a new kind of matter. It
was over looked that by this procedure space itself had been brought to life.”
— Albert Einstein (1929), “Field Theories, Old and New” [7]

References
1. Bothamley, Jennifer. (2002). Dictionary of Theories: One Stop to more than 5,000 Theories (§:Aether (either), pg.
13). Visible Ink.
2. Haeckel, Ernst. (1899). The Riddle of the Universe: at the Close of the Nineteenth Century (translator: Joseph
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McCabe) (ether table, pg. 229). Harper & Brother, 1900.
3. Freely, John. (2012). Before Galileo: the Birth of Modern Science in Medieval Europe (aether, pg. 287). Penguin.
4. Graham, Thomas. (1858). Elements of Inorganic Chemistry, (section: “Nature of Heat”, pgs. 96-97). Blanchard and
Lea.
5. Gibbs, J. Willard. (1889). “A comparison of the electrical theory of light with Sir William Thomson's theory of a
quasi-labile ether”, American Journal of Science. 3rd series, 37:129–144.
6. (a) Von Grot, Nicolas. (1898). “Die Begriffe der Seele und der Psychischen Energie in der Psychologie” (“The Terms
of the Soul and the Psychic Energy in the Psychology”), Archiv fur systematische Philosophie, IV.
(b) Anon. (1898). Mind, Vol. 7, (pg. 591). B. Blackwell.
7. (a) Einstein, Albert. (1929). “Field Theories, Old and New”, New York Times, Feb 3.
(b) Swenson, Loyd S. (1972). The Ethereal Aether (pg. 223). University of Texas Press, 2013.

Further reading
● Burich, Keith R. (1996). “Henry Adams and the Rise and Fall of Luminiferous Ether” (pg. 63), Proceedings of the
Massachusetts Historical Society, 107:57-84.

External links
● Aether (classical element) – Wikipedia.
● Aether theories – Wikipedia.

Ethics
In sociology, ethics refers to the principles of
conduct governing an individual or group. Ethics,
said another way, refers a system of moral values or
to a guiding philosophy. It is often said to be the
discipline dealing with what is good and bad and
with moral duty and obligation. [1]

Etymology
(add section)

Overview
In 1922, English physical chemist Frederick Soddy
stated very clearly that one can understand what is
ethical by studying the operation of the steam
engine: [2]
A Google etymological tree for the term "ethics", deriving from the

“[The phenomenon of life] derives the whole of its
Greek term "ethos", which means habit, custom, or character; and
physical energy or power not from anything selfhaving some connection to Aristotle’s “Ta Ethika”; equivalent to
Latin mores (see: Mor).
contained in living matter, but solely from the
inanimate world. It is dependent for all necessities of
its physical continuance upon the principles of the steam engine. The principles of ethics of all human conventions
must not run counter to those thermodynamics.”
In 1985, American educator Dick Hammond promoted an conceptual form of ethics based on entropy; the gist of
which is as follows: [3]

“[After] religions [were expelled] form public schools, out went instructions in ethics too, creating a void that we now
have: what the entropy ethic can do for education is help fill that void.”
Another example of this type of second law ethics logic is the work of American science educator Fred Fox. [4] The
1999 work of Italian philosopher Luciano Floridi argues along the same theme, albeit in the framework of information
theory.

See also
● Bioethics

References
1. Ethics – Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary, 2000.
2. Soddy, Frederick. (1922). Cartesian Economics. London: Hendersons.
3. Hammond, Dick K. (2005). The Human System from Entropy to Ethics. (pg. vii). Publisher: Dick Hammond.
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4. Fox, Fred W. (1976). “The Recolored Mentality: Ethical Lessons From Science”, The Science Teacher, May, pgs. 2530.
5. Floridi, Luciano and Sanders, J.W. (1999). “Entropy as Evil in Information Ethics”, Etica & Politica, special issue on
Computer Ethics, 1.2. Oxford University, Computing Laboratory, Programming Research Group Technical Report TR-500.

Further reading
● Miller, Alan S. (1991). Gaia Connections: an Introduction to Ecology, Ecoethics, and Economics (section: Biological
Ethics and Thermodynamics, pgs. 86-89). Rowman and Littlefield.

External links
● Ethics – Wikipedia.

Ethnoenergetics
In hmolscience, ethnoenergetics, from the Greek prefix ethno-, a combining form meaning race, culture, or people, is
the energetic study of races, cultures, and people; a near-synonym of human thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1973, American anthropologist Eugene Ruyle, in his “Slavery, Surplus, and Stratification on the Northwest Coast:
the Ethnoenergetics of an Incipient Stratification System”, introduced the term ethnoenergetics. [1] In
ethnoenergetics, according to Ruyle, labor, value, money, and capital are all forms of “ethnoenergy”, defined as
“somatic energy expended by the members of a population”, that property is an “ethnoenergetic field”, and that
money is “a symbol for energy, a claim on the energy of other people.” [2]

See also
● Bioenergetics
● Human energetics
● Social energetics

References
1. (a) Ruyle, Eugene E. (1973). "Slavery, Surplus, and Stratification on the Northwest Coast: The Ethnoenergetics of an
Incipient Stratification System." Current Anthropology, Vol. 14, No. 5 (Dec.,), pp. 603-631.
(b) The paper itself was an outgrowth of term papers written in circa 1970 for Andrew P. Vayda and Morton H. Fried
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2. Hornborg, Alf. (2001). The Power of the Machine: Global Inequalities of Economy, Technology, and Environment
(section: Energy, Value, and Society: Some Pervasive Problems in Earlier Theory, pgs. 95-101). Rowman Altamira.

Etymology
In science, etymology is the study of word origins and meanings.

Overview
In many cases of new scientific words, the etymologies are very precise, the date of introduction and precise meaning
of the word given in public proclamation, an example being “entropy” (Rudolf Clausius, 1865), in other cases word
origins are elusive, often buried in personal discussions, jokes, hidden stories, or destroyed texts, and or humor,
among other barriers to understanding, an example being Americans John Neumann telling Claude Shannon,
sometime in the early to late 1940s, to call his new logarithmic formulations of telegraph wire coding transmissions,
which can be sent according to an agreed upon coding system to convey information, by the name “entropy” (i.e.
Shannon entropy, as we have been forced to use), supposedly on the logic that “no one really knows what this word
means, so in any debate you will always have the advantage”. This latter example is most likely the most tarnished
and misapprehensible etymologies in all of science.

See also
● Hmolpedia (etymology)
● Thermodynamics (etymology)
● Chemistry (etymology)
● Entropy (etymology)
● Human thermodynamics (etymology)
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External links
● Etymology – Wikipedia.

Euclid
In mathematics, Euclid (c.340-280BC) (IQ:185|#60) was a Greek mathematician noted
for his circa 300BC Elements, in which he deduced a set of principles of what is now
called Euclidean geometry from a small set of axioms.

Influence
Euclid’s Elements was influential to noted thinkers and thermodynamicists, including:
Robert Hooke (IQ=190), who mastered Euclid at age 15, James Watt studied Euclid's
Elements and Isaac Newton's natural philosophy as a youth; James Thomson
(mathematician), father to noted child prodigy William Thomson (IQ=185) who edited a
version of Euclid's Elements (1834); Scottish physicist James Maxwell (IQ=210), who
mentions Euclid in his last-dying poem “A Paradoxical Ode”, to German-born American
Albert Einstein (IQ=220), who at age 12 was given a text on Euclidean geometry, which
he called the “holy geometry book”; to Sarah Sidis (tutored by Boris Sidis; mother to
William Sidis (IQ=195)) who in 1891 (age 17) "propped Euclid up above the sink, and
studied while she washed the dishes"; and to Russian engineer Yevgeny Zamyatin, who
intersperses his 1923 literature thermodynamics work with mentions of Euclid. [1]

Non-Euclidean geometries
Euclid’s fifth postulate, from the beginning, was regarded with suspicion by his contemporaries. German
mathematical physicist Carl Gauss (1777-1855), in an unpublished manuscript shared with friends, starting from
statements that contradicted the permanently “inculpated” postulate, underlined the fact that one could develop a
compatible geometries. [3] One example of such later came from Bernhard Riemann
(1826-1866).

Hobbes
In 1629, English philosopher, social physicist, and political theorist Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), noted secretary to
Francis Bacon, and student, of sorts, of Galileo Galilei (1636), one day, while walking through a library, as the story
goes, as told by Philip Ball, happened to glance at a copy of Euclid’s Elements that was laying open, and became
transfixed, following each proposition, which at first he saw as being impossible, but soon thereafter became
demonstratively convinced of the truth; and into the 1630s, amid the “unstable society” tensions erupting between
the Crown and the Commons led by Charles I, namely to dissolve the Parliament and embark on an eleven-year
period of personal rule, Hobbes sought to find a theory of governance with credentials as unimpeachable as those of
Euclid’s geometry. [5]

Spinoza
Dutch philosopher Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677) famously attempted write or rather derive his Ethics: Demonstrated
in Geometrical Order, a treatise on morality written in the style of Euclid's Elements, as a series of geometrical proofs
of numerous philosophical points, accompanied by definitions, axioms, demonstrations, and corollaries, as well as
intervening stretches of friendlier prose (scholia); following is a representative quote from Ethics part three: [4]
“I shall consider human actions and desires in exactly the same manner, as though I were concerned with lines,
planes, and solids.”
(add discussion)

Praise | Tributes
The following noted aspects of praise or tribute:
“Euclid’s Elements, in thirteen books, is said to have exercised an influence on the human mind greater than that of
any other work except the Bible.”
— Dana Densmore [?] (2002), [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“There is no royal road to geometry.”

1584 Hmolpedia
— Euclid (c.290BC), Reply given when the ruler Ptolemy I Soter asked Euclid if there was a shorter road to learning geometry than
through his Elements (Ѻ)

See also
● Euler genealogy
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Euler, Leonhard
In science, Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) (IQ:195|#17) (CR:103|#40) was Swiss
mathematician, a top-ranked greatest mathematician ever, noted for his his 1739
reciprocity relation (or Euler reciprocity relation), the mathematical proof behind state
functions, in particular entropy.

Overview
Euler made advances in a number of areas, such as the invention of various
mathematical relations, proofs, symbols, and operators used in thermodynamics, such
as the function, i.e. f(x), denoting the function f applied to the argument x, the
imaginary number i, the natural log base e (such as used famously in S = k ln W), the
summation operator ∑, among others, all introduced in years around circa 1755. His
famous "Euler identity", shown below:

where e is the mathematical constant sometimes known as Euler's number and i is the square root of minus one, is
widely considered the most beautiful equation in mathematics, and second greatest equation of all time, behind
Maxwell's field equations, according to Robert Crease's 2004 Physics World “The Greatest Equations Ever” reader
poll. The interaction of Euler with his best known student Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange, between 1754 and
1756, resulted in the Euler–Lagrange equations of variational calculus.

Thermodynamics
In mathematical thermodynamics, Euler is noted for his homogenous function, which supposedly is the mathematical
form which relates an extensive property of a system to its component variables. [1] His his reciprocity relation (or
Euler reciprocity relation) is the mathematical proof behind state functions, in particular entropy.

Collected works | Publications
Euler’s collected works, according to Albert-Laszlo Barabasi (2002), began to be published in 1911 under the title
Opera Omnia (Basel, Switzerland: Birkhauser Verlag AG, 1913), of which, more than six-dozen volumes have
appeared, but the work is still completed. [6] Euler’s collected works, according to another estimate, are said to total
60 to 80 quarto volumes. [2] Euler is considered the most prolific mathematician of all time, publishing close to 900
books. When he went blind in his late 50s, however, his productivity in many areas increased. [3]

Education
Euler, as a child, was given math lessons by Johann Bernoulli, who is said to have quickly discovered his new pupil's
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talent. At some point along the way, Euler carefully analyzed the basic concepts and methods introduced by Rene
Descartes, Isaac Newton, and Gottfried Leibniz. [5] Euler would eventually complete his dissertation on the physics of
sound under Bernoulli in 1726 at the Universität Basel, Switzerland. [4]

Students
See main: Euler genealogy

Euler had six students: [4]
Student

School

Descendents

Johann
Euler
Nicolaus
Fuss

St. Petersburg Academy

Johann
Hennert

Königliche Akademie der
Wissenschaften zu Berlin

3,958

Semen
Universität Berlin
Kotelnikov
Joseph
Lagrange
Stepan
Rumovsky

60,026
Universität Berlin

as well as many indirect students of his work. A statement attributed to French physicist Pierre Laplace expresses
Euler's influence on mathematics: "Read Euler, read Euler, he is our teacher in all things," which has also been
translated as "Read Euler, read Euler, he is the master of us all."

Religion
A downfall of Euler, is that he often took recourse to the Bible to explain these things; as many were forced to do
before the 1830s translation of the Rosetta stone.
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Euler genealogy

Denied the void

→
Parmenides
(510-450BC)

|

Denied the void

←

=190
Aristotle
(384-322BC)

|

Piston and cylinder
Vacuum pump
Vacuum bulb
Magdeburg hemispheres
Vacuum engine

Otto Guericke (16021686)

|

Gunpowder engine

→

=175

Christiaan Huygens
(1629-1695)
|

Differential equations

→

=182-205
Gottfried Leibniz (16461716)
|

"Bernoulli brothers"
(differential equations)

Jacob Bernoulli
(1654–1705)

← (Non-mathematical mentorship)
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"Bernoulli brothers"
(differential equations)

Johann Bernoulli
(1667–1748)
|

Reciprocity relation

→

=185
→

=180-200
Leonhard Euler
(1707-1783)

Jean d’Alembert (17171783)

|

|

Lagrangian

Nebular hypothesis

→

→

=185

●-————

|

(Analytical Theory of Heat)

→
Joseph Fourier (17681830)

=190
Joseph Lagrange (17361813)

Pierre Laplace (17491827)

|

|

——— ● ———

——— ● ———

|

|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

————-●

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Simeon Poisson (17811840)

|
|
|

Hamiltonian

→

=170

————————
William Hamilton (18051865)

|

Thermodynamics

→

=190-205

Rudolf Clausius
(1822-1888)

————-●
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|
●-————

——— ● ———

——— ● ———

|

|

|

Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844-1906)

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Willard Gibbs
(1839-1903)

|

|

↑
Statistical mechanics

=182
(Elements)

↓

Euclid
(c.340-280BC)

|

————-●

|

Chemical thermodynamics

←

Quantum mechanics

→

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Gilbert Lewis
(1875-1946)

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Max Planck
(1858-1947)

Chemical thermodynamics

←

|

●-———— ————-●

|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

E = mc²
Relativity

→

=160-225

————--————

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)

|

Rossini debate
Political thermodynamics
Chemical thermodynamics

→

Frederick Rossini
(1899-1990)

Stanley Sandler
(1940-)

|

|
● ————

|

————--————

————-●
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Human thermodynamics
Human chemical thermodynamics
Human chemistry
Human physics

→
Libb Thims
(c.1975-)

In mathematics, the Euler genealogy shows the advisor/student relationship, generally PhD advisor / graduate
student relation, for the historical mentor-student lineage of Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler and his
descendants. The main points of the Euler genealogy are mapped adjacent. Second to the Euler genealogy is the
Johann Pfaff (advisor) Carl Gauss (student) genealogy. Current director of the Mathematics Genealogy project and
Mitchel T. Keller explains, in the following video, how over over one-third of all modern 150,000 known (mapped)
mathematicians can trace their genealogy back to ether Euler or Gauss.

Discussion
To note, the mathematical linage from Gottfried Leibniz-Christiaan Huygens on back is not necessarily one of a PhD
student / PhD advisor connection, nor is the Leibniz-Jacob Bernoulli connection exactly a PhD student / PhD advisor
connection; although Mitchel Keller, Mathematics Genealogy Project head, lists the three (Christiaan Huygens →
Gottfried Leibniz → Jacob Bernoulli) as such. [2] The so-called “Bernoulli brothers” (Jacob Bernoulli → Johann
Bernoulli) (see: Bernoulli family) certainly were among the first to promote Leibniz’s version of calculus, and the older
Bernoulli (Jacob) seems to have been the advisor to the younger Bernoulli (Johann), but the connection between
Huygens and Leibniz needs to be studied a bit more, as regards to mathematical influences. In addition, the Otto
Guericke → Chris an Huygens linkage is not necessarily one of mathema cal knowledge genealogy, but rather one of
influence, especially in regards to Huygens prolonged effort, in coordinated synergy with Robert Boyle, Denis Papin,
and Robert Hooke, to make a working gunpowder engine, and in general study the properties of the vacuum.
Furthermore, it remains to be tracked down how some of the other great mathematical thinkers, such as, in
particular, Euclid (IQ=182), fit into the picture as well, being that both James Maxwell and Albert Einstein were
greatly influenced by Euclid's Elements.

See also
● Thomson genealogy
● Gauss genealogy
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Euler reciprocity
relation
In mathematical thermodynamics, the Euler
reciprocity relation or "reciprocity relation" is the
following relational criterion:

for the following two dimensional function:

A snapshot summary of the Euler reciprocity relation or what
Rudolf Clausius synonymously referred to as the "condition for an
exact differential", both varieties of which seem to have originated
by Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler. [2]
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for two dimensions (as can be extended to three dimensions), that applies to any a function of any number of
independent variables, where x and y are any to of the independent variables, M is ∂f /∂x, N is ∂f/∂y, and each partial
derivative has all independent variables held constant except the variable shown in the denominator. [1] In plain
speak, the reciprocity relation, which is difficult to explain fully in words, is a type of symmetry differentiation
criterion that determines whether or not a function is immediately Integrable.

Synonyms
Synonyms include: condition for an exact differential, condition for a complete differential, or condition of immediate
integrability (Rudolf Clausius, 1858-1875), Euler’s criterion (James Partington, 1911), integrability condition (Philip
Mirowski, 1989), or Euler’s reciprocity relation.

History
See also: History of differential equations

The first to begin studying reciprocity questions, supposedly, was French mathematician Pierre Fermat (1601-1665),
discussed in correspondence letters to other mathematicians or written as notes in the margins of his books. In 1729,
Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler began to read Fermat’s work seriously following correspondence with German
mathematican Christian Goldbach (1690-1764) on some of Fermat’s observations; which thus acted to launch the
long drawn-out study of “reciprocity laws”, upward through the works of Adrien-Marie Legendre, Carl Gauss (17771855), Johann Dirichlet (1805-1859), Carl Jacobi (1804-1851), and Sergei Eisenstein (1898-1948) . [4] Euler's exact
publication remains to be tracked down among his collected works of 60 to 80 quarto volumes (900 books). It is
known, however, that in 1739, in correspondence with Swiss mathematician Johann Bernoulli (1667–1748), and into
the following year (1740), Euler began using the integrating factor as an aid to derive differential equations that were
integrable in finite form. [3]

Thermodynamics | Entropy
In 1854, within the framework of launching the science of thermodynamics, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his
fourth memoir "On a Modified Form of the Second Fundamental Theorem in the Mechanical Theory of Heat", began
to employ, in an uncited manner, Euler’s reciprocity relation (although he never called it by this name, not cited Euler
explicitly has having introduced this proof) to develop the physical concept of a “path-independent” state function
(one that meets the reciprocity relation) as compared to a “path-dependent” state function (one that does not meet
the reciprocity relation). Clausius expanded on the underlying mathematics of this in his 1858 "Mathematical
Introduction: on the Treatment of Differential Equations Which Are Not Directly Integrable", wherein he cites both
Euler and Jacobi. The foremost example of Clausius’ use of Euler’s reciprocity relation is in the derivation of the
mathematical function of entropy (S), on the logic that the integrating factor of the inverse of the absolute
temperature of the body (1/T) makes the inexact differential of a quantity of heat (dQ) an exact differential (dQ/T).
This is the one aspect of thermodynamics that makes the subject notoriously difficult and its roots deep.

Maxwell’s relations
Euler’s reciprocity relation is used to derive the Maxwell relations.
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Euripides
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In existographies, Euripides (c.480-406BC) was a Greek tragedian playwright noted for
introducing the term "bios", the etymological root of the modern "bio-" prefix.

Bios | Life
The prefix bio-, supposedly, meaning “life” in Greek, according to Georg Misch (1950),
originated in one of the works of Euripides. [1] Euripides scholars E.H. Blakeney (1904)
gives the following footnoted discussion on Euripides’ bio- usage: [2]

Here we see the etymology of "bio" intertwined with theology (i.e. meaning "union with god") and afterlife ideas (e.g.
meaning "life after death"), among other issues.

References
1. Misch, Georg. (1950). A History of Autobiography in Antiquity, Part 1 (pg. 62). Psychology Press.
2. Blakeney, E.H. (1904). Euripides: Hercules Furens (note #664, pgs. 99-100). William Blackwood and Sons.

External links
● Euripides – Wikipedia.

Evans, Robert
In thermodynamics, Robert B. Evans (c.1940-) is an American mechanical engineer, noted for his
1969 essergy theory, argued to be an umbrella replacement term for the various types of
thermodynamic potentials. [1]

Education
Evans completed his PhD, thesis “A Proof that Essergy is the Only Consistent Measure of Potential
Work”, at Dartmouth College, Hanover H. H. Thayer School of Engineering. In 1980, Evans was
associated with the Georgia Institute of Technology, School of Mechanical Engineering.

Other
There also is a 1962 book A Contribution to the Theory of Thermo-economics, by a Robert B. Evans, which is puzzling,
as this pre-dates the known Evans PhD by seven years? [3]

References
1. (a) Evans, Robert B. (1969). A Proof that Essergy is the Only Consistent Measure of Potential Work (abs), PhD thesis,
Dartmouth College, Hanover H. H. Thayer School of Engineering.
(b) Dincer, Ibrahim and Rosen, Marc A. (2002). Thermal Energy Storage: Systems and Applications (pg. 22). John Wiley
and Sons.
3. Evans, Robert B. (1962). A Contribution to the Theory of Thermo-economics. University of California, Department of
Engineering.

Event
In terminology, event (TR=300) is an instance or happening in time within a given reference frame. An ‘event’,
defined by Albert Einstein, and his theory of relativity, is the fundamental entity of observed physical reality
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represented by a point designated by three coordinates of place and one of time in space-time continuum. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“When we say that there is a causal connection between two consecutive events, we mean that there is some kind of
law connecting them, the earlier event being called the cause, and the latter the effect.”
— Max Planck (1936), The Philosophy of Physics [1]

“Whether or not historical events are causality connected or are the result of chance, accident or mathematical
probability are much more than abstract speculations. Their answer goes to the very root of the historian’s method of
procedure. Of what would it avail us, if after all our labor, the reader were to agree that while strict causality has
been proved in all past history, the future must be shrouded in darkness, or is controlled by chance? One may be
convinced that historical laws are controlled by laws, but conclude that these laws are not causal, but indeterminate
in nature.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), A Field Theory of History [2]

Reference
1. Event – Merriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary, 2000.
2. (a) Planck, Max. (1936). The Philosophy of Physics (abs) (pg. 42). W.W. Norton & Co.
(b) Zucker, Morris. (1945). The Philosophy of American History: The Historical Field Theory (pg. 537). Arnold-Howard
Publishing Co.
3. Zucker, Morris. (1945). The Philosophy of American History: The Historical Field Theory (pg. 510). Arnold-Howard
Publishing Co.

External links
● Event (disambiguation) – Wikipedia.

Evidence
In knowledge, evidence is []

Anaxagoras | Apollo
In 450BC, when, according to Voltaire (1764),
Greek philosopher Anaxagoras claimed that the
sun was not driven by Apollo, mounted on a
chariot, but rather, based on the "evidence" of
examined fallen meteors, and the reasoned
postulate that moon light was reflected
sunlight, that it was a hot or fiery stone,
moving in a fifth element, in addition to the
standard four elements, he called “aether”,
Left: the 2009 Leonid meteor, a type of measureable evidence, i.e.
which he conceived of as being in constant
rotation and carried with it the celestial bodies, something that can be seen, studied, and quantified. Right: a depiction of
the god Apollo pulling the sun on his flying chariot; an un-evidenced
he was called an atheist, and had to flee. [1]

Other

assertion about which Anaxagoras in 450BC said did not occur, being that
he employed the evidence of observed fiery meteors to assert that the sun
was a fiery rock moving in a rotating aether.

In 2004, American deconversion philosopher
American Christopher Redford, aka “evid3nc3”, via his YouTube channel name, engaged into the deconversion, from
a devout Pentecostal Christian (2001) to that of an “evidence-based secular humanist” (2013), all of which is
documented in his 2009 to 2012 “Why I Am No Longer a Christian” video series (see: Redford deconversion model);
after which he self-identified as an “evidentialist”.

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence.”
— David Hume (c.1760)

“Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions, they
cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.”
— John Adams (1770), cited by Bertrand Roehner in Driving Forces [3]
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“There is no evidence of a special life force, all of life on earth, including ourselves, is based on chemical processes
and the four most common elements involved in the chemistry of life are hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen,
collectively known by the acronym CHON. We are made out of exactly the raw materials which are most easily
available in the universe. The implication is that the earth is not a special place, and that life forms based on CHON
are likely to be found across the universe, not just in our galaxy but in others. It is the ultimate removal of humankind
from any special place in the cosmos, the completion of the process that began with Copernicus and De
Revolutionibus.”
— John Gribbin (2002), “CHON and Humankind’s Place in the Universe” [2]
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Evil
In humanities, evil is a term, with negative
connotation, historically relating to a state, force,
feeling, or act deemed as pernicious, morally
reprehensible, or repulsive or something that
brings about great sorrow, distress, calamity,
suffering, or misfortune; often encompassed as
an effect opposite to the progress of life. [1] In
human thermodynamics, writers, beginning in
about the 1980s, have begun to speculate on the
relationship of the concept of evil to the
universal laws of thermodynamics. Due to the
etymology of the term evil in the history of
religion, the term often has biased overlap for
many writers, especially in the field of religious
thermodynamics. The opposite of evil is termed Left: Mark Janes (2010) on good and evil in thermodynamic terms.
good.

Thermodynamics
The study of the thermodynamic underpinnings of evil is a difficult subject. By virtue of its implicit connection to a
definition of morality, which is itself connected to purpose and meaning, the topic of "evil" invariably digs into the
greater issues concerned with the definition of life. In 1969, American organic chemist Frank Lambert proposed a
way of looking at evil in terms of the ordering or disordering effects of thermodynamics. [6] American physicisttheologian Robert Russell, since 1982, although biased by religious platforms, has argued that as both entropy and
evil are often compared to their effect or measure of disorder, then they must be related if they both exist. [2] In
2008, building on thermodynamics of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, Russell states:
“Thermodynamics help[s] drive evolution and [shape] the phenomenon of both natural evil and natural goodness.”
Furthermore, according to Russell, “thermodynamics provides the physical possibilities for the actions that we
consider both virtuous and immoral.” [5] American writer Lyall Watson reasons that evil has a relation to
thermodynamic and that, somehow, “creative energies” on earth counter the effects of entropy as defined by the
second law of thermodynamics thus keeping earth bound full of life. [3] In terms of viewing human activity as
governed by the combined law of thermodynamics, which states that isothermal, isobaric systems tend towards free
energy minimums, within each evolution window, evil can be considered as the neurological effects of human
molecular movements, activities, or behaviors running counter to the overall trend. [4]
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Evolution
In science, evolution is the slow gradual process
of carbon-based chnopsological form change,
reaction-mechanistically passing through
increasingly stepwise size gradations of animate
existence.

Etymology
The term “évolution” (French) was coined in by
Swiss naturalist Charles Bonnet in circa 1760 used
at the same time with his synonyms of
“révolution” and “métamorphose”, in the context
of understanding development, nascent ideas on
extinctions, and construction of a classification
scheme in the great unbroken chain of being, as
he saw things. [1] In this original linguistic sense,
evolution seems to have the following underlying
etymological meaning:
évolution = [révolution + métamorphose]

A molecular-based depiction of evolution: from the formation of the
hydrogen molecule, bottom left, 13.7-billion-years ago, to the formation
of the human molecule, top right, 150,000-years ago.

Bonnet’s usage, over the next century,
supposedly, was passed along through the works
of French naturalist Jean Lamarck, whose work influenced English natural philosopher Herbert Spencer, whose
terminology usage later was adopted by English naturalist Charles Darwin. [1] The first dominate usage of the term
“evolution” in English is found in the works of English natural philosopher Herbert Spencer, who came to adopt some
of Lamarck’s evolution theories, after becoming curious about exposed fossils he observed while working as a civil
engineer from 1837 to 1841. In 1852, he published an article that proposed a conception of natural evolution, albeit
one lacking in underlying mechanism. In 1857, he planned a system of “synthetic philosophy”, covering biology
(chnopsology), psychology, sociology, and ethics, wherein the central evolutionary idea was the progressive
transformation of the homogenous into the heterogeneous, to which he added in the conservation of energy among
other ideas from the physics of that decade (see also: Spencerian dilemma). [15] In 1866, Charles Darwin was
persuaded by Alfred Wallace to begin using Spencer’s phrase “survival of the fittest” rather than “natural selection”
in key passages of his On the Origin of Species. In the 1872 sixth edition, Darwin began to use the term “evolution”,
albeit only sparingly. [15]
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Metamorphosis | Transmutation | Synthesis
See main: Metamorphosis

The modern hmolscience technically correct term for the
Darwinian-connotative term "evolution", is chemical "synthesis".
In the human case, one says that over the last 14-billion years,
the universe has synthesized "human molecules" products from
hydrogen atoms reactants, through a sequenced step-by-step
chemical mechanism.
Circa 2005 Gallop polls (Ѻ) of belief in evolution—or
development from earlier life forms—by education
level, indicating that 40 percent of US college graduates
don’t believe in evolution.

Theories

The following timeline gives a short historical overview of preDarwin, Darwin, and post-Darwin "origin of species" (evolution)
theorists. Charles Darwin, his in his 'Historical Sketch', on those who advocated variations on a theory of origin of
species, prior to 1859, gives thirty-four authors who believe in the modification of species, or at least disbelieve in
separate acts of creation, of which twenty-seven have written on special branches of natural history or geology, in
which the two foremost of these, according to Darwin, are Goethe and Geoffroy.
Date

575BC

Person

Anaximander
(c.610-c.564 BC)
Greek philosopher

Theory

“Animals [according to Anaximander, pupil of Thales] come into being from
moisture evaporated by the sun. Humans originally resembled another type
of animal, namely fish.”
— Hippolytus (c.220), Refutation of All Heresies (Ѻ)

Argued that fish grew from warm mud, and that humans evolved from fish.
[14]
450BC

1616

Empedocles
(495-435 BC)
Greek physicistphilosopher
Lucilio Vanini
(1585-1619)
Italian free-thinker

Quote: “Empedocles was the first evolutionist.” (Jonathan Wright, 1920) [16]
In his De Admirandis Naturae Reginae Deaeque Mortalium Arcanis, he argued
that humans, particularly Africans, owing to their skin color, descended from
apes; he was accused of atheism and after a long trial was condemned to
have his tongue cut out, to be strangled at the stake, and thereafter burned
to ashes, an ending which occurred in 1619.

1784

In 1784, he discovered the human intermaxillary bone, thought to be unique
to animals only, thus yielding anatomical proof of common origin; in his 1790
Metamorphosis of Plants (see: metamorphosis), he outlined a theory of form
Johann Goethe
change in plants; he outlined his newly discovered principle further in his
(1749-1832)
1795 “Sketch of a General Introduction to Comparative Anatomy”; from 1796
German polyintellect to 1809, with the publication of his Elective Affinities, he explained his
principle of “moving order” (bewegliche ordnung) at the chemical level for
humans and chemicals, in terms of affinity chemistry and the force of elective
affinity (forerunner to the modern free energy view of evolution).

1791

Erasmus Darwin
(1731-1802)
English physician

His 1789 poem The Love of Plants offers long footnote glimpse of his theory
of evolution; his 1794/96 Zoonomia contains a chapter on “Generation”,
which outline a foreshadow of modern evolution theory.

1801

Jean-Baptista
Lamarck
(1744-1829)
French naturalist

Advocated the usage theory of evolution, e.g. that giraffes grew longer necks
by reaching for leaves, and that this trait could be passed on to offspring; he
the doctrine that all species, including man, are descended from other
species. [4]

1826

Robert Grant
(1793-1874)
Scottish physician

Publicly announced his speculation that 'transformation' might affect all
organisms; noted that successive strata seemed to show a progressive,
natural succession of fossil animals; that these forms "have evolved from a
primitive model" by "external circumstances"; he accepted a common origin
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for plants and animals, and the basic units of life ('monads'), he proposed,
were spontaneously generated.

1830

Etienne Saint-Hilaire
(1772-1884)
French naturalist

Was a supporter of Goethe's organic patterns views and the German "natural
philosophy" view; in the late 1820s, Grant shared his views on unity of plan
and corresponded with him while working on marine invertebrates; in 1830,
Geoffroy proceeded to apply to the invertebrata his views as to the unity of
animal composition, contending, in accordance with his theory of unity of
plan in organic composition, that all animals are formed of the same
elements, in the same number; and with the same connections: homologous
parts, however they differ in form and size, must remain associated in the
same invariable order, and with Goethe held that there is in nature a law of
compensation or balancing of growth, so that if one organ take on an excess
of development, it is at the expense of some other part; and he maintained
that, since nature takes no sudden leaps, even organs which are superfluous
in any given species, if they have played an important part in other species of
the same family, are retained as rudiments, which testify to the permanence
of the general plan of creation; it was his conviction that, owing to the
conditions of life, the same forms had not been perpetuated since the origin
of all things, although it was not his belief that existing species are becoming
modified; Goethe’s last writings were devoted to defending Saint-Hilaire.

1836

Richard Owen
(1804-1892
English anatomist

In 1836, work on giant fossil bones (e.g. he coined the term dinosaur),
recently collected in South America, instilled the revelation that that there
were exceptional similarities, particularly as evidenced by similar limb design
(wings, flippers, or hands) among certain lineages; and, being influenced by
Johannes Muller, believed that a special life force like “organizing energy”
directed the growth of tissues, that there were six types of evolution
mechanisms; his 1841 anti-transmutation discussions with Darwin forced
Darwin to keep quiet about his own theory; in his 1849 Nature of the Limbs,
suggested that humans ultimately evolved from fish as the result of natural
laws; believed the overall design was the plan of a creator (god).

1842

Charles Darwin
(1809-1882)
English naturalist

Sent out a tentative sketch of his "transmutation of species" ideas in a letter
to Charles Lyell; in 1844, expanded ideas into a essay, which he sent to his
wife (in case of his early termination), which he had Joseph Hooker read in
1847; this eventually resulted in his 1859 Origins of Species, which outlined
the view that evolutionary change is the process of natural selection acting on
randomly occurring variations. [2]

1844

1858

Robert Chambers
(1802-1871)
Scottish geologist
Alfred Wallace
(1823-1913)
British naturalist

Anonymously published, for fear of charges of atheism and materialism,
Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation, a very-controversial work, which
introduced the lay public to the evolution view of life. [10]
Sent Darwin a copy of his transmutation of species theory; Darwin suggested
they both publish.

Thermodynamics
See main: Evolution thermodynamics; Thermodynamic evolution

In a thermodynamics perspective, one can analyze the "process of change from one form to another" from a
thermodynamic systems point of view, in which daily solar heat input actuates Carnot engine cycles according to
which systems dynamically migrate or transform subtly, within each cycle, in structure, in the direction of free energy
minimums due to the regulatory actions of the combined law of thermodynamics. From a sub-atomic or chemical
point of view, one can study the process of form change through the logic of coupled chemical reactions, such as are
evident in molecular evolution tables. [3] In the 2008 book The Chemistry of Evolution: the Development of our
Ecosystem, authors R.J.P. Williams and J.J.R. da Silva argue that a biological evolution is inadequate and should be
accompanied with the thermodynamics universal views; that species evolution is a thermodynamics necessity to form
energy efficient capturing and degradation systems, in which efficiency is rated as the system fitness. [12]
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Since nearly the initiation of
thermodynamics, it has been argued that the
laws of thermodynamics violate evolution.
The following 2010 satire comment of
Canadian writer Paul DesOrmmeaux is a
humorous spin on this: [7]
“Evolution violates the second, third, fourth,
and any future laws of thermodynamics that
science types can dream up.”
The 1999 chapter “Does the Second Law of
Thermodynamics Refute the New-Darwinian
Synthesis?”, by Bruce Weber and David
Depew, is one example of this perspective.
[8] A few examples of scientists, who are
also creationism advocates, oo have publicly
deprecated evolution as the violation of the
second law include: Andrew McIntosh,
Christopher Jordan, and Stuart Burgess. [11]

The last common ancestor, dubbed M 168, of all existing humans, according
to genetic tracking.

M168
According to genetic tracking of the the Y-chromosome, every single person alive today is descendant from a single
man, known as "M168" who lived in and migrated out of the East African Rift Valley some 59,000 years ago. In other
words, M168 is the last common human ancestor to all currently existing humans.

Public acceptance | Religion
This doctrine of evolution, that humans evolved from lower forms of life, as of 2005, has an average sixty-two percent
public acceptance. [5] In the United States, the theory of creationism is believed over that of evolution (by a 60/40
difference).

Left: Public acceptance of evolution (2005). [5] Right: a 2005 world belief, or non-belief (yellow), view on: God (purple),
spirit or life force (light blue).

(add discussion)

Evolution timeline
The following evolution timeline video shows evolution lineage from the hydrogen atom to the human molecule, a
modern-day take on the earlier "great chain of being" model of existence.
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“But the great principle of organic development through the struggle for
existence, involving descent with modification, was distinctly enunciated by
both Goethe and Erasmus Darwin before the close of the 18th century.”
— Lester Ward (1907), Pure Sociology (pg. 537)

“It is true that the controversy over evolution which flared up, I suppose for
the last time, in the early 1920s, frequently went to considerable lengths in
its denunciation of science. But the storm soon died down. It was already
too late to campaign successfully against science.”
— George Lundberg (1947), Can Science Save Us? (pg. 93)

“American science teachers, fearing religious backlash, have become timid
about teaching evolution theory to their students.”
— Lauri Lebo (2008), The Devil in Dover; see: evolution vs creationism in education
[17]

“Evolution without the direct intervening hand of god removes the fear of
eternal damnation, eliminating the consequences of sin. If children learn
we come from animals, they’ll behave like animals.”

Left: a 2009 “Big Bang to Humans”
evolution timeline video (Ѻ) by Libb Thims,
based on Hmolpedia’s evolution timeline.
Right: a circa 2000 New Mexico biology
textbook book stamp (Ѻ) as a way to warn
students about the dangers of believing
that evolution is a fact.

— Richard Thompson (2005), frequently stated argument during the Kitzmiller vs Dover trial [18]

See also
● Thermodynamic evolution
● Thermodynamics of Evolution
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Evolution thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, evolution thermodynamics, or thermodynamic evolution or "thermodynamics of evolution", is
the study of the process of evolution, either ecological, chemical, geological, human, social, cosmic, etc., according to
the laws of thermodynamics.

Publications
The following table gives a chronological listing of the some of the main publications on this subject; shown with 2010
citation count:
Date

Publication

Author(s)

Citations

1922 “Contribution to the Energetics of Evolution”

Alfred Lotka

329

1922 “Natural Selection as a Physical Principle”

Alfred Lotka

77

Harold Blum

14

1965 “Thermodynamics of Terrestrial Evolution”

Jack Kirkaldy

2

1972 “Thermodynamics of Evolution”

Ilya Prigogine, Gregoire Nicolis,
and Agnes Babloyantz

224

1977 “On the Thermodynamics of Biological Evolution”

Georgi Gladyshev

20

Jeffrey Wicken

186

1988 Energy and the Evolution of Life

Ronald Fox

51

1989 "Theory of Radially Evolving Energy"

Justin Lancaster

2

1997 Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings

Georgi Gladyshev

17

1935

1987

"A Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic
View-Point"

Evolution, Thermodynamics, and Information: Extending
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1997 “Thermodynamics, Evolution, and Behavior”
2008

Rod Swenson

Evolutionary Essays: a Thermodynamic Interpretation of
Evolution

22

Sven Jorgenson

In science, thermodynamic evolution is the process of evolution from the thermodynamic point of view. The term is
often used in ecological thermodynamics. [1] There may exist some overlap in this field with evolutionary psychology.

Thermodynamics and evolution
Over the last century and half, one of the biggest conceptual puzzles has been the seeming opposite, but necessarily
connected, relation between the second law of thermodynamics, as popularized by William Thomson in 1852 as the
"universal tendency in nature to the dissipation of mechanical energy", combined with Rudolf Clausius' 1865 dictate
that in the universe the "entropy tends to a maximum", compounded with Ludwig von Boltzmann's 1877 suggestion
that entropy could be equated with the measure of the "ordered or disordered" distribution of particles in a system,
as this set of logic relates to the definition of evolution as, according to fossil records, the progressive increase in
order or biological structure with time as outlined by Charles Darwin in his 1859 Origin of Species. In the 1914 book
Problems in Science, for instance, Italian mathematician Federigo Enriques assigned the issue of the reconciliation of
thermodynamics and the phenomenon of life as one of the six main problems in science. [2] The 1996 book
Darwinism Evolving by David Depew and Bruce Weber, according to a review by blogger Jeremy Lent, is said to use a
good amount of physics concepts and thermodynamics in an attempt to update the Darwin-view of evolution theory,
citing the works of those as Karl Marx, Ronald Fisher, Alfred Lotka, Erwin Schrodinger, Ilya Prigogine, among others.
[3]
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Evolution timeline
The following evolution timeline shows some of the main intermediates, e.g. quarks, leptons, bosons, atoms,
molecules, biomolecules, bacteria molecules, fish, reptiles, etc., involved in the synthesis or formation of modern
humans (human molecules) over the last 13.7 billion years of time of the known dynamics of the universe (the
symbol E is short for the power of ten, e.g. E2 = 10²):
http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

Evolution vs creationism
in education
In social tensions, evolution vs creationism in education
refers to “collision” that occurs between the beliefs of
children, predominantly raised parentally according to one
or another creationism belief systems, and evolutionary
teachings professed by biology teachers in high school.

Dawkins | Biology teacher interview
In 2008, English biologist Richard Dawkins, in his channel-4
documentary “God Strikes Back”, interviews four biology
teachers, at Park High School (Ѻ), North London, video
segment shown adjacent (2:20-3:50) about tensioned
difficulties of teaching evolution to kids:
“I worry that high school biology teachers are tiptoeing too
respectfully around traditional beliefs.”
— Richard Dawkins (2008), Park High School teacher interview

A 2008 clip of Richard Dawkins, from his Channel-4
documentary "The Genius of Darwin" (Ѻ), part one "God
Strikes Back" (Ѻ), interviewing (2:20-3:50) four London high
school biology teachers about why they don’t address the
religious conflict when they teach evolution.
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“We can’t get into the business of knocking down kid’s religions and the religions of families.”
— Chris Scott (2008), head of science at Park High School queried by Dawkins about why the conflict isn't addressed

“Because we teach science, and I would not feel comfortable talking about anything but science.”
— Rachel Hughes (2008), Park High School biology teacher interviewed by Dawkins about why the conflict isn't addressed

The teaching of evolution, in short, inherently puts kids religious beliefs into question; hence the teachers avoid this
tenuous issue, because, as they repeatedly say, in interview with Dawkins, “it is not their place”.

High school biology | Evolution
The following infographic shows the results of a 2007 poll of 939 US high school biology teachers, which shows that
58 percent of teachers spend between 1 to 5 hours covering the evolution of humans and some 17 percent do not
cover the topic at all: [1]

(add discussion)

High school biology teachers | Beliefs
The following infographic shows the personal beliefs reported by polled high school biology teachers of the 2007
survey, showing that 47 percent believe in god-guided evolution, 16 percent believe in some type of Biblical
creationism version of human origins, according to which humans were created by the power of god within the last
10,000 years, whereas only 28 percent believe in godless evolution theory: [1]

(add discussion)
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Discussion
Creationism writer Jerry Bergman, in his The Dark Side of Charles Darwin (2011), citing Edward Humes’ The Monkey
Girl (2007), and the ongoing parents vs school board law suits about creationism teaching vs evolution teaching, gives
his opinion that evolution is a teaching that is hardly neutral, but rather one that “openly teaches a religion, the
religion of atheism and ultimate nihilism.” [2]
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Evolutionary psychology
In science, evolutionary psychology is the study of the mind and motives
from the point of view of evolution; being a synthesis of psychology and
evolutionary biology. [1] Dylan Evans defines evolutionary psychology as the
combination of evolutionary biology and cognitive psychology. [15]
Evolutionary psychology can also be defined as the study of the human
psyche in the context of evolutionary anthropology, as many of its topics
often delve into anthropological subjects. A claim often made by detractors
is that evolutionary psychology is simply sociobiology renamed in efforts to
escape opprobrium. [2]

History
The first mentioning of a new branch of psychology based on evolution
principles came from English naturalist Charles Darwin who at the end of his
classic 1859 treatise On the Origin of Species stated:
“In the distant future I see open fields for far more important researchers.
Psychology will be based on a new foundation, that of the necessary
acquirement of each mental power and capacity by gradation. Light will be
thrown on the origin of man and his history.”

A depiction evolutionary psychology, the
explanation of mind and ideas through the
lens of Darwin-based evolutionary theory.
(Ѻ)

The term "evolutionary psychology" was coined in 1890 by American
psychologist William James in his The Principles of Psychology. From his
section “Evolutionary Psychology Demands a Mind-Dust”, to give a representative example, he states: [16]

“As evolutionists we are bound to hold fast to is that all the new forms of being that make their appearance are really
nothing more than results of the redistribution of the original and unchanging materials. The self-same atoms which,
chaotically dispersed, made the nebula, now, jammed and temporarily caught in peculiar positions, form our brains’
and the ‘evolution’ of the brain, if understood, would be simply the account of who the atoms came to be so caught
and jammed. In this story now new natures, no factors not present at the beginning, are introduced at any later
stage.”
The founders of evolutionary psychology are American psychologist David Buss, along with Leda Cosmides, John
Tooby, Don Symons, Martin Daly, and Margo Wilson. [12] Key among this group is Buss who in 1975 published the
first outlines of this subject in a term paper, modeled on primate comparisons, which argued that main reason men
have evolved a status striving motive is because higher status produces increased sexual opportunities. The first
modern treatise on human evolutionary psychology, according to Buss, was American anthropologist Donald Symons’
1979 book The Evolution of Human Sexuality. [3] Buss and Symons soon thereafter began to collaborate. Soon
thereafter, Buss conducted a 1982 cross-cultural study of 10,047 participants on human mating. Buss published and
promoted his findings in the excellent 1994 book The Evolution of Desire. [4]
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During this period, Buss began to influence, interact, and debate with
graduate student Leda Cosmides and her husband John Tooby. The
1987 essay “From Evolution to Behavior: Evolutionary Psychology as
the Missing Link”, by Cosmides and Tooby, seems to be the first
dominant coining of evolutionary psychology as a subject. [6] This
synergy resulted in the noted 1992 book The Adapted Mind:
Evolutionary Psychology and the Generation of Culture, by Cosmides
and Tooby (edited by Canadian anthropologist Jerome Barkow). [5] The
first textbook on evolutionary psychology was Buss’ 1999 Evolutionary
Psychology. [1] The first graduate program in evolutionary psychology
was established about this time at the University of Texas at Austin,
under the direction of Buss. The Evolutionary Psychology journal was
launched in 2003. [7]
A depiction of the some of the tenets of
evolutionary psychology, those of
measurements: waist-to-hip ratio, the golden
ratio, symmetry, among others.

Entropy
The 1992 book The Adapted Mind gives one of the first speculations on
entropy in relation to evolution and psychology: [13]

“Entropic effects of many types act to introduce functional disorder into the design of organisms. They are
recognizable by the lack of coordination that they produced within the architecture or between it and the
environment, as well as by the fact that they frequently vary between individuals. Classes of entropic processes
include mutation, evolutionarily unprecedented environmental change, individual exposure to unusual
circumstances, and developmental accidents. Of course, one can decompose organisms into properties (or holistic
relations) according to any of an infinite set of alterative systems. But, unless one applies a categorization system
designed to capture their functional designs or adaptations, organisms will seem to be nothing but spandrels,
chemistry, and entropy.”
Although this statement is unreferenced, it would seem logical that this logic was culled, indirectly, from English
evolutionary biologist Ronald Fisher's 1930 entropy-fitness theories. [14]

Thermodynamics
The first publication in evolutionary psychology to incorporate thermodynamics logic was the 2002 book The Origin of
Minds by American neuroscientists Peggy La Cerra and Roger Bingham, which supposedly is said to have "explained
how entropy drove the design of the human mind". [8] The book, however, is very elementary, mentioning the word
entropy only twice, describing it as "disorder and randomness", and arguing that "life forms owe their temporary
victory against entropy to an evolved capacity to acquire energy and to use it to survive and reproduce." This premise
later evolved into a set of articles in 2003 attempting to formulate psychological laws based on the second law of
thermodynamics. [9] The attempt, however, seems to be very rudimentary. Tooby and Cosmides, for instance, in
2005, follow the "degradation force" view of entropy in stating that with regard to genes and design: “selfreproducing systems could not exist unless there were adaptations that conserved the functional design against
entropy from one generation to the next.” [10]

Human chemistry
Much of the development of American chemical engineer Libb Thims’ Human Chemistry textbook, particularly
regarding the thermodynamical nature, structure, and composition of the human chemical bond, was based on
findings from evolutionary psychology. Symmetry, in face and body, for instance, is universally viewed as attractive.
Stable long-term marriage bonds are found to have a ratio of attraction-to-repulsion of 5-to-1 (Gottman stability
ratio). The formation of stable chemical bondings are those typically characterized by a decrease in the Gibbs free
energy of the system evolution over time or a negative in the change in the Gibbs energy ΔG over the extent of the
reaction. Subsequently, the recognition of symmetry in the psyche must have an evolutionary psychology
explanation, and this explanation must find quantification in the bonds of the family (or relationships), extended
family, and those of social life. [11]

Hmolscience
A 2012 pearltree, made by user jazzpanda, showing one take on how human chemistry, human thermodynamics,
human molecular theory, and evolutionary psychology overlap and intertwine, so to speak, in regards to the science
of interpersonal relationships. [16]

See also
● Evolutionary thermodynamics
● Thims’ mate selection book collection – Dating Sites Wiki
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Exact differential
In thermodynamics, an exact differential is a type of differential such that integration depends only on the end points
satisfies the condition on integrability (Euler reciprocity relation). [1] Differentials that do not fit this criteria are called
inexact diffferentials.

Terminology
Synonyms of exact differential include “full differential” or “complete differential” (used in the 1865 and 1875 English
editions), but not “total differential”, which has a different meaning in mathematics.

History
The concept of the exact differential, supposedly, originated in the work of Leonhard Euler. The subject of the exact
and inexact differential has a peculiar usage in thermodynamics as was first introduced in the 1858 article “On the
Treatment of Differential Equations which are not Directly Integrable” by German physicist Rudolf Clausius; an article
that formed the basis of the chapter Mathematical Introduction to the first (1865) and second (1875) editions of
Clausius' textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat. [2] The symbol đ (d-crossbar) or δ (in the modern sense)
originated from the work of German mathematician Carl Neumann, specifically in his 1875 Lectures on the
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Mechanical Theory of Heat, indicating, as Clausius did, that δQ and δW are path dependent (inexact differentials),
whereas internal energy dU is not (exact differential). [3]
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Exact science
In science, exact science, as contrasted with inexact
science, is a branch of knowledge tending towards
the use of quantitative treatment, nearing
precision, in respect to measurement, explanation,
and prediction; generally described in the language
of mathematics.

Thermodynamics
In 1809, American science historian Fielding
Garrison, in his “Gibbs and his Relation to Modern
Science”, correctly defined thermodynamics as an
exact science: [5]
“In this sentence [“heat is motion”] from New
Instruments [1620] it is clear that Bacon, like
Descartes, Count Rumford, Sir Humphry Davy and
Young, had a more or less definite notion of the
dynamic nature of heat and its convertibility into
work. But the exact science which treats of heat as
a mode of energy begins with the publication, in
1824, of the Reflections on Motive Power of Fire of
Sadi Carnot, who Lord Kelvin calls the ‘profoundest
thinker in thermodynamic philosophy’.”
(add discussion)

Objection
Some would claim that there is no such thing as
exact science; the following being one example:

Americans physical chemist Juliana Goates and chemist and
thermodynamicist Bevan Ott’s 2000 classification of thermodynamics
as the preeminent example of exact science, per historical citation of
Edward Guggenheim’s 1933 definition of thermodynamics as an
"exact mathematical science", like classical mechanics and
electromagnetism. [6]

“The physical sciences claim that they are exact sciences but they are at best correlation with observations.”
— Mirza Beg (2014), “Beg-Thims dialogue” (post #4), Jul 6.

Beg, to clarify, here, who employs physicochemical methods as the basis of his sociology theory, is attempting to say
that physical sciences are inexact so that he can leave margin or fudge-factor room in his position, as an ontic
opening, so that he can sneak in Islamic argument into the basis of his theory at any point.
In short, in most cases, however, statements, such as above, are made owing to an inherent and underlying religioussiding objection and or bias.

See also
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● Hard science
● Pseudoscience
● Real science
● Soft science

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Life is not an exact science, it is an art.”
— Samuel Butler (c.1870) (Ѻ)

“Many persons indeed seem to entertain a prejudice against mathematical language, arising out of a confusion
between a mathematical science and an exact science. They think that we must not pretend to calculate unless we
have the precise data, which will give a precise answer to our calculations; but, in reality, there is no such thing as an
exact science, except in a comparative sense.”
— Stanley Jevons (1871), Theory of Political Economy (pg. 6)

“It is a common observation that a science first begins to be ‘exact’ when it is quantitatively treated. What are called
the exact sciences are no others than the mathematical ones.”
— Charles Peirce (1878), On the Doctrine of Chances [3]

“Although this may seem a paradox, all exact science is dominated by the idea of approximation.”
— Bertrand Russell (1966) [4]

“Dobereiner helped in refining Russian platinum, discovered catalysis, and reported his work to Goethe. We can only
suspect that Dobereiner read the tragedy Faust and the novella Elective Affinities. The latter work of art gave impulse
to a new scientific field named 'human chemistry'. In the exact sciences there are quantitative measures of
estimation of each value: mass, length, force, energy. In the humanistic disciplines (history, philosophy, psychology)
as well as art there are no quantitative criteria. This is similar to the question of how to measure beauty, love,
friendship, democracy? The function named Gibbs energy defines ‘love’ between substances [and][possibly] people
... and is similar to Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’ of William Shakespeare.”
— Alec Groysman (2011), “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific Education” (Ѻ) [2]
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Exchange force
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In science, exchange force is a force whose
apparent character lies in the assumption of a
continuous exchange of particles, which
accompanies the interaction and transmits the
force, resulting from the continued interaction of
particles in a manner that bonds their hosts
together. [1]

Overview

Generic diagram of the exchange force, wherein the exchange of field

In 1927, Walter Heitler, after awaking from a series particles, namely primary field particles, e.g. photons, or secondary
of naps, conceived the basic model of the exchange field particles, e.g. pheromones, acts as a force carrier to transmit the
force or "perturbation theory" operating between force between the interacting matter particles (e.g. electrons, atoms,
two hydrogen atoms, the outline of which was first insects, animals, or human molecules), creating or mediating either
attraction or repulsion movement, in such a manner that an apparent
published in “Interaction of Neutral Atoms and
force exists between the interacting entities. [4]
Homopolar Bonding according to Quantum
Mechanics”, co-authored with Fritz London (1900-1954); the theory was given in more detail in Heitler's 1945
Elementary Wave Mechanics: with Applications to Quantum Chemistry.In 1932, Italian physicist Ettore Majorana (part
of Enrico Fermi’s group) independently worked out his own version of the exchange force, and the following year,
through suggestion via Fermi, when to Germany to work with Werner Heisenberg, who was working out a similar
exchange force model. Heisenberg eventually convinced Majorana to publish his theory, which he did in the 1933
article “On Nuclear Theory”. [8] Their finalized joint model later came to be referred to as the “Heisenberg-Majorana”
exchange forces. [9]
In circa 1933, Enrico Fermi and German Hans Bethe summarized the core model by suggesting that interactions
between charged particles could be described in terms of photons being exchanged between particles. [3] In 1992,
English physical chemist Peter Atkins explained exchange force in the context of spacetime as such: [2]
“All forces that bind atoms, nuclei, and the deepest components of particles, can be regarded as arising from the
interchange of particles. Force is only the codeword for this behavior being played out on the arena of spacetime.
Spacetime, with its curvature forms the stage; particles distributed as waves pursue straight lines; but particles
detach from particles and travel (straight) to others and impress on them their motion. Force is the name of this
interchange of particles.”
Whether or not forces at attractively or repulsively, supposedly, depends on the spin of the particles being
exchanged: even-integral spin particles are attractive, odd-integral spin particles are repulsive between like particles.
[2] The most readable account of the interpretation of forces in terms of the exchange of particles, according to
English physical chemist Peter Atkins, is the 1977 book The Key to the Universe by British science writer Nigel Calder.
[4]

Human physics
In 1975, American physicist Arthur Iberall, in his paper “On Nature, Man, and Society: A Basis for Scientific Modeling”,
outlined a basis for social dynamics in terms of exchange forces. [6] The interesting abstract for this paper by Iberall is
as follows: [7]
“A physical basis for the modeling of autonomous systems is presented. Namely the thesis is unfolded that
irreversible thermodynamics is presently capable of describing nature, man, and society. Four fragments of the
theme are presented. The first is a description of how thermodynamics orders all of nature. The second illustrates
how the dynamics of fluid fields (mobile atomisms) is developed. The third begins the formulation of a social physics.
The fourth provides a primitive notion why all autonomous systems are described by the same formal set of
equations of state and change.”
In summary of Iberall’s social physics exchange force model, according to a 2008 review by American physical
anthropologist Douglas White, two major types of bonds are pertinent: “ionic” sexual force and “van der Waal”
covalent exchange force (which provides internal “cohesive group” associations in the likely range of 10-200
empathetically shared views). These bondings take place through sensory contact, within a nominally 20-mile radius
of a person’s movement “territory”. [6] In 2007, independent of Iberall, American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims extrapolated the exchange force model up to the human-human interaction level (human molecule - human
molecule interactions), in the formulation of the one of the aspects of the human chemical bond, as well as in
formulation of the mechanism of the force of attraction and repulsion, wherein the notion of "primary field particles"
(e.g. a photon) and "secondary field particles" (e.g. a diamond) was introduced to describe and explain the large scale
operation of forces at the human level. [5]
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Exergonic
In thermodynamics, exergonic, from the Greek
exo- “turning out” + -ergon “work”, as contrasted
with endergonic, refers to a free energy or
available energy releasing process or reaction, one
in which work energy is produced, so to speak,
defined by the criterion: ΔG < 0 (isothermal,
isobaric process) or ΔF < 0 (isothermal, isochoric
process). In short, an exergonic reaction (or
process) requires no energy to proceed. [1]

Etymology

A circa 1940 article (Ѻ) using "exergonic" per so-called "Coryell
terminology", i.e. that of American chemist Charles Coryell, as
reactions that yield energy that can be used to do work, e.g. muscular
work, i.e. the shortening of the myosin fiber.

In 1940, American chemist Charles Coryell (19121971) (Ѻ), in his Science letter “The Proposed
Terms ‘Exergonic’ and Endergonic’ for
Thermodynamics”, introduced the terms ‘exergonic’ (energy-yielding) and ‘endergonic’ (energy-requiring), as
definitive of reactions that provide free energy, and so can produce work, as opposed to reactions which work must
be expended to cause the reactions to go. [1] Coryell, in short, proposed (Ѻ) the terms “exergonic”, for spontaneous
(ΔG negative) processes or reactions, i.e. those which can produce work (Ѻ), and “endergonic”, for non-spontaneous
(ΔG positive) processes or reactions, i.e. those which cannot produce work, on “analogy”, according to John Edsall
and Jeffries Wyman (1958), with “exothermic” and “endothermic”, introduced in the 19th century by Marcellin
Berthelot. Edsall and Wyman summarize this logic as follows: [3]
“For a total process it is impossible to escape the rigorous requirement that the total free energy change, at constant
pressure and temperature, must be negative if the process is to go. Such spontaneous processes (ΔG negative) have
been termed ‘exergonic’ by C.D. Coryell, in analogy to the term exothermic for processes in which ΔH is negative. A
process which taken alone would be endergonic (ΔG positive), and therefore thermodynamically forbidden, may
nevertheless proceed if it is coupled with another process which is so highly exergonic that the total value of ΔG for
the combined reaction is negative. Such coupled reactions are of profound importance in biochemistry. The supply of
free energy in many coupled biochemical reactions is provided by the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP to
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Other [non-photosynthesizing] living forms must obtain energy from living forms must obtain energy from exergonic
chemical reactions.”
— Author (1950), “Article” (Ѻ)
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External links
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Exergy

In thermodynamics, exergy, symbol Ξ or B, is the
maximum work done by a system during a
transformation which brings it into equilibrium
with a reservoir. [1] Exergy, by convention, is
positive when putting the system into equilibrium
with the reservoir results in doing work on the
surroundings.

Synonyms?
It its often claimed that exergy is synonymous
A cogent 2002 footnote definition, by American geologist Stephen
with: “available energy” (Gibbs, 1876), "free
Gillett, of exergy as a term not to be used, particularly in a chemical
energy" (Helmholtz, 1882), or “available work”,
thermodynamic sense, from his article “Entropy and its misuse: Energy,
among others. [2] The term exergy, however, is
free and otherwise”. [8]
used predominately in ecology, economics, and
branches of mechanical engineering; often merely presented as a simplified or verbalized and equationless version of
the free energy as used in the chemical-physical sciences.

Etymology
The term exergy was coined by Slovene mechanical engineer Zoran Rant, in his 1953 PhD thesis “Exergy: a Useful
Concept” completed at Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg, as follows: [6]
“These claims show that aie will be the most appropriate suffix. Since the concept of a work is examined, it is
necessary as the root syllable (as genus proximum) the Greek word erg (appear on) [see also: ergal] for this. Well, the
correct prefix is to be selected, which highlights the specific nature, the specific difference. It is necessary that the
requirement that the new term to describe the work that can be extracted from a system. AAUs is called in Greek AEK
'before consonants and AEX "before vowels.
This is the new concept of exergy, has met practically all the demands made and the letter 'x' distinguishes it clearly
from the related concept of energy, so that ruled out despite the analogy in word formation, any confusion remains.
The expression can be imported into any Germanic, Romance or Slavic languages, it is, e.g. German to exergy, in
English exergy, exergy in French, in Spanish exergia, in Italian and Slavic essergia [and] eksergija.” In 1956, Rant was
using the term exergy to denote “technical working capacity” or “technical available energy”; soon thereafter
becoming very popular. [3] The concept of exergy or maximal work, however, as introduced by Rant, supposedly, is a
redressing of earlier works, in particular: American engineer Willard Gibbs (“available energy of the body and
medium”, 1873), German physicist Hermann Helmholtz (“free energy”, 1882), and French physicist Louis Gouy
(“possibility of obtaining work”, 1889), among other variants. [4] A significant promoter of the concept is Swedish
physical engineer Goran Wall who completed his 1986 PhD on “Exergy as a Useful Concept”. [6] Wall argues that the
concept of exergy applies to society and aspects such as morality. [7]

Gouy-Stodola theorem
A folk theorem attributed independently to Gouy, in 1889, and Slovak mechanical engineer Aurel Stodola, in 1910,
called the Gouy-Stodola theorem or the “Law of Gouy and Stodola”, states that the entropy production is the exergy
loss divided by the temperature of the surroundings; thus minimizing loss of exergy is equivalent to minimizing
entropy production. In equation form, this theorem reads:
Blost = ToSgen
where Blost denotes the potential work or exergy lost by the system in a transformation process, To denotes the
temperature of the system’s surroundings, and Sgen is the entropy generated in the transformation. [2]

Notes
There was a short-lived Exergy: an International Journal (2001-2002), but which became incorporated into the journal
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Energy.
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Exist
In terminology, exist (CR:1516), from Latin existere “to come into being” (Merriam) or “to step out, stand forth,
emerge, appear; be” (OED), from ex- + -sistere “to stand, stop”, refers to something that has physically measureable
form; is real or has reality; as opposed to something imaginary, fictional, or mythological (e.g. god, caloric, ether, life,
or unicorns, etc.). [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Believe me, dear Sir: there is not in the British Empire a man who more cordially loves a union with Great Britain
than I do. But, by the God that made me, I will cease to exist before I yield to a connection on such terms as the
British Parliament propose; and in this, I think I speak the sentiments of America.”
— Thomas Jefferson (1775), “Letter to John Randolph”, Nov 29 [2]

See also
● Existence
● Existence of god
● Existive
● Existographies
● Reaction existence
● Stages of existence
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Existence
In science, existence or to "exist" refers to something that has physical presence; an entity that has reality in the
universe; something that has measurable properties; anything comprised of matter and or energy (see: mass-energy
equivalence), fermions (matter) and or bosons (force), and vacuum or space—although, to note, there is still some
debate, in the particle physics arena, as to whether or not a "true" or perfect vacuum can exist (see: nature abhors a
vacuum).

Physical science
In physical science, there is a long history of assertion, proof, and or disproof of what exists and what does not exist.
In 1643, Italian physicist Evangelista Torricelli showed that ‘vacuums’ do exist, to a measureable degree, in contrast to
the age old ‘nature abhors a vacuum’ dictum. In 1798, Benjamin Thompson, via his cannon boring experiment,
proved that ‘caloric’ or rather caloric particles—heat as a type of indestructible matter as espoused in the caloric
theory or material theory of heat)—does not exist. In 1875, Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait speculatively argued that
‘force’ is something that does not exist. [5] In circa 1900, the energetics school, led by Wilhelm Ostwald, famously
argues that ‘atoms’ do not exist; though Ostwald notably recanted his position in his last years. In 1905, Albert
Einstein famously proved that ‘either’ does not exist. In 2013, Mexican-born American chemist Vicente Talanquer, in
his critique of the use chemical teleology in US chemistry textbooks, asserted his view, in respect to the Le Chatelier's
principle, that there is no ‘drive’ involved in chemical reactions—that drive, supposedly, is something that does not
exist in nature:
“The same type of thinking can be applied to the chemical processes in equilibrium. For example, when pressure is
applied on a reacting system in chemical equilibrium, the system does not shift towards reactants or products "so
that" or "in order to" counterbalance the effect of the change. What happens is that the change in pressure affects
the probability of the forward and backward chemical processes going on in the system. The change in pressure
affects the probability of collisions for the backward and forward processes in different ways. As a result, the
likelihood of one process becomes higher than the other. There is NO DRIVE to attain a new equilibrium state. There
is only particles randomly moving and interacting, involved in competing processes with different probabilities.”

Human existence
French philosopher Rene Descartes, in his 1637 Discourse on Method, has given, invariably, the most-famous oneliner on the question of existence, specifically the subject of human existence, namely ‘I think therefore I am’, or in
full: [1]
“Finally, since I thought that we could have all the same thoughts, while asleep, as we have while awake, although
none of them is true at that time, I decided to pretend that nothing that ever entered my was any more true than the
illusions of my dreams. But I noticed, immediately afterwards, that while I thus wished to think that everything was
false, it was necessarily the case that I, who was thinking this, was something. When I noticed that this truth ‘I think,
therefore I am’ was so firmly and certain that all the most extravagant assumptions of the skeptics were unable to
shake it, I judged that I could accept it without scruple as the first principle of the philosophy for which I was
searching. Then, when I was examining what I was, I realized that I could pretend that I had no body, and that there
was no world nor any place in which I was present, but I could not pretend in the same way that I did not exist. On
the contrary, from the very fact that I was thinking of doubting the truth of things, it followed very evidently and very
certainly that I existed; whereas if I merely ceased to think, even if all the rest of what I had ever imagined were true,
I would have no reason to believe that I existed. I knew from this that I was a substance, the whole essence or nature
of which was to think and to which, in order to exist, has no need of any place and does not depend on anything
material. Thus this self—that is, the soul by which I am what I am—is completely distinct from the body and is even
easier to know that it, and even if the body did not exist the soul would be everything that it is.”

Reason
The following is a noted 1976 quote on existence by English zoologist Richard Dawkins, from is his popular The Selfish
Gene: “Intelligent life on a planet comes of age when it first works out the reason for its own existence.” Dawkins's
point of view, here, to note, is near to the truth, but correctly, however, in the modern 21st century hmolscience +
defunct theory of life perspective, according to life terminology upgrades, the statement should read:
"intelligent [matter] on a planet comes of age when it first [calculates it own molecular formula] [and then] works out
the reason [nature, or meaning] for its own existence.”
In other words, firstly, a human is a type of bound state intelligent matter (see: human molecule), so-to-speak, and
not dead nor alive, as Dawkins would presume, i.e. in the famous 1915 words of Serbian-born American electrical
engineer Nikola Tesla “there is no thing endowed with life”; secondly, that a hydrogen atom or a human molecule has
a so-called "reason for existence" is a puzzling subject, to say the least, one that has not yet been worked out, as
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Dawkins seems to presume.

Quotes | Evolution
The following are other related scientific quotes on ‘exist’ or ‘existence’, specifically in the context of pre-evolution
theories (e.g. metamorphosis), evolution theories (natural selection), or post-evolution theories (e.g.
synthesis/analysis):
“Let us investigate more closely this property common to animal and plant, this power of producing its likeness, this
chain of successive existences of individuals, which constitute the real existence of the species.”
— Buffon, “De la Reproduction en Generale et particuliere” (1749) [4]

“The primal plant is going to be the strangest creature in the world, which nature herself must envy me. With this
model and the key to it, it will be possible to go on forever inventing plants and know that their existence is logical;
that is to say, if they do not actually exist, they could, for they are not the shadowy phantoms of a vain imagination,
but possess an inner necessity and truth. The same law will be applicable to all other living organism.”
— Johann Goethe, to Herder, 17 May 1787 [2]

“The struggle for existence amongst all organic beings throughout the world, which inevitably follows from their high
geometrical powers of increase, will be treated of. This is the doctrine of Malthus, applied to the whole animal and
vegetable kingdoms. As many more individuals of each species are born than can possibly survive; and as,
consequently, there is frequently recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any being, if it vary however, slightly
in any manner profitable to itself, under the complex and sometimes varying conditions of life, will have a better
chance of surviving, and thus be naturally selected. From the strong principle of inheritance, any selected variety will
tend to propagate its new and modified form.”
— Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species (1859)

Quotes | Other
The following are other related scientific quotes on ‘exist’ or ‘existence’:
“Being engaged lately in superintending the boring of cannon in the workshops of the military arsenal at Munich, I
was struck with the very considerable degree of heat which a brass gun acquires in a short time in being bored, and
with the still more intense heat (much greater than that of boiling water, as I found by experiment) of the metallic
chips separated from it by the borer. The more I meditated on these phenomena, the more they appeared to me to
be curious and interesting. A thorough investigation of them seemed even to bid fair to give a farther insight into the
hidden nature of heat; and to enable us to form some reasonable conjectures respecting the existence, or nonexistence, of an igneous fluid— a subject on which the opinions of philosophers have in all ages been much divided.”
— Benjamin Thompson, An Inquiry Concerning the Source of Heat which is Excited by Friction (1798)

“It has become a cheap intellectual pastime to contrast the infinitesimal pettiness of man with the vastnesses of the
stellar universes. Yet all such comparisons are illicit. We cannot compare existence and meaning; they are disparate.
The characteristic life of a man is itself the meaning of vast stretches of existences, and without it the latter have no
value or significance. There is no common measure of physical existence and conscious experience because the latter
is the only measure there is of the former. The significance of being, though not its existence, is the emotion it stirs,
the thought it sustains.”
— John Dewey, Philosophy and Civilization (1931) [3]

See also
● What is life? (theories of existence)
● Existence of god
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Existence of god
In culture, the existence of god, or belief in the
existence of god, is an age old philosophical question
that remains germane to modern scientific discussion.
Recent polls, of North American citizens, show that
fewer than 5.0% of scientists believe in god; whereas,
conversely, 62% of the public believes in god or a
personal god. This large discrepancy, especially
prevalent in the US, seems to the be the result of the
dictum that there should exist a “wall of separation
between church and state” in matters of funding, which
is a sort of unwritten constitutional law first stated by
America’s third president Thomas Jefferson, in 1802. A
result of this, is that the subject of the overlaps of
science and religion, e.g. discussion of human origins,
Approximately 5.0% of American scientists (2011) believe in the
are sort of unwritten "taboo topics" of discussion in the existence of God, down from a 27% belief a century ago (1916);
minds of US high school and college teachers, avoided whereas, conversely, 62% of the lay public believes in a personal
God (2000).
like the plague, for fear of job loss, funding loss,
reputation derision, among other repercussions.
As the second following table shows, of the 27.2% of US citizens (in 1998) who obtained a bachelors degree (or
higher), only 6.4% complete a degree in engineering or the physical sciences, subjects where thermodynamics tends
to be a core requisite, which translates to the conclusion that fewer than 1.7% of modern day Americans have
fundamental understanding of the physical science that governs the universe. [10]

Scientist's belief
The following are the 1998 polled views of America's so-called leading or "greater" scientists, the members of the
National Academy of Sciences, on personal belief or disbelief on God and immortality: [8]
American National
Academy of
Sciences

Disbelief in
God

Disbelief
in
immortality

79%

76.3%

65.2%

69%

(1998)

Physical
scientists
(physicists and
astronomers)

Biological
scientists

Doubt

Doubt

(or agnosticism)

(or agnosticism)

of belief in
God

of belief in
Immortality

Belief
in God

Belief
in
Immortality

13.5%

7.5%

7.5%

32.3%

5.5%

7.1%

14.3%

15%

7.0%

7.9%

Mathematicians
Overall:

72.2%

76.7%

20.8%

23.3%

The official opinion of the NAS, according to a 1998 booklet published under the direction of NAS president Bruce
Alberts: [9]
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“Whether God exists or not is a
question about which science is
neutral.”

Left: Percentage of American scientists who believe in God based on the combined studies
of Leuba (1916/33) and Larson and Witham (1998). [8] Right: Percentage of US bachelors
degrees obtained in 1998. [10]

This statement, supposedly
meant to appease conservative
religious adherents, however,
is in direct conflict with the
Clausius postulate, which
states that the entire universe
is governed by the two laws of
thermodynamics, which is the
actual official opinion of

modern hard science.

Science
The topic of god, although purely a defunct scientific theory to the learned person, is intertwined with science to the
effect that various branches of science are slowly replacing religious belief. Key scientific books have played a role in
this, particularly Polish astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus’ 1543 On the Revolution of the Heavenly Orbs (established
that the earth is not at the center of the universe), English physicist Isaac Newton’s 1687 Principia (established the
mechanical equations of the universal movement), English naturalist Charles Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species
(established that humans were not created by god, but by evolution), German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 The
Mechanical Theory of Heat (established the two laws of the universe), American chemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007
Human Chemistry (established that humans are molecules whose actions are governed by the laws of chemistry and
physics), etc., have been slowly eroding at public belief in the existence of god, but that however, there remains to be
complete replacement for core tenets of religions, e.g. life after death, by scientific theory.

Global beliefs
The following chart shows the 2005 global beliefs on God, spirit or life force: [11]
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Dawkins levels
See main: Dawkins scale

In modern age, circa 2010, curious, a large percentage (84%) still people believe in god or some variation of this, and
the question of ‘is there a god?’ is one of the big philosophical conundrums on the mind of the average person. One
popular god belief scale (level 1-7), shown below, was put forward recently by English evolutionary biologist Richard
Dawkins, in his popular 2006 book The God Delusion. [1]
Belief in the Existence of God
(Dawkins categories)

Level

1

Strong theist. 100 percent probability of God. In the words of C.G.
Jung, ‘I do not believe, I know.’

2

Very high probability but short of 100 percent. De facto theist. ‘I
cannot know for certain, but strongly believe in God and live my
life on the assumption that he is there.’

3

Higher than 50 percent but not very high. Technically agnostic but
leaning towards theism. ‘I am very certain, but I am inclined to
believe in God.’

4

Exactly 50 percent. Completely impartial agnostic. ‘God’s existence
and non-existence are exactly equiprobable.’

5

Lower than 50 percent but not very low. Technically agnostic but
leaning towards atheism. ‘’I don’t know whether God exists but I’m
inclined to be skeptical.’

6

Very low probability, but short of zero. De facto atheist. ‘I cannot
know for certain but I think God is very improbable, and I live my
life on the assumption that he is not there.’

6-7

“I count myself in category 6, but leaning towards 7. I am agnostic
only to the extent that I am agnostic about fairies at the bottom of
the garden.” (Richard Dawkins, 2006)

7

Strong atheist. ‘I know there is no God, with the same conviction
as Jung ‘knows’ there is one.’

8

Do not prefer to be associated with term ‘a-theist’ to the same
extent that I do not prefer to be associated with the term ‘afairyist’ in the sense that I am an adherent to a disbelief in tooth
fairies.

9

(add view)

10

"Know there is no god (or spirits or life forces) with such certainty
and conviction that I would be willing to stake my life on it"

To note, range of level 10 was added on by American chemical engineer Libb Thims in a 2009 discussion with a
YouTube physicist Philip Moriarty. In Thims' view, the situation is summarized as follows:
"Consider the entire discussion to be something akin to a flat earth theory debate; albeit a topic that irritatively
seems to rear its head, recurrently, in modern scientific discussions concerning human activity. A human being is
molecule, whose synthesis, movements, and future are governed by scientific laws. God is a defunct theory of olden
days, used to reconcile questions that were then unanswerable; whose current following or belief, for 72 percent of
the world’s populous (religions), is nothing but reformulated Egyptian mythology, centered around the 5,000 BC story
of the birth of the sun god Ra out of the land mound Nun."
In the discussion, Thims queried Moriarty as to his possible underlying religious motives, regarding his objections to
human chemistry and human thermodynamics, commented: “I am what Richard Dawkins would classify as a level 6
‘agnostic’ - agnostic in the sense that although I cannot prove that there is or isn't a god, there are an infinite number
of possibilities I can't definitively disprove.”.
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Thims commented back, after reading the Dawkins scale:
“In the Dawkins scheme, I would be level 10, but I don’t like
the word atheist (I like the word scientist better). I've read
over 50 books on religion (currently practiced, and active
(about 18 main varieties), mythology, Egyptology, etc., and I
know very clearly as to the background of most of the
10,000+ gods to have come and gone as well as the active
ones. In the future, I might do some modern clarification
videos on these topics (e.g. is there a god, what happens
when you die, good vs evil, etc.), but I am somewhat
hesitant, as these get very emotional for many.” [3]
In 2010 Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev
commented to Thims on this scale: “I believe, like you, I am
closer to the 10 point range.” [5] To exemplify that this topic 2008 study of 137 countries shows that those with an IQ <
rears its head in origin of life discussions, Gladyshev includes 90 have a 97% probability of believing in god; whereas if
those with an IQ > 100 have a 77% probability of believing
a two-page discussion on the role of divine initiation in his
in god; and those with IQ > 105 have a 71% probability of
chapter on the evolution of living systems, in which he builds believing in god. [4]
his theory “without the concept of God”, instead putting his
"belief in "the general laws and exact theories created by Rudolf Clausius, Willard Gibbs, and other classics of modern
science.” [6]

IQ, education, and religiosity
Several studies have shown a statistical relationship between religiosity and education level, or religiosity and IQ.
American skeptic aficionado Michael Shermer, in How We Believe: the Search for God in an Age of Science, describes
a large survey of randomly chosen Americans that he and his colleague Frank Sulloway carried out, who found that
religiosity is negatively correlated with education (more highly educated people are less likely to be religious) and
that religiosity is negatively correlated with interest in science. [1] In this context of IQ vs belief in god, the following
opinions on the theory of god, are expressed by the listed 200+ IQ group, ranked with a score of pass/fail if this
question were on an IQ test:
Person

IQ

Religious Beliefs

Score

William
Sidis
(18981944)

● At age 6, was a conﬁrmed atheist.
● At age 21, when asked in court if he believed in god, he replied “No” and
200- clarified that evolution was his god; when pressed further about this he
300 stated that he did not believe in the “big boss of the Christians”, but that he
did believe in something “that is in a way apart from a human being” (The
Prodigy, pg. 144).

pass

Albert
Einstein
(18791965)

● At age 75, gave his opinion that “the word of God is nothing more than an
160- expression of human weakness"; described the Bible as “pretty childish”; and
225 stated that “all religions are incarnations of the most childish superstitions.”
[56]

pass

Michael
Kearney
(1982-)

200- ● Quote: “You have to be focused on the things that make you a human and
325 not a golden god. You have to focus on just living.” (link)

?

Marnen
LaibowKoser
(1975-)

● At age 4, engaged in “mys cal behavior”; saw his recently deceased Aunt
Bessie being carried up an a flight of stairs, assisted by two old ladies, while at
the funeral reception (although no one else could see these invisible stairs or
invisible ladies), but supposedly described Bessie’s funeral dress and
268 arrangement exactly and communicated with her, even though he had never
really met here (Nature’s Gambit, pgs. 187-203).
● At age 34, stated "once again, God / the universe / whatever has reminded
me that you get what you want (or what you think you want) when you're
not really looking for it." (link)

fail

● Began to ques on god as a child; later returned to god, and is currently
Christopher
writing a treatise called the cognitive theoretic model of the universe, a type
174Langan
of intelligent design themed argument for the existence of god.
210
(1952-)
● At age 48, commented “Regarding evolu on and crea onism, the linkage is
simple: Biblical accounts of the genesis of our world and species are true but

fail
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metaphorical, our task is to correctly decipher the metaphor in light of
scientific evidence also given to us by God.” (link)
Sho Yano
(1990-)

● Name means “happiness with god” (link).
200 ● At age 14, commented that “I’m gi ed. I got my gi from God, and I think I
better not waste it” (link).

fail

Michael
Grost
(1954-)

● Grost mostly likely believes in god. In the biographical book of him (Genius
in Residence, 1970) written by his mother, when he was 16 (and old enough
to object), the first page opens to a description of describing Michael as a
200
“miracle of God”, and the last page concludes with “may we offer those
successes my son has experienced in the past, and God willing, those
successes he may experience in the future …”

fail

● Quote: “Suppose you have bet on horse number 1 in a 3 horse race in
which there is no favorite. After you have placed your bet, omniscient god,
who, of course, knows the horse destined to win and how you have bet tells
Marilyn vos
you, ‘It’s not going to be horse number 3’. Depending on God’s other
186Savant
attributes, e.g. whether God seeks to guide people towards the right
228
(1946-)
decisions, you should probably switch to horse 2 if you have the
opportunity.” (link)
● Quote: “Religions cannot be proved true intellectually. They come from the
heart—and your parents—not the mind.” (link)

fail

● At age 7, in his own words, “when my parents returned, they found me
Rick Rosner 140- spinning clockwise (so that I wouldn't accidentally travel backwards in time)
(1960-)
250 and chanting to God. I was taken to a child psychiatrist and given more IQ
tests, including parts of a Stanford-Binet.”[59]

fail
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Existive
In hmolscience, existive, a portmanteau-truncation of
“react-ive exist-ence”(or reaction existence), a biodefunct, life terminology upgrade functional term—
employed as an upgrade to the religio-mythology
rooted etymologically scientifically-defunct term
“alive”, deemed scientifically irreparable and obsolete,
in circa 2009 to 2013—referring to a powered animate
CHNOPS+ structure, that at one time, past or present,
had a time-demarcated state of reaction existence, as
a bound state structure, semi-aware of its own
movement.

A atomic-geometry (molecular) depiction of a human as a
powered animate CHNOPS+26 element bound state motile entity,
in possession of a time-delineated state of “reaction existence”,
NOT alive, but “existive”; no different, complexity aside, than any
other animate carbon-based geometry, such as light-sensitive
bending molecules (e.g. retinal) or fueled walking molecules (e.g.
DTA or kinesin).

The term “existive” is a kind of “I react, therefore I am” Cartesian-upgrade, from defunct-dualism to modern nondefunct Goethean "one nature" envisioned monism. The element “carbon” C, in short—or, in general, the column 14
of the periodic table (see: hmolscience periodic table)—possesses the proton-electron geometrical configuration
property of photon-exchange meditated “animation”; hence to differentiate certain classes of carbon atoms to be
“alive”, e.g. the 26-element bending and walking human molecule, and others to be “non-alive” (or types of non-life),
e.g. the 3-element bending retinal molecule, is but vacuous religio-mythology division absorbed into science, in the
18th century, via the now-obsolete and defunct tripartite Linnaean classification scheme; thus the terminology
reform.

Etymology
The introduction of the Hmolpedia-introduced term “existive”, as a life terminology upgrade for the scientifically
defunct term “alive”, arose as a precipitate of the working term “reactively existive”, a water-testing derivative of the
2012-introduced terms: reaction start, reaction existence, reaction end, employed as delineation markers on Goethe
timeline; loosely depicted as adjacent. The title page (article and video) use of "existive" seem to have come about
predominately in the construction and drafting of the 2013-initiated smartest person alive | existive page,
somewhere amid versions 15 (Ѻ) to version 25 (Ѻ), approximately. Shown below, is a screenshot of parts 4 and 5 of
the five-part “25 Smartest People Alive | Existive” video countdown by Libb Thims, where, both in online draft form
(Ѻ) and in video discussion (Ѻ), parts one and five, in particular, a significant focus was put on the peculiar and
pointed issue that if a modern post-Crickean aged person was a so-called “smartest person alive”, he or she would
know, paradoxically, that they were NOT alive; hence the video title term-dualism employed, namely “Alive |
Existive”, the former employed for the purposes of colloquial recognition, the latter employed as the functionally
operation working term upgrade.
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This specific stand-alone article was started on 29 Jul 2015 to make operational a term link on the "existographies"
article, started previously on the same day.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Believe me, dear Sir: there is not in the British Empire a man who more cordially loves a union with Great Britain
than I do. But, by the God that made me, I will cease to exist before I yield to a connection on such terms as the
British Parliament propose; and in this, I think I speak the sentiments of America.”
— Thomas Jefferson (1775), “Letter to John Randolph”, Nov 29 [2]

“Religion. Your reason is now mature enough [age 17] to examine this object. In examining this subject, divest
yourself of all bias, in favor of novelty and singularity of opinion, shake off all fears and servile prejudices, under
which weak minds are servilely crouched: fix reason in her seat firmly; question with boldness even the existence of
God; because if there is one, he must approve more of the homage of reason than that of blindfolded faith. Read the
Bible as you would Tacitus or Livy. Those facts in the Bible which contradict the laws of nature must be examined with
care.”
— Thomas Jefferson (1787), “Letter to [nephew] Peter Carr” [3]

“I feel: therefore I exist. I feel bodies which are not myself: there are other existences then. I call them matter. I feel
them changing place. This gives me motion. Where there is an absence of matter, I call it void, or nothing, or
immaterial space. On the basis of sensation, of matter and motion, we may erect the fabric of all the certainties we
can have or need.”
— Thomas Jefferson (1820), “Letter to John Adams”, Aug 15 [4]

“Exact knowledge is the enemy of vitalism. Let us abandon the word ‘alive’.”
— Francis Crick (1966), Of Molecules and Men [1]
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Existographies
In hmolscience, existographies, a portmanteau of “existive-” (suffix) + (prefix) “-graphies”, is a 2015-introduced filetree header term, first used on the Top 500 geniuses, Robert Ingersoll, Thomas Paine, and David Darling page,
employed as a neo-modern life terminology upgrade working synonym for bio-defunct term “biographies”.
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Exosomatic energy
In hmolscience, exosomatic energy, as contrasted with endosomatic energy (bodily metabolism), is a hypothetical
concept, conceptualized as useful energy throughput outside human bodies. [1]

Overview
In 1945, American physical chemist Alfred Lotka, supposedly, was using the term “endosomatic instruments”
(internal organs) in some type of energetics sense. In 1971, Romanian mathematical economist Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen, expanded on Lotka's ideas, albeit applied or used as synonym for capital equipment (things people use
around them to enjoy life). [2] Georgescu-Roegen argued that, e.g., the beak of a bird that kills its prey is an
endosomatic instrument, and the energy of the organs and muscles that power the movement of the beak are
classified as endosomatic metabolism, then by extrapolation of this model the bow and arrow (or large boat, etc.)
that early humans used to kill their prey are thus classified as exosomatic instruments and the structures, such as
boat engines or gun powder, that power the movement of the human exosomatic instruments are thus classified as
having an
“Exosomatic instruments enable man to obtain the same amount of low entropy with less expenditure of his own
free energy than if he used only his endosomatic organs.”
In 1980, Spanish ecologist Ramon Margalef, in his Biosphere Between Thermodynamics and Game, defines
exosomatic energy as: [4]
“[Exosomatic energy]: that which helps maintain life and the organization of ecosystems, but which neither flows
though nor gets debased in the changes of somatic metabolism, and endosomatic energy, as energy that feeds the
internal metabolism of organisms.”
Margalef adds, supposedly, that this term applies to all energy used in heating, transport, food preparation, air
conditioning, the building and maintenance of dwellings, and information dissemination. [5] In these various
contexts, it seems that the term exosomatic energy, as used in economics and ecology, is very ill-defined.

Human chemistry
In the modern formulation of human molecules reacting on surface, similar to the Haber process, it would seem that
a good deal of what is referred to as an exosomatic instrument, e.g. a car or screw driver, is technically classified,
from a chemical reaction point of view, as either substrate material or catalyst (e.g. iron in the Haber process), thus
having an effect on the activation energy. In addition, in the sense of human chemical bonding, some of the energy
aspects of this “exosomatic metabolism”, e.g. the energy of money being similar in properties to ATP as molecular
currency, are classified as secondary field particles acting to mediate the force or exchange force between human
molecules. [6]
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Exothermic
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In science, exothermic, from the Greek –exo “outside” + -therme “heat, warm”, as compared to endothermic, refers
to a transformation, i.e. process, reaction, or change of state, wherein heat is released out of the system into the
surroundings; formulaically:

If the reaction occurs at constant pressure (isobaric), then ΔH < 0; if the reaction occurs at constant volume
(isochoric), then: ΔU < 0. If the system undergoes a transformation which is both exothermic and adiabatic, then its
temperature increases.

Etymology
The term “exothermic”, in French as exothermique, was in use as early as 1851 (Ѻ); it is oft-cited that Marcellin
Berthelot coined both “exothermic” and “endothermic”. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Is hell exothermic or endothermic?”
— Anon (c.1990), said to have been asked on a chemistry mid-term exam; related to Paul Foote’s circa 1920 article “The
Temperature of Heaven and Hell” (see: thermodynamics of hell)
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Experience
In terminology, experience
refers to the various
reaction states of the mind
according to which sensory
input is processed into
mental imagery, views,
thoughts, memories, and
actions, etc., that come to
constitute time differentials
of one’s reaction existence.

Scottish German-languages scholar Gundula Sharman's 1997 lecture section header, from her
conference presentation “Elective Affinities with Ireland: John Banville’s The Newton Letter and
Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften”, on the relation between the work of John Banville and
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry base masterpiece Elective Affinities
(Die Wahlverwandtschaften), the latter of which contains principles, about which Goethe
famously defended in the street saying they were “true” and not immoral (Dec 1809), that,
according to Sharman, define the “scientific model for human experience.” [1]

Quotes
The following is a related quote:
“There is an insatiable desire in the human breast to resume in some short formula, some brief statement, the facts
of human experience.”
— Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science (1892) [2]

See also
● Existence
● Being
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External links
● Experience – Wikipedia.

Experiment
In science, an experiment is a process or trail designed
to test a scientific theory. [1]

Noted experiments
In thermodynamics, and the connected fields of
chemistry and physics, a number of decisive and epoch
changing experiments have been famously conducted:
these include: English physical chemist Robert Boyle's
circa 1660 bird in vacuum experiment (see main: animal
in vacuum experiment); Benjamin Thompson’s 1798
cannon boring experiment; Humphry Davy’s 1799 icerubbing experiment; Thomas Young’s 1804 double-slit
experiment; James Joule’s 1843 paddle wheel
experiment and 1847 Niagara Falls experiment; Alfred
Mayer’s 1878 floating magnets experiment; the 1952
Miller-Urey experiment, conducted by Stanley Miller
and Harold Urey; Claus Wedekind’s 1995 sweaty T-shirt
1768 rendition of English physicist and chemist Robert Boyle’s
experiment; among others.

circa 1660 bird in a vacuum experiment, by English artist Joseph
Wright, somewhat incorrectly entitled “An Experiment on a Bird
Thought experiments
in an Air Pump” (incorrect on the fact that the bird as depicted is
Another type of experiment is called the “thought
in a vacuum bulb, and not in the air pump); a noted
experiment”, examples of which James Maxwell’s 1867 thermodynamics anecdote: the odd experiment done so to test
heat demon thought experiment, Albert Einstein’s 1895 and hence disprove English scientist Thomas Hobbes' "wind
theory of cold". [2]
musing idea of what would happen if one were to run

alongside a beam of light, among others.
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Explicit atheism
In atheism terminology, explicit atheism, as compared to implicit atheism (e.g. Alfred Lotka), indirect atheism, i.e.
“those who hold ideas that, in some way or another, imply atheism” (Ѻ), which can be of a practical or theoretical
variety (Ѻ), or crypto-atheism (e.g. Thomas Hobbes) is a type of open and frank statement of one’s disbelief in the
existence of god, and or denial of the existence of god, e.g. by proof via religio-mythology and or other proofs god
does not exist, concordant with direct and open discussion, of traditionally carpet swept taboo topics, e.g. whether
god is involved when hydrogen reacts with oxygen or man reacts with woman, in publications, presentations, and
daily interactions.

Overview
In science, to go through one example, when in 1885 Johannes Wislicenus took down the Wisdom of Solomon (11:21)
quote: “God as arranged all things by measure and number and weight”, from the University of Leipzig chemistry
classroom wall, then above the periodic table, when he succeeded Hermann Kolbe, via the subtle comment to his
tour guide “that must go”, chemistry thereafter became “atheism implicit”. If, however, when the students came into
the class, and Wislicenus opened his introduction to the periodic table by stating that the “The laws of nature have
arranged all elements by column (property) and row (external shell configuration)” AND “there is no god involved in
any of this process”, this would have been an example of “explicit atheism”. The world's chemistry classrooms,
however, have been implicit ever since.
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In 1979, George Smith, supposedly, defined “implicit atheism” as the absence of theistic belief without a
conscious rejection of it and “explicit atheism” as the absence of theistic belief due to a conscious rejection of it.” (Ѻ)
In 2013, Stephen Bullivant, via citation to a “contentious but intriguing” claim by Jesse Bering (2010), commented
that, supposedly, changes in explicit atheism do not translate to higher levels of implicit atheism. [1] This Bering
assertion, however, seems doubtful in respect to conscious implicit atheism as compared to conscious explicit
atheism, the latter of which resulting in a rewiring of the mind in respect to the public discourse the switch in atheism
type brings about.
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Extensive
In thermodynamics, extensive, as contrasted
with "intensive", is a quantity, property,
variable or parameter, sometimes referred to
as extensity, is a quantity proportional to the
dimension of the system. [1] The dimension
may be, generally, of: a length, l, a surface, A,
or a volume, V, amount of electricity, of
substance, an entropy S, the functions internal
energy U, enthalpy H, or free energy, F or G, as A simplified video (Ѻ) definition of extensive, as something that changes
well as momentum and kinetic energy. [2]
with amount (e.g. length, surface, V, S, U, H, F, G, momentum, or kinetic
Heat and inertia, according to Norman Dolloff energy), vs intensive, as something that doesn’t change with amount (e.g.
T, P, B, or μ).
(1975), supposedly, also are extensive
properties. [3] An extensive variable or
property, defined another way, is one that depends on the mass of the system. If two systems are brought together
the extensive properties of the new system is the sum of the extensive properties of the original two systems. [2]

Specific properties
If an extensive variable is divided by the mass, symbol m, what is called a “specific property” results, an example
being the specific volume: [2]

As is sometimes customary, although not necessarily uniform (see: characteristic function notation table), uppercase
letters are used to represent an extensive property [exception: m for mass] and lower case letters are used to denote
the associated intensive property. [2]
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Extensive vs intensive
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In thermodynamics, extensive vs intensive refers to the
differentiation of quantities according to whether they are
"extensive", i.e. change with amount, or "intensive", do not
change with amount.

Small systems | Single particle systems
Shown adjacent is American physicist Daniel Schroeder's rendition
of extensive and intensive variables in respect to a one-rabbit
system as compared to a two-rabbit system, according to which
volume V, internal energy U, and entropy S are said to double in
going from the former to the latter, whereas pressure P and
temperature T stay the same. Schroeder’s single rabbit model, to
note, has issues with it, in particular being that in the range of
single particle thermodynamics or single molecule
thermodynamics (each rabbit considered as an animate molecule,
e.g. fish molecule), the issue of what becomes of "extensity" or
"intensity" of thermodynamic variables, in the small system
thermodynamics range, becomes a subject of discussion and
further investigation; one point of view of which, as advocated by
American chemical engineering thermodynamicist Ali Mansoori,
being that the roles are reversed. [2] More mathematical
thermodynamics investigation is needed in this area (particularly
in the work of Leonhard Euler, possibly via modification to the
Euler reciprocity relation).

A rendition of extensive vs intensive variables
explained via rabbits, drawn by Karen Thurber, from
Daniel Schroeder's Thermal Physics (2000), according
to which temperature, pressure, chemical potential,
and density are "intensive variables", because they do
not change with amount, whereas volume, particle
count, entropy, enthalpy, free energy, and mass are
"extensive" variables, because they change with
amount. [1]
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Extensity

In thermodynamics, extensity x is shorthand term for an "extensive quantity", a quantity proportional to a system’s
dimensions, having the conjugate variable tension X. [1] Internal energy U is the thermodynamic potential for
systems when quantities of extensity are constant.

Tension

A tension is a partial derivative of the internal energy U with respect to an extensity, other extensive quantities being
kept constant. Subsequently, with any extensity xi it is always possible to associate a tension variable Xi:

which is called the conjugate. As such, according to the first law, the change in internal energy of a system is given by:

Stated verbially, extensity is an energy “transfer variable”, defined such that when two systems A and B are brought
into contact or interact, the assembly (A + B) being isolated, with each system having different tensions, an exchange
of energy results via a transfer of an extensity, such that the transfer ends when the tensions have equalized. [2]
Extensity is conserved for reversible transformation. [1]

Psychological thermodynamics
See main: Psychological thermodynamics

At some point, the term extensity of thermodynamics seems to have crossed over into the field of psychodynamics,
possibly through the writings of Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung or a terminology borrowed from Belgian chemist Ilya
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Prigogine. In this sense, extensity, according to one definition, is an ordering parameter of a complex system,
associated with energy, defined as the area of consciousness in phase space; where phase space for the ego is a twodimensional chart showing the relationships between consciousness, the personal unconsciousness, and the
collective unconsciousness over time. [3]
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Extent of
reaction
In chemistry, extent of reaction, or
"reaction extent", symbol ξ, or Greek
letter xi, or sometimes x, is an
extensive quantity describing the
progress of a chemical reaction equal
to the number of chemical
transformations, as indicated by the An example of Gibbs free energy G as a function of the extent x of a process or
reaction equation on a molecular
reaction with plot (a) showing a generic reaction as it is assumed to occur and (b)
scale. [1] Mathematically, extent of
showing a hypothetical reaction that is not possible or assumed not to ever occur. [4]
reaction or ‘extent of process’ refers
to the partial differential of a thermodynamic potential, predominantly Gibbs free energy change ∂G, with respect to
the partial differential of an extent variable ∂x, such as concentration or time, with specified variables assumed to be
held constant, generally temperature T and pressure P, meaning loosely a non-heated open atmospheric reaction:

When this expression is equal to zero the reaction or process is said to be at the
equilibrium position at the bottom of potential energy well curve. The extent of
reaction is essentially the amount of chemical transformations. The extent of
reaction also goes by various other names such as reaction coordinate ε or
degree of advancement, degree of reaction, and progress variable, all of which
characterize the extent or degree to which a reaction has taken place. [2]

History
The variable ‘extent’ , symbol ξ, was introduced by Belgian mathematical
physicist Théophile de Donder in 1920. [3]

See also
● Affinity of reaction

With marriage viewed as a human
chemical reaction, the factoid of 43%
of marriages ending at 15 years, is a
measure of the extent of reaction.
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External entropy
In business thermodynamics, external entropy is a hypothetical term associated with disorder and chaos in the
market place.
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Overview
In 1998, American revenue optimization theorist Robert Cross was referring to external entropy as follows:
“External entropy is the disorder caused by outside forces that affect companies but cannot be directly controlled,
such as consumer attitudes, new competition, competitive actions, technological advances, geopolitical factors,
economic gyrations, and cataclysmic events.”
In particular, external entropy, in contrast with internal entropy, is defined as some type of uncontrolled external
force that causes disorder.

Difficulties
To note, the idea of a type of entropy “external” to a system, generally, makes little sense as entropy was originally
defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, as the equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations in the
system. It does, however, seem to have relation to the oft-used postulate that the order created (decrease in
entropy) in the formation of a living organism is compensated by the increase in the entropy of the surroundings;
although this makes little logical sense as well.
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External force
In chnopsology, external force or
“forces external in origin” refers to the
discussion as to whether or not animate
movement, such as chemicals, plants,
or humans occurs or is a result,
completely, in large part, or partially, of
external forces or forces external to the
bodies that are moved—or, conversely,
if the movement is solely or even
partially the result of an internal force.

Buckle
The gist of English historian Henry
Buckle’s model of history, according to
Morris Zucker, is that he relegates the
individual to function as a register of
the external material forces. [7]

Thermodynamics

A visual of the human movement "driven" by external forces, and or possibly
internal forces, in mechanism connectivity, according to 1796 human chemical
theory of German polymath Johann Goethe, showing a human chemical reaction
occurring via the action of the electromagnetic force; using the exchange force
model of mediated or induced movement interactions.

The science of thermodynamics has a
very clear position on the question of
forces and movement. The definitive answer to the question is found in the opening paragraph of German physicist
Rudolf Clausius' 1875 chapter “Mathematical Introduction: on Mechanical Work, on Energy, and on the Treatment of
Non-Integrable Differential Equations”, which states the following:
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so by other
opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case the force performs no work.
But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is performed.”
This is the definitive underlying definition to all of thermodynamics—and in this sense, the movement of any body in
the universe, such as a atom, molecule, chemical, animal, human, planet, etc., seem to be absolutely and definitively
to be "under the influence of the force", as Clausius puts it, of two varieties: moving forces (or motive forces) and
opposing forces.

Overview
Although the definitive Clausius definition of how bodies move, is very clear and straight forward the application of
this model to the subject of how humans move is a bit involved, to say the least. To exemplify, English chemistphysicist Isaac Newton, the main founder of the model that things, i.e. particles or bodies (with mass) move only
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under the influence of forces, commented the following possible exemption of humans and animals from the laws of
motion: [1]
“God who gave animals self motion beyond our understanding is without a doubt able to implant other principles of
motion in bodies which we may understand as little. Some would readily grant this may be a spiritual one; yet a
mechanical one might be shown.”
This “animals have self motion” model, a power given to them by the hand of God, to give some historical review, is
the creation by breath model passed along through the ages, in the format of the Anunian theologies: Christianity,
Islam, and Hinduism, to Newton and the culture of his time and, of course, is an example of perpetual motion of the
living kind, and as is the case with all perpetual motion theories, is something that is untenable. Two other alternative
or differing points of view on this matter are shown below.

Spontaneity | Largely governed by external forces
In 1796, German polymath Johann Goethe, in his Third Lecture on Anatomy (see: Goethe timeline), stated the
following logic in regards to his view that the forces that move humans and chemicals one way or another are often
purely external in origin: [2]
“There are, by nature, stronger or weaker bonds between chemical components, and when they evidence
themselves, they resemble attractions between humans. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities [A = -ΔG],
even though the forces that move chemicals [or humans] one way or another and create chemical structures are
often purely external in origin.”
This is what Goethe defines as the concept of “organic existence”, and in modern post 1923 terms is representative
of the “driving force” model of chemical processes, in which the quantitative measure of the driving force is free
energy, Gibbs free energy for human movements and interactions.
A similar point of view can be found in American physician George Carey's 1919 Chemistry of Human Life, wherein he
states: [5]
“The human organism is an intelligent entity that works under the guidance which man has designated as chemical
affinity.”
Carey, to note, utilized a bit of a blurry religious tinge to his chemistry writings, but, nevertheless, this one statement,
whether or not by "guidance" he means "hand of God", or something along these lines, is cogent, religious issues
aside.

Spontaneity | Not governed by external forces
English-born American philosopher Alan Watts, in his circa 1971 lecture “Works and Play” (14:30-15:00), shown
adjacent, explains his views on nature in relation to external forces as follows: [3]
“Living, you see, like this plant, is something spontaneous. In Chinese, the word for nature is dàzìrán (大自然), which
means that which happens with itself, not under any control of an outside force, and they feel that all of the world is
happening in and of itself—it’s spontaneous.”
Watts model, here, is a bit of a poetic or rather he presents a hued distortion of reality; whereas, correctly, the first
cogent cold hard physical science explanation of "spontaneity" was outlined by German physical chemist Walther
Nernst in 1893 in terms of free energy minimization. [4] A more recent example is that given by American
philosopher Christian de Quincey who in his 2002 book Radical Nature, uses the extrapolate downward approach to
argue, in short, that since people are perceived to be self-moving that so to must fermions and bosons be sentient
and and self-moving: [6]
“If the universe is not ‘dead’, if it is not simply a huge mechanical system running according to a handful of laws at
work in a vast ocean of chaos then it is in some sense ‘alive’. A more accurate term would be ‘sentient’—an inherent
capacity for feeling or experience. In other words, to make explicit the main argument of the book: the matter of the
universe, its raw stuff or ingredients, has within itself the essence of what we call ‘consciousness.’ There is something
about matter itself, some quality or property, some intrinsic principle, that moves matter from within, an automotive
urge toward self-organization, evolution, and complexity. In short, matter feels and moves itself. It doesn’t require
external forces pushing and pulling it.”
To summarize, correctly, according to the defunct theory of life, in unison with Nernst's definition of things, a plant is
not alive, as Watts' supposes, but rather is a periodic table structure type of a surface-attached cyclically-heated
chemical process or animate growth reaction, and as is the case with all processes and reactions, will only advance in
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the "sense of a diminution of free energy, i.e. only in the sense of the affinity". In short, the free energy is the
overarching "universal rule" that overrides or rather is the summation deciding factor in whether or not the process
of the system as a whole will ensue.

See also
● Driving force
● Exchange force
● Social force
● Thermodynamic force

● Motive force
● Living force
● Fall-force

● Entropic force
● Force function
● Self drive | see: "self drive"
(threads)
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Extinction periodicity
hypothesis
In science, extinction periodicity hypothesis, or “FischerArthur hypothesis”, is the hypothesis that mass extinctions,
of the majority of existing earth-bound marine vertebrates,
invertebrates, and protozoans, aka "life forms" in defunct
layspeak, vary cynically, via causes unknown, possibly
related to extraterrestrial forces (solar, solar system, or
galactic), at a rate, according to fossil records of the last 250
million years, of 26-million years, among with there have
been five big extinction events. [1]

Overview
In 1977, Americans Alfred Fischer and Michael Arthur
posited, without rigorous statistical testing, that mass
extinctions occur cyclically ever 32-million years. [2] In
1982, Jack Sepkoski finished a 10-year fossil data
compilation project (1972-1982) of transforming the mass
of known fossil data in Treatise on Invertebrate
Paleontology, and other data bases, per suggestion of his
PhD advisor Stephen Gould, into a computer database, in
aims to discern possible patterns in the "history of life" (Neil
Shubin, 2013), found that the data suggested five mass
extinctions, and building on the so-called “extinction
periodicity hypothesis” (or Fischer-Arthur hypothesis),
introduced in 1977 by A.G. Fischer and M.A. Arthur,
together with David Raup, hypothesized in 1984 (Ѻ) that
An artistic rendition of mass extinction, of the five big mass
mass extinctions occur, not randomly, but cyclically every
extinction, according to Neil Shubin, each leaving a layer of
26-million years. [4]
fossil clues in layers of earth. [3]
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See also
● Sloughing hypothesis
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Extrapolate
In science, extrapolate refers, in respect to data analysis, to the technique for finding the value of a function or
measurement beyond values already known; more generally, to project, extend, or expand (known data or
experience) into any area not know or experienced so as to arrive at conjectural knowledge of the unknown area, the
exactness of the conjectural knowledge depending on how close the extension meets the scalability criterion (e.g.
thermodynamics' first law, according to Clausius (1865), is scalable to any “material system” in the universe (Gibbs,
1876), whereas, by comparison, Joule’s first law is not); to predict by projecting past experience or known data; in
hmolscience, two methods historically have tended to be employed, namely the extrapolate up approach (deanthropomorphization) and the extrapolate down approach (anthropomorphization). [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The consideration [of] the nature of the forces involved in [human] relationships is not an easy subject. There are
numerous pitfalls in applying what we know about ordinary human behavior to love, or even to sexual desires; and so
to reinforce this fact I provide you with the following to consider: these processes occur on human time [human time]
and length scales which are well known to us, and yet extrapolating (or interpolating?) from the known into the
unknown may be dangerous. So one asks, what is the nature of sex and love and so on, and their relation to the other
everyday experiences around us? And the answer, of course, follows only from an observation of this world and the
processes that occur in it. It must be noted, if it is not obvious, that I have never experienced any sort of romance. It
is also true that I [likely] never will, and yet my curiosity drives me to inquire as to the nature of the experience. And
it is true that physical theory is the only way in which to answer this question, other than direct experience. While
direct experience is undeniably a more reliable way to answer such questions, a few major problems with direct
experience must be addressed: first, that it is [probably] not going to happen; and second, that various other people
whom I know have been involved in romances, and in some cases they have been involved in many consecutive
romances, but have failed to take data during those treasured minutes of sex. Love lasts longer but they don't want
to analyze their relationships for fear of destroying them. More seriously, they do not take time to step back and
make objective and scientific observations. Thus, for all practical purposes, the mysteries of sex and love can for the
time being only be revealed by theory.”
— Christopher Hirata (2000), “The Physics of Relationships” (§4:Neutron Scattering: a Cautionary Tale) [2]
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Extrapolate down
approach
In hmol science, the extrapolate downward
approach, as contrasted with the extrapolate up
approach, is the methodology of applying
anthropomorphic logic to explain physics and
chemistry behavior, in regard to concepts such as life,
death, consciousness, free will, choice, morality, etc.
An example of the downward approach is used by
American philosopher Christian de Quincey, who in his
2002 book Radical Nature, argues: [1]
“The only way we can coherently explain the
existence of choice at our macro level is to assume
that it must go ‘all the way down’ to the lowest-level
micro entities. Choice—the exercise of free will and
self-agency—must exist to some degree at the micro
level if it exists at the macro level. Otherwise, the
emergence of choice from the utter absence of choice
would require a miracle.”

Basic model of the extrapolate down approach, wherein
anthropocentric models of existence, e.g. life, consciousness, free
will, etc., are assumed to exist at the atomic or subatomic level,
because they are assumed to exist at the human level, and
theories are developed to substantiate this view.

The macro level, for de Quincey, is the human mind and the micro level is the mind of particles such as the photon or
electron, which he argues must have consciousness, owing to the perceived 'fact', in de Quincey's view, that humans
have consciousness. The extrapolate down approach is exemplified as solution as to where to stop defining entities as
conscious, as stated in 1987 by philosopher Thomas Nagel: [2]
“Ordinarily we believe that other human beings are conscious, and almost everyone believes that other mammals
and birds are conscious too. But people differ over whether fish are conscious, or insects, worms, and jellyfish. They
are still more doubtful about whether one-celled animals like amoebae and paramecia have conscious experiences,
even though such creatures react conspicuously to stimuli of various kinds. Most people believe that plants aren’t
conscious; and almost no one believes that rocks are conscious, or Kleenex, or automobiles, or mountain lakes, or
cigarettes. And to take another biological example, most of us would say if we thought about it, that the individual
cells of which our bodies are composed do not have conscious experiences.”
On this passage, de Quincey states the central issue to solve is to find exactly how far down the evolutionary scale
consciousness goes? His answer is that it must go all the way down (and supposedly up, i.e. extend to the universe as
a whole), if humans are indeed conscious entities. In sum, one is faced with these two alternative approaches, i.e. up
or down, when attempting to reconcile the view that humans evolved, or were synthesized over time through
chemical reaction mechanism, from smaller molecules (and before that from hydrogen atom precursors 13.7-billion
years ago) when tracing the evolution timeline downward. Thinkers representative of the extrapolate downward
approach include Pierre Teilhard, Arthur Young, and Ted Erikson. The subjects of panpsychism or panexperientialism
is a near synonym for this line of thinking.

Difficulties on theory
The central difficulty with this model is that it presupposes certain facts as proven truths that have no proof, such as
that "humans are alive" (no one has ever been able to define "life"), that humans have consciousnesses, etc., and
extends these models down to the periodic table atomic level as the new governing principle of chemistry, all of
which inevitability lead to the final conclusion that the hydrogen atom is alive. This finalized conclusion, however,
does not sit well in the stomach. Hence, one is lead to the more cogent "extrapolate up approach", which leads to the
new view that "life" is something that does not exist.

Middle grounder
A representative of the middle ground approach might be the circa 1869 discussions of French engineer Francois
Massieu, and his effort to explain or understand the perceived dualism issue, in his day, of soul vs body or living vs
non-living, by splitting apart the water molecule
into oxygen
and hydrogen
to see if this answers
anything.

Other
Alternatives to the up or down approach, used by many, is to use either (a) the emergence approach (b) the
unbridgeable gap approach, the latter of which might be representative of the warm pond model.
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Extrapolate up
approach
In hmol science, the extrapolate upward
approach, as contrasted with the extrapolate
down approach, is the methodology of applying
the logic of chemistry and physics to explain
human behavior. The extrapolate up approach,
in terms of thermodynamics, is explained well by
Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm who in
1997 stated the following: [2]
“The thought that the dry and forbidding
discipline of thermodynamics could be applied
to that most theory-defying of all applications,
human behavior, may be staggering, and
perhaps heresy to some. After all, the purity and
precision of thermodynamics has been
maintained on the strength of its validity only as Basic model of the extrapolate upward approach, wherein one applies
the laws and principles of chemistry and physics to explain human
a collection of limiting laws for infinitely large
behavior.
systems undergoing infinitely slow changes.
However, the interest in thermodynamics has always been based on the great relevance for finite real systems
undergoing changes that are fast on our everyday time scale and slow only on the microscopic time scale of atomic
motion. Thus we are merely extending the beam of insight from the lifeless behaviors of inanimate matter to the
vivid complexities of human behavior. In the final analysis this far-reaching analogy rests on the fact that the basic
elements of the description of atoms, molecules, and matter can be scaled up to the realm of living organisms
without changes other than in the complexity of the systems and their behavior.”
Likewise, the extrapolate up approach, in terms of physical chemistry, is well-defined in the following 1808 statement
of German polymath Johann Goethe: [1]
“The moral symbols used in the natural sciences are the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
In his 1809 Elective Affinities, Goethe concluded that since humans have evolved or 'metamorphosized' over time
from smaller chemicals that the very same laws and principles that govern the behaviors and reactions of smaller
chemicals, namely affinity chemistry, must also govern the behaviors and reactions of humans, which he viewed
simply as larger chemicals. One his faced with these two alternative approaches, i.e. up or down, when attempting to
reconcile the view that humans evolved or were synthesized over time through chemical reaction mechanism from
smaller molecules (and before that from hydrogen atom precursors 13.7-billion years ago) when tracing the evolution
timeline downward. The school of thinkers who use the extrapolate upward approach include Philip Ball, Sture
Nordholm, Libb Thims, David Hwang, Christopher Hirata, to name a few. The simplest example is that employed by
Thims, who reasons that since the spontaneity criterion, i.e. the equation ΔG < 0 quantifying a spontaneous reaction,
which governs the nature of chemical reactions, is a universal principle, that it must also apply to the human
universe; which is the same mode of logic used by Goethe, albeit in terms of chemical affinity A, which equates to the
spontaneity criterion via the formula A = - ΔG. A tool used in the extrapolate upward approach is reverse engineering.
A representative of the middle ground approach might be the circa 1869 discussions of French engineer Francois
Massieu, and his effort to explain or understand the dualism issue or soul / body or living / non-living split by splitting
apart the water molecule into oxygen and water to see if these answers anything.

Other
Alternatives to the up or down approach, used by many, is to use either (a) the emergence approach (b) the
unbridgeable gap approach.
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Extreme
In hmolscience, extreme tends to refer to the subjects of: reality (extreme realism), materialism (extreme
materialism), and atheism (extreme atheism) "extremely" reduced to physical and chemical reality; reductionism
(extreme reductionism); taken to or existing in a high degree of intellectual focus, analysis, description, or purview;
radical; exceeding the ordinary, usually, or expected; the most advanced or thoroughgoing.

Reduction
The following are extreme reductionism themed quotes:
“Physical science will not stop short of a reduction of the universe and all it contains to the basis of mechanics; in
more concrete terms, to the working of a machine.”
— Carl Snyder (1903), New Conceptions in Science (Ѻ)

“There is nothing but the difficulty of the task to hinder the reduction of all [socio-] physiological processes to
physical and chemical phenomena.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific Discovery” [2]; note: the "socio-" insert, making the statement indicative
of "extreme" reductionism, is a retrospect addition, per his later Gibbs-based ventures into sociology (see: "Sociology 23" +
Harvard Pareto circle)

These two, to note, are both, independently, Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles scholars; namely each viewed the
universe and all in it as being reducible to forces and elements, as did Empedocles, via his two force, four element
model. The modern scholar builds on all of this, seeing the universe, and everything in it, particularly human affairs,
completely reducible to fermion and boson interactions, governed and quantified by thermodynamics.

Atheism
The subject of "extreme atheism", of which there are five main scholars, namely: Jean Meslier, Julien la Mettrie,
Baron d’Holbach, Ludwig Feuerbach, and Ludwig Buchner, tends to be classified in rank, or higher in level of
extremeness, in respect to the number top 12 atheism types by denial and belief categories each promulgates a view
or opinion on.

Realism
The subject of "extreme realism" tends to be exemplified by fields such as literary realism, realism philosophy, among
others.
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Extreme atheism
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In terminology, extreme atheism refers to one
who has a belief system or belief state
“extremely” nullified, devoid, and on the far right
hand side of the Dawkins scale, of belief in the
existence of god—something closely related to
being an extreme materialist (e.g. Ludwig
Buchner) and or extreme mechanist (e.g. Henry
Carey) in Stark classification—which, in the 19th
century terms, would refer to someone who only
believes in the existence matter and energy in
various states of vacuum, or in 20th century
terms, would refer to someone who only believes
in the existence of fermions and bosons and the
interactions and bound states they produce.
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Extreme Atheists

Jean Meslier
(1664-1729)

Julien la Mettrie
(1709-1751)

Baron d’Holbach
(1723-1789)

Ludwig Feuerbach
(1804-1872)

Ludwig Buchner
(1824-1899)

Ayn Rand
(1905-1982)

Meslier
The French Catholic priest Jean Meslier (16641729), who was notably discovered, upon his
death, to have written a book-length
philosophical essay promoting atheism, has been
referred to as an “extreme atheist” who,
supposedly, was too extreme for Voltaire (Ѻ), and
whose Testament against religions written is in a
“frenzied anger” that makes Richard Dawkins’
The God Delusion look tame (Nick Spencer, 2014).
[6]
“Matter and energy moves itself. It has no
exterior mover.”

Famous atheists defined by others as "extreme atheists", along with,
for some, akin clarifications of "extreme materialists" and or "extreme
mechanists".

— Jean Meslier (c.1720) (Ѻ)

La Mettrie
French physician-philosopher Julien la Mettrie (1770-1751), a student of Herman Boerhaave, translator of Seneca’s
essay on happiness, who went on to become classified as “extreme materialist” (Minois, 2009) (Carol, 2013), who
advocated “open atheism” and variously credited as the “first truly modern materialist” (Leiber, 1994), noted for his
The Natural History of the Soul (1745), wherein he argued for a mechanist materialistic position, according to which
there was no need of the soul to animate matter, that life was a property of matter, not something breathed into,
and Man a Machine (1747), one of the first noted early atheists on the atheism timeline. [7] To quote:
“What is the soul, but an empty word to which no idea corresponds?”
His books were burned in public. [8]

Newton of the atheists | Holbach
French materialist philosopher Baron d’Holbach (1723-1789), and his The System of Nature: the Laws of Moral and
Physical World, itself known as the “Atheist’s Bible”, is widely known as the “Newton of the atheists” (Ѻ) even cited
so in history of atheism documentaries. (V|1:45) Thought difficult to find a specific citation of him as an “extreme
atheist”, the following is a 2006 summary European historian Nathan Barber: [9]
“d’Holbach took Newton’s ideas about the universe operating as a clock or machine to the extreme, arguing that
humans have no free will, and that forces and laws of nature governed the lives of humans, not humans themselves
and certainly not God. He aggressively argued against the existence of God and even against the existence of human
souls. After all, why would human machines have need for souls?”
(add discussion)

Feuerbach
German anthropologist and philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872), noted for his advocacy of liberalism,
atheism, and materialism, known as a "legendary atheist" (Ѻ) (Ѻ), whose “extreme atheism” (Ѻ) was sometimes
tempered with “divine humanism”, whose work is a forerunner to Marx-based Soviet atheism, who was said to have
become more of an extreme atheist in later years, a labeling summarized by philosophy historian Samuel Bergman, as
follows: [3]
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“Feuerbach replaces theology with anthropology, he also replaces the concept of God with the concept of
cooperation between people. He became an extreme atheist in his later years, as can been seen in his works.”
To elaborate, the following is the effect he had on Vladimir Lenin: [4]
“The materialists Helvetius, Diderot, Lammet, then Comte, and especially Feuerbach, drove the idea of God and the
notion of immortality of the soul completely out of his brain. The image of a ‘kind and graceful Christ’ disappeared.”
(add discussion)

Buchner

Extreme

German physician and physicist Ludwig Buchner (1824-1899)
has been characterized as a "gross materialist" (Finck, 1877),
"extreme materialism" (Britannica, 1911), the "father of
German atheistic evangelism"; and self-defined himself as an
"atheist", per terminology dialogue with Darwin (Ѻ),
philosopher—compare also: Stark classification (1962) on
“extreme form” of social mechanism. The following are
quotes representative of these epitaphs:

More Extreme

vs.

Ludwig Buchner
Libb Thims
“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor of
(1824-1899)
(c.1975-)
men, but ever has been and ever will be an eternal living fire,
A comparison of German physician-physicist Ludwig
kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”

— Heraclitus (500BC), opening quote to Buchner’s 1884 Force and
Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a
System of Morality Based Thereon

“Where there are three students of nature, there are two
atheists.”

Buchner and American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, both labeled “extreme atheists” and [gross]
“materialists” and both theorists of force-matter based
morality systems, shows the latter to be MORE extreme
than the former, in that he not only denies god, but he also
denies life and love as being defunct terms in need of
terminology and concept reform.

— Anon (c.1850), opening quote to Buchner’s 1884 Force and
Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality Based Thereon

“Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen, and, in loving union with it, forms water,
that mighty omnipresent element, without which no life nor thought would be possible.”
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1870), cited by Henry Finck (1887) as representative of “gross materialism”

“Potassium and phosphorous entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under water they burn—i.e. unite
themselves with the beloved object.”
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1870), cited by Henry Finck (1887) as representative of “gross materialism”

Buchner, by the time of the publication of 1884 4th English edition, based on the 15th German edition, of his Force
and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality Based Thereon, opens to
quotes of extremes to have come before him, including: Feuerbach, La Mettrie, and Goethe.
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, to note, similar to Buchner, e.g. in advocating chemical and heat
based modeling of human interactions, such as above, and for promoting ideologies said to be "laced with extreme
atheism and materialism" (Sekhar, 2011), is in agreement with Buchner, albeit more extreme, in that Thims (a) also
denies the existence of life (see: defunct theory of life), namely there is no such thing as "living" fire nor life, in the
Francis Crick "we should abandon the word alive" (1966) sense of the matter, and (b) denies the existence of love, i.e.
while agreeing, with Buchner, that man and woman attract just as oxygen and hydrogen attract, namely both
processes actuating according to the same one nature overarching physicochemical principles, does not believe, in
opposition to Buchner, that love nor passion can be attributed to these processes, in the Ninotchka “Love is a
romantic designation for a most ordinary biological—or, shall we say, chemical—process … a lot of nonsense is talked
and written about it” (1939) sense of the matter (see: It’s a Chemical Reaction, That’s All). They both, in short, are
religio-mythology and metaphysical terms, respectively, in need of deanthropomorphized terminology reform, in the
Otto Weininger “If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together, the SO4 ions leave the iron to unite with
the potassium. When in nature an adjustment of such differences of potential is about to take place, he who would
approve or disapprove of the process form the moral point of view would appear to most to play a ridiculous part”
(1903) sense of the matter. In other words, just as it is "ridiculous" to say that oxygen and hydrogen "love" or have
"passion" for each other, or that it is "immoral" for SO4 to leave iron and to unite with potassium, so it is with
humans. This is something akin to having, in the past, had to fix the mind into the correct belief that the earth moves,
is not flat, and that the sun goes around the earth, not the other way around.
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Aligned-Extreme

Russian-born American philosopher Ayn Rand (1905-1982)
has been referred to in a number of places (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (Ѻ) as an
extreme atheist and or having an “extreme atheism” (Ѻ)
stance; the following is one example quote:
“In 2005, Paul Ryan professed to be a believer in the
vs.
teachings of Ayn Rand, a Russian-born writer, philosopher,
and extreme atheist. He stated: ‘I grew up on Ayn Rand,
that’s what I tell people. You know, everybody does their soul
Libb Thims
searching, and trying to found out who they are and what
Ayn Rand (1905-1982)
(c.1975-)
they believe. You learn about yourself. I grew up reading Ayn
Russian-born American philosopher Ayn Rand and
Rand and it taught me quite a bit about who I am and what
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, both
my value systems are, and what my beliefs are.”

— Ron Peeples (2012), Crap: the Dirty Dozen of the Republican Party labeled as extreme atheists, seem to be aligned on most
points, except on the on the question of purpose and
(Ѻ)
societal organization, Rand siding with self-interest and the
rights of the individual, Thims siding with reality defined by
Rand’s personal philosophy is what is called objectivism,
chemical thermodynamics, according to which freedom
whose central tenets are: (a) god does not exist, (b) reality
and security are governed by the competing tendencies of
exists independent of consciousness, that humans have
entropy and enthalpy.

direct contact with reality through sense perception, that one
can attain objective knowledge from perception through the process of concept formation and inductive logic, (c)
proper moral purpose of one's life is the pursuit of one's own happiness (rational self-interest), that the only social
system consistent with this morality is one that displays full respect for individual rights embodied in laissez-faire
capitalism, and (d) that the role of art in human life is to transform humans' metaphysical ideas by selective
reproduction of reality into a physical form—a work of art—that one can comprehend and to which one can respond
emotionally. Thims and Rand are aligned in their extremism, except on point (c) in that whereas Rand's objectivism
seems to put more weight on individual rights and one's own happiness, Thims sides with the Rossini chemical
thermodynamics real world model, according to which in any system, social or otherwise, there exists a compromise
between freedom and security, as quantified by entropy and enthalpy change variables, behind which is the driving
force of free energy, which actuates senses of purpose, "some seemingly divine, some not", as Einstein would say,
respectively; also "proper moral purpose of one's life" is greatly loaded.

Thims
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in 2009 self-classified himself as Dawkins number 10, and since at
least 2011, has been classified or characterized in print by others an extreme atheist and or strong atheist:
“Arrogants like Eddington, despite his achievements, are the cause as to why people like Libb Thims fall from one
position to another lower position. First Libb argued that life is a defunct theory to justify the application of classical
version of the second law of thermodynamics to living systems, ignoring statistical thermodynamics. Then to justify
‘life is a defunct theory’ he argues that his actions and behavior or not ‘self-controlled’ or ‘self-driven’ [see: selfmotion] but are governed by external electromagnetic forces. Arrogance leads to ignorance and scientific blindness
as we noted from the example of Eddington and Nobel laureate Chandra Sekhar. Libb Thims’ science is laced with
extreme atheism and materialism and hence his precarious position. Science needs to be kept at equal distance and
away from both atheism and theism. I can’t stop but laugh at myself when I think that I am not alive or I am not
moving myself.”
— DMR Sekhar (2011), “Eddington’s Psycho-Syndrome” [1]

“Libb Thims is a strong atheist, adheres to a physics-based morality, and considers himself a Goethean revolutionist.”
— David Bossens (2013), Debates of the Hmolpedians [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The amoral nurse might reject that he or she has a moral duty to uphold a patient’s rights. The amoral nurse would
also probably claim that it does not make any sense even to speak of things like a patient’s ‘rights’ since moral
language itself has no meaning. The amoralist’s position in this respect is analogous to the atheist’s rejection of
certain religious terms. The extreme atheist, for example, would argue against uttering the word 'God', since it refers
to nothing and therefore has no meaning. Such an atheist might also claim that there is no point in engaging in a
religious debate on the existence ofGod, since there is just nothing there to debate. To try and debate the existence
of God would be like trying to debate the existence of a ‘black cat in a darkened room when there isn’t one’. The
amoralist may argue in a similar way in relation to the issue of morality.”
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— Megan-Jan Johnston (2011), Bioethics: a Nursing Perspective (Ѻ)
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Extreme materialism
In science, extreme materialism, or "gross materialism", refers to a
materialism position that jettisons all supernatural and
anthropomorphic beliefs, except that in belief in matter, as physics
and chemistry define matter.

Overview
In 1875, Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait classified extreme
materialism, seemingly, as a deism-spirit-soul theory free version of
materialism, which adheres to the following position: [1]
“When a certain number of material particles consisting of
phosphorus, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and perhaps some
other elements, are, in consequence of the operations of their
mutual forces, in certain positions with respect to each other, and in
certain states of motion, consciousness is the result, but whenever
this relative state is brought to an end, there is also an end of
consciousness and the sense of individual existence, while however
the particles of phosphorus, carbon, etc., remain as truly as ever.”

A god of the gaps (god void) depiction of scientific
materialism and or extreme materialism; showing
the religious apologeticist weakling trying to patch
up the gaping holes carved away by the juggernaut
of scientific progress and discovery.

Irish physicist John Tyndall, as the protagonist of this view in the Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate (1874), supposedly, is a
19th century example archetype of the extreme materialist.
American philosopher Henry Finck, in his 1887 Romantic Love and Personal Beauty, section “Cosmic Attraction and
Chemical Affinities”, classifies Ludwig Buchner as a "gross materialist" as follows: [2]
“But the inclination to confound gravitation and other natural forces with Love is not to be found among ancient and
mediaeval authors alone. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is the "gross materialist," Dr. Ludwig Buchner, who exclaims
rapturously: "For it is love, in the form of attraction, which chains stone to stone, earth to earth, star to star, and
which Cosmic Attraction and Chemical Affinities holds together the mighty edifice on which we stand, and on the
surface of which, like parasites, we carry on our existence, barely noticeable in the infinite universe; and on which we
shall continue to exist till that distant period when its component parts will again be resolved into that primal chaos
from which it laboriously severed itself millions of years ago, and became a separate planet."
Buchner carries on this anthropopathic process a step farther, by including all the chemical affinities of atoms and
molecules as manifestations of love: "Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen, and,
in loving union with it, forms water, that mighty omnipresent element, without which no life nor thought would be
possible." And again: "Potassium and phosphorus entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under water
they burn-—i.e. unite themselves with the beloved object".”
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(add discussion)

See also
● Extreme atheism
● Extreme mechanism | Stark classification
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Extropianism
In philosophical thermodynamics, extropianism refers to an
extropy-type mindset of futurist thinkers and activists who
promote an optimistic future signified by behaviors, practices,
and technologies that act intuitively as the opposite of
entropy, to create a type of progress-directed selftransformation. Supposedly, extropianism is a particular form
of transhumanism, concerned with the quest for the
continuation and acceleration of the evolution of intelligent
life beyond its current human form by means of science and
technology, guided by life-promoting principles and values,
while avoiding religion and dogma. [1] The philosophy seems
to have originated in circa 1988 discussions between Englishborn American humanities philosopher Max More and
American lawyer philosopher Tom Bell. Luminaries of the
extropian movement and philosophy of extropianism include
American science writer Kevin Kelly, Marvin Minsky, and
nanotechnologist Eric Drexler.

A 2009 SlideShare.com (Ѻ) summary of “extropianism”
as one of the 70+ “isms” of philosophy.
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Extropy
In hmolscience, extropy is a metaphorical entropy
antonym term, conceived as the opposite of entropy,
signifying progressive movements into the future; which
has somewhat trickled into new age discussions.

Etymology
The term "extropy" was introduced in 1967 or before by
American naturalist humanist philosopher Harry
Overstreet (1875-1970) as a counter-entropy quantity,
which he defined as involving truth and beauty and
goodness, would be expected to lead inevitably to God. [9]
The first extropy advertisement, used by Tom Bell and Max
One of the first mentions of the term extropy as a book
More in the Fall of 1988 to promote the first few issues of
title is the 1984 book Mythematics and Extropy, a work
their journal. [5]
that seems to be associated with Polish poet Boleslaw
Lesmian, who is noted for a number of neologisms. Independently, it seems the term was coined, originating via
analogy, by American lawyer-philosopher Tom Bell in 1988. [1] Max More, Bell's accociate, defines extropy as a
"metaphor, loosely related to the idea of negentropy, that refers to basic attitudes and values shared by those who
want to overcome human limits". [6] In 2010, when queried as to “the history behind adopting the term extropy,
particularly in relation to either entropy or thermodynamics, as a type of philosophy?”, Tom Bell suggested the web
archive Extropian FAQ page gave the best overview. People considered to be adherents of the principles of extropy is
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called an "extropian" and the ideology or philosophy study of the subject is called "extropianism"

Extropy magazine
In August, of 1988, Bell together with English-American philosopher Max More started the printed journal Extropy, in
which the term “extropy” was coined to define “the opposite of entropy or of thermodynamic decay”. [2] In the years
to follow the term, both with and without thermodynamic qualifiers, slowly trickled into public use.

Other
In 1999, American physican Karlis Ullis, within his theory of exercise physiology human thermodynamics, defined
extropy as a state of antientropy, which leads to the building of organized biological structures, the ultimate blueprint
that calls for sexual maturation and reproduction. [3]

New age
In recent years, the term has come be associated with a creative force or élan vital, which is regarded by the new age
and techno-utopian communities as generating novelty, breeding complexity, producing insights, and countering the
forces of entropy. In this ideology, extropy is associated with the set of natural health products or ways of life, which
mediate a type of force of extropy, that promote holistic well-being as they act to counter the entropic threat or
degeneration. [4] These types of analogy uses, however, seem to have no rigorous connection to fundamental
thermodynamics.

Novelty theory
A recent popular search term is novelty vs extropy, which seems to be a revival of something called “novelty theory”,
supposedly, developed by American new age philosopher Terence McKenna, which proposes that the universe is an
engine designed for the production and conservation of novelty. Novelty, in this context, can be thought of as
newness, or extropy (supposedly borrowed from Max More’s meaning of the opposite of entropy). Some kind of
laymanized view holds that, in a nutshell, novelty theory involves ontology, extropy, and eschatology. According to
McKenna, when novelty is graphed over time, a fractal waveform known as "timewave zero" or simply the
"timewave" results. The graph shows at what time periods, but never at what locations, novelty increases or
decreases and is supposed to represent a model of history's most important events. The original publication for his
view remains to be tracked down. [8]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The five base economic units are: energy, extropy, space, time and sentience.”
— Matt Frohlich (2015), on transhumanism (Ѻ), Jul 16

See also
● Anti-entropy difficulties
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Eyring, Henry
In chemistry, Henry Eyring (1901-1981) was a Mexican-born American theoretical
chemist noted for the 1931 potential energy surface model, the 1935 transition state
theory, the related concept of the activated complex.

Overview
In 1931, Eyring and Hungarian-born English physical chemist Michael Polanyi made the
first potential energy surface diagram, as presented in their famous paper "On Simple
Gas Reactions", in which, using the London equation (1927), they described the journey
of the nuclei from reactant state of the system to the product state of the system,
passing through the crucial intermediate state of activated complex. [1] The activated
complex theory, which enables the rate constants in chemical reactions to be
calculated using statistical thermodynamics, was developed by Eyring and colleagues in
the 1930s. [2] In 1935, Eyring, and his associates chemists Meredith Evans and Michael
Polanyi, conceived the theory of transition state. [3]

Education
In 1919, Eyring had received a state fellowship to the University of Arizona, where he received degrees in mining
engineering, metallurgy, and chemistry. He subsequently pursued and received his doctoral degree in Chemistry from
the University of California, Berkeley in 1927 for a thesis entitled: A Comparison of the Ionization by, and Stopping
Power for, Alpha Particles of Elements and Compounds. After a review of his dissertation, Princeton University
recruited Eyring as an instructor in 1931. He would continue his work at Princeton until 1946, after which he became
the dean of the graduate school of science at the University of Utah. Eyring’s two influential textbooks, written while
at Princeton, are the 1941 The Theory of Rate Processes and the 1944 Quantum Chemistry.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Clearly if you know the energy levels as functions of volume and temperature, you can calculate all of
thermodynamics. At the present time you don’t measure the thermodynamic properties experimentally if you have
the necessary absorption spectra.”
— Henry Erying (1957), “Statistical Dynamics”; cited by Norman Dolloff (1975) [4]
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Ezepue, Patrick
In hmolscience, Patrick Ezepue (c.1965-) is a Nigerian-born English researcher noted, in
business thermodynamics, for his 2004 thermodynamics conceptualized career
advancement model.

Overview
In 2004, Ezepue began working out a version of “human thermodynamics” (his term
usage) of what he calls the soft mathematical “state equations” to quantify the
movement of a student, productively and creatively, through the university and
eventually, as a professional, through the corporate academic model, who sell their
intellectual work as a business. Ezepue defined “human thermodynamics” as the
application of thermodynamics principles to ergonomics and productivity-enhancing
factors in man-machine systems, especially with the thinking and production of
creative mental and physical artifacts. [1]

Education
Ezepue completed his BS in statistics in 1985 and his MS in statistics in 1989 both at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
and completed his PhD in stochastic modelling at the University of Sheffield, UK, in 1999. Ezepue currently an Adjunct
Associate Professor in Applied Statistics at the Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Nigeria, where he co-leads
multidisciplinary mathematical sciences research developments in Statistics, Mathematics and Computer Sciences.
He is the Research Lead in Business Intelligence and Quantitative modelling at Sheffield Hallam University (SHU),
United Kingdom. [1]
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F
In symbols, F is the symbol for

Faber, Malte
In hmolscience, Malte Michael Faber (1938-) is a German economist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 1985 to 2005 work in applying thermodynamics to economics,
mostly is seems in historical commentary.

Overview
In 1983, Faber penned a number of what he seems to refer to as "physico-economics"
publications, which helped introduce entropy into economics and sociology. [1] In
1985, Faber began to pen several papers with John Proops on thermodynamics in
economics; their “Interdisciplinary Research Between Economists and Physical
Scientists: Retrospect and Prospect”, e.g. seems to go into a historical overview of
economic thermodynamics pioneers, such as: Leon Walras, Francis Edgeworth, Stanley
Jevons, Paul Samuelson, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, among others. [2]

Education
Faber studied economics, mathematics, and statistics at the Free University Berlin and
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the University of Minnesota from 1959 to 1964. He completed his doctorate (1969) and habilitation (1973) in
economics at the Technical University of Berlin. Faber became professor emeritus from the chair of economics at the
University of Heidelberg in 2004.
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Fahrenheit, Daniel
In science, Daniel Fahrenheit (1686-1736) was a Polish-born German physicist noted
for his circa 1720 invention of the mercury thermometer. In prior alcohol
thermometers, the variability in alcohol’s purity made it difficult to obtain reproducible
results; the use of mercury by Fahrenheit solved this issue. [1] The Fahrenheit scale
(˚F), along with the improved Celsius scale (˚C), made by Anders Celsius in 1742, and
eventual universal thermodynamics-based Kelvin scale (˚K), made by William Thomson
in 1848, is one of the main indicators with which to measure temperature.
In a letter to his associate Herman Boerhaave, eponym of Boerhaave’s law,
Fahrenheit acknowledged that he got his idea for his thermometer from Danish
astronomer Ole Romer (who had invented his own thermometer in 1701), albeit using
a renumbered scale, in which he used the fixed points of 96 (instead of 22.5 or 90), the
temperature of his wife's armpit, 32 the temperature of ice melting in water), and 0
the temperature of a bath of ice melting in a solution of common salt; a scale that he
says he began using in 1717. [2] In the letter, Fahrenheit is said to have commented:
“as this graduation is inconvenient and awkward because of the fractions, I decided to
alter the scale, and to use 96 instead of 22½ or 90; this I have always used since then.” [3]

Education
Fahrenheit was orphaned in 1701, at the age of 16, when both his parents died of mushroom poisoning. He then was
sent by his new guardians to Holland to apprentice at a bookkeeping firm, which he eventually ran away from. He
then travelled about from city to city, studying under the likes of Gottfried Leibniz and Hermann Boerhaave, among
others.

Photo | Note
No extant photos of Fahrenheit exist; the one shown is a 2012 computer-generated image (Ѻ) based on images of his
relatives.
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Philosophical Transactions, London, Vol. 33, pg. 78.
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Fairburn, William
In human chemistry, William Armstrong Fairburn (1876-1947) was an English-born
American naval architect, marine engineer, chemical engineer, and industrial executive
and noted for the publication of his 1914, 55-page booklet Human Chemistry, a
precursor to the science of human chemistry. [1] Fairburn was the first to discuss the
idea of the human catalyst and human entropy. In general, according to Fairburn,
regarding a chemically-based philosophy of life and work:
“No human chemical can ever be truly happy in his work unless he is fitted by nature
for the work he is performing.”
Fairburn's Human Chemistry is the only book ever-published on the science of "human
chemistry", which he defined as the analysis and synthesis of the reactions resulting
from combinations of human chemical elements (workers), prior to American chemical
engineer Libb Thims' 2007 textbook Human Chemistry. [4]

Education
After arriving in America, Fairburn was educated in the Bath public schools and during these years became an
apprentice mechanic in the local iron works. He acquired his master’s papers at the age of eighteen. In 1896, he
returned to Ireland entering the University of Glasgow and completed in one year a two-year program in naval
architecture and engineering, standing at the head of his class. At the age of twenty-three, he designed the first allsteel freighter in America. By 1900 he became an independent engineering consultant. [2]
From 1900 to 1908, Fairburn supervised the construction of cargo vessels and pioneered in applying the diesel to
railroads. In these years, he also served as a consultant for the Sterling Company and for Babcock and Wilson, on
steam boiler and marine manufacturing problems.

Diamond Match company
In 1909, Fairburn became head of the Diamond Match
company; guiding Diamond’s research chemists into
new domestic sources. In particular, Fairburn
revolutionized U.S. match manufacturing by using
sesquisulphate to produce matches rather than white
phosphorus, which had been publicly condemned for
leading to poisoning. [3] By 1937, Diamond controlled
90% of America’s match production. Fairburn was
president of the firm until his death in 1947.

Human elements
Fairburn defines humans, from a chemical reaction
point of view, as either "human elements", "human
chemicals", or "human chemical elements". The
following is an example quote of this view: [4]

In 1915, Fairburn, as new head of the Diamond Match Co., began
buying up all match factories in the US, and over the next 25-years
obtained near market domination. (Ѻ)

“As each chemical element is an entity, differing and distinct from any other, so is each human element and entity
and a personality, which, when guided by a human chemist to do work and perform his peculiar function in life, feels
and acquires what no inert substance can ever acquire, namely moral stimulus of responsibility. No chemical element
is in a state of harmony unless it is in contact with other elements or influences which do not antagonize or irritate,
and no human chemical or worker can ever by truly happy in his work unless he is fitted by nature for the work which
he is performing, and unless his general temperament are in harmony with his specific duties and environment.”
(add discussion)
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Human chemistry
In his Human Chemistry, Fairburn was the first, aside from German
polymath Johann von Goethe, and his 1809 chemistry-based novella
Elective Affinities, and American author Thomas Dreier, and his 27page 1910 pamphlet "Human Chemicals", to specifically outline the
view, in book format, that people are "human chemicals" or human
chemical elements, that the manager or foreman of people is a
"human chemist", and that the job of the human chemist is to align
individuals in their working combinations to achieve the correct
"reactions resulting from the combinations of individuals" (human
chemical reactions). Interestingly, Fairburn was the first to state that
people might be classified by relative energies and entropies; the
latter of which, i.e. the conception of "human entropy" or human
molecular entropy, referring to measures of entropy of an individual
person, is a very advanced concept, even in the modern age.
The central goal of Fairburn’s Human Chemistry was to outline
how the laws of science or nature might better guide the executive in
the operation of his company in terms of placement and work
functions of individual people. Many of his postulates are filled with
philosophical ideologies based on satieties or bonding satisfactions in
small chemical systems.

Human chemists

Fairburn's 1914 Human Chemistry argues that
humans are chemicals, that state properties,
such as energy and entropy apply to the
description of their respective natures, and that
the foreman of factories needs to be a master
human chemist.

In pioneering the proto-fields of business chemistry and business
thermodynamics, Fairburn's general view is that the foreman acts as the "human chemist", aligning proper work
reactions between individuals, and that in this sense, he or she must study the basic principles of chemistry so to
intelligently perform their occupation. Fairburn comments further on this in stating that a scientific human chemist
will be a psychological analyst who will study the science of the individual in relation to environment and the science
of the human mind, its power, function, and mental processes. He states further that:
“The human chemist should have the same broad views in regard to human chemicals that the scientific chemist has
in regard to the chemical elements.”

Energy and entropy
See main: Human energy, human entropy

Fairburn, in addition to stating that human chemical elements could be classified by their relative affinities (or Gibbs
free energy in the modern sense), seems to be the first to have stated that an interactive system of humans, e.g. a
group of factory workers is a system of reactive chemical entities (humans), and on this basis speculates on how one
would go about classifying reactive humans modeled as elements. He reasons that: [6]
“A classification based on their relative electricity or relative energy or enthusiasm would not of itself help us much,
for misapplied energy and wasteful application of human forces are common. The classification of entropy, referring
to temperature changes which can be likened to coolness, passion, explosiveness and frigidity, are all interesting but
of themselves prove little.”

Human emulsifiers
Fairburn postulates that in occupational situations, certain men (or human chemicals) will act as emulsifiers, acting to
facilitate the mixing of non-mixing groups, just as soda or gum Arabic, causing oil and water to blend together. [5]

Family
It seems to be the case that William Armstrong Fairburn (1876-1947) the son of William Fairbairn (junior) (dates) and
grandson of William Fairbairn (senior) (1789–1874), noted founder of the Manchester shipbuilding company William
Fairbairn & Sons; the factory where Scottish engineer James Thomson, of the Glasgow university, apprenticed in 1843
and while there discussed with William Fairbairn (junior), one of William Fairbarn's (senior) eight surviving children,
heat engine theory, showing William Fairbairn (junior) his drawings of Morin's dynamometer. [7] Six facts corroborate
this:
(a) The full name ‘William Armstrong Fairburn’ is prominent on his books (indicating that he is a third generation
William Fairburn, and is thus attempting to distinguish his name);
(b) He returned to Glasgow University for college in 1896 (the college where James Thomson was a professor (187389);
(c) The family immigrated from Huddersfield a town 30-miles North-East of Manchester (the location of the
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shipbuilding company);
(d) He degreed in naval architecture and engineering (as did Fairbairn junior and senior);
(e) He built many ships (as did Fairburn junior and senior);
(f) He became an executive of a company, the Diamond Match Co. (just as did Fairburn junior and senior).
What likely happened was that last name Fairbairn was Americanized to Fairburn when the family moved to America
(Bath, Maine) in 1889-90 from England (Huddersfield). A more definitive reference, however, needs to be found to
corroborate this.
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Faith
In terminology, faith (CR:286) is believing in things without evidence.
[1]

Religion | Science
The term "faith" is often a precarious tool used by creationist scientists
amid conflicts between science and religion. Indian-born Pakistani
organometallic chemist Mirza Beg, is a prime example of one whom
had severe difficult in his attempts to reconcile “faith” amid his
physiochemical sociology work (see: thread post: #62, #158, etc.).

Quotes
The following are relevant quote:
“I have found no confession of faith to which I could ally myself without
reservation.”
— Johann Goethe (1831) [3]

“If faith begins where knowledge ends, then as the empire of
knowledge thus always increases in extent, that of faith decreases as
constantly.”

An imaging (Ѻ) conceptualizing the postulate
that “faith” resides in a brain location.

— Carl Nageli (1877), “The Limits of Natural Knowledge” [1]

“A casual stroll through the lunatic asylum shows that faith does not prove anything.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (c.1880) (Ѻ)
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“The failure of the reformation to capture France had left for the Frenchmen no half-way house between infallibility
and infidelity; and while the intellect of Germany and England moved leisurely in the lines of religious evolution, the
mind of France leaped from the hot faith which had massacred the Huguenots to cold hostility with which La Mettrie,
Helvetius, Holbach, and Diderot turned upon the religion of the fathers.”
— Will Durant (1926), the Story of Philosophy [4]

“If devotion to truth is the hallmark of morality, then there is no greater, nobler, more heroic form of devotion than
the act of a man who assumes the responsibility of thinking .... the alleged short-cut to knowledge, which is faith, is
only a short-circuit destroying the mind.”
— Ayn Rand (1957), Atlas Shrugged (Ѻ)

“Faith is the license religious people give themselves to keep believing when reasons fail.”
— Sam Harris (c.2012) [5]

“Nietzsche says that ‘the struggle between science and religion is like the primordial struggle between bird and
gravity. Religion is like gravity, it wants to pull science down, but science invents the mechanical bird, and airplane
because it wants to fly. Science and religion have intense animosity. Faith suppresses thought. Faith is not wanting to
question, think or know. ‘Faith is a veto against science’ said Nietzsche.”
— Monydit Malieth (2013), The Future Affects the Past [2]
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Fall in love
In science, fall in love is a colloquial term used
to refer to the action in which two people
meet in time and fall into the confines of a
relationship. About 20% of people will fall in
love at first sight and marry that person. [2]

Human chemistry
In technical language, the state of behavior
American mechanical engineer Bill Nye explaining, in his 1993 Disney
characterized by the term "falling in love"
science education book Bill Nye the Science Guy’s Big Blast of Science, that
refers the process in which two previously
people have used the laws of thermodynamics to explain why people fall in
unattached people, collide in time, surmount love. [1]
the activation energy barrier to reaction, and
slide down into the free energy stability range on the potential energy surface (below relationship equilibrium level),
and fall into the confines of a paired human molecular bond, in the unified structure of a dihumanide molecule.

Human thermodynamics
Scientists, according to the views of American mechanical engineer Bill Nye, have been using thermodynamics to
explain how people fall in love since before 1993. [1] It is puzzling, however, as to who Nye is referring to?
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In the 1993 book Bill Nye the Science Guy’s Big Blast
of Science, a Disney-version science book, in the
section on thermodynamics, American mechanical
engineer Bill Nye comments that someone previous
to him has used thermodynamics to explain why
people fall in love.
A pre-1993 reference to someone who used
thermodynamics to explain “why people fall in
love” is puzzling? He could be making a reference
to German polymath Johann Goethe, and his 1809
human elective affinity work, but this was not pure
thermodynamics, but rather pre-thermodynamics
(in the sense that affinity was precursor to free
energy); and it is doubtful that Nye knew at this
time that affinity equates to free energy change, a
fact that only people with a chemistry background The process of falling in love is best visualized by plot of the potential
energy surface of the reactants (unpaired individuals) on going to
or interest know about this factoid.
reactants (relationship). The plot above shows the free energy versus
It is possible, however, that Nye is making
extent of reaction, showing various hypothetical final states, in
reference to Tom Stoppard’s play Arcadia, a
various stabilities (A≡B, A≡D, A≡C, begin stable products; A≡X being an
modern-day remake or twist on Goethe’s Elective
unstable product) above and below thermodynamic equilibrium.
Affinities, in which Stoppard uses the second law
concepts, such as heat death and sexual heat, in discussions of human passions and love. Arcadia premiered on April
13th, 1993, and Nye’s book was published on Sep 21, 1993, so it is possible Nye could have either saw the play or
read a review.
To give an example summary of Stoppard’s use of thermodynamics in his play, writer Katherine Kelly summarizes
in her 2001 Cambridge Companion to Tom Stoppard that the part in the play when Septimus quotes the tomb
inscription ‘Et in Ardccadia Ego’, in Poussin’s celebrated seventeenth-century painting, to mean ‘even in paradise
there is death’, that Thomasina knows about the second law and how the “entire universe is dying, inevitably heading
towards an entropic dead end”, expressed as “heat goes to cold” as Valentine explains to Hanna. In another instance
“It’s a one-way street … It’ll take a while but we’re all going to end up at room temperature”. In this scene, Kelly
explains that: [3]
“Thomasina refuses to give in into despair. She is thinking of heat in more than one sense: not just the heat of
thermodynamics but the heat of Eros. For she is falling in love with Septimus, and begs him to teach her to waltz.”
(add discussion)
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Fall-force
In physics, fall-force or fall-kraft, is a force that results from the spatial separation of bodies. [1] The term was
conceived in 1842 by German physicist Robert Mayer, introduced as a replacement for gravity, that accounts for the
mechanical equivalent of heat, namely that heat can produce motion, and that motion can produce heat, and that
the two are interconvertable and transformable.
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Family
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In culture, family is an association of three or
more humans by blood or marriage. In human
chemistry, families are defined as combinations
of "human molecules". [1]

Human chemistry
In human chemistry, the first to refer to a a
family as a type of combined "chemical", via
human chemical theory or human molecular
theory, was Thomas Dreier:
“Every family is a combination of human
chemicals.”
— Thomas Dreier (1948), We Human Chemicals

Left: Basic family: mother, father, and daughter (in a pool). Right: Bound
state representation of a family: MxFyBc (father Mx, mother Fy, child Bc),
connected by human chemical bonds (photon bonds γ). [1]

Dreier elaborated further on this basis in his chapter on the human chemistry of family life. [2] In the 2001 book
Leaving and Clinging, American writer Paul Peachey used the concept of the “family molecule”, being the attachment
of two or more human molecules, to argue that the family is the core molecule of society. Peachey seems to cull
many of his ideas on human bonding and human molecules from American sociologist Robert Nisbet, whom he
quotes often, for example: [3]
“It should be obvious that family, not the individual, is the real molecule of society, the key link of the social chain of
being. The family [is] the societal germ or ‘molecule’ that Nisbet proclaims.”
In another instance, he states: “The family is the social molecule, it is not the first instance because it produces and
socializes the young, but because it is the cradle of covenanting freedom. The often life-long trauma experienced by
children of divorces testifies to the germinal (or molecular) significance of pair-bonding in the creation of the
human.” Most of his reasoning seems, however, to be used in loose metaphor. Below is one example:
“To put the matter metaphorically, only when the family molecule begins to dissolve into individual atoms can the
rational reconstruction or resynthesis that we call modernization be undertaken.”
In 2007, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to describe families, chemically, using three points of
view: as “bound states” of human molecules; as di-humanide or tri-humanide molecules, etc., depending on
geometry and molecule count; or using human molecular orbital theory as overlaps of probability orbitals. [1]

Family therapy
In the 1940s and 1950s, supposedly, concepts from systems theory, cybernetics, and psychodynamics began to filter
over into family therapy books, carrying over concepts of boundaries, entropy, negentropy, openness and closedness,
etc., to develop theories on family issues. [4] In 2007, Herbert and Irene Goldenberg, in their Family Therapy, state:
[5]
“Families vary in the extent to which they are open systems; relatively closed systems run the risk of entropy or
decay and disorganization.”
The term ‘relatively closed system’, however, is Carl Jung psychodynamics term, not being proper thermodynamics.

See also
● Nuclear family
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Family molecule
In human chemistry, family molecule is a term that defines the family as a bonded association of two or more human
molecules. [1]

Overview
In 2001, American writer Paul Peachey, in his Leaving and Clinging, was using the term "family molecule", in a
metaphorical sense, as follows:
“To put the matter metaphorically, only when the family molecule begins to dissolve into individual atoms can the
rational reconstruction or resynthesis that we call modernization be undertaken.”
The term seems to have been first used, albeit in a metaphorical sense, in the 2001 book Leaving and Clinging, by
American writer Paul Peachey, to argue that the family is the core molecule of society: [2] In 2007, American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims was explicitly definition the basic nuclear family, e.g. couple with one baby, as a
tri-human-ide molecule. [1]
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Famous atheists
In existographies, famous atheists refers to
historical thinkers, past or present, who have
gained a certain notoriety, fame or infamy,
depending, for either being labeled an atheist,
declared non-believer in the existence of god, and
or contribute explicitly to atheism, anti-theism,
and dissolution of religio-mythology based
ideologies; below is chronological listing of
famous atheists, past and present. The hyperlink
acronym FA:#, e.g. Marcus Aurelius (FA:#14),
indicates an individuals famous atheist rankings,
chronologically.

Overview
The following are example quotes of famous
atheists grouped into association:

A screenshot of an atheism genealogy video (Ѻ), showing the core
famous atheists and branches, such as: atomic theory branch
(Epicurean atheism), the Feuerbach branch (Freudian atheism and
Marxian atheism), and the Goethe branch (Schopenhauer-Nietzsche
atheism).

“Nietzsche launched a new building project that
represents an advance for atheism. Meslier
denied all divinity, Holbach dismantled Christianity, Feuerbach deconstructed god. Then Nietzsche introduced
transvaluation: atheism is not an end in itself. Do away with god, yes, but then what? Another morality, a new ethic,
values never before thought of because unthinkable, this innovation is what makes it possible to arrive at atheism
and to surpass it. A formidable task, and one still to be brought to fruition.”
— Michel Onfray (2005), Atheist Manifesto [11]
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“Michel Foucault, Ludwig Feuerbach, Friedrich Nietzsche, George Santayana, Denis Diderot, John Mill, Richard
Dawkins, Noam Chomsky, Bertrand Russell, Bertolt Brecht, Ayn Rand, Democritus, David Hume, Albert Camus,
Sigmund Freud.”
— Cary Solomon (2013), God’s Not Dead (film); the “what do these individuals have in common?” scene [1]

(add discussion)

Atheists | 1-100
See also: Top 100 atheists (ranked)

The following are noted atheists “1 to 100” — assumed, attributed, categorical, labeled, famous, extreme, and or
legendary — chronological ordered, by either birth (reaction start) or event significance (next: 101-200, 201-300);
those colored light pink are noted female atheists:

Atheists 1 to 100
#

Person

Date

Significance

“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor of men, but ever has been and
ever will be an eternal-living fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC) [3]

His fragments (Ѻ) indicate a difficult-to-pin-down exact belief system, but
475B approximately the following type of pantheism logic:
C “god = fire/lightening [principle] + reason/cause [λόγος]”

1.
Heraclitus
(c.535-450BC)

2.
Leucippus
(c.500-450 BC)

3.
Anaxagoras
(500-428 BC)

Generally, a type of agnosticism-to-atheism of the Olympian gods, amid a search for a
universal principle, rooted in fire, electricity, flux, and eternal change.

Often called the 'father of atomic theory', he was the first to conceive of the theory of
atoms, arguing that the universe consisted entirely of atoms and void, a theory
450B
purposely contrived so to contradict Greek philosopher Parmenides' earlier view that
C
voids are impossible; called by Francis Bacon, in his "On Atheism" (1620), the chief or
head of the school "most accused" of atheism.

When, according to Voltaire (1764), he claimed that the
sun was not driven by Apollo, mounted on a chariot, but
rather, based on the "evidence" of examined fallen
meteors, and the reasoned postulate that moon light
was reflected sunlight, that it was a hot or fiery stone,
moving in a fifth element, in addition to the standard
four elements, he called “aether”, which he conceived of
as being in constant rotation and carried with it the
celestial bodies, he was called an atheist, and had to
flee.
The first person to be “labeled” an atheist, for the following views:
“Concerning the gods, I am unable to discover whether they exist or not, or what they
are like in form; for there are many hindrances to knowledge, the obscurity of the
subject and the brevity of the human mind.”

4.
Protagoras
(c.490-420BC)

5.
Democritus
(c.460-370BC)

Technically, these views are what we now characterize as “agnostic”, a term coined in
1869 by Thomas Huxley.
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“Critias seems to be from the ranks of the atheists when he says that the lawgivers of
ancient times invented god as a kind of overseer of the right and wrong actions of men.
Their purpose was to prevent anyone from wronging his neighbors secretly, as he would
incur the risk of vengeance at the hands of the gods.”

6.
Critias
(c.460-403BC)

— Sextus Empiricus (c.200AD) (Ѻ)

Quote: “Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We will
one day understand what causes it, and then cease to call it divine. And so it is with
everything in the universe.” Note: while often deemed atheist, the Hippocratic oath (Ѻ)
speaks of “gods and goddesses” being witness to oath.

7.
Hippocrates
(c.460-370BC)

“With reason did the Athenians adjudge Diagoras guilty of atheism, in that he not only
divulged the Orphic doctrine, and published the mysteries of Eleusis and of the Cabiri,
and chopped up the wooden statue of Hercules to boil his turnips, but openly declared
that there was no god at all.”
— Athenagoras (200AD), A Plea for the Christians

8.
Diagoras
(c.448-388BC)

Semi-labeled as the "first true atheist"; known as “Diagoras ‘the Atheist’ of Melos”, a
disciple of Democritus (Ѻ), cited by Cicero, among others, sometimes referred to, in the
history of atheism (Ѻ), as the “first atheist” or history's earliest known “confirmed
atheist”, as some (Ѻ) describe him.
“The Theodoreans derived their name from Theodorus, known as ‘the atheist’, and
adopted his doctrines. Theodorus was a man who utterly rejected the current belief in
the gods. And I have come across a book of his entitled Of the Gods which is not
contemptible. From that book, they say, Epicurus borrowed most of what he wrote on
the subject.”

9.
Theodorus of
Cyrene
(c.340-250BC)

10
.
Epicurus
(341-270BC)
Euhemerus
11
(c.325BC.
250BC)

12
.
Cicero
(106-43BC)

— Diogenes Laertius (c.225), Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [9]

Classified, along with Diagoras of Melos, as one of the first two “outright atheists”. [7]
Studied the lectures of determinism philosopher Zeno of Citium. [8]
Epitaphs: “[head] of the school most-accused of atheism” (Francis Bacon, c. 1601);
“chief father of atheism” (Jonathan Edwards, c.1750) (Ѻ); “father of atheism” (Monydit
Malieth, 2013); eponyms: Epicureanism; Epicurean atheism; is the main conduit of
atheism, throughout history, in atheism genealogy; e.g. Marxian atheism, Freudian
atheism, and Jeffersonian atheism (American atheism) all stem from him, along with all
the other big atheist, e.g. Giordano Bruno, Pierre Gassendi, Walter Charleton, among
unlistable others; in his “Letter to Herodotus” (Ѻ), he, supposedly, relegates the gods to
the role of non-interfering material entities, in capable of controlling human affairs. [2]
Diogenes Laertius (c.225) asserts, to note, that he borrowed most what he wrote from
“outright atheist” Theodorus and his On the Gods.
AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10)

45BC Cicero, supposedly, was first to transliterate the Greek word ἄθεος, from the privative
ἀ- + θεός "god", meaning "godless", into the Latin átheos (Ѻ), i.e. to introduce the
"atheism" to the modern western world.
“There are many questions in philosophy to which no satisfactory answer has yet been
given. But the question of the nature of the gods is the darkest and most difficult of all
…. So various and so contradictory are the opinions of the most learned men on this
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matter as to persuade one of the truth of the saying that philosophy is the child of
ignorance.”
— Cicero (45BC), On the Nature of the Gods (Ѻ)

One of the first neutral commentators on atheism, specifically atomic atheism, namely
differences on free will of Democritus vs Epicurus/Lucretius (describing him as a
"brilliant genius", and atheists, e.g. Diagoras; also the person credited with coining the
term “moral” and moral science; the originator of the "anti-chance argument" (aka
typing monkeys argument); technically: an atheism-curious skeptical agnostic,
approximately.
In his On the Nature of Things, a summary of the main points of the atomic theory of
Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, in poetic form, on “gods” his aim is the following:
“My object is to dispel the fear of the gods, which arises simply from the fact that there
are so many things which men do not yet understand, and therefore imagine to be
effected by divine power.”
13
.
Lucretius
(99-55BC)

On where everything came from, without a "creator", he has the following to say:
“For surely the atoms did not hold council, assigning order to each, flexing their keen
minds with questions of place and motion and who goes where. But shuffled and
jumbled in many ways, in the course of endless time they are buffeted, driven along,
chancing upon all motions, combinations. At last they fall into such an arrangement as
would create this universe.”
An adherent of stoicism, an oft-classified “anti-theist” (Ѻ); representative quote:

14
.
Marcus
Aurelius
(121-180)

“Live a good life. If there are gods and they are just, then they will not care how devout
you have been, but will welcome you based on the virtues you have lived by. If there are
gods, but unjust, then you should not want to worship them. If there are no gods, then
you will be gone, but will have lived a noble life that will live on in the memories of your
loved ones.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.170AD), Meditations, Book II (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

“All formal religions are delusive and must
never be accepted by self-respecting
persons as final.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

15
.
Hypatia
(350-415)

“Fables should be taught as fables, myths
as myths, and miracles as poetic fancies.
To teach superstitions as truth is a most
c.400
terrible thing. The child mind accepts and
believes them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy can he or she be in
after years relieved of them. The reason for this is that a superstition is so intangible a
thing that you cannot get at it to refute it.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

She was stripped, stoned, and burned for her anti-Christian, anti-religious, pro-science
views.
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Characterized as an "outspoken deist"
and a "full-time freethinker" (Ѻ); some
of his religion-debunking quotes are
very-ripe (see: Middle ages geniuses).
16 Zakariya Razi
. (854-925)

c.900

17
.

[HD:1] Described by Christopher Hitchens (2007) as a skeptic, whose poetry was
satirizing the claims and practices of religion. [5]
Omar
Khayyam
(1048-1131)
Frederick II not only published some treatise that denied the divinity of Jesus, Moses,
and Muhammad, declaring each of them imposters, but conducted experiments to test
the truths of various religious models, e.g. that Adam and Eve were the first two
humans (language deprivation experiments) and soul detection experiments.

18
.
Frederick II
(1194-1250)

“Frederick II, this pestilent king, a scorpion spitting out poison from the stinger of his
tail, has notably and openly stated that—in his own words—the whole world has been
fooled by three imposters, Jesus Christ, Moses, and Muhammad, two of whom died
honorably, while Jesus himself died on the cross. Moreover, he has dared to affirm, or
rather, he has fraudulently claimed, that all those who believe that a virgin could give
birth to the god who created nature, and all the rest, were fools. And Fredrick has
1239 aggravated the heresy by this insane assertion, according to which no one can be born
without having been conceived by the prior intercourse of a man and woman; he also
claims that people ought to believe nothing that cannot be proven by the strength and
reason of nature.”
— Pope Gregory IX (1239), address to monarchs

This resulted in the anonymous Treatise on the Three Imposters (aka The Atheist’s
Bible), either written by Frederick II or Simon of Tournai (1130-1201) or Bernardino
Ochino (1487-1564), which began to circulate (Ѻ) in the centuries to follow; in In 1770,
the great Enlightenment satirist Voltaire, published a response to the hoax treatise
entitled Epistle to the Author of the Book of the Three Impostors (Épître à l'Auteur du
Livre des Trois Imposteurs) (Ѻ), which contains one of his best-known quotations, "If
God didn't exist, it would be necessary to invent Him."
Famously gave a Good Friday Vatican toast (1514), wherein he referred to the story of
Jesus as a profitable fable:
“How well we know what a profitable superstition this fable of Christ has been for us
and our predecessors.”
1514
Pope Leo X
(1475-1521)

Also categorized as having been charged with atheism and or a “secret atheist”, along
with Machiavelli, Bodin, Arentino, Pomponazzi, Montaingne, Chrarron, and Gassendi.
(Ѻ)
“There has been a considerable number of those whom history calls atheists. Leucippus,
Democritus, Xenophanes, and others of the Atomistic and Eleatic Schools, are said to
have been such. In his Intellectual System, Cudworth puts into this category Seneca and
the younger Pliny among the Romans. Since the Reformation, such men as Rabelais,
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Machiavel, Bruno, Vanini, D'Alembert, Diderot, Buffon, Condorcet, Mirabeau, La Place,
Frederic II., and even Pope Leo X, have been charged with atheism.”
— Willis Lord (11875), Christian Theology for the People (pg. 67)

19
.

1535

In 1535, was rumored to be a “materialist” and to deny the
immortality of the soul (Ѻ), and eventually was convicted
of the “crime” of atheism, tortured, strangled, and then
burned, with his books.

Etienne Dolet
(1509-1546)

“Man is certainly stark mad: he cannot make a worm, yet ye will make gods by the
dozen.”
— Michel Montaigne (c.1570) (Ѻ)

20
.
Michel
Montaigne
(1533-1592)

21
.
Giordano
Bruno
(1548-1600)

22
.
Christopher
Marlowe
(1564-1593)

23
.

[HD:2] Many commentators assert that he was an atheist or skeptic who hid is true
beliefs for his own protection or for the sake of social stability; evidence for the claim he
was an atheists rests on his reply to the second objection against Raymond Sebond’s
circa 1425 Natural Theology: the Book of Creatures. (Ѻ)
A debatably-labeled (Ѻ) (Ѻ) “atheist” and or
“courageous thinker who lay under the stigma
of atheism” (Ѻ), in opposition to Thomas
Aquinas’ causality argument, added Lucretius’
atomic theory together with Copernican
heliocentrism to argue for an infinite world’s
1600 hypothesis, and for these views, which he
would not recant, was burned at the stake.
Bruno's burning, in the history of atheism (Ѻ),
is said to mark a transition point for the reemergence of atheism; though, to note, his
works remained on the Index of Prohibited Books until 1965, and it was not until 2000
that he received a public apology from the Catholic Church. [2]

[HD:3] England’s most-famous “alleged atheist” of the time; in his The Jew of Malta, the
Italian political thinker Niccolo Machiavelli (anglicized to “Machevil”) declares, “I count
religion but a childish toy … ”; his Doctor Faustus, Marlowe’s most important play, was
even more dangerous: Faustus declares, “I think hell’s a fable”, which some have
attributed as his view. (Ѻ)

[HD:4]
William
Shakespeare
(1564-1616)
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24
.
Lucilio Vanini
(1585-1619)

25
.
Thomas
Hobbes
(1588-1679)
Walter
26
.
Charleton
(1619-1707)

Italian philosopher, physician and free-thinker, who was one of the first significant
representatives of intellectual libertinism; among the first modern thinkers who viewed
1619 the universe as an entity governed by natural laws (nomological determinism); was the
first literate proponent of the thesis that humans evolved from apes; was executed for
the "crime of atheism".

[HD:5] His Leviathan: or the Matter, Form, and Power, of a Common Wealth
Ecclesiastical and Civil, an attempt to develop a political theory out of the mechanical
1651
view, sometimes associated with the term “atheist’s bible” (Ѻ), is described by British
atheism historian David Berman, as a “crypto-atheistic work”. [4]

The so-called “main conduit for the transmission of Epicurean ideas to England”, and
friend of Thomas Hobbes and reader of Pierre Gassendi, published his The Darkness of
Atheism Dispelled by the Light of Nature, followed by Physiologia Epicuro-Gassendo1652
Charletoniana: or a fabrick of science natural, upon the hypothesis of atoms (1654),
largely based Gassendi’s Animadversiones (1649), Epicurus's Morals (1656), and Natural
History of the Passions (1674).

[HD:6] Debatably labeled a pantheist or atheist, per his “god OR nature” style of
argument; was a springboard for a number of atheists to follow: Goethe, Shelley,
Einstein, among others.

27
.
Benedict
Spinoza
(1632-1677)
28
.

29
.

John
Locke
(16321704)

[HD:7]

1689 Known as the “first Polish atheist” (Ѻ); executed for the crime of atheism.
Kazimierz
Lyszczynski
(1634-1689)
“Meslier’s Testament is the most singular
phenomenon ever seen among all the
meteors fatal to the Christian religion.”
— Voltaire (1766) [2]

30
.
Jean Meslier
(1664-1729)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Oft-said to mark the start of "true atheism";
1729 overtly, a French Catholic priest (abbe) who
was discovered, upon his death (dereaction),
to have written an atheism advocating essay
like book entitled Testament, that denied
the existence of the soul, dismissed the
notion of free will, denounced all belief in
God, and all religion, with a “frenzied anger that makes Richard Dawkins’ The God
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Delusion (2006) seem like a work of reasoned scholarship”, as atheism historian Nick
Spencer characterizes (Ѻ) him.

31
. Charles
Montesquieu
(1689-1755)

32
.

33
.

[HD:10] Described by John Adams [HD:14] as an “atheist,
deist, and libertine”; denounced by John Q. Adams as the
“atheist Jacobite” (Ѻ); known as the “great infidel”; oftclassified as an agnostic atheist; his first work A Treatise on
David
Human Nature (1740), which includes considerations
Hume
1740 against an immortal soul, develops a system of morality
(1711independent of a deity, attempts to refute occasionalism,
1776)
and argues against a necessary being, led to the charge of
atheism. (Ѻ)

Julien la
Mettrie
(1709-1751)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Pierre
34
.
Maupertuis
(1698-1758)

Jean35
.

[HD:8]

Francois de la
Barre
(1745-1766)

Was said to have held, according to Voltaire, as rumored by Maupertuis, to have held
the post of the “royal atheist” (or “court atheist”) of Frederick the Great (1712-1786);
an “extreme materialist” (Ѻ) philosopher Julien la Mettrie—a translator of Seneca’s
essay on happiness—in his The Natural History of the Soul (1745), argued for a
mechanist materialistic position, according to which there was no need of the soul to
animate matter, that life was a property of matter, not something breathed into; to
quote: “What is the soul, but an empty word to which no idea corresponds?” Likewise,
his 1747 Man a Machine, dubbed a “materialist manifesto” (Ѻ), rooted in quasi-atheistic
principles, caused a scandal because it denied Cartesian dualism, i.e. it denied that there
1745
was a distinction between humans, who alone had souls (in the pineal gland), and
animals who, like machines, had none. He rejected immortality, arguing that humans,
like all other beings in the entire universe, consist of nothing but matter. He attacked
the monadism proposed by Gottfried Leibniz and his supporters as “incomprehensible”
writing that: “They have spiritualized matter rather than 'materializing' the soul.” He
was known throughout Europe as an advocate of godlessness and vice, was eventually
condemned, his books were burned, after which he fled to Prussia, where he was
granted a safe haven by King Frederick II, where he was asked to be the King’s personal
physician. (Ѻ)
Is described as “an atheist friend of La Mettrie” (Ѻ); Voltaire, in his article “Atheism”, in
his Philosophical Dictionary (1764), makes Maupertuis an interlocutor in his fictional
1745 dialogue between god worshippers and modern atheists (Ѻ); in his debate with Denis
Diderot (see: Maupertuis-Diderot debate) is described as an “exchange or polemic of
two authors trading accusations of atheism”. (Ѻ)
Was tortured, beheaded,
and his body burned for
alleged vandalism of a
crucifix; a case that became
celebrated because Voltaire
tried unsuccessfully to have
1766 the sentence reversed (Ѻ);
adjacent (right): is a circa
monument to Barre at
Sacré-Cœur de Montmartre
(1906); adjacent (left):
interrogation of the chevalier de La Barre as depicted on the monument to him in
Abbeville (1907)
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[HD:9] Translated (watered down version of): Jean Meslier; known as the most
“influential atheist of Europe in his day” (Ѻ); technically: an "atheism-curious agnostic
1768
deist" (see: Voltaire on religion); one of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain
anecdote;

36
.
Voltaire
(1694-1778)

Jacques-Andre
The so-called “monk of atheism” (Ѻ), a friend of Baron d’Holbach (Ѻ), who in circa 1869
37
Naigeon
1769 had begun to increasingly politicize d’Holbach and his views; and who assisted
.
(1738-1810)
d’Holbach in the classic atheist works, such as Jean Meslier.

38
.

[HD:13] AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10)
Benjamin
Franklin
(1706-1790)

39
.

[HD:11] Read: Jean Meslier; sometimes incorrectly labeled as the "first true atheist";
some label him an "explicit atheist" [4]
Denis Diderot
(1713-1784)

40
.

Baron
d’Holbach
(1723-1789)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Read: Jean Meslier; explicit atheist; wrote volumes against religion, the most famous
being The System of Nature (1770), itself known as the “Atheist’s Bible”; for thirty years
(1750-1780), at his second mansion Le Château de Grand-Val, outside of Paris, he ran a
bi-weekly intellectual salon, with the entice of excellent food, expensive wine, and a
library of over 3000 volumes, he attracted many notable visitors, including: Diderot,
Grimm,
Condillac, Condorcet, D'Alembert, Marmontel, Turgot, La Condamine, Helvétius,
1770
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Adam Smith, David Hume, and Benjamin Franklin.
“All children are born atheists; they have no idea of god.”
— Baron d’Holbach (1772), Freethoughts Opposed to Supernatural Ideas [5]

He is widely known as the “Newton of the atheists” (Ѻ) even cited so in history of
atheism documentaries. (V|1:45)

John
41
.

42
.

43
.

[HD:14]
Adams
(1735-1826)

Edward
Gibbon
(1737-1794)
Ethan
Allen
(17381737)

[HD:12] Has an enlarged reputation for harboring “irreligion” or atheism (Ѻ); his 17761788 six-volume The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, noted for its
1776 open criticism of organized religion; quote: “Religion is regarded by the common people
as true, by the wise as false, and by the rulers as useful” (Ѻ); and or a paraphrase of
Seneca the Younger. (Ѻ)

[HD:16] (Ѻ)
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44
. Matthew
Turner
(c.1720-1788)

45
.
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The supposed scholar (Ѻ), or possibly two authors combined, of Answer to Dr.
Priestley’s Letters to a Philosophical Unbeliever (Ѻ), in response to Joseph Priestley’s
book against atheism (Institutes of Natural and Revealed Religion, 1772), published by
1782 an anonymous “Mr. Hammon”, by stating the following, becomes the first overt or
avowed atheist in Britain:
“As to the question whether there is such an existent being as an atheist, to put that out
of all manner of doubt, I do declare upon my honor that I am one.”

1789 Author of the godless "moral motion" (or moral movement) theory.
John Stewart
(1749-1822)

William
46
Godwin
.
(1756-1836)

“I became in my 36th year an atheist.”
1792 — William Godwin (c.1810), "Autobiography"; one the best example of an avowed in print

47
.

[HD:15] Known as the “leading atheistic writer in the American colonies” (Ѻ); his The
1794 Age of Reason (1794) is the most-widely cited “atheist’s bible”, historically (Ѻ)(Ѻ); one
of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain anecdote;

Enlightenment atheist [12]

Thomas Paine
(1737-1809)
An Epicurean atheist with focus on the aim to define living bodies within a sensuous
order of matter ‘naturally’ seeking the maximization of pleasure and the minimization
of pain. (Ѻ)
“Religion — as noted by Marquis de Sade (1797), Novalis (1798), Marx (1843), and Dirac
(1927) — is but an opiate or opium for the mind; and like all drugs, it can be replaced,
1795 upgraded, or in some cases treated, with a better or less symptomatic one.”

48
.

— Libb Thims (2014), personal note, Sep 17

Marquis de
Sade
(1740-1814)

Described as the “most shocking of French atheists”; his The Philosophy in the Bedroom
(1795) argued for speculative and also ‘practical’ atheism, supposedly in some type of
“immoralism” terms. [12]

Joseph
49
.
Lagrange
(1736-1813)

50
. Gaspard
Monge
(1746-1818)
Claude
51
.
Berthollet
(1748-1822)

Quote: “How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither he nor
Monge, nor Berthollet, nor Lagrange believed in God. But they do not like to say so.”
(Napoleon to Gaspard Gourgaud, c.1814)

Quote: “How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither he nor
Monge, nor Berthollet, nor Lagrange believed in God. But they do not like to say so.”
(Napoleon to Gaspard Gourgaud, c.1814)

Quote: “Bah! Laplace was an atheist, and Berthollet too. At the Institute they all were
atheists, and yet Newton and Leibnitz were believers. Atheists compare man to a clock;
but the clock-maker is a being of superior intelligence. They grant that creation is the
result of matter, as warmth is the effect of fire.” (Napoleon to Gaspard Gourgaud,
c.1814)
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52
.
Thomas
Jefferson
(1743-1826)

[HD:17] In 1800, during his presidential campaign, he was said to be unfit to hold office
because he did not have orthodox religious beliefs and called a “howling atheist”; in
1802, he added the separation of church and state clause to the Constitution; in the
1802 years to follow he became reticent, vacillated in belief system labels over time; in
private letters, variously refers to himself as "Christian" (1803), "a sect by myself"
(1819), an "Epicurean" (1819), a "materialist" (1820), and a "Unitarian by myself"
(1825). (Ѻ)

“I had no need of that [god] hypothesis.”
1802 — Pierre Laplace (1802), response to Napoleon why the divine was not found in his new celestial

53
.

mechanics book (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote)

Pierre Laplace
(1749-1827)
“Crebillon … treats the passions like
playing cards, that one can shuffle,
play, reshuffle, and play again,
without their changing at all. There is
no trace of the delicate, chemical
affinity, through which they attract
and repel each other, reunite,
neutralize [each other], separate
again and recover.”
54
.

1809
Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

— Johann Goethe (1799), comment to
Friedrich Schiller on the lack of realism in
the works of Prosper Crebillon, Oct 23

“The moral symbols of nature are the elective affinities discovered and employed by
the great Bergman.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment to Friedrich Riemer, Jul 24

[HD:19] His Elective Affinities, showed that physical chemistry invalidates the logic of
the sixth commandment; the "trainer of assassins of god", namely: Arthur
Schopenhauer, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Libb Thims; among which, Nietzsche, who went
beyond good (right) and evil (wrong) declaring "God is dead!" (1882) and venturing into
thermodynamics (1888) in his last penned notes, before going insane, according to
Albert Camus (1942), is “the most famous of God's assassins.” See: Goethe on religion;
Goethe on the soul.
James
55
.

[HD:18]
Madison
(1751-1836)

56 Johann Fichte
. (1762-1814)

Semi-labeled as the “first true atheist”. (Ѻ)
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[HD:20] Noted for Napoleon Laplace anecdote (1802), wherein Laplace declared he no
1802 longer had need for the “hypothesis of god” in celestial mechanics; noted for his famous
French scientific elite atheism queries (see: Napoleon on the soul)

57
.
Napoleon
Bonaparte
(1769-1821)

[HD:21] Trained by Goethe, at age 18, to become the first "god assassin"; himself later
training Friedrich Nietzsche in the art of god assassination.
“Schopenhauer was the first admitted and inexorable atheist among us Germans.”

58
.

1806
Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)

— Friedrich Nietzsche (1882), The Gay Science (Ѻ)

“Schopenhauer prided himself on being the first true atheist in German philosophy, and
scorned his contemporaries’ attempts to substitute a world spirit for a bankrupt deity.
Yet he never abandoned a notion of cosmic justice.”
— Susan Neiman (2004), Evil in Modern Thought: an Alternative History of Philosophy (Ѻ)

“If ignorance of nature gave birth to gods, knowledge of nature is made for their
destruction.”
— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

“Every time we say that god is the author of some phenomenon, that signifies that we
1811 are ignorant of how such a phenomenon was able to operate by the aid of forces or
causes that we know in nature.”

59
.

— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

Percy Shelley
(1792-1822)

Described as the “most famous of all British atheists”; his: The Necessity of Atheism, got
him expelled from Oxford.

60 Stendhal
. (1783-1842)

c.182 “Gods only excuse is that he does not exist.”
— Stendhal (c.1820), cited by Nietzsche, in Ecce Homo, as “best atheist joke”, saying he was
0 jealous of for not having said it first

61
.

In 1836, he proclaimed “make your own Bible” (Ѻ); in 1841, in his Essays, his second
book, is found his essay “Self-Reliance”, described by his aunt as “strange medley of
1836
atheism and false independence” (Ѻ); listed in CelebAtheists.com (Ѻ); one of the
promulgators of the godless Goethean calendar.
Ralph Emerson
(1803-1882)

Was “avowedly atheistic” (Ѻ); stated: “while the Protestants and deists have always
c.184
attacked religion in the name of god, we must discard god, once and for all, in the name
0
of religion.” (Ѻ)

62
.
Auguste
Comte
(1798-1857)

1660

63
.

Hmolpedia

Known for this Essence of Christianity; known as a "legendary
atheist" (Ѻ) (Ѻ), whose “extreme atheism” (Ѻ) was
sometimes tempered with “divine humanism”, whose work is
a forerunner to Marx-based Soviet atheism, who was said to
have become more of an extreme atheist in later years.
“Someday the scientific revolution, chemistry in particular,
will dissolve Christianity in vat of nitric acid.”
1841 — Ludwig Feuerbach (1850), The Natural Sciences and the
Ludwig
Feuerbach
(1804-1872)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Revolution

“Whenever morality is based on theology, whenever the right
is made dependent on divine authority, the most immoral,
unjust, infamous things can be justified and established.
Morality is then surrendered to the groundless arbitrariness
of religion.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (c.1860) (Ѻ)

“There is no god, and Harriet Martineau is her prophet.”
Harriet
64
Martineau
.
(1802-1876)

— Douglass Jerrold (c.1852), see: Paul Dirac and The Strangest Man (pg. 456)

c.184
0 Publicly declared her atheism with the publication of her The Atkinson Letters (Ѻ);
thereafter embracing atheism, as a philosophy. (Ѻ)

Charles
65
Southwell
.
(1814-1860)

Together with George Holyoake, they dissented from the official policy of Owenism,
that lecturers should take a religious oath, to enable them to take collections on
1841 Sunday; founded the atheist publication Oracle of Reason, because of which he was
soon imprisoned because of its content; Holyoake took over as editor, and was moved
to an atheist position as a result of his experiences.

Elizabeth
66
Stanton
.
(1815-1902)

[HD:28] In 1848, she began to engage in the conflicts between the Bible and women’s
1848 rights (Ѻ); in 1895, she penned The Women’s Bible; therein becoming one of the
pioneers of “atheist feminism”. (Ѻ)

67
.

A disbeliever who in 1851 coined the term “secularism” because he regarded “atheism”
1851 as a negative word (Ѻ)(Ѻ); his The Principles of Secularism Illustrated (1871) discusses
Thomas Jefferson’s god questionings. (Ѻ)
George
Holyoake
(1871-1906)

E.B.
68
(c.1810.
c.1880)

Defended George Holyoake from the attacks by John Mackintosh, in his pamphlet The
1851 Logic of Atheism: With Especial Reference to Mr. Holyoake's Pretended Refutation of
Paley, during which he coined the term "human chemistry."

69
.

A freethinking “agnostic” (term he coined); in 1854, began attacking the Bible, because
1854 Moses was getting in the way of science; portrayed theology and science as “mortal
enemies” (1859); etc., etc. (Ѻ)

Thomas
Huxley
(1825-1895)

70
.
George Eliot
(1819-1880)

[HD:30] In 1854, in the house of Adolf Stahr (1805-1876) she defended Goethe’s
“everything holy overturning” (Heinrich Heine, 1810) physicochemical morality based
Elective Affinities, the “sixth commandment” overthrowing end chapter (P2:C18)
1854
dénouement, which Stahr faulted; her nonbeliever efforts comprise chapter 10 of
Christopher Hitchens’ The Portable Atheist: Essential Readings for the Nonbeliever
(2007).
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.
Jacob
Moleschott
(1822-1893)

72
. Ludwig
Buchner
(1824-1899)

1661

“Force is no impelling god, no entity separate from the material substratum; it is
inseparable from matter, is one of its eternal indwelling properties. A force
1850 unconnected with matter, hovering loose over matter, is an utterly empty conception.
In nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, in sulphur and phosphorus, their several
properties have dwelt from all eternity.” [3]

Modern Christian apologists consider Büchner the father of atheistic evangelism, or
antitheism, in Germany, a counterpart to Thomas Huxley, who some consider to be the
first atheistic evangelist—though Huxley himself denied, supposedly, that he was an
1855
atheist, preferring the term agnostic, which he coined in 1868—the ‘atheistic
evangelism’ standard, as some have categorized, since then has been carried by
Bertrand Russell, Henry Mencken, Richard Dawkins, and Sam Harris.

|→ Extreme
atheist

73
.

1867

The eponym of “Marxian atheism”, a derivative of Epicurean atheism, Ludwig
Feuerbach, and new scientific ideas, the result of which was dialectical materialism.

Karl Marx
(1818-1883)

74
.
Ernst Haeckel
(1834-1919)

An "unabashed atheist" (James Birx, 1992); after reading Darwin in 1860 he ventured
into a bold consideration of the philosophical implications and theological
consequences of taking organic evolution seriously, and through about eight main
published works, e.g. The Natural History of Creation (1868), to The Riddle of the
1868
Universe (1999), to Eternity (1916), engaged in a "scathing attack on religious dogma",
referring to Judaeo-Christian traditions as "those dogmatic doctrines of anthropism",
and produced philosophical work beyond "crude materialism" and "crude mechanism".
[13]
“All that is good and commendable now existing
would continue to exist if all marriage laws were
repealed tomorrow.”
— Victoria Woodhull (c.1872) (Ѻ)

75
.
Victoria
Woodhull
(1838-1927)

In 1871, at age 33, after arising from sexually-abuse
and financially exploited by her father, as a child,
and, at age 15, forced via escape method into an 11year “nightmare” marriage, prior to obtaining of
very-difficult to obtain "divorce", penned the
1871 Introduction to the first English translation—done by
"anonymously" by James Froude (whose Nemesis of
Faith was publicly burned in 1849, during reverend
William Sewells’ moral philosophy class at Oxford)—of Goethe’s “everything holy
overturning” (Heinrich Heine, 1810), sixth commandment usurping, physicochemical
morality based Elective Affinities, during which he outlined the Goethe revolution; in
1871, she became the first female presidential candidate; in 1872, she was derisively
characterized by Thomas Nast as “Mrs Satan” (Ѻ) for her "divorce rights" advocation; in
1885, William Patton (1821-1889), a minister turned (1877) Howard University
president, in his “Women and Skepticism” sermon, named Woodhull as “representative
of the movement in America that gave evidence of atheism and immorality.” (Ѻ)
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76 John Blackie
. (1809-1895)

1871

Authored: Four Phases of Morals: Socrates, Aristotle, Christianity, Utilitarianism (1871)
and The Natural History of Atheism (1877).

77 William Reade
His The Martyrdom of Man: From Nebula to Nation (1872), in the 19th century, was
1872
. (1838-1875)
conceptualized as an “atheist’s bible”. (Ѻ)

78
.

1873

[HD:24]; declared his atheism, and that of his father, in a famous essay published
posthumously. [6]

John Mill
(1806-1873)

79
.
Charles
Bradlaugh
(1833-1891)

As a youth, was kicked out of his
family for questioning things in
Sunday school, such as
discrepancies between the 39
articles of the Anglican Church
and the Bible; at 17, gave his
first public lecture on atheism
and published A Few Words on
the Christian Creed (1850), Who
1880 Was Jesus Christ, and What Did
He Teach (1860), A Plea for
Atheism (1864), and in 1880
after being elected to a seat in
Parliament, was kicked out for refusing to take the Oath of Allegiance, which invoked
God: [2]
“I, (Insert full name), do swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, her heirs and successors, according to law. So help me God.”
Legal battle ensued over the next five years, culminating in the Oaths Act of 1888. (Ѻ)

80
.
Robert
Ingersoll
(1833-1899)

81
.
Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1844-1900)

[HD:34] Nicknamed the
“great agnostic”; image
shown is the frontispiece
from his 1879 The Gods and
Other Lectures (Ѻ); by 1888,
known as a “great American
1880
atheist” (Ѻ); his Some
Mistakes of Moses (1880), is
one of the books cited in the
Redford deconversion model;
is one of the most-prolific atheism quotesmiths; one of the rocks to avoid in the
Christian captain anecdote;
[HD:40] Quote: “God is dead. God remains
dead. And we have killed him. Yet his shadow
still looms. How shall we comfort ourselves,
the murderers of all murderers? What was
holiest and mightiest of all that the world has
yet owned has bled to death under our
knives: who will wipe this blood off us? What
water is there for us to clean ourselves? What
1882
festivals of atonement, what sacred games
shall we have to invent? Is not the greatness
of this deed too great for us? Must we
ourselves not become gods simply to appear
worthy of it?”
Left: the 23 Dec 2010 pro-Christian “God is” billboard (Ѻ), on the New Jersey side of the
Lincoln Tunnel , which replaced the American Atheists 26 Nov 2010 “Christmas is a
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myth” billboard (Ѻ) , graffiti bombed with the word “Dead” (Ѻ), in reference to
Nietzsche’s famous proclamation.
“That must disappear!”

82
.
Johannes
Wislicenus
(1935-1902)

83
.
Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)

— Johannes Wislicenus (1885), order to his
guide, during his orientation tour of the
University of Leipzig, as the new chemistry
professor successor to Hermann Kolbe, in
reference to Kolbe’s Biblical quotation "God
1885 has arranged all things by measure and
number and weight" (Wisdom of Solomon
11:20) in large letters, such as depicted
adjacent, above the periodic table chart of
the chemical elements at the front of his
lecture theater (Ѻ)

[HD:51] [L50:15] (Ѻ) In his “A Project for Scientific Psychology”, he sought to base all of
mental phenomena on the logic of free energy (Gibbs energy) and bound energy
1895 (entropy), an atheism-implicit (implicit atheism) program; eponym of Freudian atheism,
a synthesis of Feuerbach, Epicurean atheism (Epicureanism), and German atheism;
noted Moses religio-mythology debunker (Moses and Monotheism, 1939).

“Everything we sensually experience can be reduced to energy relationships between
our sense organs and the world around us.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1809), autobiographical reflection of his spring “pentecostal inspiration”; as
recounted in his Lifelines: an Autobiography, 1926

“Research workers were, at one time, obliged to endeavor to ensure that their theories
did not contradict those of the church; nowadays, in contrast the church is at pains to
prove that its teachings are compatible with those of science. In other words, the
church acknowledges science as the higher authority.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1909). “On Catalysis”, Nobel Lectures

“I am made from the C-H-N-O-S-P combination from which a Bunsen, Helmholtz,
Kirchhoff came.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1926), Lifelines: an Autobiography

“Ostwald, who was the most ‘radical atheist’ among these scholars [Marx, Buchner,
1901 Fourier, Weber, Riehl], used the instrument of the ‘Monistic Sunday Sermons’ to spread
his ideas on rationality.”

84
.

— Gird Spittler (2010), “Beginnings of Anthropology” [10]

Wilhelm
Ostwald
(1853-1932)

85
.
Thomas Edison
(1847-1931)

In 1901, gave a seven part lecture series on "natural philosophy", wherein he sought to
upgrade, in his own words, the classical atheistic “matter-and-motion theory (or
scientific materialism)” with the new replacement theory named of energetics; in 1905,
he was relieved of his lecture duties owing to “religious questions” issues, as biographer
Eduard Farber puts it, at the time of the official obsequies for freethinker Johannes
Wislicenus (1935-1902); after retiring in 1906, with Ernst Haeckel, he founded the
“Monisten Bund” or German Monist League (Ѻ), in Jena, a free-thinking organization; in
1910, Haeckel elected Ostwald as the president of the Monist League, after which he
began giving his famous “Monistic Sunday Sermons”, at the center of which was his
energy or energetics based universal belief, which usurped god and religion; in 1912, his
The Energetic Imperative, outlined a thermodynamic imperative to Kant’s “categorical
imperative”.
[HD:41] His 1910 New York Times interview (see: the Edison on the soul) on
1910 whereabouts of William James [HD:38], following is passing, is a fairly cogent and frank
religion-ripping piece of work.
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Next | Previous
● Famous atheists: 101-200 | 1911 to present
● Famous atheists: 201-300 | Slated

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In the list given by Drachmann [1922], others designated atheoi in the period up to the 3rd century BC are Diogenes
of Apollonia, Hippo of Rhegium, Diagoras of Melos, Prodicus of Keos, the aristocrat Critias of Athens, Theodorus of
Cyrene, Bion of Borysthenes, and Euhemerus of Messina.”
— Michael Palmer (2013), Atheism for Beginners [3]

See also
● Atheism timeline
● Famous publications
● Famous publications by age
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Famous atheists: 101-200
In existographies, famous atheists refers to historical thinkers, past or present, who have gained a certain notoriety,
fame or infamy, depending, for either being labeled an atheist, declared non-believer in the existence of god, and or
contribute explicitly to atheism, anti-theism, and dissolution of religio-mythology based ideologies; below is
chronological listing of famous atheists, past and present.

Atheists | 101-200
See also: Top 100 atheists (ranked)

The following are noted atheists “1 to 100” — assumed, attributed, categorical, labeled, famous, extreme, and or
legendary — chronological ordered, by either birth (reaction start) or event significance (previous: 1-100, next: 201300); those colored light pink are noted female atheists:
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Atheists 101 to 200
#

Person

Date

Significance

81.

Clarence
Darrow
(18571938)

[HD:46] Son of an atheist father who famously defended high school biology
1925 teacher John Scopes, in the Scopes Monkey Trail, accused of teaching evolution to
high school students.

82.

Henry
Mencken
(18801956)

1925

[HD:53] The witty reporter, on the atheist's side, of the "Scopes Monkey trial"; a
self-classified agnostic, technically.
[HD:49]

George

“My atheism, like that of Spinoza, is true piety towards the universe and denies
only gods fashioned by men in their own image, to be servants of their human
interests.”

83.

— George Santayana (1922), “On My Friendly Critics”, Soliloquies in England (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

Santayana
(1863-1952)

84.
Bertrand Russell
(1872-1970)
85.

86.

[HD:51] Oft-ranked as the greatest atheist of the 20th century, for his Why I Am
Not a Christian (1927)—itself sometimes referred to as an “atheist’s bible”—among
1927 later television appearances; quote: “I see no reason, [owing to the universal
nature of] the second law of thermodynamics, to believe in any sort of god,
however vague and however attenuated.”

Margaret
Sanger
(18791966)

[HD:54] Leading birth control activist; founder of Planned Parenthood; declared
“no god; no masters”; braved the opposition of the Roman Catholic church. (Ѻ)

Max Otto
(1876-1968)

1932 Author of author of Is There a God? (1932); associate of John Dewey.

David Brooks
(1902-1994)

1933

[HD:52] A self-defined atheism-leaning agnostic of the Spinozan atheism variety,
who repeatedly denied the existence of a "personal god", but not explicitly god, per
se.

87.
Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)

88.

“Faith in the supernatural is a desperate wager made by man at the lowest ebb of
his fortunes.” (Ѻ)

Bertolt
Brecht
(18981956)

See: Einstein on religion; Einstein on the soul; Einstein on free will

“Nowadays, anyone who wishes to combat lies and ignorance and to write the
truth must overcome at least five difficulties. He must have the courage to write
the truth when truth is everywhere opposed; the keenness to recognize it,
although it is everywhere concealed; the skill to manipulate it as a weapon; the
judgment to select those in whose hands it will be effective; and the cunning to
spread the truth among such persons.”
— Bertolt Brecht (1935) “Writing the Truth: Five Difficulties” (Ѻ)

Quote: “Brecht was an atheist who believed not in the truth, but in probability. In
contrast to the agnostic, he did not doubt for the sake of doubting; he weighed
alternative courses of action for the sake of choosing one, and he chose
Communism not because it struck him as infallible, but because he saw it as the
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most likely instrument of anti-Fascism and social justice” (Ѻ); listed in
PositiveAtheism.org (Ѻ); quoted in AtheistNexus.org (Ѻ)
“Any further assumption implied by belief in a god which one may have in one’s
faith is inadmissible from the point of view of modern science, and should not be
needed in a well-organized society.”
1927

89.

— Paul Dirac (1933), hand-written note to self

In 1927, during the fifth Solvay Conference, famously, during smoky hotel lounge
conversation, began to rip on Einstein, and his “god talk”, to Werner Heisenberg
and Wolfgang Pauli.

Paul Dirac
(1902-1984)
Ernest

1929 “All thinking men are atheists.”

90.

— Ernest Hemingway (1929), A Farewell to Arms

Hemingway
(1899-1961)
“I feel the gods are pretty dead, though I suppose I ought to know that || however,
to be somewhat more philosophical in the matter, if atheism means simply not
being a theist, then of course I'm an atheist. But the popular if not the etymological
1935 significance of the word is much wider. It has come to signify it seems to me a
denial of all ideal values as having the right to control material ones. An in that
sense I’m not an atheist and don’t want to be labelled as one.”

John Dewey
(1859-1952)

— John Dewey (1935), letter to atheist friend Max Otto

91.

Albert
Camus
(19131960)

Jean-Paul Sartre
(1905-1980)

92.

93.

1942

Oft-cited as someone "born Christian; died atheist"; quote (1942): “Nietzsche was
the most famous of God’s assassins.”

French atheist existentialist philosopher, predominately noted for his 1943 Being
and Nothingness, who promoted an anti-deterministic variety, i.e. science not
based on causality, of individual “freedom as the foundation of all values” type of
1943
existentialism, according to the logic of “existence precedes essence”, meaning
that man first materializes into the world, encounters himself, and only afterwards
defines himself.

Richard
Feynman
(19181988)

In 1946, at his father’s funeral, know that his father was atheist, and that he was,
refused to take part in a mourner’s prayer in praise of God. In his 1963 Danz lecture
1946
turned book The Meaning of It All, was self-classifying himself as an atheist, in a
beat around the bush manner (see: Feynman on religion).

Antony
Flew
(19232010)

Concluded, at age 15, that there was no god (Ѻ); in the 1949, engaged with C.S.
Lewis, in his Socratic Club, in debates about god; thereafter spent the next 70 years
engaging in atheist philosophy; in 1998, debated William Craig; described by Ravi
1949 Zacharias (2013) as, in the 1980s, the “best known atheist in the western world”
(Ѻ); in his last years, famously recanted (Ѻ) his atheism and came out as a believer,
per reasons he calls "integrated complexity", i.e. new discoveries in biology and
chemistry, as he put it.

Ayn

94.

1957
Rand
(1905-1982)
|→ Extreme
atheist
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“Philosophy will not be able to bring about a direct change of the present state of
the world. This is true not only of philosophy but of all merely human meditations
and endeavors. Only a god can still save us. I think the only possibility of salvation
left to us is to prepare readiness, through thinking and poetry, for the appearance
of the god or for the absence of the god during the decline; so that we do not,
simply put, die meaningless deaths, but that when we decline, we decline in the
face of the absent god.”

95.

— Martin Heidegger (1966), interview with Spiegel (Ѻ)

Martin Heidegger
(1889-1976)

See also: “The Basis of Heidegger’s Atheism” (Ѻ)
“My father was almost entirely absent from my childhood, having been divorced
from my mother when I was 2 years old; in any event, although my father had been
raised a Muslim, by the time he met my mother [1960] he was a confirmed atheist,
1961 thinking religion to be so much superstition.”

96.

— Barack Obama (2006), “My Spiritual Journey” (Ѻ), Time, Oct 16

Born Muslim, turned Christian (age 6), turned atheist (age 24); AskMen.com Top 10
Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#4)

Barack Obama, Sr.
(1936-)
97.
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Joseph
Lewis
(18891968)

Characterized as an “American freethinker and atheist activist” (Ѻ); gave a 1960
1960 address, delivered over Radio Station WIME, Miami, Florida, on “The Philosophy of
Atheism” (Ѻ)
Her Murray vs Curlett (1963) landmark
Supreme Court ruling ended official
Bible-reading in American public
schools; that year she founded
American Atheists; she published: Why
1963 I’m an Atheist; Including a History of
Materialism (1980).

98.
Madalyn O'Hair
(1919-1995)

Right: O’Hair (1983) in front of the
Robert Ingersoll statue in Glen Oak
Park, Peoria, Illinois.
“I admit that the generation which produced Stalin, Auschwitz and Hiroshima will
take some beating, but the radical and universal consciousness of the death of god
is still ahead of us. Perhaps we shall have to colonize the stars before it is finally
borne in upon us that god is not out there.”

Reginald

— Reginald Hollingdale (c.1980)

1971

99.
Hollingdale
(1930-2001),

Characterized as: “Grimly atheist, he appreciated Nietzsche's attempt to establish a
philosophy that was simultaneously nihilist and life-affirming”; a self-educated
scholar; paid to have German tutoring so that he could rehabilitate the work of
Friedrich Nietzsche, in terms of English translation promotion; whom he had been
led to via Richard Wagner and Arthur Schopenhauer.

Beginning in 1975, up to the present, e.g. Bill Nye vs Ken Ham (2014) commentary,
began to publicly counter, in debates, radio, newspaper, lectures, etc., all
1975 creationism, religion-pushing views, in the area of science; in his engineering
clashes, he famously have out creationism publications as homework assignments
to check for errors and incorrectness.

100.
John Patterson
(1936-)
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Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#24) (Ѻ); an “avowed atheist” (Lee Strobel,
2004); in his 1977 The First Three Minutes, he argues that according to the second
1977
law the universe is godless, albeit questionably pointless; his 1992 Dreams of a
Final Theory, gives a number of noted atheism positions are stated.

101.
Steven Weinberg
(1933-)

A third-generation free thinker (on her mother’s side); debating believers as an
atheist in 6th grade (Ѻ); together with her mother Annie Nicole Gaylor (1926-2015)
and John Sontarck (Ѻ), in their kitchen (1976) started the Freedom From Religion
Foundation (incorporated in 1978), after deducing that deduced that the root
1978
cause of much of the opposition to her pro-abortion and women's rights efforts
came from organized religion; did battle on national television with Oprah (1984);
author: Women Without Superstition (1984); wife of noted preacher turned atheist
Dan Barker. [1]

102.
Annie Laurie
Gaylor
(1955-)

1979

103.

In 1972, at age 23, penned some kind of atheism book (Ѻ); most-noted for Atheism:
the Case against God (1979) along with two other atheism books.

George Smith
(1949-)
In 1980, Sagan, became famous for his PBS series
Cosmos, co-written with his wife Ann Duryan,
wherein he defines a human as “star-stuff” (Ѻ);
used the term "cosmic perspective" for the
advanced perspective; and seemed to conjecture
for a universe that is god-free, though, it seems,
not stated so explicitly.
“I am not an atheist. An atheist is someone who
Carl
has compelling evidence that there is no JudeoChristian-Islamic God. I am not that wise, but
neither do I consider there to be anything approaching adequate evidence for such
a god. Why are you in such a hurry to make up your mind? Why not simply wait
1980 until there is compelling evidence?”

104.

— Carl Sagan (1996), “To Robert Pope”, Oct 2

Sagan
(1934-1996)

“Raised Muslim, wore a head scarf, prayed 5-times a day. Thanks to Bertrand
Russell and Carl Sagan, am now an atheist.”
— Annisa Ihsani (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 22

“Regarding myself, atheist at 11, thanks to Carl Sagan's Cosmos, who showed how
marvelous is the universe without a god!”
— Alexandre Costa (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 24

Technically, was a “near-atheist”, “agnostoatheist”, or “DN: 6” or “DN:6-” on the
Dawkins scale. The adjacent image shows him as the poster-boy for the mostviewed “atheist” video, by term search on YouTube.
Simone
de
Beauvoir
(1908-

105.
1986)
106.

Michel
Foucault
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(1926-1984)

His Dave Allen at Large BBC comedy skit show (1971-1979) ridiculed Catholic ritual
via humor (Ѻ); known for his atheist vs theist black cat analogy, aka his “The Leap
1971
of Faith” joke (Ѻ)(Ѻ); raised Catholic by nuns; later came to describe himself a
“practicing atheist”. (Ѻ)

107.
Dave Allen
(1936-2005)

108.

109.

Peter
Atkins
(1940-)

Dan
Barker
(1949-)

An “implicit atheist” (of the chemical atheist variety); his 1981, his Creation,
outlined a Darwinism + physical chemistry view that humans are emergent types of
unimportant "molecules equipped for competition, survival, and reproduction"
1981 amid a purposeless universe; has debated William Craig (1998), John Lennox,
among others, up the present; ranked by Bo Jinn (2013) as one of the “lower and
more moderate figures in this new atheist priesthood”, along with “Krauss,
Stenger, Shermer [and all the rest] e bella compagnia.”
A preacher of 19-years, who, in 1984, came out as an atheist, going on a number of
talk shows, e.g. Oprah (Ѻ); publications: Losing Faith in Faith: From Preacher to
1984 Atheist (1992), Godless: How an Evangelical Preacher Became One of America's
Leading Atheists (2008), and The Good Atheist: Living a Purpose-Filled Life Without
God (2011). (Ѻ)
“I’m a hardline atheist, I have to say.”
— Salman Rushdie (2006), “Interview with Bill Moyers” (Ѻ)

110.
Salman Rushdie
(1947-)
111.

112.

AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10; Note: as a teenager, he
1988 demonstrated his rejection of religion by eating a ham sandwich, and waited in vain
for the thunderbolt from heaven; his The Satanic Verses (1988), in the Muslim
world, drew accusations of blasphemy and unbelief; the Ayatollah of Iran issued a
fatwa ordering Muslims to kill him, which was backed by the Iranian government
until 1998. (Ѻ)

Douglas Adams
(1952-2001)

1990

Michael Shermer
(1954-)

An former fundamentalist evangelistic Christian turned circa 1991 “agnosticnontheist atheist” scientific skeptic, who in 1992 found the Skeptic Society (Ѻ),
1992 which began as a hobby in his garage; came into notoriety with his Why People
Believe Weird Things (1997); in the 2000s, began to engage in many atheism vs
theism debates, on the atheism side (e.g. with Sam Harris).

Leon Lederman
(1922-)

Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#43) (Ѻ); a self-described “radical atheist”;
Richard Dawkins dedicated his The God Delusion to Adams.

a “confirmed atheist of Jewish descent” (Ѻ); in his The God Particle (1993), coined
the term “god particle” for the then-hypothetical Higgs boson, per the reasoning
that:
“This boson is so central to the state of physics today, so crucial to our final
understanding of the structure of matter, yet so elusive, that I have given it a
nickname: the God Particle. Why God Particle? Two reasons. One, the publisher
wouldn't let us call it the Goddamn Particle, though that might be a more
1993 appropriate title, given its villainous nature and the expense it is causing. And two,
there is a connection, of sorts, to another book, a much older [Genesis] one...”
— Leon Lederman (1993), The God Particle (pg. 22)

In other words: (a) the publishers wouldn’t let him call it the “goddamn particle”,
being that it was costing $2 billion particle accelerator funding to find, and (b)
confusion of language and understanding in particle physics is comparable to the
Biblical story of the Tower of Babel and the quest for on language of nature to
uniform physics; which he explains as follows:
113.

James
Haught
(1932-)

Eponym of the Haught disbeliever, the top 64 atheists or disbelieving near-atheists,
of the last two-millennia, as found in his 2000 Years of Disbelief: Famous People
1996
with the Courage to Doubt; technically, he self-classifies as a “skeptic” (2012), when
confronted with god-talking Unitarian preachers. (Ѻ)
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114.

Stephen Gould
(1941-2002)

115.

George
Carlin
(19372008)

A conceptualized “atheist”, e.g. a Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#33) (Ѻ);
technically, was a Clarence Darrow fan agnostic who “if forced” would bet on
1997 atheism (Ѻ), but an agnostic, nonetheless; noted for his “Non-Overlapping
Magisteria” (1997) dualism ideology often bandied about in atheism/religion
discussions.
“I’m an atheist because George Carlin explained it all.”
1999

— Mark Law (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 25

Carlin, notably, did a Mad TV “Touched by an Atheist” (Ѻ) skit on Pascal’s wager

Neil
His “Holy Wars” (1999) article gives frank commentary on how if his lectures on the
universe are “in America” the end questions “eventually reaches god”; oftperceived atheist, albeit self-aligned (2012) agnostic, who frequently has to correct
1999 his Wikipedia page to clarify this (Ѻ), known for being outspoken against intelligent
design (Ѻ), how faith and reason are irreconcilable, how the Bible is bunk, etc.; his
2014 interview with Bill Moyer (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ) seems to give the impression that he is a
"hard core atheist, but reluctant to commit to such a label.

116.
Tyson
(1958-)

“I want atheism to be true and am made uneasy by the fact that some of the most
intelligent and well-informed people I know are religious believers.”
2000

117.
Thomas Nagel
(1937-)
Julia

118.
Sweeney
(1959-)
119.

120.

121.

Lewis
Wolpert
(1929-)

Sean
Carroll
(1966-)

Colin
McGinn
(1950-)

— Thomas Nagel (c.2000) (Ѻ)

His Mind and Cosmos (2012) turned him into the “atheist who dared to question
materialism” (Ѻ) and the atheist who doubted Darwin, etc.

A Johnson 100 atheists (Ѻ); in 2001, began working on
her autobiographical “Letting Go of God” (Ѻ)
deconversion comedy routine, on how she dug herself
mentally out of her entrenched Catholic upbringing into
2001
Deepak Chopra (Ѻ) pseudoscientific quantum
spirituality transition stage to intelligent design and
then into rational sober atheism; available in DVD form
in 2008; some of which was referenced in Dawkins’ The God Delusion.

2002 Noted atheist who has spoken out against the argument for evil (Bo Jinn, 2013).
Prefers the self-label “naturalist” (2014), over atheist, although he doesn’t deny the
latter, but considers the former a more positive term (Ѻ); Brainz.org top 50 brilliant
atheist (#49) (Ѻ); in 2003, penned: “Why (Almost All) Cosmologists are Atheists”
(Ѻ); in 2004, with Shadi Hartsch, taught a course on the history of atheism at the
2003
University of Chicago; in 2012, organized a workshop entitled “Moving Naturalism
Forward”; in 2013, blogged “Why I Won’t Take Money from the Templeton
Foundation” (Ѻ) (Ѻ); in 2014, received the “Emperor Has No Clothes” award from
the Freedom From Religion Foundation”.
One of the six atheists interviewed (Ѻ) in the 2004 BBC documentary The Atheism
Tapes (Ѻ), along with Steven Weinberg, Arthur Miller, Richard Dawkins, Denys
Turner, and Daniel Dennett; in which he draws an important distinction between
atheism (lack of belief in a deity) and antitheism (active opposition to theism),
identifies himself as both an atheist and an antitheist, and speculates about a post2004 theistic society; in 2009, dialogued at CUNY with Denys Turner “Does Morality
Need God?” (Ѻ), during which he states:
“Some people often think that if you’re an atheist, you don’t believe in god, then
you can’t have a morality. There’s no foundation to morality and morality’s in
question and so forth. [...] It’s amazing to me that people in the current world still
think that way, because that view was refuted 2.5 thousand years ago by Socrates,
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in the Euthyphro argument, where Socrates made the point that you can’t define
goodness or rightness as what god commands, because the reason god commands
it is that it’s right, it’s not right because god commands it. [...] So, god cannot be
the foundation of morality in that sense.”
In 2010, blogged “Why I’m an Atheist” (Ѻ), wherein he described himself as an
“atheist in the strong sense”;
In 22 May was a reviewer (2013) of JDNM; in Jun 2013, parodied by FirstThings.com
(Ѻ), after being forced to resign from University of Miami, for sexually explicit
emails to graduate student, as the an atheist hypocrite, namely for blaming faith
for sexual abuse, and stating that atheists have better morals:
“[Atheists] make up in morality what they lack in belief; whereas believers have to
do so much work to believe that they have no energy left over for morality. The
depravity of the Catholic Church is a nice illustration.”
but then succumbing to a variant of the same immorality to which he was pointing
the finger at.

122.

Michael
Martin
(1932-)
Richard Carrier
(1969-)

123.

JeanMarie
Lehn
(1939-)

124.

Michael
Palmer
(1945-)

Cited by Michael Palmer (2013) as atheism battler on the side of Victor Stenger and
Daniel Dennett, attacking for all they are worth, believers like: William Craig and
Alister McGrath [4]; books include: The Case Against Christianity (1991), Theism vs.
Atheism: the Internet Debate (2000), Atheism, Morality and Meaning (2002),
among others. (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)
2005 Penned Goodness Without God; debated William Craig (2009).
Quote: “It is a scene I won’t forget in a hurry”, in commentary in defending (2006)
2006 his atheism at a packed public conference at the new Alexandria Library in Egypt.
(Ѻ)
Noted for his 2010 atheist’s creed statement; publications include: The Question of
God (2001), The Atheist’s Primer (2012), Atheism for Beginners (2013), among
others.
“I am a sworn atheist and therefore from my point of view the Talmud or the Koran
don't constitute works of political philosophy but rather writings that stand in utter
contradiction to concepts like logic, freedom, feminism, secularism, brotherhood which are my ideals.”
— Michel Onfray (c.2005) (Ѻ)

125.
Michel Onfray
(1959-)

126.

Ayaan Ali
(1969-)

Noted epicurean (Ѻ); did preface to first English translation of Jean Meslier’s
Testament; his 2005 Atheist Manifesto: the Case Against Christianity, Judaism, and
Islam, has sold over 200,000 copies (Ѻ); cited as one of the big three modern
atheists, behind Dawkins and Hitchens; backs his work by: Epicurus, Nietzsche,
Georges Bataille, Jean Meslier, Baron d’Holbach, Michel Foucault, Jeremy Bentham
and Freud. (Ѻ)
In 2002, became an atheist, in May, following 9/11, when she looked at herself in
the mirror and asked “do I really believe in God?” (V); on 29 Aug 2004, her film
Submission (V) — done while working with writer and director Theo van Gogh (who
was shot 8 times, semi-decapitated, and stabbed in the chest, on 2 Nov 2004, at
9AM while biking to work), wherein she wrote the script and provided the
2004 voiceover — was aired on the Dutch public broadcasting network, which criticized
the treatment of women in Islamic society, which was juxtaposed with passages
from the Qur'an, were scenes of actresses portraying Muslim women suffering
abuse, and an apparently nude actress dressed in a semi-transparent burqa was
shown with texts from the Qur'an, written on her skin, interpreted as justifying the
subjugation of Muslim women.
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127.
Harris
(1967-)

Launching the "new
atheism" movement,
something he began
Sam
to initiate the day
after 9/11, as he
described in his 2004
The End of Faith:
2004 “I began writing this
book on September
12, 2001. Many
friends read and
commented on a long essay that I produced in those first weeks of collective grief
and stupefaction, and that text became the basis for this book.”
which would go on to sell over 250,000 copies within three years alone. (Ѻ)

Person (Ѻ) behind the flying spaghetti
monster; considered the founder of
Pastafarian faith, which he outlined in
his The Gospel of the Flying Spaghetti
Bobby Henderson
2005
Monster (2006); shown adjacent is a
(c.1980-)
Reddit atheism forum “in pasta we
trust” parody of the 1956 “in god we
trust” motto of the one dollar bill.

128.

129.

In 2005, wrote and produced the documentary The God Who Wasn’t There (Ѻ),
wherein, via interviews with Richard Carrier, Sam Harris, among others (Ѻ), he
Brian
Flemming 2005 argues that it is likely that Jesus Christ never existed; at the end of which he returns
to confront the principal of the fundamentalist Christian school he attended as a
(c.1967-)
child; in 2006, ranked by Newsweek, as one of America’s ten most influential
atheists. (Ѻ)
Paul
Myers
(1957-)

130.
Lawrence Krauss
(1954-)

131.

Noam
Chomsky
(1928-)

In 2005, began atheist blogging at Pharyngula, as PZ Myers, a top-ranked science
blog, according to Nature (2006); published his Atheist’s creed (2008); visited (Ѻ)
2005
the Creation Museum; was one of the ten famous atheists at the 2012 American
Atheists Conference (Ѻ), etc.
“I view myself as an anti-theist rather than an atheist” (Ѻ); engaged in public
debate with Michel Behe (Ѻ); “Every atom in your body came from a star that
exploded. And, the atoms in your left hand probably came from a different star
than your right hand. It really is the most poetic thing I know about physics: You are
all stardust. You couldn’t be here if stars hadn’t exploded, because the elements 2005 the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, all the things that matter for evolution and for
life - weren’t created at the beginning of time. They were created in the nuclear
furnaces of stars, and the only way for them to get into your body is if those stars
were kind enough to explode. So, forget Jesus. The stars died so that you could be
here today.”
— Lawrence Krauss (2012), A Universe from Nothing: Why There is Something Rather Than
Nothing (pg. #) (Ѻ) (3:50)

An label-avoiding agnostic, oft-classified as an atheist; quote (2006): “When people
ask me if I’m an atheist, I have to ask them what they mean. What is it that I’m
supposed to not believe in? Until you can answer that question I can’t tell you
whether I’m an atheist. I don’t see anything logical in being agnostic about the
2006 Greek gods. There’s no agnosticism about ectoplasm. I don’t see how one can be
an agnostic when one doesn’t know what it is that one is supposed to believe in, or
reject” (Ѻ); in 2012, claimed to be an atheist, while at the same time deriding the
“new atheists” as an embarrassment and as narrow-minded and ill-informed
bigots. (Ѻ)
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Richard Dawkins
(1941-)
DN=6.5
Daniel
Dennett
(1942-)

132.

133.
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In 1986, in his The Blind Watchmaker, he argued for the view that humans were
not created by God, but by blind random purposeless chance; his 2006 The God
Delusion, takes aim at the theory of god, arguing that god does not exist, that
2006
religion is a delusion, and in which he introduced the 1-7 Dawkins scale of belief in
the existence of God, on which he says he is about a 6.5 or "6 leaning towards 7"
whatever that means.

2006

His Breaking the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon (2006), supposedly is a
top 5 atheism book. (Ѻ)

2007

His God is Not Great (2007) launched him into new atheism stardom and into many
debates to follow; one of the new four horsemen of atheism.

2007

Penned: God: the Failed Hypothesis (2007), God: and the Follow of Faith (2012),
God: and the Atom (2013).

Christopher
Hitchens
(1949-2011)
Victor
Stenger
(19352014)

134.

A noted (Ѻ) physics major, Iraq war veteran turned, turned
(2007) atheist rapper (Ѻ); noted for his “spoon fed” quote (Ѻ);
supposedly able to “make an atheist come out of the closet
faster than Ted Haggard” (Ѻ.

Greydon
Square
(1981-)

135.

Bill

136.
Maher
(1956-)

Technically an agnostic-atheist, who in 2011
self-defined as a “apatheist”, or “apathetic
atheist” (Ѻ), born to a Catholic father and
Jewish mother; noted for his 2008
2008 documentary Religulous (Ѻ), a humorous look
at religious silliness; in 2008, on his Bill Maher
show, he interviewed Richard Dawkins who
said he “might be a 6.9” on his Dawkins scale; in 2012, Maher was being parodied
in respect to Jesus myth and Gerald Massey connections.

“Cosmology is a kind of religion for intelligent atheists.”
— Stephen Hawking (c.1962), description (Ѻ) to his wife, when they first met, about himself

137.

2010
Stephen Hawking
(1942-)

Other quotes: “the universe was not created by god” (2010); “there is no heaven or
afterlife; that is a fairy story for people afraid of the dark” (2011). (Ѻ)
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After becoming president of the American Atheists, has done a number of notable
public awareness accomplishments: atheism billboards (2010); atheism bench
2010
(2013); launched 24/7 AtheismTV (2014) on television available vis Roku (Ѻ);
political conservatism atheism (2015), etc.

138.
David Silverman
(1966-)

139.
Thims
(c.1975-)
DN=10
↔ Extreme
atheist

[see: Thimsian atheism] a 2015 self-characterized
“chemical atheist” and or “electrochemical atheist”
(Ѻ), labeled “strong atheist” (David Bossens, 2013)
and “extreme atheist” (DMR Sekhar, 2011); his circa
2003 draft manuscript Human Thermodynamics,
deconstructed all of modern religion back to its
pure Nile River mythology (80% world belief) and
Yellow River mythology (10% world belief) origins
(via transcription and syncretism); his 2005launched Journal of Human Thermodynamics,
conditionally-stipulated that two submissions NOT
acceptable were (a) religious argument and (b)
information theory arguments; later (c.2013) added
(c) "life theory" arguments as not acceptable; his
2007 two-volume Human Chemistry was “atheism implicit”, i.e. it was assumed
implicitly that chemistry (or thermodynamics), a god-free subject, applied to the
explication of the humanities, is, without fanfare, a concordantly god-free subject;
so-called “god talk”, i.e. god (Ѻ), soul (Ѻ), spirit (Ѻ), was relegated to a tentative
end section on “Cessation Thermodynamics”; in 2009, amid the Moriarty-Thims
Libb
debate, self-classified himself as a “10” on the original 7-point Dawkins scale;
during 2010 lectures, to bioengineering students, began to see (see: student
responses (Ѻ)) how “implicit atheism” may not be a fully-effective approach, i.e.
one that is, in effect, a bush-beater or rug-sweeping approach (e.g. see: chemistry
professor paradox); soon thereafter, began to be labeled an atheist, of the "strong"
2009 or "extreme" variety—particularly for his avocation of the view that life does not
exist, that it is a defunct scientific theory, a carryover from our religio-mythology
heritage:
In 2011, Thims drafted Purpose? (in a Godless Universe), with non-mythological
dating system; albeit an effort that stalled out (c.2013) at the 105-page level. [2]
In 2013, Thims’ human molecular formula work was cited, with the shown "The
Creation of Adam" (Michelangelo, 1512) image (above right), in the Triple≡Bond
Chemistry (triplenlace.com) article “Chemical Formula of a Human”; alluding to the
religion-overthrowing implication of human molecular theory.
His 2013 draft-initiated Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the
Humanities, became bottlenecked, in the intro, in attempting to address the
“religious issue” (i.e. belief conflict issue), in less than a three-pages; opening to
quotes of Pierre Laplace (1802), Wilhelm Ostwald (1909), and Paul Dirac (1933),
shown adjacent. [3]
In 2014, stimulated by the Bill Nye vs Ken Ham debate (4 Feb), and in the wake of
the Beg-Thims dialogue (23 Jun – 12 Sep), wherein Mirza Beg admitted that he
believed in flying horses (i.e. the winged buraq (Ѻ) that Muhammad rode during his
superluminal night journey to visit Allah, as described in the 17th surah of the
Quran), in aims to digress on mythology-debunking pro-science “explicit extreme
atheism”, of the Meslier-Mettrie-Holbach "extreme atheism" mindset and the
Goethe-Schopenhauer-Nietzsche "god assassination" technique approach.
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Noted for his 2009 to 2012 “Why I Am No Longer a Christian” video series, wherein
2009 he recounts, in an inside the mind look, at his deconversion (see: Redford
deconversion model) from Bible-thumping Christian to evidence based atheist.

140.
Christopher
Redford
(c.1982-)

Published An Atheist's Guide to Reality; mostly a weak book, promoting: promotes
what he refers to as "nice atheism", a "blind variation", "dumb luck", "random
2011
chance", "accident" themed, "mindless" process, "entropy = disorder"
thermodynamics-conceptualized model of evolution.

Alexander
Rosenberg
(1949-)

An open and direct atheist who published a deemed
controversial to some blog and vlog about how he considers his
wife and children to be soulless bags of chemicals.

Kurt
Bell
141.

2011

(c.1966-)

142.

143.

144.

145.

Howard Bloom
(1943-)

William
Jensen
(1948-)
DN=7

Peter
Higgs
(1929-)

Chris
Johnson
(c.1989-)

Published The Lucifer Principle (1997) and The God Problem (2012) and gave talk on
“Sex and the Second Law of Thermodynamics: How Sex Breaks the Law of Physics”
(2013), towards the end of which he comes out as an anti-new atheism “pluralistic
atheist” who uses numerous "Freudian god slips" in his supposedly atheism talks,
2013
e.g. “thank god”, “oh god”, “god knows”, “lord knows”, etc., arguing for free will a
the particle physics level, “emergent properties”, that “humans can’t come out of
the second law”, and teleological purpose; his The Mohammed Code (2014) seems
to be going after Islam.
Science humor cartoonist of Gilbert Lewis as the new prophet
of chemical thermodynamics based scientific religion; Dawkins
number polled by Libb Thims (c.2012); gave his atheist’s creed
in 2014.
2012

Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#24) (Ѻ); a labeled “inoffensive atheist” who
publicly derides Richard Dawkins, the self-described “militant atheist” dubbed
“Darwin’s Rottweiler”, for being too much of a “fundamentalist” (Ѻ); received the
2012
2013 Nobel Prize in physics for his work on the Higgs mechanism, which predicted a
new particle, the Higgs boson, later (1993) ironically dubbed the “God particle” by
Leon Lederman in conversation with Dick Teresi as a sort of joke (Ѻ).
In Jul 2011, while visiting White Sands National Monument,
with his brother, on a road trip through the southwestern
United States, it struck him in the natural beauty, “how
many people believe that without god, one’s life has no
purpose or meaning”, and therein decided to combine his
photography and filmmaking passions and to spend two
years traveling though the US, Canada, and UK to interview
2012
and photograph 100 atheists (or non-believers), a mixture of
everyday working non-believers and famous atheists, to
“visually capture the diversity of non-believers and the ways
they maintain a better life, not in spite of their atheism, but
because of it” so to counteract the prevalent atheist stigma
stereotype:
“Rigorous atheism casts a wasting shadow over every human hope and endeavor.”
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— Ross Douthat (2011), “On Christopher Hitchens Death”, Dec (Ѻ)

which he captures well in his 2012 video “What Do You Think About Atheists?” (Ѻ)
In 2014, published A Better Life: 100 Atheists Speak Out on Joy & Meaning in a
World Without God (Ѻ)(Ѻ), a result of two-years of in-person interviews, funded by
a $100K pledge via KickStarter (Ѻ) , to make a photo-interview book of 100 famous
atheists, Including: A.C. Grayling, Daniel Dennett, Derren Brown, Donald Johanson,
James Randi, James Watson, Janet Asimov, Julia Sweeney, Lawrence Krauss,
Michael Shermer, Patricia Churchland, Penn & Teller, Richard Dawkins, Sean
Carroll, and Steven Pinker. a follow-up video seems to have resulted as well.

146.

A devout California Muslim who in 2007 (age 19)
starting becoming active in atheist organizations and
events (Ѻ) around Orange County, CA and in 2012
started a Kickstarter (Ѻ) effort for a book entitled
Skeptic’s Guide to Islam, raising about 10K,
(supposedly due out Dec 2015); in 2014 interviewed
(Ѻ) with Matt Dillahunty. (Ѻ)(Ѻ)
“When a true genius appears in the world, you may
Heina
know him by this sign, that dunces are all in
Dadabhoy 2014 confederacy against him.”
— Jonathan Swift (1706), Thoughts on Various Subjects,
(1988-)
Moral and Diverting (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

Photo: Dadabhoy chilling (c.2014) with Ignatius Reilly in New Orleans, the main
character of the chief brainchild of John Toole (1937-1969), from his circa 1967 A
Confederacy of Dunces—the titled being a spin on Swift’s dunces quote (Ѻ),
above—a book that did not appear until 1980, eleven years after Toole’s suicide,
via the efforts of Walker Percy; thereafter becoming a cult classic; one of
Dadabhoy’s top ten books by “white male authors”; one of which is Voltaire’s
Candide. (Ѻ)
“I believe in energy. You have sex,
there’s friction … that’s heat.
Then a baby shoots out. It’s all
energy. The sun's a giant orgasm.
Like if you see a hot girl ... and
she's soo hot, you can't even
touch that sh*t. You're like
daaammn!”
— Pat Fergus (2014), when queried

2014 on Easter (Apr 20) about what—as an atheist—he believes in?

147.
Patrick Fergus
(1985-2015)
(DN=9.5),

A hard-core "no-god", "no-soul", "no-spirit", physics-based energy-believing
atheist.
In Nov 2014, became the launching co-host, with Libb Thims, of the Atheism
Reviews channel; in Apr 2015, a memorial park (Ѻ) bench was installed in his honor
in Morton Grove, IL; shown adjacent is Thims, Art the god believer, and Yoni the
agnostic, doing a Mar 2015 mid-night Bacardi 151 fire circle toast to the atheist
who believed in energy.
“This is a satirical paper produced by leftwingers and when I say left-wingers that goes all
the way from anarchists to communists to
Greens, Socialists and the rest. Above all it is a
secular and atheist newspaper.”
— Stephane Charbonnier (2011), comment to Reuters

148.

2015 amid office firebombings, the day after it named
Stephane
Charbonnier
(1967-2015)

Mohammed as its ‘editor-in-chief’ for the week’s
issue, Nov 02 (Ѻ)

“I prefer to die standing rather than living on my
knees.”
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— Stephane Charbonnier (2013), said (Ѻ) after being placed on Al-Qaeda’s most-wanted list
(Ѻ)

Michael
Ruse
(1940-)

149.

2015 Published Atheism: What Everyone Needs to Know.

Next | Previous
● Famous atheists: 1-100 | 475BC to 1910
● Famous atheists: 201-300 | Slated

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“After Harris came high pope Dawkins, then cardinal Hitchens, the bishop Dennett, and then the lower and more
moderate figures in this new atheist priesthood: Krauss, Stenger, Atkins, Shermer [and all the rest] e bella
compagnia.”
— Bo Jinn (2013), Illogical Atheism (loc. 286)

See also
● Atheism timeline
● Famous publications
● Famous publications by age
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Famous publications
In science, famous publications are a number of memoirs, books, and textbook that have been instrumental in the
development of chemistry and thermodynamics. The following table lists famous core publications particularly
germane to the subjects of human chemistry and human thermodynamics. Short articles on selections of these
publications are listed in the “Wiki pages” file subsection (adjacent) to this header page; others are listed below.

List
The following is the work-in-progress list of famous hmolscience-related publications. Highlighted publications
indicate pure classic works on human thermodynamics:
Date

450BC

Famous Publication

Fragments of
Aphorisms

Significance

Introduced the four elements and two force model of everything; wherein, in his
chemical aphorisms, friends were said to mix like water and wine, and enemies
separate like oil and water.

1678
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by: Empedocles
Outlined the basics of the atomic theory as developed by
Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus in which the
universe, and humans, are comprised of and worked by
the operation of atoms and voids.
On the Nature of
Things (De Rerum
75BC Natura)

The version shown is a 1947 three-volume set comprised
of prolegomena, text, translation, and commentary by
Cyril Bailey. (Ѻ)

by: Lucretius

Elements of Chemistry
1620

by: Herman
Boerhaave

Established Boerhaave's law; later used by Lavoisier.

New Experiments:
Physico-Mechanical,
Touching the Spring of
the Air, and its Effects:
In defense of this publication, found in the 1662 second edition, contains Boyle's
1660 Made, for the most
law, a forerunner to the ideal gas law.
part, in a New
Pneumatical Engine
by: Robert Boyle
Established the laws of motion: first
law of motion, second law of motion,
and third law of motion.
Principia: the
Mathematical
Principles of Natural
1686
Philosophy
by: Isaac Newton

A New Method of
Obtaining Very Great
Motive Powers at
1690
Small Cost

Laid out the designs for the steam engine and described the outline of the Carnot
cycle.

by: Denis Papin
1718

"Query 31"
by: Isaac Newton

Seeded the logic of affinity chemistry; used by French chemist Étienne Geoffroy to
make the world's first affinity table.
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Table of Affinities
Between Different
Substances

1679

Put the verbal chemical hierarchy
reaction power logic of Newton's
Query 31 into the form of the
world's first affinity table (see:
Geoffroy's affinity table).

By: Étienne Geoffroy

1738

Hydrodynamica
Defined pressure and verbally stated the precepts of the ideal gas law.
by: Daniel Bernoulli
The founding textbook of chemical affinity;
used by Goethe in his human elective
afffinity theory.

1775

A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions
by: Torbern Bergman

“Newton in Senegal”
1777

A ridicule of soul-based morality via social Newton logic.
by: Jean Sales

1782

“On Friendship”
by: William Cowper

1787

Described the mixing of courtier and patriot to that of salts with lemon juice, both
resulting in an effervescence; one of the first reaction-stylized Empedocles
chemical aphorism.

Elements of Chemistry
Introduced the world, and particularly Sadi Carnot, to caloric theory.
by: Antoine Lavoisier

1796

“Third Lecture on
Anatomy”

Discusses chemical affinity for the first time.

by: Johann Goethe
"An Enquiry
Concerning the Source
of the Heat which is
Laid question to Lavoisier's caloric theory; thus initiating the postulate of the
1798 Excited by Friction"
mechanical equivalent of heat.
by: Benjamin
Thomson

1680
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1809

Elective Affinities

Founded the science of human chemistry by
explaining the mechanisms of human relationships,
e.g. marriage, friendships, daily work, occupation, and
society, etc., in terms the logic of elective affinity (or
chemical affinity A) and affinity reactions (chemical
reactions).

by: Johann Goethe

1824

Reflections on the
Motive Power of Fire

Initiated the science of thermodynamics with its description of the Carnot cycle.

by: Sadi Carnot
1829

Calculation of the
Effect of Machines

Mathematically defined work and kinetic energy.

by: Gustave Coriolis
1834

“Memoir on the
Motive Power of Fire”

Introduced physicists (particularly Thomson and Clausius) to Carnot's Reflections.

by: Émile Clapeyron
Gives the first ever equation of love in protothermodynamic terms.
c.1845

"The Mathematician
in Love"
by: William Rankine

1845

“On the Mechanical
Equivalent of Heat”

Established the mechanical equivalent of heat.

by: James Joule
“On an Absolute
Thermometric Scale
founded on Carnot’s
Theory of the Motive
Power of Heat, and
1848
Calculated from
Regnault’s
Observations.”

Introduced the absolute temperature scale.

by: William Thomson
“An Account of
Carnot’s Theory of the
Motive Power of
Heat; with Numerical
Results Deduced from
Introduced Clausius to the difficulties inherent in Carnot's principle.
1849
Regnault’s
Experiments on
Steam”
by: William Thomson
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"On the Moving Force
of Heat and the Laws
of Heat which may be Began to lay the foundations for the science of thermodynamics (mechanical
1850
Deduced Therefrom" theory of heat).
by: Rudolf Clausius
1851

“On the Dynamical
Theory of Heat"

Contains the Kelvin-statement of the second law.

by: William Thomson
“On a Universal
Tendency in Nature to
the Dissipation of
Introduced dissipation and energy to the lay public; and established the law of
1852
Mechanical Energy”
dissipation.
by: William Thomson
"On the Nature of the
Motion which we call
Initiated kinetic theory of gases and later the development of the Maxwell1857 Heat"
Boltzmann distribution.
by: Rudolf Clausius
A Manual of the
Steam Engine and
1859 Other Prime Movers

First textbook on thermodynamics.

by: William Rankine
Situated the theory of evolution as an
upward process.

1859

On the Origin of
Species
by: Charles Darwin

Founded the science of thermodynamics.

1865

The Mechanical
Theory of Heat
by: Rudolf Clausius

Philosophical
Implications of
1868 Thermodynamics

First book to address the philosophical ramifications of the newly-formed universal
science of thermodynamics; Hirn's work is that to which the term 'human
thermodynamics' was first used (1893).

by: Gustave Hirn
1872

"Further Studies on
the Thermal

Contained the first explicit probabilistic expression, the H-theorem, for the
entropy of an ideal gas.
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Equilibrium of Gas
Molecules"
by: Ludwig Boltzmann
1874

“The Mathematician
in Love”

A equation of love containing poem about love being a type of thermodynamic
potential.

by: William Rankine
Founded the science of chemical thermodynamics.

On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous
1876 Substances
by: Willard Gibbs

“On a Relation
between the Second
Law of
Thermodynamics and
1877
Probabilities”

Contains the origins of proportionality equation between S and log W (S = k ln W).

by: Ludwig Boltzmann

1878

“A Paradoxical Ode”
by: James Maxwell

1881

Outline of a
Mechanics of Society

Maxwell's final private thoughts about the relationship of science and religion,
choice and chance, death and eternity.
One of the first explicit “social mechanics” treatises,
wherein, based on the work of Robert Mayer and Rudolf
Clausius, physics and thermodynamics concepts, such as
kinetic energy, the mechanical equivalent of heat, principle
of the transmission of work, are used to outline a theory of
"rational economics".

by: Eduard Sacher

1882

"The Thermodynamics
of Chemical
Processes"

Showed that free energy is the measure of affinity.

by: Hermann
Helmholtz
1884

Studies in Chemical
Dynamics

Defined affinity as the maximum external work done by the chemical reaction at
constant temperature and volume

by: Jacobus van't Hoff
1886

"The Second Law of
Thermodynamics"

Introduced the life is a struggle for entropy riddle.
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by: Ludwig Boltzmann
1887

The Doctrine of Energy
by: Georg Helm

1888

The Will to Power: An
Attempt at a
Revaluation of All
Values

First book to contain a chapter devoted to the application of energetics (and
thermodynamics) in sociology and economics.

A collection of 1067 draft notes aimed, supposedly, at a thermodynamics based
reformulation of all values; claimed by some to be the prolegomenon outline of his
ideas to his envisioned magnum opus.

by: Friedrich
Nietzsche
"The Scientific Work
of Gustav Adolph
1893 Hirn"

The term "human thermodynamics" was coined in it.

by: Bryan Donkin
1894

“Among the Bards”
by: John Spollon

“A Project for
Outlined of a chemical thermodynamics based psychology; the Helmholtz terms
Scientific Psychology”
'bound energy' and 'unbound energy' were first employed in a psychological
1895
sense.
by: Sigmund Freud

1898

Essay on Social
Mechanics

The first paper on human chemical thermodynamics;
based sociology on the Clausius inequality, according to
which “a social aggregate is nothing but a system of
points, i.e. individuals, who are in perpetual movement
of approaching or withdrawing from one another.”

by: Leon Winiarski

1899

Lessons on Social
Movement
by: Maurice Hauriou

Explains large scale social movements, i.e. gross aspects of business, social events,
states of a society, etc., in terms of pure thermodynamics, using Carnot efficiency,
Mayer's conservation of energy, and Clausius' entropy, etc., discussed in the guise
of mechanism and reaction.

"The Teaching of Pure
Political Economics
The first article to outline (and advocate) the teaching of a course on applied
and Social Mechanics
thermodynamics in sociology, politics, and economics at the University of Geneva
1900
in Switzerland"
(1894-1900).
by: Leon Winiarski
“On the Law of
Distribution of Energy Introduced the “energy element”, launching quantum mechanics, solved the
in the Normal
ultraviolet catastrophe, applied Boltzmann’s 1872 H-theorem version of entropy,
1901
Spectrum”
in the form of S = k log W, to black body radiation, situated the principle of
elementary disorder.
by: Max Planck
1905

"Affinity Lecture"
Did a Goethe to Gibbs affinity history lecture.
by: Wilhelm Ostwald
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1910

“Monistic Sunday
Sermons”
by: Wilhelm Ostwald

1910

A Letter to American
Teachers of History

A series of 60 plus sermons or lectures on how energy-based monism replaces
god-based theism, and the repercussions and details of this view; a type of natural
science based atheism Sunday school, so to say, devoid of any supernatural
suppositions.
Argued that the teaching of the second law in history courses (history
thermodynamics) should be mandatory.

by: Henry Adams
1912

The Energetic
Imperative
by: Wilhelm Ostwald

Introduced the subject he called "anthropic physics", based on the energetic
imperative, translated later into the thermodynamic imperative and the translated
rule-of-thumb "waste not free energy" (William Bayliss, 1915)
A "construction of a system of sociology on the
model of celestial mechanics, physics, and
chemistry."

1912

Treatise on General
Sociology
by: Vilfredo Pareto

1914

Human Chemistry
by: William Fairburn

“The European War”
1914
by: Eugene Roeber

Thermodynamics and
the Free Energy of
1923 Chemical Substances

First booklet on the science of human chemistry; viewing people as "human
chemical elements" with ideas on human entropy, affinities, reactions of
individuals, etc.
Gives a chemical engineering view of
WWI (28 Jul 1914 – 11 Nov 1918),
wherein he stated that WWI was a
gigantic chemical reaction governed by
the second law, wherein people’s free
will becomes like that of the will of
“free” ions of dissociation theory; that
entropy will increase as the war goes;
that the end result will be a new
Europe closer to absolute zero of
temperature.

Made the obtuse concepts of Gibbs'
Equilibrium readily available to the chemists.

by: Gilbert Lewis

1925

The Animate and the
Inanimate

An attempt at a reconciliation of the second law with animated life on the premise
of entropy reversal.

by: William Sidis
1925

Elements of Physical
Biology

Attempted a reversible heat engine deconstruct of systems of interacting evolving
biological species.
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by: Alfred Lotka
1927

"Transmission of
Information"
by: Ralph Hartley

“On the Decrease in
Entropy in a
Thermodynamic
System by the
1929
Intervention of
Intelligent Beings”

Introduced the logarithmic model
for information, where H is the
amount of information associated with n selections of s possible signals (0s or 1s).

Disposed of Maxwell's demon via showing that the information collection abilities
of the demon would require energy.

by: Leo Szilard
Modern
Thermodynamics by
the Methods of
1933 Willard Gibbs

The second book to distill Gibbs' Equilibrium.

by: Edward
Guggenheim
Parlay into the defunct theory of life position.

Man on His Nature
1938

1938

by: Charles
Sherrington

The Phenomenon of
Man

Attempts a reconciliation synthesis of evolution, the second law, consciousness,
and religion.

by: Pierre Teilhard
“Metabolic
Generation and
Utilization of
1941 Phosphate Bond
Energy”

Presented the theory of free energy coupling in the context of phosphate bond
energy use.

by: Fritz Lipmann

1941

“The Story of the
Contented Molecule”
Empedocles-style children's parable.
by: Quaker State
Motor Oil

1944

What is Life?
by: Erwin Schrödinger

1948

We Human Chemicals
by: Thomas Dreier

Introduced the lay world to the simplified postulate that life is something that
"feeds on negative entropy".
A "soft" storyteller like version human chemistry and how people are chemicals
who react together in various ways.
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1952

The Next Million Years
by: C.G. Darwin

1955

“It’s a Chemical
Reaction, That’s All”
By: Cole Porter

1956

Thermodynamics of
Humans

The first book to use the terms "human molecule" and "human thermodynamics"
in one theory
A song, based on the "love is a chemical reaction" scene from the 1939 film
Ninotchka, turned Broadway musical, turned MGM film Silk Stockings, themed on
during the lead female character states that a leading Russian scientist has
“proved that physical attraction is purely electrochemical”, that she has worked
for 30-years on this proof, concluding in the end that this is a fact of science and
“facts are facts”, after which the following song ensues:
When the electromagnetic of the he-male
Meets the electromagnetic of the female,
If right away she should say, "This is the male!"
It's a chemical reaction, that's all.
One of the first books to describe human existence and function using
thermodynamics formulations.

by: Mehdi Bazargan
"Free Energies of
Formation from the
Elements" in: Energy
Transformations in
1957 Living Matter (by:
Hans Krebs and Hans
Kornberg)

Lists free energy of formation values ΔGfº for about 100 bioorganic species of
biochemical reactions, able to make predictions on reactions that had not yet
occurred.

by: Keith Burton

“Chemical
Thermodynamics in
1971 the Real World”

Argued, using the combined law and
equilibrium constant, that the interplay
between enthalpy and entropy explains the
paradox between freedom and security in
society.

by: Frederick Rossini

The Entropy Law
1971

by: Nicholas
Georgescu

Introduced entropy to the economists.

"Thermodynamics of
Evolution"
1972

by: Ilya Prigogine,
Gregoire Nicolis,
Agnes Babloyantz

Self-Organization in
Non-Equilibrium
Systems: From
Dissipative Structures
1977 to Order Through
Fluctuations

An attempt at a nonequilibrium thermodynamics explanation of evolution.

Introduced the world to the view that life is a far-from-equilibrium dissipative
structure.

by: by: Ilya Prigogine
and Gregoire Nicolis,
"On the
1978 Thermodynamics of
Biological Evolution"

Outlined a Gibbsian thermodynamics view of evolution.
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by: Georgi Gladyshev
"The Social
Thermodynamics of
1979 Ilya Prigogine"

One of the first articles devoted to the prospect of using thermodynamics to
understand social processes.

by: Wil Lepkowski
Order Out of Chaos
1984

by: Ilya Prigogine and
Isabelle Stengers

New Dimensions in
Sociology: a PhysicoChemical Approach to
1987
Human Behavior

Introduced the lay world to the “dissipative structure” theory of bifurcations and
fluctuations.
The first basic textbook on explicit physicochemical
sociology; albeit corrupted to some extent via the
implicit assumption that Gibbs energy, the driving
force of change, is the will of Allah.

by: Mirza Beg

Goethe’s Elective
Affinity and the
1987 Chemistry of its Time

The first book to attempt to unravel the chemists and affinity chemistry behind
human chemical reaction theory of Goethe's Elective Affinities.

by: Jeremy Adler
1992

"Human Molecules"
by: Alan Nelson

Thermodynamic
Theory of the
Evolution of Living
1997
Beings

Established the postulate that "economic agents" should be considered as "human
molecules", according to which concepts from thermodynamics should apply.

The first book to explain evolution via changes in Gibbs free energy.

by: Georgi Gladyshev
“In Defense of
Thermodynamics: an
1997 Animate Analogy”

Outlined the subject of "animate thermodynamics", the thermodynamics of
animate matter and the animate world.

by: Sture Nordholm
Prototype article for the 2005 launching of the
Journal of Human Thermodynamics; the Muller
dispersion force and Muller stability ratio are
based on this paper.
“Human Societies: a
Curious Application of
1998 Thermodynamics”
by: Erich Muller

1688
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2000

“The Physics of
Relationships”
by: Christopher Hirata

"The Thermodynamics
of Love"
A lighthearted discussion on the Gibbsian thermodynamics of human relationships
2001
from a human chemical reaction point of view.
by: David Hwang
2001

“Humans, All Too
Chemical”
by: Kaspar Bott

2002

“Chemistry in the
Work of Goethe”
by: Volker Wiskamp

Ecological
Stoichiometry: the
Biology of the
Elements from
2002 Molecules to the
Biosphere

Contains first published calculation for the human molecular formula for a human
molecule; i.e. the Sterner-Elser human molecular formula:
H375,000,000O132,000,000C85,700,000N6,430,000Ca1,500,000P1,020,000S206,000Na183,000K177,000
Cl127,000Mg40,000Si38,600Fe2,680Zn2,110Cu76I14Mn13F13Cr7Se4Mo3Co1

by: Robert Sterner
and James Elser
2004

"Chemical Affinity in
1806"

Chapter sub-section which discusses Goethe's human elective affinities in the
context of modern chemical thermodynamics.

by: Tominaga Keii
The first textbook on human chemistry (ch. 16: human
thermodynamics); expounding on the view of systems of
humans as Carnot cycle driven thermodynamic systems of
chemically reactive human molecules.
Human Chemistry (ch.
16: Human
2007 Thermodynamics)
by: Libb Thims

The first book on the history of
the concept of the "human
molecule" the central
component of a human
thermodynamic system.
2008

The Human Molecule
by: Libb Thims

2009

Wealth, Energy, and
Human Values: the

The photo shown is a screenshot
of an Issuu.com stack of books
on "reality" in which Thims' The
Human Molecule is one of the
top 39 books on the subject of
what is real.

Applies physical chemistry logic, i.e. reactions, dynamics, mechanisms, transition
states, etc., to the explanation of the historical growth and decline of civilizations,
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Dynamics of Decaying using concepts such as reaction equations, A + B → C + D, Le Chatelier’s principle,
Civilizations from
and most importantly the Gibbs equation, ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, which, as he says,
Ancient Greece to
'determines whether processes conducted by society will take place'.
America
by: Thomas Wallace

Discussion
Among these, the 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, by American physical
chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, has been called "the world's most quoted scientific book" and among
schools of thermodynamics it is the core book of the Lewis school. In the reference section to thermodynamics books
and textbooks it is the certainly the most referenced [1] In mechanical engineering community, it is the view of the
MIT school of thermodynamics, particularly according to Italian engineer Gian Beretta, that the 1965 Principles of
General Thermodynamics by George Hatsopoulos and Joseph Keenan is more referenced than that of Lewis and
Randall. [2] In the physics community, the 1985 textbook Thermodynamics and an Introduction to Thermostatistics by
American physicist Herbert Callen is very popular and is likely the most-referenced modern statistical
thermodynamics book. [3] Other famous publications having a direct bearing or influence on human thermodynamics
are listed below. Of these, Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger's 1944 book What is Life? is one of the most
references thermodynamics book in the non-thermodynamics community.

See also
● Famous publications by age
● Most-referenced thermodynamics publication

References
1. (a) Angrist, Stanley W. and Helper, Loren G. (1967). Order and Chaos – Laws of Energy and Entropy, (pg. 27: "most
quoted"). New York: Basic Books.
(b) The "most-referenced" book in the reference sections of all of the books in American chemical engineer Libb
Thims' 200+ thermodynamics book collection is Lewis and Randall's Thermodynamics.
2. Email communication between Gian Beretta and Libb Thims in circa 2006.
3. (a) Note: the popularity of the 1985 Herbert Callen textbook Thermodynamics and an Introduction to
Thermostatistics, the second edition to the 1960 textbook Thermodynamics: an Introduction to the Physical Theories
of Equilibrium Thermostatics and Irreversible Thermodynamics, is due in large part to the popularity of Callen’s 1951
paper “Irreversibility and Generalized Noise”, written with Ted A. Welton, which by 1955 had become a “citation
classic”, having been cited in over 370 publications.
(b) Staff writer. (1985). “This Week’s Citation Classic”, Current Contents, No. 1, Jan. 07.

Famous publications by age
In science, famous publications by age are a ranking of famous publications, hmolscience (or physicochemical
humanities) publications in particular, by the age of the thinker per both inception of conceptual idea and age of
publication of finished product, i.e. when the publication was finished, published, and or presented.
Idea
± Finished
Inception
Product
→ (age)
(age)

Thinker

Publication

Date

9/47

13

60

Johann
Goethe

Elective Affinities

25/47

25

72

Henry
Adams

A Letter to American
Teachers of History / Phase 1910
Rule Applied to History

64

Vilfredo
Pareto

Treatise on General
Sociology

1809

1912

1690
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Frederick
Rossini

“Chemical
Thermodynamics in the
Real World”

1971

55

Mirza Beg

New Dimensions in
Sociology: a PhysicoChemical Approach to
Human Behavior

1987

19

Christopher “The Physics of
Relationships”
Hirata

2000

74

Thomas
Wallace

2009

72

42

13

Wealth, Energy, and
Human Values

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“You are now past 30 and you are no longer a physicist.”
— Paul Dirac (1931), comment to Heisenberg shortly after his 30th birthday (Dec 5) [1]

See also
● Hmolscience (youngest thinkers)
● RE | reaction extent

References
1. (a) Dirac, Paul. (1963). “Interview with von Weizsacher”, Archives for the History of Quantum Physics (pg. 19), Jun
9.
(b) Farmelo, Graham. (2009). The Strangest Man: the Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Mystic of the Atom (pg. 230). Basic
Books.

Fanger, Ole
In human thermodynamics, Povl Ole Fanger (1934-2006), often cited as P.O. Fanger,
was a Danish environmental engineer noted for his theories of thermal comfort and for
his thermodynamics-based energy balances of human and human systems. [1]

Education
Fanger completed his MS in civil engineering in 1957 and his DSc in 1970s, both at the
Technical University of Denmark. From 1959 to 2004, Fanger was a professor at the
Technical University of Denmark, focused on research concerning indoor
environmental factors related to the quality and comfort of indoor existence. [2]
Intermittently, Fanger worked and taught at a few other universities, in selected years,
such as Syracuse University.

References
1. Kutz, Myer. (2005). Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook: Energy and Power ("skinboundary diagram" (based on Fanger, 1970), pgs. 540-41). Wiley.
2. Povl Ole Fanger (curriculum vitae) - Technical University of Denmark.

Further reading
● Fanger, P.O. (1970). Thermal Comfort Analysis and Applications in Environmental Engineering. McGraw-Hill.

External links
● P. Ole Fanger – Wikipedia.

Fantappie, Luigi
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In chnops-thermodynamics, Luigi Fantappie (1901-1956) was an Italian mathematical
physicist noted for his 1941 term 'syntropy' (or syntropia in Italian), loosely described as
phenomena governed by a force, opposed to entropy, which attracts living systems
towards higher levels of organization and order. [1] In the first 2005 article of Italian
journal Syntropy (which lasted to 2008), syntropy is defined, in short, as the energy of
life. The editor of Syntropy, Italian sociologist Ulisse de Corpo, summarizes the efforts
of Fantappie as such: [2]
“Luigi Fantappiè, one of the major Italian mathematicians, while working on quantum
mechanics and special relativity, discovered that all physical and chemical phenomena,
which are determined by causes placed in the past, are governed by the law of entropy,
while all those phenomena which are attracted towards causes which are placed in the
future (attractors), are governed by a law which is symmetrical to entropy and which
Fantappiè named syntropy.”
Fantappie, somehow, derived his syntropy conception from his work on the creation of anti-particles and how this
process relates to the second law of thermodynamics. Fantappie was said to have observed that human
consciousness was at the top of the organization ladder of nature, and thus he reasoned that it is intimately
associated with the syntropy side of universal movement or process, as contrasted with entropic movements. [3]
German physical science economist Stephen Ternyik believes, to note, that Italian sociologist Ulisse de Corpo has
developed a new approach to thermodynamics of human existence that is "well worth studying." [4]

References
1. Sermonti, Giuseppe. (2005). Why is a Fly Not a Horse? (syntropic, pg. 69). Discovery Institute.
2. Di Corpo, Ulisse. (2005). “Syntopy: the Energy of Life”, Syntopy, No. 1.
3. Anon. (date). “article” (syntropy, pgs. 14, 20). Synthesis Press.
4. Email communication with Libb Thims (3 May 2013).

External links
● Luigi Fantappie – Wikipedia.

Far-fromequilibrium
In thermodynamics, far-from-equilibrium is a
type of dynamic equilibrium in which the state
of a system is constantly changing with time due
to an external energy (or matter) input. The
term was coined in the 1970s by Belgian
chemist Ilya Prigogine and modeled on the
phenomenon of Bénard cell formation. [1]

History
The general term far-from-equilibrium stems
A Prigogine-style bifurcation diagram depiction of systems far from
from the 1970s work of Belgian chemist Ilya
equilibrium, which in (a) split into two stable states, at a certain distance
Prigogine and is primarily based on the
from equilibrium, and where in (b) the slightest tremor triggers many
phenomenon of Bénard cell formation, where
hexagonal convection cells spontaneously form splittings. [10]
in viscous mediums, such as silicon oil, when
placed on a hot plate and heated past a bifurcation point into the turbulent flow regime. In a loose sense, according
to Prigogine, far-from-equilibrium states of systems, are those subjected to flows of matter and or energy, in the nonlinear (i.e. turbulent) regime, wherein the system can lose its stability and evolve, being driven by internal
fluctuations, into one of the many states available to the system. [2]

Humans | Pro-view
In the 1970s and 80s, through the publications of Prigogine and his associates, the term “far-from-equilibrium” was
parlayed over into the social sciences as the supposed type of equilibrium in which human life exists. In the 1989
book Exploring Complexity, Prigogine and Greek-born Belgian physicist Grégoire Nicolis, for instance, state as a
matter of assumed fact that: [3]
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“Our everyday experience teaches us that adaptability and plasticity of behavior, two basic features of nonlinear
dynamical systems capable of performing transitions in far-from-equilibrium conditions, rank among the most
conspicuous characteristics of human societies.”
Through the very popular spreading of this assumed equivalence of life being in the far-from-equilibrium range, in
spite of the fact that the majority of biospheric life exists in Carnot cycle like heat engine state of solar diurnal
contact, rather than continuous heat contact (as with Bénard cells), the view of human life in the far-fromequilibrium range is common. In the 2008 book Far from Equilibrium: Essays on Technology and Design Culture,
authors Sanford Kwinter and Cynthia Davidson tell us: [4]
“Life is a case of maintaining a very delicate structure—ourselves—a significant distance from equilibrium at nearly all
times, and at others—in order to evolve, grow and invent—very far from equilibrium indeed.”
These types of statements, however, make little sense from the point of view of Gibbs free energy transformations,
which is the dominant term in biochemical thermodynamics, in which, during each daily heat cycle, separated
biological systems evolve unto configurations typified of minimal Gibbs free energy. [5] The term is even used in
economic thermodynamics and war thermodynamics. In the 2007 book Age of Fallibility, author George Soros states,
for instance, states that the expression "far-from-equilibrium conditions" can be applied to political and social
situations. Soros argues that “in financial markets, far-from equilibrium conditions prevail often, but by no means all
the time.” In respect to World War Two, Soros states that Jews during the 1944 Nazi Germany occupation of Hungary,
faced with daily extermination, were in a far-from-equilibrium condition. As another example, the collapse of the
Soviet empire, according to Soros, was a “far-from-equilibrium process par excellence.” [6]

Objections
The term “far-from-equilibrium”, being generally ill-defined concept and, in biological and human spheres, a huge
extrapolation away from Bénard cell fluid dynamics, has met with questionable objection in recent years. American
sociologist Thomas Fararo, in his 1992 book The Meaning of General Theoretical Sociology, for example, warns his
readers not to mix up the far-from-equilibrium Prigoginean thermodynamics interpretation of equilibrium and
structure formation with the standard sociological one. In 1977, the year of Prigogine’s win of the Nobel Prize for his
work in thermodynamics, particularly in reference to his far-from-equilibrium theory in biological evolution, Russian
physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev outlined his own thermodynamic evolution theory (hierarchical thermodynamics),
in opposition to Prigogine’s, in which life processes are said to evolve in the “quasi-equilibrium” range. [7] In 2005
commentary on Prigogine’s far-from-equilibrium second law of thermodynamics logic for use in modeling biological
evolution, Gladyshev stated: [8]
“Many works on nonequilibrium thermodynamics, especially the thermodynamics of systems that are far from
equilibrium, remain a faint future hope ... some of these works, we daresay, are near ‘mathematically trimmed’
fantasies useless for real life.”
In 2005, authors Eric Schneider and Dorion Sagan ask, in question of the term far-from-equilibrium: [9]
“Is life a far-from-equilibrium system? If so, how far are organisms from equilibrium? And what does this phrase
mean? In fact, the term far-from-equilibrium may be more applicable to backfiring engines than smoothly running
life-forms.”
They note that “far-from-equilibrium systems, a phrase that was, to the best of our knowledge, never defined by
Prigogine and the Brussels school, seem to occur when sufficient but not excessive energy materially cycles.” In
addition, according to Schneider and Sagan, “the tradition in nonequilibrium thermodynamics has been to define farfrom-equilibrium events after the first bifurcation.” In respect to life, however, they note that many biological liquid
systems operate under equilibrium thermodynamic conditions and that although “life itself seems to be a far-fromequilibrium phenomenon” it is, in reality, a collection of processes and structure, made of constitutive chemical
reactions, requiring low activation energies, and that: [9]
“Life is made up of [so] many reactions in the near equilibrium range [that it] may not be so ‘far’ from equilibrium as
has been suggested.”
In 2012, American cybernetics theorist David Abel commented: [11]
“Chaos theory deals with many self-ordering phenomena that spontaneously move events far from equilibrium. But
candle flames, vortices at bathtub drains, sand piles, and hurricanes have absolutely nothing to do with life. If
anything, the ‘dissipative structures’ of chaos theory (e.g. tornadoes) tend to destroy life and any other form of
formal organization that they encounter. The bottom line is that merely ‘moving far from equilibrium’ is not the key
to the life-origin problem as supposed.”
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Choas
Some, even in the modern day, however, are still so enamored with the unwieldy term ‘far-from-equilibrium’ that
arrive at outlandish conclusions; one example being Len Fisher, and his 2009 book The Perfect Swarm, where he
happily concludes that humans and societies are so far far away from equilibrium that they are continuously at the
edge of chaos. Societies, on average, aside from revolution and war, are not continuously at the edge of chaos as
Fisher posits (based on his pied piper adoption of the Prigogine view).

Correct view
Correctly, humans and social systems are not far from equilibrium systems. Although equilibrium is a tricky subject, in
overview, correctly, there are many varieties: (a) there are daily equilibrium variations (day heating vs night cooling),
(b) the equilibrium = death version, e.g. a dead relationship, such as a marriage or company at the end of its reaction,
(c) societal equilibrium variations, e.g. the rise and fall of Rome, and so on.
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Faraday, Michael
In science, Michael Faraday (1791-1867) was an English chemical physicist noted for
his 1830s “lines of force” theory, which he adopted from Edmond Halley's 1716
"circulating effluvia" magnetic terrella lines (see: magnetism), which later stimulated
Irish physicist James Maxwell into formulating his 1873 electromagnetic theory, and for
his 1831 discovery of electromagnetic induction. Faraday also had opinions on chemical
affinity. He was also involved in developing the concept of the conservation of force.
[1]

Education
Faraday was a self-taught type of person, having had little formal education. At the age
of 14, he began to educate himself by voracious reading books, such as Isaac Watts’
The Improvement of the Mind (1741) and Conversations in Chemistry (1805) by Jane
Marcet (who herself had attended Humphry Davy's lectures), which he came across
during his seven year apprenticeship at a local bookbinder and bookseller owned by
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George Riebau. At the age of 20, Faraday began to attend the lectures of English chemist Humphry Davy, after which
he became Davy’s protégé. Faraday later became head the Royal Institute.

Notes
His greatest weakness, has many have commented, was his limited mathematical ability, which fortuitously worked
to confine him more to experimental investigations, rather than to
theoretical endeavors.

Lines of force
Polish novelist Witold Gombrowicz’s circa 1955 novel Pornografia
utilizes a mixture of Faradays’s lines of force and Goethe’s 1799 theory
of human chemical affinities to explain human passions and desires. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Let us now consider, for a little while, how wonderfully we stand upon
this world. Here it is we are born, bred, and live, and yet we view these
things with an almost entire absence of wonder to ourselves respecting
the way in which all this happens. So small, indeed, is our wonder, that
we are never taken by surprise; and I do think that, to a young person of
ten, fifteen or twenty years of age, perhaps the first sight of a cataract
1839 three-volume collected works
or a mountain would occasion him more surprise than he had ever felt Faraday’s
set Experimental Researches in Electricity,
concerning the means of his own existence: How he came here; how he purchased from the distinguished science
lives; by what means he stands upright; and through what means he
library of Haskell F. Norman. [1]
moves about from place to place.
We come into this world, we live, and depart from it, without our thoughts being called specifically to consider
how all this takes place; and were it not for the exertions of some few inquiring minds, who have looked into these
things, and ascertained the very beautiful laws and conditions by which we do live and stand upon the earth, we
should hardly be aware that there was anything wonderful in it. These inquiries, which have occupied philosophers
from the earliest days, when they first began to find out the laws by which we grow, and exist, and enjoy ourselves,
up to the present time, have shown us that all this was effected in consequence of the existence of certain forces, or
abilities to do things, or powers, that are so common that nothing can be more so; for nothing is commoner than the
wonderful powers by which we are enabled to stand upright: they are essential to our existence every moment.”
— Michael Faraday (1859), On the Various Forces of Matter [4]
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Fast, Johann
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In thermodynamics, Johann Diedrich Fast (1905-1991), oft-cited as "J.D. Fast", was a Dutch
chemist noted for []

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Although, in principle, one is free in the choice of the limits of a system, that choice sometimes
determines whether or not a problem is solvable.”
— Johann Fast (1962), Entropy; cited by Norman Dolloff (1975) on the boundary problem [1]
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Fate
In hmolscience, fate (TR=67) is []

Overview
Greek atomic theory philosopher by Lucretius (55BC) employs the term fate, in the context of Epicurean swerve
theory, as follows: (Ѻ)
“Again, if ev'r all motions are co-linked,
And from the old ever arise the new
In fixed order, and primordial seeds [atoms]
Produce not by their swerving some new start
Of motion to sunder the covenants of fate,
That cause succeed not cause from everlasting,
Whence this free will for creatures o'er the lands,
Whence is it wrested from the fates,—this will
Whereby we step right forward where desire
Leads each man on, whereby the same we swerve
In motions, not as at some fixed time,
Nor at some fixed line of space, but where
The mind itself has urged? For out of doubt
In these affairs 'tis each man's will itself
That gives the start, and hence throughout our limbs
Incipient motions are diffused”
Scottish mathematical physicist and engineer William Rankine employs the term fate, in the fifth stanza of his 1845
poem "The Mathematician in Love", in the context of third law of motion (see: laws of motion), as follows:
No doubts of the fate of his suit made him pause,
For he proved, to his own satisfaction,
That the fair one returned his affection; — “because,
“As every one knows, by mechanical laws,
“Re-action is equal to action.”
The 2007 film No Country for Old Men, by the Coen brothers, employs “flipism” (Ѻ) as a vicarious arbiter of fate; the
character Chigurh occasionally gives his victims a second chance by flipping a coin and letting fate decide if he should
spare them or not: (Ѻ)
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Chigurh: “Call it.”
Carla Jean: “The coin don’t have no say. It’s just you.”
Chigurh: “I got here the same way the coin did.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“A man’s character is his fate.”
— Heraclitus (475BC)

“The human species is but one of many. Viewed from a sort of universal
microscope, we appear as but a vast collection of molecules in motion. In
our current state we are firmly attached to an earthly substrate, feeding off
the energy gradient of the sun. The fate of our chemical species is
undeniably tied to the affinities and energies of interaction required to
maintain our evolving earth ecosystem. We live in a closed system. In order
to understand the nature of things, we must learn more about both our
reactions and our products.”

A typical or popular “fate” quote (Ѻ)
showing the interplay and or contrast with
akin terms: accident or god.

— Jeff Tuhtan (2012), PhD “A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality” [1]

See also
● Destiny
● Chance
● Determinism
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Father Merrin
In films, Father Merrin, or Lankester Merrin, played by Swedish
actor Max von Sydow, in the 1973 film The Exorcist (9th highest
adjusted grossing movie), a film-version adaptation of the 1971,
11-million copy selling book by American writer William Blatty,
was based on French philosopher Pierre Teilhard, and his lifelong efforts to reconcile religion (good and evil), evolution,
consciousness, chemistry, and thermodynamics into one unified
theory. [1] A specific referenced explanation remains to be found
to detail how exactly and how much Blatty was influenced by
Teilard, but, in any event, as filmographer Colleen McDannell
points out: [2]
“Blatty has frequently explained that he thought about Jesuit
priest-philosopher-paleontologist Pierre Teilhard when creating
the character Father Merrin, who besides spending years in
China on archaeological digs, taught physics and chemistry at a
Jesuit college in Egypt.”

Father Merrin
(1973)

Pierre Teilhard
(1881-1955)

Left: paleontologist-priest, played by Swedish actors
Max Sydow (1929-); and later by Stellan Skarsgard
(1951-). Right: Pierre Teilhard the French philosopher,
Jesuit priest and paleontologist, who notably took part
in the discovery of the 500,000-year old Peking man, a
corroboration of evolution theory, who attempted
throughout his prodigious number of publications to
reconcile religion with modern science.

It is said that parts of the plot were themed on Teilhard’s theory
of evil (or the existence of Satan) in the world possibly being
Lucifer [or matter-energy spirit] working out his [or its] salvation
through the process of physical evolution ending in Teilhard’s
omega point. This, supposedly, is captured in the use of "psychic
energy" and the "unity of minds" or "world mind" (noosphere) theories of Teilhard. [3]

Theory
The following opening quote from the book version of The Exorcist is said to capture the theoretical aspects of
Blatty’s mindset: [5]
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"Matter is Lucifer crawling itself back to God"
(Matter [is] Lucifer upward groping back to his God)
This means, supposedly, that matter (humans being an evolved incarnation of matter) must work its way through the
permutations of entropy, chaos, and generally things that make humanity unhappy in order to know about good and
evil. The following is a quote from Blatty (about the novel Legion) which explain his theory: [4]
'In the novel, the coda was needed to put a button on what the novel was all about -- Kinderman's rescue of God's
goodness via his theory of "The Angel," which hypothesized that the fall of man was premundane; that before the Big
Bang, mankind was a single angelic being who fell from grace and was given his transformation into the material
universe as a means of salvation wherein his legion of fragmented personalities would spiritually evolve ("Can there
be a moral act without at least the possibility of pain?") back into the original single angelic being, back into himself, a
process foreshadowed on the opening page of The Exorcist ("that matter was Lucifer upward groping back to his
God").'
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Fatigati, Enrique
In hmolscience, Enrique Serrano Fatigati (1845-1918) (CR:9) (SN:28), Enrique Serrano,
Enrique Fatigati (most common), Enrique Serrano-Fatigati, or Enrique Serrano y Fatigati
(Spanish), referred to as "Serrano" by Stefan Pohl-Valero (2009), was Spanish physicist,
chemist, and thermodynamicist noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1870s
publications that attempted to outline a unified theory of nature and society centered
on the first and second laws of thermodynamics, particularly: William Thomson's "On a
Universal Tendency to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy" (1852), William Rankine’s
versions as described in his “Outlines of the Science of Energetics” (1855), mixed with a
blend of ideas about Pierre Laplace’s nebular hypothesis, Lamarckian evolution theory,
and Friedrich Schelling's 1798 "world soul" theory, concluding that the universe as a
whole is in a sort of organic evolution, while along the way replacing God and the soul
with a type of transformative “natural energy” or “activity”.

Name | Enrique Serrano or Enrique Fatigati
In the Hispanic tradition, people usually have two last names. So in the case of Serrano,
"Enrique" is his first name, and "Serrano" and "Fatigati" are his two last names.
According to protocol, when used in context, referring to a person the first time, usually one is encouraged to write
down the whole name (with the two last names) and subsequently use only the first last name.

Students
A modern student of Fatigati's work is Spanish mechanical engineer and social thermodynamic historian Stefan PohlValero, who devoted much of his 2007 PhD dissertation to bring out some of Serrano-Fatigati's theories into modern
daylight.
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Life | Non-life issue
In 1870, Serrano began publishing his view on the
origin of life that all material forms, from stars to
man, are organized and based on the same chemical
and dynamical grounds, in which there exists a
“unity of constitution, phenomena, and a common
origin, in the general progress of matter” and a
“necessity law” that orders the series from simplest
to more complicated forms. In 1874, these views
were expanded into a booklet and from 1874 to
1881 he conducted some types of experiments, with
light, temperature, and composition of culture
media, to verify his views. Shown adjacent are the
main works by Fatigati on his unified theory of
natural evolution. (Ѻ)
Serrano, in his “The Activities of Nature” (“Las
Actividades de la Naturaleza”), cited the ideas of
Friedrich Schelling, his 1798 From the World Soul
(Von der Weltseele), in particular, wherein nature is
regarded as an organism, supposedly employing the
ancient Stoic doctrine of a single soul pervading all
of nature, upon which Serrano espoused a monistic The main works by Fatigati on his unified theory of natural evolution.
(Ѻ)
world view that unified organic and non-organic, a
theory that Stefan Pohl-Valero labels as a “thermodynamic evolution of the universe” theory. (Ѻ) According to
Serrano, there was no difference between inorganic and organic nature, life differentiated from the inorganic only in
its higher organization. Thus, in Serrano’s view, all matter was organic and all matter had a soul or an internal, active
force, conscious of itself, which directed its transformation.

Education
Serrano’s version of physics (organic energetics) was said to have been a bit at odds with both Catholic teachings and
main stream physics based on the mechanical hypothesis, i.e. that heat was a form of motion. This was the reason, it
is said, that his first submission in 1872 of his doctoral thesis in physics on calculating the specific heats of solids and
liquids was rejected by the viva jury at the University of Madrid. After a revision, his second thesis in 1874 was
accepted and he obtained his doctorate. [1]

Free Institution of Education
In 1875, the outset of the Bourbon Restoration began, all state teaching staff received instructions to follow Catholic
dogma in their work, after which many including Serrano protested, some being stripped of their posts. The following
year, those who rebelled grouped together and founded the Free Institution of Education (Institucion Libre de
Ensenana), a private educational institution, in Madrid, where freedom and secularization of scientific education was
highlighted. The works of Serrano and British chemist Edmund Mills, who both were of the view that there should be
no divide between living matter and inert matter, that the laws of energy were the starting point for both, and that
this was the unifying model applicable for social values, became the standard physics taught at this new school. [2]
Serrano’s energetics program, containing scientific and moral lessons, was taught at the institution. In the 1880s, the
energetics conception of nature was used by Serrano’s advocates, especially chemists Laureano Calderon and Jose
Rodriquez Mourelo, to characterize society and the way it should be organized. [1]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Organic character means that all matter has a soul—internal, active force conscious of itself—which directs its
transformation. Some philosophers call this active principle ‘God’, I prefer to call it ‘natural energy’ or activity. The
two laws of thermodynamics are the fundamental laws governing the universe.”
— Enrique Fatagati (1873), “The Progression of Matter”; translated and paraphrased by Stefan Pohl-Valero [3]
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Faust
In famous publications, Faust is a epic
drama, written in two-parts (1808,1832) by
German polymath Johann Goethe, which
retells the story of the legend of Faust,
about a man who is striving to learn
everything that can be known so to gain
control over the physical world. In the
drama, the first use of Faust's power after
literally signing a contract with the devil is
to fall in love with and impregnate a
teenage girl. [2] Goethe puts into the
mouth of Mephistopheles:
"all that has achieved existence deserves
to be destroyed." [5]

Origin

The origin of the legend of Faust traces to a Title: "Mephiltopheles and the Pupil" (1828) by Eugene Delacroix, a depiction
of Faust and Mephistopheles.A 1918 poster for Goethe's Faust by Richard
Dr. John Faust or Faustus (b. Knittlignen,
Saubia-d. Staufen, 1538). The etymology of Roland Holst, the story of a main who strives to learn everything that can be
known so to gain power over the physical world.
Faust was first put forward in a 1587
literary work by Johann Spies who professes to narrate the “History of Dr. John Faust, the Far-famed Enchanter, and
Professor of the Black Art”. [7] The Faust legend, according to Philip Ball, initially a folk tale about an itinerant
charlatan with roots that stretch back to the Bible, the Faust story was later blended with the myth of Prometheus,
who paid a harsh price for daring to challenge the gods because of his thirst for knowledge. Goethe’s Faust embodied
this fusion, and Mary Shelley popularized it in Frankenstein, which she
explicitly subtitled ‘Or The Modern Prometheus’. Roslynn Haynes, a
professor of English literature, has explored how the Faust myth shaped a
common view of the scientist as an arrogant seeker of dangerous and
powerful knowledge. [6] The Faust story as some comparison to Clive
Barker's 1987 Hellraiser film, albeit without the intellectual aspects.

Goethe | Overview
From the age of 4½, in 1753, wherein he learned the story of Faust,
through his puppet stage, till the last two months of his reaction
existence, in 1832, when he finished the second part to his epic drama
version of the Faust legend—the subject of a man striving to learn
everything that can be learned—seemed to occupy a large part of his
thoughts. As summarized by Jaroslav Pelikan, in his 1997 Faust the Theologian: [1]
“Doctor Faust the polymath is — as was Goethe the polymath — a man of "a hundred scholarly disciplines" [and] also
a natural scientist.”
Goethe’s epic closet dramaFaust, was to be completed in stages, and only published in its entirety after his death.
The first part was published in 1808 and created a sensation.
The first operatic version, by Spohr, appeared in 1814, and was subsequently the inspiration for operas and oratorios
by Schumann, Berlioz, Gounod, Boito, Busoni, and Schnittke as well as symphonic works by Liszt, Wagner, and
Mahler.Faustbecame the ur-myth of many figures in the 19th century. Later, a facet of its plot, i.e., of selling one's
soul to the devil for power over the physical world, took on increasing literary importance. [2] As far as authors go,
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according to WorldCat Identities, Shakespeare is #1 and Goethe is #2, based predominately on the following two
main works of each author:
Hamlet (by Shakespeare)
3,641 editions published between 1603 and 2009 in 72 languages and held by 6,941 libraries worldwide
Faust (by Goethe)
4,422 editions published between 1787 and 2008 in 55 languages and held by 5,204 libraries worldwide
As far as minds go, regarding density of knowledge base and vocabulary variety, however, Goethe far excelled
Shakespeare, in that, language ability aside, Goethe mastered every field of knowledge; mathematics and astronomy,
aside—although he did eventually write a short treatise on mathematics. The references state that Goethe had threetimes the vocabulary of Shakespeare.

Homunculus | Laboratory
produced life
The adjacent depiction shows Wagner,
a famed sorcerer's former student,
creating Homunculus in the chemical
laboratory using fire (or heat) and
some type of chemical apparatus, as
described in Goethe's 1832 Faust part
II (see: laboratory produced life).In his
talk with Johann Eckermann, Goethe is
supposed to have said that
Homunculus is virtually the same as
the Leibnizian entelechy or monad,
according to John Williams. [3] These
thoughts, Goethe was toying with
here, in literary voice, seem to be, in a
way, a precursor to the defunct theory
Wagner, a famed sorcerer's former student, creating Homunculus (life) in the
of life, the view that when one goes
chemical laboratory.A statue of Faust and Mephistopheles.
searching for the so-called "origin of
life", from the evolutionary point of view, or the exact second of the "start of life", from the conception and creation
point of view, that, in the chemical scheme of things, all things being made of atoms, and hence all things being
molecular structures, the concept of an atom, chemical, or molecule "coming alive" becomes a very blurry, and
eventually untenable, notion. One may thus conclude that Goethe was digging around in very complex issues here.

Thermodynamics
See main: Thermodynamics of Goethe's Faust

In an 1892 lecture, titled "Goethe's Presentiments of Coming Scientific Ideas", held in the General Assembly of the
Goethe Society in Weimar, German physician and physicist Hermann Helmholtz attempted to explain Goethe's Faust
through the lens of thermodynamics. [1] In this speech, Helmholtz postulates that Goethe was aware of the basics of
the conservation of energy and argues that the ebb and flow of life, and its relation to death, has an explanation in
the total constancy of energy or active force, for both animate and inanimate life.
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Other
A volume of Faust comprised part of Germanborn American physicist Albert Einstein's
(IQ=220) personal library collection 52-volume
set of Goethe’s works. Serbian-born American
electrical engineer Nikola Tesla (IQ=195)
memorized Faust in entirety. The idea for a selfstarting AC electric motor came to Tesla one
evening as he was reciting a poem of Goethe,
specifically a passage from Faust, and watching a
sunset, at which point he imagined a magnetic
field rapidly rotating inside a circle of electomagnets. [4] On his deathbed, John Neumann
(IQ=190) entertained his brother with word-forword recitations of the first few lines of each
page of Goethe's Faust. [8]

Quotes | Faust

A scene of Faust from the 1865 edition. [6](link)

The following are noted quotes from Faust:
“To grant me a vision of nature's forces that bind the world, all its seeds and sources and innermost life... all this I
shall see... and stop peddling in words that mean nothing to me.”
(Daß ich erkenne was die Welt im Innersten zusammenhält... Schau alle Wirkenskraft und Samen... und tu nicht mehr
in Worten kramen.)
— Faust, lines 382-5 (link)

“Until one is committed there is always hesitancy, a chance to draw back. Always ineffectiveness concerning all acts
of initiative and creation. There is one elementary truth—the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid
plans—that the moment one definitely commits oneself, then providence moves too. All sorts of things occur to help
one, that would never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s
favor all manner of unforeseen incidents and material assistance, which no man could have dreamed would have
come this way. Whatever you can do or dream you can do, begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in it, begin
it now.”
— Faust

This quote, in particular, embodies what genius studies expert Tony Buzan calls the Goethendipity principle.

Quotes | Related
The following are related quotes:
“I regard my work on alchemy as a sign of my inner relationship to Goethe. Goethe’s secret was that he was in the
grip of that process of archetypal transformation that has gone on through the centuries. He regarded his Faust as an
opus magnum or divinum. He called it his ‘main business’, and his whole life was enacted with the framework of this
drama.”
— Carl Jung (c.1940), Swiss psychologist

“For myself, the pleasure of the work had always provided justification enough for doing it. Sitting at my desk or at
some café table, I manipulate mathematical expressions and feel like Faust playing with his pentagrams before
Mephistopheles arrives.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory[9]
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Faust, Johann
In biographies, Johann Faust (c.1485-c.1540), commonly known as "Dr. Faustus", was a
German physician, enchanter, and chemist, described by Johann Spies (1587), as
someone whose crime was that he “took the eagle’s wings, and wished to investigate
all the depths of heaven and earth”, owing to his insatiable desire for knowledge; or, as
later expanded and or elaborated on by Georg Widman (1599), someone lured into
magic by his desire for worldly enjoyments. [1]

Overview
Johann Faustus was born in Roda in the province of Weimar, of God-fearing parents.
Although he often lacked common sense and understanding, at an early age he proved
himself a scholar, mastering not only the Holy Scriptures, but also the sciences of
medicine, mathematics, astrology, sorcery, prophesy, and necromancy. [1]

Pact
These pursuits aroused in him a desire to commune with the Devil, so—having made
the necessary evil preparations—he repaired one night to a crossroads in the Spesser Forest near Wittenberg.
Between nine and ten o'clock he described certain circles with his staff and thus conjured up the Devil. Feigning anger
at having been summoned against his will, the Devil arrived in the midst of a great storm. After the winds and
lightning had subsided the Devil asked Dr. Faustus to reveal his will, to which the scholar replied that he was willing to
enter into a pact. The Devil, for his part, would agree: [1]
1.
2.
3.

To serve Dr. Faustus for as long as he should live,
To provide Dr. Faustus with whatever information he might request, and
Never to utter an untruth to Dr. Faustus.

The Devil agreed to these particulars, on the condition that Dr. Faustus would promise:
1. At the expiration of twenty-four years to surrender his body and soul to the Devil,
2. To confirm the pact with a signature written in his own blood, and
3. To renounce his Christian faith.
Having reached an agreement, the pact was
drawn up, and Dr. Faustus formalized it with
his own blood.

Faust's barrel ride | Goethe
In 1525, Dr. Heinrich Stromer, aka Dr.
Auerbach (a reference to his birthplace in
Germany’s Upper Palatinate region), a
professor of medicine, opened an
underground wine bar called Auerbachs Keller,
in Leipzig. The bar soon became associated
with the legend of a scholar named Dr.
Johannes Faust, a patron of the bar, someone
who had grown bored with life, made a pact
with the Devil through the Horned One’s
representative, Mephistopheles (aka
Mephisto). The Devil agreed to give Dr. Faust
access to unlimited knowledge and worldly
pleasures—but only for the next 24 years (one
year for every hour in the day). At the end of
the contract term, the scholar would be
required to hand over his soul to the Devil.

A 1625 depiction of Faust riding a wine barrel up the stairs, against the
force of gravity, to the mystification of the students, in the wine bar
Auerbachs Keller, Leipzig, seen by Goethe in his student days, which he
would refer in his 1832 novel Faust. [2]
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To convince Dr. Faust of the plan’s merit, Mephisto invited him to an evening of revelry in the underground wine bar
of the Auerbachs Keller. At the end of the night, the scholar rode up the stairs on the back of a barrel in a gravitydefying feat of devilish fun. On the tavern’s 100th anniversary in 1625, two paintings were mounted on the wall, one
depicting Faust and Mephisto drinking with students and the other showing Faust riding the barrel. In the 1770s, the
Auerbachs Keller had become a well-established hangout for Leipzig University students, and one regular patron
went on to become one of Germany’s leading literary figures: Johann Goethe. Inspired by the legend during his
student days—and perhaps after staring at the paintings of Faust and Mephisto through a wine-induced haze—
Goethe later wrote a tragic play titled Faust. He set one scene in his old hangout, where Mephisto and Faust join a
group of students in a night of drinking until the revelry turns violent. The Devil’s agent casts a spell on the students,
who watch Faust riding out of the tavern on his legendary barrel. [2]

Times
Henceforth, following his pact with the devil, Dr. Faustus' life was filled with comfort and luxury, but marked by
excess and perversion. Everything was within his grasp: elegant clothing, fine wines, sumptuous food, beautiful
women—even Helen of Troy and the concubines from the Turkish sultan's harem. He became the most famous
astrologer in the land, for his horoscopes never failed. No longer limited by earthly constraints, he traveled from the
depths of hell to the most distant stars. He amazed his students and fellow scholars with his knowledge of heaven
and earth. However, for all his fame and fortune, Dr. Faustus could not revoke the twenty-four year limit to the
Devil's indenture. Finally recognizing the folly of his ways, he grew ever more melancholy. He bequeathed his worldly
goods to his young apprentice, a student named Christoph Wagner from the University of Wittenberg. [1]

End
Shortly after midnight on the last day of the twenty-fourth year, the students who had assembled at the home of the
ailing Dr. Faustus heard a great commotion. First came the sound of a ferocious storm and then the shouts—first
terrifyingly loud then ever weaker—from their mentor. At daybreak they ventured into his room. Bloodstains were
everywhere. Bits of brain clung to the walls. Here they discovered an eye, and there a few teeth. Outside they found
the corpse, its members still twitching, lying on a manure pile. [1]
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In terminology, Faustian refers to legends surrounding the unsated
"mind" archetype of Johann Faust (c.1485-1541), the story of
someone—extremely tired and bored with mundane worldly existence,
unsatisfied with its explanations—who sold their soul to the devil in
return for knowledge, the secrets of nature, power, according to some
accounts, and a truthful explanation of the meaning of it all; the gist of
which seems to be captured well by the following: [1]
“I, too, have long investigated, have gone through all arts and sciences.
I became a theologian, consulted authorities, weighed all, tested all,—
polemics, exegesis, dogmatism. All was babble: nothing breathed of
divinity! I became a jurist, endeavored to become acquainted with
justice, and learned how to distort justice. I found an idol, shaped by
the hands of self-interest and self-conceit, a bastard of justice, not
herself. I became a physician, intending to learn the human structure,
and the methods of supporting it when it gives way; but I found not
what I sought, — I only found the art of methodically murdering men. I
became a philosopher, desiring to know the soul of man, to catch truth
by the wings and wisdom by the forelock; and I found shadows, vapors,
A depiction of Faust in his study, by Georg
follies, bound into a system!”
Kersting (1829), a depiction of the so-called
— Faust (c.1770), Augsburg puppet-play version [2]

(add discussion)

Faustian mind, an unsated desire to find truth.
(Ѻ)

Machiavellian encyclopedia
Faustian, according to some accounts, refers to someone who is Machiavellian (see: Niccolo Machiavelli) in his or her
quest to understand the true nature of the meaning of the Prometheus myth in the context of the big riddle of the
universe; a Machiavellian mind + Galilean mind in one person, so to say. Someone who is Faustian, in this context, is a
“scholar of encyclopedia ambitions and Machiavellian dispositions”, as American sociologist Steve Fuller (2000)
described Vilfredo Pareto, in the context of the Harvard Pareto circle, who, by no coincidence, is the third ranked
social Newton behind Goethe (#1), who is aptly described by Jaroslav Pelikan (1997) as: “Doctor Faust the polymath is
— as was Goethe the polymath — a man of "a hundred scholarly disciplines" [and] also a natural scientist.” [5]

Opening soliloquy
The main subject of the play, according to James Froude (1848), is the opening soliloquy, which varies per
interpretation, but generally yielding to the same general theme; the following being the typical form:
At last so far in learning I have gone,
That I’m the laughing-stock of ev’ry one;
All books, from first to last, I have turn’d over,
The stone of wisdom I cannot discover.
Med’cine and jurisprudence come to nought,
In magic some assistance must be sought;
My studies in theology were vain,
My sleepless nights yet unrepaid remain.
Not one whole garment have I left to wear,
My load of debts is more than I can bear’
To pow’rs infernal I myself will bind,
That nature’s deepest secrets I may find.
— Faust (1846), "Opening soliloquy", Simrock’s version [9]

Typically, the play opens to a scene of Faust seated at a table overturning the leaves of a book:
“With all my learning, I, Johannes Faust, have accomplished just so much, that I must blush with self-shame. I am
ridiculed everywhere, no one reads my books, all despise me. How fain am I to become more perfect! Therefore I am
rigidly resolved to instruct myself in necromancy.”
— Faust (c.1805), performance by Schutz [2]

“I seek for learning in this book and cannot find it. Though I study all books from end to end, I cannot discover the
touchstone of wisdom. O, how unfortunate art thou, Faust! The sleepless nights I have spent in fathoming the
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mysteries of theology! But, no! By heaven, I will no longer delay, I will take upon myself all labor, so that I may
penetrate into that which is concealed, and fathom the mysteries of nature!”
— Faust (date), Geisselbrecht’s puppet-play [2]

(add discussion)

Goethean Faust
In 1753-55, German thinker Johann Goethe, aged 4½-6½, and
his sister are given, by their grandmother, a puppet theater
for Christmas (see: Goethe timeline). Goethe learns the story
of Faust through the puppet theater; by he 6½ was arranging
and conducting plays on the miniature stage. [6] By age 21,
Goethe had seen the so-called “Strasburg puppet-play
version” of Faust, which, supposedly, opened to a brief
prologue in hell, in which Pluto order the temptation of Faust.
Goethe, in his autobiography Poetry and Truth, reflected on
his intercourse with German philosopher Johann Herder, in
Strasburg, as follows: [7]
“The puppet-play echoed and vibrated in many tones through
my mind. I, also, had gone from one branch of knowledge to Goethe learned the story of Faust through the puppet
another, and was early enough convinced of the vanity of all. theater; by 6½ was arranging and conducting plays on the
I had tried life in many forms, and the experience had left me miniature stage.
only the more unsatisfied and worried. I now carried these
thoughts about with me, and indulged myself in them, in lonely hours, but without committing anything to writing.
Most of all, I concealed from Herder my mystic-cabalistic chemistry, and everything connected with it.”
— Johann Goethe (1770), reflection on intercourse with Johann Herder, in Strasburg [7]

Here, in this conviction of the "vanity of it all", we are reminded of the so-called drive-thru paradox, as depicted in
the 1997 film Good Will Hunting, a semi-fictionalized elaboration on the life and times of William Sidis, about the
paradoxical relation between the seeming purity of love and the apparent vanity inherent in the occupational ladder,
as Faust says "how fain am I to become more perfect!", or as captured in the so-called alley equation, and the David
Buss sexual receptiveness studies.

Faustian quest
The phrase “Faustian quest” tends to refer to a quest for knowledge, of truth of the universal genius variety. (Ѻ)

Faustian insight
The following quote, from Goethe’s 1832 Faust, seems to capture the notion of Faustian insight:
“To grant me a vision of nature's forces that bind the world, all its seeds and sources and innermost life ... all this I
shall see... and stop peddling in words that mean nothing to me.”
In 2013, to cite usage, in the context of economic thermodynamics, during the JDNM review, Stephen Ternyik stated
the following:
“The Pareto-optimum closed the scientific gap to marginal benefit (= statistical social science / 2 research articles
send to you via e-mail); while working on the political economics of American Independence, I could apply his theory
of elite circulation = history as cemetery of elites. Also of methodical interest is his dynamic view of
speculation/speculators as drivers of socio-economic change, i.e. of 'Faustian' insight into our current monetary
transition period.”

Faustian bargain
The phrase “Faustian bargain” tends to refer to refer to something made or done for present gain without regard for
future cost or consequences. [3]

Faustian moment
The phrase “Faustian moment” seems to refer to a particular turning point or time at which one either has a moment
of Faustian insight and or becomes Faustian. In 2005, American chemical engineer and ecologist Robert Ulanowicz,
e.g., recalled when, several decades back, he had a “Faustian moment” in which he made a pact with the devil, so-tospeak, i.e. he gave up his worldly pursuits as formal chemical engineer, and switched careers to understand how the
energy and matter interactions of the total set of organisms in Chesapeake Bay function. [4]
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Faust-like | Modern Fausts
Roger Bacon has been categorized as “Faust-like” in legend. [10] Fritz Haber has been called a “modern Faust”, in
regards to his willingness to serve any master who could further his passion for knowledge and progress. [11]
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Fear
In science, fear is a state of reduced activity or immobility
characterized by the presence or imminence of danger. [1] Neurobiologically, fear has been shown to be associated with a
hyperactivity in the amygdala, one of the four parts of the limbic
system.

Endorphins
In 2001, American neurobiologist Donald Pfaff showed that fear is
correlative to a reduced level of endorphins. Conversely, a high
endorphin level is associated with fearlessness. Pfaff and
associates showed that that genetically modified mice made to be
incapable of producing endogenous opiates (lacking endorphins),
behaved such that the smallest fright made the animals freeze,
and while in large rooms they tended to say close to the walls,
showing typical signs of fear. [2] In 1930, Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar noted the following about Paul Dirac: [3]

Fear, and correlative immobility, has been shown to
be associated with reduced levels of endorphins in
mice, who in such a condition or state tend to freeze
and remain close to the walls (above), unable to
explore their surroundings. [1]

“[Dirac is a] lean, meek shy young fellow [FRS] who goes slyly along the streets. He walks quite close to walls, and is
not at all healthy. A contrast to Mr Fowler […] Dirac is pale, thing, and looks terribly overworked.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“We fear what we don’t understand.”
— Aesop (c.550BC); Batman Begins (2005)
“Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear—not absence of fear.”
— Mark Twain (c.1880)
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Fechner, Gustav
In science, Gustav Fechner (1801-1887) (CR:19) was a German experimental
psychologist noted for his 1860 stimulus sensation psychodynamics experiments, for his
panpsychism-themed atomic theory, and for his inanimate principle of absolute
stability.

Schopenhauer
German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), described as a pessimistic
panpsychist, sole protege of Johann Goethe and his human chemical theory (1809), was
said to have influenced Fechner in his panpsychism views, albeit to the effect that
Fechner saw the world as beautiful and life-enhancing, supposedly. [7]

Atomic theory | Panpsychism
In 1828, Fechner, after translating Jean Biot’s 1816 textbook into German, constructed a
dynamic atomic model (see: atomic theory) in which the ‘atoms simulate in small
dimensions the situations of the astronomical objects in larger dimensions, being animate in any case by the same
forces; and each body may be regarded as a system of innumerably many small suns, floating at comparatively large
distances from one another, such that each or several of them together are surrounded by orbiting planetary atoms.”
[1] Fechner has been classified, by David Skrbina (2005), as a noted western panpsychist philosophers, along with:
Friedrich Schelling, Clifford, Carus, Empedocles, Epicurus, Gilbert, William James, Gottfried Leibniz, Carl von Nageli,
Josiah Royce (mentor to John Boodin), and the Stoics. [6]

Soul of Plants
In 1848, Fechner, in his Nanna: the Soul of Plants, outlined the view that consciousness did not depend on having a
brain. [7]

Psychophysics | Psychodynamics
In circa 1850s, Fechner Fechner demonstrated what is now referred to as the Weber-Fechner law, a quantification
between the feeling of psychological sensation and the measure of physical intensity of a stimulus, mathematically
stated as:

S = c log R
where S stands for the sensation, R for the stimulus numerically estimated, and c for a constant that must be
separately determined by experiment in each particular order of sensibility. In 1860, Fechner, in his Elements of
Psychophysics, coined and introduced the subject of psychophysics. [2] This work, in some way, seems to have been
influential to Sigmund Freud and his later 1895 to 1920s development of psychodynamics. [3] In 1878, Fechner, in
discussion of Wilhelm Weber, it seems, was citing and discussing Thomas Young's definition of energy, along with
William Thomson's more resent work. [5]

Influence
In 1926, Ludwig Bertalanffy, at the University of Vienna completed his PhD thesis on the topic of Fechner.
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Quotes | Related
The following are Fechner related quotes:
“Several psychoanalytic writers have not been troubled by this distinction between animate and inanimate forms of
the stability principle and have sought to equate Freud’s death instinct, through Fechner’s inanimate principle of
absolute stability, with the second law of thermodynamics (e.g. Alexander, 1921; Bernfeld and Feitelberg, 1930;
Lichtenstein, 1935; and Saul, 1958). The second law of thermodynamics, otherwise known as the law of entropy,
specifies that all forms of energy—for instance, heat—tend to dissipate within a closed system. Entropy, the measure
of unavailable energy within a system, is therefore a directional and irreversible quantity reflecting the tendency of
things to ‘run themselves down’. Seen in terms of this entropy principle, Freud’s death instinct has become
considerably more palatable to certain psychoanalysts by virtue of a respectable alliance with the physical sciences.”
— Frank Sulloway (1979), Freud: Biologist of the Mind [4]
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Feekes, Gerrit
In hmolscience, Gerrit Feekes (c.1945-) is an American science writer noted for his The Hierarchy
of Energy Systems: from Atoms to Society, wherein he attempts to outline a crude physicsconceptualized, or in loose speak "energy system", laymanized theory of everything, the content
of which has been characterized as similar to Arthur Young and to some extent Howard Pattee.
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In terminology, feeling or “feelings” refers to any number of various
states of emotion, such as warmth (thermal word), anger, hate,
envy, happiness, kindness, guilt, despise, disgust, fear, depression,
etc.

Hmolscience
In hmolscience, in the context of pure materialism and
reductionism, when one follows the descendency of evolution
downward to the pure atomic, chemical, molecular level, the
equation of how “feelings” are explained within this framework
often comes to the fore. In 1874, English physical economist Stanley
Jevons gave the following view of "feelings" in the context of the
scientific method, reductionism, materialism, evolution, heat death,
heat birth, thermodynamics, in relation to the human heart: [2]
“By degrees it is found that the chemistry of organized substances is
not widely separated from, but is rather continuous with, that of
earth and stones. Life itself seems to be nothing but a special form
of that energy which is manifested in heat and electricity and
mechanical force. The time may come, it almost seems, when the
tender mechanism of the brain will be traced out, and every thought
reduced to the expenditure of a determinate weight of nitrogen and
phosphorus.
No apparent limit exists to the success of scientific method in
weighing and measuring, and reducing beneath the sway of law, the
phenomena both of matter and of mind [mind brain duality]. And if
mental phenomena be thus capable of treatment by the balance
and the micrometer, can we any longer hold that mind is distinct
A depiction of 30 types of feelings made by Jim
Borgman. [4]
from matter? Must not the same inexorable reign of law, which is
apparent in the motions of brute matter, be extended to the most
subtle feelings of the human heart [love]? Are not plants and animals and ultimately man himself, merely crystals, as
it were, of a complicated form? If so, our boasted free will becomes a delusion, moral responsibility a fiction, spirit a
mere name for the more curious manifestations of material energy. All that happens, whether right or wrong,
pleasurable or painful, is but the outcome of the necessary relations of time and space and force, and of the laws of
matter emerging from them, which are fixed in the very nature of things.
Materialism seems, then, to be the coming religion, and resignation to the nonenity of human will the only duty.
Such may not generally be the reflections of men of science, but I believe that we may thus describe the secret
feelings of fear which the constant advance of scientific investigation excites in the minds of many who view it from a
distance. Is science, then, essentially atheistic and materialistic in its tendency? Does the uniform action of material
causes, which we learn with an ever increasing approach to certainty, preclude the hypothesis of an intelligent and
benevolent creator, who has not only designed the existing universe, but who still retains the power to alter its
course from time to time?”
He concludes this excellent tract, being already well past the 400-page mark of his treatise, by commenting “to enter
actually upon theological discussions would be evidently beyond the scope of this work.”
In 1878, Scottish physicist James Maxwell, in commentary on Carl von Nageli, speculating about the "feelings" (or
not) of molecules in relation to each other's proximity. [2] In 2011, American biophysical chemist Mala
Radhakrishnan, published her collected poems book Atomic Romances, Molecular Dances, written over a period of
ten years, she frequently incorporates notions who atoms and molecules “feel” into her work: [3]
“When I think of chemistry, I always think of what are the atoms feeling on a molecular and atomic level and in a lot
of ways, the reactions that they experience are similar to the relationships that people experience.”
(add discussion)
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1. (a) Jevons, William Stanley. (1874). The Principles of Science: a Treatise on Logic and the Scientific Method (Book VI,
ch. 31: Reflections on the Limits of the Scientific Method, pgs. 427-70; quote, pgs. 427-28).
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Science Thursday, Nov. 17.
(b) Radhakrishnan, Mala. (2011). Atomic Romances, Molecular Dances (abs). LuLu.com.
4. Feelings (drawings) – by Jim Borgman.

External links
● Feeling – Wikipedia.

Fein, Elihu
In hmolscience, Elihu Herman Fein (c.1916-c.1996) was an American physicist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 1970 article “Demography and Thermodynamics”, wherein building on
the earlier population potential work of John Q. Stewart and William Warntz, he outlines, what
Daedalus refers to as, a "molecular sociology". [1]

Overview
In 1970, Fein, in his “Demography and Thermodynamics”, gave the following abstract: [2]
“The use of physics for demographic analyses is not a form of alchemy. A brief reflection on the
use of abstract structures to organize knowledge suggests a commonness to both social and physical science.
Population distribution is examined using the structure of thermodynamics.”
Fein, on this abstract, earlier 1958 population potential work of John Q. Stewart and William Warntz, first derives a
social ideal gas law, implicitly treating people as gas molecules; then on Warntz' suggestion that per capita income
may be used as a measure of social activity, defines the total "social energy" of a demographic area as the per capita
income multiplied by the population of the group. Then, in final section "Demographic States as Points on an
Adiabatic", attempts to do a first law and second law based derivation of society, defining entropy as the "molecular
order of a system", i.e. the measure of social order, entropy change as resulting from the flow of wealth into our out
of a system; concepts such as "social temperature", during which he attempts to assert that some demographic
regions can be "economically cold" (as compared to "economically hot"), examples of which he seems to give as the
southern states, as being economically colder.
In 1971, New Scientist published a review article on Fein, entitled “Molecular Sociology Arrives at Last”, in which
he explains how social activity is analogous to molecular activity; uses concepts such as adiabatic and entropy in
social systems; but cautions his readers, in that although his analogies seem to have validity, he emphatically states
that “the conclusion is not that people act like molecules”, but that the goal is to understand ourselves and the world
through abstract concepts. [3]

Difficulties on theory
(add)

Education
Fein completed his MS, with a thesis on “A Comparison of the Stopping Power of Lead, Aluminum, and Carbon for
High Speed Mesotrons”, at the University of Chicago in 1946. [4] In 1970 was associated with the Northeast Utilities
Service Company in Hartford, Connecticut.
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Feitelberg, Sergei
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In hmolscience, Sergei Feitelberg (1905-1967) was a German physicist noted, in psychological
thermodynamics, for his 1929 to 1930 work with Austrian psychologist Siegfried Bernfeld in
developing an energy and engine based psychology model.

Overview
In 1929, Feitelberg, together with Ukrainian-born Austrian psychologist Siegfried Bernfeld,
published a series of papers in Imago, one of which was “The Principle of le Chatelier and the
Instinct of Self-Preservation”, followed by a 1930 booklet Energy and Engines: Psychoanalytic
studies of Psychophysiology, wherein they expanded, in a reinterpretive manner, on the WeberFechner law:

E = ln R + c
where E is the sensation, and R is the magnitude of the stimulus, and c is a constant, which relates the magnitude of a
stimulus to the felt sensation, to the effect that they reinterpreted E as a quantity of energy entering the system in
the act of sensation, and R as the intensity factor of the stimulus energy, i.e. pressure in the case of a mechanical
stimulus, or temperature in the case of a thermal stimulus. [2] In sum, Bernfeld and Feitelberg applied theories from
physical science, such as energy, entropy, Le Chatelier’s principle, etc., to psychology in actual measurement. [1]
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Further reading
● Popper, H. (1968). “In Memoriam Sergei Feitelberg 1905-1967”, J. Mt Sinai Hosp N.Y., Jan-Feb; 35: 108-10.

External links
● Feitelberg, Sergei (1905-1967) – WorldCat Identities.

Fenn, John
In thermodynamics, John Fenn (1917-2010) is an American chemist noted for his 1982
book Engines, Energy, and Entropy: a Thermodynamics Primer, in which he quotes
Willard Gibbs as being the ‘greatest thermodynamicist of them all’. [1] Fenn is also a
Nobel Prize winner in thermodynamics, for his 2002 win in chemistry, for his work in
the field of mass spectrometry, specifically for the electrospray ionization technique
often used to identify and analyze biological macromolecules.

Education
Fenn completed his PhD in thermodynamics on “The Thermodynamics of Hydrochloric
Acid in Methanol-Water Mixtures” at Yale University in 1940.

References
1. Fenn, John B. (1982). Engines, Energy, and Entropy: a Thermodynamics Primer. W.H.
Freeman and Co.
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External links
● John Fenn (chemistry) – Wikipedia.

Fermi, Enrico
In thermodynamics, Enrico Fermi (1901-1954) (CR=52) (IQ=190|#37) was an Italianborn American physicist, a high-ranked greatest physicist ever, contender for last
universal physicist, eponym of the "fermion", noted for his 1936 booklet on
thermodynamics, which resulted from a course of lectures held during the summer
session at Columbia University, New York. The entire booklet is 160-pages, including
the index, making it one of the shortest books on thermodynamics. [1] While writing
the appendix for the Italian edition of German astronomer August Kopff's book
Foundation of Einstein's Relativity, Fermi, supposedly, pointed out, or discerned, for the
first time, the fact that hidden inside the famous Albert Einstein's 1905 mass-energy
equivalence equation (E = mc²), there was a enormous amount of energy (nuclear
energy) to be exploited. Fermi won the 1938 Nobel Prize in physics for his discovery of
new radioactive elements produced by neutron irradiation, and for his related
discovery of nuclear reactions brought about by slow neutrons.

Students
Six of Fermi's students won the Nobel Prize; although, to note, the brightest and most prolific of his group, Italian
theoretical physicist Ettore Majorana (who did not win) would eventually burn out (1933).

Exchange force
Fermi is noted for having brought out the exchange force theory synthesized by his associate Italian theoretical
physicist Ettore Majorana (1932) into the global scientific community, a few months after which Werner Heisenberg,
learning of this view, would go on to pen out the fuller implications of this model in regards to nuclear bonding.

Praise | Tributes
The following are notes of praise and or tribute:
“Fermi was the last universal physicist in the tradition of great men of the 19th century. He was the last person who
knew all of physics of his day.”
— Emilio Segrè (c.1970) [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Never underestimate the pleasure we feel from hearing something we already know.”
— Enrico Fermi (c.1935), cited by Steven Weinberg on whether or not to “repeat material” already familiar to historians or
scientists [3]
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In particles, fermion, as contrasted with Fermions
boson, is an elementary particle, or
bound state of an elementary particle,
e.g. an atomic nucleus or an atom, with
half integer spin (½, 3/2, etc.), which
conforms to Fermi-Dirac statistics. [1]
Fermions are the particles that make up
what is usually conceptualized as the
material world (matter), e.g. the
electron and proton. Fermions are
conserved, such that the total number of
each kind of fermion stays the same,
Quarks and leptons are examples of types of fermions.
provided that in any interaction an
antiparticle is counted as “minus one” particle. [2]

Etymology
The term “fermion”, named in honor of Enrico Fermi, was coined by English theoretical physicist Paul Dirac, during his
6 Dec 1945 lecture “Developments in Atomic Theory”, referring to quantum particles that obey the laws that he and
Fermi had set out in 1926. [3]

Humans | Fermions or Bosons?
See main: Social fermion

In the late 1970s, people began to ruminate on what humans were in terms of the new fermionic bosonic
classification of the universe; the following are the two dominate examples:
“Are humans fermions or bosons?”
— Ed Stephan (1977), speculative discussions with physicist Louis Barrett [4]

“All entities, whether fermions or humans, need some mediating agency to interconnect them into systems. This
indispensable interrelating and interacting role is ultimately played by different field particles named bosons. Unlike
fermions, which are characterized by a significant mass and charge, bosons do not take partake of these to attributes.
Rather, they only have spins and provide connections as they are exchanged among fermions.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (2005), Sociophysics [5]

(add summary)
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In science, Jean Fernel (1497-1558) (145-84 BN) was a French physician, coiner of the
term ‘physiology’ referring to the study of the body’s function, and also "pathology",
the study of the body's disease—his philosophical derived in contrast or upgrade from
the older views of Aristotle—who is specifically noted for his 1548 On the Hidden
Causes of Things, a Platonic-style dialogue of sorts between the three fictional friends,
Eudoxus, Brutus, and Philiatros, an example quote of which is the following:
“The stone selenite holds the image of the moon even to her very phases. The magnetstone points to the pole star. These are dead things, says Brutus, do living things
likewise draw influences from the sky.”
This erudite dead things vs. living things quote, among others, are employed as an
intellectual springboard for English physiologist Charles Sherrington’s 1938 very-sharp
Man on His Nature—which is the most explicative work in the defunct theory of life
corpus.

Overview
The following is an abstract from a 2005 edited, annotated, and translated reprint of his On the Hidden Causes of
Things: (Ѻ)
“An annotated translation of Jean Fernel's On the Hidden Causes of Things (1542), with a scholarly introduction
showing its great importance in the intellectual history of the Renaissance. The only sixteenth-century writer, apart
from Paracelsus, to develop a new theory of disease, Fernel was also a leading natural philosopher. His survey of the
role of occult qualities and powers in life processes, especially generation, and in contagious and pestilential diseases
draws upon astrology, alchemy, and other occult sciences. Although an original and innovatory thinker, Fernel
operated within the parameters of Aristotelian and Galenic philosophy, while drawing upon Platonic, Stoic and other
worldviews. Accordingly, this book shows the continued vitality in traditional thought in the period just before the
Scientific Revolution.”
(add discussion)

Innate heat | Life and death
See also: Animal heat; Vital heat; Combustion theory of animal heat;

On the theory of "innate heat", in Fernel's day, in the context of the life/non-life issue, Sherrington quotes the
following by Fernel, from his On the Hidden Causes of Things:
“If there is one attribute which more widely than any other is evident as inherent in life it is warmth. In that we
come across a great thing. A great thing like those great things which were found by the ancients. It is the innate
heat. A law common to all animal kind, an ordinance of nature, is that they live by innate heat. While they live
they are possessed of heat appropriate to them. When dead that heat is extinguished and they are cold. That is
plain even to sense; it is heat sensible to man; a touch demonstrates it. It is however not so evident in plants. Yet
in them no less than in animals it holds true. Further, the more sentient and active the animal the greater and
more liberal the heat it has. If you as a reason, think on the excellence of the sun, prime prince and controller of
the world, favoring and forwarding every life that is. By its chastened heat it supports them from without in
doing what life does. Now if its heat from without can so cherish, whereas cold checks, life, is there not within
living things a heat which cherishes what they do, a heat which even of the same nature as the suns? Did not
Aristotle well and truly say, and leave it written for all posterity, that:
‘Heat is the condition of life’?
He defined death as the extinction of heat. Now this heat is innate heat. The innate heat is a heat which can be
observed to survive even in the coldness of the decrepitude of age. The coldness of old age dominates, it is true,
the material fire which is in the temperament, by the old age cannot, so long as there is life, overcome the innate
heat itself. It is in the virtue of this heat that the snake lives, although its temperament is cold. So too
mandragora, and the poppy and all of the herbs of the frigid temperament.
Whence it is clear that innate heat is superior to elemental heat. Elemental cold avails against elemental
heat, but it avails nothing against this more excellent heat which is the innate heat of living things. Therefore this
innate heat is not of the same nature as fire. It comes from a source superior to fire. In defining death, Aristotle,
with the intuition of a master, said that:
‘Coldness of death comes not by mere overthrow of the temperament—not by surcharge of elemental cold,
but by lapse of innate heat. Innate heat, vital heat, like light has no opposite. Light had not ‘contrary’; darkness is
but privation of light. Death is a privation of innate heat, vital heat.’
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This heat is not of the commingling of the elements. The body at death demonstrates that. Death occurs and
still the body retains the structure and shape in all its parts. We recognize our friend, although his life is not
there, and his heat is not there. The innate heat has fled him. It is not therefore traceable to the elements. They
still compose the body. Therefore the innate heat—the vital heat—must have its source ‘elsewhere’.”
On Aristotle’s discussions of darkness being the privation of light, cold the lapse of innate heat, etc., here we recall
the 2004 "Evil Does not Exist" video rendition of this (misattributed to Albert Einstein), which took the form, it seems
of a summary of French philosopher Rene Descartes expansion on Aristotle’s light/darkness discussion; particularly
Descartes’ 1637 Discourse on Method (section: What Do Heat and Light of Fire Consist In?), and his 1641 Meditations
(primarily the Third), in which he argues that cold is merely the absence of heat, that darkness is the absence or
recess of ethereal substance of the heat of fire (or stars), discusses good and evil, and intertwines these in with
discussion on the possible existence a deity. [7] On heat in general, in relation to the above passage, Sherrington
humorously states rather cogently:
“In physical science no phenomenon perhaps has proved more puzzling, and no conception has had so chequered a
career, as that of heat.”

Sherrington
On deanthropomorphism, the following being a few representative statement by Sherrington: [2]
“Our sixteenth-century Fernel viewed the body as a tenement for faculties. One faculty was that which actuated the
various bodily movements. Then came Descartes with is robot [see: Cartesian automata], a mechanism actuating
itself. Such too had been Descartes’ thought with respect to the motions of the macrocosm. For Kepler still, a century
later than Fernel, each planet was ridden by an angel. Then later with the ‘reign of law’ that guidance became a
‘force’, e.g. gravitational. Today that ‘force’ has in turn disappeared. There remains a curvature of space. The human
mind looking at nature has had to dehumanize its point of view—it has, using Samuel Alexander’s word, to
‘deanthropize’ itself. It has to dispense with ‘causation’, which is regarded as an anthropism, but is yet a final cause. It
is more faithful to William of Occam.”
On the illusion of the unbridgeable gap, i.e. that the various conceptualized divides (e.g. life/non-life) or dualisms (e.g.
mind/matter) are fictional, the following is a representative statement by Sherrington: [2]
“In the middle ages, and after them with Fernel, as with Aristotle before, there was the difficulty of the animate and
the inanimate and finding of the boundary between them. Today’s scheme makes plain why that difficulty was, and
dissolves it. There is no boundary.”
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Fernández-Galiano, Luis
In hmolscience, Luis Fernandez-Galiano (1950-) is an Italian architect noted, in
architectural thermodynamics, noted for his 1982 Fire and Memory, wherein he argues
that thermodynamics needs to be incorporated into architectural theory.

Overview
In 1982, Fernandez-Galiano, in his Fire and Memory: On Architecture and Energy,
builded on the theories of Spanish ecologist Ramon Margalef, e.g. exosomatic energy,
among others, to argue that the concept of energy, in the sense of its spatial-feel
effects, etc., and entropy, have been absent from architectural theory; theorizing on
concepts such as the internal energy and external energy of architecture, based on the
laws of thermodynamics. [1] According to a back-cover review of Fire and Memory, by
Richard Ingersoll of Design Book Review, Fernandez-Galiano professes the view that:
“Architecture as the most consistent consumer of energy is treated as both a symbol of
humanity’s struggle with nature and the practical object of the daily processes of
entropy.”
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The down point of Fernandez-Galiano’s presentation, as is the case often in such cross-over fields, is the presentation
of the history of physics and thermodynamics is sophomoric, depending on secondary, contentious, references, such
as Jeremy Rifkin and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen; giving only marginal references to the more rigorous ideas of those
as Ilya Prigogine.

Life
Fernandez-Galiano’s view of life is that firstly it requires the degradation of energy. Secondly, as a thermodynamic
structure that lies outside the world’s equilibrium, its continuity depends on a constant flow of entropy. Third, that
life feeds not on energy but on negentropy. [2]

Education
Fernandez-Galiano professor of architecture at the University of Madrid.
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Ferrara, Massimiliano
In hmolscience, Massimiliano Ferrara (1972-) is an Italian mathematical economist
noted for his 2003 to present efforts to make thermodynamic formulations of
economics.

Overview
In 2008, Ferrara, in his “Advances on Thermoeconomics: a Model for the Equilibrium of
European Union’s Economy (Geobiodynamics and Roegen Type Economy)”, in
association with Constantin Udriste, noted for his “Thermodynamics versus Economics”
(2007), et al, attempt to platform off Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), to do the
following, rather bold, on the surface, sounding jump:
“The fundamental Gibbs-Pfaﬀ equa on of thermodynamics dU − TdS + PdV + ∑µkdNk =
0 is changed into fundamental Gibbs-Pfaﬀ equa on of economics dG − IdE + PdQ +
∑νkdNk = 0.”
Here we recall Edwin Wilson’s 1938 suggestion to Paul Samuelson to use Gibbs’ equation 133 to formulate a theory
of economic equilibrium. When, however, we view their human thermodynamics variables table, as shown below, we
see them using the letter rhyming derivation method, e.g. P of economic pressure equates to P of price (level of
inflation), among other issues:
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Another salient issue is their symbol usage, namely: they translated internal energy U, i.e. the internal energy of an
economic system, into "growth potential", symbol G, which only sets up the remainder of their derivation, into
confusion that economic potential is measured by Gibbs energy, symbol G.

Education
Ferrara completed his PhD in mathematical economics, and presently is associated with the Mediterranean
University of Reggio Calabria, Italy.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The formal analytical-mathematical analogy between economics and thermodynamics is by now fairly well-known or
at least accepted by economists and physicists alike.”
— Massimiliano Ferrara (2008), “Geobiodynamics and Roegen Type Economy”

Key
Ferrara was found in Google Scholar via the keys: Gibbs, sociology, economics, thermodynamics.
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Ferri, James
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In human thermodynamics, James K. Ferri (1975-) is an American chemical engineer
noted for his departmental supervision and development of the 2011 student-produced
video “Thermodynamics of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition”, made by chemical and
biomolecular engineering students Angela Wnek (ChBE, 2013), Isaac Lavine (ChBe,
2014), Ashley Kaminski (ChBE, 2013), wherein, using an impact style of presentation,
they apply a number of different molecular, physical chemistry, and chemical
engineering principles to the ongoing “Occupy Wall Street” protests taking place
worldwide (which are protesting the economic divide), namely what thermodynamics
has to say about the fact that about 90 percent of a country’s wealth tends to be held
in about 10 percent of the population, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as the
Pareto principle, 80-20 rule, or Pareto’s natural law of wealth, named after FrenchItalian mathematical engineer Vilfredo Pareto who first studied this phenomenon. [1]

Overview
The video employs: the game version of the laws of thermodynamics (1971); desire
(they argue as a fact of existence that people want wealth); Ostwald’s ripening (a principle stated in 1896 by German
physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald), a process by which small droplets of one fluid dispersed in another fluid phase
shrink at the expense of the growth of the larger droplets, wherein they use a human fluid model and equate rich
people to the larger droplets and poor people to the smaller droplets; the Calvin equation, relating actual vapor
pressure to saturated vapor pressure; the Ostwald equation:

where
is the average radius of all the particles, γ is the particle surface tension or surface energy, is the solubility
of the particle material, v is the molar volume of the particle material, D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle
material, Rg is the ideal gas constant, and T is absolute temperature.
They then attempt to tie all this into economics in terms of how things such as one's car breaking down or not
getting tuition money, etc., are in affect a type of human molecular "pressure" (human pressure or social pressure) or
mediate (field particle) the effect of pressure in one's state of existence.
They then talk about equality, the idealized notion, such as being protested for at the Wall Street Sit-in, that
wealth should be spread out more evenly throughout society (such as was done in a failed attempt through
communism). The subject of idealized equality of wealth, however, does not corroborate in fields such as racial
thermodynamics, integration and segregation thermodynamics, the famous lazy ant study, among other areas of
realistic conflict, and the students attempt to address this thermodynamically in the video, such as using the analogy
of money (and people as particles) distributions in a container, which is shaken, explaining that such arrangements
are inherently unstable (see: stability), on the premise that it is much easier to create bigger droplets by adding
energy than it is to create smaller droplets, a model which they say is the logic behind the big business bailout plan.
Lastly, the correlate new ideas and inventions in the market place, such as Steve Job’s iPad, to droplet growth
effects, and how wealth begins to aggregate or accumulate around the new or novel idea, inventor, or producer,
similar to liquid aggregation around larger droplets.

Production staff
The student production staff for the “Thermodynamics of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition” is as follows:
Artwork

Ashley Kaminski

Script

Angela Wnek
Isaac Lavine

Audio

Ashley Kaminski
Angela Wnek
Isaac Lavine

Editing

Angela Wnek

Difficulties on theory
Overall the fast-flow presentation style of the video and theory was fairly advanced and well done in retrospect of
the work of 500+ HT pioneers/HP pioneers of the past. A few salient difficulties: one, use of “molar volume” as a unit
digs into the large and as of yet unsolved question of the unit of the “hmol” the molar number for one unit of
reactive human molecules (such as addressed in the social Avogadro number), wherein questions about single
particle thermodynamics or single molecule thermodynamics definitions of extensive and intensive variables in this
range come into play.
Second, the overuse of the term “life” in this defining the droplet molecules as being alive, e.g. “it’s the circle of
life for the molecules”, whether metaphorical or not, indirectly assumes or implies the existence or adherence to
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either (a) the unbridgeable gap model, (b) the emergence model, (c) panpsychism, i.e. that the definition of life
extends all the way down do the sub-atomic, or (d) the "life principle" model, all of which are untenable, and thus the
over-use of the word "life" leads one into the very large problem-solution of the defunct theory of life, the fact that
when one goes searching for the origin of life, i.e. the exact “second” so-called “life” started in the evolution timeline,
the theory of life falls apart and erodes, being seen only as a mythological-religious based theory carried over into
modern science as sort of unwanted baggage, a theory (that certain molecules are alive, where others are not) that is
in fact defunct according to modern hard science, in particular hmolscience.

Education
Ferri completed his BS and PhD in chemical engineering at Johns Hopkins University and currently is head of the
chemical and biomolecular engineering department of Lafayette College, Pennsylvania. [3]
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Feuerbach, Ludwig
In philosophy, Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872) (CR:14) (IQ:180|#125) was a German
philosopher and anthropologist, a Ranker greatest mind (#240) (Ѻ), a top ten extreme
atheist, noted for his 1841 The Essence of Christianity, wherein he outlined some type
of inconsistent atheism (Max Stirner, 1844), focused on the question: "did god create
man? Or did man create god?", tending to side with the latter; views that would later
go on to strongly influence Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and in turn Russian atheism,
initiated by Vladimir Lenin.

Death | Immortality
In 1830, Feuerbach, ending his ride, supposedly, on the so-called Hegelian bandwagon,
anonymously published Thoughts on Death and Immortality, a work which created a
scandal by portrayal of Christianity as an egoistic and inhumane religion, which cost him
his job and, to some extent, his career. In this work, he denied the traditional Christian
concept of the immortality of the soul; and argued the following variety of logic: [6]
“Everything that exists is not without end and limit, even including the infinite … Thus, the essence and life of a thing
is measure, form, kind, law. And this measure, by and within which a thing is what it is, is not something that extends
only to a certain matter—for instance, the chemical components—but is a measure that penetrates everything,
determines everything, dwells in everything. The entire life and essence of a thing is thoroughgoing determinateness,
is one all-present measure. The proportion, for instance, of the chemical matter of a fish is not just something to be
weighed and enumerated; but its organism, its entire body, also has its determinate form and habitus [or condition],
which distinguish it from other animals. And what else is this habitus but measure, limit? Equally, the external
relation of this fish is no boundless, indeterminate, indiscriminate relation. It moves itself, but it has movement
determined by its shape. It lives in a determinate climate, in a determinate element, water, but again not in any
water, but in a determinate spring, river, or sea. Ocean water is as much water as that which flows in a river, and yet
this fish, just because it can never escape the limit that is the center of its nature, the limit that determines and
includes everything that exists in it, can live only in this and no other water.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (1830), Thoughts on Death and Immortality (pgs. 74-75)

“If there is life after death, there cannot be life before death.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (1830), Thoughts on Death and Immortality (pg. 133)

Feuerbach both denied immortality and affirmed death as that which makes the continuity of human beings with our
natural environment most evident. [8] Feuerbach argued that recognition of this continuity—urged upon us by the
fact of our eventual death—is prerequisite to a fully lived life, and that Christianity (especially Protestant Christianity)
makes the full life impossible by virtue of its emphasis on personal immortality (Massey xi). It was in this emphasis on
material, earthly life that Feuerbach departed from Hegelian philosophy. This parting of ways was based primarily on
Hegel's interpretation of religion where religion was placed as a grand part of the dialectic movement of
history. Feuerbach rejected this notion of religion for a more typically enlightenment view, which saw the passing
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away of religion as a key to the progress of scientific society. [7]

Extreme atheism
Feuerbach, in his later years, was said to have become an extreme atheist, of sorts, e.g. he was one of the seven
people employed as opening quotes to co-extreme atheist Ludwig Buchner’s 1884 (4th English edition, based on the
15th German edition) Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon, along with Orges, La Mettrie, H. Tuttle, F.J. Pisko, Ph. Spiller, and Goethe. [2]

Christianity | Nitric acid
In 1850, Feuerbach, in his The Natural Sciences and the Revolution, asserted that philosophy should no longer side
with theology but rather now instead align its views with the natural sciences, chemistry in particular; the work of
Dutch physiologist Jacob Moleschott, e.g. his Theory of Foodstuffs: For the People, in particular, which asserted to
have solved the mind-body problem (Ѻ) via the logic of the chemistry of digestion. Feuerbach, here, famously
prophesized that one day modern science, anchored in chemistry, would dissolve Christianity in nitric acid; a
quotation of which is as follows:
“Feuerbach saw the scientific revolution coming; it would be a time that would ‘dissolve the Christian world-view in
nitric acid’.”
— William Newell (1986), The Secular Magi (Ѻ)

The revolution here alluded to is the Goethean
revolution, still not yet even begun. Another
variant of the Nitric acid statement is as follows:
“Christians … hadn’t they heard, as one skeptic
famously put it, that modern science had
already dissolved Christianity in a vat of nitric
acid.”
— Lee Strobel (2004), reflective monologue, with
citation to Feuerbach, on being sent in 1974 to report
on the West Virginia hillbilly bombings and shootings
over certain non-Christianity conforming textbooks
being used in public schools [4]

Praise | Tribute
The following are notes of praise, tribute, and
or summary:
“The grandfather of Marxian atheism and
Freudian atheism is Ludwig Feuerbach, who
was first a theologian, then a Hegelian, and
finally an atheistic philosopher.”
— Hans Kung (1990), Freud and the Problem of God
[3]

Agnostic theism

Extreme atheism

American journalist Lee Strobel's 2004 The Case for a Creator, which
attempts to depict Feuerbach's 1850 statement that one day a scientific
revolution will accrue that will dissolved the Christian worldview in nitric
acid.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It is true: writing brings forth in the lives of many humans just such destructive results, like Ottilie in Goethe’s
Elective Affinities, through whose appearance the fortune of a satisfying life is ruined.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (1834), Abelard and Heloise (Aphorism #42) [5]

“Whenever morality is based on theology, whenever the right is made dependent on divine authority, the most
immoral, unjust, infamous things can be justified and established. Morality is then surrendered to the groundless
arbitrariness of religion.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (c.1860) (Ѻ)
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Few super-Einsteins
In terminology, few super-Einsteins, similar to “another
Newton” (Henry Adams, 1910) or “new Aristotle”
(Raymond Fosdick, 1924), refers to American
entomologist William Wheeler’s circa 1935 reference to
future great intellect able to rectify the
physicochemical, organismal, mental, social, and
biological into one unifying framework; someone able
to wield the intellect equivalent to 6 to 8 degrees,
according to the polymathy degree problem
benchmark; aspects of which he seemed to have sensed
in the mind of Vilfredo Pareto (1912) and in the
synthesis work of Lawrence Henderson’s 1932 efforts to
unify evolution, sociology, economics, business,
physiology all under the guise of Gibbs-based physical
chemistry and thermodynamics, intermixed with the
historical precursory work of Pareto.

See also
● Existive social Newton
● Polymathy degree problem
● Social Newton

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“… emergence, the physicochemical, the organismal,
the mental and the social. Hence, it till the advent of a
few super-Einsteins, theoretical biology must stand as a
combination of oppositions—a compositio
oppositorum.”
— William Wheeler (c.1935), “Essay” [1]

“Where will the next Einstein lead scientific thinking?”
— Chris Quigg (2004), “Physics of the Large Hadron Collider
Workshop” (Ѻ)

A rendition of William Wheeler's circa 1935 view that a "few
super-Einsteins" will be needed to unify the main branches of
knowledge: chemistry, physics, biology, and sociology, as it is
presently diversified; someone able to wield the intellect
equivalent to 6 to 8 degrees, according to the polymathy degree
problem standard.

“The physics of the point that existed 13.7 billion years ago is mostly beyond our imaginations, not to mention our
conceptual tools. Gravity, electromagnetism—all the forces at work around us did not have an independent
existence. Matter as we know it didn’t exist. With everything that would become the universe packed so tightly in
one spot, there was an enormous amount of energy. In such a universe, the physics of small particles, quantum
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mechanics, and that of large bodies, general relativity, were somehow part of a single, overarching, and still unknown
theory. Just what that theory is awaits the next Einstein.”
— Neil Shubin (2013), The Universe Within [2]
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Feynman, Richard
In science, Richard Feynman (1918-1988) (IQ:190|#34) (CR:79|#57) (DN:6.5) was an
American physicist, a high-ranked greatest physicist ever, named, by Omni magazine, in
1979, as the "smartest man in the world" (Ѻ), semi-ranked with an age 23 physics
prowess power as comparable to Einstein and Lev Landau (Gleick, 1992), noted for his
work in the development of quantum electrodynamics (QED), the study of the behavior
of light and electrons.

Feynman on love
In 1946, sixteen months after Feynman’s wife, Arline Feynman, died (de-existed), at age
25, from tuberculosis, Feynman wrote a curious letter to his wife, which remained
sealed until his death (dereaction) in 1988.

Feynman on religion
See main: Feynman on religion

In 1946, at his father’s funeral, know that his father was atheist, and that he was,
refused to take part in a mourner’s prayer in praise of God. In his 1963 Danz lecture turned book The Meaning of It
All, was self-classifying himself, in a beat around the bush manner, as being grouped with his fellow "atheistic
scientific colleagues".

Atoms | Animals
In 1961 to 1963, Feynman gave his famous lectures on physics series at Caltech to undergraduates. In the opening
lecture, “Atoms in Motion”, he outlined what has come to be know as reductionism par excellence, the following
being a popular human physics themed quote:
“Everything is made of atoms. That is the key hypothesis. Everything that animals do, atoms do. There is nothing that
living things do that cannot be understood from the point of view that they are made of atoms acting according to
the laws of physics.”
(add discussion)

Existence of god | Disproof
In 1963, Feynman, in his The Meaning of It All, Danz lecture turned book, when he began to engage into the bigger
"meaning" and "morality" terrain, stated to the effect that he was an atheist, then vacillated, slightly, on the question
as to whether or not it is possible to "disprove the existence of god", a phrase he repeated some four times; the last
of which was the following statement:
“It is not possible to disprove the existence of god, as far as I know.”
— Richard Feynman (1963), The Meaning of It All (pg. 40)

(add discussion)

Feynman on beauty
In 1981, during Christopher Sykes’ now-celebrated “The Pleasure of Finding Things Out” interview documentary of
Feynman—originally conceived to be done on Freeman Dyson, who but deflected the interview to Feynman, whom
he considered (V) far more interesting—Feynman talked about the beauty of a flower, from a scientist’s purview and
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an artist’s perspective. (Ѻ) (V)

Education
In grade school, Feynman infamously scored 125 on an IQ test; a finding which, along with Henri Poincare, who
scored at the imbecile level on an IQ test, is often cited as case in point in regards to the ability to be able to test for
genius recognition. As a child, Feynman’s father—a military uniform salesman—would sit young Feynman on his lap
and read to him from the family’s Encyclopedia Britannica, stopping and pausing along the way, to explain, e.g. how a
six foot wide dinosaur head would not be able to fit through the family window. As a teenager, or at least by age 19,
Feynman was reading Paul Dirac's 1930 The Principles of Quantum Mechanics. [7]
In college, and not until he was older, Feynman explicitly avoided taking humanities classes, as much as possible,
expect where required. (V) In 1939, Feynman completed his BS at MIT, during which year, as a senior, he had the
highest score in the nation on the Putnam; he supposedly had a standing bet that he could solve any problem to
within 10% within 60 seconds; and some have suggested his non-verbal IQ was greater than 190. (Ѻ) Feynman
attained a perfect score on the graduate school entrance exams to Princeton University in mathematics and physics—
an unprecedented feat—but did rather poorly on the history and English portions. Attendees at Feynman's first
seminar included Albert Einstein, Wolfgang Pauli, and John von Neumann. He received a PhD from Princeton in 1942;
his thesis advisor was Wheeler, and Wheeler and Eugene Wigner were the examiners of his thesis.

Quotes | On
The following are quotes on Feynman:
“Feynman is a second Dirac, only this time human.”
— Eugene Wigner (c.1945) [2]

“[Feynman] begins working calculus problems in his head as soon as he awakens. He did calculus while driving in his
car, while sitting in the living room, and while lying in bed at night.”
— Mary Bell (c.1956), divorce complaint of second wife of three (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In these days of specialization there are too few people who have such a deep understanding of two departments of
our knowledge that they do not make fools of themselves in one or the other.”
— Richard Feynman (1963), on religion, politics, and religion; in: The Meaning of it All: a Scientist Looks as Society (pg. 3)

“I do believe there is a conflict between science and religion.”
— Richard Feynman (1963), The Meaning of it All: a Scientist Looks as Society (pg. 32) [5]

“I would like to again impress you with the vast range of phenomena that the theory of quantum electrodynamics
describes: It’s easier to say it backwards: the theory describes all phenomena of the physical world except the
gravitational effect, the thing that holds you in your seats (actually, that’s a combination of gravity and politeness, I
think), and radioactive phenomena, which involve nuclei shifting in their energy levels. So if we leave out gravity and
radioactivity (more properly, nuclear physics), what have we got left? Gasoline burning in automobiles, foam and
bubbles, the hardness of salt or copper, the stiffness of steal. In fact, biologists are trying to interpret as much as they
can about life in terms of chemistry, and as I already explained, the theory behind chemistry is quantum
electrodynamics.”
— Richard Feynman (1985), QED: the Strange Theory of Light and Matter [1]

“I don’t know what the fuss is all about—Dirac did it all before me.”
— Richard Feynman (c.1970), recollected by Freeman Dyson (2005) [3]

See also
● Belief system
● Feynman on god
● Feynman problem solving algorithm
● Feynman time capsule wisdom
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Feynman on religion
In science, Feynman on religion refers to the discussions, lectures, and or publications on the topic of God, existence
of god, morality, life, meaning, death, i.e. religion in general, of American physicist Richard Feynman.

Overview
American physicist Richard Feynman (1918-1988) and his younger sister Joan Feynman (1927-) were siblings of
American Lucille Feynman, a homemaker, and Belarus-born American Melville Feynman, a businessman, albeit one
with a inkling to be a cultured scientist, both of whom were Ashkenazi Jews, according to census. His father, as his
Richard reports, was a non-believing Jew. [1] His mother, however, seems to have had some religious conviction, as
per her reaction responses tell; namely, in 1979, Omni Magazine named Feynman “The Smartest Man in the World”,
following their interview with him. When his mother Lucille heard about this, her response was: “Our Richie? The
world's smartest man? God help us!” (Ѻ)
In Jun 1945, Feynman’s school sweetheart turned wife, Arline Feynman (Arline Greenbaum), passed away at age
25, from tuberculosis, in their fourth year of marriage. On 8 Oct 1946, Feynman’s father Melville Feynman died
(dereacted) from a stroke. During his father’s interment, at Bayside Cemetery, nearby Queens, Feynman, then age 29,
was asked by Rabbi Cahn to say the Kaddish, i.e. a hymn of praises to God found in the Jewish prayer service, with
him. Feynman refused. His sister Joan, according to interviews with his sister by biographer James Gleick, “watched in
anguish as her brother’s face froze. He wanted no part in a mourner’s prayer in praise of God.” Gleick comments on
this: [2]
“Feynman did not believe in God; he knew that is father had not believed in God; and the hypocrisy seemed
unbearable. His disbelief had nothing of indifference in it. It was determined, coolly rational disbelief, a conviction
that the myths of religion cheated knowledge. He stood there surrounded by stone and grass near the undersized
sepulchral vaults, assembled on atop another, that held the bones of his grandparents. One shelf, too held the
remains of his infant brother, Henry, memorialized now for twenty-two years after his life of one month. One
Feynman’s face was a look of tension and determination and also, it seemed to Joan at that moment, utter isolation.
Leaving his father’s coffin, he exploded in a rage. Their mother broke down and wept.”
Shortly after his father’s funeral, that Oct, Feynman wrote a curious letter, addressed to his deceased wife, one that
remained sealed until after his own reaction end, in 1988, in which he states, among other things, the following: [3]
“I find it hard to understand in my mind what it means to love you after you are dead. You, dead, are so much better
than anyone else alive.”
at the end of which he writes that he needs to be excused for not mailing the letter, because, as he says: “I don't
know your new address.”
In 1956, Feynman, during a lunchtime talk at Caltech, stated the following: [4]
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“A young man, brought up in a religious family, studies a science, and as a result he comes to doubt — and perhaps
later to disbelieve in — his father's God. Now, this is not an isolated example; it happens time and time again.
Although I have no statistics on this, I believe that many scientists — in fact, I actually believe that more than half of
the scientists — really disbelieve in their father's God; that is, they don't believe in a God in a conventional sense.
Now, since the belief in a God is a central feature of religion, this problem that I have selected points up most
strongly the problem of the relation of science and religion. Why does this young man come to disbelieve? The first
answer we might hear is very simple: You see, he is taught by scientists, and—as I have just pointed out—they are all
atheists at heart, so the evil is spread from one to another. But if you can entertain this view, I think you know less of
science than I know of religion.”
In 1963, Feynman, in his John Danz lecture “A Scientist Looks at Society”, stated the following: [5]
“Throughout the ages, men have tried to fathom the meaning of life. They realize that if some direction or some
meaning could be given to the whole thing, to our actions, then great human forces would be unleased. Very many
answers have been given to the question of the meaning of it all. But they have all been of different sorts. I may say
that we do not know what is the meaning of life and what are the right moral values, that we have no way to choose
them and so on. No discussion can be made of moral values, of the meaning of life and so on, without coming to the
great source of systems of morality and descriptions of meaning, which is in the field of religion. I do believe there is a
conflict between science and religion.”
Feynman then goes on to re-tell the "young man" parable.

Purpose | Meaning
The following seems to be Feynman's final states on meaning and purpose:
“I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not knowing. I think it’s much more interesting ‘not knowing’ than to have
answers that might be wrong. I have approximate answers and possible beliefs and different degrees of certainty
about different things, but I’m not absolutely sure of anything, and there are many things I don’t know anything
about such as whether it means anything to ask ‘why we’re here?’ and what the question might mean; I might think
about it a little bit, and if I can’t figure it out, I’ll move on to something else, but I don’t have to know an answer, I
don’t feel frightened by not knowing things, by being lost in a mysterious universe without having any purpose,
which is the way it is, as far as I can tell, possibly. It doesn’t frighten me.”
— Richard Feynman (1981), Christopher Sykes “The Pleasure of Finding Things Out” interview (Ѻ) documentary, age 63

Atheist's creed
The following seems to be Feynman's atheist’s creed, so to say:
“Believe in the fact that all things are made of atoms.”
— Richard Feynman (1964), on which sentence (Ѻ) should be passed on to the next generation of creatures, should a cataclysm
occur

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Religion is a culture of faith; science is a culture of doubt.”
— Richard Feynman (c.1960) (Ѻ)
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Feynman problem solving algorithm
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In science, the Feynman problem solving
algorithm is a basic problem solving
technique, used by many scientists,
consisting of three steps, first write down
the problem, second think very hard, third
write down the answer. [1] The Feynman
problem solving algorithm is used
frequently by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims. Often is the case,
The three steps of Richard Feynman's so-called solving algorithm.
however, that step one involves the
unconscious writing down of the problem
in their head, two, many partial stabs at solution, followed by retraction, withdraw, and storage of the problem,
followed by three writing down the solution.

Etymology
The technique was said to be common to American physicist Richard Feynman, as facetiously observed by his
colleague Murray Gell-Mann, as reported in the New York Times.

Other
Feynman also, supposedly, had a standing bet that he could solve any problem to within 10% within 60 seconds. (Ѻ)
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● Lal, Rajesh. (2008). “Feynman Problem-Solving Algorithm”, Irajejsh.com, Sep 03.

Feynman time capsule
wisdom
In science, Feynman time capsule wisdom refers to the one
sentence humanity should most want to pass on to the next
generation of evolution should the world come to an end
today, which is:
“Believe in the atomic hypothesis.”
This thought experiment postulate was conceived by
American physicist Richard Feynman in his famous 1964
Lectures on Physics and represents his opinion as to what bit
of knowledge a person should most want to believe in to the
exclusion of all else.
The original full statement is as follows:

American physicist Richard Feynman (1918-1988), the
eponym of the term Feynman time capsule wisdom,
explaining the physics of quantum electrodynamics.

“If, in some cataclysm, all scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence passed on to the next
generation of creatures, what statement would contain the most information in the fewest words? I believe it is the
atomic hypothesis (or atomic fact, or whatever you wish to call it) that all things are made of atoms — little particles
that move around in perpetual motion, attracting each other when they are a little distance apart, but repelling upon
being squeezed into one another. In that one sentence you will see an enormous amount of information about the
world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied.”
In other words, according to Feynman, the fundamental piece of knowledge to human existence is belief in the
existence of the "atom".

Thims time capsule wisdom
In extrapolation on this model, in the 2010 views of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, an inclusioned
footnote to Feynman's one sentence, if the time capsule were to allow such a thing, supposing the capsule to be
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opened in the year 4500 (approximately double the span of time since Leucippus first introduced the atomic theory
(450BC)), would be:
“Believe in the human molecular hypothesis.”
It has been over 210-years not since French philosopher Jean Sales first introduced the human molecular hypothesis
(1798), a subject for which he was jailed for, and in modern times hardly more than a handful people have belief in
this doctrine.

See also
● Belief system
● Feynman problem solving algorithm
● Eddington rule
● Clausius postulate
● Einstein postulate
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Fichte, Johann
In biographies, Johann Fichte (1762-1814) (IQ:170|#201) (CR:13) was a German
philosopher, Cox genius (#88), Ranker greatest mind (#118), Murray greatest Western
philosopher (#20) (Ѻ), Cattell 1000 (#151), one of Goethe’s 1803 circle (Ѻ), noted for []

Quotes | About
The following are related quotes:
“This philosophy has for its principle, not the substance of Spinoza, not the ego of Kant
and Fichte, not the absolute identity of Schelling, not the absolute mind of Hegel, in
short, no abstract, merely conceptional being, but a real being, the true Ens
realissimum—man; its principle, therefore, is in the highest degree positive and real.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (1841), The Essence of Christianity

“The kind of romantic idealism represented by, e.g. Arthur Schopenhauer, which
Helmholtz particularly detested and which his arch-foe Zollner ardently embrace,
should be distinguished from idealism considered as the antithesis to materialism. Helmholtz never embraced
materialism, and he may have been strongly influenced by the non-romantic idealism developed by Fichte.
Schopenhauer’s philosophy powerfully antagonized many physicists associated with Helmholtz. Years later, in 1906,
Boltzmann, to cite one example, nearly entitled a talk ‘Demonstration, that Schopenhauer was a Mindless, Ignorant,
Spreader of Nonsense’.”
— Jed Buchwald (1993), on Hermann Helmholtz’s anti-romanticism [1]
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Fick, Adolf
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In hmolscience, Adolf Fick (1829-1901) was German physicist-physiologist noted, in
religious thermodynamics, for 1869 lecture “The Forces of Nature in their
Relationship”, wherein, via citation to Rudolf Clausius, he becomes the first to outline
the so-called entropic proof for the existence of god, i.e. of an initial state universe.

Overview
In 1869, Fick, in his lecture “The Forces of Nature in their Relationship”, extrapolated
German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ heat death theory of universal end to give what is
said to be the first contour of the ‘entropy proof of God’s existence’, to argue that God
must exist, because of the second law of thermodynamics, something to the effect that
if heat death posits a final state of the universe, that this presupposes an "initial state",
which "presupposes a creator", or something along these lines. [1] Fick was a student of
Carl Ludwig and Emil du Bois-Reymond, following which he became proficient in using
the “thermodynamic method” in physiology, primarily by using the law of energy
conservation to understand physiological processes. Fink worked in Zurich, Switzerland,
from 1852 to 1868, after which he moved to Wurzburg, Germany, where he held the chair of physiology until 1899.
(Ѻ) During this period, in 1868, Rudolf Clausius moved from Zurich to Wurzburg, and for a brief period, before
Clausius moved to Bonn in 1869, Fink and Clausius were colleagues as professors. Thermodynamics historian Helge
Kragh surmises that, although no documented connection exists, that Fink benefitted from discussions with Clausius.
In 1869, Fink, whatever the case, gave a series of six popular lectures on “The Forces of Nature in their Relationship”,
which he dedicated to Clausius. Fink stated Clausius’ heat death as follows:
“In the end all forces in the universe must take the form of heat and all temperature differences in the world must be
equalized.”
This, following Clausius, precluded any idea of an eternally cyclic universe. A final state also led to the deduction of an
initial state; about which Fink stated as follows:
“This final state must be reached after a finite time has elapsed, counted from any arbitrarily chosen initial state
which does not include infinite speeds or an infinite scattering of matter in space, i.e. counted from any initial state
that can be conceived at all. To put it the other way around, if the world had existed in any eternity the final state
would already have been reached.”
This, according to Helge Kragh, is the first clear statement of the entropic creation argument in its limited version, i.e.
without speaking of a divinely created world. [3] Kragh also explains how Franz Brentano, another professor at the
University of Wurzburg, also, independent of Fick, supposedly, arrived at the entropic creation argument in 1868 to
1869. In 1874, German physicist August Kronig, in his 1874 The Existence of God and the Happiness of People, quotes
extensively from Fick’s lecture; a rough translation example of which is as follows: [2]
". . . . Fick does this by him showed that the occurrence of so-called final state of entropy as it is clear that something
had to give it one that stand outside or above the world. Because - as he thought - since the Entwiöelung the world
tends towards a final state of rest, so the world can not have always been a part, as is expected elapsed from that
infinitely long past to the present moment an eternity, and therefore that the final state already long ago, would have
to be actually already occurred infinitely long. The presence, however, shows that state does not, so the world must
have had a beginning, that it may be the cause of their origin does not lie in itself. I consider this the end for new. As
an act of creation, of course, presupposes a Creator, and as I Auck about the existence of a creator of a peculiar,
differing from that of other researchers of exact view I had appropriated, so I had to interest Fick's very end. First, I
wish, however, to obtain certainty as to whether that conclusion really stemmed from Fick, whether or not the
anonymous author of the paper had misunderstood abroad **** around. Very, I was pleased when researching this
issue, the excellent Fick's popular lectures, entitled "the forces of nature in their relationship" (Würzburg, 1869) meet
you."
(add discussion)

Religion
Fick was raised in the Protestant faith and known as a pious person, but he had no formal church affiliation. [3]
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Studies, in particular on the Question of God and Darwinism, over the selbstbeglückungstrieb as the foundation of
Morality and Life-Wisdom and practical about the main teachings of Kant and Schopenhauer (Das dasein Gottes und
das Glück der Menschen: materialistisch-erfahrungsphilosophische studien, insbesondere über die Gottesfrage und
den Darwinismus, über den selbstbeglückungstrieb als Fundament der Lebensweishëit und praktischen Moral und
über die Hauptlehren Kant's und Schopenhauer's) (Fick, 22+ pgs; Clausius, Warmetheorie, pgs. 388, 453; Darwinismus,
pgs. 71-81, etc.; atome, 236; Goethe, 7, 80, 115, 154, 311, 340-41, 420; Gravitation, 141, 456; dynamic kraft, 329;
energie, pgs. 443, 456; molecule, 329). Berlin: E. Staude.
3. Kragh, Helge S. (2008). Entropic Creation: Religious Contexts of Thermodynamics and Cosmology (Fick, pgs. 55-57,
214, 220). Ashgate Publishing, Ltd.

External links
● Adolf Eugen Fick – Wikipedia.

Field
In science, field is a region in which a body experiences a force as the result of the presence of some other body or
bodies. [1]

See also
● Electromagnetic force
● Field particle
● Force field | Social physics
● Morris Zucker
● Primary field particle
● Secondary field particle
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Field particle
In physics, a field particle, messenger particle, force mediator, or force carrier, is what transmits each of the forces of
the universe, by acting to change the behavior of the entity that it interacts with. [1] A field particle, technically
known as a boson, comes in four varieties: gluons, photons, intermediate vector bosons (W and Z varieties), and a
fifth hypothetical particle called the graviton which is believed to transmit the force of gravity.

Human chemistry
In respect to the forces that bind people (human molecules) into associations, the distinction of primary and
secondary field particles facilitates dissection and examination of the operational aspects of the human chemical
bond. [2]
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Fifth law of thermodynamics
In the laws of thermodynamics, the fifth law of thermodynamics is any of a number of various, yet unsubstantiated,
postulates, theories or (sometimes) humorous statements positioned to explain facets of physical phenomenon or
existence; often stated on the assumption that the vacancy of the fourth law of already clearly filled by those such as
the Onsager reciprocal relations (1931) or Odum’s maximum power principle (1955), etc. [1] A 1961 reference gives
the following example of a common fifth law: [2]
“That no experiment gives quite the expected numerical result is sometimes called the fifth law of thermodynamics.”
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In 2004, to cite another interpretation of a fifth law of thermodynamics, authors David Bailin and Alexander Love
stated: “The man who discovers a fifth law of thermodynamics will have a great difficulty in finding a suitable name.”
[3]

Discussion
It is sometimes argued that American physical chemist Alfred Lotka was the first to postulate the need for additional
laws of thermodynamics, when in 1922 he stated: [4]
“The principle of natural selection reveals itself as capable of yielding information which the first and second laws of
thermodynamics are not competent to furnish. The two fundamental laws of thermodynamics are, of course,
insufficient to determine the course of events in a physical system. They tell us that certain things cannot happen, but
they do not tell us what does happen.”
In this statement, to note, we see that Lotka is off-logic in his view. If, for instance, he would have read the works of
those such as Hermann Helmholtz (1882) or Walther Nernst (1893) he would have learned that the measure of
affinity A in a physial system, being a function of the first and second law via the equation:

where, T is the temperature of the system, ΔS is the change in entropy for the process, and ΔH is the change in
enthalpy for the process, does tells what happens in a physical system, in that movements, evolutions, reactions, etc.,
will proceed in the direction of the affinity satiety or, in modern terms, in a direction such that individual chemical
species are said to move along paths of minimal free energy. [5]
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Film
In publications, films are segments of events or processes of time, tending to be human related, presented in the
form of motion pictures or moving images shown accompanied by corresponding recorded sound.

Ninotchka | 1939
See main: It’s a Chemical Reaction, That’s All

In 1939, in the film Ninotchka (Ѻ), by Hungarian writer Melchior Lengyel (1880-1974) (Ѻ), is centered around the
Russian scientific ideology of love, as professed by Swedish-born American actress Greta Garbo, as compared to the
American romantic model of love, embodied by Melvyn Douglas, the former telling the latter:
“Love is a romantic designation for a most ordinary biological—or, shall we say, chemical—process … a lot of
nonsense is talked and written about it.”
(add discussion)

Thermodynamics
See main: Human thermodynamic films

(add discussion)

Chemistry
An avid collector of films wherein “chemical” scenes are employed is American chemist Mark Griep, who, along with
his wife, since 2001, have researched into and watched some 400+ chemistry-infused films. Griep uses many 3-min
“chemical” scenes, in his classroom, to connect to material being taught; he also bundles clips for high school and
college students. [1] In 2009, Griep, together with Marjorie Mikasen, published ReAction! Chemistry in the Movies,
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wherein the present 110 films in outline, in respect the chemistry used. [2]

See also
● Literature chemistry
● Literature thermodynamics
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Filon, Louis
In thermodynamics, Louis Napoleon George Filon (1875-1937), cited as L.N.G. Filon,
was a French-born English mathematician and physicist noted for his circa 1898
“conception of historical change and of time as a problem in relative motion”, which he
suggested to English mathematical physicist Karl Pearson, who in turn penned a note
entitled “On the Reversibility of Natural Processes” to his 1900 The Grammar of
Science, wherein the operation of a superluminal relativistic Maxwell’s demon [see:
Maxwell's demon] was outlined, an intellect that could watch evolution, both of
humans and the solar system, in reverse, back through the formation of the pre-sun
nebula, and as such has the ability to go forward and backward in history, or if moving
at the speed of light, according to Pearson, would “live in an eternal now”. [1]

Relativity
Filon's superluminal demon thought experiment may have had influence on Germanborn American physicist Albert Einstein, who in 1902, or possibly prior, was reading The
Grammar of Science, and also conceived of his running along side a beam of light
thought experiment (date), which resulted in his 1905/1916 relativity theory. [3]

Education
Filon encountered Karl Pearson while a student at University College London. He completed his BA in 1896, after
which he served as Pearson’s demonstrator of applied mathematics until 1898. In 1912, Filon succeeded Pearson as
Goldsmith Professor of applied mathematics and mechanics. [2]

Books
● Filon, L.N.G. (1908). An Introduction to Projective Geometry. Arnold.
● Filon, L.N.G. and Coker, E.G. (1931). A Treatise on Photo-elasticity. Cambridge University Press.
● Filon, L.N.G. (1936). A Manual of Photo-elasticity for Engineers. Cambridge University Press.
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Filon-Pearson demon
In scientific demons, the Filon-Pearson demon is a
superluminal relativistic colleague of Maxwell’s demon.

Overview
In circa 1843 to 1853, an anonymous pamphlet, entitled “The
Stars and the Earth: Thoughts on Space, Time, and Eternity”,
appeared, that, according to John Poynting (1883), digressed
on the physical possibility of the idea of “magnifying or
reducing time”. In 1898, Einstein contemplated his famous
"running along side a beam of light" though experiment. In
circa 1898, the Filon-Pearson version of the demon was
conceived by Louis Filon and described or rather elaborated
on in more detail by Filon's mentor Karl Pearson in 1900 as
follows: [1]
An artistic rendition of the Filon-Pearson demon, a
colleague of Maxwell's demon, with "intensified
“Irreversibility of natural processes is purely a relative
acuteness", that is able to run both at the speed of light
conception. History goes forward or backward according to
the relative motion of events and their observer. Conceive a and faster than the speed of light, conceived in large part
by French-born English applied mathematician Louis Filon
colleague of Clerk Maxwell’s demon, gifted with an
in circa 1898; and elaborated on by his mentor Karl
immensely intensified acuteness of sight so that he could
Pearson in 1900; a thought experiment read by Albert
watch from enormous distances the events of our earth. Now Einstein in 1902, who states that he had contemplated a
suppose him to travel away from our earth with a velocity
similar "running along side a beam of light" thought
greater than that of light. Clearly all natural processes and all experiment in 1895. [2]
of history would for him be reversed. Men would enter life
by death, would grow younger and grow simpler, evolution would be reversed, and the earth, growing hotter and
hotter, would at last become nebulous. Shortly, by motion to or form the earth, our demon could go forward or
backward in history, or with one speed—that of light—live in an eternal now.”

Pearson concludes this footnote, by commenting that: “this conception of historical change and of time as a problem
in relative motion was suggested to me by Louis Filon, and is, I think, of much interest from the standpoint of pure
relativity of all phenomena.”
Of note, the above footnote comes from the expanded 1900 second edition. It could be remotely possible, that the
above footnote is also found in the 1892 edition. This, however, seems doubtful, being that Filon completed his BA in
1896, meaning that he would have entered college in circa 1892, or thereabout, after which time he is said to have
come into connect with Pearson.

Related
Possibly related, or possibly completely independent, to the above, in 1916, American prodigy William Sidis, in his
The Animate and the Inanimate, penned a similar second law themed reversibility theory of nature.

See also
● Olympia Academy
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Final cause
In philosophy, final cause is the conception that everything has a teleological purpose or final location in the
structural composition of the world or universe.

Aristotle
In c.322BC, Aristotle introduced the concept of “final cause”, amid his four-part cause theory of motion.

Bacon
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In 1605, English philosopher Francis Bacon, in his Advancement of Learning, demolished the "final cause" theory of
Aristotle, siding with Democritus in his place; the following be a representation: [1]
“The handling of final causes, mixed with the rest in physical inquiries, hath intercepted the severe and diligent
inquiry of all real and physical causes, and given men the occasion to stay upon these satisfactory and specious
causes, to the great arrest and prejudice of further discovery. For this I find done not only by Plato, who ever
anchoreth upon that shore, but by Aristotle, Galen, and others which do usually likewise fall upon these flats of
discoursing causes. For to say that “the hairs of the eyelids are for a quickset and fence about the sight;” or that “the
firmness of the skins and hides of living creatures is to defend them from the extremities of heat or cold;” or that “the
bones are for the columns or beams, whereupon the frames of the bodies of living creatures are built;” or that “the
leaves of trees are for protecting of the fruit;” or that “the clouds are for watering of the earth;” or that “the
solidness of the earth is for the station and mansion of living creatures;” and the like, is well inquired and collected in
metaphysic, but in physic they are impertinent. Nay, they are, indeed, but remoras and hindrances to stay and slug
the ship from further sailing; and have brought this to pass, that the search of the physical causes hath been
neglected and passed in silence. And, therefore, the natural philosophy of Democritus and some others, who did not
suppose a mind or reason in the frame of things, but attributed the form thereof able to maintain itself to infinite
essays or proofs of nature, which they term fortune, seemeth to me (as far as I can judge by the recital and fragments
which remain unto us) in particularities of physical causes more real and better inquired than that of Aristotle and
Plato.”
In 1917, American physicochemical physiologist Lawrence Henderson summarized the following about Bacon’s battle
with Aristotle’s final cause theory: [2]
“Bacon—while admitting that Aristotelian principle that mechanism and teleology appear to be two complementary
aspects of things and that the latter may be conceived as real—discovered the peculiar feature of physical science
that it must proceed as if final causes did not exist, i.e. that physical science can recognize only one kind of causation,
which is physical causation, which is a return to Democritus and Empedocles.”
(add discussion)

Juarrero-Deacon affair
The seeming dispute, in the 2012 so-called Juarrero-Deacon affair, on alleged plagiarism charges, is that both Cubanborn American philosopher Alicia Juarrero (Dynamics in Action, 1999) and American anthropologist Terrence Deacon
(Incomplete Nature, 2011) independently employ the same formula of argument in their work, which was
summarized (Ѻ) by Juarrero as follows:
Dynamics in Action (1999) & Incomplete Nature (2011) = Final cause (Aristotle) + Far-from-equilibrium
thermodynamics (Prigogine)
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Nature has not fixed aim in view and all final causes are merely fabrications of men.”
— Benedict Spinoza (c.1650)

“Purpose pertains to man, not to nature, and man’s purposes are often shrouded in mystery, even to himself. We will
leave out all theological or eschatological considerations, since they germinate from theories steeped in religion,
destiny or final cause or purpose of existence.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), commentary on some who have ascribed purpose to history [3]
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Final state
In thermodynamics, final state, as compared to an initial state,
refers, generally, to the measurement of the free energy or the
reactants, graphically shown on the reaction coordinate, at the end
or final second at the last stage of the reaction sequence. The two
different states, are often explained in terms of differences in the
bonding geometries, bonding changes, and bond energies of the
products as compared to the reactants.

Overview
In 1993, American chemist Martin Goldstein gave the following
example of what is meant by initial versus final in the context of
"states", specifically in regards to how one would go about
calculating the Gibbs free energy of formation of a mouse (or by
extrapolation a human): [2]
“To apply thermodynamics to the problem of how life got started,
we must ask what net energy and entropy changes would have been
is simple chemical substances, present when the earth was young,
were converted into living matter [as in the formation of a mouse] …
to answer this question [for each process], we must determine the
energies and entropies of everything in the initial state and final
state.”

Generic depiction of an "initial state" of a reaction
system, at a specific value of energy, which may
proceed through any of various reaction pathways,
in its course of action towards a "final state",
signified by a specific value of energy, at a later
point in time (or concentration) on the reaction
coordinate. [1]

In other words, the initial state is one point in time in the course of the reaction, typically the beginning, or point at
which reactant collision occurs, millisecond in which the reaction becomes activated, or time at which the reactants
are introduced into the reacting system. The final state is some amount of time (seconds, minutes, days, or years,
etc.) following the start of the reaction.
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Financial physics
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In human physics, financial physics, a subject sometimes taken as a
synonym of econophysics, is the subject of physicists studying financial
market, using the tools and techniques of physics.

History
In 1863, French economist Jules Regnault (1834-1894) published his
“Calculations of Chances and Philosophy of Trading”, said to have been
strongly influenced by the social physics of Adolphe Quetelet, and in
doing so developed a version of what has been called “financial physics”
In 1900 French mathematician Louis Bachelier, in his The Theory of
Speculation, built on the work of Regnault, to use a random hypothesis to
treat securities prices similar to gas molecules, moving independently of
each other, with future movements being independent of past
movements, hence starting the field of econophysics, according to some
classifications. In 2008, University of Houston initiated their
"econophysics" department (see: American school of econophysics),
under the leadership of American physicist Joseph McCauley, which in
large part seems to be focused on applications of physics in finance. In
2013, James Weatherall, in his The Physics of Wall Street, supposedly,
outlined some type of financial physics.

See also
● Financial thermodynamics
● Financial temperature

References

A financial physics themed cartoon by
physicist and cartoonist Randall Munroe,
used to mock the 2013 The Physics of Wall
Street by James Weatherall. [1]

1. Weatherall, James O. (2013). The Physics of Wall Street: a Brief History
of Predicting the Unpredictable. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.
2. (a) Brown, Aaron. (2012). “The Physics of Wall Street: the Most Arrogant Book in the World?, Dec 17,
MinyAnville.com.
(b) Weatherall, James O. (2013). The Physics of Wall Street: a Brief History of Predicting the Unpredictable. Houghton
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Financial temperature
In hmolscience, financial temperature, in financial thermodynamics, is the measurement of the temperature of a
house, body, business or system proportional to the number of expensive states, seats, or positions occupied by the
people or human molecules of each system, such that more expensive positions, such as front row seats at a show,
correspond with states of greater molecular energy.

Overview
In 1946, English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde gave a "cinema example" to explain equilibrium, statistical
mechanics, microstates, and molecular energy, and temperature is the variations in the cost of seats at a city movie
theater. To quote: [1]
“Another aspect of city life, which bears an even closer relation to the rather abstruse calculations of statistical
mechanics, is presented by a cinema giving a continuous show of a fairly popular film, so that the theatre is never
quite full. At any there will be certain number of people in the one-and-threepennies, and the two-and-threepennies,
and even in the four-and sixpennies. The way in which the number of people, and their distribution in the different
price categories, maintains itself without over-riding instructions from anyone, is usually far too complex to work out
scientifically in terms of the life-histories of individuals. Brown might be treating himself to an expensive seat,
because he is a bachelor and has been successful in his business. Jones might take his girl to the same category of
seats at the early stages of their courtship to impress her, and might move into cheaper seats later on.
Yet in spite of individual variations of great complexity, with a given number of people in the house their
distribution amongst the seats will show only small fluctuations about an average occupation of seats, and this
average distribution must in fact be known with fair accuracy by enterprising managers. This average distribution of
patrons in a cinema not quite full might be called the most probable distribution, and since it is not much affected by
individual comings and goings, the state or degree of occupation of the cinema can be described as in statistical
equilibrium. As more people occupy the more expensive seats the financial temperature of the house may be said to
rise; actually this parallel gives quite a good idea of the effect of increasing the temperature of an assemblage of
molecules. The more expensive seats correspond with states of greater molecular energy.”
The question we must ask, in modern 21st century parlance, knowing that humans are indeed molecules, is does this
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model give an accurate depiction of molecular energy of the various human molecules involved, such that the
distribution of filled seats gives a reading of temperature or rather financial temperature? In 1972 issue of New
Scientist the anonymous writer Daedalus outlined some basics of a theory of financial temperature: [2]
“This week my fiscothermal friend Daedalus continues his exposition of the thermodynamics of money, regarding it
as a heat-like entity whose concentration determines a financial temperature.”
Here, in summary, financial temperature is posited to be measured by money or the concentration of money, in some
way, in which money is to be viewed as a heat-like entity or secondary field particle in modern physics parlance. [3] In
2001, Lowell Getz argues that there are ways to check a firm’s financial temperature and that this gives a reading of
the health of the firm, so to speak. [4] In his 2006 book The Psychology of Selling, Brian Tracy argues that each person
has a income thermostat that determines each person’s financial temperature. [5] In 2009, Fred Steingold argued
that the financial temperature of a small business can be gauged by factors such as debt-to-equity ratio or rate of
collection on receivables. [6]

See also
● Economic temperature
● Social temperature
● Sexual temperature
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Financial thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, financial thermodynamics is the study of the
thermodynamics of money.

Overview
In 1926, English radiochemist Frederick Soddy, in his 1926 Virtual Wealth and
Debt, attempted to explain the difference between wealth and debt,
thermodynamically. [1] In 1972, American science writer Daedalus described
money as a heat-like entity whose concentration determines a financial
temperature, and the interactions of people as a type of molecular sociology.
[1]
“Some while back Daedalus developed a ‘molecular sociology’ an analogy
between people and molecules. In particular he identified wealth in people with
energy in molecules; he is now developing a financial thermodynamics or
thermodynamics of money.”
A 1970s example would be American science writer Daedalus
The 2003 “Thermodynamic Analogies in Economics and Finance: Instability of
Markets” by American physicist Joseph McCauley might be a more recent
example of an attempt at theorizing on financial thermodynamics. [3]

See also
● Economic thermodynamics

The 2013 book The Physics of Wall
Street, by American physicist,
philosopher, and mathematician
James Weatherall, touches on
thermodynamics, and may well
represent some aspects of financial
thermodynamics, specifically Paul
Samuelson's usage in economics. [4]
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Finck, Henry
In human chemistry, Henry Finck (1854-1926) was an American philosopher noted for his 1887
Romantic Love and Personal Beauty, wherein he cites and discusses a number of physical,
materialism, chemicalism philosophies on love, by thinkers including: Goethe, Ludwig Buchner,
Shakespeare, Empedocles, Schopenhauer, Burton, Judah Leo, among others.

Goethe | Chemical affinities
Finck, in his discussion of Goethe's chemical affinity, applied in the context of love, attempts to
disprove the human chemical theory by citing the definition of a "compound" from Watt’s
Dictionary of Chemistry, where after Finck concludes:
“Chemical affinities cannot be used as analogies of love.”
Finck, in this context discusses German physician Ludwig Buchner’s 1855 views on how the atoms and molecules act
just as men and women attract one another. [1]

Cosmic Attraction and Chemical Affinities
The following is Finck’s interesting section on what seems to be a short history of social gravitation theories and
human chemical affinity theories:
“Before we proceed to prove all these assertions in detail, it will be well to cast a brief glance at the analogies to
human Love presented by cosmic, chemical, and vegetal phenomena; as well as to distinguish romantic love from
other forms of human and animal affection. This will enable us to comprehend more clearly what modern love is, by
making apparent what it is not. It is a favorite device of poets to invest plants and even inanimate objects with human
thoughts and feelings. The parched, withering flower, tormented by the pangs of thirst, implores the passing cloud
for a few drops of the vital fluid; and the cloud, moved to pity at sight of the suffering beauty, sheds its welcome,
soothing tears.
"And 'tis my faith, that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes."
— Wordsworth
"The moon shines bright: in such a night as this,
When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees,
And they did make no noise."
'' Purple the sails, and so perfumed that
The winds were love-sick with them."
— Shakespeare
One of the first authors who thus endowed nonhuman objects with human feelings was the Greek philosopher
Empedocles, who flourished about twenty-three centuries ago. Just as the last of the great German metaphysicians,
Schopenhauer, believed that all the forces of nature—astronomic, chemical, biological, etc.—are identical with the
human will, of which they represent different stages of development or "objectivation," so Empedocles insisted that
the two ruling passions of the human soul, love and hate, are the two principles which pervade and rule the whole
universe. In the primitive condition of things, he taught, the four elements, earth, water, air, and fire are mingled
harmoniously, and love rules supreme. Then hate intervenes and produces individual, separate forms. Plants are
developed, and after them animals, or rather, at first, only single organs—detached eyes, arms, hands, etc. Then love
reasserts its force and unites these separate organs into complete animals. Strange monstrosities are the result of
some of these unions—animals of double sex, human heads on the bodies of oxen, or horned heads on the bodies of
men. These, however, perish, while others, which are congruous and adapted to their surroundings, survive and
multiply.
Thus Empedocles, "the Greek Darwin," was the originator of a theory of evolution based on the alternate
predominance of cosmic love and hate; love being the attractive, hate the repulsive force.
In the preface to the first volume of Don Quixote, Cervantes refers those who wish to acquire some information
concerning love to an Italian treatise by Judah Leo. The full title of the book, which appeared in Rome in the sixteenth
century, is Dialoghi di amore, Composti da Leone Medico, di nayione Ebreo, e di poi fatto cristiano [Dialogues of Love,
composed by Doctor Leon, of Hebrew heritage, and who later became Christian]. There are said to be three French
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translations of it, but it was only after long searching that I succeeded in finding a copy, at the Bibliotheque Nationale
in Paris. It proved to be a strange medley of astrology, metaphysics, theology, classical erudition, mythology, and
medieval science. Burton, in the chapter on love, in his Anatomy of Melancholy, quotes freely from this work of Leo,
whom he names as one of about twenty-five authors who wrote treatises on love in ancient and medieval times.
Like Empedocles, Leo identifies cosmic attraction with love. But he points out three degrees of love—natural,
sensible, and rational. By natural love he means those "sympathies" which attract a stone to the earth, make rivers
flow to the sea, keep the sun, moon, and stars in their courses, etc. Burton (1652) agrees with Leo, and asks quaintly:
"How comes a loadstone to draw iron to it . . . the ground to covet showers, but for love? . . . no stock, no stone, that
has not some feeling of love. 'Tis more eminent in Plants, Herbs, and is especially observed in vegetals; as betwixt the
Vine and Elm a great sympathy,"
"Sensible" Love is that which prevails among animals. In it Leon recognises the higher elements of delight in one
another's company, and of attachment to a master. "Rational" Love, the third and highest class, is peculiar to God,
angels, and men.
But the inclination to confound gravitation and other natural forces with Love is not to be found among ancient
and mediaeval authors alone. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is the "gross materialist," Dr. Ludwig Buchner, who
exclaims rapturously: "For it is love, in the form of attraction, which chains stone to stone, earth to earth, star to star,
and which Cosmic Attraction and Chemical Affinities holds together the mighty edifice on which we stand, and on the
surface of which, like parasites, we carry on our existence, barely noticeable in the infinite universe; and on which we
shall continue to exist till that distant period when its component parts will again be resolved into that primal chaos
from which it laboriously severed itself millions of years ago, and became a separate planet."
Buchner carries on this anthropopathic process a step farther, by including all the chemical affinities of atoms
and molecules as manifestations of love: "Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen,
and, in loving union with it, forms water, that mighty omnipresent element, without which no life nor thought would
be possible." And again: "Potassium and phosphorus entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under
water they burn-—i.e. unite themselves with the beloved object."
Goethe's novel, Elective Affinities, which was inspired by a late and hopeless passion of its author, is based on
this chemical notion that no physical obstacle can separate two souls that are united by an amorous affinity. But the
practical outcome of his theory—that the psychic affinity of two persons suffices to impress the characteristics of
both on the offspring of one of them—has nothing to support it in medical experience; while the chemical' analogy,
with all due deference to Goethe's reputation as a man of science, is against his view. His notion was that the children
of two souls loving one another will inherit their characteristics. But what distinguishes a chemical compound (based
on "affinity ") from a mere physical mixture, is precisely the contrary fact that the compound does not in any respect
resemble the parental elements! Read what a specialist says in Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry:
"Definite chemical compounds generally differ altogether in physical properties from their components. Thus,
with regard to colour, yellow sulphur and gray mercury produce red cinnabar; purple iodine and gray potassium yield
colourless iodide of potassium. . . . The density of a compound is very rarely an exact mean between that of its
constituents, being generally higher, and in a few cases lower; and the taste, smell, refracting power, fusibility,
volatility, conducting power for heat and electricity, and other physical properties, are not for the most part such as
would result from mere mixture of their constituents."
Chemical affinities, accordingly, cannot be used as analogies of Love. Not even on account of the violent
individual preference shown by two elements for one another, for this apparently individual preference is really only
generic. A piece of phosphorus will as readily unite with one cubic foot of oxygen as with another; whereas it is the
very essence of Love that it demands a union with one particular individual, and no other.
Equally unsatisfactory are all similar attempts to identify Love with gravitation or other forms of cosmic
attraction. Here is what a great expert in Love has to say on this subject: "The attraction of love, I find," writes Burns,
"is in inverse proportion to the attraction of the Newtonian philosophy. In the system of Sir Isaac, the nearer objects
are to one another, the stronger is the attractive force. In my system, every milestone that marked my progress from
Clarinda awakened a keener pang of attachment to her."
How beautifully, in other respects, does the law of gravitation simulate the methods of Love! Does not the
meteor which passionately falls on this planet and digs a deep hole into it, show its love in this manner, even as that
affectionate bear who smashed his master's forehead in order to kill the fly on it? Does not the avalanche which
thunders down the mountain-side and buries a whole forest and several villages, afford another touching illustration
of the love of attraction, or cosmic Love ? — a crushing argument in its favour? Or the frigid glacier, in its slower
course, does it not lacerate the sides of the valley, and strew about its precious boulders, merely by way of
illustrating the amorous effect of gravitation? And millions of years hence, will not this same law of attraction enable
the sun to prove his ecstatic love for our earth by swallowing her up and reducing her to her primitive chaotic state?
Imagine a man and a woman whose love consists in this, that they must be kept widely separated by a hostile force
to prevent them from dashing together, and reducing each other to atoms and molecules! That is the "love" of the
stars and planets.
But it is needless to continue this reductio ad absurdum of pantheistic or panerotic vagaries. The method of the
writers on Love here quoted—Empedokles, Leo, Burton, Buchner — has been to identify Love with cosmic force
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simply because they possess in common the one quality of attraction, by virtue of which the large earth hugs a small
stone, and a large man a small maiden. Modern scientific psychology objects to this (z.e. not the hugging, but the
method), because it does not in the least aid us in understanding the nature of Love; and because it is as irrational to
call attraction Love as it would be to call a brick a house, a leaf a tree, or a green daub a rainbow. For Love embraces
every colour in the spectrum of human emotion.
Having failed to find a satisfactory solution of the mystery of Love in the inorganic world, let us now see if the
vegetable kingdom offers no better analogies in its sexual phenomena.
(add discussion)

Education
Finck graduated from Harvard in circa 1876, having studied philosophy, the classics, and music.
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Fingerprint
In anatomy, fingerprint is a trace, print, or scan of the friction ridges of the
skin of any finger that serve as unique identification markers. [1]

Overview
In 2007, it was noted by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, in
reference to the concept of human molecules, that "just as each person has
his or her own unique and specific fingerprint, retinal-scan, or genomicmap, so too does each individual person have his or her own unique twentysix element molecular formula." [2] Similarly, that same year, it was
hypothesized by Russian biometrist Viktor Minkin that the newly developing
science of human thermodynamics provided a link between fingerprints,
which reflect the character and health of a person, and DNA. [3] The first
article on this topic was the 2008 "Fingerprints and the Thermodynamics of
Human Development" by Minkin." [4]
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Fink, Karl
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In human chemistry, Karl J. Fink (c. 1960-) is an American Germanic-literature professor
noted for 1990s work on the chemistry of Goethe's human chemical theory, amid which
he speculates on nine reactions likely employed by Goethe in his HCR theory.

Overview
In 1991, Fink, in his Goethe’s History of Science, noted Goethe’s studies in trinitarian
chemistry, especially of Paracelsus and the chemical views of color, where nature was
thought to be reducible to three principles, e.g. in chemistry: acids, bases, and a means
of bonding, and argues that trinitarian chemist or the three principles theory of
chemistry evolved into 18th century affinity chemistry. Fink also cites German science
historian Jeremy Adler, with his 1987 An Almost Magical Attraction: Goethe’s Elective
Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time, who, according to Fink, “has provided the most
detailed study of Goethe’s research in the history of chemistry, particularly “Zur
Geschichte der chemischen ‘Verwandtschaft’ (The History of Chemical Affinity).”
In 1999, Fink gave a conference presentation turned book chapter “Goethe’s Intensified Border”, in which he gives
explication and discussion of nine of the thirty-six chemical reactions in German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809
Elective Affinities. [1]

Fink's nine reactions
See also: Goethe's human affinity table; Human chemical reaction (history)

The first reaction of Goethe's novella, according to Fink, is a combination reaction, beginning with Charlotte (A) and
Eduard (B) being described as being bonded by marriage, where the attachment AB signifies a human chemical bond:

This changes, according to Fink, with the arrival of the Captain (C), which triggers the second reaction, the Eduard
detaching from Charlotte and bonding with his old friend the Captain:

The third reaction, according to Fink, is designed (by Eduard and Charlotte) to find a bonding partner for Charlotte,
which is actuated by the introduction of Ottilie (D), Charlotte’s adopted niece, as discussed in Goethe's famous
chapter four:

The fourth reaction, according to Fink, operates such that, following their natural inclinations rather than planned
expectations, Charlotte (A) and the Captain (C) are attracted by common interest in landscaping and music, whereas
Eduard (B) and Ottilie (D) bond in self-same patterns of each other with common headaches, music skills,
handwriting, and habits of eating:

AD + BC → AC + BD
The fifth reaction, according to Fink, is that stimulated by illicit bonding, the married couple conceives a child in the
images of elective affinities, creating what Fink calls a precipitate (P) or PPT, using Fink’s symbols. Fink gives the
following chemical equation for this reaction:

AC + BD → AC + BD + P
In this last reaction, to note, there may be some error (and correction needed), in that many mechanism steps seem
to have been grouped into an overall reaction; whereas human reproduction typically is described as a double
displacement reaction. In any event, Fink states that this is the end to part one of the novella, where we find
Charlotte pregnant with a baby conceived with her husband in the image of the Captain and Ottilie. Fink explains that
the second part of the novel is a mirror opposite of the first or the negative undoing of the precipitate from the first
half. At the pregnant threshold between parts one and two of the novella, according to Fink, “the experiment goes
on, but the bonding unravels.” The sixth reaction, wherein Fink seems to be using subtraction signs (-), is that in
which the Captain, having found suitable employment, leaves the estate:

AC + BD + P → A – C + BD + P
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This last reaction equation guess is not technically correct in a chemical sense, as negative signs are not used in
reactants and products. Fink seems to be trying to employ the negative sign to indicate that the product C leaves the
reaction system (container), which, in a modern sense, would be quantified energetically by a Gibbs chemical
potential term. The seventh reaction, in Fink’s view, is that where the child drowns as Ottilie is rowing with him
across the lake, which Fink writes as:

A – C + BD + P → A – C + BD – P
The errors here seem to be the use of the negative sign for the death of the child precipitate P and inclusion of the
Captain in the reactants and products, as he left in reaction six. The eight reaction, in Fink’s view, is that after which
we find Ottilie (D) starving herself in severe guilt over the drowning, Mittler, the family pastor, comes into the sceen,
and hastens with a short talk on the seventh commandment (thou shall not commit adultery), which causes the
Eduard-Ottilie union (BD) to separate, which Fink describes with the following ballpark reaction equation:

A – C + BD – P → A – C + B – D – P
The ninth reaction, according to Fink, is that in which Eduard (B) dies under mysterious circumstances, leaving
Charlotte (A) alone in the experiment in human behavior guided by chemical reactions of elective affinities:
Fink, supposedly, here is using a change of plus sign (reactants) to negative sign (products) to indicate that Eduard has
died. In commentary, among other notes, Fink states that with the formation of the precipitate, the human chemical
reaction was at its climax (highest point on the activation energy barrier), where nothing new could be formed and
the reaction was irreversible, except for the removal of reactants, which are removed one by one in the second half
of the novel.

Education
Fink completed his BA in 1982 at Wartburg College, Iowa, his MA at the University of Arizona, and his PhD at the
University of Illinois, with a dissertation on Goethe, Herder, Weimar Classicism, and the History of Science. In 2010,
Fink was a professor of German and the German-American exchange program advisor at St. Olaf College. [3]
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Finn, Carter
In hmolscience, Carter Braxton Finn (1935-) is an American writer noted for his 1974
thesis/dissertation Religion, Philosophy, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics, 164-leaves in
length. [1] Information on Finn seems to be non-existent; there seems to be only one copy
available, held at the Library of the College of William and Mary. [2] Based on the title, however,
Finn's work would seem to be on the topics of philosophy and religious thermodynamics in
relation to the second law.

Education
Finn graduated from the College of William and Mary in 1964. [3]

Note
Carter B. Finn is not to be confused with C. B. P. Finn (i.e. Colin Finn), author of the 1993 textbook Thermal Physics
(second edition), a Reader in physics at the University of Sussex. [4]
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2. Finn, Carter Braxton. (1974). “Religion, Philosophy, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics” (WorldCat),
Thesis/dissertation. College of William & Mary.
3. Carter B. Finn – W&M Alumni Association.
4. C. B. P. Finn – LibraryThing.com.

Fire
In science, fire is typically defined as the combustion of hydrocarbon structures, wherein carbon and oxygen react
exergonically to produce carbon dioxide, water, heat, and light.

Overview
The first so-called "flux and fire" philosopher was Heraclitus, who theorized that fire was the primary element and
that change was the underlying mechanism of all.
Theories behind the operation or mechanisms that occur in fire, specifically fire seen as one of the four classical
elements (350BC), sulphur (1524), terra pinguis (1669), phlogiston (1703), caloric (1787), entropy (1865), led to the
development of the science of thermodynamics. The traditional alchemical symbol for fire was the capital delta Δ.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be kindled.”
— Plutarch (c.100) (Ѻ); oft-misattributed to Socrates (Ѻ); paraphrased by Yeats (Ѻ)

“Doubt the stars are fire. Doubt that the sun moves. Doubt truth be a liar. But never doubt I love.”
— William Shakespeare (c.1600) (Ѻ)

“Genius is talent set on fire by courage.”
— Henry van Dyke (c.1900) (Ѻ)

“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.”
— William Yeats (c.1905) (Ѻ)

“The most powerful weapon on earth is the human soul on fire.”
— Ferdinand Foch (c.1910) (Ѻ)

“Someday, after mastering winds, the waves, the tides and gravity, we shall harness the energies of love, and then,
for a second time in the history of the world, man will have discovered fire.”
— Pierre Teilhard (c.1932), Toward the Future (pdf) (Ѻ); his mist widely-quoted statement, supposedly (Ѻ)

“When, as I have done on many occasions, one asks educated persons and even eminent scientists, ‘What is fire?’,
one receives vague or tautological answers which unconsciously repeat the most ancient and fanciful philosophical
theories.”
— Gaston Bachelard (1938), The Psychoanalysis of Fire [1]

“In everyone’s life, at some time, our inner fire goes out. It is ithen burst into flame by an encounter with another
human.”
— Albert Schweitzer (c.1940) (Ѻ)

See also
● Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire
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Fire wheel
In heat engines, a fire wheel was a theoretical device,
operated by the alternate dilation and contraction of air, by
means of fire, that created circular motion for the purposes of
raising water. The “fire wheel”, or moulin à feu (mill of fire),
was a theoretical device conceived by French physicist
Guillaume Amontons and first documented in a memoir of
1699 entitled “A Commodious Way of Substituting the Action
of Fire Instead of Men and Horses to Move Machines”
delivered in June, the same month of Thomas Savery’s
demonstration of his Miner’s friend to the Royal Society, to the
Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris. [1] The original memoir
details the construction of Amontons’ machine; also Martin
and Chambers's Abridgment of the Philosophical History and
Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, volume i,
gives a full account of it, with a figure (which may or may not
be the one depicted, adjacent).

Steam engines
The Papin engine (1690) and the fire wheel (1699) are
generally considered to be the two main theoretical
forerunners to the working steam engine, i.e. the Savery
engine (Miner's friend), Newcomen engine, and others to
follow. [2]

A supposed diagram of French physicist Guillaume
Amontons 1699 fire wheel, wherein a fire sequentially
heated air in the outer chambers, which then forced
water to move between the inner segmented wheel's
cavities. [3]

Circular motion
Amonton’s fire wheel is said to have been the first attempt for producing “circular motion” by means of fire,
otherwise than by the aeolipile (250BC) or the fly of a smoke-jack, prior, and the Watt sun and planet gear (1871) to
follow.

Overview
Amontons' fire-wheel, as he called it, consists of a number of close buckets, or chambers, placed in the circumference
of a hollow wheel, and communicating with each other by valves opening in one direction; and a sufficient quantity of
water is put into these buckets to fill about one half of the number: another circle of similar buckets, but of larger
dimensions, are placed on the outside of the circle of the former buckets; these large buckets contain air, and each
one has a pipe conducted from it to one of the waterbuckets which are nearer to the center: a part of the
circumference of the wheel, which is about the level of the center, is exposed to the fire of a furnace, so that each airbucket that passes will be heated; and also the lower part of the wheel is immersed in a cistern of cold water, so as to
cool the fame bucket again. [2]
The action of the machine may easily be understood. The air contained in the large bucket which is opposite the
fire becomes heated and expanded, and by the pipe of communication it enters into that waterbucket which is at the
lower side of the wheel, and pressing upon the surface of the water therein, causes it to mount up through the other
chambers, in the direction in which the valves open from one chamber to the next; the water, being thus
accumulated in the chambers at one side of the wheel, will give it a preponderating power to turn round upon its
axis.
This motion brings another air-bucket opposite to the fire, and the air therein expands in its turn, and again
elevates the water in the interior chambers as much as it had descended by the motion of the wheel; a continual
succession is thus kept up, and the air-buckets which have pasted the fire descend into the cold water, and the air is
thereby cooled and reduced to its former bulk. By the communication with the water-buckets, the pressure of the
expanded air is removed from within them, and puts them in a situation to repeat their action.
This machine is ingenious, and if a better application of fire, by rarefying water into steam, had not been
discovered, it is possible that the invention of Amontons might have been further prosecuted. From his computations
it would appear, that the machine he proposed would act with a considerable power; but as he exhibited no working
model, or actual trial, it was never proved that the machine, if put into practice, would be capable of producing
anything near the effect promised by his calculations.

Other fire wheels
Leupold, in his "Theatrum Hydraulicarum," 1724, proposed an improved form of this fire-wheel; and steam-engines
have been since made with mercury, or fluid metal, contained within a hollow wheel, which is to be always kept on
one side with the mercury by the force of the steam: they have not been found to equal other modes of applying the
force of steam. [2]
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Thermometers
Some of the fortuitous repercussions of Amontons’ failed attempt to create a ‘fire wheel’, that used the heat of a fire
to expand air and make it move a wheel, are said to have been some of his experimental work in thermometry and
on the development of the ideal gas laws and research into the nature of cold, some of used to create better
thermometers.
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First cause
In terminology, first cause refers to the first
domino, event, or trigger in the chain of
causality.

Overview
In 1647, French thinker Pierre Gassendi revives
atomic theory, with the publication of On the Life
and Death of Epicurus, followed by Arrangement
of the Philosophy of Epicurus (1649), wherein he
coins the term “molecule”, but avoids the
“charges of atheism” by locating the physical
"causal" agency in atoms, albeit connected back
to the creator, i.e. first cause, as follows: (Ѻ)
“The first moving cause in physical things is
The "first cause" according to the 1985 views of American astronomer
atoms; while they move through themselves and Allan Sandage, as that which precedes the big bang, aka the "first
event". [2]
through the force which is continually received
from the author from the beginning, they give
motion to all things. And therefore, the atoms are the origin, principal, and cause of all motions that are in nature.”
In 1794, Erasmus Darwin, in his Zoonomia, explained the following, in the context of his origin of life theory: [3]
“Would it be too bold to imagine, that in the great length of time, since the earth began to exist, perhaps millions of
ages before the commencement of the history of mankind, would it be too bold to imagine, that all warm-blooded
animals have arisen from one living filament, which the great first cause endued with animality, with the power of
acquiring new parts, attended with new propensities, directed by irritations, sensations, volitions, and associations;
and thus possessing the faculty of continuing to improve by its own inherent activity, and of delivering down those
improvements by generation to its posterity, world without end!”
In circa 1870, James Maxwell stated the following about first cause: [1]
“First causes are not known to us, but they are subjected to simple and constant laws that can be studied by
observation and whose study is the goal of natural philosophy … Heat penetrates, as does gravity, all the substances
of the universe; its rays occupy all regions of space. The aim of our work is to expose the mathematical laws that this
element follows … The differential equations for the propagation of heat express the most general conditions and
reduce physical questions to problems in pure analysis that is properly the object of the theory.”
In 1985, American astronomer Allan Sandage, during a conference on science and religion, as a Christian, telling the
audience that the big bang was a supernatural event, that science had taking us to the “first event”, but it could not
take us further to the “first cause”, i.e. the sudden emergence of matter, space, time, and energy, which pointed the
need for some kind of transcendence. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“By predicating a first cause, the theist removes the mystery a stage further back. Such a belief is a logical absurdity,
and is an example of the ancient custom of creating a mystery to explain a mystery. Moreover, if it is reasonable to
assume a first cause as having always existed, why is it unreasonable to assume that the materials of the universe
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always existed? If everything must have a cause, then the first cause must be caused and therefore: who made god?
To say that this first cause always existed is to deny the basic assumption of this theory. To explain the unknown by
the known is a logical procedure; to explain the known by the unknown is a form of theological lunacy.”
— David Brooks (1933), The Necessity of Atheism [4]

“I think only an idiot can be an atheist. We must admit that there exists an incomprehensible power or force with
limitless foresight and knowledge that started the whole universe going in the first place.”
— Christian Anfinsen (c.1989) (Ѻ)
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● Muslim vs Confused Theist | First Cause (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

First law
In thermodynamics, first law is shorthand for the first law of thermodynamics along with other synonyms, including:
the first main principle as well as, loosely speaking, the conservation of energy; although, technically speaking, this is
more of a step in the derivation of the first law.

See also
● Zeroth law
● Second law
● Third law
● Forth law
● Joule’s first law
● Newton’s ﬁrst law
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First law of
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, the first law of
thermodynamics is the principle of the
conservation of energy applied to any
thermodynamic system. [1] In short, the first law
defines the equivalent relationship, between the
heat input Q to a thermodynamics system to that
of the change in internal energy U of that system
and the work output W produced by the system. The basic model of the heat engine (Carnot engine), upon which the first

History

law (or first main principle) is based.

The first mention of what eventually became the famed “first law" of thermodynamics was German physicist Rudolf
Clausius’ 1850 equation (IIa), as described in his first memoir, as shown below:

where dQ is a differential unit of heat, dU is the internal energy of the body, A is the mechanical equivalent of heat, R
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is the gas constant, at is an arbitrary constant related to nature of the gas used in his derivation, t is temperature of
the body, v is volume, and dv is a differential unit of volume. [4] The next version of what would eventually become
the first law, was the following equation:

described in detail in both his forth memoir (1854) and fifth memoir (1856), in the latter of which he classifies it along
side the following expression:

where T is the absolute temperature and N is the equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations, as the
"two fundamental theorems". The finalized and now commonly-known version of the first law was presented in
Clausius' ninth memoir (1865), wherein he introduces what he labels as the "first fundamental equation, as follows:

Then he references the reader to his Appendix A to his sixth memoir,
wherein he defined the quantity AW as being the exterior ergon. He then
states that, for the sake of brevity, we can denote the exterior ergon by a
simple letter:

which which the former version of the first fundamental equation can be rewritten as:

which he eventually goes on to re-write as:

A cool sterling silver first law of
thermodynamics handstamped necklace,
for sale at Etsy.com, to show your people
devotion to the first law. [5]

signifying that "dw" in this version is the work done by the body on the surroundings. All of these would again be
polished off and revised to some extent when Clausius re-wrote his nine memoirs into the 1875 second edition
textbook version of his Mechanical Theory of Heat.
In overview, the basic outline of the first law states that, according to Boerhaave’s law, a unit of heat is added to a
body, it will cause the body to expand, where the expansion can be quantified as the body pushing out a region of
new volume V against the weight or pressure P of the atoms and molecules of the surrounding atmosphere of the
earth, and that the change in the energy of the body dU will be amount of heat added less the work one:

This is always the basic starting point of the first law. Other terms are added on as system analysis becomes more
detailed or involved. Knowing, for instance, that W is pressure-volume work PdV, with substitution we have:

To note, after circa 1875, through the work of German mathematician Carl Neumann, differentials which are inexact,
or path-dependent, such as heat Q or work W, began to be signified using the small Greek delta δ or the d-hat đ
symbol, among others.

Carnot cycle model of Earth
Each day, due to the configuration of the solar system, biospheric portions of the earth's surface, during its rotation,
are put in contact diurnally with a hot body (the sun) and cold body (the night sky) on an alternating basis, according
to which heat Q flows through various partitioned off human social systems, e.g. one small city, that each function as
"working bodies", i.e. any partitioned off system through which heat may flow, of molecular species (e.g. a set of
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human species). In the human point of view, during each cycle, work-output is produced cyclically through the
operation of economic, socially-mediated, substrate-attached, human molecular interactions in the form of multiple
coupled social heat engines. [2]

Clausius notes
In the words of German physicist Rudolf Clausius, "whenever an indefinitely small quantity of heat dQ is imparted to
this body, the question arises what becomes of it, and what effect it produces?" [3] It may serve in part, according to
Clausius, "to increase the amount of heat actually existing in the body; in part also, if in consequence of the imparting
of this heat the body changes its condition, and that change includes the overcoming of some force, it may be
absorbed in the work done thereby." If we denote, according to Clausius, "the total heat existing in the body, or more
briefly the quantity of heat in the body, by H, and the indefinitely small increment of this quantity by dH, and if we
put dL for the indefinitely small quantity of work done (by the body)", then we can write:

The forces against which the work is done by the working body (e.g. a system of people, who each may be considered
as individual human molecules), according to Clausius, "may be divided into two classes: (1) those which the
molecules of the body exert among themselves, and which are therefore dependent on the nature of the body itself,
and (2) those which arise from external influences, to which the body is subjected. According to these two classes of
forces, which have to be overcome, the work is divided into internal and external work." If we denote these two
quantities by dJ and dW, we may put:

and the foregoing equation becomes:

This outlines the essential first law analysis for any working body, in the words of Clausius, which thus serves as the
starting basis for the thermodynamic analysis of human life.
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First life
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In science, first life, sometimes referred to as "origin of life" (or protoplasm), is
a conceptualized hypothetical point in time, in the now-defunct theory of life
(see: defunct theory of life), said to have occurred 3.5 to 3.85 billion years ago,
based on isotope dating of fossilized bacteria, wherein "life" is said to have
began or emerged, on or near the surface of the earth, following about one
billion years of earth daily axis rotation and yearly rotation around the sun,
wherein a period of no-life existence conceptually occurred, after the point at
which the sun ignited, releasing photons, 4.6 billion years ago, according to the
nebular hypothesis, and the earth formed in rotation, shortly thereafter.

Overview
The following is a “first life” diagram, from American anesthesiologist Stuart
Hameroff’s 1998 chapter “Did Consciousness Cause the Cambrian Evolutionary
Explosion?”, artwork by Dave Cantrell and Cindi Laukes, based on organisms in
Gould (1989) and adapted from a diagram by Joe Lertola, Time Magazine,
December 4, 1995, subtitled with the generic "according to fossil records life on
earth originated about 4 billion years ago" assertion, per citation of Lynn
Margulis (1995), and consciousness "emerged" 200 million years ago, per
citation of John Eccles (1992): [3]

American paleontologist Neil Shubin's
2008 so-called "first life" diagram,
from his Your Inner Fish, a point in time
which he situates at 3.5 billion years
ago. [1]

In 2008, American paleontologist Neil Shubin, in his Your Inner Fish, gave the adjacent “first life” diagram, with a first
life arrow pointing to about 3.5 billion years ago, following which he later states that human lineage continues back
to “3.8-billion-year-old pond scum, and beyond?” [1] In 2008, American geologists Joseph Graham, William Newman,
and John Stacy published the following diagram positioning the origin of organic structures spiral diagram, stating
that “buried within rocks are the remains of life—the plants and animals that evolved from organic structures that
existed 3 billion years ago”: [2]
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(add discussion)

See also
● Evolution timeline
● Great chain of being
● Half-alive theory
● Life terminology upgrades
● Molecular evolution table
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First main principle
In thermodynamics, first main principle, in contrast to the second main principle, of the mechanical theory of heat is
defined by the following expression:

which is the general form, showing how an amount of heat dQ can change the energy dU of a body and force the
body to do work dW. [1] In the case of the work being of the pressure-volume type PdV of work (pressure-volume
work):
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such as in the body of water in a steam engine, where dQ is an amount of heat imparted to the body, dU is the
change in the energy (or internal energy) of the body, P is the pressure of the body, and dV is the change in volume of
the body. [2]
This terminology and expression was used by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, later coming to be known as the first
law of thermodynamics. Clausius also called this the “principle of equivalence of heat and work”, on the logic that
heat can be transformed into work and work into heat according to the mechanical equivalent of heat.
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First true
atheist
In atheism, first true atheist is an
epitaph, affixed to a few people,
referring to someone explicitly and
openly a “true atheist”.

Diagoras

A 1991 citation (Ѻ) by F.F. Centore, referring to Arthur Schopenhauer, the Goethe-

Greek thinker Diagoras (c.448trained assassin of god (Ѻ), intellectual mentor to “god is dead” declarer Friedrich
388BC), aka “Diagoras ‘the Atheist’ of Nietzsche, as “first true atheist” of the world.
Melos”, a disciple of Democritus (Ѻ),
cited by Cicero, among others, sometimes referred to, in the history of atheism (Ѻ), as the “first atheist” or history's
earliest known “confirmed atheist”, as some (Ѻ) describe him, or the “first true atheist” in Greece. [5] Athenagoras, in
his A Plea for the Christians (200AD), refers to Diagoras as follows:
“With reason did the Athenians adjudge Diagoras guilty of atheism, in that he not only divulged the Orphic doctrine,
and published the mysteries of Eleusis and of the Cabiri, and chopped up the wooden statue of Hercules to boil his
turnips, but openly declared that there was no God at all.”
The reason, supposedly, that Diagoras, was led to the supposition that god does not exist, was the result of
frustration by the fact that a perjurer was not punished by the gods. [5]

Meslier
French closet extreme atheist priest Jean Meslier (1664-1729) is described by Michel Onfray (2005) as the start of
true atheism: [6]
“Meslier’s Testament appeared in 1729, after his death. He had spent the greater part of his life working on it. The
history of true atheism had begun.”
Onfray (2009) elaborated rather cogently on this distinction as follows: [1]
“Meslier’s war cry [Testament, 1729], never before heard in the history of western thought, offers one of the first
true atheist moments, if not the first. Prior to him, they call the agnostic an atheist who, as Protagoras, concludes
that when it comes to god one can conclude nothing; the pantheist who, such as Spinoza, affirms its existence
consubstantial with nature; the polytheist, like Epicurus, who teaches its multiplicity; the deist, in the way of Voltaire,
for whom god creates the world en bloc, but does not care about the details; or whoever’s idol does not correspond
to the strict criteria established by the church. Now, the atheist clearly says that ‘god does not exist’. This is what
Meslier clearly writes: ‘there is no god’ (chapters 59, 74, 93, 94)—that is clear and distinct, blunt, and
straightforward.”
There seems to be some validity to this statement, being that Meslier was very influential to firstly Voltaire (16941778) (see: Voltaire on religion), who charged the French enlightenment with his work; secondly to Denis Diderot
(1713-1784), who viewed the Testament as a kind of “underground bible”, moving about in the literary underground,
and who in his The Promenade of the Skeptic (1747), likened Meslier to an “intellectual guerrilla fighter” (Ѻ); and
thirdly to Baron d’Holbach (1723-1789), a top extreme atheists, known widely known as the “Newton of the atheists”
(Ѻ), whose 1770 The System of Nature: the Laws of Moral and Physical World, became known as the “Atheist’s Bible”.
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Diderot
French encyclopedist Denis Diderot (1713-1784), a Haught disbeliever (#11), is referred to by Michael Buckley (1987),
among others, as having been history’s “first true atheist”; others have labeled him as “France’s first true atheist” (Ѻ).
Diderot's claim to atheism fame, according to Buckley, is his 1749 Letters of the Blind, wherein we find:
“If you want me to believe in bod, you must make me touch him.”
— Denis Diderot (1749), portrayal of fictional conversation of Nicholas Saunderson with a priest, in Letters of the Blind (Ѻ)

Buckley asserts that this publication “introduces a critical transition in Western thought with its dismissal of
transcendence and assertion of the virtualities of dynamic matter.” [2] In response to Voltaire, who wrote to Diderot
to comment upon Letter on the Blind, Voltaire defended the concept of god, to which Diderot replied that he was a
believer: [4]
“I believe in god, although I live very happily with atheists. It is very important not to mistake hemlock for parsley; but
not at all so to believe or not in god.”
and hence not an atheist, let alone a true atheist.

Fichte
Some refer to Johann Fichte (1762-1814) as the “first true atheist”. (Ѻ)

Schopenhauer
German thinker Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), a Haught disbeliever (#21), was famously referred to by Friedrich
Nietzsche, in his Gay Science (1882), as Germany’s “first true atheist”, as his view (Ѻ) has been retrospectively
summarized. The specific statement by Nietzsche is as follows: [3]
“Schopenhauer was the first admitted and inexorable atheist among us Germans.”
Other related views are as follows:
“Schopenhauer prided himself on being the first true atheist in German philosophy, and scorned his contemporaries’
attempts to substitute a world spirit for a bankrupt deity. Yet he never abandoned a notion of cosmic justice.”
— Susan Neiman (2004), Evil in Modern Thought: an Alternative History of Philosophy (Ѻ)

See also
● Atheism timeline
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Fischer, Josef
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In human thermodynamics, Josef Ludvik Fischer (1894-1973) was a Czech philosopher
and sociologist who at one point had worked hard to develop a fourth law of
thermodynamics. [1]

Education
In 1935, Fischer was appointed associate professor of sociology and philosophy at
Masaryk University in Brno. In the period 1939-1945, he was in exile in Holland. After
his return, he actively participated in the recovery of Czech universities, was Dean of
the Faculty of Philosophy in Brno from 1945 to 1946, Rector of Palacky University in
Olomouc, 1946-1949, Rector 1949-1950. Co-founded and edited the magazine Index
and Sociological Review. He has worked at leading domestic and foreign scientific
societies, published a series of books, journals works of philosophy, sociology, political
science, cultural theory, cultural politics and literature. [2] Fischer, notably, was mentor
to Vaclav Havel in circa 1953.
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Fish
In terminology, fish (TR:109), according to molecular evolution table
classification, is an aquatic-habitat residing powered CHNOPS+16
molecular form.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Animals [according to Anaximander, pupil of Thales] come into being
from moisture evaporated by the sun. Humans originally resembled
another type of animal, namely fish.”
— Hippolytus (c.220), Refutation of All Heresies (Ѻ)

See also
● Fish molecule

Further reading
● Shubin, Neil. (2008). Your Inner Fish: a Journey into the 3.5-BillionYear History of the Human Body (Lucy, pgs. 26-27; first life, pg. 121).
Random House.

An "agitated" fish, in the language of Vilfredo
Pareto, conceptualized as a molecule (or fish
molecule), jumping to a new system.

External links
● Fish – Wikipedia.

Fish molecule
In animate molecules, fish molecule is the name for a fish viewed as a single abstract reactive molecule. The
molecular formula for a average fish was first calculated in 2005 by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, as
shown below: [1]

=

CE22HE22OE22NE21PE20SE19CaE20KE18ClE18NaE18MgE18
FeE17FE17ZnE16SiE16CuE15IE14MnE14SeE14MoE13CoE13VE12

This is a molecule according to which the standard laws and principles of chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics
apply. [2] The fish molecule formed through a process of chemical synthesis, the first version of which was formed,
according to fossil record, 0.7 billion years ago. [3]
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American civil-ecological engineer Jeff
Tuhtan, began in 2010 to develop a
thermodynamic model of fish in rivers which
was loosely based on the concept of a fish
from the molecular formula point of view, an
idea originating in English animal psychologist
Lloyd Morgan's 1929 "biocule" model of a
rabbit. [4] In this combined perspective, a fish
can be defined as a CHNOPS-based animated
organism.

See also
● Bacteria molecule
● Walking molecule
● Retinal molecule
● Human molecule

A hydrogen (H) to fish (CHNOPS+16) to human (CHNOPS+22) evolution
diagram.
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Fisher, Helen
In science, Helen Fisher (1945-) is an American anthropologist, mate selection
researcher, and love theorist noted for her 1990s to present work on the chemistry of
love.

Overview
In 1992, Fisher published Anatomy of Love, her best book; she followed up this with her
2004 Why We Love: the Nature and Chemistry of Romantic Love; after which she
became scientific advisor for the chemistry-themed matching site Chemistry.com, one
of the first science-based dating sites, launched in 2007, which attempts to match
people based on chemical personality typing method.

Chemistry | Typing theory
The central matching methodology behind the matching algorithm at Chemistry.com is
to ask people a series of questions and based on the answers to those questions assign
people to one of four "chemical personality types", as outlined below. [1]
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“When you massage someone, the levels of
oxytocin go up in the brain, and oxytocin is one of
the chemicals that drives attachment.”
— Helen Fisher (c.2005) (Ѻ)

“Plato came up with these four types, and then
Aristotle, and Galen in the second century A.D.,
and then Carl Jung. We've known about these
types for hundreds of years. What I've done is add
that biological [chemical] component.”
— Helen Fisher (c.2007), commentary on her fourtypes theory

References

Fisher's four chemical type personality chart, according to which she
divides people into four groups: adventurer's (dopamine people),
1. Fisher, Helen. (2007). "What's Your Love Type?" negotiator (estrogen people), builder (serotonin people), and director
(blog), O magazine.
(testosterone people), whom she matches based on those types.

Further reading
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Fawcett Columbine.
● Fisher, Helen. (2004). Why We Love: the Nature and Chemistry of Romantic Love. New York: Henry Holt and Co.
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Fisher, Irving
In physical economics, Irving Fisher (1867-1947) was an American economist noted for
his 1892 PhD dissertation “Mathematical Investigations in the Theory of Value and
Prices” completed under engineer Willard Gibbs and economist William Sumner at
Yale, in which he developed a mechanical analogy between economics and physics,
invoking force and distance to be analogous to price and number of goods,
respectively. [1] It was described by Paul Samuelson as the best of all doctorial
dissertations in economics. [2] Fisher, of note, seems to have been the first, in his 1892
dissertation, to make a prototype human thermodynamics variables table, wherein he
specifically defines a human as a particle (see: human particle).
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Fisher, Len
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In hmolscience, Len Fisher (1942-) is an Australian-born English science writer noted his
2009 to 2011 social physics attempting sociophysics critiquing publications.

Overview
In 2009, Fisher, in his 2009 book The Perfect Swarm, attempted to explain how at low
densities, organisms and people in a crowd behave more or less like atoms or
molecules in an ideal gas, wherein their speeds follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, but that as more and more bodies are packed in the once random crowd
spontaneously organizes. [1] The book is a mixture of complexity theory, Benard cells,
dissipative structures logic, bifurcation theory, with interjections on subjects such as six
degrees of separation, self-organization, and game theory, in attempt to explain the
rules of decision involved in crowd and swarm behavior. In 2011, Fisher published
Crashes, Crises, and Calamities, wherein he takes a jab at criticism of social
thermodynamics, a field which seems to be new to him, commenting on Croatian
physicist Josip Stepanic’s 2000 article “Approach to a Quantitative Description of Social
Systems based on Thermodynamic Formalism” and Yi-Fang Chang’s 2009 article “Social Synergetics, Social Physics,
and Research of Fundamental Laws in Social Complex Systems”, calling the two articles nothing but pages of complex
mathematics, filled with hilarious conclusions. [5]

Chaos
Fisher seems to present the view that human societies organize, owing to the attractions and repulsions that exist
between people, similar to the forces of attraction and repulsion that exist between atoms and molecules, but he
also seems to have adopted the Prigoginean view that humans exist constantly at the edge of chaos, a logic base on
the hypothesis that humans and human societies are advanced types of Bénard cells. The following opening exert
gives an idea of Fisher’s view:
“Atoms and molecules experience forces of attraction and repulsion with nearby atoms and molecules, and these
forces are sufficient in themselves to produce long-range order that can extend for billions of atomic diameters in all
directions. Our society is made up of billions of individuals also, and the forces of attraction and repulsion between us
can act to create social structures among us as well. These structures, however, are not nearly as regular as atoms
(e.g. in a crystal) – to use the complexity scientist’s picturesque but slightly misleading phrase, they are on the edge
of chaos.”
Fisher goes on to explain that the term ‘edge’, which in the Bénard cell speak of fluid mechanics is quantified by a
specific Raleigh number, implied not that our social structures are on forever in danger of descending into anarchy,
but that their degree of organization lies somewhere between complete order and complete chaos. He goes on to
state as a matter-of-fact that:
“Systems on the edge of chaos, including animal groups and human societies, have dynamic order, [which] lasts
longer than the vortices in a cup of coffee.”
In direct speak, Fisher assumes that human society is a system constantly on the edge of chaos, which is an incorrect
assumption culled from the work of Ilya Prigogine.

Henderson
Fisher cites the 1971 work of engineer Roy Henderson who monitored the movements of college students on a
campus and children on a playground, finding that in both cases their movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, meaning that both velocities of gas particles and the speeds of students follow a Gaussian distribution.
[4] A noted difference between the children and college students, according to Fisher, was that the children had
much more energy and consequently moved at much higher average speeds. [2]

Education
Fisher completed his BS in chemistry and mathematics and MS in radiation chemistry at the University of Sidney. He
completed his PhD in surface physics at the University of New South Wales. He later completed a BA in biological
sciences at Macquarie University and MA in philosophy at the University of Bristol. [3] Since 2004, Fisher has been a
visiting research fellow in physics at the University of Bristol.
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Fisher, Ronald
In hmolscience, Ronald Fisher (1890-1962) was an English statistical evolutionary
biologist noted, in evolution thermodynamics, for his 1933 theory that "fitness", as
described via Darwin's natural selection theory, has something to do with entropy and
entropy increase.

Overview
In 1930, Fisher, in his The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection, presented the
following view: [1]
“Entropy changes lead to a progressive disorganization of the physical world, while
evolutionary changes [produce] progressively higher organization.”
On this basis, he postulated that the second law of thermodynamics, in the form of
“entropy tends to increase”, and his fundamental theorem of natural selection, in the
form of “the rate of increase of fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its
genetic variance in fitness at that time”, may ultimately be subsumed under a more general principle or law. [1] In
short, Fisher argues that there is a connection or analogy between the increase in fitness, as described by his
fundamental theorem of natural selection, and increase in entropy, as described by the second fundamental theorem
of thermodynamics. [3]

Influence
American ecological engineer Robert Ulanowicz claims that Fisher was "captivated by the elegant statistics that James
Maxwell and Ludwig Boltzmann had used in creating statistical mechanics." [4] This claim, however, needs a (fact check)
as some Ulanowicz's references are statements are dubious, e.g. his claim that Charles Darwin's "professed ambition"
and "desire" was to become the "Newton of a blade of grass". [5] This last example, to clarify, is a mis-attribution of
the famous 1790 supposition by German philosopher Immanuel Kant, from his Critique of Judgment, that there would
never be a Newton of a blade of grass, on the argument that living things, he believed, are examples of “natural
purposes”, entities organized so purposefully that we cannot explain them altogether through the blind causality we
apply to inanimate nature. [6] Or, as Arthur Schopenhauer says, in his The World as Will and Representation (1818):
“Kant is right when he says that it is absurd to hope for the Newton of a blade of grass, in other words, for the man
who would reduce the blade of grass to the phenomena of physical and chemical forces, of which it would be a
chance concentration, and so a mere freak of nature.” [7]

Entropy-Fitness correlations
In 1928, British astronomer Arthur Eddington published his lay-science themed book The Nature of the Physical
World, filled with many now-famous quotations, in which he remarked that “the law that entropy always increases—
the second law of thermodynamics—holds, I think, the supreme law position among the laws of nature”. [2] On this
basis, Fisher states “is it not a little instructive that so similar a law should hold the supreme position among the
biological sciences.” He continues “while it is possible that both may ultimately be absorbed by some more general
principle, for the present we should note that the laws as they stand present profound differences.” These
differences, in the Fisher’s novice-thermodynamics point of view, are stated below (with modern corrections listed
below each statement):
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(a) The system’s considered in thermodynamics are permanent; species on the contrary are liable to extinction,
although biological improvement must be expected to occur up to the end of their existence.
The correction, as American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs showed in 1876, is that chemical thermodynamic
systems are not “permanent”, but will evolve to equilibrium, and can be defined as dynamic systems, with the inflow
and outflow of chemical species, as quantified by changes in the chemical potential of the system.
(b) Fitness, although measured by a uniform method, is qualitatively different for every organism, whereas entropy,
like temperature, is taken to have the same meaning for all physical systems.
A number of corrections remain in this statement, aside from the modern thermodynamic interpretation of “fitness”.
For one, entropy is not “like temperature”. Secondly, the qualitative meaning of entropy does, in some cases, take on
different meanings for different physical systems. Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, for instance, showed entropy
to be statistically correlative to “disorder” in gas phase systems; whereas this correlation does not hold in all systems.
(c) Fitness may be increased or decreased by changes in the environment, without reacting quantitatively upon that
environment.
(d) Entropy changes are exceptional in the physical world in being irreversible, while irreversible evolutionary changes
form no exception among biological phenomena.
This latter statement is incorrect on both counts. Firstly, “entropy changes” themselves are not irreversible; it is the
measure of entropy change in a cycle that is meant to quantify irreversibility in heat driven systems. Secondly, all
processes in nature are irreversible.
(e) Entropy changes lead to a progressive disorganization of the physical world, at least from the human standpoint of
the utilization of energy, while evolutionary changes are generally recognized as producing progressively higher
organization in the organic world.
This last point of Fisher is an incorrect extrapolation of the Boltzmann chaos assumption, i.e. that traveling particles
have non-correlative velocities, to the entire natural world.

Education
In 1912, Fisher graduated in mathematics and physics from Cambridge University.
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In hmolscience, John Fiske (1842-1901) was an American philosopher historian noted
for his multivolume 1874 Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy, which is filled with a number
interesting digressions on what seems to be a type of evolution materialism based
philosophy.

Overview
In 1874, Fiske, in his Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy: Based on the Doctrine of Evolution,
with Criticisms on the Positive Philosophy, gives commentary on a number of thinkers,
such as Jacob Moleschott, Hermann Helmholtz, among others. On prediction, as quoted
by Morris Zucker, Fiske states: [1]
“As surely as the astronomer can predict the future state of the heavens, the sociologist
can foresee that process of adaption must go on until in a remote future it comes to an
end in proximate equilibrium.”
Zucker, latter, classifies or groups Fiske as follows, namely as what seems to be a social mechanism theorist:
“Comte, Spencer, Fiske and Ward sought the laws of social organization ton some vast universal pattern.”
At one point, Fiske says the following: (Ѻ)
“The ideal goal of physical inquiry would be to furnish algebraic equations for every curve described by every particle
of matter during the entire series of transformations, from the arrested molar motions of the gravitating particles of
the sun, down to the endlessly complex molecular motions which take place within the cerebral tissue of a
mathematician engaged in solving partial differential equations.”
(add discussion)
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Flammarion, Camille
In hmolscience, Camille Flammarion (1842-1925) was a French astronomer noted, in
literature thermodynamics, for his 1893 heat death themed science fiction novel The
End of the World.

Overview
In 1893, Flammarion, in his The End of the World (La fin du Monde), a philosophical
thermodynamics-themed science fiction, about a comet colliding with the earth, in his
final chapter, pictorially presents dismal heat death end view of life, shown below—the
pictures captured “the wretched human race will freeze to death” and “this will be the
end”, respectively: : [1]
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Flammarion’s illustrator, in short, gives two dark pictures of the end of humanity based on thermodynamic
speculation: [2]
In two wide-spread German history of science textbooks, these pictures are given as an illustration of the pessimistic
conclusions nineteenth century physicists (among them Hermann von Helmholtz) had drawn from the second
principle of thermodynamics. They believed that in a remote future, the entropy of the universe would grow to a
maximum, and all available energy would be transformed into heat. This apocalyptic vision was often called "heat
death", but as the average temperature would then be very low, the expression "cold death" was used as well. [3]
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Floating magnets
experiment
In experiments, the floating magnets experiment is
an experiment, done originally by English chemistphysicist William Gilbert in circa 1590, using
loadstones floated on little wooden boats, and then
by American physicist Alfred Mayer in 1878, using
magnetized needles floating inserted into cork,
wherein, in the latter version, geometric pattern
distributions of floating positively charged needles
(little magnets) were put in the vicinity of the
positive end of a powerful magnet, then
documented and studied, in efforts to discern a
possible theoretical basis for atomic or molecular
structure. [1]

The distribution arrangement when six
floating positively charged needles are
put in the vicinity of the negativelycharged side of a large overhead
hovering magnet, an experiment done in
1878 by American physicist Alfred
Mayer. [3]

Gilbert | Loadstones
In circa 1590, English chemist-physicist William Gilbert conducted a “floating loadstones experiment”, in which
spherical lodestones were floated on water in small wooden boats, something akin to the following toy version of the
experiment: [7]
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according to which he found that magnetic forces often produce circular motion (see also: turning tendencies). [1]
American physicist Alfred Mayer at some point came to learn of Gilbert's work and experiments. It is known, for
example, that Mayer is cited by P. Fleury Mottelay as being one of the people who aiding in the 1892 English
translation of Gilbert's De Magente. Whether Mayer, in 1878, was inspired to do his "floating magnetized needles on
cork" experiment based on Gilbert's floating loadstones experiment is an open question, but the inference seems
plausible.

Mayer | Magnetized needles
In this experiment, Mayer took an assorted number of magnetized needles and stuck them through corks, floating in
water, such that their north poles, i.e. positive ends, were all facing upwards at the same height above the water, all
repelling each other equally. Mayer then held the south pole or negative end of a more powerful magnet some
distance above the surface of the water to attract the needles simultaneously towards this center. The idea was to
see what geometric equilibrium stability patterns formed for different numbers of needles under the influence of the
similar attraction for the opposite pole as this attraction conflicted with the effects of mutual inter-magnet repulsion
between the like (positive) poles.
Mayer found an interesting pattern: the like positive-poled needles liked to arrange themselves into concentric
rings of stability. Three magnets formed a triangle, four a square, and a five a pentagon. When six magnets were
used, however, one went to the center leaving the others to form a ringed pentagon. With eight magnets, two went
to the center and six remained in an outer ring. As more magnets were added, up to eighteen, a separate inner
system formed distinct from that of an outer ringed system. Beyond this, three systems formed an inner system, a
middle ring, and an outer ring; and for a still larger number of magnets a four system ring pattern would emerge, and
so on. Mayer's original diagrams for arrangements of 1-20 needles are shown below: [2]

Geometric arrangements of 1-12 floating
positively-changed needles; above which
is held the positive end of a larger
magnet.

Geometric arrangements of 13-20 floating
positively-changed needles; above which
is held the positive end of a larger magnet.
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To explain these curious equilibrium stability patterns, Mayer reasoned that the competing attracting and repulsing
tendencies, between the like poles and oppositely charged central pole, respectively, resulted in the formation of
geometric stability patterns, according to which the size of each pattern was determined by the relative strengths of
the individual attractions and repulsions. The number of magnets, subsequently, determined the different stability
patterns, in which each arrangement was the result of a local
minimum energy configuration.

Thomson | Atomic structure
In 1897, English physicist Joseph Thomson (1856-1940) was aware of
Mayer's experiment and in his “Cathode Rays” article began to cite
him as follows: [3]
“If we regard the chemical atom as an aggregation of a number of
primordial atoms, the problem of finding the configurations of stable
equilibrium for a number of equal particles acting on each other
according to some law of force—whether that of Boscovich, where the
force between them is a repulsion when they are separated by less
In 1897, English physicist Joseph Thomson began
than a certain critical distance, and an attraction when they are
to use the results of American physicist Alfred
separated by less than a certain critical distance, and an attraction
Mayer's floating magnets experiment to develop
when they are separated by a greater distance, or even the simpler
one of the first experimentally-based structural
case of a number of mutually repellent particles held together by a
model of the atom.
central force—is of great interest in connexion with the relation
between the properties of an element and its atomic weight. Unfortunately the equations which determine the
stability of such a collection of particles increase so rapidly in complexity with the number of particles that a general
mathematical investigation is scarcely possible. We can, however, obtain a good deal of insight into the general laws
which govern such configurations by the use of models, the simplest of which is the floating magnets of Professor
Mayer. In this model the magnets arrange themselves in equilibrium under the mutual repulsions and a central
attraction caused by the pole of a large magnet placed above the floating magnets.”
Thomson gives the following truncation of Mayer's results:

where, for example, 1.6.10.12 means an
arrangement with one magnet in the
middle, then a ring of six, then a ring of
ten, and a ring of twelve outside, which corresponds to diagram #17 above.
In 1904, Thomson would go on to use this structural ordering insight, in his more famous “On the Structure of
the Atom” article, to develop what soon came to be dubbed the "plum pudding model" of atomic theory, the key
sentence of which is shown below, next to conceptual images of this atomic model: [4]
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“The atoms of the elements consist of a
number of negatively electrified
corpuscles enclosed in a sphere of
uniform positive electrification.”

This model was later superseded by the Rutherford model (1911), developed by Ernest Rutherford, and then the Bohr
model (1913), developed by Niels Bohr, as outlined below: [5]

→

Plum pudding model (1904)

→

Rutherford model (1911)

Bohr model (1913)

Thims | Quantum electrodynamic evolution
In 2014, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims redid the Gilbert-Mayer experiment using neodymium
magnets on floating cork, according to which, to explain the turnover rate paradox, the electromagnetic field is what
“holds” shapes of the positive and negative charges in regions of space, and that the geometric shape—like a
person—will hold in form, if one charge is pushed into the pattern while another is removed:
5 magnets

6 magnets

7 magnets

As magnets are added, as Mayer famously diagrammed (up to 20 magnets), the 3D pyramidal structure will grow
geometrically: a triangle base at 3 magnets, a square base at 4 magnets, a hexagon base at 5 magnets, a two ringed
structure base at 10 magnets, a center magnetic surrounded by two ringed base at 15 magnets, and so on. In this
sense, one could conceptually understand the "structure holding" paradox if one were to add a base magnet to a
given geometry while simultaneous removing one, and do this for all the magnets of the structure, similar to the ship,
river, or carriage variants of the paradox, and then ask if the resulting turned over or magnetic replaced 3D geometric
structure is the same growing "thing" or a different growing thing?
This model, naturally enough, can be scaled up to the people viewed as powered atomic geometries or human
molecules, whereby the positively charged (floating) magnets and positively (hovering) magnets become atoms
(elements), with varying amounts of positive or negative charged electron valency, albeit the description becomes
more complicated owing to the effect that quantum electrodynamic changes are involved owing to cyclical sunlight
photon input (cause) and resulting electron orbital transitioning (effect), whereby molecular animation results,
something that does not occur in the magnet, ship, carriage, or river water scenarios.
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and Subjected to the Attraction of a Superposed Magnet; with Notes on Some of the Phenomena in Molecular
Structure Which These Experiments May Serve to Explain and Illustrate." American Journal of Science, 16: 247-256.
3. Thomson, Joseph, J. (1897). “Cathode Rays.” Philosophical Magazine, 44, 293.
4. Thomson, Joseph, J. (1904). “On the Structure of the Atom: an Investigation of the Stability and Periods of
Oscillation of a number of Corpuscles arranged at equal intervals around the Circumference of a circle; with
application of the results to the Theory of Atomic Structure.” Philosophical Magazine, Series 6, Vol. 7, No. 39. March,
pgs. 237-65.
5. Plum pudding model – Wikipedia.
6. Pumfrey, Stephen and Tilley, David. (2003). “William Gilbert: Forgotten Genius”, Physics World, Nov.
7. Magnetic fun and facts – EliWhitney.org.

Further reading
● Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (floating magnets experiment, pgs. 217-18, 248) (preview),
(Google books). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

External links
● Fowler, Michael. (c.2010). “Models of the Atom”, Lectures, University of Virginia.

Flow
In science, flow is the movement of matter or energy per unit time per unit area.

Hmolscience
In hmolscience, flow can refer to a number of movement or energy characterizations; including: "psychological" flow,
Gibbs energy flow, thermodynamic flow, or even the flow of human molecules in bulk, such as on a busy expressway,
as studied in human chemistry. [1]

Mental flow
See main: Csíkszentmihályi flow
In psychodynamics, Csíkszentmihályi flow or simply “flow” is a state of focused, engaged, and optimal mental activity,
quantified by energy and entropy measures, in which a sense of timelessness and outputs of great productivity
emerge. [2]

Quote
The following are related quotes:
“All energy flows according to the whims of the great magnet. What a fool I was to defy him.”
— Hunter Thompson (1971), Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (Ѻ); favorite author Patrick Fergus

References
1. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One), (preview), (Google books). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview), (Google books). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. (a) Csíkszentmihályi, Mihály. (1990). Flow - the Psychology of Optimal Experience. Harper Perennial.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One), (preview). (pg. 173). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

Flow system
In science, a flow system is a, generally cylindrical-like, system through which matter flows. Romanian-born American
mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan employs the term significantly in his constructal theory, in which flow systems
include: river basin, vascularized tissue, as well as flow configurations in social systems, such as city traffic, among
others. [1]
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Florez, Andres
In hmolscience, Andres Florez Amaya (c.1984-) is Colombian microbiologist and cancer
researcher noted for his 2013 blog “Thermodynamics of Love” which attempts a
thermodynamics of love conceptualized approach to explain love and relationships via
a mixture of John Gottman’s The Mathematics of Love (2005) and protein
thermodynamics. [1]

Thermodynamics of love
The following are the main sections from Florez' 2013 blog “Thermodynamics of Love”,
divided by interjection and commentary: [1]
“This was one of my first notes and I would like to share it with you. The basic idea is to
show how love can be interpreted in terms of energy consumption and how these can
affect relationships. One of the main arguments against studying love and relationships
more quantitatively is that emotions and human feelings are always assumed to be
very complex and impossible to describe by current sophisticated scientific
methods.Phrases like ‘love is so incomprehensible, that is better to silence the mind and let everything flow and don't
make any questions at all’, are very frequent among people. It could be that this is true, but aren’t you dear reader, a
little curious, of what are the reasons for breaking up or being together in the first place?. In my opinion, there is a lot
of help that science can give to elucidate the mechanisms of love dynamics, especially why people break up. A lot of
work has been done in the past, especially by the famous psychologist John Gottman (who has an institute about
relationships), and published a very interesting book called The Mathematics of Marriage. The book is interesting in
the sense that he was able to collect data and predict if a couple was going to divorce or not with very high accuracy.
The mathematical models are actually not very complicated, but this tells you that something can be done to make
our lives more pleasant by involving the reason in how we choose our partners.”
Next, Florez discusses the energy minimization principle, derived from the second law, and protein stability—ideas
which he may have gleaned from his 2010 “Protein Network Prediction” (Ѻ) article—as a basis to explain stability in
human relationships:
“Without doing too much math, one could easily thing about a fundamental principle every relationship should have,
the ‘minimum energy’. This comes from the second law of thermodynamics. As a simple example, in the case of
proteins in the cell, they need to be folded correctly in order to perform the correct function. This folding could be
spontaneous or sometimes helped by other proteins. However, “in order to be stable, the conformation has to have
the lowest energy possible”. This is a very critical point to discuss about relationships. The stability in a relationships,
meaning, the possibility to stay together for long periods of time, depends mostly on the energy expended in the
relationship.”
Florez then tries to illustrate in terms of energy expended in courting and fighting:
“I will give real life example to illustrate my point: Normally when a man is dating a girl, it is clear that he has to
expend a lot of energy,and by energy I mean the time, gifts, attention and so on, that the guy expends on the girl to
capture her attention (some girls need a lot of energy J), this is reasonable and it is what should be done; however,
this only happens at the beginning of the relationship most of the times (I guess most of the girls get disappointed
about this). However, this initial energy has to be reduced, in the sense that the attraction becomes more rational
and less emotional. Evolutionary speaking, this has to be done in this way, otherwise we would be sick by the
dopamine effects or in thermodynamic words, we become unstable because of the excess of energy.”
Next, he talks about interaction energy and couple energy:
“Once the relationship is started, the individual energy becomes [transforms] into the energy of the couple. This does
not change the principle at all—coming back to the example of the proteins—when two or more proteins interact,
they should keep the interaction energy low to have a stable interaction (stable relationship in the case of the
couple). So the question is now, what is this couple energy?. When we think about it, most of the couple energy is
normally expended in fights, and those fights whatever the reason is, it always comes from the fact that the couple
has a lot of interaction energy that is not favorable, and here it comes the secret, the energy is high in fights because
one thing is missing … the affinity!!!”
Here, with is mention of ‘affinity’, things begin to teeter off into statements of illogic, which no doubt has to do with
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the fact that the subject of the thermodynamic theory of affinity is something that but a few historians of chemistry
are knowledgeable about:
“The affinity basically indicates, what people normally call ‘chemistry’ or the ‘spark’. This chemistry pretty much
depends on the compatibility, like having similar likes, similar hobbies, similar ways of thinking, the more affinity the
lowest energy and therefore more stability. It sounds tricky, but it is a fundamental principle. Sometimes we think
love can manage everything, which for some exceptional cases it can, but there must be affinity in order to be
stable.”
Next, he goes into a discussion of debonding:
“According to recent studies, one of the most common cases of divorce is actually no because of cheating, it is
because the couple got bored. And getting bored is just a consequence that the couple is not enjoying or not trying
exciting things together, like for example go for tango dancing, jump from an helicopter, learn Chinese, things like
that. And maybe this boring behavior was a consequence of not having high affinity from the beginning. Love
chemistry is not a mystery; it works in the same way as real chemistry. If you have a strong chemistry with someone,
you will have a high chance to maintain low energy and in this way you will have a stable and exciting relationship ...
sound easy!!!. This low energy status, however, is not easy to get and depends also in some other little things besides
affinity. You could love with passion, which is good and desirable, but when your brain is investing high levels of
energy trying to solve problems that don't depend on you, then it becomes a problem.”
Florez then concludes with what seems to be the example that mental time and energy wasted on hypothetical
cheating scenarios, is akin to or an aspect of the endothermic or endergonic aspects of bond breakage:
“For instance, if your girlfriend/boyfriend didn't call you when you said, you could start imaging several things and
generate a ‘movie’ in your head, and those imaginations need a lot of glucose from your brain, and suppose you're
wasting 400 kilojoules thinking about something that is not true, you could win a Nobel Prize investing that energy in
research (some people will argue that you also need luck). But it is not people’s fault, the idea as it is concluded from
the previous arguments, is to look for the right person that makes you feel good, as everybody want, with the
condition to keep low energy status in order to have a successful relationship, this can only be achieved if you have a
strong affinity with that person.”
(add discussion)

Education
In 2006, Florez completed his BS in microbiology, at the University of Pamplona, Columbia. From 2007 to 2010, Florez
joined the “Program of Study and Control of Tropical Diseases” at University of Antioquia as a research associate
since 2007 until 2010, and undertook a project to search for new drug targets by detecting essential proteins in the
Leishmania major, Leishmania infantum and Leishmania braziliensis protein networks which were predicted by using
protein sequence and structural information; a fruitful result of which was the proposal of new drug target
candidates to be analyzed by virtual screening with future plans to evaluate the selected compounds by in vitro
assays. [2] This may have been where Florez learned about drug-receptor thermodynamics and or protein
thermodynamics, which he seems to employ in his 2013 "Thermodynamics of Love" blog. In 2010, Florez began
working towards his PhD with a dissertation “Understanding the Role of MYCN in Neuroblastoma Tumors Using
Systems Biology” at the Division of Theoretical Systems Biology, at the German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg,
Germany; a project seeming complete in 2013. (Ѻ)

See also
● David Hwang
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(b) Florez, Andres. (2014). “Thermodynamics of Love”, Insanitek.net, Feb 3.
(c) Gottman, John M. (2005). The Mathematics of Marriage: Dynamic Nonlinear Models. Bradford Books.
2. Andres Florez Amaya (about) – University of Antioquia, Columbia.

Further reading
● Florez, Andres. (2013). “The Oscillatory Behavior of Happiness”, Science & Salsa, Blogspot.de, Mar 19.

External links
● Andrés Flórez (profile) – Blogger.com.
● Andres Florez (profile) – University of Heidelberg, Germany.
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Floridi, Luciano
In science, Luciano Floridi (1964-) is an Italian philosopher noted for his philosophy of
computing and information theory in relation to ethics, e.g. entropy ethics, where he
incorporates a view, similar to Norbert Wiener, that entropy, as a form of lost
information (entropy (information) or information entropy), is a type of “natural evil”
that can harm or destroy anything that anyone might value; although supposedly he
didn’t derive his entropy theory off of Weiner. [1]

Floridi’s principles of information ethics:
See main: Laws of information

In recent years, modeled in theme on the four laws of thermodynamics, what have
come to be known as “Floridi’s four principles of information ethics” are as follows: [2]
0. Information entropy ought not to be caused in the infosphere.
1. Information entropy ought to be prevented in the infosphere.
2. Information entropy ought to be removed from the infosphere.
3. The flourishing of information entities as well as of the whole infosphere ought to be promoted by preserving,
cultivating and enriching their properties.

References
1. Hoven, Jeroen and Weckert, John. (2008). Information Technology and Moral Philosophy (Keyword: Floridi,
Entropy, pgs. 3, 17-18, 21, 47-48, 58-59, 61, 64, 401-05). Cambridge University Press.
2. Medina, Tom and Britz, Johannes J. (2004). Information Ethics in the Electronic Age: Current Issues in Africa and the
World (pg. 151). McFarland.

Further reading
● Floridi, Luciano and Sanders, J.W. (1999). “Entropy as Evil in Information Ethics”, Etica & Politica, special issue on
Computer Ethics, 1.2. Oxford University, Computing Laboratory, Programming Research Group Technical Report TR-500.
● Floridi, Luciano. (1999). Philosophy and Computing: An Introduction (keywords: thermodynamics, pg. 208, entropy,
pg. 145). Routledge.
● Floridi, Luciano and Sanders, J.W. (2004). “On the Morality of Artificial Agents” (Abstract), Minds and Machines.
Springer.
● Floridi, Luciano. (2007). The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of Computing and Information (keywords: Entropy,
pgs. 18, 33, 47, 51-53, 57-59, 61, 185, 356; Thermodynamics, pg. 53). Blackwell Publishing.

External links
● Luciano Floridi (publications) – PhilosophyOfComputing.net

Fluctuation
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In thermodynamics, a fluctuation refers to the cyclical
deviation of some parameter above or below the mean.

Overview
The term "fluctuation" is difficult to give a precise
meaning to and is significantly intertwined with Belgian
chemist Ilya Prigogine’s theory of far-from-equilibrium
dissipative structures and bifurcation points, as the
following summary quote indicates: [1]
“All systems contain subsystems, which are continually
‘fluctuating’. At times, a single fluctuation or a
combination of them may become so powerful, as a
result of feedback, that it shatters the preexisting
organization. At this revolutionary moment, called a
‘singular moment’ or ‘bifurcation point’, it is inherently
impossible to determine in advance which direction
change will take: whether the system will disintegrate
into ‘chaos’ or leap to a new, more differentiated, higher
level of ‘order’ or organization, called a ‘dissipative
structure’.”
Boltzmann brain fluctuation diagram, used in discussions of the
Boltzmann brain problem.
The essential phenomenon Prigogine seems to be
attempting to capture in the use of the term
"fluctuation", in all probability, is the instantaneous moment before a before a structural homogeneous fluid system
(whale oil or silicon oil) spontaneously transforms into "Benard cell" structure when enough heat is added to the
fluid.

More research, however, needs to be done on this term, to find its older usage in statistical mechanics.

References
1. Prigogine, Ilya. (1984). Order Out of Chaos – Man’s New Dialogue with Nature. New York: Bantam Books.

Further reading
● Glansdorﬀ, P. and Prigogine, Ilya. (1971). Thermodynamic Theory of Structure, Stability and Fluctuations. John Wiley
and Sons.
● Nicolis, G. and Prigogine, Ilya. (1977). Self-Organization in Non-Equilibrium Systems: From Dissipative Structures to
Order Through Fluctuations. Wiley.
● Prigogine, Ilya. (1977). “Time, Structure and Fluctuations”, Nobel Lecture, Dec. 08.

External links
● Fluctuation theorem – Wikipedia.

Fluid theory of heat
In science, the fluid theory of heat, or heat-fluid theory, is a now-defunct theory, which argued that heat is a type of
conserved elastic fluid, being either weightless (caloric) or with weight (phlogiston, matter of heat, or terra pinguis),
that was able to insinuate the interstices or pores of bodes causing volumetric expansion.

Massive or massless
The views on whether or not heat had mass were varied: [2]

● Herman Boerhaave (date) found no change in the weight of a mass of iron when heated.
● Georges Leclerc (c.1774) found in increase in weight of iron when heated.
● John Roebuck (1775) found an increase in weight when iron was cooled.
● John Whitehurst (1776) found an increase in weight when iron was cooled.
The work of Roebuck and Whitehurst indicated that heat had “levity”, a property attributed to “element of fire” by
Aristotle. In 1786, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier proved, via experiment, that the “matter of heat” is weightless by
showing that phosphorous burned in air in a closed flask, with no appreciable change in weight. [4] Lavoisier then
introduced the "caloric theory of heat".
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Upgrades
English scientist Henry Cavendish, beginning in the mid to late 18th century, did a number of experiments on heat,
publishing a number of articles and papers, in which he, supposedly, rejected the fluid theory of heat, and in its place,
attempted to formulate a so-called "mechanical theory of heat". [5] This, however, was not likely the name used by
Cavendish to describe his theory, being that the term mechanical theory of heat was first introduced by German
physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his 1850s German term mechanische wärmetheorie. The fluid theory of heat, during the
years 1798 to circa 1849, was supplanted by the “atomic motion theory of heat” (1798, Benjamin Thompson), and
then eventually by the “mechanical equivalent of heat” (Robert Mayer, 1842; James Joule, 1844), then the
mechanical theory of heat (Rudolf Clausius, 1850, and thereafter). [1] Into the late 19th century, the study of
radiation, and radiant heat, led to the “wave theory of heat”, so to speak, and eventually to radiation
thermodynamics. [2] The fluid theory of heat was used by French physicist Sadi Carnot in 1824 when he initiated the
science of thermodynamics. [3] In the decade to follow, however, Carnot, in his personal notes, recanted on his
adherence to the fluid theory of heat.

See also
● Kinetic theory of heat
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Fogler, Scott
In hmolscience, Hugh Scott Fogler (c.1942-), oft-cited as H. Scott Fogler, is an American
chemical engineer noted for his his 1986 Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering,
wherein he refers to a man who incites a riot as a human catalyst.

Overview
In 1986, Fogler, in his Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering, stated a man who
starts a riot, but then quickly ducks out, thereby being unaffected by the reaction
transformation, is an example of a human catalyst:
“A catalyst is a substance that affects the rate of a reaction but emerges from the
process unchanged. A man inciting a mob to riot and then ducking out before the tanks
roll in can be regarded as a [human] catalyst.”
(add discussion)

References
1. (a) Fogler, H. Scott. (1986). Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering (catalyst, pg. 231). Prentice Hall.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (Fogler, pg. 94). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

External links
● H. Scott Fogler (faculty) – University of Michigan.
● Fogler, H.S. – WorldCat Identities.

Foley, Duncan
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In hmolscience, Duncan Foley (1942-) is an American economist noted for his efforts to
bring thermodynamics logic, e.g. equilibrium, into bear in economics theory, in a
semblance of Gibbsian themed economic thermodynamics.

Overview
In his 1994 “A Statistical Equilibrium Theory of Markets”, he began discussing the
thermodynamic notion of equilibrium as a conceptual tool in economics. [4] In the late
1990s, Foley was the one who suggesting to American physicist Wayne Saslow that he
write his 1999 article “An Economic Analogy to Thermodynamics”. [1] In the 2000s,
Foley began collaborating with American physicist Eric Smith, to produce a number of
papers. In 2002, they showed, supposedly, that theoretically one can create reversible
economic transactions at the point which consumers are indifferent to trade and
maintain constant utility. [3] This excursion, however, seems to have no relation to the
manner in which reversibility is defined in thermodynamics.

Education
Foley completed his BA in mathematics in 1964 from Swarthmore College and PhD in economics from Yale in 1966
with a thesis on “Resource Allocation in the Public Sector”. Foley is currently an economics professor at the New
School for Social Research, New York, and also associated with the Santa Fe Institute.
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Further reading
● Foley, Duncan K. (2002). “The Strange History of the Economic Agent” (pdf), Talk at General Seminar of the
Graduate faculty of New School University, Oct 2.
● Foley, Duncan K. (2002). “Maximum Entropy Exchange Equilibrium”, NewSchool.edu.
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Foley, Michael
In hmolscience, Michael Foley (c.1945-) is an English political scholar noted for his 1990
Laws, Men and Machines: Modern American Government and the Appeal of Newtonian
Mechanics, wherein he discusses the history the "Newtonian government", namely the
notion that American government and the US Constitution reflects or embodies some
kind of Newtonian machine or mechanics, especially in the notions of balance and
separation of powers.

Overview
In 1990, Foley published his Laws, Men and Machines: Modern American Government
and the Appeal of Newtonian Mechanics; the following is a representative view: [1]
“The nature and distribution of political power in the American system might actually
be reducible to a configuration of observable objects moving solely in accordance with
Newton’s laws of motion and force, with the power of each object physically
determinable though changes in the positions and velocities of the other constituent
objects in the system. And the recent rise and decline of Presidential power may be explained as another example of
the temporary and local reversal of entropy produced by living matter before the order and structure of its sustained
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energy level inevitably slides back into the universe’s overriding thermodynamic trend of dissipated energy and
increasing disorder.”
Foley’s book seems to be well-referenced, referring to society, via quote citation, e.g. as a “cluster of human atoms”,
referring to concepts such as "Newtonian sociology" (see: social Newton).

Newtonian government
See main: Newtonian government

(add discussion)

Education
Foley completed his BA at the University of
Keele, and his MA and PhD, the latter with
a thesis on the transformation of the US
Senate, in political science, both at the
University of Essex. In 1975, Foley joined
the Aberystwyth University as a professor
of international politics, and currently is
Table of contents of Foley's Laws, Men, and Machines.
head of that department. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“[Laws, Men and Machines] had a long period of gestation during which I was repeatedly led to ruminate upon the
extraordinary wealth of mechanical references in American politics.”
— Michael Foley (1990), “Acknowledgements” (see: Beg analysis)
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(b) Cohen, I. Bernard. (1995). Science and the Founding Fathers: Science in the Political Thought of Jefferson, Franklin,
Adams, and Madison (Foley, pgs. 344-45). Publisher.
2. Michael Foley (faculty) – Aberystwyth University.
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Folklore thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, folklore thermodynamics refers to versions of thermodynamics, particularly in regard to
memorized argument rebuttals, which exist in the corpus of general public knowledge, but do not have an actual
established reference or proof and in some cases are in fact types of scientific myth.

Disorder
One loose version of folklore is what is called "tendency to disorder in all systems" view of entropy, which is a blend
or mixture of contrived thermodynamics, laymanized thermodynamics, folklore thermodynamics, statistical
mechanics, the disgregation view of entropy of Rudolf Clausius, comments by Herman Helmholtz on how the
magnitude of entropy is a measure of disorder, Boltzmann' principle of elementary disorder, aspect of Walther
Nernst's third law, and the version of radiation thermodynamics and quantum mechanics developed by Max Planck.

Closed system
A 2009, a videotaped Penn State University "street debate" on whether or not entropy applies to humankind and
evolution, wherein the one of the students uses the "closed system argument" and the man uses a mixture of
contrived thermodynamics and laymanized thermodynamics to conclude that the evolution process should go
towards disorder according to the second law and the fact that it’s not is evidence of the work of God, of something
to this effect. [1]

Open system
Another variation folklore thermodynamics is the oft-heard assertion that humans are open systems and thus not a
violation of the second law.

Local entropy decrease
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Another variety of folklore thermodynamics is the so-called argument that the order seen in evolution and in humans
is what is called the phenomenon of “local entropy decrease”, which is offset by the greater increase in entropy in
the surroundings. This argument, however, seems to trace to the publications of English thermodynamicist Alfred
Ubbelohde, particular his 1946 Time and Thermodynamics.

Far from equilibrium
An oft adopted view, is that human existence and in particular human society is a state of existence "far from
equilibrium", very near the edge of chaos, and close to bifurcation points, which humans supposedly pass through
periodically. This is all an alluded to view given by Ilya Prigogine who attempted to pass of the the phenomenon of
Benard cell formation as the prototype model for evolution.

References
1. Anons. (2009). “Debate: Entropy Applies to Humankind?” (V), Penn State University.

Fong, Peter
In hmolscience, Peter Fong (c.1926-) is an American physicist noted for his 1988 “Ethics, Politics
and Sociology as Newtonian Sciences”, wherein he outlines the premise of Newtonian sociology,
and for his 1996 Unification of Science and Humanity: Agony and Ecstasy East of Eden, wherein he
to explain the biological, social and cultural evolution of humankind starting with the fundamental
laws of physics. [1]

Education
Fong completed his PhD in 1953 in theoretical geophysics (Ѻ) at the University of Chicago, and in
1966 became a physics professor at Emory University, retiring in 2005. (Ѻ) Fong is best known for
his statistical theory of nuclear fission, and also has been also a freelance columnist for the New
York Times, the Christian Science Monitor, the San Francisco Chronicle, the Atlanta Journal, and the Atlanta
Constitution, and has written over a hundred publications in the physical sciences, philosophy, history, and social
studies.
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Food chain
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In terminology, food chain refers to
the model through which carbon
cycles via a "closed chain" (Lotka,
1925) between the atmosphere,
plants, and animals, or "chains of
animals linked together by food"
(Elton, 1926) who at the bottom chain
are linked to plants, who via the action
of "raw sunlight and chemicals"
become a form edible to animals.

Overview
In 1925, Alfred Lotka, in his §:Carbon
Dioxide Cycle, stated that the organic
carbon cycle, reduced to its simplest
terms, is a “closed chain of three
links”, which he diagrammed as
follows: [1]

In 1926, English zoologist Charles
Elton, citing Lotka, introduced the
energy-based “food chain” model, a
term he coined, stylized supposedly
on Lotka's earlier "closed chain"
usage, as follows: [2]

A basic food chain diagram, shown sunlight working on minerals and water to
produce plants, which are eaten by plant consumers (herbivores), which are eating
by carnivores, which are eaten by larger carnivores, birds, snakes, or owls, higher up
on the food chain, so to say.

“Animals are not always struggling for
existence, but when they do begin,
they spend the greater part of their lives eating. Feeding is such a universal and commonplace business that we are
inclined to forget its importance. The primary driving force of all animals is the necessity of finding the right kind of
food and enough of it. Food is the burning question in animal society, and the whole structure and activities of the
community are dependent upon questions of food-supply. We are not concerned here with the various devices
employed by animals to enable them to obtain their food, or with the physiological processes which enable them to
utilize in their tissues the energy derived from it. It is sufficient to bear in mind that animals have to depend
ultimately upon plants for their supplies of energy, since plants alone are able to turn raw sunlight and chemicals into
a form edible to animals. Consequently herbivores are the basic class in animal society. Another difference between
animals and plants is that while plants are all competing for much the same class of food, animals have the most
varied diets, and there is a great divergence in their food habits. The herbivores are usually preyed upon by
carnivores, which get the energy of the sunlight at third-hand, and these again may be preyed upon by other
carnivores, and so on, until we reach an animal which has no enemies, and which forms, as it were, a terminus on this
food-cycle. There are, in fact, chains of animals linked together by food, and all dependent in the long run upon
plants. We refer to these as ‘food-chains’, and to all the food-chains in a community as the ‘food-cycle’.”
This simple outline, of course, is but a foray into the more advanced chemical thermodynamic energy coupling
theory, developed by Fritz Lipmann in the 1940s. Other authors to have employed "food chain thermodynamics"
models include: Vladimir Stanchinsky (1930), Raymond Lindeman (1942), Paul Colinvaux (1979), Paul Ehrlich, and in a
unique way Vladimir Vernadsky (1926) who outlined a blurry type of food chain picture of free energy, so to speak. In
1988, Americans Daniel Brooks and Edward Wiley, in their Evolution as Entropy, seems to give a energetics and or
thermodynamics synopsis of food chain models, as follows: [3]
“Beginning with Lotka (1924) and Elton (1927), continuing with Lindeman (1942) through today—Ulanowicz (1986),
Wicken (1987), etc.—ecological processes have been characterized fruitfully in thermodynamic terms.”
(add discussion)
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Atheism | Meaning
See main: Zerotheism Bible (Ѻ)

Of note, in regards to the non-religious and or
atheist group of believers, there are many 21st
century parents who take the above description as
the model of godless existence to which they teach
to their children; something along the lines of
answering the young child query ‘what happens
when you die?’ or ‘what is the point of existence’
with the answer: ‘you become part of the food
chain’ or the ‘lion eats you’, among other variants;
the following are examples:
“The lion eats you.”
— Anon (c.2005), answer to child’s query, on what
happens when you die, by European-born American
female atheist parent [4]

An energy transformation model of the food chain, according to
which energy is modeled to flow from sunlight to plant matter to
herbivores to carnivores.

“We’re the highest on the food chain.”
— Hudson (2016), comment of seven-year-old, while watching the introduction video of “Zerotheism for Kids”, after looking at the
Darwin tree vs cross, Jan 30
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Fool
In terminology, fool, similar to “crackpot”, refers to a person
lacking in judgment or prudence; a harmless deranged person
or one lacking in common powers of understanding; one with
a marked propensity or fondness for something; a retainer
formerly kept in great households to provide casual
entertainment and commonly dressed in motely with cap,
bells, and bauble. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The fool saith in his heart: there is no god.”
— David (c.100AD), Bible (Psalm 14:1) (Ѻ)

“Frederick II (1194-1250), this pestilent king, a scorpion
Frederick II (1194-1250) and Johann Goethe (1749-1832)
spitting out poison from the stinger of his tail, has notably and both labeled as “fools” for challenging Christian doctrine;
openly stated that—in his own words—the whole world has
Frederick for asserting that virgin birth was impossible and
that Jesus, Moses, and Muhammad were impostures;
been fooled by three imposters, Jesus Christ, Moses, and
Goethe for asserting that Bergman-based morality usurps
Muhammad, two of whom died honorably, while Jesus
Christian-based morality.
himself died on the cross. Moreover, he has dared to affirm,
or rather, he has fraudulently claimed, that all those who
believe that a virgin could give birth to the god who created nature, and all the rest, were fools. And Fredrick has
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aggravated the heresy by this insane assertion, according to which no one can be born without having been
conceived by the prior intercourse of a man and woman; he also claims that people ought to believe nothing that
cannot be proven by the strength and reason of nature.”
— Pope Gregory IX (1239), address to monarchs

“To all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory [in Goethe’s Elective Affinities] is nonsense and childish
fooling around.”
— Christoph Wieland (1810), “Letter to Karl Bottiger” (with instructions to burn after reading), Jul 16 [2]

“Thus we can reconcile the philosophical position of our time with the words of the apostle; for the ‘higher
pantheism’ [Tennyson] agrees with him in asserting the existence of the eternal ‘in whom we live and move and have
our being.’ Science, conceiving of the universe as the manifestation of an immanent god, can only endorse these
words. Goethe's name for the cosmos, which the fool in his folly was pleased to call a ‘fortuitous concourse of
atoms,’ is this—‘the living garment of god’.”
— Caleb Saleeby (1904), “The Living Garment of God” [3]

“I have already told you that I got my first warning. With me, as with many other fools and some geniuses, the weak
spot is what is known as Brocas convolution of the brain, which contains the shelves of memory. Suddenly or slowly
the shelves close and can’t be opened. Mine have been closing normally and slowly, but one day in July I happened to
go into Audrain’s place to ask a question, and, to my consternation, my French tumbled out all in a heap. The words
came without connection. The man looked at me queerly; I mumbled something, and got out into the street; by the
time I got back to my rooms, the paralysis had passed; but I knew quite well what it meant.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to letter to Elizabeth Cameron”, Sep 15; commentary on his forewarned descent into stroke land
(1912 to 1918) reaction end [4]

“A science is any discipline in which the fool of this generation can go beyond the point reached by the genius of the
last generation.”
— Max Gluckman (1965), Politics, Law and Ritual in Tribal Society [5]
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Foote, Paul
In hmolscience, Paul Darwin Foote (1888-1971) was an American physicist noted, in
religious thermodynamics, for his circa 1920 thermodynamics humor stylized article
“The Temperature of Heaven and Hell”, wherein he used Boyle’s law to talk about souls
and heat.

Overview
In circa 1920, Foote published an anonymous article entitled “The Temperature of
Heaven and Hell”, published in the Taylor Instrument Company house organ, in which
he attempt to present a half-serious, half-humorous, proof that souls have mass, which
can be treated as gas particles, whereby using Boyle’s law, in conjunction with the rates
at which people come and go (die), one can argue that the temperature of hell depends
on the expansion rate of the volume of hell, which is, in turn, based on the rate at
which souls are entering hell. Foote, supposedly, commented to the effect that: [2]
“First, we postulate that if souls exist, then they must have some mass. If they do, then
a mole of souls can also have mass. So, at what rate are souls moving into hell and at what rate are souls leaving? I
think that we can safely assume that once a soul gets to hell, it will not leave. Therefore, no souls are leaving. As for
souls entering hell, let’s look at the different religions that exist in the world today. Some of these religions state that
if you are not a member of their religion, you will go to hell. Since there are more than one of these religions and
people do not belong to more than one religion, we can project that all people and all souls go to hell. With birth and
death rates as they are, we can expect the number of souls in hell to increase exponentially. Now, we look at the rate
of change in volume in hell. Boyle’s law states that in order for the temperature and pressure in hell to stay the same,
the ratio of the mass of souls and volume needs to stay constant. So, if hell is expanding at a slower rate than the rate
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at which souls enter hell, then the temperature and pressure in hell increase until all hell breaks loose. Of course, if
hell is expanding at a rate faster than the increase of souls in hell, then the temperature and pressure will drop until
hell freezes over.”
The article was reprinted in various journals in the decades to follow and is the seed of the now many variations on
the thermodynamics of hell exam questions given out to chemistry students.

Education
Foote completed his undergraduate work in 1909 at Adelbert College, Western Reserve University, in mathematics
and physics. He then spent two years at the University of Nebraska, completing a MS in 1912, under C. A. Skinner,
with a thesis on the magnetic rotation of the plane of polarization and ellipticity of plane polarized light reflected
from mirrors in a magnetic field. He then began working at the Bureau of Standards and based on the joint work of
graduate courses taken in Washington, D.C. and Bureau of Standards work was awarded a PhD in physics in 1917 by
the University of Minnesota. [1]
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Footnote 2.5
In footnotes, footnote 2.5 refers to
footnote number five of chapter two "The
Identification of the Real" of Belgian
chemist Ilya Prigogine's 1984 book Order
Out of Chaos. [1]

Overview
In circa 2006, American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims discovered footnote Footnote #5 (pgs. 64, 319), chapter II: The Identification of the Real, section 2:
Motion and Change, Order Out of Chaos (1984) by Ilya Prigogine.
number 2.5 of Belgian chemist Ilya
Prigogine's 1984 book Order Out of Chaos, which reads:
Dobbs, op. cit., also examined the role of the ‘mediator’ by which two substances are made ‘sociable’. We may recall
here the importance of the mediator in Goethe’s Elective Affinities (Engl. Trans. Greenwood 1976). For what concerns
chemistry, Goethe was not far from Newton.
Footnote 2.5, in turn, led him to the discovery that German polymath Johann Goethe basically worked out nearly the
same theory (as had Thims), albeit framed in the logic of affinity tables (an antecedent to free energy tables), over
two hundred years ago (1796-1809), and wrote out the entire solution in coded format in his 1809 novella Elective
Affinities, a treatise filled with 36-chapters of various types of human chemical reactions (or human elective affinity
reactions, as Goethe would have viewed them). The actual endnote reference that resulted to be a huge influence is
shown below adjacent. [1] At this point, strangely enough, even though Thims is 50% German, and had at that time
over 750 science books in his home library collection, he had never heard of Goethe. In any event, after finally
reading Elective Affinities, specifically the famous chapter four, it has since become the most influential book he has
ever read and was what instilled in Thims the duty, obligation, or rather moral imperative to write the world’s first
ever textbook on the subject of human chemistry (basically the modern view of what Goethe was theorizing about
200 years ago).

Dobbs
The "Dobbs, op. cit." reference refers to the 1975 work of American chemistry historian Betty Dobbs. [2]
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Forbes, James
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In science, James Forbes (1809-1868) was a Scottish physicist notable for his 1830s
publications on the “undulatory theory of heat” and for his influence on Scottish
engineer William Rankine, a student of his at Edinburgh University between 1836 and
1838. [1]

Rankine
In 1849, Scottish engineer William Rankine, building on Forbes ideas on heat, gave
Forbes a copy of his two-part paper outlining a “molecular vortices” hypothesis of
atomic structure and vortex heat generation. Forbes, who was at that time the
secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (RSE), sponsored the election of Rankine to
the RSE. This brought Rankine into contact with the likes of William Thomson, James
Maxwell, Peter Tait, and Rudolf Clausius, among others. [2]

Education
In 1825, Forbes, aged 16, entered the University of Edinburgh, and soon afterwards began to contribute papers to the
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal anonymously under the signature "Δ", likely in being a pseudonym for a person who
is interested in heat (see also: θΔcs). [3] Between 1836 and 1844 he published in the Trans. Roy. Soc. Ed. four series
of "Researches on Heat".
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Force
In science, a force is any influence that tends to
change the state of rest of a body or its uniform
motion in a straight line. [1]

History
In 1686, English physicist Isaac Newton, in his famed
Principia, introduced the standard model of "force",
as defined by his three laws of motion. In 1834, Irish
mathematical physicist William Hamilton, one of the
founders of dynamics, the study of the motion of
bodies under the action of forces, defines force or
rather what he called the science of force as follows:
[3]
“Force is power acting by law in space in time.”

The so-called "standard model" of the the definition of force, in
modern terms, of which four varieties of forces, strong nuclear force,
electromagnetic force, weak nuclear force, and the gravitational
force, are said to account for all movements in the universe, and in
which the mechanism of the force is said to operate via the exchange
of field particles, messenger particles, or force carriers which come
in four varieties: gluons, photons, bosons, and gravitons, which carry
and transmit the force. [6]

Standard model
The so-called standard model of science is that there are four types of fundamental forces:
1. Strong nuclear force – mediates subatomic interactions.
2. Electromagnetic force – mediates atomic and molecular interactions.
3. Weak nuclear force – mediates radioactive decay processes.
4. Gravitational force – mediates interactions between objects with mass.
The forth of these, namely gravity, however, can be shown to but a version of the electromagnetic force; hence, it
can be argued that there are only three fundamental forces of the universe, as things currently stand.

Exchange force
See main: Exchange force

In modern terms, forces are said to be mediated by particles or entities called "force carriers" or field particles. [2]
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Pioneer anomalies
In 1998, American NASA scientist John Anderson famously pointed out the "pioneer anomaly", namely that the
Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 space probes that where launched in the early 1970s, but now powered-out are
"decelerating" in a manner that cannot be accounted for by standard models of gravity. [4]

Chemical gravitation
The 2007-2008 work of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, on the nature of the relation of the "chemical
bond" existent between "human molecules" in relationships and the so-called "bond" that holds "human molecules"
to the "earth molecule" and in turn the "earth molecule" to the "sun molecule" seems to indicate that the so-called
gravitational force is a sort of large scale derivative of the electromagnetic force, although the details of this theory
need to be worked out. [6]

Z’ boson
In 2011, researchers at Fermilab, studying data on particle accelerator collisions from 2001 to 2009, announced the
possibility of the data showing that a new force of nature exists, a hypothetical particle known as the Z’ boson, a
heavier cousin of the Z boson, with a proposed mass of 150 billion electron volts, posited to be a new subset of the
weak nuclear force set of exchange particles. [5]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Sometimes I think the force is stronger in the dead than in the living.”
— Steve Berry (c.2000) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

See also
● Thermodynamic force
● Driving force
● Entropic force
● Kraft

● Fall-force
● Conservation of force
● Biogravity
● Gravitate

● Social gravitation
● Primary field particle
● Secondary field particle
● Motive force
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Force carrier

In physics, force carrier is a particle whose creation, annihilation, and exchange gives rise to one of the
forces of the universe. [1] It is believed that the force carriers, like the leptons and quarks, are fundamental
particles with no substructure. The term force carrier is synonymous with field particle, messenger particle,
and force mediator.
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In science, force field is array of forces, i.e. influences that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform
motion in a straight line, acting in a given field, i.e. array, either surrounding a body or in a given area.

Social physics
In 1952, English physicist Vera Daniel, in his section on the “Patterns of Behavior”, extrapolated the models of fields
around compass needles and atoms in two element arrays to theorize how people exert forces, in their respective
spheres, similarly: [1]
“How does the mutual influence of the members of a group lead to a pattern of behavior? In physics, each member
of an assembly has a force-field. In other words, it exerts well defined forces in different directions. For instance, if
two compass needles are brought near to each other, the forces they exert on each other can be calculated if their
mutual position is known. With an assembly of such units, these force fields are best satisfied for certain ordered
arrangements. In social groups, people also ‘exert forces’ on one another; they have a vast number of needs and
desires, and it seems reasonable to consider these as the origin of their mutual influence. However, these needs and
desires are not fixed as are the force-fields of molecules.”
In circa 1980, Iranian mechanical engineer and thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan, in his section on the “Cause of
Movement and Life”, theorized about human movement in terms of force fields: [2]
“In general, an object in a given force field will, of necessity, behave in a calculable and predictable way. For any
object, whether a stone, a plant, or a human society, force means movement.”
(add discussion)
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Force function
forcIn thermodynamics, force function, or force-function, is the negative of the potential energy of a given system or
body.

History
In 1788, Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange introduced a ‘central function’ in his Analytical Mechanics. [4] In
1835, supposedly building on Lagrange, Irish mathematician William Hamilton, in his General Method in Dynamics,
introduced what he called a "force function" of a system, a function U of the masses and mutual distances of the
material points of a given system. [3] In circa 1841, German mathematician Carl Jacobi introduced a “force function”,
which according to the retrospect 1882 view of Hermann Helmholtz, is said to be equal to the negative of the
potential energy (a William Rankine term, 1853) of the system. [1] In the work of German physicist Rudolf Clausius
(1850-1865), Hamilton's version of the force function was cited in the formulation of the thermodynamic concept of
internal energy, symbol U. [6] In 1876, American engineer Willard Gibbs was defining giving the following two
definitions: [2]
Characteristic function
notation

Modern
notation

Description

Name assigned by Gibbs (modern shorthand name)

Negative of the
‘force-function for constant entropy’ (isentropic
internal energy of a
force function)
system
negative of the
Helmholtz free
energy of the
system

‘force function for constant temperature’
(isothermal force function)

In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz stated that his “quantity of tension force” was essentially the same as
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Jacobi’s force function as well as Rudolf Clausius’ ergal. [1] In 1923, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis stated:
[5]
“We may think of the quantity ‘– ΔG ’ as the driving force of a reaction; where, in a thermodynamic sense, a system is
stable when no process can occur with a diminution in free energy.”
Which seems to be in alignment with Helmholtz 1882 article section "Idea of Free Energy", wherein he states that the
force function is the negative of the potential energy, in the sense that Gibbs free energy is often defined as the
isothermal-isobaric thermodynamic potential and also the driving force for earth-bound natural processes.
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Fordyce, George
In thermodynamics, George Fordyce (1736-1802) was a Scottish physician and chemist
noted for his circa 1785 experiments in which he was said to have measured a gain in
the weight of water after it was frozen, thus implying a rather incredulous finding about
the nature of heat, i.e. that heat has some type of negative weight, a finding that
prompted American-born English physicist Benjamin Thompson to repeat the same
experiment in the winter of 1787, resulting in his followup studies on the nature of
heat, in particular his famous 1798 cannon-boring experiment, the famous experiment
that would eventually go on to lay rest to the caloric theory. [1] In 1785, Fordyce also
reported a loss in the weight of bodies when melted or heated. [2]
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Fores, Michael
In hmolscience, Michael Fores (c.1926-) is/was an English economist noted for his 1976 talk “A
Proper Use of Science”, where he argues the following:
“Physics deals with matter, and so, oddly, does chemistry. Whereas the matter which is part of
living organisms is the subject of biology; or is it the subject of organic chemistry? Sociology is the
study of man in groups; whereas psychology is the study of man himself. However, individuals
form groups; so some of social behavior is part of individual behavior. And anthropology, with its
accent on culture, also deals with man in groups. But so does … We have biochemistry, physical
chemistry, biophysics, social psychology. Should there be a door in the House of Science called
socio-chemistry or anthro-physics or eco-zoology (the animal aspects of wider housekeeping)? I
think not; but posing the question outlines the activist’s dilemma.”
(add discussion)
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Education
In 1976, Fores was a senior economic advisor at the Department of Industry of England.
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Forest blind
In hmolscience, forest blind refers to someone
who, owing to a two natures mindset bias—
one set of laws governing animate nature (life)
another governing inanimate nature (nonlife),
or an unbridgeable gap mentality—is not able
to see the forest amid the trees or
synonymously does not see ships in the harbor,
and is thus strongly averse to any and all types
of one nature theorists and their theories. The
following quote by German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer:

Two Nature Mind

One Nature Mind

Non-child

Childlike or Genius?

Christoph Wieland
(1733-1813)

Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

“Talent hits a target no one else can hit; genius
hits a target no one else can see.”

Non-Lunatic

Lunatic or Newton?

on his mentor German polymath Johann
Goethe's ability of being able to hit the realism
philosophy target of human chemical theory is
one example of how many are forest blind to
reality or the "real world" as American
chemical thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini
liked to say (see: Rossini debate).

1810

1962
Werner Stark

Henry Carey
(1793-1879)

Non-crank

Crank or Prophet?

Two natures theorist
The prime example of a two natures theorist is
Czechoslovakian-born English sociologist
Werner Stark (1962), noted social mechanism
historian, who considers the following
statement, made in 1858 by American
sociologist Henry Carey:
“In the inorganic world, every act of
combination is an act of motion. So it is in the
social one. If it is true that there is but one
system of laws for the government of all
matter, then those which govern the
movements of the various inorganic bodies
should be the same with those by which is
regulated the motion of society; and that such
is the case can readily be shown.”

1995
John Diggins
(1935-2009)

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)

Non-deranged

Deranged or Genius?

2009
Philip Moriarty
(c.1968-)

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)

Classic examples of two nature mindets, being forest blind to reality,
referring to one nature mindsets as: fools, childish, lunatic, crank,
crackpot, and or deranged, respective.

as being someone in "back in his strait-jacket", as Stark put it. More recent examples include John Diggins (1995)
classifying one nature theorist Henry Adams as “more of a crank than a prophet” or Irish physicist Philip Moriarty
(2009) classifying Libb Thims as having “derange imagination” for believing that the Carnot cycle governs chemical
systems as it does human social systems (see: Moriarty-Thims debate).

One nature theorist
The prime example of a “one nature” theorist being German polymath Johann Goethe a view which he explains in his
famous 4 Sep 1809 anonymous advertisement, shown below, to his soon-to-be published “most dangerous work”
Elective Affinities:
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“The author must have been led to his strange title by his continuing work in the physical sciences where we often
make use of comparisons drawn from the world of human behavior so that things which are essentially remote from
us may be brought a little nearer; and in the novel, in a case concerning morality, doubtless the author was seeking to
trace an expression used as an analogy in chemistry back to its origin in the life of the human spirit. [The
advertisement concludes with a general remark, the essence of which is] there is after all only one nature, and that
even in our human zone of it, the cheerful zone of reason and freedom of choice, still there are traces, in the
passions, of bleak and irresistible necessity.”
A philosophy which produced its many divided "forest blind" enemies and "forest awake" admirers (and or followers)
to emerge in centuries to follow.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Originally I assumed or believed that everybody thought like I did [or like we do]; I soon, however, found this not to
be the case.”
— Josip Stepanic (c.2009), comment to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims [1]

See also
● Glass wall
● Ships not seen
● Not seeing the forest | Trees amid the forest | Forest amid the trees

References
1. Email communication with Libb Thims (c.2009); quote from memory by Thims (original email not yet located).

Forlong, James
In religio-mythology, James Forlong (1824-1904) was a Scottish, road engineer, major
general, and religio-mythology and comparative religions scholar noted for his erudite
three-volume posthumously-published 1904 Faiths of Main: an Encyclopedia of
Religions, with some rather impressive etymological entries on terms, such as “Ab”, and
thinkers, such as Empedocles.

Ab
The following is Forlong's entry on "Ab", the salient root of Anunian theologies, namely
the Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths and B-ra-hma-ic faiths, which dominate the belief states of over
three-quarters of the modern world: [1]
Ab. This word, in many languages, denotes "father" (as in Akkadian, Turkish, Hebrew,
etc.) like the Latin avus. With Akkadians also ab was "moving water " (compare A) like
the Turkish ab "wave," and the Aryan ap "water." The Babylonian month Ab was called
in Akkadian Nene-gar ("fire making"), sacred to "the queen of the spear" (see Quirinus).
This was August, but the Akkadian January was called Abba-uddu (" rising flood "). Ab "father," and Ma "mother," are
reversed in many dialects; and Ab becomes the Aryan Pa and Pa-pa, while Ma becomes Am, and Urn, and Ma-ma,
"the great nurse." Ab, as the father, is the type of "fertility" and of "fruit" (Hebrew Eb: see Job viii, 1 2; Dan iv, 12,
etc); but the root abah signifies "desire."
(add discussion)

Empedocles
The following is Forlong's entry on "Empedocles", the Greek standard model philosopher: [2]
Empedokles. A native of Sicily, about 450 B.C. He was a man of wealth and learning, who embraced the atomic
theory of Demokritos (see that heading), and affirmed that all nature evolved under fixed laws, without the
interference of the gods. With poetic fancy he spoke of atoms combined or separated through love and hate. He thus
anticipated our modern theory, and our discoveries as to attractions and repulsions. He said that unfit combinations
endured only for a time, to be succeeded by others, and that matter was but the combination of unalterable and
substantial atoms, which he called "the roots of things." He distinguished four elements, fire, air, water, and earth,
deified, he said, as Zeus, Hera, Nestis, and Aidoneus. These he supposed to be simple elementary substances, eternal
and unalterable, which united mechanically according to properties of attraction and repulsion. He conceived them
to be constituted by spheres of pure existence, offering equal resistance in every direction, and embodying the ideas
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of pure divinity, united by Love. Like the Eleatiks he spoke of a "holy and infinite Spirit passing through the world with
rapid thoughts ... an eternal power of Necessity " (see Prof. Brandis. Smith's Dicty. Gr. and Rom. Biogr.).
Empedokles insists on good moral conduct, as the best preventive of disease, since all things so follow their
natural course. He was extolled as an "averter of evils," and even as a "controller of storms," his disciples saying that
he accomplished this miraculously: that he drained marshes, and quelled noxious winds, and epidemics: that he
cured strange malignant diseases, and prolonged lives. He was supposed to desire that men should regard him as
being an incarnate god. It was an age of varied movements; and Empedokles was acquainted with Anaxagoras,
Parmenides, Pausanias, and the Pythagoreans; he was also said to have visited Magi. He believed in transmigrations
of souls; and Aristotle places him among the "lonik" physiologists, holding that an existence could as little be
supposed to pass into non-existence as that the non-existent could pass into existence, since "from nothing nothing
comes." Thus a complete final annihilation (of the universe), is, he said, impossible; and life and death are mere
questions of mixture and separation.
(add discussion)

Education
Forlong joined the Indian Army in 1843 later filling various posts including that of Secretary and Chief Engineer to the
government of Oudh, during which time his exposure to Indian religions, while doing missionary work, led him to
abandon his Christian faith, and to investigate some very heterodox ideas about religious origins, including those of
the ancient Hebrews. These found expression, firstly, in his two-volume work of comparative religion, Rivers of Life,
with its markedly sexual, some would say blasphemous, interpretation of religious rites and symbolism.
The following is a 2008 synopsis of Forlong and his comparative religions encyclopedia: (Ѻ)
“This 1906 classic of comparative literature, hard to find in print today, was the first English-language project to
approach the world's religions from an anthropological perspective. The work of thirty years for Scottish author
James G.R. Forlong (1824-1904), it was originally published under the now-antiquated title A Cyclopedia of Religions
and produced at the author's own expense, so strongly did he feel about the need for it despite the reluctance of the
publishing houses of the day to produce it. A road engineer by trade, Forlong traveled the world, learning seven
languages and becoming an avid amateur student of native culture-his labor of love was gathering, in this threevolume set, a comprehensive, academic knowledge of the totality of human religious belief.”
(add discussion)

References
1. Forlong, James G.R. (1906). Faiths of Man: A Cyclopædia of Religions, Volume 1: A-D (Ab, pg. 2). London: Bernard
Quaritch.
2. Forlong, James G.R. (1906). Faiths of Man: A Cyclopædia of Religions, Volume 2: E-M (Empedocles, pg. 52). London:
Bernard Quaritch.

Further reading
● Forlong, James. (1883). Rivers of Life: or sources and streams of the faiths of man in all lands showing the evolution
of faiths from the rudest symbolisms to the latest spiritual developments (two-volumes). Publisher.
● Forlong, James. (1897). Short Studies in the Science of Comparative Religions: Embracing all the Religions of Asia.
London: Bernard Quaritch.
● Forlong, James. (1906). Faiths of Man: A Cyclopædia of Religions, Volume 3: N-Z. London: Bernard Quaritch.

External links
● James Forlong – Wikipedia.

Forman-Kay, Julie
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In thermodynamics, Julie Deborah Forman-Kay (c.1963-) is an American-born Canadian
biophysical chemist note for her 1999 article “The ‘Dynamics’ in the Thermodynamics
of Binding” in which she summarizes the logic that: [1]
“Whether two molecules will bind is determined by the free energy change (ΔG) of the
interaction, composed of both enthalpic and entropic terms.”
This view summarizes a certain turning-point in the history of chemical bonding theory,
that started when German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his 1882 article "The
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", explained that the measure of chemical
affinity of a reaction or the force of attraction between the reactants is free energy,
followed by American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis who in 1916 outlined the logic of
thermodynamic stability of bonding, in the context of free energy changes.

Education
Forman-Kay received her BS in chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1985 and her PhD in
molecular biophysics and biochemistry from Yale University in 1990, under Fred Richard. She currently is a
biochemistry professor at the University of Toronto.

References
1. Forman-Kay, Julie D. (1999). “The ‘Dynamics’ in the Thermodynamics of Binding.” Nature Structure Biology, 6:
1086-87.

External links
● Julie D. Forman-Kay (faculty) – University of Toronto.

Formative drive
In hmolscience, formative drive or “bildungstrieb” (Blumenbach, 1781), from bildung meaning "formation"
+ trieb meaning "drive", is a hypothesized epigenetic driving force posited to direct form reproduction in
plants, animals, and humans. [1]

See also
● Freud-Schiller drive theory

References
1. (a) Blumenbach, Johann. (1781). On the Formative Drive of the Generation Process (Uber den
Bildungstieb und das Zeugungsgeschafte) (image). Gottingen: Johann Dieterich.
(b) Goethe, Johann. (c.1800). “Bildungstrieb”, in: Scientific Studies (Goethe: the Collected Works, Volume
12) (translator: Douglas Miller) (pg. 35). Princeton University Press, 1988.
(c) Engelstein, Stefani. (2008). Anxious Anatomy: the Conception of the Human Form in Literary and
Naturalist Discourse (pg. 13-14; Goethe, ch. 2). SUNY Press.

Fortuitous concourse of atoms
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In theories, fortuitous concourse
of atoms, a terminological
forerunner, in some sense, to the
late 20th century "blind, random,
chance, accident" model of
mutation-based evolution, tends
to generally refer to a non-divine
model of plant, animal, and
human formation according to
pre-Cicero Greek atomic theory
models.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“A wonder it must be that there
should be any man found so
stupid as to persuade himself
that this most beautiful world
could be produced by the
fortuitous concourse of atoms.”
— John Ray (c.1700) (Ѻ)

The William Thomson (1903) model of atomic formation of structures, according to which
non-living structures, e.g. crystals, are able to form via "fortuitous concourse of atoms",
whereas anything "living", e.g. sprig of moss, microbe, or animal, being the handiwork of
god and his miracles. [2]

“Philosophers say, that man is a
microcosm, or little world, resembling in miniature every part of the great; and, in my opinion, the body natural may
be compared to the body politic; and if this be so how can the Epicurean's opinion be true, that the universe was
formed by a fortuitous concourse of atoms; which I will no more believe, than that the accidental jumbling of the
letters of the alphabet could fall by chance [see: typing monkeys] into a most ingenious and learned treatise of
philosophy. Risum tincatis amici? [hor] This false opinion must needs create many more; it is like an error in the first
concoction, which cannot be corrected in the second; the foundation is weak, and whatever superstructure you raise
upon it, must of necessity fall to the ground. Thus men are led from one error to another, until with Ixion they
embrace a cloud instead of Juno; or, like the dog in the fable, lose the substance in gaping at the shadow: For such
opinions cannot cohere; but like the iron and clay in the toes of Nebuchadnezzar's image, must separate and break in
pieces. I have read in a certain author, that Alexander wept, because he had no more worlds to conquer; which he
needed not have done, if the fortuitous concourse of atoms could create one; but this is an opinion fitter for that
many headed beast the vulgar to entertain, than for so wise a man as Epicurus; the corrupt part of his sect only
borrowed his name, as the monkey did the cat's claw to draw the chestnut out of the fire.”
— Jonathan Swift (c,1720), “A Critical Essay on the Faculties of the Mind” (Ѻ)

“My task has been rigorously confined to what, humanly speaking, we may call the ‘fortuitous concourse of atoms’,
in the preparation of the earth as an abode fitted for life. Mathematics and dynamics fail us when we contemplate
the earth, fitted for life but lifeless, and try to imagine the commencement of life upon it. This certainly did not take
place by any action of chemistry, or electricity, or crystalline grouping of molecules under the influence of force, or by
any possible kind of fortuitous concourse of atoms. We must pause, face to face with the mystery and miracle of
creation of living creatures.”
— William Thomson (1897), “The Age of the Earth as an Abode Fitted for Life” [1]

“Cicero denied that [living things] could have come into existence by a fortuitous concourse of atoms. Was there
anything so absurd as to believe that a number of atoms by falling together of their own accord could make a crystal,
a sprig of moss, a microbe, a living animal? People thought that, given millions of years, these might come to pass,
but they could not think that a million of millions of years could give them unaided a beautiful world like ours. They
had a spiritual influence, and in science a knowledge that there was that influence in the world around them. He
admired the healthy, breezy atmosphere of free thought in professor [John] Henslow's (Ѻ) lecture. Let no one be
afraid of true freedom. They could be free in their thoughts, in their criticisms, and with freedom of thought they
were bound to come to the conclusion that science was not antagonistic to religion but a help for religion.”
— William Thomson (1903), show of thanks statement during the George Henslow “Christian Apologetics” lecture; note: Thomson
recanted on this (see: Thomson on religion), in respect to crystals, two days later [2]

“Thus we can reconcile the philosophical position of our time with the words of the apostle; for the ‘higher
pantheism’ [Tennyson] agrees with him in asserting the existence of the eternal ‘in whom we live and move and have
our being.’ Science, conceiving of the universe as the manifestation of an immanent god, can only endorse these
words. Goethe's name for the cosmos, which the fool in his folly was pleased to call a ‘fortuitous concourse of
atoms,’ is this—‘the living garment of god’.”
— Caleb Saleeby (1904), “The Living Garment of God” [2]
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Fortunato, Santo
In hmolscience, Santo Fortunato (1971-) is an Italian particle physicist turned
sociophysicist noted for []

Overview
In 2003, Fortunato, at a seminar on “complex systems” (or complexity theory), via
invitation of his friend Vito Latora, gained an interest in informatics, network theory,
and information in biological networks and social dynamics. [3] In 2009, Fortunato, in
his “Statistical Physics of Social Dynamics”, co-authored with Claudio Castellano and
Vittorio Loreto, building on Bikas Chakrabarti (2006), Dietrich Stauffer (2006), and Mark
Buchanan (2007), among others, discuss things such as the: Sznajd model, Axelrod
model, crowd dynamics, among others, the abstract of which is as follows:
“Statistical physics has proven to be a very fruitful framework to describe phenomena
outside the realm of traditional physics. The last years have witnessed the attempt by
physicists to study collective phenomena emerging from the interactions of individuals
as elementary units in social structures. Here we review the state of the art by focusing on a wide list of topics
ranging from opinion, cultural and language dynamics to crowd behavior, hierarchy formation, human dynamics,
social spreading. We highlight the connections between these problems and other, more traditional, topics of
statistical physics. We also emphasize the comparison of model results with empirical data from social systems.”
The also discussion: social spin models, Ising models (see: social Ising model), Brownian agents (see: active Brownian
agent), among others. On the particle size they state the following:
“Finally, a word about ﬁnite size eﬀects. The very concept of order-disorder phase-transitions is rigorously deﬁned
only in the limit of a system with an inﬁnite number of particles (thermodynamic limit), because only in that limit
truly singular behavior can arise. Social systems are generally composed by a large number N of agents, but by far
smaller than the number of atoms or molecules in a physical system. The ﬁniteness of N must play therefore a crucial
role in the analysis of models of social dynamics (Toral and Tessone, 2007). Studying what happens when N changes
and even considering the large-N limit is generally very useful, because it helps characterizing well qualitative
behaviors, understanding which features are robust, and ﬁltering out non-universal microscopical details.”
Fortunato was the 2011 recipient of the Young Scientist Award for Sociophysics and Econophysics, a prize given by
the German Physical Society. [1] Fortunato, prior to 2015, was director of the Sociophysics Laboratory at the Institute
for Scientific Interchange in Turin, Italy. [1]

Education
Fortunato completed his BS in physics in 1995 at the University of Catania, Italy, and his PhD in theoretical physics in
1998, with a dissertation on “Percolation and Deconfinement in SU(2) Gauge Theory”, at the University of Bielefeld,
Germany, after which he moved to the field complex systems, focusing on network science, especially community
detection in graphs, computational social science and science of science. In 2016, Fortunato became professor at the
school of informatics and computing, at Indiana University, Bloomington. [3]

References
1. Castellano, Claudio, Fortunato, Santo, and Loreto, Vittorio. (2009). “Statistical Physics of Social Dynamics” (abs),
Rev. Mod. Phys. 81: 591-646.
2. Santo Fortunato (chairs) - iccss2015.eu.
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3. Santo Fortunato (about) – Google Sites.

External links
● Santo Fortunato – Google Scholar.
● Santo Fortunato (overview) – Google Sites.

Foss, Laurence
In hmolscience, Laurence Foss (c.1940-) is an American philosopher noted, in psychological
thermodynamics, for his 1987 book The Second Medical Revolution, co-written with Kenneth
Rothenberg, wherein they suggest a new approach to modern medicine based on quantum
mechanics, irreversible thermodynamics, and information theory, and his follow-up 2002 book
The End of Modern Medicine chapter section on what he calls the “second law of
psychothermodynamics”, wherein, building on religious physicist Michael Guillen’s idea that
human existence is an unnatural anomaly in the framework of a universe governed by the second
law, he attempts to slant the presentation of the second law into a contrived anthropomorphism
to argue, in his own words, for a vitalistic (vitalism), mentalistic (mentalism), and spiritualistic
(autopoietic) universal view, unlike the mechanistic (mechanism), physicalistic (physicalism), and
materialistic (materialism) prevailing scientific world view. [1]

Overview
In 1987, Foss, in his “The Second Law of Psychothermodynamics”, tilizes English physicist Paul Davies’ 1983 gravitydriven entropy gap model, mixed anthropomorphized ideas on negentropy, information theory, vitalism, and selforganization, among others, to argue that the second law deviates when it comes to the formation of humans. In
introducing his model, Foss states that according to standard thermodynamics, the mechanical universe is governed
by the following equation: [1]

Foss seems to cull this version of the second law from American religious physicist Michael Guillen’s 1995 book Five
Equations that Changed the World, the second chapter of which is devoted to the second law. Foss then quotes the
following comment by Guillen concerning the second law and life: [2]
“Contrary to popular belief, being alive is unnatural; in fact, all life exists in defiance of, not in conformity with, the
most fundamental law of the universe.”
This comment by Guillen, who to note lists his favorite book as the Bible, is code for "God created life and continues
to create and evolve life in defiance or opposition to the second law", or something to this effect. On this religiousphysics basis, Foss goes on to argue on to argue that life, mind, and culture, are nonmechanistic “miracle” outcomes
that arose from the mechanistic beginnings of the big bang. Foss goes on to state that “physicists assure us that these
are negentropic outcomes”, that derive from empirical outcomes.
Skipping over several pages of argument, Foss then goes on to state that following the mechanistic beginnings of the
big bang, a phase or age of “spiritual machines” emerged, which possessed a degree of autonomy or selfdetermination; an autonomy which he says “permits them to import negative entropy, which Foss defined as energy
and information, from their surroundings and export entropy back into those surroundings. Foss then concludes that
this exported energy can then be imported as free energy by neighboring structures.
He then goes onto define primordial particles, atoms, living things, stars, and spiral galaxies as “experiential entities”
that all display some degree of self-determination. On this basis, Foss postulates that we may infer a successor law,
which he defines as the “second law of psychothermodynamics”, which he says can be expressed in pseudo
mathematical form as follows:

where the twinned greater than and less than symbols designate the creative tension between life and death, growth
and decay, richness and corruption that characterizes our universal experience. Foss states that complexity theorists
refer to this tension as “order at the edge of chaos”, a condition attributed to unstable, nonlinear systems at a critical
threshold away from equilibrium. Foss here seems to be citing the bifurcation theory of Ilya Prigogine. Foss states
that the prefix ‘psycho’ is to be understood in terms of the formula:
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which he doesn't seem to elaborate on. In sum, Foss argues for a type of panpsychism in which all matter, from
atoms to humans to stars, is infused with conscious properties, and that the universe is not a mechanical universe,
but rather is “vitalistic and autopoietic (spiritual)”, all in effort to establish an argument platform on which to
advocate medicine practice reform, that towards a more humanizing or holistic style of medical treatment and
practice. [3]

Education
Foss completed his PhD in 1968 at the University of Notre Dame, in what seems to be philosophy, with a dissertation
on “Substance as a Category of Descriptive Metaphysics”. [4]
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1. (a) Foss, Laurence and Rothenberg, Kenneth. (1987). The Second Medical Revolution: from Biomedicine to
Infomedicine (thermodynamics, 38+ pgs). Shambhala.
(b) Foss, Laurence. (2002). The End of Modern Medicine: Biomedical Science under a Microscope (Section: Second Law
of Psychothermodynamics, pgs. 229-36). SUNY Press.
2. (a) Guillen, Michael. (1995). Five Equations that Changed the World (pg. 6). Hyperion.
(b) Michael Guillen (about) – MichaelGuillen.com.
3. Marcum, James A. (2008). An Introductory Philosophy of Medicine: Humanizing Modern Medicine (pg. 109-110).
Springer.
4. Foss, Laurence. (1968). “Substance as a Category of Descriptive Metaphysics” (abs), PhD thesis/dissertation.
University of Notre Dame.

External links
● Laurence Foss (articles) – PhilPapers.org.
● Foss, Laurence – WorldCat Identities.

Foster, David
In religious thermodynamics, David Blythe Foster (c.1919-) is an English scientist noted for his
1985 book The Philosophical Scientists, wherein he outlines a rather convoluted existence of God
theory in which he employs a concept he calls "specificity" (improbability) along with cybernetics
to argue that something called "logos", that which is behind DNA, "circumnavigates the second
law" (compare: genopsych), and that universe was brought into existence by the void of God's
mental space as justified by German-born American Albert Einstein's concept of matter-tensor,
among other contrived ideas, all to argue against the blind random chance mutation
interpretation of Darwinism. Foster also utilizes a contrived type of statistical mechanics, e.g.
arguing for the existence of zero entropy. [1]

Overview
Foster attempts to reconcile twentieth century science with theistic mathematical certitude, linking and taking as a
new base of statistical thermodynamics and quantum physics of Max Planck, Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Werner
Heisenberg, and Wolfgang Pauli, utilizing common scientific thesis that a non specialist can comfortably conceive.
Foster treatment, starts historically with some of the finest last mid century philosophic scientists including Arthur
Eddington, James Jeans, and Alfred Whitehead, and attempts to employ statistical thermodynamics discussions to
debase Charles Darwin 'thesis' on the origin of the species. Foster, for instance, uses Thomas Huxley’s typing monkeys
second law analogy, and argues for a theory of specificity (for improbability) to explain humans as something
opposite to entropy, or something to this effect. Foster, supposedly, attempts to bring the “mechanistic entropic
schools of thought” into harmony with relativity, quantum physics, and the uncertainty principle. In 2000, American
Greco-Roman historian Richard Carrier critiqued some of this thermodynamic propositions. [2]

Education
Foster completed MS and PhD, in what seems to be synthetic biology or possibly engineering (as evidenced by his
1963 book Modern Automation), both at King's College London. In 1985, Foster was retired from a career as a
scientific consultant.

References
1. Foster, David. (1985). The Philosophical Scientists (thermodynamics, 14+ pgs). C. Hurst.
2. Carrier, Richard. (2000). “Why Foster Needs to Take a Basic Thermodynamics Course” (Addendum E: Zero Entropy),
Infidels.org.

Further reading
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● Foster, David. (1975). Intelligent Universe: a Cybernetic Philosophy (thermodynamics, 6+ pgs). Putnam.

External links
● Foster, David Blythe – WorldCat Identities.

Fouillee, Alfred
In human physics, Alfred Fouillee (1838-1912) was a French philosopher and
sociologist noted for []

Overview
In circa 1880, Fouillee, supposedly, outlined some type of theory of “idea-forces”, an
idea that does not reflect a reality independent of itself but rather becomes one of the
factors of reality, the concept of which he summarizes as follows (1890): [1]
“One has not enumerated all the causes and forces in nature when one has
enumerated all movements. There may be and there are other activities than those
that are purely mechanical: these are the psychic activities. The ideas are at once the
expression of their activities and the movements through which they reveal themselves
externally. They are the intermediaries between the world of motion and the moral
world. For true evolutionism, ideas are far from being inert but are conscious forms of
action. Thinking is a manifestation of mental energy, not of mental inertias.”
As summarized by Spanish philosopher Miguel de Unamuno (1912): [2]
“Once more I must repeat that our ethical and philosophical doctrines in general are usually merely the justification a
posteriori of our conduct, of our actions. The very same reason which one man may regard as a motive for taking care
to prolong his life may be regarded by another man as a motive for shooting himself. Nevertheless it cannot be
denied that reasons, ideas, have an influence upon human actions, and sometimes ever determine them, by a
process analogous to that of suggestion upon a hypnotized person, and this is so because of the tendency in every
idea to resolve itself into action—an idea being simply an inchoate or abortive act. It was this notion that suggested
to Fouillee his theory of idea-forces. But ordinarily ideas are forces which we accommodate to other forces, deeper
and much less conscious.”
(add discussion)

Other
Fouillee’s 1880 Contemporary Social Science was cited French social-philosopher Maurice Hauriou’s 1899 Lessons on
Social Movement.

References
1. Goodstein, Elizabeth S. (2005). Experience Without Qualities: Boredom and Modernity (pg. 48). Stanford University
Press.
2. Unamuno, Miguel de. (1912). The Tragic Sense of Life (pg. 261). Dover, 1954.

External links
● Alfred Jules Emile Fouillee – Wikipedia.

Founders of thermodynamics and suicide
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In science trivia, among thermodynamics
founders (Mayer, Haber, Lewis, Bridgman),
statistical mechanics/statistical
thermodynamics founders (Boltzmann,
Ehrenfest), human chemical
thermodynamics founders and or initiators
(Goethe, novel Werther, Adams, his wife,
Wieninger, Goethe's protege), and
morphological thermodynamics pioneers
(Turning), a curiously large number are
associated with suicides or suicide
attempts. This coincidence is summarized
well by American physicist David
Goodstein in the opening lines to his 1975
book States of Matter: [9]

Left: in 1946, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, central founder of
modern chemical thermodynamics, at the age of 70, was coincidently found
dead in his laboratory next to an open bottle of poisonous liquid cyanide,
following a lunch with a long-time rival physical chemist Irving Langmuir, who
years earlier had culled off his bonding theories to win the 1932 Nobel Prize in
“Ludwig Boltzmann, who spent much of his chemistry, whereas Lewis never won despite 35 nominations (and several
life studying statistical mechanics, died in student Laureates). Right: in 1850, German physician-physicist Robert Mayer,
after discovering that James Joule had claimed discovery of the mechanical
1906, by his own hand. Paul Ehrenfest,
equivalent of heat, while his work was still unknown, jumped out of a thirdcarrying on the work, died similarly in
story window, and was later put in an asylum.

1933. Now it is our turn to study statistical
mechanics. Perhaps it will be wise to approach the subject cautiously.”

In sum, thermodynamics, what many consider to be the most intellectually difficult subjects of all, is noted for its
prevalence of suicides and suicide attempts by a large percentage of its founders, including German physicist and
physician Robert Mayer (jumping out of window), Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann (hanging), American physical
chemist Gilbert Lewis (cyanide), among others, discussed below.

Goethe
In 1773, German polyintellect Johann Goethe, the founder of human chemistry, via his pioneering work on human
chemical reaction theory (see also: Henry Adams, Otto Weininger, below), and precursory founder of “human
chemical thermodynamics”, via his work on chemical affinities applied to humans, the precursor to free energies (see
also: Fritz Haber, Gilbert Lewis, and Percy Bridgman, below), as quantified by the Goethe-Helmholtz equation (shown
below), at the age of 24, penned his first work themed on suicide, which caused him to become instantly world
famous. Specifically, in six weeks of intensive writing during January–March 1774, following the suicide of his close
associate [add name], Goethe pens his great tale Werther (famously read by Napoleon six times during battle)—or
The Sorrows of Young Werther in full—about an unstable love triangle — Lotte (engaged via arrangement to Albert),
Albert (an older wealthier man), and Werther (in love with Lotte) — according to which Werther had come to the
realization that he had to die in order to resolve the situation. Unable to hurt anyone else or seriously consider
committing murder, Werther sees no other choice but to take his own life. After composing a farewell letter to be
found after his suicide, he writes to Albert asking for his two pistols, under a pretence that he is going "on a journey".
Lotte receives the request with great emotion and sends the pistols. Werther then shoots himself in the head, but
does not expire until 12 hours after he has shot himself.
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In 1773, German polyintellect Johann Goethe, the initiator of
human chemical thermodynamics and founder of human
chemistry, via his 1796 affinity-based "human chemical
theory", wrote his first novel, the 1773 Werther, on the topic
of suicide resulting from a love triangle.

Although the story Werther is fiction, albeit based an
associate of Goethe (add), who did die by his own hand,
mixed win with thoughts on the the love triangle of
Charlotte Buff a youthful acquaintance of Goethe, who he
fell in love with, who rejected him, owing supposedly to
financial issues, instead married Johann Christian Kestner,
a diplomat and art collector, Goethe, himself does not die
(dereact) by his own hand—his last and final words at the
age of 82 being "more light"; but, the dangerous theory he
initiates, that human passions can be quantified,
measured, and predetermined, as the chemist measures
heats of reaction, as explained in his 1809 Elective
Affinities, via hidden layers of code, his so-called "most
dangerous book", opened a pandora's box of aftermath,
so to speak, one striking example being Otto Weininger
(below), who in 1903, less than four months after boasting
about being the first to pick up Goethe's unfinished work
on human chemistry, shoots himself in the heart, or Henry
Adams, the first to pick up Goethe's unfinished work on
human chemistry, in the post-modern chemical
thermodynamic era, finds that his wife has swallowed
potassium cyanide KCN less than eight months after he
defined the subject Goethe initiated as the study of the
“attraction and repulsion of human molecules”; a blaze
that has not yet reached its peak.

Mayer

In 1840, German physician and physicist Robert Mayer,
one of the first to state the first law of thermodynamics, while working as a ship’s doctor on a Dutch vessel which
visited the East Indies, had conceived of the mechanical equivalent of heat by study of the color of the blood of his
crewmates and the temperature difference between the tropics and Europe. In 1842, after returning to Germany, he
began to publish his scientific theories on in obscure journals, such as Annals of Chemistry and Pharmacy, but his
theories went largely unnoticed as these journals were not read by physicists. Those who did notice, however,
ridiculed his work, as it was not based on experimental data. [10]
During this period, one of his sons and two of his daughters fell ill and died before the age of three. He also
discovered that English physicist James Joule had claimed discovery of the mechanical equivalent of heat, while his
theory was still unknown. In 1850, during an attack of insomnia, Mayer jumped out of a third-story window and fell
almost thirty feet to the ground and broke both his legs. It is said that in 1851, he was placed in an asylum, but later
released. [13]
He survived, but soon was forced to begin spending long series of voluntary and involuntary hospitalizations and
even occasional restraint by strait-jacket. [1] Curiously, in Poggendorf’s authoritative 1863 Dictionary of the History of
Science it was incorrectly claimed that Mayer had already died—in an insane asylum (see: insanity and genius).
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Adams | Molecular love triangle
On 27 Jun 1872, American physical science historian Henry
Adams (social Newton #2 behind Goethe) married Marian
Hooper (Clover Adams).
In Jan 1881, Henry Adams met the 24-year-old Elizabeth
Cameron, for the first time, in the drawing room of the
house of John Hay can Clara Hay. On 19 May 1883, when
Cameron and her husband (senator J. Donald Cameron),
by arranged marriage, departed for Europe, Adams
initiated a correspondence with Elizabeth Cameron,
expressing unhappiness with her departure and his
longing for her return.
On 7 Dec 1884, exactly one year before the suicide of
Clover Adams, Henry Adams wrote to Cameron:
“I shall dedicate my next poem to you. I shall have you
carved over the arch of my stone doorway. I shall publish
your volume of extracts with your portrait on the title
page. None of these methods can fully express the extent
to which I am yours.”
On 12 Apr 1885, Adams, while on an extended work stayover in Washington, wrote Clover the following:
“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition
which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle
with platitudinous atoms, called men and women by
courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I
ever hit on the only women in the world who fits my
cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social
chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human
molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is
my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”

A depiction of the so-called "Henry Adams love
triangle" (see: love thought experiment), in 1885,
wherein, seemingly, the introduction of molecule B
(Elizabeth Cameron), into the reaction system of
molecule C (Henry Adams), seems to have worked to
precipitate the dissolution or detachment of
molecule A (Clover Adams) from the AC marriage
bond (Henry-Clover relationship), via the action of
suicide, on 6 Dec 1885, via ingestion of potassium
cyanide KCN. [15]

This subject "yet to be created", as Adams put it, would be developed in the two centuries to follow (Fairburn,
Human Chemistry, 1914; Dreier, We Human Chemicals, 1948; Thims, Human Chemistry, 2007). It would seem, here, in
the above "equivalent" human molecules statement, to be the case, speculatively speaking, that the three human
molecules Adams had in mind in this statement, subsequently, would have been himself, his side love affair (or
interest) Elizabeth Cameron, and his wife Clover Adams.
On 13 Apr 1885, Clover’s father died, and this was said to have initiated a period of mourning which evolved into
mental depression from which she did not recover. On 4 Dec 1885, two days before her suicide by cyanide (Dec 6),
Clover Adams, visited Elizabeth Cameron, who was then three-months pregnant. On 6 Dec 1885, Clover died by
suicide via swallowing potassium cyanide. On 29 Sep 1908, Adams wrote Cameron the following telling insight about
his encounter with the chemical thermodynamics equations of Willard Gibbs:
“I have run my head hard up against a form of mathematics that grinds my brains out. I flounder like a sculpin in the
mud. It is called the ‘law of phases’, and was invented at Yale. No one shall persuade me that I am not a phase.”
Here, we see the affinity chemistry belief system (or belief state) to chemical thermodynamics belief system (or belief
state) transition occurring, according to which, whereas Goethe believed himself to be some type of animated
chemical governed by the forces of chemical affinity, Adams, alternatively albeit equivalently (in science upgrade
terms), believed himself to be a both a "molecule" (1885) and "phase" (1908) or state of "equilibrium" defined by the
chemical thermodynamics of Willard Gibbs. Adams would go on to pen out his "physicochemical dynamic theory of
history" as he called it, at least in outline and in letters of communication, prior to his 1912 debilitating stroke.
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Weininger
In 1903, Austrian philosopher Otto Weininger, following
unknowingly in the footsteps of Henry Adams (or rather
his wife), in respect to elaborating on a type of human
chemical thermodynamics, finished his Sex and
Character: A Fundamental Investigation, a noted quote of
which is:
“If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together,
the SO4 ions leave the iron to unite with the potassium.
When in nature an adjustment of such differences of
potential is about to take place, he who would approve or
disapprove of the process form the moral point of view
would appear to most to play a ridiculous part.”

Austrian philosopher Otto Weininger shot himself in the heart
four months after finishing his Goethe-influenced human
chemical theory stylized Sex and Character, in the same room
where Ludwig Beethoven died.

in which he claims to be the first to extrapolate upon German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 chemical affinity
theory of relationships, passions, sex, marriage and divorce: [1]
“I must confess to being proud that this book is the first work to take up [Goethe’s] [human chemical theory] ideas.”
Four months before he shot himself in the heart. Specifically, in June 1903, after months of concentrated work,
Weininger finish his human chemistry upgrade book Sex and Character: A Fundamental Investigation , an attempt "to
place sex relations in a new and decisive light"—namely, it seems, and expansion of Goethe’s human chemical theory
applied to feminism and sexual relation issues. The book did not created the expected “stir”, although at one point it
was attacked by German neurologist and Goethe-Schopenhauer-Nietzsche scholar Paul Mobius who accused him of
plagiarism. Deeply disappointed, and seemingly depressed, Weininger left for Italy. Back in Vienna he spent his last
five days with his parents. On October 3, he took a room in the house in Schwarzspanierstraße 15 where Ludwig van
Beethoven died. He told the landlady that he was not to be disturbed before morning since he planned to work and
then to go to bed late. This night he wrote two letters, one addressed to his father, the other one to his brother
Richard, telling them that he was going to shoot himself. On October 4, Weininger was found mortally wounded,
having shot himself through the heart. He died in Wiener Allgemeines Krankenhaus at half past ten that morning.
Weininger was buried in the Matzleinsdorf Protestant Cemetery in Vienna. The epitaph by his father translates:
“This stone closes the resting place of a youth whose spirit never found rest on earth. And when he had made known
the revelations of his spirit and of his soul, he could no longer bear to be among the living. He sought out the death
precinct of one of the greatest in Vienna's Schwarzspanier house, and there destroyed his bodily existence.”
(add discussion)

Boltzmann
In 1898, the resolve of Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann,
one the founders of statistical thermodynamics, in his work,
was beginning to weaken, following prolonged onslaught
from Ernst Mach and others from the energetics school
who denied the existence of atoms, the linchpin of
Boltzmann's gas theory; the following statement, according
to Jing Chen (Ѻ), among others, made that year is said to be
parlay into his eventual end: [19]
“I am conscious of being only one individual struggling
weakly against the current of time. But it still remains in my
power to make a contribution in such a way that, when the
theory of gases is again revived, not too much will have to
be rediscovered.”
In 1906, Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, central

In 1905, Boltzmann took a trip from Vienna to California to founder of statistical mechanics, at the age of 62, hung
himself, while on vacation with his wife and daughter, after
lecture on thermodynamics during the summer session at
decades of attack on his theory of the statistical behavior of
the University of California, Berkeley (the same school
molecules; a theory vindicated to the greatest extent years
where Gilbert Lewis would later commit suicide). By this
after his death.
time in his life he was plagued by a variety of illnesses:
deteriorating eyesight, asthma attacks, angina, and migraines. Worse, he suffered from deep depressions that
periodically carried him off into his own private hell, and had led to a suicide attempt a few years earlier. [1] Not long
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before the California trip, Boltzmann’s wife, Henriette, had lamented to their daughter: “Father gets worse every day.
I have lost my confidence in the future”.
The central difficulty facing Boltzmann was his strong belief in the reality of atoms and the opposition to this belief
professed by his closest friends and many of his scientific peers. Yet, in spite of universal acceptance of his statistical
thermodynamics theories of gas interactions, during his travel to Berkeley he was at the height of his fame. Students
flocked to his lectures, and colleagues throughout the world sought his counsel. His identification of entropy with
probability was recognized as a masterpiece of theoretical physics. On his sixtieth birthday, during the previous year,
a collection of his papers had been published in his honor, with contributions from 117 scientists and he had received
countless medals and honorary
doctorates. But he was not a
happy man. [1]
In September of 1906, a year
after his California trip, on
vacation hear the Italian seaside
town of Trieste with his wife and
daughter, his migraines and
depressions overcame him. While
the women were off swimming,
Boltzmann tied a short cord to the
crossbar of a window in his rented
apartment, put a noose around his
neck, and hanged himself. His
daughter, Elsa, returned to find
him dead.
Suicide, to note, seems to
have been in Boltzmann’s mind in
some respect during the time of
his famous 1895 Lectures on Gas
Theory, when during discussion of
the improbability of unlikely
events occurring, such as one mole
of gas finding itself in one half of a
container, Boltzmann commented
The title page to John Blackmore’s 1990 chapter “Final Months & Aftermath” on Ludwig
by analogy: [11]
Boltzmann’s final year, dereacting on 5 Sep 1906 via hanging himself. [22]

“One may recognize that this is practically equivalent to never, if one recalls that in this length of time, according to
the laws of probability, there will have been many years in which every inhabitant of a large country committed
suicide, purely by accident, on the same day, or every building burned down at the same time—yet the insurance
companies get along quite well by ignoring the possibility of such events.”
Thermodynamics historian Stephen Brush comments on Boltzmann’s ironic death that: [12]
“This suicide must be ranked as one of the great tragedies in the history of science, made all the more ironic by the
fact that the scientific world made a complete turnabout in the next few years and accepted the existence of atoms,
following Perrin’s experiments on Brownian motion.”
In other words, in 1909, only three years after Boltzmann hung himself for having the scientific community, namely:
Ernst Mach, Gustav Jaumann, Ernst Zermelo, and Wilhelm Ostwald, reject his belief of the existence of atoms and his
interpretation of thermodynamics as an atomic and molecular phenomenon, French chemist Jean Perrin proved that
atoms exist, experimentally, by calculating and determined the number of atoms in one mole of substance.
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Ehrenfest
In 1933, Boltzmann's noted student Austrian physicist
Paul Ehrenfest, said, according to his associate Albert
Einstein, to have been depressed from an overloaded
workload, made arrangements for the care of his other
three children, then on September 25 first shot his Down
syndrome son Wassik, then shot himself. A good deal of
correspondence, in 1932, preceded Ehrenfest’s suicide,
among them communications of despair with Einstein,
about obtaining a less-demanding post in America, about
his growing inability to understand quantum mechanics,
and something about his failure to understand what he
was copying from a book by Hermann Weyl, among other
Austrian physicist Paul Ehrenfest, Boltzmann's famous student, issues. (Ѻ)
shot himself in 1933 owing to, as his associate Albert Einstein
summarized, "work overload and depression".

William James

In psychological thermodynamics, American psychologist
William James is noted for his 1906 reserve energy theory of mental and physical activity, which argued that reserve
reservoirs of energy lay latent in the human only waiting to be tapped. In circa 1908, however, James’ theory came
into contact with the repercussion of the second law of thermodynamics through a reading of his friend American
historian Henry Adams’ manuscript A Letter to American Teachers of History, in which it was argued that human
history is subject to degradations of energy. In response, James’ sent a letter of criticism and rebuttal to Adams
arguing against Adams’ theory; followed by two later postcards in the same effort. James, who in his early adulthood
had suffered from periods of depression during which he contemplated suicide for months on end, died on August
26, 1909, exactly two months after sending his last postcard to Adams. Robert Richardson, in his 2007 biography on
James, comments on this last stand effort before his death: [6]
“What can one say about the philosophical bravado, the cosmic effrontery, the sheer panache of this ailing
philosopher with one foot in the grave [see also: Thomas Jefferson, 1819] talking down the second law of
thermodynamics? It is a scene fit to set alongside the death of Socrates.”
In short, Adam's Letter to American Teachers of History essentially laid question to James' theory of innate reserve
energies, and this may have acted as his tipping point.

Haber family
On 1-2 May 1915, German physical
chemist and gas reaction
thermodynamics pioneer Fritz
Haber's wife Clara Haber (Clara
Immerwahr), shot herself in the
heart with her husband's pistol.
Official reports were that she did
so over objections to her
husband’s involvement in chemical
gas warfare used against the
French and Russians.
Alternatively, Hermann Lutke,
Clara Haber (1870-1915), shown (left), who married to Fritz Haber in 1901, and who
a mechanic in Haber's institute,
committed suicide, on 1-2 May 1915, by shooting herself in the heart, after, supposedly,
reported (1958), in a series of
finding that her husband was having an affair with Charlotte Nathan (1889-1976), whom
letters to a man hoping to write a and Fritz married two years later; their 25 Aug 1917 wedding photo shown (right).
biography on Haber, that late in
the evening of May 1, Clara encountered her husband with Charlotte Nathan, a young business woman who ran
Haber’s downtown club, in an “embarrassing situation”, realizing that the two were having an affair. [5] Haber, after
his wife’s suicide, married Nathan in 1917, after which the couple had two children. In 1946, their son Hermann took
his own life and, shortly thereafter, Hermann’s oldest daughter did the same. [5]

Lewis
In 1946, it was superficially reported that American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, one of the central founders of
modern chemical thermodynamics, at the age of 70, had died of a heart attack while working in his laboratory. He
had been working on an experiment with liquid hydrogen cyanide, and deadly fumes from a "broken line", which
seems to be a misrepresentation of facts (see Jolly report below), were leaking into the laboratory when a graduate
student found the professor's lifeless body under a workbench. The coroner said Lewis died of coronary artery
disease; however, some believe that the death may have been a suicide. UC Berkeley professor Emeritus William
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Jolly, who reported the various views on Lewis' death in his 1987 history of the University of California, Berkeley’s
College of Chemistry, From Retorts to Lasers, said one higher-up in the department believed the suicide theory; ; one
excerpt of which is as follows: [21]
“In a retrospective symposium honoring G.N. Lewis, Michale Kasha attempted to quash the suggestion that Lewis
committed suicide, but his
arguments were not compelling.”
The common argument or reasoning
given to Lewis' peculiar reaction end
(death), was depression following a
lunch with American physical chemist
Irving Langmuir. Langmuir and Lewis An excerpt from American chemist Edward Lewis’ 1998 biography on how Gilbert
had had a long rivalry, dating back to Lewis had done work meritable to the equivalent of three Nobel Prizes, yet at the age
Langmuir's extensions of Lewis'
of 70, despite 35 nominations, had puzzlingly not yet won? [20]
theories on the chemical bond, and
Langmuir had been awarded the 1932 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his theories of surface chemistry, while Lewis had
not received the Nobel Prize despite 35 nominations.
On the day of Lewis' death, Langmuir and Lewis met for lunch at the University of California, Berkeley—a
meeting that was recalled by Lewis' last research associate, Michael Kasha, only years later. [2] It was reported by
associates that Lewis came back from the meeting in a dark mood. He reportedly sat down for a morose game of
bridge with some colleagues, and then went back to work in his lab. An hour later, Lewis was dead. Langmuir's papers
at the Library of Congress confirm that he was on the University of California, Berkeley campus that day. Langmuir
had gone to the University of California, Berkeley to receive an honorary degree.

American chemistry historian Patrick Coffey's 2008 Cathedrals of Science, in
which he devotes an end chapter to Gilbert Lewis' mysterious death, in 1946
by via hydrogen cyanide (HCN), drawn to understand the nature of the
"haunted eyes" looking out from one of Lewis' last photos (on his 70th
birthday). [15]

In 2006, American a self-employed businessconsulting chemist Patrick Coffey, a visiting
scholar at UC Berkeley's Office for the
History of Science and Technology, gave talk
at Berkeley’s Chemistry College, packing the
house, on his recent historical investigations
into Lewis’ mysterious end, for a chapter he
was writing devoted to the subject, as found
in his Cathedrals of Science (2008). [15] As
SFGate.com reporter Rich VelVecchio, in his
“What Killed Famed Cal Chemist?” interview
article, summarizes: [16]
“The focus of Coffey's current fascination is a
character whose haunted eyes look out from
a portrait taken shortly before he

unexpectedly died under cloudy circumstances 60 years ago.”
Coffey reports William Jolly, in his history of the Berkeley chemistry department, as having writing the following: [15]
“One of Lewis’s bridge-playing cronies, Gerald Marsh, said that on the afternoon of March 23, 1946, Lewis appeared
to be morose while playing cards at the Faculty Club. He then went to his laboratory in Gilman Hall, where he was
later found dead near a broken ampoule of hydrogen cyanide.”
In 1998, American chemist and Gilbert Lewis biographer Edward Lewis, in his A Biography of Distinguished Scientist
Gilbert Newton Lewis, give his opinion on the matter as follows: [20]
“The suggestion of suicide by cyanide in Jolly’s book—although originated earlier by [Joel] Hildebrand and [Kenneth]
Pitzer, both of whom knew him well—is to me out of character, and not supported by the autopsy.”
There is, to note, a statistical pattern which indicates that Nobel Prize winners live (react) longer than Nobel Prize
losers (or non-winners); this may, indeed, have been a factor with Lewis, one of the greatest chemists ever:
“The fact that Lewis never was awarded the Nobel Prize for his breathtaking work is one of the stains in the history of
this prize. Yet the very same Lewis was the direct mentor of more Nobel Prize winners in chemistry than any Nobel
Prize winner in any category.”
— Adriaan de Lange (1998), “On Entropy” [18]

The general supposition offered here is that Lewis suffered from the so-called genius "catch up effect"; namely, in
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1946, the world had not yet caught up to what Lewis had done. It would not be, in fact, into the early 21st century,
that the immense genius of Lewis would be recognized, the foremost of which was his work on the free energies of
chemical substances, which is something still not yet absorbed into the minds of the physical science elites at the
forefront of knowledge. In short, the bigger the genius one becomes, the more one's work is likely to be recognized
or rather absorbed posthumously—the greater the distance in time between point of inception and point of
absorption, the greater the genius.

Turning
In 1952, British polymath, mathematician, engineer,
computer scientist, code breaker, and chemist Alan
Turing, publishing his chemical thermodynamics
based based “The Chemical Basis of
Morphogenesis”, wherein he aimed to explain
morphological development of organisms, via a
possible mechanism by which the genes of a zygote
or embryo may determine the anatomical structure
of resulting organisms, via recourse to equilibrium
reaction theory and free energy determinates. That
same year he was convicted of ‘Acts of Gross
Indecency’, after admitting a sexual relationship
with another man. He was given a choice between
18 months prison time (which considering his
crime, was not exactly wise), or chemical castration, British polymath Alan Turing met his end via cyanide-laced apple in
1954 for so-called "homosexual" crimes committed two years prior
which included side effects such as breast
while doing pioneering work on the in chemical thermodynamics of
enlargement. He chose the latter. On the 7 Jun
morphology.
1954, unable to endure the humiliation and pain of
his punishment, Turing took his own life by eating an apple laced with cyanide:
“Turing was found by his cleaner when she came in on 8 June 1954. He had died the day before of cyanide poisoning,
a half-eaten apple beside his bed. His mother believed he had accidentally ingested cyanide from his fingers after an
amateur chemistry experiment, but it is more credible that he had successfully contrived his death to allow her alone
to believe this. The coroner's verdict was suicide.”
— Andrew Hodges (1995), Turing.org.uk (Ѻ)

Despite this, it would take another 13-years for
homosexuality to be decriminalised in the Britain.
[14]

Dunbar
In 1959, American polymath Helen Dunbar, the
founder of the "emotional thermodynamics", was
found face down in her pool, after about a decade
of increased social resistance (mostly of the
religious type) to her Freud "energy psychology"
based theories and other issues. Having endured a
certain level of emotional abuse growing up,
because of her 4’11’’ height, dubbed “Little
Dunbar” in youth and “Pocket Minerva” at medical
school, diagnosed with pseudo infantile paralysis, a
"rachitic, weakening disease", and in adolescence
with a "metabolic disturbance" (Powell, 1974);
others have labeled her condition as “failure to
In 1959, American "emotional thermodynamics" founder Helen
Dunbar, age 57, was found "floating face down" in her swimming
thrive” (Hart, 1996). Her last reaction state is
pool; her dereaction reported as suicide, following a period, in her last
reported by Hendriak Kemp as follows: [23]
years, of increased "stress handled with alcohol".

“Dunbar's last years were difficult, and she
sometimes handled the stress with alcohol. Soule's views on social medicine created problems for her with the New
York Academy of Medicine; a secretary committed suicide in 1948, a patient (Raymond Roscoe Squier) in 1951;
Dunbar was in a near-fatal auto accident 1954; she had to defend herself against a senseless and sensational lawsuit.
On 21 August 1959 Dunbar was "found floating face down in her swimming pool" (Powell, 1974, p. 275). The New
York Times and Herald-Tribune reported her death as a suicide; the coroner ruled it simply death by drowning.”
Dunbar's stress increase, no doubt, was triggered into a higher level, when in 1942, she was forced to departure from
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her role as medial director of the Council Council for Clinical Training of Theological Students, which she began in
1930, for reasons was due in part to her Freudian and Reichian ideas. [2]

Bridgman
In 1961, American physicist Percy Bridgman, noted for his high
pressure physics work, thermodynamics formula derivation
system (Bridgman formulas), and the so-called Bridgman
paradox about the supposed inability to calculated state
functions of living things (e.g. people), because one would
have to do reversibly, hence destroying the living thing in the
process, committed suicide by gunshot after living with
metastatic cancer for some time. His suicide note read in part:
[7]

In 1961, American physicist Percy Bridgman, eponym of
Bridgman formulas, the systematic collection and
derivation of the main equations in thermodynamics, at
the age of 79, shot himself in the head after living with
megastatic cancer form some time.

“It isn't decent for society to make a man do this thing himself.
Probably this is the last day I will be able to do it myself.”
The Bridgman suicide note is frequently quoted in euthanasia
and physician-assisted suicide legalization arguments. (Ѻ)

Other

In the 2008 world government and politics human thermodynamics education lecture notes of American government
professor Richard Hughes, he states that a reading of chapter eighteen of Greek-born Belgian physicist Grégoire
Nicolis and Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine's, 1977 Self-Organization in Non-Equilibrium Systems, one of the founding
books of nonequilbrium thermodynamics, will help one get “through many a rough night avoiding the thoughts of
suicide.” [3]

Lecture notes
A number of thermodynamics and or statistical
thermodynamics writers and professors, on David
Goodstein’s 1975 lead, now open to semi-humorous
warnings about the dangers of studying statistical
mechanics and or thermodynamics, e.g. Y.V.C Rao (Ѻ),
Franco Nori (Ѻ), etc.:
“When I was an undergraduate studying physics, my
physics supervisor introduced me to thermodynamics by
explaining that Ludwig Boltzmann committed suicide in
1906, as did Paul Ehrenfest in 1933. Now it was my turn
to study what had driven them both to take their own
lives.”
— Peter | telescoper (2009), “The Thermodynamics of Beards”
(Ѻ), Jul 14

The following is an opening quote from Benjamin
Crowell’s thermodynamic chapter: (Ѻ)
“S = k log W — Inscription on the tomb of Ludwig
Boltzmann, 1844-1906. Boltzmann, who originated the
microscopic theory of thermodynamics, was driven to
suicide by the criticism of his peers, who thought that
physical theories shouldn't discuss purely hypothetical
objects like atoms.”

Online PowerPoint lecture notes English professor Brian
Cowan's Statistical Mechanics course. (Ѻ)

Shown adjacent (Ѻ) are English professor Brian Cowan's
Statistical Mechanics course PowerPoint lectures. Correctly, to note, William James didn’t commit suicide, and Gilbert
Lewis' death (reaction end) date (1946) is off; but, whatever the case, humor it seems wins out in this bullet point
stylized case in point.

See also
● Christian de Duve | Dereacted (age 95) at the time of his choice via euthanasia, which is legal in Belgium
● Ettore Majorana (disappearance)
● Halbwachs indicator | Suicide rate as gauge of social temperature
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Founding fathers fallacy
In hmolscience, founding fathers fallacy refers to the over-common, albeit misaligned, assertion, that the founding
fathers of America were Christian—correctly the main “founding fathers”, namely Thomas Jefferson, the author of
Declaration of Independence, and James Madison, the author of the Constitution of the United States, were both top
20 ranked disbelievers of history—and that American was founded as a "Christian nation", whereas correctly the
word "God" is NOT found in the US Constitution, the the First Amendment (1791) prohibits such integration.

Declaration of Independence
The following shows the famous 28 Jun 1776 presentation of the Declaration of Independence, the declaration itself
penned by Thomas Jefferson, by the so-named Committee of Five (Ѻ)(Ѻ), the three main committee members,
namely Jefferson, John Adams, and Benjamin Franklin shows with their respective Haught disbeliever rankings, of the
top 64 disbelievers of history:
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Signing of the Constitution
The following depicts the scene at the 17 Sep 1787 scene (Ѻ) at the signing of the Constitution of the United States,
following its 1776 “Declaration of Independence”, by the newly formed 13 American colonies, from Great Britain,
with key players, namely William Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin, James Madison, the architect of the constitution, who
used Newtonian government as the foundation of its structure, and Thomas Jefferson, the first American President,
along with respective Haught disbeliever rankings shown below Franklin and Madison:

Other
The following are related images founding fathers John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison:
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The following are related images founding fathers Thomas Paine, author of Age of Reason (1794), Benjamin Franklin,
and George Washington:

The seven main founding fathers, according to Historian Richard Morris (1973), are: John Adams, patriarch of
physicochemical social dynamics pioneer Henry Adams, Benjamin Franklin [science believer], Alexander Hamilton,
John Jay, Thomas Jefferson [separation of church and state], James Madison [Newtonian government constitution],
and George Washington. [1] Another noted founder is: John Witherspoon, a Princeton social physics chief.
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Four element theory
In science, four element theory, as compared to three
element theory (Heraclitus, 500BC), refers to the belief
that the universe is comprised of four "elements" (Plato,
375BC) or "roots" (Empedocles, 445BC), namely: earth,
air, water, and fire:

along with a fifth carrier-like element "ether", according
to some models.

History
In 3100, Egyptian thinkers conceptualized a threeelement model of the cosmos, having originally been
"water", out of which "earth" (land mound or Nun)
arose, from which "fire" (sun or Ra) burst forth, the logic
of which may possibly be found in the 2600BC writings of
Imhotep, regarding the Heliopolis creation myth, out of
which "air" (Shu) and "moisture" (Tefnut) were
engendered, albeit all conceptualized at types of gods.
Greeks, such as Plato, beginning in 700BC, traveled to
Egypt to study their cosmological models. The theory of
“four elements”, according to Plato (375BC), is attributed
to a list created by Empedocles (445BC), who in turn
assembled the list as a type of unified theory, from the
thinkers before him, namely: Thales (575BC), who
regarded “water” as the primordial element,
Anaximenes (550BC) “air”, Heraclitus (475BC) “fire”, and
Parmenides (475BC) or the Eleatics “earth”. (Ѻ)

A 1617 four element theory conceptualized geocentric
cosmology according to Robert Fludd, a segment of the
macrocosm showing the elemental spheres of terra (earth),
aqua (water), aer (air), and ignis (fire): (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Let those philosophers disappear, who attribute natural corporeal principles to the intelligence attached to matter,
such as Thales, who refers everything to water, Anaximenes to air, the Stoics to fire, Epicurus to atoms, that is to say,
to infinitely small objects that can neither be divided nor perceived.”
— St. Augustine (c.400)

External links
● Classical elements – Wikipedia.

Four horsemen of atheism
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In terminology, four horsemen of atheism—a
spin on the “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”,
described in Revelations, the last book of the
New Testament of the Bible, about a book or
scroll in God’s right hand, closed with seven
seals, made to open via the appearance of the
Lamb of God (aka Jesus Christ), the entity known
to take away the sins of the world (i.e.
scapegoat), who opens the first of the four of
seven seals, which summons four “beings” that
ride out on white (conqueror), red (war), black
(famine), and pale (death) horses, representative
of harbingers of the last judgment—refers to
either the four Greek atomic theory
philosophers: Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus,
The original four horsemen of atheism, namely: the Greek atomic
and Lucretius, aka the chiefs of the "school of
theorists: Leucippus (450BC), Democritus (400BC), Epicurus (300BC), and
atheism" (Francis Bacon, c.1601), or the so-called Lucretius (75BC), who did away with the belief in the existence of gods in
leaders of new atheism movement: Richard
favor of belief in the existence of atoms and voids.
Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, Sam Harris, and
Christopher Hitchens, who in 2007 began to be referred to as the "four horsemen of new atheism". [1]

Greek atheism
The Greek atomic theory philosophers: Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius, have and always will be the
original harbingers of the end of faith, the "chiefs of the school of atheism" as Francis Bacon referred to them.

New atheism
In 2007, the term “four horsemen” was used in reference to Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Daniel Dennett,
and Sam Harris during a debate in which they discussed their criticisms of religion and advocated critical thinking. [3]
In 2008, the phrase “four horsemen” of atheism or new atheism was being used in a number of books in reference to
the four individuals: Richard Dawkins (The God Delusion, 2006) Sam Harris (The End of Faith, 2004), Christopher
Hitchens (God is Not Great, 2007), and Daniel Dennett (Breaking the Spell, 2007), and their best-selling books.
The phrase “four horsemen of new atheism”, according to
John Lennox, is attributed, at least in book form, to the
publication Scott Hann and Benjamin Winker’s Answering
the New Atheism: Dismantling Dawkins’ Case Against
God, published on 8 May 2008, wherein they state the
following: [2]

Top left: a 2011 annotated image of the four horsemen of
new atheism: Christopher Hitchens, Daniel Dennett, Richard
Dawkins, and Sam Harris, who after 9/11 penned best-selling
call to end faith stylized and or anti-god belief books. Right:
European lawyer, philosopher and self-defined lapsed
agnostic Bo Jinn’s 2013 ebook Illogical Atheism, supposedly,
“takes down all four horsemen", of the new atheists, in one
book, showing how they are lacking and easily defeated. (Ѻ)

“We live at a point in history where atheism is shoving its
way into the public square, and noisily declaring the need
to remove religion. A cadre of militant unbelievers calling
themselves The Four Horsemen—Richard Dawkins, Sam
Harris, Christopher Hitches, and Daniel Dennett—have
assumed the leadership of a growing Anglo-American
movement, releasing volley after volley ..”
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Fourier, Charles
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In hmolscience, Charles Fourier (1772-1837) (SN:29) was a French philosopher notable
for his 1808 The Social Destiny of Man: the Theory of the Four Movements, wherein he
seems to outline a Charles Montesquieu + Rene Descartes themed theory of the
passions and work.

Overview
In 1799, Fourier introduced his four movements theory, called by him the "theory of
the passions", later eponymized as "Fourierism", a theory that he elaborated on over
the course of about thirty years, in six volumes. The gist of Fourier’s theory of the
passions, according to American anarchy social theorist Peter Wilson, is as follows: [6]
“Passion draws humanity into association just as gravity draws celestial bodies into
orbital systems.”
Here we see Fourier's theory as a type of social gravitation theory focused on the nature and regulation of the
passions. On this logic, Fourier sought to construct a model for the working arrangement of society according to his
theory of the passions. The gist of his passion based social system, according to Wilson, is as follows: [6]
“In Fourier's system of harmony all creative activity including industry, craft, agriculture, etc. will arise from liberated
passion — this is the famous theory of ‘attractive labor.’ Fourier sexualizes work itself — the life of the Phalanstery is
a continual orgy of intense feeling, intellection, and activity, a society of lovers and wild enthusiasts.”
Here, in respect to focus on "liberated passions" throughout society, we may compare Sigmund Freud's alternative id,
ego, superego theory, and its focus on how the passions get repressed, owing to subconscious actions, lying dormant
often for many years, many times erupting in various conditions of psychoses.
In 1808, Fourier published his first volume entitled Theory of the Four Movements and the General Destinies,
according to which he divides all movement in the universe into four types: social, animal, organic (light and matter),
and material (planets), the latter of which he credits Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz as having solved, the former
two of which he attempts to solve by devoting effort to explain the forces of the passions acting on the bodies.
Fourier, in the opening pages of his 1808 work, cites Charles Montesquieu and Rene Descartes.
Fourier intended to write eight memoirs to elaborate on his conception, the 1808 anonymously-published Theory
of the Four Movements and the General Destinies, in which he attempts to explain the human passions in terms of a
semi-panbioism admixture of soul, spirit, and materialism, according to which the universe is one organic whole,
albeit situated with God at the helm, according to certain layered arguments, with movement divided into human,
animal, and mineral types. The gist his argument of which seems to be truncated in a footnote. [1] Fourier would
seem to be aptly characterized as an earlier version of Pierre Teilhard, albeit less Bible and more novel synthesis on
his own part.
Fourier was one of the earliest persons to be cited as a “social Newton” and someone who used the rare phrase
“laws of social movement”, a terminology common to thinkers inlcuding: Auguste Comte, Karl Marx, and Morris
Zucker, each who, in their own way, envisioned the laws of social movement as “natural laws like the law of gravity”.
[2] I 1874, Moritz Kaufmann, in his Socialism: its Nature, its Dangers, and its Remedies Considered, described Fourier
as follows: [3]
“In order to judge of his system it is necessary to note one or two salient points in his conception of the constitution
of man and the universe. Happiness he acknowledges is ‘our being's end and aim’; and the only true science which
leads to its attainment is sociology. As the doctrine of the material movements in the universe has been fixed by
Newton's discoveries, so too the laws which regulate the movements in the social world must first be ascertained
before we can hope to render mankind happy. To become such a social Newton was undoubtedly Fourier's ambition,
and this is the fundamental law of his social Principia.”
Fourier’s main works include his 1808 The Social Destiny of Man: the Theory of the Four Movements, which contains
his views of the world in general, and his 1822 The Association of Domestic and Agricultural Economy, which contains
his special views of the social system. [2] A leading expositor of Fourier's theories in America was Albert Brisbane.

Passions
Fourier seems to devote a significant amount of thought to the passions. Fourier believed that there were twelve
common passions. Dutch utopian socialism theorist and feminist Saskia Poldervaart (1945-2011) summarized
Fourier’s model of the passions as follows: [7]
“Fourier’s theory posited that suppression of the passions was immediately harmful to the individual and in the long
run destructive for society. He distinguished among twelve basic passions, each of which had to be satisfied (one
person attaching more importance to certain passions than another, depending on their personalities). These were
divided into three categories:
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Sensual passions
(five in all)
Affective passions
(friendship, ambition, love, parenthood)
Distributive passions
(cabalist passion, for intrigue and rivalry; butterfly passion, for variety and contrasts; composition passion, for a
mixture of physical and spiritual pleasure)
With this final category of passions, Fourier explicitly acknowledged the role of conflict and rivalry, recognizing that
people have a need to be continuously challenged.”
These twelve passions, according to Fourier, resulted in 810 types of character, according to which the ideal phalanx
(community) would have exactly 1620 people, and that one day there would be six million of these, loosely ruled by a
world "omniarch" or congress of phalanxes.

Goethe
Interesting, the development of Fourier's theory, seems to parallel German polyintellect Johann Goethe's chemical
theory of the passions (chemical passion theory or human chemical theory) in some respect, both Fourier and Goethe
theorizing about affinities and passions, over the course of the same decade: Goethe arrived at theory 1796
(published first account in 1809), Fourier arrived at theory in 1799 (published first account in 1808). In 1799, to
exemplify, the year Fourier arrived at his theory, Goethe commented the following to German author Friedrich
Schiller, in objection to the non-realistic work of work of French author Prosper Crebillon (1674-1762):
“The passions [are not] like playing cards, that one can shuffle, play, reshuffle, and play again, without their changing
at all. [In describing the passions] there [must be a] trace of the delicate, chemical affinity, through which they attract
and repel each other, reunite, neutralize [each other], separate again and recover.”
Fourier, however, in his celestial theory of the passions (celestial passion theory), did treat the passions like playing
cards. Visitors to his conceptualized phalanx community could consult the card-index of personality types, supposedly
based on the passional type or character derivative of each person, for suitable partners for casual sex.

Implementations
Fourier’s social theories, similar to Karl Marx, resulted in a number of short-lived implementations; in the case of
Marx communism and socialism, in the case of Fourier, the founding of a number of communities in America,
including: Utopia, Ohio, La Reunion near present-day Dallas, Texas; the North American Phalanx in Red Bank, New
Jersey (lasted for 12 years); Brook Farm in West Roxbury, Massachusetts; the Community Place and Sodus Bay
Phalanx in New York State, and several other communities in the United States, most lasting for only a year.

Quotes
The following are note quotes:
“Attractions are proportional to destines.”
— Charles Fourier (c.1808) [5]
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Fourier, Joseph
In science, Joseph Fourier (1768-1830) was a French mathematician and physicist
notable for being one of the first instructors and later chair of the École Polytechnic and
for his 1822 book Analytical Theory of Heat. [1]

Analytical Theory of Heat
In his Analytical Theory of Heat, basing logic on Newton's law of cooling, namely, that
the flow of heat between two adjacent molecules is proportional to the extremely small
difference of their temperatures, Fourier outlined a mathematical model of heat
movement in various directions. He argues that any function of a variable, whether
continuous or discontinuous, can be expanded in a series of sines of multiples of the
variable.

Thermodynamics
See also: Thomson's search for Carnot's Reflections

In 1839, after listening to the praises of Fourier’s book by Royal Belfast Academical
Institution of Northern Ireland astronomy professor John Nichol, a 15-year old William Thomson asked whether he
should read the Théorie Analytique, to which Nochol’s replied “the mathematics is very difficult”. [2] William later got
the book from the library. In his own words, “On the 1st of May … I took Fourier out of the University Library; and in a
fortnight I had mastered it—gone right through it.” [3] This was one of Thomson's first seeds of interest on the topic
of the nature of heat. Thomson would later go on to coin the term "thermo-dynamic" in his 1849 "An Account of
Carnot's Theory of the Motive Power of Heat". [4]
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Fourth law of
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, the fourth law of
thermodynamics refers any of a number of various
hypothetical or postulated statements regarding
either energy, matter, temperature, time, or power
principles in nature. Newly stated fourth laws often
have reference to evolution, in such a way that they
are said to reconcile the increasing entropy
tendencies of the second law. In the history of
thermodynamics, there have been dozens of various
supposed "fourth laws". [1]

Overview
The first mention of the idea of a ‘fourth law’ of
thermodynamics seems to have occurred in the 1930s A 2005 thermodynamics humor version of a fourth law of
lectures of German chemist Walther Nernst,
thermodynamics. [9]
formulator of the third law. Specifically, at the end of
a 1937 lecture at Oxford University, remembered vividly by English physical chemist Keith Laidler, Nernst commented
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that it took three people to formulate the first law, two for the second, but that he had been obliged to do the third
all by himself; hence, by extrapolation, there could never be a fourth law. [8] A later 1990 restatement of this logic by
American physicist Peter Landsberg is: [6]
“There cannot really be a fourth law for the following reason: There were three main personalities whose work led to
the formulation of the first law: Mayer, Helmholtz, and Joule. Two people, Carnot and Clausius, were the main
pioneers of the second law, while only one person, Nernst, was involved in the original statement of the third law.
Thus nobody can formulate a fourth law. Now the zeroth law does not fit into this scheme, but then everybody
knows about that law.”
In other words, Nernst (and later Landsberg) was using mathematical humor to say or argue that:
Number of
people behind
development of

People

3

Mayer, Joule, Helmholtz

2

Carnot and Clausius

1

Nernst

0

Nobody (according to Nernst, via extrapolation of first column)

Law

First law
Second law
Third law
Fourth law

No one, as history has shown, however, has ever seemed to heed this warning as to the impossibility of the forth law,
as discussed below. In 1952, Norwegian-born American physical chemist Lars Onsager's 1929 reciprocal relations
began to be referred to as the fourth law of thermodynamics. In 1972, American physicist Peter Landsberg began to
refer to the far from equilibrium theories of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, specifically applied to living systems, as a
fourth law of thermodynamics. [5]
In economic thermodynamics, Romanian-born American mathematical economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen's
1977 statement that in a closed system, such as a human society, “material entropy must ultimately reach a
maximum,” has popularly (or rather infamously) become known as the Georgescu's fourth law of thermodynamics [2]
This statement has been paraphrased as “in a closed system it is impossible to completely recover the matter
involved in the production of work.” [3] Between 1992 and 2000, Sven Jorgensen has been aiming to promote the
following statement “ecosystems attempt to develop toward a higher level of exergy” as a tentative fourth law. [7] In
2000, American biochemist Stuart Kauffman posited a new fourth law, based on the logic of thermodynamic work
cycles, to justify a view that in Darwinian evolution there exist chemical systems that act to better their own interest.
[4] Since about 2006, Romanian-born American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan has been moving to position his
1996 constructal theory to position of a 'new principle of thermodynamics'. In 2009, he has begun to allude to the
proposition that his theory is the fourth law of thermodynamics: [10]
“This body of empirical evidence forms the basis for a new law of nature that can be summarized as the constructal
law. This ‘fourth law’ brings life and time explicitly into thermodynamics and creates a bridge between physics and
biology.”
In 2010, Norwegian geneticist Bjorn Sponberg began promoting a religious thermodynamics themed fourth law.

Other
Other uncited humorous versions of so-called forth laws include:
“If you can disprove the first three ... no funding for you!”
—Anon (Ѻ)
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Fowler, Ralph
In thermodynamics, Ralph Fowler (1889-1944) was an English physicist noted for his
textbooks on statistical mechanics (1929) and statistical thermodynamics (1939). In the
latter which, co-authored with Edward Guggenheim, and the term "zeroth law" of
thermodynamics was coined.

Education
Fowler completed his BA in 1911 and MA in 1915 in mathematics at Trinity College,
Cambridge. [2] In 1917, Fowler began to study wind structure and temperature
structure at high altitudes, in their relation to ballistics; this was a partial catalyst for his
later interest in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. In 1920, Fowler became
college lecturer in mathematics at Trinity, thereafter jumping into a variety of
mathematical problems and eventually began moving to more recent problems in
mathematical physics including work on various kinetic theories of gases, again leading
him toward thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. [2]
In 1922, Fowler began collaborating with English physicist C.G. Darwin (the first to
define the subject of human thermodynamics) on the problem of the partition of energy, inspired by works of
Ehrenfest and Trkal. Having developed a new technique for approaching physical chemistry through statistical
mechanics, the two, and later Fowler alone, justified a number of formulae and calculations performed by the likes of
Saha, Lindemann, and Chapman. In 1922-23, Ralph established the validity of the dissociation formula for high
temperature ionization. In early 1923, Ralph along with E A Milne, wrote a seminal work on stellar spectra,
temperatures, and pressures. This work continued in a series of papers through the 1920s leading to the Adams Prize
of the University of Cambridge in 1923-24 and was published in 1929 as the seminal volume, Statistical Mechanics,
which had a second edition, minus the astrophysical applications, published in 1936. In 1939 a successor volume,
entitled Statistical Thermodynamics, was co-authored and published with E A Guggenheim. [2]
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● Anon. (1944).“Obituary: Sir Ralph Fowler” (abstract), Nature, 154: 232-33. Aug 19.

External links
● Ralph H. Fowler – Wikipedia.
● Fowler, R. H. (Ralph Howard) 1889-1944 – WorldCat Identities.

Fox, Fred
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In hmolscience, Fred Wayne Fox (1919-2007) was an American scientist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 1976 suggestion that anti-entropy conceptualized morality should be
taught in science class.

Overview
In 1976, Fox published “The Recolored Mentality: Ethical Lessons From Science”, the abstract of
which is as follows: [1]
“Discusses ethical lessons arising from conceptual science and ways to incorporate them into the
secondary school science curriculum. Includes discussions about the Western analytical mind, the
right to control nature, and the relationship between man and nature.”
Fox, in short, attempted to show that students who build hope or reason on a framework of ethics, based on science,
can carry away various ethical lessons, particularly from the second law of thermodynamics. In particular, according
to Fox: [1]
“Man’s physical body and his social aspirations are anti-entropic, representing states of higher organization and
concentration of potential energy.”
(add discussion)

Education
Fox was a professor of science education at Oregon State University.

References
1. Fox, Fred W. (1976). “The Recolored Mentality: Ethical Lessons From Science” (abs) , The Science Teacher, May,
pgs. 25-30.

Fox, Robert
In thermodynamics, Robert Fox (1938-) is an English physics historian noted for a
number of publications dealing with early theories of heat and the history of
thermodynamics. [1]

Collaborations
In 1979, Fox collaborated with British physicist Eric Mendoza in an exhaustive critical
edition of the surviving manuscripts surrounding French physicist Sadi Carnot’s famous
1824 memoir Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire (Réflexions sur la Puissance
Motrice du Feu). [2] Fox also collaborated with noted Lazare Carnot biographer Charles
Gillispie, on the 1997 book Pierre-Simon Laplace, 1749-1827: a Life in Exact Science, a
book on the work of French physicist Pierre Laplace. [4]

Education
Fox’s education credentials include completion of an MA, a PhD, and a position on the
Faculté des Sciences de l'Administration (Faculty of Business Studies), Laval University (FSA). Fox was a director of the
Science Museum, London and a director of research at the Centre de Recherche en Historie des Sciences et des
Techniques at the Cite des Sciences et de l’Industrie in Paris. He then taught at the University of Lancaster. In 1988,
he became a professor of history of science at the University of Oxford; retiring from that position in 2006. [1] He has
since been working on a social and cultural history of science and technology in France between 1814 and 1918, and
on the history of physics in Oxford since 1850. [3]

References
1. Fox, Robert and Guagnini, Anna. (1993). Education, Technology, and Industrial Performance in Europe, 1850-1939
(Robert Fox, pg. x). Cambridge University Press.
2. Fox, Robert. (1979). Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire: a Critical Edition with the Surviving Scientific
Manuscripts (Eric Mendoza, 8+ pgs.). Manchester University Press, 1986 edtion.
3. Robert Fox (faculty) – University of Oxford.
4. Gillisipie, Charles C. and Fox, Robert. (1998). Pierre-Simon Laplace, 1749-1827: a Life in Exact Science. Princeton
University Press.

Further reading
● Fox, Robert. (1971). The Caloric Theory of Gases: from Lavoiser to Regnault. Clarendon Press..
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● Fox, Robert. (1974). “The Rise and Fall of Laplacean Physics”, Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, 4:89-136.

External links
● Fox, Robert (1938-) – WorldCat Identities.
● Robert Fox (faculty) – University of Oxford.

Fox, Ronald
In hmolscience, Ronald Forest Fox (1943-) is an American physicist noted, in animate
thermodynamics, for his 1988 work on what he calls the uroboros puzzle, namely how
life arose from non-life, which he reasoned has to do with energy flow through matter.

Overview
In 1957, Fox, at the age of 14, began to first think about the role of energy in biological
evolution, at about the age of 14, when he would visit his father’s laboratory and
observed the divisions of microspheres in Brownian motion and the assembly of
proteinoid microspheres in test-tubes through a microscope, becoming fascinated by
how the mixing of salts, sugars, and lipids would assemble in to structures. [1] Fox
graduated from high school in Tallahassee, Florida, in 1960, finishing fifth out of 610
students, excelling greatly in math. At the age of 16, he entered Reed College, Portland,
Oregon, completing his BS in physics and mathematics.
In 1964, Fox entered Caltech as graduate student in physics. [2] The following year,
however, being dissatisfied with the teaching at Caltech, Fox switched to the
mathematical physics department at Rockefeller University where he studied advanced thermodynamics under
Dutch-born American physicist George Uhlenbeck and Polish-born American mathematician Mark Kac. While there
Fox developed his knowledge of molecular biology and bioenergetics through exposure to the works of German-born
American biochemist Fritz Lipmann and English biochemist Christian de Duve. In particular, as to direction in his later
energy flow theories, Fox seems to have been significantly influenced by Lipmann’s 1941 work on idea of phosphate
being the universal energy currency in biological systems, on the subject of the energy released during phosphoryl
transfer from ATP used to drive biological processes. [4]
In 1969, Fox completed his PhD at Rockefeller University with a dissertation
on "Contributions to the Theory of Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics". [3] In
1988, Fox, in his Energy and the Evolution of Life, argued that the flow of energy
through matter was the impetus for the origin of life and for the continued
complexity of evolution as it occurs. He defines the issue of how life arose from
non-life as the uroboros puzzle. Fox also suggests that cultural evolution can be
explained through this same process. The following is a representative excerpt
quote:
“Energy flow supports the existence of life’s dynamic molecular state and is the
key to evolutionary trends.”
Of note, similar to the work of English physicist Keith Burton, the book contains
a large free energy of formation table for number of different biochemical
species of importance. The book is a result of a fellowship and grant to study
the physical basis for biological evolution, through which Fox devoted the 19841985 academic year exclusively to these studies. [1] Fox was a great intellectual
influence to American chemical physicist Joel Keizer. [4]

Anecdotes
See main: Thermodynamics anecdotes

In the 1970s, during a visit with Norwegian-born American physical chemist Lars
Onsager, whom Fox had met as a student at Rockefeller University, during the
years 1965 to 1969, Fox asked Onsager whether he thought statistical
mechanics would have a significant impact on the study of biological questions,
such as the origin of life, to which Onsager replied abruptly “No”.

Fox's 1988 book Energy and the
Evolution of Life, depicting the
“ouroboros”, i.e. a mythical dragonsnake eating its own tail in order to
originate itself. [1]

Difficulties on theory
A central issue in Fox’s perspective, a common one in life theories, is his contradictory supposition that on one hand
life is “dependent” on the energy of the sun but on the other hand life is a “self-generating and self-sustaining”
system. One cannot be self-sustained if it is vitally dependent or rather driven by an external supply. The latter
supposition contradicts the former. The family of self-terms: self-organizing, self-sustaining, self-generating, and the
like, are paramount to perpetual motion machines, and thus invalid descriptions of fictionalized isolated systems.
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Of note, in his treatise, Fox explains why the prefix "self-" must be carefully used. Energy, for instance, drives
processes that are structurally "self-replicating" like RNA molecules inside a vesicle. Likewise, according to Fox, selfassembly of membranes is almost “self-”, but is driven by the release of entropy. [5]

Education
Fox, after completed his 1969 PhD in thermodynamics, completed his postdoctoral work at Berkeley. In 1988, Fox
was a professor of physics at Georgia Institute of Technology, producing graduate student PhDs until 2007. He is
currently a Regents’ professor emeritus of the school of physics.

References
1. Fox, Ronald F. (1988). Energy and the Evolution of Life (sections: Jacket; Preface, pgs. ix-xi; Free energy table, pgs.
16-19). New York: W.H. Freeman and Company.
2. Ron Fox (about) – FeFox.com.
3. (a) Fox, Ronald F. (1969). Contributions to the Theory of Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics. PhD thesis. Rockefeller
University.
(b) Ronald Forrest Fox – Mathematics Genealogy Project.
4. Keizer, Joel. (1987). Statistical Thermodynamics of Nonequilibrium Processes (pg. ix). Springer.
5. Communicate from Fox to Libb Thims on 07/13/09.

Further reading
● Fox, Ronald F. (1982). Biological Energy Transduction: the Uroboros. Wiley.

External links
● Ronald F. Fox (faculty) – Georgia Institute of Technology.

Frankland, Edward
In chemistry, Edward Frankland (1825-1899) was an English chemist noted for his 1852
valence theory, a pioneering idea in the history of chemical bonding theory, in which
he combined the older theories of ‘free radicals’ and ‘type theory’ with thoughts on
chemical affinity, he argued that atoms of each elementary substance have a definite
saturation capacity or ‘combining power’, so that they can only combine with a certain
limited number of the atoms of other elements. [1]

Valence theory
In his valence theory of atomic attachment, Frankland explained that certain elements
have the tendency to combine with other elements to form compounds containing
three, i.e. in the three atom groups (e.g. NO3, NH3, NI3, etc.) or five, i.e. in the five
atom groups (e.g. NO5, NH4O, PO5, etc.), equivalents of the attached elements. It is in
this manner, according to Frankland, that their affinities are best satisfied. As he
stated:
“A tendency or law prevails (here), and that, no matter what the characters of the uniting atoms may be, the
combining power of the attracting element, if I may be allowed the term, is always satisfied by the same number of
these atoms.”
(add discussion)

References
1. Frankland, Edward. (1852). “On a New Series of Organic Bodies containing Metals”, Philosophical Transactions,
417. Royal Society of London. pg. 417-.

Further reading
● Frankland, Edward. (1877). Experimental Researches in Pure, Applied and Physical Chemistry (the use of brackets in
chemical formulae, pg. 11). J. Van Voorst.
● Par ngton, J.R. (1937). A Short History of Chemistry (Frankland, pgs. 273-78, 280, 286, 290, 294, 297-98, 317, 321).
Dover.

External links
● Edward Frankland – Wikipedia.
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Franklin, William
In human thermodynamics, William Suddards Franklin (1863-1930), commonly cited as “W.S.
Franklin”, was an American electrical engineer and physicist noted for []

Overview
In 1903, Franklin, in his “The Misuse of Physics by Biologists and Engineers”, waded into the
famous “What is Entropy Debate?” ; the following seems to be his first point of attack:
“Swinburne believes, apparently, that the precise ideas and methods of thermodynamics are
unconditionally applicable to irreversible processes in general. I do not agree with him in this, and
I do not think that the legitimacy and precision of the accepted ideas of thermodynamics
especially as represented in the writings of Willard Gibbs can be questioned; but I do think that the notions of
thermodynamics are precisely applicable to those types of irreversible processes which constitute permanently
varying states, and approximately applicable to those irreversible processes which involve either approximate states
of thermal equilibrium or approximately permanent states of variation.”
(add discussion)
In 1910, Franklin, in his “Entropy and Time”, according to Gilbert Lewis, was the first to differentiate between simple
reversible processes and irreversible phenomena. [1] In 1924, Franklin, in his “The Quantum Puzzle and Time”, stated
the following: [2]
"The law of increase of entropy and our intuition of time unquestionably grow out of the same condition in nature."
(overview)

Education
Franklin, according to a well-written biography by Gibbs’ protégé Edwin Wilson, completed his BS (1887) and MS
(1888) at the University of Kansas, during which time he showed such exceptional ability in mathematics and physics
that he became an instructor of physics in his second undergraduate year; following his graduation he served three
years as assistant professor of physics. For the year 1890-1891 he studied at the University of Berlin (see: Berlin
school) with Hermann Helmholtz, Max Planck, and August Kundt. During 1891 to 1892, he was a Morgan Fellow at
Harvard University. While professor of physics and electrical engineering at Iowa State College (1892-1897), he
studied further at Cornell University, completed his ScD there in 1901. He was professor of physics and electrical
engineering at Lehigh University from 1807 to 1903 and professor of physics 1903 to 1915; subsequently he was
lecturer in physic at Columbia University (1917-1929), lecturer and professor of physics at MIT (1915-1929), lecturer
at Harvard University (1917-1925), and visiting professor at Rollins College from 1929 till his end. [3]
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4. Franklin, William F. (1903). “The Misuse of Physics by Biologists and Engineers” (abs), paper read before the
American Physical Society, Oct 31; in: Science, New Series, 18(464):641-57.

Further reading
● Franklin, William S. and MacNu , Barry. (1908). The Elements of Mechanics: a textbook for Colleges and Technical
Schools. The Macmillan Company.
● Franklin, W.S. (1910). “The Second Law of Thermodynamics: its Basis in Intui on and Common Sense”, Popular
Science Monthly, Mar.
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● Franklin, W.S. – WorldCat Identities.

Franzese, Sergio
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In hmolscience, Sergio Franzese (1963-2010) was an Italian moral philosopher noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 2008 work on William James’ energy-based ethical views.

Overview
In 2008, Franzese, in his The Ethics of Energy: William James’ Moral Philosophy in Focus,
recounted American psychologist-philosopher William James’ ethical view arising out of a
valorization of the energy theories of his day, e.g. reserve energy, in the context of the growing,
then perceived, counter tendency of Darwinism framed against what Franzese calls the
“pessimistic ideologies of social entropy.” On the basis of James’ notion of philosophical
anthropology hinged on the primacy of action, Franzese upgrades this with the modern notion
that human activity needs to be understood in relation to energy as the fabric of the universe, pervading the whole
spectrum of being in a continuum in which, as Franzese puts it, “humanity and divinity are intertwined”. [2]

Religion
The last pages of Franzese’s book are all filled with tributes to God, e.g. “God full exists and the energy human beings
draw from their religious experience of the divine is real”, and ends with mention to Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait’s
unseen universe model. This ending on tributes to god, may have resulted, similar to James Maxwell and his last
dying poem "A Paradoxical Ode", possibly knowing he was on his last legs, finished two years before his termination
from cancer, and needed to make some kind of last statement on his religious views, appeasement, or something to
this effect. Religious digressions aside, the meat of the book seems to have value.

Education
Sergio was one of the most active William James scholars in Europe, which guided both his incursions into the work of
Nietzsche as well as the examinations of the conversations between pragmatism, Darwinism and phenomenology.
Heobtained a PhD in philosophy from the University of Pisa and one from Vanderbilt University. [2] Franzese was
assistant professor of history of philosophy at the Department of Social Science and Communication at Università del
Salento (Lecce – Italy). He is the author of L’uomo indeterminato. Saggio su William James (Roma: D’Anselmi, 2000),
the editor of Nietsche e l’America (Pisa: ETS, 2005) and the co-editor of Fringes of Religious Experience (Frankfurt a.
M.: Ontos Verlag, 2007).
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1. Franzese, Sergio. (2008). The Ethics of Energy: William James’ Moral Philosophy in Focus (social thermodynamics,
pg. 157; thermodynamics, 12+ pgs.). Ontos Verlag.
2. (a) Sergio Franzese (1963-2010) – Osopher.Wordpress.com.
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Frautschi, Steven
In cosmological thermodynamics, Steven Frautschi (1933-) is an American theoretical
physicist noted for []

Overview
In 1982, Frautschi, in his article-turned-chapter “Entropy in an Expanding Universe”,
attempts to explain, in his own words: [1]
“How can disequilibrium, order, and in particular free energy supplies that enable life to
maintain its organization emerge form an apparent chaotic early universe in thermal
and chemical equilibrium.”
Frautschi, in his article, cites the following: Jacob Bekenstein, Paul Davies, Alan Guth,
Stephen Hawking, David Layzer, Roger Penrose, in regards to black hole
thermodynamics and the entropy of the universe (differentiating between what he
classifies as: thermal entropy, chemical entropy, and gravitational entropy), and in the
end makes a few passing statements about how this might connect the information entropy evolution theory of
Edward Wiley and Daniel Brooks. His discussions on binding energy are fairly interesting and cogent.

Entropy gap theory
Shown adjacent is Frautschi's entropy versus time plot of the universe (1988-version), according to which the
maximal possible entropy the universe Smax can have is supposedly gauged by the measure of black hole entropy, and
the actual entropy S is the lower line, and the gap or difference between the two lines gives room for "ordered"
structures to emerge, e.g. life, in a universe governed by the second law. Similar versions of the same plot, parodied
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off Frautschi's model, are found in the Daniel Brooks and Edward Wiley. [3] The graphical entropy gap model,
supposedly, traces to the 1975 work of David Layzer. [4]

Education
Frautschi completed his AB in physics in 1954 at Harvard University
and his PhD in physics at Stanford University in 1958, and became an
professor of theoretical physics at California Institute of Technology,
in the physical mathematics and astronomy division, in 1962, where
he remains at present. [1]
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External links
● Steven Frautschi – Wikipedia.

Frazer, James
In existographies, James Frazer (1854-1941) was Scottish social anthropologist, noted
for his 1915 The Golden Bough, a 12-volume treatise on comparative religion and
mythology.

Overview
In 1890, Frazer published The Golden Bough: a Study in Comparative Religion, in two
volumes; in 1906-1915 it comprised twelve volumes, wherein he proposed that
mankind progresses from magic through religious belief to scientific thought. Doug
Renselle (c.2000) reasons, in respect to William Sidis, that: “Amy describes incredible
visits by Sidis and Sharfman to Paul Saunders' home. Sharfman told Saunders that Sidis
was the greatest brain in our USA. Sidis loved Saunders' library. He would browse
Saunders' 20 volume Golden Bough set with ease and almost as if he knew it all, in
parallel, instantaneously. He knew what material was on which page in Saunders' whole
set! Sharfman brought to mind a recent movie, Good Will Hunting, touched upon
briefly in a Harvard link near this page's top.” (Ѻ) In the film Apocalypse Now (1979),
Frazer’s The Golden Bough, was one of the reading books (Ѻ) of Colonel Kurtz, along with the Bible and From Ritual to
Romance. (Ѻ)

Quotes

The following are related quotes:
“Pareto’s Treatise on General Sociology is the hardest boiled book I have
ever read. Three times, since I passed my puberty, has my mind been
made over. Once by a nexus of which Henry Adams was the center, once
by a matrix of which Frazer (Ѻ) (Ѻ) burned brightest, and once by a long
study of genetics and evolution. Pareto is doing the job a fourth time,
and far more vitally than any others.”
— Bernard DeVoto (1928), personal note reflection [1]

See also
● William James | The Golden Bowl (1904)
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Frederick II
In existographies, Frederick II (1194-1250) (FA:17), not to be confused with Prussian
king Frederick the Great (1712-1786), both intellectual associates of Voltaire, so to say,
was a Roman emperor noted for []

Religion | Questioning
Frederick, being educated under the shadow of a pope, made Pope Boniface VIII crazy
for his "faith doubts". He questioned things such as the existence of angels, to the
existence to peaceful coexistence god-demon. The following gives a synopsis as to his
atheism attribution: (Ѻ)
“Frederick at this time was chiefly solicitous about Sicily, towards which he was drawn
by his Norman parentage on the mother's side, while the character of his own German
people did not attract his sympathies. He had grown up in Sicily where Norman, Greek,
and Mohammedan civilization had intermingled, at once strengthening and repelling
one another. The king, endowed with great natural ability, had acquired a wonderful
fund of learning which made him appear a prodigy to his contemporaries, but, although he was intimately acquainted
with the greatest productions of eastern and western genius, his soaring spirit never lost itself in romantic dreams.
He eagerly studied both the more and the less important interests of the political and economical life of Southern
Italy. The funding of the University of Naples sufficiently attests his interest in education. He was an intelligent
admirer of the beauties of nature, his love for which was intensified by his natural powers of observation. The
unlimited resources of the physical world and its constantly multiplying problems increased the inclination of this
sceptical spirit towards a thorough empiricism. In none of his contemporaries does intellectual subjectivism show
itself so strongly and at the same time so one-sidedly. This desire to penetrate into the secrets of the universe, as well
as his scandalous sensual indulgence, brought on Frederick the reputation of an atheist.”
Frederick II was even called "antichrist" and to have asked theologians, mockingly, while pointing to the sky, "tell me
where you see god in the universe?" (Ѻ)

Three Impostors
In circa 1235, Frederick II is attributed to have penned an anonymous Treatise on the Three Imposters, the first sodubbed Atheist’s Bible, wherein he asserted that Jesus, Moses, and Muhammad were impostors; it, supposedly,
began to circulate (Ѻ) in the centuries to follow; and or, was written by Simon of Tournai (1130-1201) or Bernardino
Ochino (1487-1564), independently, or based on Frederick II's conjecture's. In 1770, Voltaire published a response to
the hoax treatise entitled Epistle to the Author of the Book of the Three Impostors (Épître à l'Auteur du Livre des Trois
Imposteurs) (Ѻ), which contains one of his best-known quotations: "If God didn't exist, it would be necessary to
invent Him."

Soul | Experiment
See main: Soul experiments

Frederick II, in one experiment, among his may inquisitive experiments carried out on people, recorded by the monk
Salimbene di Adam, in his Chronicles (Ѻ), he shutting a prisoner up in a cask to see if the ‘soul’ could be observed
escaping though a hole in the cask when the prisoner died.

Language | Experiment
In a second experiment, on the basis that Adam and Eve were the first two humans, Frederick conducted a language
deprivation experiment, wherein he had children raised by foster mothers and nurses that were allowed to bathe,
wash, and suckle the children, but in no ways to prattle or speak with them; his aim, supposedly, was to discover
what language would have been imparted unto Adam and Eve by god, i.e. whether they would speak the Hebrew
language (which he took to have been the first), or Greek, or Latin, or Arabic, or perchance the tongue of their
parents of whom they had been born. He found, however, that the children “could not live without clappings of the
hands, and gestures, and gladness of countenance, and blandishments”.

Digestion | Experiment
To test digestion, in one experiment, Frederick II feed two prisoners, sending one out to hunt and the other to bed
and then had them disemboweled to see which had digested their meal better.
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Quotes | On
The following are Frederick II related quotes:
“Frederick II, this pestilent king, a scorpion spitting out poison from the stinger of his tail, has notably and openly
stated that—in his own words—the whole world has been fooled by three imposters, Jesus Christ, Moses, and
Muhammad, two of whom died honorably, while Jesus himself died on the cross. Moreover, he has dared to affirm,
or rather, he has fraudulently claimed, that all those who believe that a virgin could give birth to the god who created
nature, and all the rest, were fools. And Fredrick has aggravated the heresy by this insane assertion, according to
which no one can be born without having been conceived by the prior intercourse of a man and woman; he also
claims that people ought to believe nothing that cannot be proven by the strength and reason of nature.”
— Pope Gregory IX (1239), address to monarchs

“Frederick II was man of extraordinary culture, energy, and ability – called by a contemporary chronicler stupor
mundi (the wonder of the world), by Nietzsche the first European, and by many historians the first modern ruler –
Frederick established in Sicily and southern Italy something very much like a modern, centrally governed kingdom
with an efficient bureaucracy.”
— Donald Detwiler (1999), Germany: A Short History [1]
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Free electron
In business chemistry, free electron is the modelling of certain highly energetic workers as a valence shell electrons in
the sense that choose their own occupational work orbitals (see: human molecular orbital theory). An example of a
"free electron" type of worker, according to American electrical engineer and consultant Tom DeMarco, would
include someone who is highly-motivated or self-directed and or works non-traditional jobs, such as freelance work,
self-employment, contracting, consulting, etc., can be likened to a valence shell electron, in the sense that the choose
their work orbits, so to speak, rather than having a traditional single location company “job” in the normal sense of
the word. [1]

Etymology
The implementation of the term “free electron” used in the business sense was introduced in circa 1986 by American
business executive Steve McMenamin who defined self-motivated super-achievers of corporations, who define their
own job, as “free electrons” since “they have a strong role in choosing their own orbits.” This business model became
the chapter “Free Electrons” of the 1987 book : Productive Projects and Teams by Americans electrical engineer and
consultant Tom DeMarco and business consultant Timothy Lister. [1]
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In thermodynamics, free energy is the measure of the portion
of energy of a chemical system that can be converted into
external work or the measure of a system's ability to do work.
[1]

Overview
In 1942, American physical chemist Hugh Taylor stated the
following about free energy: [10]
“The heat of a reaction is not the true thermodynamic
criterion for chemical reaction. On the contrary, the change of A depiction of the "free energy" component of the
equation for the Helmholtz free energy.
free energy, the capacity of the system to do chemical,
electrical or mechanical work, is the correct measure of the
driving force of a reaction.”
In isothermal-isobaric systems, free energy is called "Gibbs free energy". In isothermal-isochoric systems, free energy
is called "Helmholtz free energy".

Etymology
The term free energy, or freie energie in the original German, was introduced in German physicist Hermann
Helmholtz' 1882 article "The Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", a term he modeled or stylized on the earlier
term "available energy" used in 1876 by American engineer Willard Gibbs. [6] Helmholtz conceived of "bound
energy" (gebundene energie) and "free energy" in thermodynamic systems, and showed that the quantitative value
of free energy in a reactive chemical system was a measure of the chemical "affinity" between the reactants. [4]
Helmholtz's 1882 was spurred into publication out of the growing incorrectness being pushed forward that the
release of heat acts as the true driving force of a chemical reaction, i.e. the so-called Berthelot-Thomsen principle
(1854-64). Helmholtz proved that, owing to the aspects of entropy, it is the free energy, not heat that is the measure
affinities. This is the same article in which the term free energy was coined. The Berthelot-Thomsen principle, to
note, still held sway in the minds of many, such as James Johnstone (1921), into the early 20th century. [11]

Human chemistry
In human chemical reactions, which are constant temperature (isothermal), constant pressure (isobaric), surface
chemistry reactions, it is the the Gibbs free energy is the quantity of importance. [2] Changes in the value of free
energy can be used to determine if a reaction is thermodynamically favorable. [3]

Calculation of
The first systematic study of all the thermodynamic date necessary for the calculation of the free energy changes in a
group of important reactions was published in Germany by Fritz Haber in his 1905 Thermodynamics of Technical Gas
Phase Reactions. [7] Others following Haber include: German physical chemist Walther Nernst, Danish physical
chemist Johannes Bronsted, and Americans Arthur Noyes, Merle Randall and Gilbert Lewis. [8] Some argue that
American physicist John Kirkwood, a protégé of Noyes, laid the foundations for the standard method for estimating
free energy differences, namely perturbation theory and thermodynamic integration, by building on the chemical
affinity and extent of reaction work of Theophile De Donder. Others to have furthered this approach include: Robert
Zwanzig, Lev Landau, and Benjamin Widom. [9]

Perutz | Schrodinger
In 1987 commentary on Erwin Schrödinger’s 1944 book What is Life? (see: Note to Chapter 6) and his ideas on life
and "negative entropy", Austrian-born English molecular biologist Max Perutz argued that we live on free energy and
that there is no need to postulate the conception of negative entropy. [5]
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Free energy barrier
In thermodynamics, free energy barrier refers to
a heightened state of free energy, typically Gibbs
free energy, of the various possible
conformations or paths of one or more molecular
entities. The term free energy barrier, used
frequently in discussions of energy landscapes,
seems, in most cases to be a synonym of
activation energy or "activation energy barrier",
although there do seem to be similarities and
more investigation of the subtlety differences
between the two terms is in order.
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In thermodynamics, free energy change, ΔG
or ΔF, refers to the change in measurement
of the free energy, Gibbs free energy G or
Helmholtz free energy F, depending on if
the system is isothermal-isobaric or
isothermal-isochoric, respectively, of a
system on passing from the initial state to
the final state of the reaction, or on going
from reactants to products; in Gibbs free
energy terms as:

or in Helmholtz free energy terms as:

Diagrams of the free energy change for both exergonic and endergonic
reactions, indicating that the former is characterized by a negative free energy
change (decrease in free energy) and the latter a positive free energy change
(increase in free energy).

the Greek symbol Delta Δ meaning 'change', the subscript f refers to the free energy measure of the system in the
final reaction state of the process, and i the free energy measure of the system in the initial reaction state.

External links
● Free energy changes – Purdue University.

Free energy coupling
In thermodynamics, free energy coupling refers to
the rule that the free energy changes of coupled
reactions are additive. Specifically, given a set of
reactions, i through k, typically occurring under
isothermal-isobaric (biological) conditions, the total
Gibbs free energy change, for the mixture of
reactions will be the summation of the free energies
of the component reactions:

G = U + PV – TS
In other words, the energy released from one
reaction (spontaneous ones) will, in effect, drive
other reactions which are not energetically favored
(non-spontaneous ones).
In short, given two or more reactions in which
one is not energetically favorable the logic of free
energy coupling, which seems to be based on the
rule that state functions are additive, stipulates that
the set of coupled or energetically connected
The coupling of the exergonic ATP hydrolysis reaction to the
reactions in contact will proceed, when mixed
endergonic glutamine synthesis reaction. [2]
together, as long the magnitude of the free energy
change for the exergonic reaction[s] is greater than that of the endergonic reaction[s], whereby the free energy
released from one or more powerful reactions will drive the weaker free energy absorbing reactions. If, for example,
the one spontaneous reaction is mixed with a non-spontaneous reaction, such as shown below:

A→B

Natural (Spontaneous)

C→D

Unnatural (Non-spontaneous)

the non-spontaneous reaction can be driven into reaction as long as: |ΔGAB| > |ΔGCD|.
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History
The basics of this rule seem to stem from Hess’ law of heat summations. This logic applied to summations of Gibbs
free energies, however, seems to have arisen in the 1941 paper “Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate
Bond Energy” of German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann’s and the recognition of the universal energy
currency of phosphates, e.g. ATP, in biological systems, and how the energy released from the high energy phosphate
triple bond can be used to drive many energetically unfavorable biochemical reactions. [1]
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Free energy table
In thermodynamics, a free energy table or “table of
standard free energies of formation at 25 °C”, is a set
of calculated data for values of free energy, enthalpy,
and entropy of various chemical species that is used
to determine reaction feasibility among other
information. An example of a basic free energy table
for various organic species is shown adjacent. [1]

Affinity tables
The precursor to the free energy tables were the
various "affinity tables", the first of which was
constructed in 1718 by French physician and chemist
Étienne Geoffroy during a translation into French of
English physicist Isaac Newton's famous "Query 31"
of his Opticks, wherein verbal affinity preferences are
enunciated. [2] The largest affinity table built was
Bergman's affinity table constructed in 1775 by
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman. It soon thereafter
became apparent that each affinity reaction depend An example 1998 thermodynamic table showing the standard
enthalpy of formation ΔHf°, standard Gibbs free energy of
on temperature, and that each table would need to
formation ΔGf°, and standard entropy S°. [1]
be constructed anew for each different temperature.
Affinity table construction generally came to a halt, in the years to follow, because of this impediment.

Free energy tables
See main: Thermodynamic data table

In the decades 1775-1840s, it was increasingly becoming apparent that the "affinity table" approach to the
quantification of chemical reactions had its limitation. One, Bergman's multi-page map size affinity table was
approaching the limit in functionability. Two, and most importantly, it was becoming apparent that that reactions
seemed to depend on temperature, meaning that one would have to construct a different affinity table for each
temperature, and hence make hundreds of affinity tables. Third, and most importantly, was the puzzling nature of
heat, which between 1780s to 1830s, had its roots in the now defunct so-called "caloric theory of heat" which held
that heat was a type of fluid-like indestructible particle (caloric).
In the late 1850s and into the 1870s, the so-called "thermal theory of affinity" was proposed, which held that
heat release was the measure of affinity and hence the true measure of the driving force of chemical reactions. This
theory, however, soon showed limitations: for instance, it could not explain endothermic reactions.
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In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his seminal paper "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes", showed that the true measure of affinity is not "heat" but rather "free energy", which depended on
reaction conditions, as shown below:
Thermal theory of Thermodynamic theory of
affinity
affinity
(1854-1864)
(1882-1936)

Driving force / Measure of affinity
(isochoric-isobaric reactions)

Q

U – TS

Driving force / Measure of affinity
(isothermal-isobaric reactions)

Q

U + PV – TS

Helmholtz, in short, showed that heat is NOT the driving force of a reaction, but rather "free energy" is and also that
the measure of affinity A is free energy change (ΔF or ΔG, depending on the type of process):

A = – ΔF

(isochoric-isobaric processes)

A = – ΔG

(isothermal-isobaric processes)

Soon thereafter, free energy tables began to be made, listing the standard free energy of formation for various
elements, molecules, and compounds. Helmholtz's proof that overthrew the thermal theory of affinity of
thermochemistry, updating things with the newly-forming science of chemical thermodynamics. In the decades to
follow affinity tables were soon replaced by free energy tables. The first outlines of which were made by German
physical chemist Fritz Haber in regards to gas phase reactions. [1] In more detail, according to Gilbert Lewis (1923),
"the first systematic study of all the thermodynamic data necessary for the calculation of the free energy of chemical
substances in a group of important reactions was done by Haber", as presented in his 1905 work Thermodynamics of
Technical Gas Reactions. [5] Haber, however, did not make actual free energy tables, but rather made tables of
equilibrium constants, discussing reaction energies, which is nearly synonymous with free energy, loosely speaking.

Lewis | 1923
The work of Haber gave way to the construction of the first so-called “table of free energies” made in 1914 by
American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, giving free energies of formation values for oxygen,
hydrogen, and a few oxides of hydrogen. [6] This formed the basis for their expanded-followup 1923 “Table of
Standard Free Energies of Formation at 25 °C”, giving free energies of formation for 28 cations and a few metallic
compounds and 111 non-metallic compounds and anions, as shown below: [5]
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(add discussion)

Burton | 1957
The first thermodynamic table for biochemical species, according to Robert Alberty, was the 1957 "Free Energies of
Formation from the Elements" table, made by English electrical engineer and physicist Keith Burton, as found the
appendix of tables in Hans Krebs and Hans Kornberg's Energy Transformations in Living Matter. [7] Burton's table,
which contains about 100 biochemical species, is shown below: [3]
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(add discussion)

Chang | 1998
The following is Chinese-born American Raymond Chang's thermodynamic data table, from his 6th edition, 1998
college Chemistry textbook, which in and of itself is nothing unique but is representative of the late 20th century view
that the concept of elementary chemical thermodynamic reaction calculations is something that had distilled down,
in a generic format, to the level of the general chemistry chemistry student (and possibly high school level chemistry
student): [8]
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(add discussion)
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Free energy of formation of
an animal
The following 1993 quote by
American physical chemist Martin
Goldstein, from his chapter
section on the “Entropy of a
Mouse”, gives idea of what is
means for a biochemical species
or for that matter a so-called
biological entity, such as a mouse
(or a human) to have a free
energy value in a given state: [9]
“To apply thermodynamics to the
problem of how life got started,
we must ask what net energy and
entropy changes would have
been if simple chemical
A semi-cartoonish, semi-realistic rendition of relationship between Gibbs free energy, G,
substances, present when the
and the “creation” of a rabbit (compare: creation by breath), from American physicist
earth was young, were converted Daniel Schroeder’s 2000 Thermal Physics textbook.
into living matter [as in the
formation of a mouse] … to answer this question [for each process], we must determine the energies and entropies
of everything in the initial state and final state.”
In other words, the above table, showing the Gibbs free energies of formation for different biochemical species, such
as Fructose (218 kgcal), molecular formula C6H12O6, gives way to the idea that this logic can be extrapolated upward
to calculate the standard Gibbs free energy of formation for different types of proto-life entities, chemicals, or
molecules, such as a mouse.

Human free energy tables
The future goal of human chemical thermodynamics, will be to calculate "human free energy tables" for the
calculation of reaction feasibilities and spontaneities of different combinations of human chemical species (human
molecules); as in different sets of potentials in the process of "love the chemical reaction." [4] The affinity-based
beta-stage online pair-matching site ReactionMatch.com has this goal in mind.
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In thermodynamics, free enthalpy or freie Enthalpie
(common German translation) is an older synonym for
theGibbs free energy, the isothermal isobaric potential,
used by German scientists in the years following Dutch
physicist Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes 1909 coining of the
quantity ‘U + PV’ by the name enthalpy, whereby the
difference of enthalpy less the bound energy ‘TS’ would
be considered ‘free enthalpy’. [1]

Discussion
The assertion, by Ryogo Kubo (1976), that “free
enthalpy” is a synonym of Gibbs free energy, however, may not be consistent in all cases. The following abstract from
German geophysical hydroecologist Peter Mauersberger’s 1981 “Entropy and Free Enthalpy in an Aquatic Ecosystem”
gives an example usage, that seems to differentiate the term free enthalpy from free energy: [3]
“Modelling aquatic ecosystems, the second law of thermodynamics must be taken into consideration: The local
entropy production always is positive definite. Therefore, this paper deals with the definition of thermodynamic
functions in the framework of the macroscopic theory of aquatic ecosystems. Taking dissolved and inorganic material,
particulate organic matter, solid phases, and aquatic biota at different trophic levels into account, the entropy, the
free enthalpy, and the free energy in an aquatic ecosystem are determined on the basis of the theory of dilute
solutions.”
It may be that Mauersberger here is using the logic:
Entropy = S
Free energy = U – TS (Helmholtz free energy)
Free enthalpy = H – TS (Gibbs free energy)
In any event, German thermodynamics historian Ingo Muller (2004) defines free enthalpy as being a synonym of
Gibbs free energy. [4] In his 1993 thermodynamics textbook by German chemist Roland Reich on chemical
thermodynamics, Gibbs free energy and free enthalpy are explicitly described as being synonymous terms in German.
[5]

Coining
It remains to be tracked down as to who actually introduced the term "free enthalpy"—though it seems German
technical physicist Walther Meissner (1882-1974), doctoral student of Max Planck, was using the term “free
enthalpy” in 1931 in his work on low temperature research. [6] Into the 1940s and 50s the term seems to came into
common usage. The function H – TS was formerly named, in English publications, Gibbs free energy in 1933 by English
thermodynamicist Edward Guggenheim; hence, it seems, in the 1930s there were two competing names, namely
"free enthalpy" (German) and Gibbs free energy" (English), for the same function. [2] Some, to note, use the
portmanteau “Gibbs free enthalpy” for the function H – TS. [7]
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Free will
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In theories, free will is a conception that a
person exercises control over the choices
made in their reaction existence (life), in a
way that is autonomous and or exempt from
the laws of nature.

Overview
The reason that many people seem to deny
the view that the theory of free will is now
defunct is that the the model of free will
and the subsequent "choosing" of right from
wrong which lies at the heart of morality
and and thus ingrained views of life-death,
purpose, and the understanding of the "self"
in the context of the universe.

Legal implications
See main: Science-connected legal cases ; See
also: Slave stealing parable

Left: Belgian surrealist artist Rene Magritte's 1933 oil on canvas painting
entitled "Elective Affinities" based on the human chemical theory of German
polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective
Affinities, according to which the “will” is largely determined by forces
external (1796), and his general motto that: “none are so hopelessly enslaved
than those who believe they are free” (P2:C5) Goethe’s protégé Arthur
Schopenhauer’s stylized his own will to power theory, similar to the above.
Right: a circa 2012 free will artwork, based on Margritte's painting, the idea
that we are each hatched into a world caged by external forces. [15]

One reason many hold fast to the notion of
free will is that it not only underwrites the
religious notion of "sin" and the theory of
"judgment", as described in the Ra theology
theory of the weighting of the soul (soul
weight in the Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths or karma
weight in the B-ra-hma-ic faiths), but also
underwrites the legal system of most countries.
In the US, for instance, the 1978 case of United States v. Grayson established the Supreme Court's stance on free
will as being a "universal and persistent" foundation of the system of law, distinct from "a deterministic view of
human conduct that is inconsistent with the underlying precepts of the criminal justice system." Therefore, a
scientific non-belief in the theory of free will is considered an illegal view in modern times. Said another way,
according to American neuroscientist Sam Harris, "any scientific developments that threaten our notion of free will
would seem to put the ethics of punishing people for their bad behavior in question." [13]

Hmol sciences
In human chemistry and human thermodynamics, a human being is defined as a molecule, i.e. a "human molecule",
and systems of humans are defined as thermodynamics systems, governed by the laws of chemistry and physics. In
this view, the conception of a molecule, human or otherwise, with a free will, becomes an absurdity. The modern
view, conversely, shows the concept of free will to be a defunct scientific theory, replaced by more updated views,
such as induced movement, among others.

Readiness potential
The first scientific disproof of the theory of free will was done in 1982 by American neuroscientist Benjamin Libet,
who found that electrical activity of the brain precedes so-called "conscious" choice of free will by 350 milliseconds.

Retinal Molecule
C20H28O

The "forced" input of a billions of photons (force
carriers) causes the twenty-six-element human
molecule to "move" into a straightened upright

The "forced" input of a single photon (a force
carrier) causes the three-element retinal
molecule to "move" into a straightened
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position; when the light is no longer present (e.g.
nighttime), the human molecule reverts back to its
bent position (e.g. curled in sleep).

position; when the light is no longer present, the
retinal molecule reverts back to the bent
position.

Thermodynamics
When one first begins to analyze the process of human life from either a chemical or thermodynamic point of view,
such as Goethe did in 1809, as Henry Adams did in 1910, as C.G. Darwin did in 1952, as Bazargan did in 1956, or as
Valiery Chalidze did in 2000, the issue of "free will" is one of the first major topics of debate that arises. In other
words, from a chemical or thermodynamic point of view, a person is a molecule, i.e. a human molecule, no different
than any other heat-driven animate molecule in the universe, and the actions or movements of molecules are
determined by Gauge boson exchange forces. [1] When viewing the question of free will and "choice" in terms of
human chemical reactions, particularly regarding the effect of love, as in love the chemical reaction, the distinction
becomes clearer. Sixty-five percent of people, for instance, agree with the statement: "falling in love was not really a
choice; it just struck me (e.g. love at first sight)" [9]

ABC model of will | Retinal model of molecular choice
The basic model for the description of "free will" or induced movement in molecular life (animate activity), is the
movement dynamics involved in the life of the 3-element retinal molecule C20H28O (pictured above), a light sensitive
molecule found in the retina of the eye. If the energy contained in a single photon is of the correct wavelength,
between 400 and 700 nm, it will function to break what are called pi-bonds found between the eleventh and twelfth
carbon atoms near the kink in the structure of the retinal molecule. When these pi-bonds break, this ‘forces’ the
retinal molecule to rearrange into a straightened configuration. This basic model, in which a molecule is forced to
react, i.e. moves dynamically, to a photon or field particle stimulus, is the basic model (poster child) for human
molecular life, i.e. for all human behavior. The human molecule, a 26-element molecule, is no different than the
retinal molecule, a 3-element molecule. Human chemical reactions will always be exact and repetitive, similar to the
bending and straightening actions of the simple retinal molecule. More to the point, the central nervous system of
the retinal molecule is no different, complexity aside, than the central nervous system of the human molecule: each
CNS is comprised, at its core, of
valence shell electron-photon
interactions.
This photon inducing,
exchange force, retinal-bending
mechanism, to note, was is an
expansion of the 1913 Bohr model
of the atom applied to the
phenomenon of molecular
movement and mechanism with
light interaction as discovered in
1958 by the American biochemist
George Wald and his co-workers;
work for which Wald won a share
of the 1967 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine with
Haldan Keffer Hartline and Ragnar
Granit. [2]

Correct view
One of the first to state the correct
view of free will, namely that from
The "ABC model" of free will: (A) retinal molecule in ground state (normal state); (B)
a molecular point of view, was
light (or one or more photons) with a frequency of 400 to 700 nm absorbs into the the
Dutch philosopher Bededict de
carbon atom (note: atom shown is actually beryllium) at the 11 position, thus causing
Spinoza, who in the 17th century
(exchange force) an electron to jump up in orbital position (excited state); (C) the retinal
stated that “experience tells us
molecule reacts to this by "moving" to the straightened position, a short-lived
clearly that men believe they are
heightened energy configuration. [14]
free simply because they are
conscious of their actions and unconscious of the causes whereby these actions are determined; further, it is plain
that the dictates of the mind are simply another name for the appetites that vary according to the varying state of the
body.” [3] These states, in a human chemistry point of view, can be understood in an analogous fashion as being
evolved forms of the "octet rule" where atoms and molecules seek to satisfy their orbital satieties.
The correct view, as Goethe discerned, is that person does not have a free will, but only a "perceptual free will".
In his own words, "none are so hopelessly enslaved as those who falsely believe they are free". In other words, the
feeling that one is "choosing their actions" is nothing more than a build up of electromagnetic potential, in the
neurological structure and social bonding structure of the individual, that mediates the force of choice over other
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possible actions. [1] In 1784, German philosopher Immanuel Kant outlined the one of the clearest statements on the
description of free will, in a form which predates the basics of human chemical mechanism, after reading Prussian
demographer Johann Peter Süssmilch’s tables of births and deaths: [7]
“Whatever concept one may hold, from a metaphysical point of view, concerning the freedom of will, certainly its
appearances, which are human actions, like every other natural event are determined by universal laws.”
In 1869, Russian novelist and philosopher Leo Tolstoy stated the all-molecules-obey-the-same-laws-logic in his classic
book War and Peace: [8]
“A particle of matter cannot tell us that it is unconscious of the laws of attraction and repulsion and that the law is
not true; but man, who is the subject of history, says bluntly: I am free, and am therefore not subject to laws.”
In modern terms, one can see the logic of Tolstoy's argument when looking at standard molecular evolution tables.

Incorrect view
The incorrect view that a person does have a free will, implies that all molecules have a free will. This type of logic,
however, leads to obvious theoretical absurdities. In 1921, English experimental biologist James Johnstone
speculative about the physical chemistry implications of free will vs. determinism in biology, concluding that the
question is meaningless, because the mind cannot be measured. [12] In his 1921 lecture on Cartesian economics,
English physical chemist Frederick Soddy set to position the science of economics on the first two laws of
thermodynamics, but teetered on the divide between animate (cell or amoeba) and inanimate (Brownian movement)
life but on the topic of free will stated: [11]
“Life is the expression of the interaction of two totally distinct things represented by probability and free will,
thought the ultimate nature of these two things will probably remain, a thousand years hence, as far off as ever.”
In 1952, to cite an example of logic gone wrong, English physicst Charles Galton Darwin, in his book The Next Million
Years, correctly argued that humans are molecules and that thermodynamics governs their operation, but then in a
side note he states that man, differing from other molecules, has a free will owing to his unpredictibility. Specifically,
in a system of gas molecules, the external conditions are determined by the constraints of the containing vessel; the
analogy for humans, according to Darwin, is that the earth itself is the containing vessel. Similarly, the internal
conditions of human systems, which are analogous to the property of being conservative dynamical systems, lies, as
Darwin says, ‘of course much deeper’. In short, Darwin argues that: [4]
“The laws governing the nature of human molecules, lie much deeper [as compared to systems of gas molecules],
because unlike a molecule, a man has a free will, which make his actions unpredictable.”
In a modern sense, we know that Darwin is completely wrong on this latter point, i.e. man absolutely does not have a
free will, nor does any other atom or molecule. The short of this explanation is that if one believes that one type of
molecule has a free will than one must prove that all molecules have a free will, which is an argument in absurdity.
Nevertheless, Darwin justifies this, humorously, by stating that the ‘the individual collisions of the human molecules
may be a little less predictable than those of the gas molecules.’ [4]
In 1956, likewise, Iranian engineer and thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan stated that: [5]
“When dealing with human societies and humans with free will, thermodynamic law and formulae require a
coefficient, which can be called a balancing coefficient and is less than 1 in unbalanced societies and more than 1 in
societies governed by true religions and affections.”
This type of flawed logic, wherein human beings are supposed to have special exceptions in the laws of science, is a
common one. In 1985, one of the more convoluted arguments in support of the existence of free will was proposed
by American physical chemist George Scott in his book Atoms of the Living Flame: an Odyssey into Ethics and the
Physical Chemistry of Free Will, wherein he argued, essentially, that human nervous systems a in a far-fromequilibrium state, governed by Prigoginean type nonequilibrium thermodynamics of the sort that "could chaotically
amplify indeterminate events at the micro level." [10] In the 2000 book Entropy Demystified - Potential Order, Life,
and Money, writer Valery Chalidze spends the first 190-pages outlining his take on economic thermodynamics, but
then knowing that the implications of thermodynamics precludes free will, i.e. makes impossible by necessary
consequence, she inserts a four page in conclusion section at the end of the book titled "The Unpredictability of Will
and Physics" where he states, for instance:
“Our will, which is informed energy, is capable of deviating from the prescriptions of physical laws.”
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Beyond this, he argues that "the obvious reason to reject human will as a physical property is its unpredictability." [6]

Quantum mechanics
In 1927, Werner Heisenberg derived the Heisenberg uncertainty relation and the following year Arthur Eddington, in
his On the Nature of the Physical World, speculated on free will in the context of quantum mechanics. In the years
since, countless numbers have engaged in quantum-based theories, collectively known as "ontic opening theories",
either for or against free will. [13] One recent example would be American quantum physicist Robert Doyle who
argues that the collapse of the wave function gives people a two-stage version of free will.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It would thus make no difference whether a quantum of mental energy inserts itself into the course of the material
process or not: the law of the conservation of energy as formulated hitherto would not be impaired.”
— Oswald Kulpe (c.1900), cited by Carl Jung [2

“Scientists and philosophers realized long ago that free will could not be squared with our growing understanding of
the physical world. Nevertheless, many still deny this fact.”
— Sam Harris (2010), The Moral Landscape [13]

See also
● Einstein-Murphy dialogue
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In terminology, freedom, a state of existence
associated with being free or feeling free, is a term
that frequently comes up when viewing humanity as
a system of chemicals governed by physical and
chemical laws of operation.

Goethe | Elective Affinities
The following famous quote by German polymath
Johann Goethe, the founder of human chemistry,
gives one perspective on individual human freedom:
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who
falsely believe they are free.”
This motto is capture pictorially by Belgian surrealist A wirdou.com anthropomorphized image (Ѻ) of a valence shell
electron breaking loose from its orbital and gaining freedom (see
artist by René Magritte oil on canvas painting
also: free electron).
"Elective Affinities (1933)" based on construct of
Goethe's 1809 novella Elective Affinities.

Overview
The following is an example 1997 use by German literature professor Kevin Yee in discussing German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities: [1]
“The implied ‘correct’ outcome of the human reaction (a simple exchange of partners), which was predicted much
like a chemical reaction, is avoided because the Captain is a catalyst and not a normal reactant … [Goethe’s]
presentation of the Captain, the wild card in the mix of reactants, saves for humanity the possibility of freedom.”
Although Yee's assertion here is incorrect, namely the Captain was not conceived as a catalyst (Mittler the mediator
played this roll), but rather as a reactant, we do see mention or discussion of "freedom" in respect to chemical
reaction.
In Goethe’s novella, the characters, and in implication all of humanity,
were said to be governed by the dynamics of reactions between individuals
regulated by the chemical affinities of the following governing equation:

The first connected use of the discussion of "freedom" in the context of
human chemistry, was in the 1871 coining of the term 'social molecule', a
collective of people viewed as an aggregate of human particles or human
atoms, by English biologist Thomas Huxley: [2]
“Every society, great or small, resembles ... a complex molecule, in which
the atoms are represented by men, possessed of all those multifarious
attractions and repulsions which are manifested in their desires and
volitions, the unlimited power of satisfying which we call freedom ... the
social molecule exists in virtue of the renunciation of more or less of this
freedom by every individual. It is decomposed, when the attraction of
desire leads to the resumption of that freedom the expression of which is
essential to the existence of the social molecule. The great problem of
social chemistry we call politics, is to discover what desires of mankind may
be gratified, and what must be suppressed, if the highly complex
compound, society, is to avoid decomposition.”

Rene Magritte’s 1933 painting “Elective
Affinities”, characterizes the perspective
that although one is born free or may, at
times, feel free, one is always “caged” by
the force of chemical affinity.

(add discussion)

Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World
See main: Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World; Rossini debate

The topic of freedom, in a similar sense came up again in the famous 1971-2006 Rossini debate between American
chemistry professors Harold Leonard, John Wojcik, and Todd Silverstein, on the legitimacy of American chemical
thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini’s political thermodynamics arguments, expressed in his 1971 Priestley Medal
address “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”, in which Rossini argued that the first and second laws of
thermodynamics could be used to understand the paradox between freedom and security in social life, as understood
through enthalpy and entropy changes in society, whose central message from his address was: [3]
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“The picture we have developed from thermodynamics is very simple: One cannot have a maximum of freedom and
a maximum of security at the same time. If there is a maximum of freedom, there will be zero security.”
Rossini argues, similar to Goethe, that paradox between freedom and security can be explained using the following
equation, which is a form of the combined law of thermodynamics:

Interestingly, as we see, both Goethe and Rossini
believe that the feeling of freedom felt by a
person can be understood in terms of enthalpy
changes ΔH and entropy changes ΔS of individual
human chemical reactions in the context of the
coupled reactions of the social group or system.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“To deny the freedom of the will is to make
morality impossibility.”
— James Froude (1871), “Calvinism”, Mar 17 [5]

See also
● Surface/mass ‘longevity’ – Discussion (2009)
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In science, Alexander Freeman (1838-1897) was English mathematician, a
correspondent of James Maxwell and Willard Gibbs, and translator of the 1878 English
edition of Joseph Fourier’s 1822 Analytical Theory of Heat, to which he added in
various original notes on the life and work of Fourier. [1] Freeman was also one of the
editors of one of the first English translations of French chemist Antoine Lavoisier’s
Elements of Chemistry. [2]

Maxwell’s thermodynamic surface
Freeman, it seems, was the first to tell American engineer Willard Gibbs about the clay
model water statute that Irish physicist James Maxwell had made, after spending an
entire winter on it, based on Gibbs 1873 graphical thermodynamics papers. In February
18th, 1875 letter to Gibbs, Freeman states: [3]
“You will be gratified to hear that Prof. Maxwell has made a clay model of your
thermodynamic surface wherein entropy, energy, and volume are the three
coordinates, and is able to explain a great deal by it.”

Education
Freeman graduated Fifth Wrangler in 1861 from St. John’s College, Cambridge in 1861 and completed an M.A. there
in 1864. He was a member of the London Mathematical Society from 1866 to 1891. [4] At St. John’s College, he was
examiner for the mathematical Tripos in 1874 and 1875 and acted as deputy for the Plumian professor of astronomy
from 1880 to 1882. [5] In 1883, Freeman was editor of the third edition of Charles Cheyne’s Planetary theory, in
which listed himself as M.A., F.R.A.S. rector of Murston, Kent and late fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge.” [6]
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Freeman, Walter
In neuroscience, Walter Freeman (1927-) is an American neuroscientist philosopher
note for []

Overview
In 1995, Freeman, in his Societies of Brains: A Study in the Neuroscience of Love and
Hate, argued that brain cells and or cortical patterns are analogs of Benard cell
formation formed from thermodynamic fluctuations; the following is an example view:
[1]
“Each cortical pattern is a dissipative structure emergent from a microscopic
fluctuation.”
Freeman’s neurological Benard cell theories are utilized in the emergence teleology
theories of both Cuban-born American philosopher Alicia Juarrero and American
neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon. [2]
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Further reading
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Freedman, Gary
In human chemistry, Gary Freedman (c.1950-) is an American paralegal turned bloger
noted for his circa 2009 ebook Significant Moments, written in a somewhat
nontraditional manner, namely writing each sentence or sentence fragment followed
by the title of a book (and author) thematic to the sentence, in an alternating manner,
one section of which of note he thematically groups a selection of books on the
thematic topic of human chemistry. [1]

Human chemistry
As summarized his 2010 blog posting "The Chemistry of Human Relations", the
following gray colored and double indented text (or yellow highlighted, as done in his
blog) sections are said to be representative of human "relationship chemistry", so to
speak, or at least as Freedman sees things: [2]
The reader, at this point, will have realized for some time now that this is not a
chemical treatise: my presumption does not reach so far—"ma voix est foible, et meme
un peu profane." Nor is it an autobiography, save in the partial and symbolic limits in
which every piece of writing is autobiographical, indeed every human work; but it is in some fashion a . . .
Primo Levi, The Periodic Table
. . . poetic endeavor . . .
Kirsten Wille, Poetic License
. . . whose aim it is to elucidate . . .
Irvin Goldman, Abductory Inference, Communication Theory and Subjective Science
. . . the mysterious chemistry of the mind and . . .
Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner
. . . of human woes, passions and felicities.
K.R. Eissler, Talent and Genius
Now our interest is in this human content.
Sigmund Freud, The Theme of the Three Caskets
And yet, do not those very endeavors speak for the fact that . . .
Sigmund Freud, The Moses of Michelangelo
. . . it happens also in chemistry as in . . .
Primo Levi, The Periodic Table
. . . the man-world that . . .
Jack London, The Valley of the Moon
. . . attraction and relatedness . . .
Johann Goethe, Elective Affinities
. . . play their . . .
Upton Sinclair, The Jungle
. . . fateful roles
Bruno Bettelheim, Freud and Man's Soul
Permit me to clarify the situation by a metaphor.
Hermann Hesse, Magister Ludi: The Glass Bead Game
Now the molecules of inorganic matter . . .
Carole Angier, The Double Bond: Primo Levi, A Biography
. . . as I have learned, . . .
Anthony Trollope, The Last Chronicle of Barset
. . . attach to each other at one point only, making long but stable chains. Organic molecules, by contrast, have a
double bond: they attach to each other at two or even more points, making possible richer but also less stable
combinations.
Carole Angier, The Double Bond: Primo Levi, A Biography
To continue:
Leo Tolstoy, Resurrection
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The hydrogen bond is only a twentieth as strong as the bonds that usually hold atoms together within a molecule. It is
strong enough, even so, to hold the two strands . . .
Isaac Asimov, The Wellsprings of Life
. . . of DNA code . . .
Richard Preston, The Cobra Event: A Novel
. . . in place. Yet it is also weak enough to break and allow the two chains to separate on occasion . . .
Isaac Asimov, The Wellsprings of Life
At present I should have to put you off with dreadful technical terms which would still give you no idea of what is
happening. One has to have these entities before one's eyes, and see how, although they appear to be lifeless, they
are in fact perpetually ready to spring into activity; . . .
Johann Goethe, Elective Affinities
. . . but if . . .
Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams
. . . to comprehend is the same as forming an image, we will never form an image of a happening whose scale is a
millionth of a millimeter, whose rhythm is a millionth of a second, and whose protagonists are in their essence
invisible. Every verbal description must be inadequate, and one will be as good as the next, so let us settle for the
following description.
Primo Levi, The Periodic Table
Atoms attract one another, atoms repel one another.
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace
It needs little imagination . . .
Johann Goethe, Elective Affinities
. . . to see reflected in . . .
Anna Katherine Green, The Woman in the Alcove
. . . the record of the friendship of Wagner and Nietzsche . . .
Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner
. . . a metaphor from which we may extract . . .
Johann Goethe, Elective Affinities
. . . a lesson that . . .
Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams
. . . is neither remote nor metaphysical:
Primo Levi, The Periodic Table
So long as each seemed to the other to be just a factor in his own egoistic . . .
Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner
. . . development, a . . .
Victor Hugo, Les Miserables
. . . chemical alter ego . . .
Primo Levi, The Periodic Table
. . . their mutual attraction was stronger than their repulsion.
But from the moment that this . . .
Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner
. . . anarchy of atoms, . . .
Friedrich Nietzsche, The Case of Wagner
. . . this always unstable equilibrium became still more unstable
by reason of Nietzsche's gradual realisation of what he was in himself, and his own illimitable self-esteem, his sense
of his mission, his lust for power, his inability to suffer contradiction clashed with a similar complex of forces in
Wagner, a breach between the two men was inevitable.
Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner
Freedman, in this same blog post notes that although he received a "D" (barely passing) in his high school chemistry
classes, he did have a liking for the tenacity or rather dedication of his teacher Ethel B. Fischer to her profession, and
comments that he originally intended to dedicate the book to her. Freedman also noted that the above passage, on
the overlap of chemistry and human behaviors, is an example of” homospatial thinking”, the active conception of two
or more discrete entities occupying the same space, a conception leading to the articulation of new identities and
creative thinking. [2] In retrospect 2012 commentary, in response to the query: "can you elaborate on the above
section, i.e. what you meant by the "chemistry of human relations" in regards to the above book section?", Freedman
stated:
"I am referring to the fact that people have complementary personality characteristics -- like atoms (individuals) in a
molecule (a group of 2 or more persons)."
This would classify Freedman, so to speak, as a "human atom" point of view theorist.
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Origin of life
In an earlier part of his book, Freedman summarizes the
origin of life as follows:
Isaac Asimov, The Wellsprings of Life
The Greeks were . . .
Richard Wilbur, Excerpt from Lamarck Elaborated
. . . the first . . .
William Shakespeare, The Tempest
—did you know—
Guy de Maupassant, Fascination
. . . who said . . .
Richard Wilbur, Excerpt from Lamarck Elaborated
A humorous take on the two prevailing primordial soup
. . . that all bodies are composed of indivisible and
origin of life theories, as described adjacent by Freedman:
unchangeable atoms.
left: lightening strike origin of life; right: comet strike origin
Will Durant, The Life of Greece
of life; each, in turn, striking a so-called "soup of organic
Chemically, all life is one.
molecules" and bringing about the first self-reproducing
Isaac Asimov, The Wellsprings of Life
organism in the Darwinian-based evolution mechanism.
That life is chemistry is true but boring, like saying that
football is physics.
Life, to a rough approximation, consists of the chemistry of three atoms, hydrogen,
carbon and oxygen, which between them make up ninety-eight percent of all
atoms in living beings. But it is the emergent properties of life—such as
heritability—not the constituent parts that are interesting.
Matt Ridley, Genome: The Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters
"Once upon a time, very long ago, . . .
Isaac Asimov, The Wellsprings of Life
. . . in the dark backward and abysm of time . . .
William Shakespeare, The Tempest
. . . perhaps two and a half billion years ago, under a deadly sun, in an
ammoniated ocean topped by a poisonous atmosphere, in the midst of a soup of
organic molecules, a nucleic acid molecule came accidentally into being that could
somehow bring about the existence of another like itself—"
And from that all else would follow!
This typical "soup of organic molecules" origin of life picture, shorthand for the warm pond model + Urey-Miller
experiment, as many people currently see things, is one of the stepping stone to arrival of the "defunct theory of life"
view.

Education
From 1988 to 1991, Freedman was a paralegal at the law firm; sometime thereafter he began blogging about his state
of affairs. (Ѻ)
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In processes, a freely-running or
"freely going" process is a reaction
which runs freely, like the
combustion of a fuel or the action
of an acid upon metal, and thus
constitute systems subject to no
external forces except the
constant pressure of the
atmosphere. In the original 1923
words of American physical
chemist Gilbert Lewis: [1]
“In the preceding discussion we
have considered a chemical
process which is in some way
harnessed for the production of
useful work. We may now turn to
the far more common case of a
reaction which runs freely, like the
combustion of a fuel, or the action
of an acid on a metal. In other
words, let us consider a system
which is subject to no external
forces, except a constant pressure
exerted by the environment.”
Examples of freely going reactions
are shown adjacent.

Governing equation
In freely running reactions, the
Lewis inequality for natural
processes governs the process:

Examples of "freely-going" processes: Left: the combustion of fuel, in this case wood, in
a campfire, which is the reaction of a hydrocarbon (methane shown below) with oxygen
to produce water, carbon dioxide, light, and fire:

Center: A photo of copper metal in a beaker of nitric acid wherein oxidation of copper
metal by nitric acid, a process having the chemical equation shown below, produces
nitric oxide (NO) gas which is immediately oxidized in air to form brown nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) gas. The copper atoms lose two electrons to form Cu2+ ions which give a blue
color in water. [6]

Right: A CartoonStock.com love cartoon entitled “Burning love”, depicting love as a
combustion reaction (see: human chemical reaction theory), which in the case of a
human reproduction reaction type combustion reaction has the following timeaccelerated chemical equation form: [7]
which is the reaction of two human molecules, AB (man + sperm) and CD (woman + egg),
produce, in the process of love the chemical reaction, a dihumanide molecule A≡C and
a new precipitate human molecule BD (child). [8]

If, conversely, the process is in some way harnessed for the production of useful work, e.g. when the electrical energy
produced from reactions of a Galvanic cell (or battery) is coupled or connected to a system external motor or other
electrical device, used, for instance, to light a bulb, then it is a universal rule that if any isothermal-isobaric process is
to occur with finite velocity, it is necessary that:

where
is the net work. [1] The work of Adriaan de Lange (1982) and—inspired by de Lange, the work of Gavin Ritz
(2001), seem to be the only ones to have perused the implications of this latter coupling “net work” factor in
sociological terms (see: human free energy).

Evolution
The process of chnopsological evolution (biological evolution) is a "freely going" process, a type of ongoing green
combustion, or "green fire" as Russian geochemical mineralogist Vladimir Vernadsky, in 1926, described the dynamics
of change in the "biosphere" (sphere of life) in chemical thermodynamic terms, sparked daily by the heating of the
light from the sun. [2] While the main work of Lewis wasn't necessarily concerned with applications of his chemical
thermodynamics derivations in evolution theory, he did, to note, in his 1925 Silliman lectures, turned book Anatomy
of Science (§7: Non-Mathematical Sciences), delve into the tricky question of evolution of the animate things/living
things (terms which he rotates usage of), commenting:
“Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be realized, which seems not unlikely, and suppose we could
discover a whole chain of phenomena [evolution timeline], leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest
chemical molecule to the most highly developed organism [human molecule]. Would we then say that my
preparation of this volume [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction [extrapolate up approach], or, conversely
that a crystal is thinking [extrapolate down approach] about the concepts of science?”
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In 1982, in loose connection to 1923 Lewis definition that the Lewis inequality governs freely going Earth-surfaceattached reactions, in 1982 Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks and American systems ecologist Edward Wiley
published there very controversial 1982 article "Victims of History: a Nonequilibrium Approach to Evolution", wherein
the gave the following "equation for evolution": [4]

where E represents evolution, dSi stands for the change in entropy levels of information, dSc for changes in entropy
levels of cohesion, and dSe for changes in something else (add), an equation which supposedly is time derivative
portmanteau or blend of Prigogine entropy and Shannon entropy, which of course is the reason why the article
resulted in such a backlash (see: Brooks-Wiley theory). [5]
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Freese, Peter
In hmolscience, Peter Freese (1939-) is a German literature theorist noted, in literature
thermodynamics, for his commentaries on the use of entropy and apocalypse in works
of various authors, of those such as Bernard Malamud, Thomas Pynchon, Kurt
Vonnegut, William Gaddis, and Henry Adams.

Overview
In 1995, Freese, in his “Surviving the End: Apocalypse, Evolution, and Entropy in
Bernard Malamud, Kurt Vonnegut, and Thomas Pynchon”, discussed the work of
Thomas Pynchon. [1] In 1997, Freese published From Apocalypse to Entropy and
Beyond: the Second Law of Thermodynamics in Post-War American Fiction, a rather
long tome on the use of thermodynamics in late 20th century American fiction. [2]
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Frenay, Robert
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In animate thermodynamics, Robert Frenay (1946-) (DN=4) is an American naturetechnology writer noted for []

Overview
In 2006, Frenay, in his Pulse: the Coming Age of Systems and Machines Inspired by
Living Things, attempted to outline a “new biology” presentation, thematically similar
to Kevin Kelly’s 1994 Out of Control, each chapter stitched together with passing
mention to the second law and related neighbor topics, such as Goethe’s 1794 moving
order, Samuel Butler’s 1863 “Darwin Among the Machines”, Vladimir Vernadsky’s 1926
living matter / inert matter divide of the elements theory, Alfred Lotka’s 1926 free
energy-available energy ideas, John Neumann’s automaton theory, among others. [1]

Living things
See main: Living chemical reaction

A salient issue with Frenay’s book is that, having been written in the pre defunct theory of life (2009) years, it is
frocked with mentions of a “living thing”, which Frenay loosely defines as a jumble of connections of random
elements that drifted together, four billion years ago, after the formation of RNA (which Frenay defines as “not
alive”), forming bonds, according to a tendency or desire, that “came alive”, a premise which he attempts to justify
throughout the book using the worn-out terms, such as emergence, self-organization, complexity, and information
theory. Resultantly, some of Frenay’s passages are nearly inchoate in their backwardness: [1]
“Nonliving chemical reactions are driven by thermodynamics (heat) explore the possibilities open to them in an
ergodic fashion—that is, by a process in which every exploratory sequence is the same. Life, on the other hand,
explores its possibilities through evolution. It accumulates information—first in genes, then in memory—to help
guide its search down narrower and more productive paths. How and when did information come to dominate the
energetic processes of the physical world, and in doing so give rise to life?”
The errors in the passage are multitude, to say the least. Firstly, there is no such thing is a "nonliving chemical
reaction", just as there are no "living chemical reactions", there are only chemical reactions, reactions are neither
alive nor dead, but rather only atomic processes. Secondly, Frenay is unaware, as many are, that information is not
thermodynamics and that information theory, which is but a descriptive language, has not overtaken the laws of
thermodynamics. [2]

Gray goo catastrophe
In discussion of nanomachines, Frenay discusses how researchers such as English molecular scientist Michael Gross,
have begun to evoke the second law as a block against the so-called “gray goo catastrophe”, the science fiction idea
that some nano-scientist will invent or build, atom by atom, a “self-replicating” nanoscale machine that will grow and
spread over the plant like a goo. Yet, conversely, Frenay also cites Stuart Kauffman whose auto-catalytic closure
theory is such a gray goo catastrophe model.
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In science, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) (IQ=180|#88) (CR=188|#19) was an Austrian
psychiatrist noted for his 1895 "A Project for Scientific Psychology", the 1896 coining of
the term "psychoanalysis", the scientific analysis of the mind, the view that mental
processes operate owing to the movement of particles in the mind governed by
chemistry and energy (chemical thermodynamics, in the modern terms), albeit
described verbally. This general subject later came to be known as known as
psychodynamics, energy psychology, Freud's psychical energy model, dynamic
psychology, among others.

Overview
Freud never fully published his thermodynamic interpretation of psychology, but only
integrated aspects of his theory throughout his various articles and booklets. Some of
Freud's thermodynamic ideas are said to show through in his 1920 Beyond the Pleasure
Principle. His best known work that presents his theory is the 1923 The Ego and the Id,
wherein he presents the argument that the psyche is an energy that exists in different
states at any point in time.

Goethe-Schiller-Helmholtz | Drive theory
See main: Freud-Schiller drive theory; Sex Drive

In 1930, Freud, in his Civilization and its Discontents, stated that the starting point for his famous 1895 conceived free
energy and bound energy connected 1910 "drive theory" basis for his libido energy (id, ego, superego) model of the
"theory of instincts" of psychoanalysis from the final line of Schiller's 1795 poem, which according to the 1961
translation by James Strachey, Freud quotes as follows:
“Hunger and love are what moves the world.”
— Friedrich Schiller (1795), Quoted by Freud in Civilization and its Discontents (1930) (Ѻ), as basis if his drive theory (Ѻ)

The twenty-seven quotations from Schiller in Freud's work, as identified in the Concordance, attest to his intimate
knowledge of the writer. [5] In 2007, American-Canadian literature scholar Karyn Ball argued the following: [4]
“It is as if Freud’s key scientific references seem to cull their major hypotheses from Goethe’s Elective Affinities
(1809), which, along with Schiller, Schopenhauer, and Plato, would have also served as the literary and philosophical
source of inspiration for the metaphysical theses in Beyond the Pleasure Principle.”
Freud, however, did state that he was inspired to go to medical school after reading of one of Goethe’s poems.

Death drive | instinct
See main: Death drive

Freud is said to have derived his “death instinct” theory, as described in his 1920 Beyond the Pleasure Principle, from
a combination of thermodynamics and chemistry, i.e. that combination and dissolution of elements into aggregate
substances are balancing processes. In his own words: [3]
“Starting from speculations on the beginning of life and from biological parallels, I drew the conclusion that, besides
the instinct to preserve living substance and to join into ever larger units, there must exist another, contrary instinct
to seek to dissolve those units and to bring them back to their primeval, inorganic state. That is to say, as well as Eros
there was an instinct of death. The phenomena of life could be explained from the concurrent or mutually opposing
action of these two instincts.”
(add discussion)

Helmholtz school
See main: Helmholtz school; Psychodynamics

The origin of Freud's mental dynamic theories came from his interactions at medical school. Freud started medical
school in 1873 at the University of Vienna. His first-year adviser was German physiologist Ernst Brücke, director of the
director of the Physiology Laboratory at the University, close friend and previous medical school lab partner to none
other than German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz one of main founders of thermodynamics and one of the threemain formulators of the first law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy). Over the next six years, initially
concentrating on biology, Freud did research under Brücke. In 1874, being influenced by the thermodynamic theories
of Helmholtz, Brücke published Lectures on Physiology, which supposed that all living organisms are energy-systems
governed by the first law of thermodynamics, which states, in effect, that the total amount of energy in any given
physical system is always constant, that energy quanta can be changed but not annihilated, and consequently that
when energy is moved from one part of the system it must reappear in another part. Freud, in turn, viewed these
movements of energy to occur within the different levels of the consciousness. [2]
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In sum, in his Lectures on Physiology, Brücke set forth the radical view that the living organism is a dynamic
system to which the laws of chemistry and physics apply. This was the starting point for Freud's dynamic psychology
of the mind and its relation to the unconscious. [1] In other words, Freud, who had great admiration and respect for
Brücke, quickly adopted this new 'dynamic physiology' with enthusiasm. From there it was but a short conceptual
step - but one which Freud was the first to take, and on which his claim to fame is largely grounded - to the view that
there is such a thing as psychic energy, that the human personality is also an energy-system, and that it is the
function of psychology to investigate the modifications, transmissions, and conversions of 'psychic energy' within the
personality which shape and determine it. This latter conception is the very cornerstone of Freud's psychoanalytic
theory. [2] Although a number of psychologists, in the late 19th century, professed views on the correlation between
the first law of thermodynamics (energy conservation) and the energy associated with mental thoughts, Freud did the
most to translate this linkage into a workable framework of logic, namely by supposing that innate drives that didn't
immediately find action were "repressed" in the subconscious, an energy that found exit in other ways.

Moyer | Martha Bernays adumbration
In 2010, American psychologist Dale Moyer published a “fictional”
book entitled The Flash and Outbreak of a Fiery Mind, which is easily
mistaken as a Sigmund Freud and Martha Bernays correspondences
collected works set, which it is not, but rather it is a book that contains
192 “fictional” love letters that Moyer wrote “on Martha's behalf”
starting when Martha is 21 years old and end with her marriage to
Sigmund at age 25. The fictional book contain 55+ page mentions
Goethe, five mentions of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, and a rather
telling account of Martha and her younger sister Mann Bernays visit to
Weimer and their tour of the Schiller and Goethe cites and places. [6]
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In hmolscience, Freud-Schiller
drive theory refers to the Austrian
physical psychologist Sigmund
Freud’s 1910 drive theory, or
"theory of drives" (or instinctual
drives), an ego-based sex drive and
death drive, as based on the
“foothold” of German poet
philosopher Friedrich Schiller’s
famous 1795 aphorism about the
forces of love and hunger being
behind the fundamental "drives"
(or driving force) of human nature.

Blumenbach | Formative
drive

The four main thinkers behind the formative drive theory of morphological change and
development: Blumenbach, Schiller, Goethe, and Freud.

In 1781, German physician Johann
Blumenbach published his On the Formative Drive of the Generation Process, wherein he posited the existence of a
"bildungstrieb" or "formational drive" in human development, a term that united growth, maintenance, healing,
regeneration, and reproduction as variations of the single goal of maintaining form. [1] A representative exert of this
position is: [2]
“In all living creatures from the human to the maggot and from the cedar up to the seed there lies a particular,
inborn, effective drive active throughout life, first in order to attain their specific form, then to maintain it, and if it is
destroyed, to restore it where possible.”
American German studies professor Karl Fink, to note, is of the view that Blumenbach’s formative drive theory, is a
“recasting” of Johann Herder’ term "Volkgeist” used to unite mind-body-spirit in his theory of culture; and that
somehow the mixture of these two terms, combined with the Latin-Greek “energia” is the etymological root of the
physics term eigenenergie; though this last part may be pure speculation. [3]

Schiller | Love and hunger
In circa 1790s, German poet-philosopher Friedrich Schiller began to develop a drive theory, which or may not have
connection to Blumenbach, in which argued something along the lines of the following: [4]
"The animal drives [Triebe] awaken and develop the spiritual drives"; he opposed the material drive (Stofftrieb) to the
form drive (Formtrieb). The Spieltrieb (play-drive)—which expresses play, the beautiful, freedom, and the total man—
is posited as an ideal nexus between the two Triebe. It is also the force that drives creation: "It is union of the
unconscious and reflection that makes the poetic artist."
(add discussion)
In 1795, Schiller penned his poem "The World Ways", shown in the original German and English-to-German translate
below:
The World Ways
(Die Weltweisen)
German

English

Der Satz, durch welchen alles
Ding
Bestand und Form empfangen,
Der Nagel, woran Zeus den Ring
Der Welt, die sonst in Scherben
ging,
Vorsichtig aufgehangen,
Den nenn' ich einen großen
Geist,
Der mir ergründet, wie er heißt,
Wenn ich ihm nicht drauf helfe –
Er heißt: Zehn ist nicht Zwölfe.
Der Schnee macht kalt, das

The rate by which all things
Receive inventory and shape,
The nail what the Zeus ring
The world went to pieces
otherwise,
Carefully hung,
To what I call a great spirit,
The fathomed me how he is,
When I told him it does not help He says: Ten is not twelve. The
snow makes cold, the fire burns,
The man walks on two feet,
The sun is shining in the

In 1823, French engineer Sadi Carnot,
famously stated that the “fall of caloric”,
from the hot body (boiler) to the cold body
(condenser), through the working substance
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Feuer brennt,
Der Mensch geht auf zwei
Füßen,
Die Sonne scheint am
Firmament,
Das kann, wer auch nicht Logik
kennt,
Durch seine Sinne wissen.
Doch wer Metaphysik studiert,
Der weiß, daß, wer verbrennt,
nicht friert,
Weiß, daß das Nasse feuchtet
Und daß das Helle leuchtet.
Homerus singt sein Hochgedicht,
Der Held besteht Gefahren;
Der brave Mann thut seine
Pflicht
Und that sie, ich verhehl' es
nicht,
Eh noch Weltweise waren.
Doch hat Genie und Herz
vollbracht,
Was Lock' und Des Cartes nie
gedacht,
Sogleich wird auch von diesen
Die Möglichkeit bewiesen.
Im Leben gilt der Stärke Recht,
Dem Schwachen trotzt der
Kühne,
Wer nicht gebieten kann, ist
Knecht;
Sonst geht es ganz erträglich
schlecht
Auf dieser Erdenbühne.
Doch wie es wäre, fing' der Plan
Der Welt nur erst von vornen an,
Ist in Moralsystemen
Ausführlich zu vernehmen.
»Der Mensch bedarf des
Menschen sehr
Zu seinem großen Ziele;
Nur in dem Ganzen wirket er,
Viel Tropfen geben erst das
Meer,

firmament,
This can, who knows neither logic
Know through his senses.
But who studied metaphysics,
He knows that he who burns not
freeze,
Knows that the Wet moistens
And that the bright lights.
Homer sings his wedding poem,
The hero is danger;
A good man does his duty
And she did, I do not conceal,
Eh were world way.
But genius and heart has
accomplished,
What Lock 'and Des Cartes never
thought
Immediately is also of this
The opportunity proved.
In life, the strength is right
The weak defies the Bold
If you can not command, is
servant;
Otherwise it's quite tolerable bad
On this earth stage.
But what it would be caught 'the
plan
The world first only by vornen to,
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in the operation of the steam engine, is
comparable, in principle, to the “fall of
water”, from the higher location, through the
rotary mechanism of the water mill, to the
lower location, in the machines operated by
falling water, in the production of motive
power.

A water mill driven by waterpower,
according to which the fall of the water
"drives" the mechanical operation of the
mill, which is to grind grain.

In moral systems
Detail to be heard.
"Man needs of the people very
To his great aims;
Only in the whole he worketh,
Many drops to give only the sea,

Plenty of water drives the mill.
Drum escapes of wild wolves as
Ties and the state band
permanently. "
To teach from the lectern
Mr. Puffendorf and spring.
But because of what a professor
says,
Penetrateth not equal to all,
Viel Wasser treibt die Mühle.
Mother Nature exerts the
Drum flieht der wilden Wölfe
required
Stand
And ensures that the chain never
Und knüpft des Staates dauernd breaks
Band.«
And that the frost never Springet.
So lehren vom Katheder
The construction of the world
Herr Puffendorf und Feder.
Philosophy holds,
Doch weil, was ein Professor
Receives its transmission
spricht,
By hunger and by love.
Nicht gleich zu Allen dringet,
So übt Natur die Mutterpflicht
Und sorgt, daß nie die Kette
bricht
Und daß der Reif nie springet.
Einstweilen, bis den Bau der
Welt
Philosophie zusammenhält,

In 1930, Sigmund Freud that he got his free
energy/bound energy libido "drive theory",
in start, from Schiller's "The World Ways"
poem, which Freud encapsulates as: "hunger
and love are what move the world"
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Erhält sie das Getriebe
Durch Hunger und durch Liebe.
In 1920, Schiller's poem, it seems (check), was paraphrased by Russian writer Yevgeny Zamyatin, as follows:
“Love and hunger rule the world. Ergo, to rule the world, one must master love and hunger.”
— Yevgeny Zamyatin (1920), We

The popular modern truncated versions, deriving from it seems the Zamyatin truncation, is:
“Love and hunger rule the world.”
— Friedrich Schiller (1795), “The Philosophers” (Die Welteisen) (Ѻ); StatusMind.com (Ѻ)

Goethe | Schiller | Blumenbach
In the period 1798 to 1801, Goethe’s entered into his historiography of science, which began with a brief but rich
exchange of letters with his intellectual friend German author Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) and ended with an
equally brief and stimulating contact with the Gottingen school of history (university professors); in Schiller,
according to Karl Fink (2009), he found an irreplaceable friend, whose “reflective power” quickly focused his project;
and in the Gottingen school “nowhere was I advanced so quickly as in Gottingen where I was with great generosity
and active support permitted use of the invaluable collection of books”. The exchange is said to have begun with his
13 Jan 1798 letter to Schiller, wherein he comments that he had been studying “various writings in physics”, learning
how Newton turned optics into a geometry, how mechanists turned light into particles, how chemists attributed
everything to ‘caloric’ (warmestoff), along with new theories on oxygen. [6] Schiller aside, Goethe also seems to have
been keenly aware of Blumenbach’s formative drive theory. American comparative literature scholar Stefani
Engelstein, for example, argues rather effectively that parts of Goethe’s physical chemistry based Elective Affinities,
such as his grafting of shoots (P#:C#), are derived, in part, from the bildungstrieb concept. [3]

Freud | Sex drive
In 1910, Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud began to employ Schiller's poem to help him get a "foothold" on
distinguishing the sexual instincts from the ego instincts, as he stated in retrospect in his 1930 Civilization and its
Discontents, wherein he quotes Schiller as follows (1961 James Strachey translation):
“Hunger and love are what moves the world.”
— Friedrich Schiller (1795), quoted by Sigmund Freud, in Civilization and its Discontents (1930) (Ѻ), as basis if his drive theory (Ѻ)

Somehow, all this connects together with is earlier 1895 Project for Scientific Psychology, and his utilizations of free
energy and bound energy; thought the details of this connection remain to be worked out.
In any event, in sum, Freud claims that he derived his general theory of drives: sex drive (libido energy), death drive
(analysis energy), and his steam engine "id, ego, superego" model of the human mind, the basis of the "theory of
instincts" of psychoanalysis, from Schiller; thought Freud also states that the reason he went to medical school was
because of a poem he read of Goethe; and Schiller was Goethe's closest intellectual friend; hence, further details of
origins of Freud's general drive theory remain to be mapped out.

Chemical thermodynamics
The details of how the so-called Schiller-Freud drive theory connects up into and through modern human chemical
thermodynamics remains, in terms of Gibbs free energy differentials:
“The quantity '–ΔG' [is] the driving force of a [human chemical] reaction.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1923)

remains a project to be worked out.
Also, connected to this, there is Mexican-born American triple-valedictorian chemist Vicente
Talanquer's 2013 so-called chemical teleology debunking opinion that, in respect to how the
Le Chatelier's principle, in modern college chemistry textbooks, is often, supposedly,
described by authors using "teleological" like statements, that:
“The same type of thinking can be applied to the chemical processes in equilibrium. For
example, when pressure is applied on a reacting system in chemical equilibrium, the system
does not shift towards reactants or products "so that" or "in order to" counterbalance the
effect of the change. What happens is that the change in pressure affects the probability of
the forward and backward chemical processes going on in the system. The change in pressure
affects the probability of collisions for the backward and forward processes in different ways.
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As a result, the likelihood of one process becomes higher than the other. There is NO DRIVE to attain a new
equilibrium state. There is only particles randomly moving and interacting, involved in competing processes with
different probabilities.”
This will have to be studied.
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Freudian atheism
In atheism types, Freudian atheism [HD:44] is the brand of atheism of Austrian
psychologist Sigmund Freud; the roots of which are diagrammatically shown on
the atheism genealogy page.

Overview
In 1895, Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud penned his draft outline “A
Project for Scientific Psychology”, wherein he sought to supplant mental
psychological world with the chemical thermodynamic logic of free energy and
bound energy; an atheism implicit method of logic. Freud’s main atheismespousing works, according to general opinion, are: The Future of an Illusion
(1927), Civilization and Its Discontents (1930), and Moses and Monotheism
(1939). [1] In 1966, French philosopher Paul Ricoeur, in his “The Atheism of
Freudian Psychoanalysis”, amid writing on the general topic “is god dead?”,
recognized Freud as one of the outstanding atheists of modern culture. [1]

Types | Other
The following is a listing of other atheism types:
● Epicurean atheism
● Feuerbachian atheism
● Goethean atheism
● Lenin atheism
● Marxian atheism
● Nietzschean atheism
● Schopenhauerian atheism
● Thimsian atheism

Peter Gay’s 1989 A Godless Jew,
delves into Sigmund Freud’s atheism
(aka Freudian atheism), his Jewish
cultural identity, and their role in the
development of psychoanalysis. [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Freud’s originality—the originality of Freudian atheism—is that his atheism is not just another instance of
philosophical empiricism or scientific positivism, but of an interpretation of personal experience. In this fashion,
Freudian thought comes to be classed along with the thought of Feuerbach, Marx, and Nietzsche.”
— Bernard Lonergan (1973), “Sacralization and Secularization” [2]

“The grandfather of Marxian atheism and Freudian atheism is Ludwig Feuerbach, who was first a theologian, then a
Hegelian, and finally an atheistic philosopher.”
— Hans Kung (1990), Freud and the Problem of God [3]
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3. Kung, Hans. (1990). Freud and the Problem of God (translator: Edward Quinn) (pg. 3). Yale University Press.
4. Gay, Peter. (1989). A Godless Jew: Freud, Atheism, and the Making of Psychoanalysis. Yale University Press.

Friction
In physics, friction (TR:119) is the force that resists the
motion of one surface relative to another with which it
is in contact. [1]

Overview
In the 18th century, ideas about what "friction" was,
i.e. it's method of operation to produce heat or fire,
tended to concern various "matter theories of heat",
i.e. that the rubbing worked to release heat particles,
e.g. phlogiston, terra pinguis, or caloric. In 1798,
Benjamin Thompson performed his famous "cannon
boring experiment", the results of which published in A diagram of friction showing force normal R or "contact force", a
his "An Inquiry Concerning the Source of Heat which is horizontal force B, being applied to the body with the intention of
moving it, and a resisting force F that arises to resist the intended
Excited by Friction", wherein he showed that the
caloric theory of heat was faulty, and that friction was motion. [1]
something that increased the motion of the particles
of the bodies being rubbed, not something that released "caloric" particles. This eventually led to the kinetic theory
or kinetic theory of heat.

See also
● Social friction
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Friedman, Kenneth
In hmolscience, Kenneth Friedman (c.1945-) is an American physicist, philosopher, and
financial theorist noted, in economic thermodynamics, for 2003 attempt to extend the
Benard cell molecular interaction model of Ilya Prigogine to economics.

Overview
In 1973, Friedman studied under Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine. In 2003, Friedman, in
his Myths of the Free Market, modeled economies as nonlinear thermodynamic
systems where people are viewed as interacting economically similar to the way the
neighboring molecules of a Benard cell “cooperate” in their movement to dissipate
heat.

Education
Friedman completed his MS in physics and PhD in the philosophy of science at MIT,
after which, in 1973, on an American Council of Learned Societies fellowship, he then
studied nonlinear thermodynamics under Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine at the Free
University of Brussels. As a student, Friedman states that he studied with science philosophers including: Imre
Lakatos, Karl Popper, Abner Shimony, and Huston Smith, along with thermodynamicists including: Prigogine and
Laszlo Tisza. Friedman then taught for twelve years at SUNY at Oswego, where he chaired the philosophy
department. He then worked as a securities analysis and money manager, during which time he claims to have
capitalized on a cyclic view of markets grounded in nonlinear thermodynamics. In 2003, Friedman was president of a
publically traded company.
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Friendship
In science, friendship is a type of human chemical bond or chemical association that is step above that in strength of
a passing acquaintance association, but below that in strength of an intimate sexual relationship bond.

Overview
In 1841, American philosopher Ralph Emerson, in his essay on friendship, defined the nature of friendship in terms of
chemical affinity, in the context of soul mate theory, as such: [1]
“Conversation is the practice and consummation of friendship and great conversation requires an absolute running
together of two souls into one, yet it is affinity that determines which two shall converse.”
This definition, supposedly, was based on German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 ‘elective affinity’ description of
the coming and goings of friendships. [2] The term 'soul', used here, to clarify, is the Ra-theology based term for what
would be called "moral movement" described and quantified by the "moral symbols", in modern physical science
parlance.
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Fringe science
In science, fringe science, a semi-synonym to “new age” or new age science, refers to fields of study, investigation,
and or theory on the outer “fringes” of established science, in some cases boarding on pseudoscience and or
metaphysics.

See also
● Fringe thermodynamics

External links
● Fringe science – Wikipedia.

Fringe thermodynamics
In hmolscience, fringe thermodynamics, is fringe science, tending towards the
use and claiming application of thermodynamics, particularly in human
thermodynamics, in subjects on the fringe of science, various new age types of
theories, or crossover concepts, often barely tenable or conceivable, such as
ghost-spirit hunting, telekinesis, ectoplasy, bioenergy, paranormal, energy
medicine, the sixth sense, or other types sideline theories.

Overview
In 1896, English psychical researcher Frederic Myers 1896 used Maxwell's
demon and the conservation of energy to explain spirits and afterlife, along
with supposed phenomena such as hauntings, telekinesis, and ghosts, using his
‘ectoplasy’ theory, said to be an extrusion from the organism of vital energy.

See also
● New age
● Ontic opening

External links
● Fringe science – Wikipedia.

Typical Icon for a new age site on
fringe topics bioenergy, holistic
healing, channelling, aromatherapy,
reiki, or chakras.
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Friston, Karl
In hmolscience, Karl Friston (1959-) is a British neuroscientist noted for his 2006 “Free
Energy Principle for the Brain”, wherein he attempts to platform off of selforganization theorists, such as Ross Ashby (1943), Hermann Haken (1983), and Stuart
Kauffman (1993), etc., along with dissipative structures and far-from-equilibrium
theories, Ilya Prigogine (1977) in particular, to outline a blurry information theory
infused, Bayesian methods coated, Darwinian connected, melting pot theory stylized,
self-Sokal affair themed, so-labeled unified model (Ѻ) of brain operation,
approximately.

Free energy | Information theoretic
Friston points out that his theory is not based on thermodynamics; specifically: [1]
“This free energy is NOT a thermodynamic free energy but a free energy formulated in
terms of information theoretic quantities. The free energy principle discussed here is
not a consequence of thermodynamics but arises from population dynamics and selection. Put simply, systems with a
low free energy will be selected over systems with a higher free energy. The free energy rests on a speciﬁcation of a
generative model, which is entailed by the organism’s structure. Identifying this model enables one to predict how a
system will change if it conforms to the free energy principle. For the brain, a plausible model is a hierarchical
dynamic system in which neural activity encodes the conditional modes of environmental states and its connectivity
encodes the causal context in which these states evolve. Bayesian inversion of this model, to infer the causes of
sensory input, is a natural consequence of minimizing free energy or, under simplifying assumptions, the suppression
of prediction error. We concluded with a simple but compelling experiment that showed the relative suppression of
prediction error, in the context of predictable stimuli, is indeed mediated by backward connections in the brain as
predicted by a free energy descent scheme.”
Curiously, and somewhat humorous, Friston’s cites the 1860 work of Hermann Helmholtz on “neuronal energy” but
fails to note that Helmholtz was also the one that coined the term “free energy” in 1882, in his “On the
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, thereby continuing with his new corrupted vacuous term usage that would
be non-recognizable to Helmholtz. [2]

See also
● Jack Kirkaldy
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Fromm, Erich
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In hmolscience, Erich Fromm (1900-1980) (CR:16) was a German-born American social
psychologist noted for his 1956 The Art of Loving, wherein he extolls and his theory of
meaning amid prison camp existence.

Overview
In 1956, Fromm published his The Art of Loving, wherein he theorizes about people, via
human physics and human chemistry metaphors, e.g. individuals as human atoms;
discusses concepts such as how human energy and skill are without ‘exchange value’ if
there is no demand for them; how, at times, the social machine can operate without
friction; models love on chemical-style metaphors including fusion, explosion, orgiastic
union, among others.

Human atoms
Fromm models of people as “atoms” as follows:
“Contemporary society preaches the ideal of unindividualized equality because it needs human atoms, each one the
same, to make them function in mass aggregation, smoothly, without friction; all obeying the same commands, yet
everybody being convinced they he is following his own desires.”
(add discussion)

Quotes | Employed
The following are quotes employed by Fromm:
“He who knows nothing, loves nothing. He who can do nothing understands nothing. He who understands nothing is
worthless. But he who understands also love, notices, sees. The more knowledge is inherent in a thing, the greater
the love. Anyone who imagines that all fruit ripen at the same time as the strawberries knows nothing about grapes.”
— Paracelsus (c.1530), quoted by Erich Fromm in The Art of Loving (pg. ix)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The deepest need of man is the need to overcome his separateness, to leave the prison of his aloneness. The
absolute failure to achieve this aim means insanity.”
— Erich Fromm (1956), The Art of Loving (pg. 9)

“I've made the most important discovery of my life. It's only in the mysterious equation of love that any logical
reasons can be found.”
— Erich Fromm (1959), The Art of Loving

See also
● Toralf Zschau
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Frost, Robert
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In poetry thermodynamics, Robert Frost (1874-1963) was an American poet noted for
[]

Overview
In 1920, Frost, in his poem “Fire and Ice”, equated fire with the emotion of desire (or
heat with passion), and ice with hate (or cold with aversion), in the context of the
physical views of eschatology (red giant or heat death). The poem reads as follows: [1]
Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say in ice.
From what I’ve tasted of desire
I hold with those who favor fire.
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of hate
To say that for destruction ice
Is also great
And would suffice.
The poem is said to be the result of a 1919 dinner party conversation between Frost and American astronomer
Harlow Shapley, during which time Frost grilled Shapley at length about the two rival theories of the ultimate fate of
the sun and earth. [2] The icy end of times perspective is generally attributed to Rudolf Clausius’ heat death theory
scenario of universal end. [3]

Religion | Science
Frost, at the turn of the early 20th century, was said to have been grappling with a conflict between science and
religion, and it was not until his encounter with Henri Bergson in 1912 and the Arthur Eddington, Werner Heisenberg,
and Niels Bohr in the early 1920s that he began to find, in his mind, plausible arguments against materialism. [4]

Other
Frost’s 1916 poem “The Road Not Taken”, with its emblematic lines: [5]
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
was served as the title to Morgan Peck's second law / religion themed 1978 book The Road Less Traveled.
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Froude, James
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In human chemistry, James Froude (1818-1894) was English clergyman-abnegator
turned historian, novelist, biographer, and editor—noted firstly for his 1849 epistolary
philosophical novel The Nemesis of Faith, in which the following is a noted quote: [6]
“What is man the wiser or the happier for knowing how the air-plants feed, or how my
centuries the flint-stone was in forming, unless the knowledge of them can be linked
on to humanity, and elucidate for us some of our hard moral mysteries?”
wherein he came to question his Christian faith in light of early nineteenth century
developments in history, theology, and science, which thus drove him to abandon his
religious career—and secondly and most-importantly for being the 1854 “anonymous”
English translator German polymath Johann Goethe’s controversial and dangerous
1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities (see: translations). In 2013,
Irish historian Ciaran Brady, in his James Anthony Froude: An Intellectual Biography of a
Victorian Prophet, detailed Froude’s Spinoza-Goethe ripened mind. [8]

Goethe
Irish historian Ciaran Brady, in his James Anthony Froude: An Intellectual Biography of a Victorian Prophet, discusses
the Goethe-influence on Froude, speculating on how Froude’s personal experience of sexual abuse at Westminster
and later over-indulged taste for ladies brought him to place the exploration of the ethics of love, sexual attraction,
and sexual conduct at the center of his aim to ferret out a dialogue on practical ethics. Brady, interestingly, shows
how the plot of The Nemesis of Faith is borrowed from Elective Affinities. [8]

Book burning
In 1849, Froude's The Nemesis of Faith was famously burned during at Oxford by English moral philosophy professor,
semi-rector, and reverend William Sewell. English science historian and philosopher David Knight (2009) summarizes
this as follows: [5]
“Froude’s semi-autobiographical Nemesis of Faith, published in 1848, owed much to Goethe’s novel of human and
chemical reactions, Elective Affinities, which he translated. Nemesis lost him his fellowship at Exeter College, Oxford,
where his book was publicly burned.”
(add discussion)

Carlyle
Scottish satirical writer, essayist, and historian Thomas Carlyle is noted, in this mix, for being Goethean-disciple Ralph
Emerson’s (1803-1882) primary guide to German literature; Emerson, in turn, being associated with Froude. [4]

Anonymity
The preface to the collected works set, written by publisher Henry Bohn, states the following: [1]
“The [translation of] Elective Affinities has been executed by a gentleman well known in the literary world, who does
not wish his name to appear.”
An additional “Publisher’s Note” (pg. vi) in 1901 identified the translator as James Anthony Froude. [2] Froude’s
biographer Herbert Paul (1905) notes that Froude had “translated Wilhelm Meister in 1824, and it was probably at
[Carlyle’s] suggestion that Froude translate Elective Affinities for Bohn’s Library in 1850”. [3]
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Morality | Sin | Laws | Will
The following is a noted section by Froude
on morality and will:
“The source of all superstition is the fear of
having offended god, the sense of
something within ourselves which we call
sin. Sin, in its popular and therefore most
substantial sense, means the having done
something to gratify ourselves which we
knew, or might have known, was
Left: the Froude model of the will (1849), according to which the "will" of the
displeasing to god. It depends, therefore,
man is "determined" as is the pull of a suspended iron rod to a stronger
for its essence on the doer having had the magnet, similar to the views Arthur Schopenhauer (1844), according to which
power of acting otherwise than he did.
“sin, as commonly understood, is a chimera”. [10] Right: a diagram showing
When there is no such power there is no
how the will can be changed by external factors, such as the heating of the one
of the magnets, during which, when reaching the Curie point (Ѻ) (or Curie
sin.
temperature) (Ѻ), the larger magnet will lose its attractive power, after which
Now let us examine this. In reflecting
the so-labeled “will” of the iron may result to be inclined, in this new system
upon our own actions we find that they
arise from the determination of our will, as state, to the smaller magnet.
we call the ultimate moral principle of action, upon some object. When we will, we will something, not nothing.
Objects attract or repel the will by the appearance of something in themselves either desirable or undesirable. And in
every action, if analyzed, the will is found to have been determined by the presence of the greatest degree of
desirableness on the side towards which it has been determined.
It is alike self-contradictory and contrary to experience, that a man of two goods should choose the lesser,
knowing it at the time to be the lesser. Observe, I say, at the time of action. We are complex, and therefore, in our
natural state, inconsistent, beings, and the opinion of this hour need not be the opinion of the next. It may be
different before the temptation appear; it may return to be different after the temptation is passed; the nearness or
distance of objects may alter their relative magnitude, or appetite or passion may obscure the reflecting power, and
give a temporary impulsive force to a particular side of our nature. But, uniformly, given a particular condition of a
man's nature, and given a number of possible courses, his action is as necessarily determined into the course best
corresponding to that condition, as a bar of steel suspended between two magnets is determined towards
the most powerful. It may go reluctantly, for it will still feel the attraction of the weaker magnet, but it will still obey
the strongest, and must obey. What we call knowing a man's character, is knowing how he will act in such and such
conditions. The better we know him the more surely we can prophesy. If we know him perfectly, we are certain.
So that it appears that at the stage first removed from the action, we cannot find what we called the necessary
condition of sin. It is not there; and we must look for it a step higher among the causes which determine the
conditions under which the man acts. Here we find the power of motives depends on the character, or the want of
character. If no character be formed, they will influence according to the temporary preponderance of this or that
part of the nature; if there be formed character, on the conditions, again, which have formed it, on past habits, and
therefore on past actions. Go back, therefore, upon these, and we are again in the same way referred higher and still
higher, until we arrive at the first condition, the natural powers and faculties with which the man has been sent into
the world.
Therefore, while we find such endless differences between the actions of different men under the same
temptations, or of the same man at different times, we shall yet be unable to find any link of the chain undetermined
by the action of the outward circumstance on the inner law; or any point where we can say a power lay in the
individual will of choosing either of two courses—in other words, to discover sin. Actions are governed by motives.
The power of motives depends on character, and character on the original faculties and the training which they have
received from the men or things among which they have been bred.
Sin, therefore, as commonly understood, is a chimera.
If you ask me why, then, conscience so imperatively declares that it is real? I answer, conscience declares nothing
of the kind. We are conscious simply of what we do, and of what is done to us. The judgment may come in to pass
sentence; but the judgment is formed on instruction and experience, and may be as wrong in this matter as in any
other: being trained in the ordinary theory of morals, it will and must judge according to it; but it does not follow that
it must be right, any more than if it be trained in a particular theory of politics, and judges according to that, it must
be right. Men obey an appetite under present temptation, to obey which they have before learned will be injurious to
them, and which, after the indulgence, they again learn has been injurious to them; but which, at the time, they
either expected would, in their case, remit its natural penalty, or else, about which, being blinded by their feelings,
they never thought at all. Looking back on their past state of mind, and finding it the same as that to which they have
returned when the passions have ceased to work, it seems to them that they knew better, and might have done
otherwise. They wish they had. They feel they have hurt themselves, and imagine they have broken a law. It is true
they have broken the higher law, but not in the way which they fancy, but by obeying the lower law, which at the
time was the stronger.
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Our instinct has outrun our theory in this matter; for while we still insist upon free will and sin, we make allowance
for individuals who have gone wrong, on the very ground of provocation, of temptation, of bad education, of infirm
character. By and by philosophy will follow, and so at last we may hope for a true theory of morals. It is curious to
watch, in the history of religious beliefs, the gradual elimination of this monster of moral evil. The first state of
mankind is the unreflecting state. The nature is undeveloped, looking neither before nor after; it acts on the impulse
of the moment, and is troubled with no weary retrospect, nor with any notions of a remote future which present
conduct can affect; and knowing neither good nor evil, better or worse, it does simply what it desires, and is happy in
it. It is the state analogous to the early childhood of each of us, and is represented in the common theory of
paradise—the state of innocence.
But men had to grow as we grew. Their passions developed rapidly, their minds slowly; but fast enough to allow
them, in the interval of passion, to reflect upon themselves, to generalise, and form experience; and, acquiring thus
rudimental notions of laws from observing the tendency of actions, men went through what is called the "fall"; and
obtained that knowledge of good and evil which Schiller calls "ein Kiesen Schritt der Menscheit" ["a gravel step of
humanity"]. Feeling instinctively that the laws under which they were, were not made by themselves, but that a
power was round and over them greater than themselves, they formed the notion of a lawgiver [see: Critias
hypothesis], whom they conceived they could please by obedience to the best they knew, and make angry by
following the worse. It is an old remark, that as men are, such they paint their gods; and as in themselves the
passionate, or demonic nature, long preponderated, so the gods they worshiped were demons like themselves,
jealous, capricious, exacting, revengeful, the figures, which fill the old mythologies, and appear partly in the Old
Testament. They feared them as they feared the powerful of their own race, and sought to propitiate them by similar
offerings and services.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Goethe is the most remarkable person the world has seen for centuries.”
— James Froude (1846), “Goethe’s Faust” [7]

“To deny the freedom of the will is to make morality impossibility.”
— James Froude (1871), “Calvinism”, Mar 17 [9]
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Fugacity
In science, fugacity, or “escaping tendency”, symbol Ψ (Psi), is a quantity that captures the tendency of a molecular
species to escape from the phase in which it is in, when that phase is brought into contact with any other phase not
containing that species, defined by the following two conditions: [1]
a. The fugacity of a molecular species is the same in two phases when these phases are in equilibrium as regards the
distribution of that species.
b. The fugacity of a gas approaches the gas pressure as a limiting value if the gas is indefinitely rarefied, i.e. the
escaping tendency of a perfect gas is equal to its gas pressure.

Sociology | Hmolscience
The first vicarious mention of “fugacity” in the sociological context occurred in the Harvard Pareto circle followup
works (1934, 1951) of American sociologist George Homans, wherein, in an attempt to clarify Vilfredo Pareto’s
physico-chemical based definition of socio-economic equilibrium, he quotes, via footnote, the following 1915
statement by American physical chemist Edward Washburn (Ѻ): [2]
“The effect of any physico-chemical equilibrium, produced by an attempt to alter any one of the factors which
influence it, can be qualitatively predicted by means of a theorem formulated by Le Chatelier which may be stated as
follows: If an attempt is made to alter any one of the factors (e.g. the temperature or pressure of the system or the
fugacity of any constituent of the system) which influence any physico-chemical equilibrium, then a shift in the
equilibrium will take place in such a direction as to decrease the magnitude of the alteration which would otherwise
occur in that factor.”
It does not seem, however, that Homans here had any idea what the term “fugacity” meant, as it is one of the more
veiled terms in chemical thermodynamics, possibly second only to that of entropy.
In 1987, Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg, in his New Dimensions in Sociology: a PhysicoChemical Approach to Human Behavior, employed the fugacity concept in an attempt to quantify or describe the
tendency of a human, conceptualized as a fluid-like molecule, to escape his or her society. [3]
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In hmolscience, Richard Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983) was an American architect and
philosopher noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1944 to 1983 writings on a loose
mixture of synergy, entropy, evolution, and god.

Overview
In 1944, Fuller, introduced his energy slave concept. In 1975, Fuller introduced a
metaphorical theory of synergetics, where he loosely equated synergy to negentropy,
and for writing about evolution as an eddy in the second law of thermodynamics; the
logic of which he discusses fully in his 1976 book And it Came to Pass—Not to Stay. [1]
Fuller was writing on entropy and the second law, citing C. P. Snow, as early as 1969, in
what seems to be theorizing on issue of sustainability of humans in the universe. [2] In
1979, Fuller was given a copy of his old Harvard classmate William Sidis' undiscovered
1920 book The Animate and the Inanimate, which presents a entropy-reversal theory of
life, and after reading it dispatched a letter of to Scientific American, proclaiming its
value. [4] In 1983, Fuller published Humans in Universe, which is filled with passages
essentially amounting to a lot of nonsensical gibberish; although the idea of equating God to entropy or anti-entropy
is not a new one. [3] His writings on the energy and entropy seemed often to be presented in a poetic style, often
found mixed with religious thermodynamics speculations.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Everyone is born a genius, but the process of living de-geniuses them.”
— Buckminster Fuller (c.1970) (Ѻ)

“I live on earth at present, and I don’t know what I am. I know that I am not a category. I am not a thing — a noun. I
seem to be a verb, an evolutionary process – an integral function of the universe.”
— Buckminster Fuller (c.1970) (Ѻ)

“We should do away with the absolutely specious notion that everybody has to earn a living. It is a fact today that
one in ten thousand of us can make a technological breakthrough capable of supporting all the rest. The youth of
today are absolutely right in recognizing this nonsense of earning a living. We keep inventing jobs because of this
false idea that everybody has to be employed at some kind of drudgery because, according to Malthusian Darwinian
theory he must justify his right to exist. So we have inspectors of inspectors and people making instruments for
inspectors to inspect inspectors. The true business of people should be to go back to school and think about whatever
it was they were thinking about before somebody came along and told them they had to earn a living.”
— Buckminster Fuller (c.1970) (Ѻ)
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Fuller, Margaret
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In biographies, Margaret Fuller (1810-1850) was an American forced prodigy turned
genius noted for her 1832 reading of Goethe’s Elective Affinity, which, according to
biographer Megan Marshall, instilled in her the notion that “romantic attractions
resulted from unalterable chemical affinities and should be obeyed regardless of
marital ties”, which gave her a “refreshing glimmer of hope, after doubting that she’d
ever make a conventional marriage”. [1]

Education
Fuller described her rather intense education-raising, carried out via the direction of
her father Timothy Fuller, a scholarly man, Harvard graduate, congressman, and lawyer,
process as follows: [3]
“Thus I had tasks given me, as many and various as the hours would allow, and on
subjects beyond my age; with the disadvantage of reciting to him in the evening, after
he returned from his office…. I was often kept up till very late; and as he was a severe
teacher, both from his habits of mind and his ambition for me, my feelings were kept on the stretch till the recitations
were over. Thus frequently, I was sent to bed several hours too late, with nerves unnaturally stimulated. The
consequence was a premature development of the brain, that made me a “youthful prodigy” by day, and by night a
victim of spectral illusions, nightmare and somnambulism, which at the time prevented the harmonious development
of my bodily powers and checked my growth, while, later, they induced continual headache, weakness, and nervous
affections, of all kinds. As these again re-acted on the brain, giving undue force to every thought and every feeling,
there was finally produced a state of being both too active and too intense, which wasted my constitution, and will
bring me,—even although I have learned to understand and regulate my now morbid temperament,—to a premature
grave.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted Fuller quotes:
“I now know all the people worth knowing in America, and I find no intellect comparable to my own.”
— Margaret Fuller (date), publication (Ѻ)

Tributes | Praise
The following are notes of tribute and or praise:
“Humanity is divided into Men, Women, and Margaret Fuller.”
— Edgar Poe (date), publication (Ѻ)

“Fuller had read German books, and, for the three years before I knew her, almost exclusively: Lessing, Schiller,
Richter, Tieck, Novalis, and, above all GOETHE. It was very obvious, at the first intercourse with her that the last
writer—food or poison—the most powerful of all mental reagents—the pivotal mind in modern literature—for all
before him are ancients, and all who have read him are modern—that this mind had been her teacher, and, of
course, that place was filled, nor was there room for any other. She had that symptom which appears to all the
students of Goethe.”
— Ralph Emerson (1852), commentary on Margaret Fuller [2]

“She sprang out of the head of all the Zeuses about: her father Timothy Fuller, Emerson, Goethe”; like John Mill, her
father’s wish was to make her ‘heir to all he knew’.”
— Elizabeth Hardwick (1986). “The Genius of Margaret Fuller” [3]
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Fuller, Steve
In sociology, Steve Fuller (1959-) is an American intelligent design advocating
philosopher and sociologist noted for his 2005 article “I am not a Molecule” in New
Scientist, in which he objects to the atomistic reduction view being used by various
authors. One view he objects to, such as found in recent human physics books, is:
“Social physics attempts to rationalize violent social revolutions by casting them as
‘critical phase transitions’, like a fluid goes through to become gas. Treating masses of
people in the same way as atoms makes it seem inevitable that their mood will change
from inert solidity to liberal fluidity and, finally, gaseous revolt. No further explanation
is needed: the motives and thoughts of the revolutionaries are irrelevant.”
In particular, Fuller objects to the view presented in English physical chemist Philip
Ball's 2004 book Critical Mass: How One Thing Leads to Another, American evolutionary
biologist Jared Diamond’s 2005 book Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed,
and Canadian-born evolutionary psychologist American Steven Pinker’s 2002 book The Blank Slate: the Modern
Denial of Human Nature, all of which, according to Fuller, are "infuriating the social scientists". Fuller seems to think
that social physics started from the population census data extrapolation-to-gas systems work of Scottish physicist
James Maxwell. In short, Fuller seems to object to these types of social physics views and arguably to the theory of
the human molecule.

Harvard Pareto circle
In 2000, Fuller, in Thomas Kuhn: a Philosophical History of Our Times, a book, supposedly, having something to do
with the Karl Popper vs. Thomas Kuhn divide, devoted a certain number of pages to debasing the Harvard Pareto
circle—another phyisochemical "molecule" based social theory advocating group—as being but a political agenda, or
something along these lines, an interpretation that English American history scholar Joel Isaac (2008) attempts to
overturn. [2]
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Function
In thermodynamics, a function, or ‘thermodynamic function’, in the general sense (Rankine’s 1854 thermodynamic
function aside), is a mathematical expression of one thermodynamic variable as a function of one or more other
thermodynamic variables or quantities.

History
In 1673, German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz introduced the term “function” to describe a quantity related to a
curve, such as a curve’s slope at a specific point. [1] In 1718, Swiss mathematician Johann Bernoulli, father of
Hydrodynamics author Daniel Bernoulli, had defined the function as any expression made up of a variable and some
constants. [2] In circa 1734, the familiar notation “f(x)” was introduced through the works of both French
mathematician Alexis Clairaut and Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler. [2] In 1755, Euler was using f(x) to denote
the function f applied to the argument x. [3] The Euler-definition of the function is said to have remained unchanged
until French physicist Joseph Fourier introduced the so-called trigonometric series in his investigations of heat flow.
[2]

Thermodynamics
The gas laws, beginning with the inception of Boyle’s law in circa 1657, were the first basic thermodynamic functions.
The first main principle and second main principle, developed by Rudolf Clausius from 1850 to 1865, are the two core
thermodynamic functions. The logic of deriving new thermodynamic functions was said to have arisen out of the
need to deduce values and interpretations for the entropy and internal energy, which in themselves lack a means of
direct physical interpretation or quantification.
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The ‘idea’ behind these types of new thermodynamic functions, supposedly, was said to have been first suggested in
1869 by French engineer Francois Massieu as explained in his “characteristic function” as he called it or Massieu
functions, as they are called now. [4]
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Furth, Reinhold
In human physics, Reinhold Henry Furth (1893-1979), sometimes listed as Färth, Fü rth, or Fuerth,
was a Czechoslovakian-born English physicist noted for his 1951 BAAS lecture “Physics of Social
Equilibrium”, in which he gave an outlined recommendation that sociology students should use
both the sciences of crystallography and statistical mechanics as their models for the study of
society, the latter of which he says holds great possibilities. [1] Furth comments, as discussed by
Austrian social economist Werner Stark, that: [2]
“The principle field of application [of statistical mechanics] is the physics of systems consisting of a
very large number of particles of the same kind, so-called ‘assemblies’ of particles. Social
communities are also assemblies consisting of individuals who in many ways show similar
behavior. It may therefore be expected that the assemblies of statistical mechanics could be used as adequate
models of social communities.”
Furth goes on to comment that:
“The question of social stability appears now in a new light. Instead of being comparable to the equilibrium of a rigid
mechanical structure or an oscillator, like a pendulum under the action of external forces, it is now seen to be the
analogue to the equilibrium of a close assembly of particles like a piece of crystal, under the opposing influences of
interatomic forces and the thermal agitation of constituent particles.”

Other
Furth was a co-author with Albert Einstein and Alfred Cowper in the 1915 book Investigations on the Theory of
Brownian Movement and co-author with James Jeans in the 1926 book Dynamische Theorie der Gase (Dynamical
Theory of Gases). Furth is also noted for his 1834 theory that stars may be comprised of anti-particles. [4]

Education
Furth was a physics professor at the German University of Prague before WWII. Later he spent some years at
Edinburg University as a research fellow and lecturer. From 1947 to at least 1958 he was a reader in theoretical
physics at London University. [3]

See also
● Vera Daniel
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Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of
Gas Molecules
In famous publications, “Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of
Gas Molecules” is a ninety-five page article by Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann, published in October of 1872, which contains what
Boltzmann called his 'minimum theorem', later christened the “Htheorem”, otherwise known as the Boltzmann equation, the first explicit
probabilistic expression for the entropy of an ideal gas. [1] In this paper,
called “great paper of 1872”, by Boltzmann’s biographer Italian physicist
Carlo Cercignani, Boltzmann is said to have presented one of the first
proofs of the second law. [2]

Discussion
Boltzmann wrote to his mother in Vienna in September 1872 saying that
he had given a lecture on his theorem to the Physical Society in Berlin,
but that hardly anyone was able to follow him—apart from German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz, with whom an interesting discussion
developed. [3]
A noted quote from Boltzmann’s Further Studies, in which he compares
people to molecules (human molecules), is: [4]
“Molecules are like to many individuals, having the most various states
of motion, and the properties of gases only remain unaltered because
the number of these molecules which on average have a given state of
motion is constant.”
American chemist Philip Ball claims that the theme of this quote traces
to Boltzmann’s reading of English historian Henry Buckle’s 1861 History
of Civilization. [5]

Boltzmann's 1872 "Further Studies on the
Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules"
introduced the H-theorem, the precursor to
the S = k ln W Planck entropy formula.
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Fuzzy entropy
In science, fuzzy entropy is the entropy of a fuzzy set, loosely representing the information of uncertainty. [1] The
fuzzy entropy is peculiar to mathematics, information theory, and computer science, tracing to the fuzzy set (1965)
and fuzzy logic (1973) theories of Iranian-born American electrical engineer and computer scientist Lotfi Zadeh, who
extended the Claude Shannon entropy theory to be applied as a fuzzy entropy of a fuzzy subset for a finite set. [2]
The conception of fuzzy entropy, in some publications, seems to find crude overlap, carrying thermodynamic
connotations into other fields, although mostly baseless.
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Human systems
In 1992, Polish-born, American industrial engineer Waldemar Karwowski developed a theory of human entropy, in
what seems to be based on fuzzy entropy logic. [3] The French website EntropyAndThen.net run by a Joseph Martin,
for instance, is devoted to the calculations of fuzzy entropy production by humans. [4] It is extremely likely, however,
that these extraplations have little merit.
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G
In symbols, G is mathematical shorthand for Gibbs free energy, defined by the function:

G = U + PV – TS
or

G = H – TS
The expression is named after American engineer Willard Gibbs.

Etymology
In the first 75-years of thermodynamics, different symbols were assigned to different functions. In 1897, referring to
the 1882 words of Hermann Helmholtz, Max Planck states that the following formula:

G = U – F = TΦ
is the latent energy (gebundene energy) of the system. [1] A number of other formulations came about in the mean
time. In 1933, however, English chemical thermodynamicist Edward Guggenheim set the following definition in stone:
[2]
“The function G [H–TS] is due to Gibbs, and is often referred to by modern writers as ‘free energy’. We shall call G the
‘Gibbs free energy’.”
Hence, ever since, G as referred to Gibbs free energy.

Gibbs energy
In circa 1980, IUPAC made an attempt to “banish” the term ‘free’ from the name Gibbs free energy, replacing it with
Gibbs energy, symbol G. [3] This effort, however, has had a marginal effect.
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Gabor, Dennis
In information thermodynamics, Dennis Gabor (1900-1979) was a Hungarian electrical
engineer and physicist noted for his 1964 disproof of Maxwell’s demon (based on his
1951 lecture) in which he argues, similar to Leon Brillouin (1951), that the use of light
by the demon, in attempting to gain information about the speeds of the particles, acts
to dissipate energy in accordance with the second law. [1] In Gabor’s proof, he
constructed a model showing that the demon can exist according to classical physics,
but not according to quantum mechanics. [2] Gabor discusses entropy to a small extent
in his 1972 book The Mature Society. [3]
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Gairdner, William
In hmolscience, William Gairdner (1940-) is a Canadian writer noted, in sociological
thermodynamics, his 1994 The Trouble with Canada, wherein he argues that societies
heat up and cool according to thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1994, Gairdner, in his The Trouble with Canada, argued that the principle of entropy,
as in social entropy, and the entropic force applies to creation and cooling of societies,
similar to the formation and eventual heat death of galaxies.
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In thermodynamics, Benjamin Gal-Or (1933-) is an Israeli physicist noted for his 1974
book Modern Developments in Thermodynamics: an Interdisciplinary Collective Treatise,
a multi-author book on topics such as the thermodynamics of animate systems (living
systems) of Aharon Katchalsky, thermodynamics in particle physics and astrophysics,
among other subjects. The end chapter of the book contains seven-pages of noted and
or historical thermodynamics quotations, selected by Gal-Or, by a number of thinkers,
including: Clifford Truesdell, Arthur Eddington, John Wheeler, Henri Poincare, Olivier
Beauregard, among others. [1]

Education
Gal-Or completed his BS (1959), MS (1961), and DSc (1964), in what seems to have
been in jet propulsion physics, at the Israel Institute of Technology University;
becoming a professor there from 1968 to 2001. [2]
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Serge Galam
In hmolscience, Serge Galam (1952-) is a French physicist noted for his theories and
publications, beginning in circa 1979, in the field of sociophysics, a subject in which he
considers himself to be one of the founders.

Overview
In circa 1979, Galam, whose overt focus was research in physics, pure and applied,
began to do work in sociophysics, on the side, as a hobby. In 1982, Galam published
“Entropy, Disorder, and Individual Freedom”, wherein he “applied the Carnot principle
of maximum entropy to societies to demonstrate that, contrary to the claimed
ineluctability of the thermal death argument, there are no reasons to get pessimistic”.
[3] In 1991, Galam, in his “Towards a Theory of Collective Phenomena”, employs a
human atom modeling scheme, and combines a number of well-established social
psychology hypotheses with recent concepts of statistical physics; this is his most-cited
article. [4] In 2004, Galam is quite frank as to the resistance faced in the application of
physics theory to human existence, as exemplified by the following quote on his
personal testimony as to the origins of sociophysics, some 25-years following is venture into physics based sociology:
[1]
“To suggest that humans could behave like atoms was looked upon as a blasphemy to both hard science and human
complexity, a total nonsense, something to be condemned. And it has been indeed condemned during the last fifteen
years.”
This statement aligns well with John Q. Stewart's similar frank statements on his efforts to get social physics started
at Princeton (see: Princeton social physics) in the 1950s. In 2011, Galem organized a sociophysics conference on
“Sociophysics: Do Humans Behave Like Atoms?”, in Paris, Nov 14-16, at the Centre de Recherche en Épistémologie
Appliquée (CREA) at École Polytechnique and CNRS, a report of which by Andrea Scharnhorst is as follows: [9]
“The “Unexpected Conference” in Paris, November 14-16, 2011 brought together more than 35 researchers from
Europe, North and South America, and Asia to present current research in the field of sociophysics. The final title of
the conference “Sociophysics: Do humans behave like atoms?” reminded me of vivid debates between sociologists
and physicists in the 90s in Germany in which sociologists obviously felt offended by books entitled “Quantitative
sociology” that included many pages of rather complex Fokker-Planck equations. Serge Galam, organizer of this
conference and a pioneer in the field, equally reported about the repelling reaction in some parts of the physics
community at the beginning of the 80s, when the verdict ‘not suitable for publication’ branded his first thoughts
about what we commonly call today sociophysics. The many different presentations encompassed mathematical
analysis and comparison of non-linear models, but also applications for urban development (Jean-Pierre Nadal), wine
markets (Tatiana Bouzdine Chameeva), and public debates (Alexandre Delanoe) to name a few examples. All
presentations showed an unbroken interest in understanding social dynamics by means of concepts and
mathematical models rooted in statistical physics and computer sciences. Computational sociology, and in particular
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the Agent-Based Models community, are nowadays well-appreciated sparring partners for physicists; philosophers
(Kate Forbes-Pitt) and physicists (Franco Bagnoli) reflected about ontological and epistemological principles of a
“complexity science”. The field has already long passed the stage of a niche for some eccentric pioneers. To the
contrary, a variety of groups are working on similar questions, new generations are entering the field, and the
activities across different branches of the rapidly growing science system are calling for means of integration and
consolidations.”
(add discussion)

Education
Galam received his BS in physics at the
Ecole Normale Superieure University,
Paris, in 1974 and his preliminary
graduate degree (Doctorat de 3e Cycle)
in physics in 1975, with a thesis on
“Effect of Polarized Electrons on the
Thermodynamic Properties of Dense
Ionic Plasmas”, at the University of
Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris, under J.P.
Hansen. [2] Galan then completed his
PhD in physics in 1981 at Tel Aviv
University, with a thesis on a “Study of
Multicritical Points in Magnetic Systems”
under A. Aharony, where, during his
research, he started to use the modern
theory of phase transitions to describe
social, psychological, political and
economical phenomena. [1] From 1981
to 1982, he completed his post
doctorate work, on “Phenomena and
Left: Galam's 1996 chapter on human atoms. [5] Right: Galem's 2012 book on
Multicritical Group Theory”, at City
Sociophysics, in which he models people as atoms. [6]
College of the City University of New
York, under Burman J.L. Galam currently is the director of research at CNRS (French National Center for Scientific
Research). In 1999, Galam became director of research at French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and
in 2004 joined the Center for Research in Applied Epistemology (CREA), a branch of the Ecole Polytechnique focused
on (Ѻ) the modelling of self-organization and complex systems theories related to cognition, economics, and social
phenomena, the epistemology of cognitive science. [7]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Let us remember. Throughout history, our ancestors were convinced that the forces of nature obeyed the gods, they
were our mistakes that resulted in their wrath, which then manifested by natural disturbances. For a long time it was
thought to stop by human and animal sacrifices. Science has taught us that it was unfounded, and now this old
archaic belief resurfaced with renewed vitality, and increasingly relies on science in the name of science.”
— Serge Galam (2007), “No Scientific Certainty on Climate” [8]
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Further reading
● Galam, Serge. (1984). "Entropy", Semiotext(e) 4: 73-74.
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Galdos, Benito
In literature chemistry, Benito Galdos (1843-1920) was a Spanish realism novelist noted
for []

Overview
In 1887, Galdos, published his Fortunata and Jacinta, which, supposedly, according to
Hispanic literature scholar Vernon Chamberlin, is derived or based on the realism
philosophy contained in German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry
based Elective Affinities. [1] Chamberlin describes Galdos’ position as follows: [4]
“Evidence suggest that Galdos remembered his reading of Die Wahlverwandtschaften
when he set about to depict determinism in love as one part of his vast panorama of
the human life cycle in Fortunata y Jacinta.”
Although Galdos does not, supposedly, cite Elective Affinities directly in his Fortunat
and Jacinta, he does refer explicitly to not only Goethe, but also to his novel Werther
and the drama Faust, and it is known that he possessed the French translation by Camille Selden (Paris, 1872) of
Goethe’s Elective Affinities. [2] Galdos’ Fortunata Y Jacinta together with Spanish novelist Leopoldo Alas’ 1885 La
Regenta (The Judge's Wife) are said to be the most popular and representative novels of Spanish literary realism. [3]
Alas, likewise, is said to have based his 1890 His Only Son on Elective Affinities; some claiming that it is a so-called
successor of the former.
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Galileo
In science, Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) (CR:157|#24) (IQ:195|#11) (IѺ:179) was an
Italian scientist, a Ranker greatest mind (#4), noted for his 1592 construction of a
thermometer, using expansion and contraction of air in a bulb to move water in an
attached tube. [1] In the 1613 words of his associate Francesco Sagredo (who used the
device for measuring the difference in temperature between air, snow, and ice), Galileo
had invented "an instrument for measuring heat." [2]

Dynamics
The invention of dynamics, as a mathematical science, according to Irish mathematician
William Hamilton, was said to have been initiated by Galileo, with his 1632 Dialogue
Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, which compared the then controversial
Copernican system with the inconsistencies of the older earth-centric Ptolemaic
system. [3]

Vacuums
In 1630, Galileo explained to Italian physicist Giovanni Baliani that the reason that siphon’s failed to work over hills
greater than twenty-one meters in height was that it was the power of the vacuum that held the water up, but that
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past a certain height the amount of water simply became too much and the force could not hold any more, like a
cord that can only withstand so much weight hanging from it. Galileo’s friend and student Italian physicist Evangelista
Torricelli made the first mercury barometer in 1643 in his investigations of the
vacuum.

Education
It would seem that Galileo, in his independent manner of thinking, was
influenced greatly by his father Italian musician Vincenzo Galilei who had the
philosophy of knowledge that:
“Those who rely simply on the weight of authority to prove any assertion,
without searching out the arguments to support it, act absurdly. I wish to
question freely and to answer freely without any sort of adulation. That well
becomes any who are sincere in the search for truth.”
It would well seem that Galileo adopted this motto to the fullest degree.

Praise | Tributes
The following are notes of praise and or tribute:
“What the founders of modern science, among them Galileo, had to do, was
not to criticize and to combat faulty theories, and to correct or replace them by
better ones. They had to do something different. They had to destroy one world Galileo’s 1638 experiment for testing
[view] and to replace it by another. They had to reshape the framework of our the “force of the vacuum”. [5]
intellect itself, to restate and reform its concepts, to evolve a new approach to
‘being’, an new concept of knowledge, a new concept of science—and even to replace a pretty natural approach, that
of common sense, by another.”
— Alexandre Koyre (1943), “Galileo and Plato” [7]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Like you, I accepted the Copernican position several years ago and discovered from thence the causes of many
natural effects which are doubtless inexplicable by the current theories. I have written up many of my reasons and
refutations on the subject, but I have not dared until now to bring them into the open, being warned by the fortunes
of Copernicus himself, our master, who procured immortal fame among a few but stepped down among the great
crowd (for the foolish are numerous), only to be derided and dishonored. I would dare publish my thoughts if there
were many like you; but, since there are not, I shall forebear.”
— Galileo Galilei (1597), “Letter to Johannes Kepler” (Ѻ)

“I think, my Kepler, we will laugh at the extraordinary stupidity of the multitude [common herd]. What do you say to
the leading philosophers of the faculty [academy] here, who are filled with the stubbornness of an asp and do not
want to look at either the planets, the moon or the telescope, even though I have freely and deliberately offered
them the opportunity a thousand times. Truly, just as the asp stops its ears, so do these philosophers shut their eyes
to the light of truth.”
— Galileo Galilei (1610), “Letter to Johannes Kepler”, Aug [9]

“Philosophy is written in that great book that lies before our gaze—I mean the universe—but we cannot understand
it if we do not first learn the language and grasp the symbols in which it is written.”
— Galileo Galilei (1623), The Assayer [6]

“The book of nature is written in the language of mathematics and without it one wanders about in a dark labyrinth.”
— Galileo Galilei (c.1620) [8]
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Gallaway, Terrel
In hmolscience, Terrel Gallaway (c.1970-) is an American economist noted, in political
thermodynamics, for his 1999 summary article on thermodynamics in political
economy.

Overview
In 1999, Gallaway, “Entropy, Negentropy, and the Laws of Thermodynamics”, in the
Encyclopedia of Political Economy, gave the following summary:
“The laws of thermodynamics are important to various fields of political economy.
Interest in these laws reflects the interdisciplinary nature of political economy, in
particular the linkage with physics, applied mathematics, and evolutionary theory.”
(add discussion)

Education
Gallaway completed his PhD in 2001 on “Virtual Scarcity: the Evolution of Imbalance and its Impact on Society and
the Environment” at Colorado State University. [2] Gallaway became an associate professor of economics at Missouri
State University in 2006.
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Galton, Francis
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In science, Francis Galton (1822-1911) was an English anthropologist, half-cousin to
English naturalist Charles Darwin, noted for being in the first-ever person to be
assigned with a IQ=200, and for having dialogue, in 1879, with Scottish physicist James
Maxwell on the topic of free will and also for his interest in hearing Scottish physicist
William Thomson’s lecture on Maxwell’s demon at the Royal Institute, and likely later
commentary on the matter. [1]

IQ | 200
Galton’s 1869 book Hereditary Genius is said to be the first scientific attempt to study
genius and greatness. [2] American psychologist Lewis Terman, one year after
inventing the modern 100 point IQ scale (1916), average IQ being 100, assigned Galton
with the first-ever, psychologist-determined, "200 IQ". Specifically, as discussed in his
1917 article “The Intelligence Quotient of Francis Galton in Childhood,” Terman states
that his team has studied many thousands of children in several cities and several
counties in California, and found only a handful above IQ=150, the highest being
IQ=170. Terman summarizes: [3]
“From the evidence given, one is justified in concluding that between ages of three and eight years, at least, Francis
Galton must have had and intelligence quotient not far from 200.”
English biologist Peter Medawar famous commented on this calculation “God alone knows how [Lewis Terman]
estimated Galton’s IQ as 200.” [6]

Education
At age four, a day before his fifth
birthday, he wrote out the following
summary of his abilities: [5]
“I am four years old and I can read any
English book. I can say all the Latin
substantives and adjectives and active
verbs besides fifty-two lines of Latin
poetry. I can cast up any sum in
addition and can multibly by 2, 3, 4, 6, A 2005 summary of the method American psychologist Lewis Terman used to
determine Galton's IQ as 200, the first-ever 200-range IQ, using the age ratio IQ
8, 9, 10, 11. I can also say the pence
table. I read French a little and know method. [4]
the clock.”
By age six he was already being described as a prodigy, for his abilities, such as reading Shakespeare’s works for
pleasure, reading each page twice, and repeating it by heart. At age 13, he designed a steam-engine driven flying
machine. Galton began medical school at age 15. [3]
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In sociological thermodynamics, Johan Galtung (1930-) (CR:12) is a Norwegian
sociologist noted for his 1967 Theories of Peace: a Synthetic Approach to Peace
Thinking, which presents the results of a year-long funded project to develop an
“entropy/energy theory of peace”, done for United Nations Education, Scientific and
Cultural Organizations (UNESCO), from 1966 to 1967, under a contract with the
International Peace Research Association (IPRA), the last chapter of which, namely
“Entropy and the General Theory of Peace”, was presented at the 1967 IPRA general
conference in Tallberg, Sweden, wherein he employs a mixture of thermodynamics, as
defined by Mark Zemansky, and information theory ideas about entropy, such as high
entropy, low entropy, entropy as order or disorder. [4]

Chemical metaphor
Galtung, recently (2013), has been grouped with Libb Thims, i.e. Human Chemistry
(2007) and "On the Nature of the Human Chemical Bond" (2005), as being one of the
early “chemical metaphor” theorists, specifically for his 1977 “Chemical Structure and
Social Structure: an Essay on Structuralism”. [5]

Entropy dynamics
The following is an example quote from Galtung's 1967 dynamics of entropy section: [4]
“Let us now bring in time and ask the crucial question: can any long time tendency be posited, using entropy as the
basic variable? Does the world move towards higher or lower entropy in general? We shall try to show that any such
uni-directional theory is bound to fail because of the strong forces operating both at the high entropy and the low
entropy levels, tending to push the systems back when they have moved too far out on either extreme. In other
words, we shall argue that there are considerable merits to a pendulum theory, where social systems are seen as
oscillating between states of low and high entropy.”
The following is Galtung’s table 5.6.1, a type of human thermodynamics variables table, captioned as a survey of push
and pull forces, in systems of low and high entropy, at the personal and social levels:

He also attempts to explain peace and conflict are using conceptions such as conflict energy, conflict transformation,
actor entropy, and interaction entropy; the two entropy types which supposedly can be used to derive a large
number of peace models. [1]
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Galtung postulates that macro-conflicts, such
as war between nations, will occur when entropy
level is low, while micro-conflicts, such as cognitive
dissonance, will occur when the entropy level is
high. [2] Entropy, for Galtung, refers to a condition
of messiness or disorder but not in a pejorative
sense; the incapacity of a system to crystallize or
establish order permits, for instance, greater
complexity and diversity, thus acting to mitigate the
reification of violent structures. [3]

Oscillating social systems
In contrast to the general view that social systems
always tend towards maximum entropy, Galtung
argues that strong forces exist to push the system
away from either extreme low states of entropy or
maximum states, such that systems tend to
oscillate between high and low entropy states. [2]
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Galvani, Luigi
In science, Luigi Galvani (1737-1798) was an Italian physician-physicist noted for his
circa 1771 discovery of the phenomenon of animal reanimation—via electricity, spark
or electrochemical circuit contact—of severed frog legs. In the 1780s Galvani used an
electrostatic generator to make frog legs twitch at a distance. [5] Galvani published his
results in the 1791 article Commentary on the Effect of Electricity on Muscular Motion.
[1]

Twitching discovery
The actual details, facts, and dates of the famous electrically-induced twitching dead
frog legs discovery is a bit inconsistent and varied, to say the least, such as who actually
made the discovery, Luigi or his wife Lucia Galvani (1743-1788/90), the date of the
discover, and actual electro-material apparatus arrangement of the the legs at the time
of the discovery—even citations of the date of her last year differ (1788 or 1790) as
well as the date of their marriage (1760 or 1762). [9] As Scottish chemist and
technologist George Wilson reported, in his 1859 history of electricity, “some twenty versions of the story are known
on the continent” and that he was already making redactions to previous comments about the discovery he had
published. [6] In American physiologist Charles Sherrington’s 1840 Man on His Nature, to cite one example, he states,
in regards to the two-millennium long mind-brain-soul-movement debate, from Hippocrates to Kant, that:
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“Their death-knell rang when Lucia Galvani told her husband Luigi that
the frogs’ legs prepared for the meal seemed alive on the copper
wire.”
While it is certainly true that there is a connection between culinary
habits, e.g. salting frog legs and movement, the actual discovery seems
to have either an arc connecting dissimilar metals, e.g. an iron-copperfrog arc, or an electric generator that released sparks stimulating
movement. As to dates, in 1760 or 1762, Luigi married Lucia Galeazzi,
the daughter of Italian anatomist and professor of experimental
physics Domenico Gusmano Galeazzi (1686–1775), after which at the
request of the father he moved in with is in-laws, and during the
course of the the next ten years, according to Italian biographer
Stephen Spignesi, he performed his most famous frog electricity
experiments. [8] As to who actually made the discovery, Wilson, to cite
one example, attributes the first viewing of the twitching to Lucia, who
as Galvini’s devoted assistant: [6]
“The celebrated frog was dismembered, not for culinary but for
scientific purposes, and was awaiting Galvani's return in a part of his
laboratory where an electrical machine was at work. Lucia Galvani,
who was looking on, was startled by observing that whenever the
machine gave out a spark the limbs of the frogs were convulsed, and
struggled as if still parts of a living body. She called her husband, who
mistook in part the nature of this singular phenomenon.”

Luigi's wife Lucia Galvani (1743-1788/90), the
possibly discoverer of electrically-induced
dissected animal parts movement.

The mention of being mistaken seems to be a reference to Luigi's animal electricity theory.

Animal electricity debate
In 1776, to explain the contraction phenomenon, Galvani postulated the existence of what he termed “animal
electricity”, a special type of electricity unique to animals. This soon led into a debate with his associate Italian
physicist Alessandro Volta, who in 1800 invented the electric pile or battery so to disprove Galvani’s animal electricity
theory. In 1797, or earlier, Goethe, together with Alexander Humboldt and Wilhelm Humboldt, conducted electrical
experiments on frog preparations, in testing the subject of galvanism or animal electricity theories of Galvani. [74]

Nature of life
In 1816, Mary Shelley and Percy Shelley visited Lord Byron (IQ=180) in Switzerland, during which time the group
discussed galvanism and the feasibility of returning a corpse or assembled body parts to life, and to the experiments
of the 18th-century natural philosopher Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), who was said to have animated dead matter.
Mary Shelley later recalled: [3]
“Many and long were the conversations between Lord Byron and Shelley to which I was a devout but nearly silent
listener. During one of these, various philosophical doctrines were discussed, and among others the nature of the
principle of life, and whether there was any probability of it ever being discovered and communicated. They talked of
the experiments of Dr. Darwin who preserved a piece of vermicelli in a glass case till by some extraordinary means it
began to move with voluntary motion. Not thus, after all, would life be given. Perhaps a corpse would be reanimated;
galvanism had given token of such things: perhaps the component parts of a creature might be manufactured,
brought together, and endued with vital warmth.”
This seed conversation eventually turned into the famous 1818 novel Frankenstein.
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In 1836, a satirical cartoon, entitled “A Galvanized
Corpse”, shown adjacent, lampooning the idea of bring
someone back to life by galvanism, which shows a dead
body (deanimated) being brought back to life (reanimation)
via use of Alessandro Volta's electric pile (battery); the
summary of which is as follows: [4]
“Jacksonian editor Francis Preston Blair rises from his
coffin, revived by a primitive galvanic battery, as two
demons look on. A man on the right throws up his hands as
he is drawn toward Blair, saying: Had I not been born
insensible to fear, now should I be most horribly afraid.
Hence! horrible shadow! unreal mockery. Hence! And yet it
stays: can it be real. How it grows! How malignity and
venom are "blended in cadaverous union" in its
countenance! It must surely be a "galvanized corpse." But A satirical 1836 cartoon showing American politician and
Washington Globe editor Francis Blair (1791-1876) (Ѻ) rising
what do I feel? The thing begins to draw me . . . I can't
from the dead via Galvani’s animal electricity (current) made
withstand it. I shall hug it! . . .
by Volta’s pile (battery). [4]
First demon: "There! We've lost him, after all! See!
they are bringing him to life again!"
Second demon (holding a copy of Blair's newspaper, the "Globe)": Lose him! ha ha! . . . Rest you easy on that
score. But can't you see that it's all for our gain that he should be galvanized into activity again? Where have we his
equal on earth? especially since dear Amos [Kendall], poor fellow, has got his hands so full, at the Post Office, that he
can't write for us as he used to. Show me another man that can lie like him. They talk of Croswell [influential editor of
the "Albany Argus" and Van Buren ally Edwin Croswell] but Harry is nothing to him. I doubt if I can beat him myself.
Lose him! a good joke that! Weitenkampf tentatively identifies the man at right as Amos Kendall, but the likeness
differs considerably from that found in other caricatures of Kendall.”
(add discussion)
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In science, Tibor Ganti (1933-2009) was a Hungarian chemical engineer turned
theoretical biologist noted for 1966 to 2003 efforts to formulate some type of minimal
chemical definition of life.

Overview
In 1971, Ganti published his Principles of Life; the following being a 2003 abstract of
this:
“Gánti offers a radically novel approach to the problem of the origin of life: based on
his theory of fluid (chemical) automata he proves that all living systems are basically
program controlled self-reproducing fluid automata and that such automata behave as
living systems. The simplest such construction—the chemoton—behaves as living, and
all living systems have chemoton type organization. This means that the chemoton
model is the minimum model of life. Gánti's chemical perspective captures the
fundamentally cyclic organization of the living state.”
In 1974, Ganti introduced, and or elaborated further, on his his “chemoton theory”. [1] This, to note, seems to have
similarity to Stuart Kauffman's auto-catalytic thermodynamic work cycle theory of the origin of life and how the first
living thing "catches fire", as Kauffman says, both of which are shown below, respectively:

On the left, a diagram (Ѻ) of Ganti's 1974 "chemoton" model of a minimum unit of life, which can be
compared to Stuart Kauffman's 1995 autocatalytic set model (Ѻ), shown right, of the origin of life;
both of which are end-over-unit (perpetual motion) theories, hypothesized to have occurred at the
chemical level 3.8 billion years ago, categorized as perpetual motion of the living kind theories (see:
defunct theory of life).

Ganti’s theory seems to be a chemical spin-off of Rene Descartes’ animal organisms as automata theory (see:
Cartesian automaton), albeit via Ganti’s so-called “soft automata” principles. [3]

Bauer principle
Ganti, in his 2003 Chemoton Theory: Theory of Living Systems, Volume 2, gives one of the first-known English
presentation of the Bauer principle—or “principle of constant non-equilibrium” of living systems—of Hungarian-born
Russian pathologist and physical biologist Erwin Bauer. [2]
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Garcia, John
In hmolscience, John Garcia (1936-2001) was an American writer noted for his 1971
book The Moral Society, in which, building on the work of French philosopher Pierre
Teilhard, he advocated a human moral evolution through a mixture of discussions on
entropy and the entropic force. [1]

Overview
in 1971, Garcia, in his The Moral Society: a Rational Alternative to Death, argued the
following key opinions: [1]
“Entropy is the counter-force to evolution. Entropy drives mind toward matter and
matter toward chaos. Entropy manifests itself in mind by a decrease in awareness. The
maximum form of entropy for life is death. The ultimate form of entropy is chaos.
Imaginary awareness is the direct manifestation of entropy. Mind succumbs to the
entropic force by declining the challenge of the game of life. Life succumbs to entropy
by specialization, i.e. by acquiring an ever more fixed and specific form until it is
indistinguishable from matter. Matter succumbs to entropy by becoming randomly dispersed until it no longer has a
specific form and it becomes chaotic energy.
The evolutionary force driving man toward ever-greater mind causes him to seek ever-greater awareness. The
entropic force drives him toward matter and causes him to seek ever-greater peace and tranquility. Tension is
produced by an unpredictable and uncontrollable environment. Man, in an effort to adjust to both the entropic and
the evolutionary forces, relieves his tension by deluding himself into believing he is aware when he is not. He
deliberately avoids the tension of the evolutionary force by destroying his feedback. Without feedback the game of
life cannot be won.
Both evolution and entropy are natural manifestations of the cosmic force. It is just as "natural" to sink into
matter as to rise to greater mind. It is only possible to rise to greater mind, pure thought, by playing the game of life
in the presence of total feedback. Man can continue to have feedback only if he plays the game deliberately.”
In 1991, Garcia published Creative Transformation, his third book, with chapters on the evolution of matter, life, and
mind (having sections on social entropy); which is said to be his finest work. [2]
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Garcia, Mitch
In human chemistry, Mitch Garcia (c.1981-) is an American nuclear chemist noted for []

Overview
In 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims posted a "should human
chemistry be taught in school?" thread to ChemicalForums.com, the form that Garcia is
the founder of, to get some water testing on how general chemists would "react" (no
pun intended) to the premise of human chemistry, the study of the behaviors of
human molecules, being taught in school (high school or college), such as advocated by
Henry Adams in his 1910 “A Letter to American Teachers of History”. The thread,
however, was quickly locked by site administrator Marcin Borkowski a Polish analytical
chemist. [1] Thims then messaged Garcia, the site creator, to see if this would be the
policy of ChemistryForums (similar to Wikipedia) to ban any and all subject matter
related to human chemistry, with the following message:
"Mitch, you seem to be the curator of this site (which I just found yesterday). The topic
I tend to post on is very controversial, namely the definition of a person as a molecule, and discussing how chemistry,
thermodynamics, physics apply to this viewpoint. Historically people have been banned and or imprisoned for writing
about this, over the last 230 years (see: human molecule (banned)). My first posting to this site on this topic was
quickly thread locked (see: thread) and linked banned (by admin Borak, who considers the subject crackpot).
Similarly, the following article was banned from Wikipedia (see: human molecule (Wikipedia)), by similar-minded
admins, who commented that they wanted to "kill" the article. My question, subsequently, is that is open discussion
of this subject not going to be allowed at chemical forums? The basic timeline of who's theorized on this subject is
here (see: HMS pioneers). Thanks."
A message to which Mitch responded with:
"Honestly, the idea seems pure crackpottery to me. Crackpots always seem to think they are victims of the
"mainstream". They always seem to think no one is intelligent enough to understand their points. Oddly, they all also
tend to write a lot in their internet postings. And unfortunately no matter how much we argue with the crackpots
they never give an inch in return. However, assuming it is okay with Borek [Marcin Borkowski] I'll greenlight you to
post in the "Politics, Philosophy, Oddities" forum under the condition that you don't link to your website from
Chemical Forums"
The set of messages to which Borkowski commented: [2]
"If it is up to me to decide - I am against. With each paragraph you get more Baez crackpot index points."
To note, “Baez crackpot index”, an online parody system for numerically ranking the crackpottery of a theorist,
posted on line in 1992 by mathematician John Baez, was also used in a derogatory direction towards Thims by Irish
physicist Philip Moriarty during the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate. [4]

Education
Garcia completed his BS in chemistry in 2003 at the University of California, Riverside, PhD in chemistry in 2009 at the
University of California, Berkeley, and since 2010 has been doing postdoctoral research in molecular and medical
pharmacology at UCLA. [3]
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Garden of thermodynamics
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In animate thermodynamics, garden of thermodynamics is a term used to
refer to the numerous metaphysical weeds, theological weeds, etc., that
tend to grow fervently in the "garden" of the science of thermodynamics.

Etymology
In American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis' 1925 Silliman Lecture turned
book Anatomy of Science, he discusses the second law in relation to life
and in his discussion of time and motion gave the following account of
ether as one of the weeds of 19th century science and how relativity
freed us from ether theory: [4]
“Often in our more carefully cultivate gardens of thought some rank
weed grows with such vigor as to stunt the growth of the neighboring
useful vegetables. So the scientific literature of the nineteenth century
was overgrown with a discussion of ether, its stresses and strains, its
density, its movement with the earth or through the earth. A mechanism
that we designed to be servant had become master; until now that we are
suddenly freed from this obsession we feel as if awakened from a hideous
nightmare.”
In 1966, likely influenced by the above quote, having been a well-known
Silliman Lecture, by American science historian Erwin Hiebert, in his “The
Uses and Abuses of Thermodynamics in Religion”, penned the following
oft-quoted pungent statement about the garden of thermodynamics: [1]

American real estate theorist Gary Woltal’s
depiction of a garden whose order is
maintained according to the second law of
thermodynamics. [3]

“The laws of thermodynamics demonstrate that no matter how good, how secure, or how elegant a scientific theory
is, it is never immune to being used in ways that transgress the limits of credulity to the point of sheer
ridiculousness—at least in the eyes of subsequent generations. All kinds of private metaphysics and theology have
grown like weeds in the garden of thermodynamics.”
In other words, starting on the pretext of thermodynamics, it is common in theories applied outside of
thermodynamics proper, to be filled with metaphysical fancies, far removed from anything within the framework of
established science.
In 1998, in the preface to the English translation of Dictionnaire de thermodynamique, French thermodynamicist
Pierre Perrot opened to the following: [4]
“Thermodynamics in the form a dictionary may seem somewhat surprising. It does, however, allow readers to
wander as in a garden, at their fancy or according to their need for explanation. In order that the walk be pleasant,
the landscape must be attractive and varied; from that point of view, thermodynamics fears no competition, but
there are obstacles in the way, stones in the path; isn’t thermodynamics a fine intellectual structure, bequeathed by
past decades, whose every subtlety only experts in the art of handling hamiltonians would be able to appreciate?”

Weed theories and theorists

A 2012 depiction of information theory as
one of the weeds in the garden of
thermodynamics. [5]

See also
● Highway of thermodynamics
● Pure thermodynamics

A weed theorist is someone who promotes theories that act as "weeds" in
the garden of thermodynamics, namely those whose theories "transgress
the limits of credulity to the point of sheer ridiculousness" or rather those
whose theories are so far off the broad highway of pure thermodynamics,
as Lewis put it, that they are not even thermodynamical, i.e. within the
bounds of reality, in any sense of the matter. In this sense, the various
metaphysics and theologies found in the garden of thermodynamics
continuously need to be weeded and removed so to not choke out the
beauty of the thermodynamics, pure, proper, and applied. The biggest
weed in thermodynamics, currently, is information theory and its
incorrigible attempts at thermodynamics association. Noted weed
theorists, include: Corrado Giannantoni, and his "quality thermodynamics"
theory; Ivan Kennedy and his "action thermodynamics" theory; Jeremy
Rifkin and his agenda; Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, and his material
entropy theory; among numerous others.
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Garrison, Fielding
In science, Fielding Garrison (1870-1935) was an American physician, librarian, and
science historian noted 1909 four-part series article “Josiah Willard Gibbs and his
Relation to Modern Science”, wherein he gives a very cogent and condensed history of
thermodynamics up through chemical thermodynamics, centered around the work of
American engineer Willard Gibbs, along the way giving many telling details, e.g.
Garrison seems to coin the term “van’t Hoff school”, among many other interesting
details and discerning insights. [1] In 1910, Garrison discusses Gibbs in relation to
Goethe, the connection of which, as he says, which "seems so plausible and
fascinating". [2]

Chemical thermodynamics | History
Garrison gives one of the best short histories of early chemical thermodynamics; a
truncated statement of "1873" with the independent publications of Horstmann and
Gibbs being stated as follows:
“In October, 1873, Horstmann announced the condition for chemical equilibrium to be that of maximum entropy, and
in December of the same year Gibbs, in a modest footnote, stated that the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium
in a chemical system at constant temperature and pressure is that the function now universally known as the
thermodynamic potential should be a minimum.”
— Fielding Garrison (1909), “Josiah Willard Gibbs and his Relation to Modern Science” [3]

(add discussion)
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Human Chemical Thermodynamics

See main: Gibbs and Goethe

In 1910, Garrison, “A Note on Traube’s Theory of Osmosis and
‘Attraction-Pressure’”, on German thinker Johann Goethe’s
1809 novella Elective Affinities, comments that Goethe's theory
of human elective affinities seems so “plausible and
fascinating”: [2]
“Suppose chemical substances to be represented by a number
of men and women of varying degrees of strength of character
and ‘attractiveness’, and suppose the marital combinations or
what Goethe called the ‘elective affinities’ between these men
and women to be determined by certain mysterious ‘laws’. If a
man strong in character should mate with a woman, weaker
but otherwise ‘attractive’, or vice versa, one set of observers
might affirm that the union was due to the man's superior
potentiality or masculinity, others might maintain that the real
strength in the combination or ‘affinity’ lay in the woman's
‘attractiveness’; or vice versa. Curiously enough, these
anthropomorphisms, which seem so plausible and fascinating in
Goethe's novel, are daily and hourly employed to explain the
facts of chemical combination.”

+
Gibbs
(1839-1903)

Goethe
(1749-1832)

Fielding Garrison (1910) is one of three known people to
have ever made a connection between Gibbs and
Goethe—a subject otherwise known as "human
chemical thermodynamics"—the other two being
Japanese chemical engineer Tominaga Keii (2004), who
states bend-over-backwards incorrectly that Goethe's
Elective Affinities "did not add any scientific value", and
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (2006),
who after discovering Goethe spent the next 18-months
and 14-days writing out the worlds first textbook on
"human chemistry". [4]

Garrison, interestingly, goes on to discuss this in relation to
Gibbs’ version of physical chemistry.

Thermodynamic surface
Garrison, in regards to the history of development of "thermodynamic surfaces", indicates that there may have been
up to six possible plaster surfaces made by James Maxwell, sent out to various associates, including Gibbs, in a
riddled style of correspondence. [5]

Education
Garrison completed his AB in 1890 at Johns Hopkins University and his MD in 1893 at Georgetown University, after
which worked as a librarian at the Army Medical Library, Washington, D.C., and in 1930 become the supervisor of the
Institute of the History of Medicine at Johns Hopkins University.
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Gas
In science, gas is a state of matter, in which the particles of its composition,
i.e. atoms, molecules, or ions, etc., being characterized by weak interactions,
move about in space in relatively random motions, often assumed to have
non-correlation of velocities, at speeds proportional to the temperature of its
volumetric containing region, tending to completely occupy the volume of any
given space into which it is put. [1] The term was coined in the early 17th
century by Flemish physician and chemist Johann Helmont in reference to
"spirits" released during combustion. [4]

Air
To give a three-dimensional picture of a gas, a sugar-lump sized cube of the
Gas particles moving about at speeds of
gas called “air”, for instance, which is comprised of approximately ten
500 meters per second.
chemical species: nitrogen (N2) 78%, oxygen (O2) 21%, as well as argon (Ar),
neon (Ne), helium (He), methane (CH4), krypton (Kr), hydrogen (H2), nitrous oxide (N2O), and xenon (Xe), in smaller
percentages, at room temperature, contains 30-trillion particles.

Velocities
The average speed of gas particles is on average 500-meters per second (or 1200-mph). [2] It was German physicist
Rudolf Clausius who, in his 1857 article “On the Nature of the Motion which we call Heat”, made the first calculation
of the speed of gas particles.

History
In the earlier 16th century writings of Swiss alchemist and physician Paracelsus the word khaos was used in the occult
sense of "proper elements of spirits" or "ultra-rarified water". [3] During the years 1609 to 1644, Flemish physician
and chemist Johann Helmont defined the word “gas” as a type of spirit that can be reduced to liquid form and can, if
produced, cause glass containing vessels to explode. [6] Helmont likely derived the term from the Greek khaos
(chaos) meaning void or "empty space", being that the Dutch "g" is roughly equivalent to that of Greek "kh." The
word was gas was introduced by Helmont in an experiment where he burned 62 pounds of oak after which time only
one pound of ash remained. Thus, he concluded that 61-pounds (or 98%) of the material was converted into a new
type of invisible air or spirit, to which he affixed the name “gas”. Specifically, in his writings, Helmont states: [4]
“The flame which is only burning smoke, perishes at once in a closed vessel, and charcoal may be heated
continuously in a closed vessel without wasting … yet it 62-pounds of oak charcoal contain 1-pound of ashes, the
remaining 61-pounds are “wild spirit” (spiritus silvestre), which cannot escape from the shut vessel.”
Then tells us:
“I call this spirit, hitherto unknown, by the new name of gas (Hunc spiritum, incognitum hactenus, novo nomine Gas
voco), which can neither be retained in vessels nor reduced to a visible form, unless the seed is first extinguished.”
More than once, Helmont concluded that he was the “inventor” of gas. He investigated and categorized a number of
gases, such as gas from eructions (belches) or CO2, poisonous red gas (NO2) that is formed when aqua fortis (HNO3)
acts on silver, sulfurous gas that “flies off” burning sulfur, and others. He says that gas is composed of invisible atoms
which can come together by intense cold and condense to minute liquid drops; and that gases can be contained in
bodies in fixed form, and set free again by heat, fermentation, or chemical reaction. [4] In relation to combustion, he
concluded that there were two classes of gas: [5]
● Gas sylvestre – one that would not burn or support combustion.
● Gas pingue – one that would burn (a combustible gas).
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Gas laws
See main: Gas laws, Ideal gas law

In the 1834 publication Memoir on the Motive Power of Heat,
French physicist Émile Clapeyron derived one of the first
formulations of what is now called the “ideal gas law”. In
particular, after a few substitutions in a discussion on various
aspects of the Carnot cycle, Clapeyron states that Mariotte’s law
(PV = k, at constant temperature) combined with that of GayLussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume) gives the expression: [10]

Building on the work of Clapeyron, in relation to the development
of the science of thermodynamics, the term “perfect gas” was
defined in 1859 by Scottish engineer William Rankine as “a
substance in such a condition that the total pressure exerted by
any number of portions of it, at a given temperature, against the
sides of a vessel in which they are enclosed, is the sum of the
pressures which each portion would exert if enclosed in the vessel
separately at the same temperature.” [7] By 1890, the phrase
“ideal perfect gas” was being used in relation to gases that obeyed
the laws of Charles and Boyle, as defined by the following
“characteristic equation”:

The pneumatical engine, invented in 1658 by Irish
scientist Robert Boyle, based on the earlier 1650
vacuum pump design of German engineer Otto
Guericke, the device used to calculate Boyle's law,
the first of the gas laws.

in which P is the pressure, V the volume, and T the absolute temperature of the gas. [8] In 1923, American chemical
physicists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, in their famed Thermodynamics textbook, had come to define “the perfect
gas or ideal gas is an invented substance, defined by certain properties which are not possessed by any actual
substance, but which are supposed to be approached by any every actual gas as its pressure is indefinitely
diminished.” They continue, by stating that the perfect gas is a substance which meets the criterion that its energy is
a function of temperature alone, quantified by the following function:

and that when its temperature, pressure, and volume are changed the gas obeys the relation:

where n is the number of mols of gas and R is universal constant (8.316 joules per degree), that has the same value
for all gases. [9] Into the 1950s, this latter equation, describing the state of the ideal perfect gas, had come to be
commonly known as the "ideal gas law".
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Gas constant
In science, the gas constant, symbol "R", is the proportionality constant in the ideal gas law having a value of: [1]

This modern value for the gas constant was assigned in YEAR (add).

History
The first dominant use of R as a constant in the various gas laws seems to have been the use by French engineer
Emile Clapyron's use in his 1834 Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire, where he states that Mariotte’s law (PV = k, at
constant temperature) combined with that of Gay-Lussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume), the latter of which being
derived by French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac in 1802, gives the expression: [2]

This is sometimes referred to as the 'G-M law' or the 'law of Marriatte and Gay-Lussac'. In 1850, German physicist
Rudolf Clausius updated the work of Clapeyron using the 1847 work of French chemist Henri Regnault, where he
reevaluated the content inside of the parentheses, rewriting the gas equation as: [3]

In 1864, Clausius further simplified this expression by using the absolute temperature scale, conceived by Irish
physicist William Thomson in 1848:

where t is in degrees centigrade and T is in Kelvin, such that with substitution in the second previous equation, by
1864 he had arrived at:

The first person to convert R into a universal gas constant, according to American chemistry historian William Jensen,
was German chemist August Horstmann who in 1873 rewrote the previous equation as: [4]

where u is the "volume of molecular weight [mole] of the gas" and where R is "the constant for the G-M law with
regard to the molecular volume [molar volume]." [5] In this sense, if u is taken as volume per number of particles n
(on the original 1738 use by Daniel Bernoulli), then we would have:
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or

This later version of the equation, with the explicit use of "n" as the number of mols, seems to have been first use in
the classic 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances by American physical
chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall. [6]

Symbol etymology
See main: R (etymology section)

The origin of the symbol R, prior to its 1834 use by Clapeyron, is difficult to pin down. This seems to be due to the fact
often early versions of the gas laws were simply stated verbally.
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Gas laws
In thermodynamics, gas laws are a set of equations that describe the behavior of bodies of gas under what are known
as ideal, perfect, standard, or non-extreme conditions. The various laws, as listed below, came into existence
following the invention of German engineer Otto Guericke’s vacuum pump in 1645, beginning with the
experimentation's of Irish chemist Robert Boyle. The central law for most gases is the ideal gas law.

Boyle’s law
See main: Boyle’s law

In 1658, Irish chemist Robert Boyle and his assistant Robert Hooke built a combination air pump/vacuum, which they
called a 'pneumatical engine', based on the design of German engineer Otto Guericke’s vacuum pump in the 1657
book Mechanical Hydraulic Pneumatics by German scientist Gaspar Schott. [1] After conducting a number of
experiments with their air pump, Boyle published the results in the 1660 book New Experiments: Physico-Mechanical,
Touching the Spring of the Air, and Its Effects (Made for the Most Part in a Pneumatical Engine). In the 1669 second
edition of Spring of the Air, a statement of what is now known as "Boyle’s law" can be found defined in modern
shorthand as: [2]

which says that for a body of gas at constant number of particles n and temperature T the product of the measure of
the pressure P and volume V of gas will be a constant K. The Spring of the Air had a great influence on other
scientists, who built their own air pumps, and devised new experiments of their own.

Marriott's law
See main: Mariotte’s law

In 1676, French physicist Edme Mariotte published an essay entitled De la Nature de l'air (The Nature of Air) in which
it is said he recognized Boyle’s law, in his statement that ‘the volume of a gas varies inversely as the pressure’.
Subsequently, Boyle’s law is often synonymously called Mariotte’s law (or sometimes Boyle-Mariotte’s law), stated to
the effect that ‘the pressure of an ideal gas at constant temperature varies inversely with volume’.

Amonton's equation
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See main: Amontons’ law

In 1702, French physicist Guillaume Amontons, as discussed in his paper “Discourse on a Few properties of Air, and
the Means to know the Temperature in all Climates of the Earth”, was said to have stated that the product of the
pressure times volume equals the product of temperature times an unknown constant; in modern formulation would
be an equation of the form:

This is the first prototype of what would later become, with the inclusion of the particle number n and the gas
constant R, the ideal gas law. Dutch-born Swiss physicist Daniel Bernoulli, in his 1738 Hydrodynamica, credits
Amontons as having been the originator of this formulation of the gas laws.

Charles' law
See main: Charles’ law

In circa 1787, French scientist Jacques Charles conducted an experiment where he filled five balloons to the same
volume with different gases. He then raised the temperature of the balloons to 80ºC and noticed that they all
increased in volume by the same amount.
In 1800, an eighteen-year-ear old French chemistry student named Joseph Gay-Lussac, a recent graduate of the École
Polytechnique, met and became a lab assistant and protégé of chemist Claude Berthollet. While working under
Berthollet, Gay-Lussac discovered that gases expand by the same proportion for an equivalent rise in temperature.
Gay-Lussac’s approach to chemistry was to express laws mathematically. [3]
Supposedly, Charles' unpublished experiment was later referenced by Gay-Lussac in 1802 when he published a paper
on the precise relationship between the volume and temperature of a gas, which Gay-Lussac named "Charles' Law" in
honor of Jacques Charles' original experiment. In modern terms, Charles’ law is define as:

which states that for a body of gas at constant particle number n and pressure P the volume V of the gas will be
constant K.

Gay-Lussac’s law
See main: Gay-Lussac’s law

In 1802, French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac published the results of his findings in what is now known as Gay-Lussac’s
law, which in modern terms is:

which states that the pressure P of a body of gas at constant volume V and particle count n will be proportional K to
its temperature T.

Law of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac
In 1834, French engineer Emile Clapyron gave a derivation in which he stated that Mariotte’s law (PV = k, at constant
temperature) combined with that of Gay-Lussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume) gives the expression: [4]

This is sometimes referred to as the 'G-M law' (e.g. by German chemist August Horstmann, 1873) or the 'law of
Mariotte and Gay-Lussac' (according to Ingo Muller, A History of Thermodynamics, 2007).

Boyle-Charles law
See main: Boyle-Charles law

Into the 1890s, the phrase “ideal perfect gas” was being used in relation to gases that obeyed the laws of Charles and
Boyle (or Boyle-Charles law), as defined by the following “characteristic equation”: [5]

which says that the ratio of the product of the pressure and the volume of the gas by the temperature is constant for
in ideal perfect gas. The term 'perfect' in this case a residual carry-over from the earlier days of attempts to make a
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'perfect vacuum' (perfect gas) in gunpowder engine. In most cases the phrase Boyle-Charles law was a precursor
synonym for the later term 'ideal gas law', which arrived after the concept of the mole or particle count unit n was
invented.

Ideal gas law
See main: Ideal gas law

The ideal gas law is a single combined expression of all of the various gas laws in one equation:

which states that the product of the pressure and volume of an ideal gas is proportional to the product of the particle
count and temperature of the gas. This modern version of the ideal gas law was being used in 1895 by Germans
chemist Walther Nernst and in 1897 by physicist Max Planck.

See also
● Boyle-Charles law
● Social ideal gas law
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Gas theory
In physics, gas theory refers, generally, to the collected theories on the thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, and
kinetic theory of gas particle systems by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, inclusive of subjects such as Htheorem, Boltzmann chaos assumption, among others. In 1895, Boltzmann collected his various articles, written over
the last three decades, into the form of a unified lecture on the subject of what he called ‘gas theory’, publishing
them in two parts, 1896 (part one) and 1898 (part two), under the title “Lectures on Gas theory” or Vorlesungen uber
Gastheorie. [1]
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Gaskell, Charles
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In hmolscience, Charles Gaskell (1842-1919) (CR:23) was an English author, lawyer, and
politician, a member of parliament from 1885-1892, noted for being one of the closest
intellectual friends of American historian Henry Adams.

Overview
On 27 Apr 1863, Gaskell met Henry Adams, at Cambridge, after which the two were
among each other’s “closest friends”. [2] In 1866, amid his fallout with his older
brother Charles Adams, Jr., Henry Adams switched to writing to Gaskell, instead of his
older brother, as he formerly had done, as his new main intellectual correspondent. [7]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind,
and I believe every part of organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated
beings will be ultimately found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a
profound conviction of the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive
with pleasure any basis for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of
course, in our own affairs. In ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has
never been explained but is evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn
which would carry us backward.”
— Henry Adams (1863), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Oct) [1]

“Altogether, we go on with placidity unequalled, and the only question is what we live for. Nothing seems to come of
it?”
— Henry Adams (1878), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Aug 21) [4]

“Gentle mathematicians and physicists still cling to their laws of thermodynamics, and are almost epileptic in their
convulsive assurances that they have reached a generalization which will hold good. Perhaps it will. Who cares?”
— Henry Adams (1903), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Jun 14) [5]

“On the physico-chemical law of development and dynamics, our society has reached what is called the critical point
where it is near a new phase or equilibrium.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Sep 27) [6]

“The solution of mind is certainly in the magnet.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Sep 27) [6]

“I have been studying science for ten years past, with keen interest, noting down my phrases of mind each year; and
every new scientific method I try, shortens my view of the future. The last—thermodynamics—fetches me out on
sea-level within ten years. I’m sorry Lord Kelvin is dead. I would travel a few thousand-million miles to discuss with
him the thermodynamics of socialistic society. His law is awful in its rigidity and intensity of result.”
— Henry Adams (1909), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (May 2) [4]
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Gassendi, Pierre
In hmolscience, Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) (IQ:190|#37) (CR=39), a Cattell 1000
(#218), was a French thinker and polymath noted for his explosion on the atomic
theory, physics, and philosophical implications of the circa 300BC work of Greek
philosopher Epicurus, outlined in his 1647 book De vita, moribus, et doctrina Epicuri
libri octo (On the Life and Death of Epicurus Book Eight) followed by the 1649
commentary Syntagma philosophiae Epicuri (Arrangement of the Philosophy of
Epicurus), in which he was the first (or one of the first) to coin the term ‘molecule’
defined as two or more atoms joined together in an attachment. The set of books were
supposedly written to counter the philosophical views of Rene Descartes.

Astronomy
Gassendi, using telescope lenses provided by Galileo Galilei, made numerous
astronomical observations that helped establish the validity of Kepler’s laws of
planetary motion. In 1631, he observed Mercury transit in front of the sun, thus
providing strong evidence of the Copernican model. Gassendi also denounced astrology
since it had no empirical support. [5]

Moving ship experiment
Gassendi did the experiment in which a stone was dropped from the mast of a moving ship, to test whether it would
maintain the speed of the ship, and fall at the base of the mast, or whether it would fall behind or in front of the
mast, because the earth was at rest (Ptolemaic) and or moving (Copernican). Galileo, prior to Gassendi, in 1624, had
suggested the thought experiment as a way to test for the validity of Copernicanism (Ѻ); later publishing an account
of it is his 1632 his Dialogue Concerning the
two Chief World Systems. (Ѻ)
Greco-Roman Alexandrian thinker
Hypatia, supposedly, also did some variant of
this experiment in circa 400.

Animation
Gassendi gave the following comments in
regards to animation and movement: [3]
"Who can easily comprehend that small
thing … within the body of an elephant …
that it should be able to agitate such a bulk, A depiction of Gassendi's moving ship stone dropping experiment.
and to cause it to perform a swift and
harmonious dance? But indeed, the same fiery nature of the soul, serves within the body by its own mobility, what a
little flame of gunpowder does in a cannon: it not only drives the bullet with so much force, but also drives back the
whole machine with so great strength."
Gassendi, here, in his comment "but also drives back", seems to be speaking of what would be come the third law of
motion, of the laws of motion (1687); and his his comment about the great effect of the "little flame" is a precursor
to the concept of activation energy (1889). In his descriptions, such as above, he might have also used the term
"animal machine" (check). [4]

Molecules
In his 1649 book, Gassendi presented the view that the properties of atoms (e.g. their taste) depend on their shape
(pointed or round, elongated or squat, etc.), and he had the idea that they might join together, to form what he
called ‘molecules’, by a kind of hook-and-eye mechanism. [1] Gassendi held the view that objects, such as metal,
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should be resolvable into the five elements, but that he held the unique view that the five elements should be further
resolved into seeds (or molecules) and then into atoms: [2]
“I remain silent here about what could be added concerning the resolution of those five principles into their seeds
and finally into atoms.”
In short, he wrote a book on the life of Epicurus, reasoned that to account for the size and shape of atoms moving in
a void could account for the properties of matter. Heat was due to small, round atoms; cold, to pyramidal atoms with
sharp points, which accounted for the pricking sensation of severe cold; and solids were held together by interlacing
hooks.

Evolution
In his reformulation of Lucretius’ view of evolution, wherein the world began as a random arrangement of separated
atoms that came together by chance to form seeds and bodies, Gassendi gave the view that:
“While [the atoms] are moving in various ways and meeting, interweaving, intermingling, unrolling, uniting, and being
fitted together, molecules or small structures similar to molecules are created, from which the actual seeds are
constructed and fashioned.”
This seems to be a fairly advanced view for his day in age, possibly comparable to the later work of French
philosopher Jean Sales and his 1789 human molecular hypothesis.

Religion
Gassendi, while following the basic tenets of Greek atomic theory, believed that atoms were put their by God. [5]

Note
It is sometimes said that Rene Descartes may have used the term ‘molecule’ prior to Gassendi, as some references
attribute the etymology of the term molecule to Descartes, but a definitive reference for this needs to be
determined.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“But because men may yet be puzzled with the universality and constancy of this regularity, and its long continuance
through so many ages, that there are no records at all of the contrary anywhere to be found; the atomic atheist
further adds, that the senseless atoms, playing and toying up and down, without any care or thought, and from
eternity trying all manner of tricks, conclusions and experiments, were at length (they know not how) taught, and by
the necessity of things themselves, as it were, driven, to a certain kind of trade of artificialness and methodicalness;
so that though their motions were at first all casual and fortuitous, yet in length of time they became orderly and
artificial, and governed by a certain law, they contracting as it were upon themselves, by long practice and
experience, a kind of habit of moving regularly; or else being, by the mere necessity of things, at length forced so to
move, as they should have done, had art and wisdom directed them.”
— Pierre Gassendi (c.1648), Arrangement of the Philosophy of Epicurus; refuted by Ralph Cudworth, 1678; quoted by Charles
Peirce (Ѻ) [6]
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Gatlin, Lila
In animate thermodynamics, Lila Lee Gatlin (1928-), or "Lila Krause" by marriage, is an American
biochemist (chnops-chemist) noted for her publications, in the late 1960s early 1970s, on
relationship between DNA, viewed as an information process, information theory,
thermodynamics, and the relation of these to evolution. [1] To quote Gatlin on her general view:
[2]
“As Homo sapiens we have always believed that we are higher organisms … as thermodynamicists
we recognize these words and realize that the concept of entropy must somehow enter into the
explanation.”
Among Gatlin’s several publications, her 1972 book Information Theory and the Living System argues that entropy
reduction within living systems is said to occur whenever information is stored. Using information theory, Gatlin
reasons that “stored information varies inversely with entropy” in the sense that a library, for instance, “is a state of
lowered entropy. [3] Her main thesis is that higher forms of life emerged when genetic messaging, in possession of an
amount of entropy, in the Claude Shannon sense of “amount of potential information”, began to be passed along
with minimal amount of errors in the code. [4]

Difficulties on theory
In her theorizing, Gatlin seems to start off in the correct direction, but veers off track in her dismissal of classical
thermodynamics’ ability to explain living systems. Instead, she reasons that the version of entropy as formulated by
American electrical engineer Claude Shannon in information theory is the answer. In particular, Gatlin thinks that
“our classical notions of entropy are totally inadequate in dealing with the living system”; whereas, in the same vein,
she believes that the decreasing entropy of evolving life does not violate the second law of thermodynamics. To cite
an example of a very misinformed, for instance, she states: [2]
“The second law of thermodynamics is indeed an order-degrading principle in itself and without constraint; but when
we place it under control of the higher law of information theory, it becomes directly responsible
Of the many incorrect points in this statement, there is no "law of information theory". In fact, by its very name it is
still a theory, and thus not a law; except perhaps if one includes the hypothetical "law of conservation of information"
as a case in point. All-in-all, as is often the case in information thermodynamics, Gatlin’s logic seems to be a mis-mash
of disparate theories.

Education
Gatlin completed her BS in 1957 at the University of Tulsa, her MS with a thesis on “Mechanism of Solvolysis of
Dihalocyclopropanes” in 1959 at Pennsylvania State University, and her PhD with a dissertation "New Approaches to
Nucleic Acid Structure" in 1963 at the University of Texas. [5] She later when on to work as a lecturer and researcher
in molecular biology and genetics and various universities, although most at the University of California, Berkeley. In
this sense, she may have had a residual connection to the Lewis school of thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are interesting quotes from Gatlin's 1972 Information Theory and the Living System:
“We have always had the vague notion that, as higher organisms have evolved, their entropy has in some way
declined because of this higher degree of organization.”
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Gatto, John
In hmolscience, John Gatto (1935-) is an American underground educational reformer
noted for his 2000 posit that thermodynamics can be used to explain school tragedies.

Overview
In 2000, Gotto, in his The Underground History of American Education, postulated the
following: [1]
“Our school tragedies are an early warning of something inherent in the laws of human
thermodynamics.”
Here, in this rare human thermodynamics quote, Gatto is speculating on some yet
unwritten "laws of human thermodynamics", such as C.G. Darwin did in 1952.
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Gauss, Carl
In science, Carl Gauss (1777-1855) (IQ:190±|#25) (CR:73) was a German child prodigy
turned mathematical physicist, a semi-ranked last person to know everything and highranked greatest mathematician ever, described by James Maxwell as someone with a
“powerful intellect”, generally known for his work in electromagnetic theory, which
went into the development of the mathematical theory of electromagnetism,
developed by Maxwell in 1873, via his four Maxwell equations of electromagnetic
phenomenon.

Religion
When Gauss began to near the age of 70, he become increasingly avoiding of scientific
conversations with people, and instead began to spend his mornings in the Gottingen
University library focusing on philosophy and religion questions, and began to become
agnostic about his belief system, according to mathematics biographer Jane Muir
(1961); the following are example quotes from this period: [4]
“Without immortality, the world would be meaningless and all of creation an absurdity.”
— Carl Gauss (c.1846)

“Tell me, how does one begin to believe?”
— Carl Gauss (c.1846)

“There are problems to whose solution I would attach an infinitely greater importance than to those of mathematics,
for example touching ethics, or our relation to god, or concerning our destiny and our future; but their solution lies
wholly beyond us and completely outside the province of science.”
— Carl Gauss (c.1846)

Gauss also, supposedly, believed, in his earlier years, that he had solved difficult mathematical theorems not by
mental effort, but via the grace of god; and example of which is as follows: [2]
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“I succeeded, not on account of my painful efforts, but by the grace of god. Like a sudden flash of lightening the
riddle happened to be solved. I, myself, cannot say what was the conducting thread which connected what I
previously knew with what made my success possible.”
(add discussion)

Humboldt Laplace anecdote
In circa 1805, sometime after Gauss solved the Ceres tracking problem (1801), Alexander Humboldt, looking for
someone to fill the position of director at the Gottingen observatory, queried Pierre Laplace about who he thought
were the greatest mathematicians; the conversation went as follows: [5]
Humboldt: “Who is the greatest mathematician in Germany?
Laplace: “Pfaff.”
Humboldt: “But what about Gauss?”
Laplace: “Oh, Gauss is the greatest mathematician in the world!”

Quotes
The following are Gauss quotes of interest:
“Sophie Germain proved to the world that even a woman can accomplish something in the most rigorous and
abstract of sciences.”
— Carl Gauss (c.1840) [3]
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Gay-Lussac, Joseph
In chemistry, Joseph Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) was a French chemist particularly noted
for his 1802 formulation of the volume-temperature gas law relation, one of the
forerunners to the ideal gas law. The publication for which he is known for seems to be
the 1807 “First Attempt to Determine the Changes in Temperature which Gases
Experience owing to changes of Density, and Considerations of their Capacity for Heat”.
[4]

Gay-Lussac's law
In 1800, an eighteen-year-old Joseph Gay-Lussac, a recent graduate of the École
Polytechnique, met and became a lab assistant and protégé of chemist Claude
Berthollet. While working under Berthollet, Gay-Lussac discovered that gases expand
by the same proportion for an equivalent rise in temperature. Gay-Lussac’s approach
to chemistry was to express laws mathematically. [1] In 1802, referencing the previous
work of French scientist Jacques Charles, Gay-Lussac published a paper on the precise
relationship between the volume and temperature of a gas, which Gay-Lussac named
"Charles law" in honor of Jacques Charles' original experiment. In modern terms, Charles’ law is defined as:
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which states that for a body of gas at constant particle number n and pressure P the volume V of the gas will be
constant K.

Gas constant: R
The first dominant use of R as a constant in the various gas laws seems to have been the use by French engineer
Emile Clapyron's use in his 1834 Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire, wherein he states that Mariotte’s law (PV = k,
at constant temperature) combined with that of Gay-Lussac’s law (P = kT, at constant volume) gives the expression:
[2]

Education
On a friend’s recommendation, French chemist Claude Berthollet hired young Gay-Lussac to work as his assistant in
his laboratory; upon his retirement, Gay-Lussac was appointed to his position at the Ecole Polytechnique, the
founding school of thermodynamics. [3]

Students
In 1831, German chemist and physicist Heinrich Magnus, one of the main founders of the Berlin school of
thermodynamics, studied under Gay-Lussac.
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(b) Reprinted in Die Principien der Warmelehre, E. Mach. Leipzig, 1896.
(c) Gay-Lussac, Joseph L. (1807). “First Attempt to Determine the Changes in Temperature which Gases Experience
owing to changes of Density, and Considerations of their Capacity for Heat”; In: Laws of Gases: The Free Expansion of
Gases: Memoirs by Gay-Lussac, Joule, and Thomson, Carl Barus, Wyatt William Randall, Joseph Sweetman Ames
(edited by Joseph S. Ames) (pgs. 1-). Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1898.
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● Joseph Gay-Lussac – Wikipedia.

Gay-Lussac's law
In gas laws, Gay-Lussac's law states that the pressure P of a body of gas at constant volume V and particle count n
will be proportional K to the temperature T of the gas:

The law was first enunciated in 1802 by French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac.

Geber
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In science, Geber (c.721-c.815), or ‘Jābir ibn Hayyān’, was an Arabian chemist noted for
his ‘three principles’ theory of generalized chemical properties, one of which, sulphur
representative of combustion, was a precursor to the formulation of entropy. [1]

Three principles
To further explain the phenomena of combustion and metallic properties, metals
(copper, iron, gold, etc.) were said to be formed out of two elements: sulphur, ‘the
stone which burns’, which characterized the principle of combustibility, and mercury,
which contained the idealized principle of metallic properties.

This evolved into the Arabic three principles: sulphur giving flammability or combustion, mercury giving volatility and
its opposite, and salt giving solidity.

Paracelsus
See main: Entropy formulations

Geber’s sulphur principle combustion theory was modified by Paracelsus in 1524; Paracelsus’ combustion theory was
modified by Johann Becher in 1669 to yield the terra pinguis combustion theory; Becher’s combustion theory was
modified in 1703 by Georg Stahl to yield the phlogiston theory; Stahl’s combustion theory was modified in 1787 by
French chemist Antoine Lavoisier to yield caloric theory; caloric theory was modified by German chemist Rudolf
Clausius in 1850 through 1865 to yield entropy theory, later to be known as the second law of thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“As long as a word remains unspoken, you are its master; once you utter it, you are its slave.”
— Geber (c.800) (Ѻ)

“Make books your companions; let your bookshelves be your gardens; bask in their beauty, gather their fruit, pluck
their roses, take their spices and myrrh.”
— Geber (c.800) (Ѻ)

“In seeking wisdom, the first step is silence, the second listening, the third remembering, the fourth practicing, the
fifth – teaching others.”
— Geber (c.800) (Ѻ)
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Geddes, Patrick
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In hmolscience, Patrick Geddes (1854-1932) was a Scottish physical economist,
biologist, and urban planner noted, in architectural thermodynamics, for his circa 1910s
theories on energy construction and energy destruction in the design of urban centers.

Overview
Geddes linked historical developments with the consumption of energy and the
importance of English polymath John Ruskin’s vision of the role of the physical sciences
in the processes of life and for his development of an energy accounting methodology
that represents net energy and material transformations, illustrating production
inefficiencies and the relative value between energy inputs and outputs. [1] Geddes is
often grouped with Ukrainian physician and socialist Sergei Podolinsky along with
engineer and social reformer Josef Popper-Lynkeus who each were said to have tried to
promote a biophysical view of economy as a subsystem embedded in a larger system
subject to the laws of thermodynamics. [2] It is difficult, to note, to find exactly what in
publication Geddes uses thermodynamics logic? According to Italian architect Luis
Fernández-Galiano, Geddes alludes to thermodynamics logic in his 1915 Cities in Evolution, stating that we need both
“constructive and destructive energy” in the design of urban fabrics. [4] American political economist Kenneth Stokes
lists Geddes as one of the ‘heretical philosophers of social energetics’, along with Wilhelm Ostwald, Leon Winiarski,
A.A. Bogdanov, Nikolai I. Bukharin (Historical Materialism: a System of Sociology, 1921), Julius Davidson, Eduard
Sacher, Felix Auerbach, Rudolf Clausius, Leopold Pflaunder, Georg Helm, Thomas Carver, F. Ackerman, F. Henderson,
Alfred Lotka, and Frederick Soddy. [3]
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Genealogies
In categorizations, genealogies are lineages that track ascendants and descendants, whether familial or educational,
through time; e.g. the genealogy of Goethe. [1]

List
The following are hmolscience-relevant genealogies:
● Bernoulli genealogy
● Euler genealogy
● Thomson genealogy
● Gauss genealogy
● Goethe genealogy

References
1. Goethe genealogy (see bottom) – The Esoteric Redux, Blogspot.com.

General systems theory
In theories, general systems theory, developed in circa 1950 by Austrian biologist Ludwig Bertalanffy, situates a
general model of “systems” being a melting pot mixture of biology, information theory (from Claude Shannon),
cybernetics (from Norbert Wiener), and bit of verbal thermodynamics, in an attempt to differentiate between open
and closed systems. [1] The 1968 book General System Theory by Bertalanffy worked to migrate the subject to other
areas of science to a large extent.

Influence
The book was one of the first to connect entropy, in very simple terms, to biological and social systems; late
influencing those such as Dick Hammond and Kenneth Bailey, among others.
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Genergy
In science, gnergy, complementary union of information (gn-) and energy (-ergon), is a hypothetical concept,
conceived in 1991 by American theoretical cell biologist Sungchul Ji, which is argued to drive ‘all self-organizing
processes in the universe, including the evolution of life’. [1] Ji’s online site Conformon.net as well as his 2012
Molecular Theory of the Living Cell outlines the details of this convoluted theory. [1]

Discussion
A paradoxical aspect of Ji's convoluted argument is that he seems to be relatively knowledgeable about chemical
thermodynamics, mentioning, for example, free energy, predominately, Gibbs free energy, on some 86+ pages, as
well as free energy landscapes (see: energy landscapes) for protein folding (see: protein thermodynamics), but seems
to be ignorant of the fact that, according to Gilbert Lewis (1923), it is Gibbs free energy that is the driving force for
freely-going reactive movements, such as evolution, that occur on the surface of the earth.
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Genetic entropy
In religious thermodynamics, genetic entropy is a term defined in 2005 by American plant geneticist John Sanford as
the mutational entropy affects within large genomes that cannot be reversed by natural selection. [1] This, according
to Sanford, makes the eventual extinction of such genomes inevitable. Due to the religious undertones used in
Sanford's book, the term has since been taken up by the intelligent design and creation science movement. The term
"genetic entropy" to note, in a loose sense, was previously used by authors V. K. Savchennko and U. K. Sauchanka in
1997 in association with their concept of gentropy. [2]
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Genopsych
In religious thermodynamics, genopsych, a conjunction of geno- (genetics) + -psyche (mind), is a hypothetical antientropy (or entropy antonym) conceptualized, said to be extensive psychological-thermodynamic property, entity
posted to operate counter to entropy, reasoned to give directionality to the process of evolution, to cause nonrandom variations in the genome, indicative of information creation, is said to be the basis of native intelligence of
plants, microorganisms, such as bacteria, and DNA, and is supposed to be god or a part of god inside of humans that
has evolved people to their present form. [1]

Overview
In 2007, Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar, in an attempt to reconcile evolution, genetics, Hinduism, Christianity,
and the second law of thermodynamics, conceived his so-called genopsych model, according to which he
hypothesized a entropic type of genetic psychology; the logic of which stems, according to Sekhar, to the 1983 work
of Russian biophysicist Mikhail Volkenshtein who stated, in respect to Chargaff’s rules (Ѻ), that: [2]
“The replacement of the pair A-T by G-C is evidently thermodynamically favorable since G is bound to C more strongly
than A to T. If it were for thermodynamics alone, the relative G-C content in DNA should have increased during the
evolution.”
On this statement, Sekhar reasoned that, if it is not thermodynamics alone then there must exist a further
explanation to account for evolution in light of genetic mechanism. Sekhar also finds similar point of view in the offquoted statistical argument that the second law only holds in most cases. Sekhar cites British astrophysicist Stephen
Hawking’s 1987 statement that “the second law of thermodynamics has a rather different status than that of other
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laws of science, such as Newton’s law of gravity, for example, because it does not hold always, just in the vast
majority of cases.” [3] An argument which reasons that in a system governed by the Boltzmann chaos assumption all
states will have equal probability, thus implying that an ordered state may be the outcome of a disordered system by
some probability or that “the self-compression of a gas is not absolutely impossible”. [4]

Difficulties
The central difficulties of Sekhar’s genopsych theory, aside from the obvious argument for god proposition, are firstly
that he assumes the second law doesn’t hold in the biosphere, in his own words “the formation of ordered molecules
such as DNA is impossible if the classical version of the second law of thermodynamics prevails”, and secondly his
view that smaller life-like molecular structures, such as genes, bacteria, microorganisms, plants, etc., are conscious
and struggle to exist. On the first issue, Sekhar seems to have a limited understanding of the chemical
thermodynamics application of "systems" in the studies of the biosphere, e.g. he relies on the verbal isolated systems
view and the disorder connection of ideal gas phase systems in his discussions of evolution. On the second issue, if he
is to argue that smaller molecular life forms, such as bacteria (i.e. a bacterial molecule) or DNA (i.e. a genetic
molecule, C10H16O13N5P3), etc., are conscious, than according to the logic of molecular evolution tables, which show
an evolutionary descendency to the hydrogen atom, one also has to prove that all molecules, e.g. the hydrogen ion
molecule, H2, as well as that the hydrogen atom, are conscious, an argument that leads to numerous absurdities. [5]

See also
● Genetic entropy
● Gentropy
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Gentropy
In animate thermodynamics, gentropy, a combination of the words genes and entropy, is loosely defined as the
phenomenon of variability of the biosphere’s genetic system as a result of entropy processes. [1] The term seems to
be a relatively new one coined in 1997 by authors V. K. Savchennko and U. K. Sauchanka. It is little used and stated
mostly in analogy. Savchennko and Sauchanka state that the the gentropy (entropically-related change in the genetic
system of the biosphere, affecting its structure and function) caused by global contamination includes: (a) “increase
in the mutation rate of the population of species inhabitation the biosphere, leading to a growth of the total number
of mutations in the genosphere and to the intensification of the process of genetic entropy”; (b) “increase frequency
of oncological diseases in human populations and in populations of animals and plant species, leading to the growth
of oncogenic pressure on the biosphere”; (c) changes in the structure of the genetic systems of terrestrial and water
organisms; and (d) a decrease in the general stability of the global genetic system due to the growth of genetic
entropy processes and loss of the genetic material of animal and plant species, among other consequences. [2]

Architectural design
In 2001, American architect Scott Shaw, reports that ISPs, professional responsibility, and "negentropy" are concepts
that architects put to work, almost as a byproduct of the search for a more streamlined design process. He states that
architects facilitate connections with the community to get work and get work for those we respect. Shaw reasons
that we facilitate "gentropy" by encouraging participation and team interaction through all phases of the
design/construction process and that “it's all about making connections to the communities in which we work and
live”. [3] The sense of the term gentropy used by Shaw, however, may not be of the same etymology as that used by
Savchennko and Sauchanka.

See also
● Genopsych
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Geochemical thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, geochemical thermodynamics is the application of chemical thermodynamics to the study of
geological systems, such as rocks, minerals, magmas, hydrothermal solutions, etc. [1] Synonyms include
geothermodynamics and geological thermodynamics.

History
The first use of thermodynamics in the geosciences, according to American geoscience chemical thermodynamicist
Bruce Fegley, was when in 1867 English geologist Roderick Murchison referred to the “principles of thermodynamics.” [4] The first book on the application of thermodynamics in geology seems to be the 1964
Thermodynamicque de Base pour Mineralogistes, Petrographes et Geologues by Raymond Kern and Alain Weisbrod,
which, according to its 1967 English translator American geochemist Robert Garrels, was “a book long overdue”. [2]
Prior to this, according to Garrels, "one would have to search through a half-dozen texts on chemical
thermodynamics to find how to treat in detail problems involving such topics as phase changes at elevated
temperatures and pressures, the relation of chemical equilibrium to the earth’s gravitational field, or the effects of
differences in pressure within a system". The 2008 book Thermodynamics in Earth Sciences, by American geologist
Jimabitra Ganguly, based on courses taught at the University of Arizona, gives an exposition of a large spectrum of
geological, geochemical and geophysical problems that are amenable to thermodynamic analysis. It also includes
selected problems in planetary sciences, relationships between thermodynamics and microscopic properties, particle
size effects, methods of approximation of thermodynamic properties of minerals, and some kinetic ramifications of
entropy production. [3]
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Geoffroy, Étienne
In chemistry, Étienne François Geoffroy (1672-1731) was a French physician and
chemist noted for the construction of the world's first affinity table, 1718. [1] This is
often considered to have been the seed of the chemical revolution. [2] He was
stimulated to make his affinity table during a translation into French of a later edition
English physicist Isaac Newton's Opticks, particularly in reference to "Query 31". [3]

Human chemistry
In the decades to follow Geoffroy's table, many larger, more elaborate affinity tables
were made by other chemists The largest was Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's
1775 table containing 55-rows and 50 columns of chemical species as found in his
textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. [4] In 1809, German polymath Johann
von Goethe published his Elective Affinities in which he used Bergman's textbook, and
its implicit theory of elective affinity reactions between chemical species, to outline the
first-ever human chemistry theory in which work interactions, human friendships,
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marriage, and love affairs were governed by the laws of affinity just as is the case between small chemical species. [5]
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Geoffroy’s affinity table
In affinity chemistry, Geoffroy’s affinity table is 16-column, 9-row affinity table, constructed in 1718 by French
chemist Étienne Geoffroy, listing main bonding species on the top row, and the chemical species that it could possibly
bond to in the column below listed in a descending order of chemical affinity strength. In other words, in the table,
shown below, the lowest ranked affinity species, in the bottom row, have the least chemical affinity for the top
species, meaning that the two could react and bond, but the strength or force of the bond would be marginal;
whereas the species directly below (second row) each top row species, has the strongest chemical affinity towards
that top row species, compared to all other possible chemical bonding partners.

The table works as prophetic sort of catalog of the various possible single elective affinities (single displacement
reactions) possible between one bonded chemical entity and the various reactants that could be introduced with that
bonded entity, so as to possibly cause displacement of the weakest partner. Geoffroy’s table was the world’s firstever affinity table. In the century to follow, dozens of other larger and larger affinity tables were made by various
chemists, modeled on Geoffroy’s table, in attempts to catalog all known reactions. The largest table ever constructed
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was Bergman’s affinity table, 59-column, 55-row table made by Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman in 1775 and
expanded on in 1785. Affinity tables would eventual be replaced with free energy tables, the first one, supposedly,
made by German chemist Fritz Haber in his 1905 Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Phase Reactions, when it was
noticed that chemical reactions are temperature dependent, and that the entropic energy (TS) comes into play,
whereby one would have to make a big multipage affinity table, per each degree of temperature, which was an
insurmountable task.

History
Geoffroy made his table during a translation into French of Newton’s newly published revised and updated 1717/18
English edition of Opticks, who used verbal descriptions of affinity gradients, as found in Query 31. [1]
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Geoffroy’s law of affinity
In chemistry, Geoffroy’s law of affinity is the following statement concerning chemical combinations and reactions
concerning the forces of attraction and repulsion between three different chemical entities: [1]
“Whenever two substances are united that have a disposition to combine and a third is added that has a greater
affinity with one of them, these two will unite, and drive out the other.”
An alternative fuller translation reads: [2]
“Whenever two substances which have some disposition to unite, the one with the other, are united together and a
third which has more affinity for one of the two is added, the third will unite with one of these, separating it from the
other.”
Terminologically, this soon came to be known as a "single elective affinity" (single displacement reaction), as
contrasted with a "double elective affinity" (double displacement reaction).

History
In 1717-1718, English chemical-physicist Isaac Newton’s famously penned his last and famous Query 31 outlining his
final views about chemistry, the forces of chemical action, and chemical reaction. In 1718, French chemist Etienne
Geoffroy, while doing a French-to-English translation of Newton's Opticks, wherein Query 31 is found, conceived of
his affinity law, based verbal descriptions of a power series of chemical reactions as described by Newton. [2] In 1775,
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, in his A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, add letter symbol notation to
Geoffroy's affinity law.

Human chemistry
In 1809, Geoffroy's affinity law, via an 1885 German-translation of Bergman's textbook, was scaled up and applied as
the governing universal rule of human-human reactions in German polyintellect Johann Goethe's physical chemistry
based novella Elective Affinities. The book has aroused considerable debate ever since, splitting the divide between
admirers and enemies. In 1855, American editor Charles Norton, in semi-ambivalent objection to Goethe’s 1796
human chemical theory, on the premise of his opinion that people are not chemical substances, stated the following:
[1]
“The misery of the elective affinities scheme is that men are not chemical substances, and in nine cases out of ten
the force of the attraction works more constantly and lastingly upon the woman than the man.”
This point of view, however, conflicts with American physician George Carey's 1919 Chemistry of Human Life, in which
he states:
“Man's body is a chemical formula in operation."
This exemplifies a classic dividing line found to be expanding and becoming clarified as led by the HMS pioneers
group.

See also
● Geoffroy’s affinity table
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Geology
In science, geology, from Greek γῆ, gē, i.e. "earth", from Egyptian “Geb”, the earth god of Heliopolis creation myth, +
-λoγία, -logia, i.e. "study of, discourse", is the study of the earth, its processes, changes, and forms.

Overview
In 1785, Scottish geologist James Hutton (1726-1797) published his Theory of the Earth: an Investigation of the Laws
observable in the Composition, Dissolution, and Restoration of Land upon the Globe, which in the years to follow
allowed his “disciples to remove the assumption that six thousand years was the age of this planet”, which, according
to Norman Dolloff (1975), was a “relaxation [that] gave Darwin the lever to pry biology loose from religion.” [4] In
1830, Charles Lyell, in his Principles of Geology, showed that according to geological evidence that the earth was
more than 300-million years old, rather than 6,000-years-old, the Biblical view. In 1831, Charles Darwin, aged 22, was
given a copy of volume one of Lyell’s Principles of Geology, by HMS Beagle captian Robert FitzRoy, which he read
during their famous voyage around south America. [3]

Geomorphology
In 1962, American hydro-geomorphologists Luna Leopold (1915-2006) and Walter Langbein (1907-1982), in their “The
Concept of Entropy in Landscape Evolution”, applied thermodynamics to the study of the evolution of hydraulic
geomorphologies, river shape evolution in particular. [1] In 2012, Jeff Tuhtan historically touched on the work of
Leopold and Langbeing. [2]
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Georgescu-Roegen, Nicholas
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In hmolscience, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1906-1994), or Nicholas Georgescu, or
"Nicholas", as he is referred to in the Romanian school of physical socioeconomics, was
a Romanian-born American mathematician, statistician noted, in economic
thermodynamics, for his 1971 The Entropy Law and the Economic Process, wherein he
argues for a material entropy theory of economic resources.

Overview
In 1971, Georgescu-Roegen, published his now highly-cited book The Entropy Law and
the Economic Process, which situated the view that economic systems are governed by
the second law of thermodynamics. The following is a representative excerpt from this
work: [1]
“All living beings, in their role as Maxwellian demons, [sort] low entropy for the
purpose of enjoying and preserving their lives.”
Although most the book is mostly incorrect, thermodynamically speaking, the simplified verbal entropology theme of
the book, along with the underlying attempt at extrapolation of the second law to explain man's overuse of natural
resources, i.e. material entropy tends to a maximum, have made Georgescu sort of a cult legend in many circles.
Georgescu's general theory rejects the older “mechanistic” economics in favor of “thermodynamic” economics, and
insists that descriptions of economic phenomena, especially mathematical descriptions, must go beyond relative
market prices, namely they must be grounded in reality, i.e. in the physical and social universe of which humans are
embedded, which he attributes to what he calls the "entropy law". [2]

Name | Roegen anagram
He was born Nicolae Georgescu and also formerly known as Nicholas St. Georgescu. The name Nicholas seems to be
an English (or Americanized) version of Nicholae. In post-humorous publications and discussion of him, by his
associates, e.g. Kozo Mayumi and John Gowdy, he is simply referred to as 'Georgescu'. The appended surname
'Roegen', according to several sources, is an attached reverse anagram. According to one explanation, when Nicolae
was very young, he attended military school to help support his widowed mother and his younger brother. He was
clearly a superior mathematician, but there was another Georgescu (very common Romanian name) so he added
"Roegen" to his Georgescu to make himself "unique". He was in academic competitions and won many scholarships
for academics. He kept his new name after leaving Romania after the WWII and is know by that whole name. The
surname "Roegen", according to this source, is a play on the name "George" (of his original last name George-scu). [8]
According to a second reference, surname attachment name came from an anagram of his Romanian name NicolaE
GEORescum, such that if the capital letters are read backward it becomes ROEGEN. [10] Of similar commonality, to
note, the surname American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, also a human thermodynamicist, similar to
Georgescu-Roegen, is a reverse anagram of "Smith" (see: etymology), the most common last name in America.

Education
Georgescu completed his BS in mathematics at the University of Bucharest in 1926 and completed his PhD at the
University of Paris in 1930 with a thesis on “The Problem of Finding the Components of a Cyclical Phenomenon”. His
work on periodic phenomena convinced him that social phenomena could in no way be described by the "mechanics"
of classical statistics, which in his view described locomotion as reversible and qualityless. Although he had taken only
two courses in economics at the Sorbonne, he concluded that economic phenomena could be described by a
mathematical system. In 1932, after completing two-years of post graduate work at the University College London,
he became a professor of statistics at the University of Bucharest, remaining there until 1946. From 1950 to 1976,
Georgescu was a professor at Vanderbilt University, Tennessee. His interest in the relation between entropy and
economics seems to have began with his 1966 introductory essay to a collection of his theoretical papers published in
Analytical Economics. [2] He spent the last 25-years of his life researching this topic.

Students / influence
A student of Georgescu-Roegen is Japanese applied economist Kozo Mayumi, author of the 2001 book The Origins of
Ecological Economics: The Bioeconomics of Georgescu-Roegen, who studied bioeconomics under Georgescu-Roegen
from 1984 to 1988 at the economics department of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. [7] GeorgescuRoegen's work has stimulated a number of writers, such as Herman Daly, Robert Ayres, Jeremy Rifkin, Jing Chen,
among others.
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Economic entropy theory
The core of Georgescu-Roegen's theory is found in his 1971 book The Entropy
Law and the Economic Process. In it, based on verbal versions of the second law
of thermodynamics, his basic line of reasoning argues that due to the universal
nature of the second law of thermodynamics, which, in the 1882 verbalized
descriptions of German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz, states that usable
"free energy" (system energy available to do external work) tends to disperse or
become lost in the form of "bound energy" (system internal energy unavailable
to do external work), in economic systems natural resources will always tend to
deplete. To clarify, in 1976, at the age of 70, Georgescu-Roegen looked back to
his earlier experiences in Romania to find the roots of his dissatisfaction with
traditional economics and his preoccupation with entropy and irreversible
evolutionary change: [3]
“The idea that the economic process is not a mechanical analogue, but an
entropic, unidirectional transformation began to turn over in my mind long ago,
as I witnessed the oil wells of the Ploesti field of both World Wars’ fame
becoming dry one by one and as I grew aware of the Romanian peasant’s
struggle against the deterioration of their farming soil by continuous use and by
rains as well. However, it was the new representation of a process that enabled
me to crystallize my thoughts in describing for the first time the economic
process as the entropic transformation of valuable natural resources (low
entropy) into valueless waste (high entropy).”

Georgescu's 1971 book The Entropy
Law and the Economic Process, one of
the most highly-cited human
thermodynamics books (in spite of the
fact that most its thermodynamic
content is incorrect).

In caution to the reader, in the simplicity of this theory, however, he states that: [3]
“I may hasten to add … that this is only the material side of the process. The true product of the economic process is
an immaterial flux, the enjoyment of life, whose relation with the entropic transformation of matter-energy is still
wrapped in mystery.”
In other words, in a modern sense, to understand the economic process as an external measure of more meaningful
system internal states described via measures of 'life enjoyment", one must be able to quantify both the energy and
the entropy of the various states in which a system is possible. In this view, resources such as oil and coal function as
factors in the height of the activation energy to human chemical reactions occurring on substrate.

Difficulties on theory
The essential difficulty in Georgescu-Roegen’s economic entropy theory is that he uses simple verbal descriptions of
the second law of thermodynamics, stemming from the 1882 verbal phrases of Helmholtz, and makes unjustified
assumptions of where these verbal terms apply in human social systems. Specifically, he reasons that “free energy”
refers to coal or crop soil and that “bound energy” refers to the conversion of that coal energy or food energy into
the end products of human consumption, such as the energy spent in using electric appliances or as food or
consumer end products as found in a used condition at garbage dumps. The difficulty here is that Georgescu-Roegen
makes no connection to the Carnot cycle or Clausius’ 1862 transformation integral:

which is used to quantify irreversibility in the Carnot cycle. Said another way, Georgescu-Roegen never defines either
his “working body” (e.g. steam body) or his “boundary” (across which heat, work, or matter may pass) to his
economic process. The reader is supposedly assumed to think that the bottom boundary to the human economic
system lies several miles underground, below the coal and oil deposits, and to ignore the first law of thermodynamics
energy balance to the remainder of the picture. In modern terms, boundaries to "working bodies" of human systems,
i.e. interactive collections of human molecules confined to economic systems, are defined as being the the 90
percent probability regions in which a specific number of socially interactive or energetically-coupled humans are
found. In this point of view, the "boundary" does not typically go several miles below ground but rather the surface of
the earth, including the soils and natural resource deposits are considered as substrate or catalyst upon which human
molecules react. The entropy considered by Georgescu-Roegen is defined as the internal system energy dissipated as
humans act on each other, energy that does not find conversion into system external work. [4]

Objections
The use of material entropy, as seeded by Georgescu-Roegen, is generally seen as point of non-logic. Israeli physical
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chemist Brian Silver, in commentary on what he calls “Georgescu-Roegen’s brainchild”, for instance, states that “the
term material entropy is meaningless; it has not the slightest connection with entropy”. [5]
In a recent 14-page article “The Three Laws of Thermodynamics”, in Redorbit News, a staff writer takes issue with
Georgescu-Roegen's interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics (entropy law) and its relevance to the
economics of production. The paper concurs with experts on thermodynamics that Georgescu-Roegen has committed
a major error. Namely, Georgescu-Roegen's notion of "material entropy," which he christened as the "fourth law of
thermodynamics," is unfounded. They conclude that Georgescu-Roegen's purported law, as the application of the
second law to the realm of matter, is a grave conceptual blunder. [6]
The central error in Georgescu's derivation stems from the fact that the "degradation of environmental
resources" is what acts as the hot body of the economic heat engine, in the thermodynamic system model, and not
on the transformation content of the workers of the factory; or, conversely, if one is focusing specifically on applying
the second law to the reactions between humans in a production process system, e.g. a factory or a town,
environmental resources, e.g. the use of coal in the steam engine (and its later derivatives) to power the industrial
revolution, is energy that goes into or acts to lower the activation energy of the various human chemical reactions of
the system or society of study, e.g. accelerated reproduction or societal expansion, etc., as is evidenced by the
population explosion that coincides with the start of the industrial revolution.
The error stems from the fact that the dispersion of material resources from waste disposal is not a direct
analogy extrapolation of the second law view of energy dispersal; but rather the second law deals with the 'vanishing
of disequilibrium,' in reactions between the human molecules of the system.

Low entropy / high entropy
Georgescu-Roegen made huge, rather blunderous, extrapolations of what he considered the terms “low entropy” and
“high entropy” to mean. To cite one example: [1]
“Low entropy is a necessary condition for a thing to have value. The relation between economic value and low
entropy is of the same type as that between price and economic value.”
This statement needs a huge redo, from a human chemical thermodynamics perspective, to actually make any sense.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes by Reorgescu-Roegen:
“It is physics that supplies the only clear example of evolutionary law: the second law of thermodynamics.”
— The Entropy Law and the Economic Process (1971) [11]
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Gerhold, George
In hmolscience, George Arthur Gerhold (1937-) is an American physical chemist noted
for his two cultures synergy work with American sociologist Ed Stephan on the subject
of how the Gibbs fundamental equation applies to sociology and social territories. [1]

Other
Gerhold was co-author with Peter Rock of the 1974 book Chemistry: Principles and
Applications, which is his most-widely held work.

Education
Gerhold completed his PhD with a dissertation on “An Experimental and Theoretical
Investigation of Stopping Bands in Molecular Crystals” in 1963 at the University of
Washington. Gerhold from 1969 to 2004 was a physical chemistry professor at Western
Washington State College. In 1993, Gerhold was associate dean of arts and sciences. [2]
Gerhold currently is emeritus professor of physical chemistry. [3]

See also
● Two cultures department
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Gesell, Silvio
In economic thermodynamics, Silvio Gesell (1862-1930) was a German theoretical
economist noted for his 1916 The Natural Economic Order (part one completed in
1906, part two in 1911, combined in 1916), in which he presented his view that the
concept of interest is in violation of the laws of physics, a form of growth contrary to
the second law, and thus at odds with what happens to the real wealth of nature—
which money is supposed to represent. [1] Gesell tends to be grouped with Frederick
Soddy as having similar points of view. [2]
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Gestalt
In terminology, gestalt, or ‘Gestalt’ (German), is
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form, shape, or “external appearance”; essence or shape of
an entity's complete form; the manifestation of competing
drives that yield form change or metamorphosis; a
dynamical and evolutionary event. [1] Romanian
socioeconomic physicists Gheorghe Savoiu and Ion Siman
explain the term gestalt as follows: [5]
“Physics—with its solutions of decomposing a system into
its parts and in its final manner of understanding known as
‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts’ (the Gestalt
phenomenon)—can contribute more or less unexpectedly
to the understanding of economic problems, processes, or
decisions.”

Visual examples of "gestalt", of images or forms hidden in
images or forms, depending on perspective.

Gestalt, in this sense, seems to have some kind of relation or similarity to the English term synergy.

Etymology
The term "gestalt", supposedly, is said to have its roots, some way or another, in the work of Plato, particularly his
famous allegory of the cave, wherein a puppet trickster makes a shadow theater on a wall for chained prisoners,
confined such that all they can see are the shadows, to watch, and who in turn come to form beliefs about the
shadows in that they are people moving about outside, whereas in "reality" their perception led them into a
perceptual allusion. German thinker Johann Herder’s term Bildung or "natural shape" is said to an historical
precursor, of sorts, to the term "Gestalt", albeit one which became overshadowed with the notion of development
towards and ideal. Modern gestalt theory, according to German-American historian Paul Tillich, originated in Plato’s
ideas on essences, which transcend empirical reality—but more directly was the organismic interpretation of nature
of Johann Goethe, according to which nature is not a causal assemblage of isolated atoms, but is composed of
structures; in the psychological realm these became the archetypes of David Hume (1711-1776). [4]

Elective Affinities
German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s usage of Gestalt, possibly having connectedness in idea to Plato, is said to be a
modified variant of Herder's Bildung, however, one which was a fixed term disconnected, supposedly, from the
antecedent unity and with the future notion of becoming. [3] Following the publication of his 1809 Elective Affinities,
Goethe, according to summary reviews by American Goethean scholar Astrida Tantillo (2001), wrote to many people
about the novel, informing them “a unified ‘Gestalt’, hidden meanings, and the necessity of multiple rereadings.” [2]
In a letter to German composer Carl Zelter, for example, Goethe stated that he had placed numerous different
elements within the text, but that many of these were hidden; also that past the veiled quality of the work lays the
“truly intended Gestalt.”

Discussion
The English re-translation of what Goethe means by "unified Gestalt" or "intended Gestalt", however, is a bit of a
puzzling and open-ended subject, being that Goethe seemed to be using this term in the framework of a number of
contexts, not only in respect to Elective Affinities but also, it seems, in Faust context, as well as plant metamorphosis,
human and animal evolutionary anatomical common origin, chemical reaction level change (scaled up to the humanhuman interaction level), competing drives that produce or yield balanced growth and or monstrous growth (in
plants), among other complicalities.
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Giannantoni, Corrado
In ecological thermodynamics, Corrado Giannantoni (1950-) is an Italian nuclear
engineer noted for “thermodynamics of quality” theory, first outlined in his 2002 book
The Maximum Em-Power Principle as the Basis for Thermodynamics of Quality, in
which, building on the work Alfred Lotka and Howard T. Odum, he outlines a rather
peculiar, nearly incohesive, and somewhat choppy brand of fourth law stylized
thermodynamics, centered largely around the concepts of emergy and empower (of
Odum) and to some extent exergy (of Zoran Rant).

Difficulties
A large number of difficulties exist in a read of any part Giannantoni's theory. The first
and foremost, aside from the fact that Giannantoni's work is an extension of the Odum
school, which itself is a school of thought way off the reservation of standard
thermodynamics, is his uncouth and nearly unedited writing style: nearly three-fourths
of his entire 2002 book, for example, is italicized, page-after-page, the result of which it
is sore to the eyes to even flip through, let alone read cover to cover. Beyond this, the
difficulties are nearly intractable, as far as presentation and mathematical content go, too many to list. The following
book review summary by American public management professor Donald Adolphson, gives an overall idea that
Giannantoni seems to be presenting a sort of overunity version of thermodynamics: [2]
“Thermodynamics of quality include other more subtle but important forms of energy, referred to as metamechanical forms of energy, that depend on quality of organization rather than quantity of matter. Giannantoni’s
framework embraces the main conclusion of the traditional laws that the quantities of mechanical energy are
decreasing due to losses incurred in energy transformations. However, his framework also shows that gains in metamechanical energy, through judicious choices of energy transformations, exceed losses in mechanical energy. To
summarize, the traditional laws describe a universe that is necessarily decreasing in productive capacity while the
new laws describe a universe that is potentially
ever increasing in productive capacity.”
Here we see what seems to be a prime example of
someone lost in what Erwin Hiebert calls the
"garden of thermodynamics" where "all kinds of
private metaphysics and theology grow like
weeds." A comparison to Giannantoni and his
"quality thermodynamics" theory might be Ivan
Kennedy and his "action thermodynamics" theory,
both of which are far lost in the outer edges of the
garden.

Fourth law | Dreams
In 2004, Giannantoni, in his “How Many ‘Fourth’
Principles Are There in Thermodynamics?” stated
the following, as a way to parlay his work as the
new fourth law of thermodynamics, a common
phenomenon with newly-zealous scholars aiming
at grand theories: [4]
“The paper considers four different proposals
Giannantoni’s conception of the four principles of thermodynamics,
(found in Literature) concerning a possible fourth from his “Thermodynamics of Quality and Society”, wherein he Zoran
Thermodynamic Principle, namely: Onsager’s
Rant (1955), and his exergy models, Alfred Lotka (1922), and Howard
Odum (1955) as they new thermodynamics principles expanders. [3]
Reciprocal Relations (1931), Prigogine’s Excess
Entropy Production (1971), Georgescu-Roegen’s
Matter Entropy (1972) and Jorgensen’s Ecological Law of Thermodynamics (1992). Such Principles, when analyzed in
the light of Odum’s Maximum Em-Power Principle (1994), appear as being four different reductive quantitative
versions of the latter. Consequently, the Maximum Em-Power Principle can be considered as being not only a new
Thermodynamic Principle (as already shown in (Giannantoni 2001, 2002)), but also the only candidate to be
recognized as the real Fourth Thermodynamic Principle”
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(add discussion)

Economics
Giannantoni has written a second book in Italian in 2007 and is currently in the early stages of his third book, which is
an extension of his theories into economics.

Education
Giannantoni completed a nuclear engineering degree in 1977 at the La Sapienza University of Rome.
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Giauque, William
In thermodynamics, William Francis Giauque (1895-1982) was a Canadian-born
American chemist, of the Lewis school of thermodynamics, noted for being a mentor to
American chemical engineer Frederick Rossini, and for his 1949 Nobel Prize in
chemistry for his experimental work on the nature of the third law of thermodynamics.
[1] Another noted student of Giauque is American engineer Myron Tribus, a chemistry
student at UCLA, whom Giauque taught thermodynamics and statistical mechanics to.

Education
Giauque was a student of American chemist Gilbert Lewis at Berkeley receiving his
bachelors there in 1920 and PhD in chemistry with a minor in physics in 1922. He later
became a full professor of chemistry there in 1934, where he stayed until his
retirement in 1962. Both Lewis and Giauque were teachers and mentors to American
chemical thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini, one of the founders of political
thermodynamics.
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In science, Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-1903) (CR:943|#2) (GS:2)
(IQ:210|#5) was an American engineer (first PhD engineer in America),
mathematical physicist, and preeminent thermodynamicist, who,
through the publication of his 1876 On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances, is considered, along with German physicist
Hermann Helmhotlz, as the central founder of chemical
thermodynamics. [1] Gibbs' grouped publications in thermodynamics
are sometimes referred to as "Gibbsian thermodynamics", although
this is but synonym for modern chemical thermodynamics; whereas,
his 1876 Equilibrium treatise, specifically, has been famously called the
Principia of thermodynamics. In commentary on his Equilibrium paper,
written over a period of three years, 1875-78, Gibbs stated that: [7]
“I had no sense of the value of time, of my own or others, when I
wrote it.”
Through his 1901 work on the statistical mechanic nature of
thermodynamics he is considered as one of the central developers of
the science of statistical thermodynamics. [2] Gibbs is also referred to
as the “father of chemical thermodynamics”. [15] This timelessness
quote above by Gibbs, to note, might be representative of
Csíkszentmihályi flow, a state of timeless associated with frictionless
highly productive work output.

------d
Nationality

American

Fields

Chemical thermodynamics
Statistical mechanics
Vector analysis

Alma matter

Yale University

Students

Henry Bumstead, Edwin Wilson, Irving
Fisher, Lynde Wheeler

Known for

Gibbs free energy | Gibbs energy
Gibbs function
Gibbs fundamental equation
Gibbs energy flow
Gibbs energy of attraction
Gibbs energy of repulsion
Gibbs entropy
Gibbs equation
Gibbs free energy change
Gibbs landscape
Gibbs-Clausius equations

Eponyms

Gibbsian school
Gibbsian thermodynamics
Gibbs stamp
Gibbs tombstone
Gibbs Award

Influences

Rudolf Clausius, Francois Massieu, James
Maxwell

Abstract
The following is an abstract of Gibbs chemical thermodynamic work,
as summarized by American equilibrium historian Cynthia Russett: [36]
“What [Gibbs] did, essentially, was to add to the independent
variables, entropy and volume, of the prime [thermodynamic]
equation, a specific number of other independent variables or energy
terms equal to the number of components in the system. The new
concept he introduced in this connection, called the chemical
potential, performs the same function in chemical systems as
temperature and pressure do in mechanical systems. Here lay the key
to the vast field of chemical equilibrium. In an isothermal (constant
temperature) complex system, equilibrium exists when the chemical
potential is at a minimum … Gibbs had pioneered a new scientific field,
that of physical chemistry.”

Signature

(add discussion)

Students
The few known direct students of Gibbs include: physicist Henry Bumstead (reviewer for Henry Adams), Irving Fisher,
noted maker of the first-every human thermodynamics variables table, and mathematician Edwin Wilson (advisor of
Paul Samuelson), noted for his efforts in the 1930s to teach a physical chemistry / steam engine (thermodynamics)
based course called "mathematical economics" at Harvard. Two other direct students of Gibbs include Lee De Forest
(1873-1961), who earned his PhD degree in 1899 with a dissertation on radio waves, and Lynde Wheeler, noted for
his 1951 biography on Gibbs, who received a PhD in physics in 1902, with a thesis on "The Reflection of Polarized
Light from Mercury in Water", both dissertations supposedly supervised by Gibbs. Gibbs also is said to have advised
the following thesis's: Eliakim Hastings More (1885), Percey Frankly Smith (1891), George Pratt Starkweather (1898),
and Herbert Edward Hawkes (1900), among a few others wherein his help is acknowledged, which seem to included
Bumstead and Wheeler. [29]
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Difficulty | Density
See also: Hidden treasures

It might aptly be said that Gibbs' 1876 Equilibrium treatise is
the most-difficult-to-read and densest work in all of science.
This is evidenced, firstly, by the fact that of the supposed
300-scientists that Gibbs mailed his treatise out to (see:
Gibbs correspondence list), only Maxwell was able to
understand it and thereby after so intrigued by it as to spend
an entire winter building a three-dimensional plaster surface
of Gibbs coordinates. Other noted quotes on the so-called
"difficulty" of Gibbs' work are as follows:
“Your Equilibrium is too difficult and too condensed for most,
I might say all, readers.”
— John Strutt (1892), solver of the blue sky problem (1871), "Letter
to Gibbs"

“Only one man lived who could understand Gibbs' papers.
That was Maxwell, and now he is dead.”
— Anon (1879), Connecticut Academy member; circa Nov, said in
meeting [29]

“It was a number of years before its value was generally
known; this delay was due largely to the fact that its
mathematical form and rigorous deductive processes make it
difficulty reading for anyone, and especially so for students of
experimental chemistry whom it concerns most.”

Gibbs collected works, namely: Scientific Papers, Volume
One (Thermodynamics), Scientific Papers, Volume Two
(Dynamics, Vector Analysis, Multiple Algebra,
Electromagnetic Theory of Light, etc.), and Elementary
Principles of Statistical Mechanics (1902) (see: power
center).

— Henry Bumstead (1903), “Josiah Willard Gibbs”, American Journal of Science

“I have run my head hard up against a form of mathematics that grinds my brains out. I flounder like a sculpin in the
mud. It is called the ‘law of phases’, and was invented at Yale. No one shall persuade me that I am not a phase.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Elizabeth Cameron” (Sep 29) [40]

“The works of Willard Gibbs can only be attacked with profit by the expert mathematician.”
— William Bayliss (1915), Principles of General Physiology

“Although Gibbs’ treatment of thermodynamics has been accessible in English, French, and German for many years,
its highly condensed and abstract form has repulsed the great majority of students, with the result that the science of
thermodynamics has been recast in many different moulds during the last fifty years.”
— Frededrick Donnan (1932), Irish physical chemist

“The original source is, of course, Gibbs, but his discussion is difficult reading.”
— Edward Guggenheim (1933), Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs

“Reading Gibbs' Equilibrium is something like reading Laplace, who frequently omits but the conclusion, with the
optimistic remark ‘it is easy to see’, shorthand for things ‘seen’ following hours—sometimes days—of hard work.”
— E.T. Bell (c.1940), Scottish mathematician

“There is a considerable testimony from eminent men that they found the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances
very difficult reading. But that it is obscure or lacking in clarity of style is untrue. It is logical, terse, and requires
unrelieved concentration of thought.”
— Lynde Wheeler (1951) , Josiah Willard Gibbs: the History of a Great Mind

“I have not had the opportunity to discuss this matter with a physical chemist, a person with a good understanding of
the great work by J. Willard Gibbs on chemical thermodynamics. I am sure that he or she would agree with me.”
— Linus Pauling (1989), “Schrodinger’s Contribution to Chemistry and Biology”

“Very few experts in thermodynamics have the ability to read this from cover-to-cover.”
— David Bottomley (1999), Japanese physicist

“The intrepid reader who takes on Gibbs’ Equilibrium can expect months of ‘blind work’.”
— William Cropper (2001), Greatest Physicists

“Gibbs’ thermodynamic papers—difficult, abstract, and buried in an obscure journal on the fringes of European
scientific awareness-remained for a time virtually unknown except among a small circle of admirers. Fortunately, the
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latter included physicist James Maxwell, who advocated effectively for Gibbs’ insights and methods. Major centers of
Gibbsian influence began to appear in Germany, Holland, and elsewhere, as many Nobel Prize winning careers were
launched from a passing remark or footnote in Gibbs’ monumental masterpiece.”
— Frank Weinhold (2009), Classical and Geometrical Theory of Chemical and Phase Thermodynamics

“Gibbs’ work is much deeper than I ever possibly imagined.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2011), PhD “A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality”

“Gibbs is not an easy read. He wrote in a terse, abstract style and provided few examples to illustrate his general
conclusions. In addition, he would seldom tell his readers about the specific problems that led to the work on which
he was reporting, much less inform them of any larger project he thought results might further.”
— Robert Deltete (2011), “Josiah Willard Gibbs” [25]

(add discussion)

Graphical thermodynamics
In Gibbs’ second graphical paper of 1873, it is said that he
extended his graphical methods to three-dimensional
space, the first example of which was the volumepressure-temperature diagram employed by Scottish
engineer James Thomson in 1871. [22]

Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances
Gibbs is best-known for his 1876, 700-equation
Equilibrium treatise on the extrapolation of the
thermodynamics of Rudolf Clausius to chemical systems,
among others. The central thread of Gibbs logic,
supposedly, employs the variation principle of Joseph
Lagrange. [18] More research needs to be done on this
topic, however, as Gibbs does not cite Lagrange (nor
William Hamilton), but rather bases his work on Clausius;
Clausius, in turn, does cite Hamilton, but his derivation
seems to be self-standing.

2005 commemorative Gibbs stamp, showing an overlay of one
of Scottish physisict James Maxwell's 1875 thermodynamic
surfaces, based on Gibbs' two 1873 graphical thermodynamics
papers.

Human thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, through his theories on the free energy of chemical substances and spontaneity, in
relation to human chemical reaction prediction, Gibbs is considered one of central founders. In particular, the mostdominant thermodynamic quantity in chemistry is the the Gibbs free energy, G, named in honor of Gibbs by English
physicist Edward Guggenheim in 1933: [19]

The following 2009 summary by American physical chemist Thomas Wallace outlines the role of Gibbs free energy in
the process of society: [20]
“The thermodynamic parameters enthalpy H and entropy S represent the variables of heat content and probability,
respectively, for the physical, chemical, and biological processes of nature and society. The thermodynamic
parameter free energy G represents the fundamental driving force in nature and determines whether physical and
chemical processes conducted by nature and society will take place.”
In very simple terms, as explained by German polymath Johann Goethe in 1809, the entire process and workings of
society can be described as the summation of all human chemical reactions occurring in the boundary of the society,
whereby each individual reaction can be quantified as an elective affinity reaction, wherein the chemical affinity A or
force of reaction, shown to be equal to the negative of the change in the free energy by German physicist Hermann
Helmholtz in 1882, determines what will occur:

Therefore, the affinities between people, are functions of Gibbs free energy changes involved in human interactions.
This description, however, is compounded by the 1941 discovery, by Fritz Lipmann, that free energy coupling occurs.
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Statistical mechanics
In 1892, Gibbs wrote English physicist John Strutt with characteristic modesty:
[13]
“Just now I am trying to get ready for publication something on
thermodynamics from the a priori point of view, or rather on 'statistical
mechanics' . . . I do not know that I shall have anything particularly new in
substance, but shall be contented if I can so choose my standpoint (as seems to
me possible) as to get a simpler view of the subject.”
Supposedly, by the term a priori Gibbs meant related to or derived by reasoning
from self-evident propositions. In any event, ten years later this work resulted
in a classic book, Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics (1902), which
has since been called the "bible of statistical physics", which put statistical
mechanics on a new and more general basis.
“Gibbs’ last work on Statistical Mechanics (1902), written after long years of
meditation, but, as it seems, almost without notes to aid in the task, and
completed in a period of less than a year, is perhaps the greatest example of
sustained thought in the history of America.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature (pg. 131)

Lawrence Henderson describes Gibbs’
Statistical Mechanics (1902) as the
“greatest example of sustained
thought in the history of America.”

As far as terminology goes, the terms: "statistical mechanics" (coined by Maxwell in 1878), "statistical physics", and
"statistical thermodynamics", all essentially address the same subject, the use of statistics to explain thermodynamic
laws and behaviors of physical systems, although each seems to have a peculiar flavor and direction of presentation.
[14]
German-born American physicist Albert Einstein, unaware of Gibbs’ work, had undertaken a similar generalization of
Boltzmann’s theory in theory papers of 1902-1904, but as he later observed: [26]
“I only wish to add that the road taken by Gibbs in his book [Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics], which
consists in one’s starting directly from the canonical ensemble, is in my opinion preferable to the road I took. Had I
been familiar with Gibbs’ book at that time, I would not have published all those papers at all, but would have limited
myself to the discussion of just a few points.”
(add discussion)

Education
Gibbs entered Yale University at the age
of 15 graduating a salutatorian in 1858
at the age of 18. [7] In this period, Gibbs
seems to have been mentored by
American mathematician Hubert
Newton, the so-called "grandfather of
American mathematics", who in 1855
had become Yale's only professor of
mathematics, after receiving his BA
their in 1850.American mathematics
historian Steve Batterson (2008)
describes Newton as the "confidant and
sounding board for Gibbs." [41] Newton
and Rudolf Clausius seems to have been
the only two people Gibbs ever wrote
biographies or obituaries on (see:
collected works). [42] He then entered
Top left: Gibbs (c.1855). Top middle two: Gibbs (c.1860). [16] Top right: Gibbs as
the new Yale graduate school earning
Yale tutor (1863-64). Bottom right: Gibbs (c.1895).
the first PhD in engineering in the
United States, completed in 1863. Gibbs' PhD thesis was “On the Form of the Teeth of Wheels in Spur Gearing”. [10]
In 1871, two years after returning from a study abroad at various universities in Europe, Gibbs became Yale's first
professor of mathematical physics.

Anecdote | Touching foreheads to floor
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In 1932, American educational theorist Albert Nock gave the following summary about about Gibbs, in the context of
eminence: [23]
“In the last generation, this country produced one of the most eminent men of science in the whole world. His name
was quite unknown among us while he lived, and it is still unknown. Yet I may say without too great exaggeration that
when I heard it mentioned in a professional assembly in the Netherlands two years ago, everybody got down under
the table and touched their foreheads to the floor. His name was Josiah Willard Gibbs.”
The "professional assembly", Nock refers to here, may likely have been some convention or meeting of sorts
associated with the Dutch school of thermodynamics, although this is only a reasoned guess.

Anecdote | Maxwell's suggestion
See main: Thermodynamics anecdotes
Maxwell: During a visit to Cambridge University, in the years circa 1873-78, the president of Yale (likely Reverend

Noah Porter, president from 1871 to 1886) inquired about possible people to promote at Yale. [21] The famous
Scottish physicist, James Maxwell immediately suggested Gibbs. At this time there was also a socially rather
prominent individual, named Alan Gibbs, at Yale. Thus, the president replied with pleasure. "Oh, you mean Alan
Gibbs." "No! No!" answered Maxwell; "Willard Gibbs." The president's reply was: [11]
“Well, but he is a nobody. He just sits in his room and writes.”

Anecdote | J.J. Thomson's suggestion
J.J. Thomson: Gibbs had a mailing list of over 300 of the world’s greatest scientists, to which, it has been said, he
sent his publications to. Of the bunch, it was Scottish physicist James Maxwell who first took appreciation of Gibbs’
work and began to promote it. One of Gibbs’ biographers, J. G. Crowther, remarked that Maxwell became, in effect,
Gibbs’ “intellectual publicity agent”. In the years after Maxwell’s premature death, in 1879, a humorous incident
occurred between one of Maxwell’s successors at Cambridge English physicist J.J. Thomson, the discoverer of the
electron, and a president of a newly formed American university on a faculty-recruiting mission. As the story went,
according to Thomson: [7]
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“He came to Cambridge, and asked me if I could
tell him of anyone who could make a good
Professor of Molecular Physics.” Thomson told
him that one of the greatest molecular physicists
in the world was Willard Gibbs, and he lived in
America. The president responded that Thomson
probably meant Wolcott Gibbs, a Harvard
chemist. Thomson was empathetic that he did
mean Willard Gibbs, and tried to convince his
visitor that Gibbs was indeed a great scientist.
“He sat thinking for a minute or two”, Thomson
continues, “and then said, “I’d like you to give me
another name. Willard Gibbs can’t be a man of
much personal magnetism or I should have heard
of him’.”

Anecdote | Mathematics is a language
Gibbs: Gibbs was not talkative and not prone to

giving public speeches. Once at the faculty
meeting, however, after long wrangling - whether
the curriculum should be expanded to make
more space for language classes (thus cutting
down on time given to mathematics), or whether
math should be taught to all freshmen instead Gibbs stood up and defensively said:
“Mathematics is a language!”
after which he sat down and did not say a word
more thereafter. [12]

Anecdote | Student diagram help
The following, as recounted by Muriel Rukeyser
(1942), is a rather telling account of Gibbs
attempt to explain one of his geometrical
diagrams to a confused student: [29]

When the German physical chemist Walther Nernst visited Yale in 1906
to give the Silliman lecture, he was surprised to discover that there was
no tangible memorial for Gibbs, after which he therefore donated his
$500 lecture fee to the university to help pay for a suitable monument,
which was finally unveiled in 1912 in the form of a bronze bas-relief
(above) —with caption: "discoverer and interpreter of the laws of
chemical equilibrium"—by sculptor Lee Lawrie, installed in the Sloane
Physics Laboratory, now at the entrance to the J. W. Gibbs Laboratories,
Yale University. [30]

“Gibbs was unknown to the people about him,
who were beginning to hear rumors of some
achievement, dimly realized, and not, as it
seemed, capable of being described. The stories grew in New Haven. One tale was of a student who went into see
Gibbs in his office. He asked him about a diagram which had been explained in class; and Gibbs, to explain, began to
draw imaginary lines across the floor. The lines grew more complicated. They reached up the walls, to the ceiling,
across the door; and, as the student left exhausted, he saw that Gibbs was still standing in the center of the floor,
hopelessly enmeshed in his own diagram.”

Anecdote | Uncut books
Sometime between 1899 and 1902, in the years when Edwin Wilson studied under Gibbs at Yale, the following
incident occurred, as recounted by Wilson in 1930: [31]
“Once I desired to consult some books which were not in the library but which I had seen on the shelves in his office
during a lecture. I ventured to ask whether I might borrow them. He was entirely willing. As I picked the books off the
shelves I noticed that the pages had not been cut and enquired whether I might cut them, to which he replied :
Certainly, if you think it worthwhile. Probably I looked abashed, for he added: The author kindly sends me all he
writes; there is a great deal of it; I sometimes feel that a person who writes so much must spread his message rather
thin.”

Quotes
The following are quotes by Gibbs:
“A mathematician may say anything he pleases—but a physicist must be a least partially sane.”
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Tributes | Praise
The following are parse and tributes given to Gibbs:
“In a series of remarkable papers read before the Connecticut Academy, Gibbs has proved that the laws of
thermodynamics are as applicable to chemical action as to simple changes of state.”
— James Dewar (1888), “Presidential Address to the Society of Chemical Industry” [43]

“The translation of your main work is nearly complete and I cannot resist repeating here my amazement. If you had
published this work over a longer period of time in separate essays in an accessible journal, you would now be
regarded as by far the greatest thermodynamicist since Clausius—not only in the small circle of those conversant with
your work, but universally—and as one who frequently goes far beyond him in the certainty and scope of your
physical judgment. The German translation, hopefully, will more secure for it the general recognition it deserves.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1891), comment after spending entire year translating Gibbs' Equilibrium [17]

“Gibbs is the greatest synthetic philosopher since Newton.”
— Ludwig Boltzmann (c.1900) [33]

“By the year 2000 Yale will be best known to the world for having produced J. Willard Gibbs.”
— William Thomson (c.1902), comment during visit to Yale; as recounted by Irving Fisher [32]

“Gibbs is the greatest of Americans, judged by his rank in science.”
— Henry Adams (1907), The Education of Henry Adams [5]

“The concept of an independent system is a pure creation of the imagination. For no material system is or can ever be
perfectly isolated from the rest of the world. Nevertheless it completes the mathematician’s ‘blank form of a
universe’ without which his investigations are impossible. It enables him to introduce into his geometrical space, not
only masses and configurations, but also physical structure and chemical composition. Just as Newton first
conclusively showed that this is a world of masses, so Willard Gibbs first revealed it as a world of systems.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917) The Order of Nature: An Essay [5]

“When I studied in Berlin in 1893, and was asked under whom I had studied in America, I enumerated the
mathematicians at Yale. To my mortification not one of the names was known to those Berlin professors, until I
mentioned Gibbs, whereupon they were loud in his praises. "Geebs, Geebs, jawohl, ausgezeichnetl" [Gibbs, Gibbs,
yes, excellent!!] My acquaintance with J. Willard Gibbs was an open sesame with any scientist there (Ѻ)”
— Irving Fisher (1929/17), “The Application of Mathematics to the Social Sciences” [32]

“Gibbs did for statistical mechanics and for thermodynamics what Laplace did for celestial mechanics and Maxwell
did for electrodynamics, namely, made his field a well-nigh finished theoretical structure."
— Robert Millikan (c.1920) [28]

“Gibbs ranks with men like Newton, Lagrange and Hamilton, who by the sheer force and power of their minds have
produced those generalized statements of scientific law which mark epochs in the advance of exact knowledge.”
— Frederick Donnan (1924), “The Influence of J. Willard Gibbs on the Science of Physical Chemistry” [34]

“Gibbs is the greatest mind in American history.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1925)

“No result of Gibbs’ work has yet been overthrown, and, in this respect, Gibbs seems to stand unique and supreme
among the great scientists.”
— John Johnstone (1929), “Address on Gibbs” (Ѻ)(Ѻ) by Yale chemistry professor (Ѻ)

“In view of the statements of Lord Kelvin and others, Gibbs virtually ranks as the Sir Isaac Newton of America.”
— Irving Fisher (1929), “The Application of Mathematics to the Social Sciences” [32]

“Gibbs is almost beyond doubt the greatest mind in theoretical chemistry that ever lived.”
— Albert Nock (1933), Journal of These Days [3]

“Willard Gibbs’ generalized physico-chemical system is possibly the most famous piece of scientific work that has
been done by an American.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), “Physician as Patient and as a Social System” [44]

“Like Newton’s Principles, the work of Gibbs stands out in the history of man’s intellectual progress as an
imperishable monument to the powers of abstract thought and logical reasoning.”
— Lynde Wheeler (1952), A History of a Great Mind (pg. 69) (Ѻ)
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“When I entered Niels Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen in 1924, the first thing Bohr demanded was that I should read
the book of Gibbs on thermodynamics. And he added that Gibbs had been the only physicist who really understood
statistical thermodynamics.”
— Werner Heisenberg (1973), retrospect comment [24]

“Gibbs is the greatest thermodynamicist of them all.”
— John Fenn (1982), Engines, Energy, and Entropy [4]

“Few theoretical scientists have had the talent and assurance to do their work in such isolated fashion. Only
Einstein—who wrote some of the most important papers before he even laid eyes on another theoretical physicist—
may have outdone Gibbs in this respect.”
— William Cropper (2004), Great Physicists [35]

“Gibbs is perhaps the greatest American scientist, ever.”
— Richard Hughes (c.2010) [6]
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Gibbs, Goethe, and
Empedocles
In hmolscience, Gibbs, Goethe, and
Empedocles refers to the subset of Gibbs and
Goethe scholars, who also cited Empedocles,
and or make a general connection to the works
of all three, namely: Carl Snyder (1902),
Lawrence Henderson (1917), and Jurgen
Mimkes (2000). Carl Synder, of note, was
found via the Google Books search key
combination: Goethe, Gibbs, Empedocles; a
key that returns similar thinkers including:
Lawrence Henderson (The Order of Nature,
1917) (Ѻ), Stephen Toulmin (The Return to
Cosmology, 1985) (Ѻ), Arthur Zajonc (Catching
the Light, 1995) (Ѻ), and Libb Thims (Human
Chemistry, 2007) (Ѻ).

Quotes | Reduction
The following are extreme reductionism
themed quotes:
“Physical science will not stop short of a
reduction of the universe and all it contains to
the basis of mechanics; in more concrete
terms, to the working of a machine.”
— Carl Snyder (1903), New Conceptions in Science
(Ѻ)

A general diagram of the Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles connection, via
Richard Schowen's 1984 red thread model; according to which, after the
year 1882, wherein Hermann Helmholtz showed that free energy is he
measure of affinities, people began to make the discerning red thread
connection: Gibbs to Goethe to Empedocles.

“There is nothing but the difficulty of the task to hinder the reduction of all [socio-] physiological processes to
physical and chemical phenomena.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific Discovery” [2]; note: the "socio-" insert, making the statement indicative
of "extreme" reductionism, is a retrospect addition, per his later Gibbs-based ventures into sociology (see: "Sociology 23" +
Harvard Pareto circle)

These two, to note, are both, independently, Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles scholars; namely each viewed the
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universe and all in it as being reducible to forces and elements, as did Empedocles, via his two force, four element
model.

Gibbs and Goethe
In hmolscience, Gibbs and Goethe, or "Goethe +
Gibbs" connection, refers the connection of the
1876 chemical thermodynamics work of American
engineer Willard Gibbs to the 1809 human chemical
theory work of German polyintellect Johann Goethe,
the two connected by the 1882 thermodynamic
theory of affinity proof by German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz that free energy is the "true"
measure of chemical affinity, formulaically related
by the affinity-free energy equation.

Overview
The connection between Gibbs and Goethe is a very
niche subject that only a little more than a handfull
of people have independently arrived at, or at least
published on; only four people prior to the 21st
century, namely: Carl Snyder (1902), Wilhelm
Ostwald (1905), Fielding Garrison (1910), and
Richard Schowen (1984), seem to have been aware
of the revolution-implicating connection.

A snapshot of the Goethe + Gibbs connection, namely: the
connection between the 1809 social "affinities" work of Goethe and
the 1876 general systems "free energy" work of Gibbs; affinity A and
free energy G shown to be equivalent by Helmholtz in 1882, the
conclusion of which being that micro-social interactions described by
affinities are determined by the macro Gibbs energy changes of the
social system; only about nine people have independently made this
connection before 2010. The general equation connecting the two
concepts, shown above, is the Goethe-Helmholtz equation, first put
into the form above by Theophile de Donder in circa 1930.

(add summary)

Table
The following shows the chronology of known Gibbs + Goethe connectors, showing both "independent" and
"dependent" connections, the latter shown by the # box shown in grey color.
#

1.

2.

Person

Date

Summary

Carl Snyder
(1869-1946)
American
In his “Fifty Years of Synthetic Chemistry”, outlined a rich history of synthetic
chemistry
1902 chemistry, connecting the dots between Marcellin Berthelot to Willard Gibbs
historian,
and then back go Johann Goethe, in human chemistry.
economist, and
statistician
In his 24-part MIT Affinity lecture gives a modern history of affinity chemistry,
1775-1905, therein connecting Goethe to Gibbs as follows:
The Elective Affinities [Goethe] 207
Stahl's
reaction number 208
Wilhelm
Bergmann,
Relationship Tables 209
Ostwald
Berthollet and incomplete responses 210
(1853-1932)
The concentration of Wenceslas Law 211
German
1905 Fate of these problems 213
physical
Contact between the organic - Preparative Chemistry 215
chemist, radical
Justification of the thermochemistry by Hess 217
atheist, and
development by J. Thomsen and M. Berthelot 218
monism philosopher
Resurgence of Bergmann's theory 219
Justification of the right doctrine, by Guldberg and Waage 220
Carnot UUD the Second Law 222
Act of events 227
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Horstmann's application of thermodynamics to chemistry 228 229
W. Gibbs The energetics 230
General principles of scientific development 231
The phase law 232
The displacement law 237
Labile, stable and neutral equilibrium 238
The law of mass action, 243
Resolution of old problems 245
The strength of the acids 247
The development struggles of modern physical chemistry 249
Your next future 251
Ostwald, in the first part, "The Elective Affinities", opens to a discussion and
quote from Goethe’s Elective Affinities, wherein he seems to assert that this
model is “ideal for all nature as a scientific research”, in part 12 discusses Sadi
Carnot and the second law, part 14 discusses August Horstmann application of
thermodynamics to chemistry, then in part 15 digs into Gibbs and what Ostwald
calls the “energetics”. As the entire lecture series is not yet fully translated into
English it remains to be discerned if Ostwald made the direct connection
between affinity and free energy, though, to note, he does cite Hermann
Helmholtz on at least three pages (201, 216, 256). [4] This may have been the
last robust intellectual connection between Gibbs and Goethe. Ostwald would
shortly thereafter venture into his "Monistic Sunday Sermons", a monismframed radical atheism, which is the next broach one has to break after
connecting Gibbs to Goethe.
In his “A Note on Traube’s Theory of Osmosis and ‘Attraction-Pressure’”,
written the year following the publication of his tripartite article “Josiah Willard
Gibbs and his Relation to Modern Science”, commented the following telling
remarks: [1]
“Suppose chemical substances to be represented by a number of men and
women of varying degrees of strength of character and "attractiveness," and
suppose the marital combinations or what Goethe called the "elective
affinities" between these men and women to be determined by certain
1910
mysterious "laws." If a man strong in character should mate with a woman,
weaker but otherwise "attractive," or vice versa, one set of observers might
affirm that the union was due to the man's superior potentiality or masculinity,
others might maintain that the real strength in the combination or "affinity" lay
in the woman's "attractiveness "; or vice versa. Curiously enough, these
anthropomorphisms, which seem so plausible and fascinating in Goethe's
novel, are daily and hourly employed to explain the facts of chemical
combination.”

3.

Fielding
Garrison
(1870-1935)
American
physician,
librarian, and
science
historian

4.

In his University of Kansas
Humanities Lecture Series
address “Elective Affinities:
Science, Certainty and Freedom
in Goethe, Henry Adams and
Thomas Pynchon”, made the
Gibbs-Goethe connection, via or
with Henry Adams, as follows:
Richard
[5]
Schowen
“In this examination of texts of
(1934-)
1984 Goethe from 1809, of Henry
American
Adams from 1909 and of Thomas
organic chemist
Pynchon from 1973, we have, I thing never lost the red thread. The theme of
affinity, certainty and binding, of election, freedom and flux, and of the hidden
variable that lies beyond the veil, rendering certainty and freedom equally
illusory, pervades the texts. Variations on the theme have come with times. The
growth of thermodynamics and precise rendering of affinity and flux in the
language of enthalpy and entropy gave Henry Adams’ phase rule of history a
form that would have been incomprehensible to Goethe but which, because of
further change, seems quint and eccentric to us today. But always there is the
red thread. It shows the power of this metaphor of affinity and election,
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uncertainty and flux and of the conflicting promise of science, of a reliable
mapmaker with continual revision underway, that has run the strands of our
culture for two centuries.”

5.

Jurgen Mimkes
(1939-)
German
metallurgist,
solid state
thermodynamicist, and
physical socioeconomist

6.

7.

In his "Society as a Many Particle System", and other articles to follow, cites
both Empedocles and Goethe, in the context of his Gibbs free energy theory, in
2000 the form of the Lagrange principle, of socioeconomics; Mimkes, to note,
doesn't seem to be aware of the direct connection of free energy to affinity via
the affinity-free energy equation proved in 1882 by Hermann Helmholtz.

Kaspar Bott
(1933-)
In his April fool’s day News in Chemistry article “Humans, All Too Chemical”,
German organic
2001 made the Gibbs and Goethe connection, passingly discussing Gibbs energy and
chemist
driving force in respect to love and passion. [7]

Tominaga Keii
(1920-2009)
Japanese
chemical
engineer and
chemical

In his chapter “Thermodynamics and Chemical Reactions”, devoted an entire
chapter subsection entitled “Chemical Affinity in 1806”, of his book
2004 Heterogeneous Kinetics: Theory of Ziegler-Natta-Kaminsky, to the connection,
but in the end averred with the forest blind comment that Goethe’s Elective
Affinities “did not add any scientific knowledge.” [2]

thermodynamicist
In his Valentine’s day article “Chemical Eye on Love”, made the Gibbs + Goethe
connection as follows: [6]
“Chemistry and romance have a long history. A comparison of books on
Western civilization, and the history of science, will reveal that physics became
King of the sciences during the Enlightenment, while chemistry became their
Queen with the inadvertent help of Romanticism. The German romantic,
Johann Goethe, may be most famous for his timeless portrayal of Herr Faust
and his deal with the devil. Literary chemists, however, are enamored with his
most fundamental depiction of human emotions in "Elective Affinities". In this
novel, the characters act out the chemistry of acids and bases, positives and
2006
negatives, that the author, a closet chemist, believed to have the ultimate
starring role on life's stage. To revisit this long-lost sentimentality, I would like
to chemically paraphrase John Lennon's famous theorem [“all you need is
love”, 1967 (Ѻ)]. First, however, I need to tell you that the most important thing
about chemical reactions is that they try to reach equilibrium. Or, to put it in
thermodynamic terms, when they occur in the open, they seek to minimize
their Gibbs energy, which is universally given the symbol capital G. Graphically,
and truthfully, one can say that reacting molecules spontaneously find the
lowest spot on their G-curves [“G-spot” (Ѻ) pun]. Getting back to the Beatles,
perhaps the love you take is in equilibrium with the love you make?”

8.

Preston
MacDougall
(1961-)
Canadian-born
American
chemist

9.

Libb Thims
After working on the elective affinities problem, albeit in terms of "Gibbs
(c.1975-)
energies", i.e. human free energy theory, the same problem Goethe worked on
American
(see: love thought experiment), for about eleven years (1995-2006), discovered
electrochemical 2007 Goethe, in 2006, via footnote 2.5 of Ilya Prigogine, went on over the next 14engineer
months and 18-days to write the world’s first Gibbs + Goethe based “human
chemistry” textbook. [3]

10.

Alec Groysman
In his conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific
(1948-)
Education”, cites the human chemistry work of Johann Goethe and Libb Thims,
Russian-born
2011
among others; and discusses how not only is their "two cultures", but more
Israeli chemical
likely "three cultures"; and advocates the teaching of Goethe + Gibbs based
engineer
human chemistry in engineering.
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(add discussion)

See also
● Goethe + Empedocles
● Hmolscience citation ranking
● Scien sts who’ve cited Elective Affinities (Ѻ)
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Gibbs collected works
In collected works, Gibbs collected works refers to the collective
publications of American engineer and mathematical physicist Willard
Gibbs. After Gibbs' reaction end (death) in 1902, Gibbs student Irving
Fisher financed the publication of his Collected Works, in two volumes,
the first in thermodynamics, the second being his work in dynamics,
vector analysis and multiple algebra, and the electromagnetic theory of
light, a collection prefaced in 1906 by Gibbs' student Henry Bumstead
and nephew Ralph Gibbs van Name, a professor of physical chemistry at
Yale. [1]

Hastings list
The following is a listing of Gibbs collected found in the National
Academy of Sciences biography done by American physicist Charles
Hastings in 1909. [2] Those additions indicated by red bullet ● were
added in by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims:
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1873). "Graphical methods in the thermodynamics
of fluids". Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences
2: 309–342.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1873). "A method of geometrical representation of
the thermodynamic properties of substances by means of surfaces".
Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences 2: 382–
The 1931 two-volume collected works of
404.
Willard Gibbs, entitled The Collected Works of
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1874-1878). "On the equilibrium of heterogeneous
J. Willard Gibbs, Two Volumes, published by
Longmans, Green and Co., the same set,
substances". Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and
supposedly, financed by Gibbs student Irving
Sciences 3: 108–248, 343–524.
Fisher. [1]
● Gibbs, Willard. (1878). “On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances: Abstract by the Author”, American Journal of Science, 3 ser.,
Vol. XVI, pgs. 441-58, Dec.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1879). "On the fundamental formulae of dynamics". American Journal of Mathematics 2: 49–64.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1879). "On the vapor-densities of peroxide of nitrogen, formic acid, acetic acid, and perchloride
of phosphorus". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 18: 277–293, 371–387.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1882). "Notes on the electromagnetic theory of light. I. On double refraction and the dispersion
of colors in perfectly transparent media". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 23: 262–275.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1882). "Notes on the electromagnetic theory of light. II. On double refraction in perfectly
transparent media which exhibit the phenomena of circular polarization". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 23:
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460–476.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1883). "Notes on the electromagnetic theory of light. III. On the general equations of
monochromatic light in media of every degree of transparency". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 25: 107–118.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1883). "On an alleged exception to the second law of thermodynamics". Science 1: 160.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1886). "Velocity of light in air and refracting media". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 31:
62–67.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1886). "On the velocity of light as determined by Foucault's revolving mirror". Nature 33: 582.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1887). "Vice-president's address before the section of mathematics and astronomy of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science: Multiple algebra". Proceedings of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science 35: 37–66.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1887). "Electro-chemical thermodynamics". Report of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science: 388–389.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1888). "A comparison of the elastic and electrical theories of light, with respect to the law of
double refraction and the dispersion of colors". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 35: 467–475.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1889). "Electro-chemical thermodynamics". Report of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science: 343–346.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1889). "A comparison of the electrical theory of light with Sir William Thomson's theory of a
quasi-labile ether". American Journal of Science. 3rd series 37: 129–144.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1889). "On the determination of elliptic orbits from three complete observations". Memoirs of
the National Academy of Sciences 4: 81–104.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1889). "Rudolph Julius Emanuel Clausius". Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. New series 16: 458–465.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1891). "On the role of quaternions in the algebra of vectors". Nature 43: 511–514.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1891). "Quaternions and the Ausdehnungslehre". Nature 45: 79–82.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1893). "Quaternions and the algebra of vectors". Nature 47: 463–464.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1893). "Quaternions and vector analysis". Nature 48: 364–367.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1896). "Velocity of propagation of electrostatic force". Nature 53: 509.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1897). "Semi-permeable films and osmotic pressure". Nature 55: 461–462.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1897). "Hubert Anson Newton". American Journal of Science. 4th series 3: 359–378.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1898). "Fourier's series". Nature 59: 200.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1899). "Fourier's series". Nature 59: 606.
● Gibbs, J. Willard. (1902). Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics. New York: Charles Scribner.
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Gibbs energy
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In science, Gibbs energy, shorthand “Gibbs free energy”
(Edward Guggenheim, 1933) or Gibbs function, as compared
to Helmholtz energy (i.e. Helmholtz free energy), is a term
tending to be employed and or advocated (by some) in more
advanced treatises and publications, wherein the historical
importance of the distinction between Helmholtzian 1882
phraseology of “free energy” and “bound energy” is deemed
unimportant, or wherein the shorter term seems apt, e.g. the
phrase “Gibbs energy vs Gods energy” in God is dead article,
or the term “molar Gibbs energy”, in recent physical
chemistry treatises, etc. [1]

Etymology
It is difficult to say who exactly first began to explicitly use
the term “Gibbs energy”. In 1900, the term or phrase “Gibbs
energy surface” was being employed, by physical chemist J.E.
Trevor, in his book review (Ѻ) or Edgar Buckingham’s 1900 An
Outline of the Theory of Thermodynamics. [2] In 1936,
Frederick Donnan and or Arthur Haas, in their A Commentary
on the Scientific Writings of J. Willard Gibbs, where using the
phrase “Gibbs energy function”. (Ѻ) In 1951, the following is
found: (Ѻ)

A comparing the “Gibbs energy” (i.e. Gibbs free energy) or
rather Gibbs energy surfaces of two minerals, α and β,
both with the same composition, from the lecture notes of
Bradley Hacker (Ѻ), showing that the mineral with the
lowest energy is stable, namely: α is stable under some P-T
“This quantity, the free energy, has come more recently to be conditions, and β is stable under different conditions. [3]

known as the Gibbs energy after the famous mathematical
physicist, Willard Gibbs. Every chemical element and compound has a certain amount of enthalpy (H) and entropy (S)
at...”
In 1969, Daniel Stull, Edgar Westrum, and Gerard Sinke, in their The Chemical Thermodynamics of Organic
Compounds, stated things as follows: (Ѻ)
“… constant pressure conditions are more generally encountered by chemists, G is the more useful function and will
be called simply the Gibbs energy. It should be noted that in the past F has been used chiefly in the United States and
Russia; in European and other countries G has been commonly used to denote theGibbs energy (see discussion in
Chapter 8), …”
In 1970, Defore Ginnings, of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., in his chapter section “General
Principles and Terminologies”, in reference to heat, stated the following: (Ѻ)
“The term entropy, S, applied to calorimetric experiments, is defined simply by the relation dS = δql T, in which dS is
the change in entropy in a reversible process and δq the heat involved at the temperature T. The term free energy has
been used for many years to include the Gibbs energy, defined as H — TS or Helmholtz energy, defined as E — TS. Of
these two quantities, the Gibbs energy has been used more frequently.
There has not been international agreement on symbols for these two quantities [see: characteristic function
notation table]. European textbooks have used the symbol F and the name free energy or Helmholtz energy for the
function, E — TS. These books also use the symbol G and names such as Gibbs function, Gibbs energy, or free
enthalpy for the function, H — TS. On the other hand, in America, the quantity, H — TS, has been represented by the
symbol F, and the quantity, E — TS, by the symbol A. As a result of the international confusion on these symbols,
I.U.P.A.C. has recommended that the function, H — TS, be named the Gibbs energy, represented by the symbol G,
and the function E — TS be named the Helmholtz energy, represented by the symbol A. This notation will be used
throughout in this book. A summary of notation used is given in the Appendix.”
In 2006, in Wikipedia, there was an extensive debate and discussion on whether or to name the article that dealt with
the function “H – TS” by the name “Gibbs free energy” or “Gibbs energy”, the consensus siding with the former
name. (Ѻ)
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God’s energy
See main: God’s energy

Into the late 20th century, beginning generally with Ilya
Prigogine’s 1972 statement that the free energy function,
Helmholtz free energy function in particular, is not applicable
to the explication of social organizations, chemical
thermodynamics and “god talk” began to become intermixed
in a subtly incongruent manner (see: human free energy). The
most conspicuous of these is Indian-born Pakistani
organometallic chemist Mirza Beg's 1987 assertion that God's
energy (or Allah's energy) underlies Gibbs energy and thereby
mediating his will via the chemical thermodynamics
operations of humans, albeit in such a way that fall-back
citation to Quranic proscriptions are mandatory in all
questions of morality and right and wrong.

See also
● Gibbs energy flow
● Gibbs energy surface (Ѻ)

A 2013 depiction of the God vs Gibbs debate, stemming
from the human molecular formula work of Libb Thims.
[4]
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Gibbs energy flow
In thermodynamics, Gibbs energy flow refers to the movements and couplings of Gibbs free energies involved in the
reactions and dynamics of biological activities. The term was used in 2008 by American physical chemist Dilip
Kondepudi, in relation to biological systems. In particular, according to Kondepudi, in biological systems, the much
discussed “energy flow” through such systems is “Gibbs energy flow” and the thermodynamic force is the change in
the Gibbs free energy ΔG during the movement, evolution, or change. [1]
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Gibbs energy of attraction
In thermodynamics, Gibbs energy of attraction, symbol Ga, is the measurement of the energy (or free energy?)
associated with an attractive force that exists or operates between two molecular objects, surfaces, or structures. In
formulaic terms, Gibbs energy of attraction is defined as follows: [1]

where li is an initial length or distance of separation, lf is a final length or distance of separation, Fa is the attractive
force, dl is differential of length, and the where the conditional subscripts T and P signify an isothermal-isobaric
process.
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Gibbs energy of repulsion
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In thermodynamics, Gibbs energy of repulsion, Gr is the measurement of the energy (or free energy?) associated
with a repulsive force that exists or operates between two molecular objects, surfaces, or structures. In formulaic
terms, Gibbs energy of repulsion is defined as follows: [1]

where li is an initial length or distance of separation, lf is a final length or distance of separation, Fr is the repulsive
force, dl is differential of length, and the where the conditional subscripts T and P signify an isothermal-isobaric
process.
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Gibbs entropy
In thermodynamics, Gibbs entropy refers to the statistical formulation of entropy for an ideal gas system of particles
as found in American engineer Willard Gibbs 1902 book Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics. [1]
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● Li, Ming, Vitanyi, P.M.B. (1997). An Introduction to Kolmogorov Complexity and its Application (section: 8.4.3: Gibbs
Entropy, pgs. 564-65). Springer.

Gibbs equation
In thermodynamics, the Gibbs equation or Gibbs free energy equation (also Gibbs function) refers to the basic
equation for the Gibbs free energy change Δ for isothermal-isobaric chemical reactions occurring in a closed system:

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
where ΔG is the change in the Gibbs free energy, ΔH the change in the enthalpy, T the temperature, and ΔS the
change in the entropy of the system on going from its initial state to its final state, respectively. This equation, which
is the best-known chemical thermodynamics equation to chemistry students, is the also called the combined law of
thermodynamics, is a derivative of the more advanced Gibbs fundamental equation, and can be thought of as the cliff
notes version of American engineer Willard Gibbs’ 1876, 700-equation, treatise On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances.

Human thermodynamics
The change in Gibbs free energy embodies the directionality of natural processes in human social interactions as
quantified by the spontaneity criterion. [2] As explained in American physical chemist Thomas Wallace’s 2009
appendix section ‘The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics’: [3]
“The thermodynamic parameter free energy, mathematically defined by ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, represents the fundamental
driving force in nature and determines whether physical and chemical processes conducted by nature and society will
take place.”
Wallace explains further that free energy is ‘nature’s intrinsic dynamic force, representing the probability parameter
entropy S and the energy content parameter enthalpy.’ In more correct detail, Wallace, here, to note, is using
Boltzmann-Planck type entropy descriptions, which are specifically culled from gas theory, wherein the particles are
said to have a non-correlation of velocities. Humans, however, have correlated velocities; subsequently it is necessary
to return to the original work of Clausius and his universal description of entropy change as the ‘equivalence value of
all uncompensated transformations’, to human social transformation. Beyond this, enthalpy is not simply an ‘energy
content parameter’, but one must use the full expression for enthalpy:

ΔH = ΔU + PΔV
to study human social systems in terms of both internal energy changes ΔU and the work-energy PΔV associated with
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volume changes ΔV in systems, such as exemplified by the volume change in territory in the course of the rise and fall
of Rome during a 1,000-years of human expansion and contraction reactions.

See also
● Gibbs-Helmholtz equation
● Gibbs-Duhem equation
● Gibbs entropy
● Gibbs energy flow
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Gibbs free energy
In chemical thermodynamics, the Gibbs
free energy, or Gibbs energy, is the free
energy of an isothermal-isobaric system.
Gibbs free energy, in more detail, is a state
function of a closed isothermal-isobaric
system in chemical equilibrium. The status
of Gibbs free energy is summarized as
follows: [8]
“The single most important concept in
chemical thermodynamics is that of the
Gibbs free energy G a function of state
which provides the criterion for deciding
whether or not a change of any kind will
occur.”

Etymology
In the 1910s and 1920s, the isothermal
isobaric potential went by the name of
free enthalpy, among German writers. [5]
The symbol of G was assigned to Gibbs, in
great predominance, in 1933 by English
thermodynamicist Edward Guggenheim
who stated: [4]

Left: an annotated version (by Ronald Kriz) of Willard Gibbs original 1873
graphical thermodynamics depiction of "available energy" (section AB), as he
called it; latter to be named "free energy", by Hermann Helmholtz (1882);
which eventually diverged into two types: Helmholtz free energy (isochoricisobaric processes) and Gibbs free energy (isothermal-isobaric processes)
names assigned by Edward Guggenheim (1933). [9] Right: an so-called Gibbs
spontaneity chart (V) , showing the basic criterion for spontaneous and
nonspontaneous reactions. (Ѻ)

“The function G is due to Gibbs, and is often referred to by modern writers as ‘free energy’. We shall call G the ‘Gibbs
free energy’.”
There has been some effort, by the IUPAC, to expunge the middle clarifying term 'free' so to call G simply 'Gibbs
energy', but this, for most purposes, has been a failed effort, and it is puzzling why the effort was even made in the
first place?

Overview
Changes in the value of free energy can be used to determine if a reaction is thermodynamically favorable. In an
equilibrium system at constant temperature and pressure, the the Gibbs free energy is quantified by what is called
the Gibbs function:

where H is the enthalpy, T the temperature, and S the entropy of the body; an expression representing the part of
the energy content of a system that is available to do external work, also known as the free energy G. [6] In an
equilibrium system at constant temperature and pressure, G = H–TS, where H is the enthalpy (heat content), T the
temperature, and S the entropy (decrease in energy availability). [6] The function was named after American
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engineer Willard Gibbs. In expanded form, showing enthalpy as a function of internal energy U and pressure volume
work pV, the Gibbs function becomes:

Top: The relationships between the equilibrium
constant K, Gibbs free energy change ΔG, and the
direction of a chemical reaction. Bottom: the
spontaneity criterion rules for reaction direction. [7]

The formula was introduced by American mathematical
physicist Willard Gibbs in 1873 and called by him "available
energy". [1] In chemistry, for simple reactions, the change in
Gibbs free energy, between the initial stage and final stage of
a reaction, for a system of reacting species, takes the form:

where ∆H is the change in enthalpy, T the temperature, and
∆S the change in entropy for the reaction.

Affinity | Spontaneity criterion
A spontaneous or energetically favored reaction will satisfy the following condition (spontaneity criterion):

To determine the feasibility or reaction possibility for a given reaction, the value of ∆G must be determined. To do
this, precalculated values of enthalpy change and entropy (per species) are generally listed in standard
thermodynamic tables, as shown below (left).
Prior to 1882, wherein German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz showed that free energy was a measure of the
chemical "affinity" between the reactants, these reaction calculation tables took the form of affinity tables, the first
of which was constructed in 1718 by French physician and chemist Étienne Geoffroy, as shown below (right).

Chemical equilibrium
In 1884, Dutch physical chemist Jacobus
van't Hoff showed that for a generic
reversible reaction of the form:

The historical transformation of affinity tables (1718) into free energy tables
(1905), linked via the equation A = –ΔG, meaning that the affinity of an closed
isothermal-isobaric reacting system is equal the negative of the Gibbs free energy
change, as was proved in German physicist Hermann Helmholtz’s 1882 paper “The
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, captures a great density of the
underlying corpus of modern science.

where x, y, z, and w are the
stoichiometric coefficients, and in
which equilibrium constant is defined
by follow equation:

where [A], [B], [C], and [D] are the
concentrations of the various reactants and products at the equilibrium, that the following relation will hold:

The form of this expression, as indicated here, to note, was not derived by van't Hoff exactly, but rather he refers to
the previous work of German chemist August Horstmann who suggested that thermodynamics could be applied to
chemical equilibrium issues. [3]

Goethe's elective affinities
See main: Goethe's human chemistry

In 1809, German polymath Johann von Goethe used Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions and specifically its fifty-row, fifty-column affinity table, showing thousands of
possible chemical reactions between the known chemical species, to write the famed novella Elective Affinities, a
chemical treatise on the origin of love, in which the characters react according to their natural affinity preferences,
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producing or absorbing work, and forming or breaking bonds along the way. This was the start of the science of
human chemistry. [2] In 1995, American chemical engineer Libb Thims, unaware of Goethe's previous work, began to
try to figure out the same type of logic for reactions between people using thermodynamic tables. It took seven years
before the technical and conceptual issues behind the problem began to make any sort of sense.

Graphical representation
See main: Graphical thermodynamics

The following diagram shows the first ever two-dimensional (middle, left), three-dimensional (middle, right), and
physical-scale (right) representation of Gibbs free energy, which is represented by section AB and originally called
"available energy" (the free energy namesake was introduced in German physicist Hermann Helmholtz's 1882 article
"On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes"):

American engineer Willard Gibbs’ 1873 figures two and three (above left and middle)
used by Scottish physicist James Maxwell in 1874 to create a three-dimensional
entropy (x), volume (y), energy (z) thermodynamic surface diagram for a fictitious
water-like substance, transposed the two figures of Gibbs (above right) onto the
volume-entropy coordinates (transposed to bottom of cube) and energy-entropy
coordinates (flipped upside down and transposed to back of cube), respectively, of a
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates; the region AB being the first-ever threedimensional representation of Gibbs free energy, or what Gibbs called "available
energy"; the region AC being its capacity for entropy, what Gibbs defined as “the
amount by which the entropy of the body can be increased without changing the
energy of the body or increasing its volume.”

In 1873, Gibbs published his first thermodynamics paper, “Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids”, in
which Gibbs used the two coordinates of the entropy and volume to represent the state of the body. In his second
follow-up paper, “A Method of Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by
Means of Surfaces”, published later that year, Gibbs added in the third coordinate of the energy of the body, defined
on three figures. In 1874, Scottish physicist James Maxwell used Gibbs' figures to make a 3D energy-entropy-volume
thermodynamic surface of a fictitious water-like substance. Thus, in order to understand the very difficult concept of
Gibbs free energy one must be able to understand its interpretation as Gibbs defined originally by section AB on his
figure 3 and as Maxwell sculpted that section on his 3D surface figure.

Modern chemical thermodynamics
See main: Chemical thermodynamics, History of chemical thermodynamics

The distillation of the rather complicated formulation of available energy or free energy, in somewhat laymanized
standard terminology, as applied to standard temperature and pressure volume-changing earth-bound reaction, in
the context of what has come to be known as "modern chemical thermodynamics" came about in through the
following to publications:
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Together with his graduate student Merle Randall, published the 1923
textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances,
which resulted to replace the notion of "affinity" with the notion of "free
energy" in the corpus of modern science, in his chapter sub-section "The
Driving Force of a Chemical Reaction", he famously situated the "driving
force" thermodynamic view of chemical process and introduced what he
defined as a "universal rule" as follows:
“It is a universal rule that if any isothermal process is to occur with finite
velocity, it is necessary that:

Gilbert Lewis
(1875-1946)
American
physical
chemist

1923

[This applies to] a chemical process which is in some way harnessed for the
production of useful work. In the far more common case of a reaction which
runs freely, like the combustion of a fuel, or the action of an acid upon a
metal; in other words, systems which are subject to no external forces
except a constant pressure [exerted by the atmosphere]. In such cases w’ =
0, and it follows that no actual isothermal processes is possible unless:

Therefore if we know the value of ΔF for any isothermal reaction, and if this
value is positive, then we know that the reaction, in the direction indicated,
is thermodynamically impossible.”
The quantity w’ above is what Lewis defines as "net work" namely work done
by a chemical reaction, less the pressure volume work (done by the reaction
expanding against the atmosphere), that can be connected to a motor or
other electrical system for a use (purpose). He continues:
“We may think of:

as the driving force of a chemical reaction.”
Lewis and Randall's book would go onto become the most-cited
thermodynamics textbook of all time.
In his Modern
Edward
Guggenheim
(1901-1970)
English
chemical
thermodynamicist

1933
Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs, building on the previous
work of Lewis and Randall, he stated the conditions for what is "natural" and
"unnatural" in isothermal-isobaric surface-attached reaction conditions
(earth-bound freely-running processes), namely the Lewis inequality for a
natural process (dG < 0) and the Lewis inequality for an unnatural process
(dG > 0).

Human-Social-Economic Gibbs free energy
See also: Social free energy, Social Gibbs free energy, Economic free energy, Social Gibbs energy, Human Gibbs free energy, etc.

In human thermodynamics, human free energy or "human Gibbs free energy" is the measure of the Gibbs free
energy, Gibbs free energy change, or differential of Gibbs free energy of human chemical reactions (see: human
chemical reaction theory). [2]
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Gibbs free energy
change
In thermodynamics, Gibbs free energy change, symbol
ΔG, is the change Δ in Gibbs free energy G in a system in
going from an initial state to a final state and is quantified
by the difference of the latter over the former. This is
stated mathematically as:

(add discussion)

Enthalpy and entropy
The expression for Gibbs free energy change, can be
expanded, by substitution for the Gibbs function, in terms
of initial and final values of enthalpy H and entropy S of
Generic plot showing to possible Gibbs free energy changes
the states of the system:
over time: the lower Gf position indicating a free energy
change decrease, the higher Gf position indicating a free
energy change increase.

or
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which states that Gibbs free energy change of a process can be studied in terms of the difference in the measures of
the enthalpy and entropy of the system in the final state, Hf and Sf, as contrasted with the values of the enthalpy and
entropy in the initial state, Hi and Si.

Further reading
● Anslyn, Eric V. and Dougherty, Dennis A. (2006). Modern Physical Organic Chemistry (pg. 68). University Science
Books.

Gibbs fundamental equation
In thermodynamics, the Gibbs fundamental equation, also called the combined law of thermodynamics, states that
the change in energy of a system can always be written as the product of an intensive and an extensive parameter.
This takes the form of: [1]

where Xi is an intensive quantity, such as pressure or temperature, and Yi is an extensive quantity, such as volume.
The expression on the right side of this equation is called a Pfaffian form.

History
The Gibbs equation, was first derived by American engineer Willard Gibbs in the first two pages to his 1873
"Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids" as: [2]

dε = tdη - pdv
where, according to Gibbs, ε is the energy, t the temperature, η the entropy, p the pressure, and v the volume of the
body in a state.

Advanced systems
When a system does work or has work done on it the system internal energy is effected, such as when it has a
volume dV change due the action of a pressure P, i.e. pressure-volume work (dW = pdV), an expansion of a material
section or elongation dl in response to the application of a force F, i.e. elongation work (dW = Fdl), does work (μdn)
by transporting a certain number of atoms or molecules dn against a concentration gradient, where μ is the chemical
potential, i.e. transport work (dW = μdn), or, among many other possible examples, does work in the action of charge
transport in which an amount of charge dq is transported against an electric potential ψ, i.e. electrical work (dW =
ψdq), then the Gibbs fundamental equation becomes: [3]

The application of this type of quantification of internal energy of human social systems, e.g. how does one quantify
the transport of a singe human molecule across the boundary of a system or how human pressures, temperatures, or
volumes are quantified, etc., is one of the most advanced topics in human thermodynamics. [4]
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Gibbs landscape
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In hmolscience, Gibbs landscape is the thermodynamic
potential of isothermal-isobaric system in the form of a
two or three dimensional energy landscape.

Etymology
In 1931, Mexican-born American theoretical chemist
Henry Eyring and Hungarian-born English physical
chemist Michael Polanyi, in their "On Simple Gas
Reactions", developed the graphical model of the
"potential energy surface", wherein they used the
London equation (1927) to described the journey of the
nuclei from reactant state of the system to the product
state of the system, passing through the crucial
intermediate state of activated complex. The reaction
they dealt with was:

The development of these types of diagrams led to the
conception of transition state theory in 1935. The
potential energy graphical work of Eyring and Polanyi
eventually evolved into the concept of threedimensional "energy landscape" constructions. By mid
1980s, energy landscape models were being employed in
the study of protein folding; and in 1993, with the rise of
protein thermodynamics, the theory of RNA free energy
landscapes was being utilized. The term “Gibbs
landscape” has been in use in physical chemistry since at
least 2005. [1]

An annotated version Mirza Beg's 1987 conception of
physicochemical sociology, showing an activation energy
barrier, equation overlay, depiction of a society going from say a
gas or "slum" phase, at an initial value of Gibbs energy Gi, to a
liquid or "city" phase, and a final value of Gibbs energy Gf, an
hmolscience conceptual type of "Gibbs landscape", so to say.
[4]

De Lange
In 2001, South African physical chemist Adriaan de Lange developed a Gibbs free energy theory of human evolution,
mixed in with energy landscape theory and fitness arguments:

about which he summarizes:
“All fitness functions, how imaginative we may create them, depend on free energy as the mother of them all. No
change is possible without free energy changing somewhere in the universe, whether in the system SY or in the
surroundings SU. The free energy F is not merely a theoretical concept of the imagination. It is a quantity based on
innumerous measurements and calculations in the realm of physical chemistry. It is a quantity of bewildering
consequences, the nemesis of many a student in physical chemistry.”
(add discussion)
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Hand
In 2011, American planetary scientist Kevin Hand asserted that the “Gibbs energy” concept, applied ecologically and
to civilizations, in the form of energy landscape models, i.e. as “Gibbs landscapes” constructions, is one of the top 100
concepts of the 21st century that will make you smarter. [2]
“When you start to view the world around you with Gibbsian eyes [compare: molecular goggles] you see the
untapped potential in so many of our modern technological and industrial ecosystems.”
— Kevin Hand (2011), concept that would improve everybody's cognitive toolkit

Hand's conception of "Gibbs landscape" here, to note, is that conceptualized along the lines of a renew, recycle, and
green movement ecosystem conception, in the sense of "waste not free energy", as English physiologist William
Bayliss (1915) translated Wilhelm Ostwald's thermodynamic imperative; and not that of a Gibbs landscape
conception of reactions between humans, as in human chemical reaction theory, themselves conceptualized as
molecules, akin to the way Mirza Beg illustrates the cover of his New Dimensions with activation energy diagrams,
shown adjacent, or the way de Lange makes his evolution-conceptualized Gibbs landscapes, or the way Thomas
Wallace makes his rise and fall of civilization free energy diagrams. Hand's suggestion was selected as one of Sean
Carroll's favorites. [3]

See also
● Harold Blum | Chemical peneplanation
● HCT | Fitness landscape
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Gibbs stamp
In science, the Gibbs stamp is a commemorative
37 cents stamp issued, by the United States Post
Office in 2005, in honor of American mathematical
engineer Willard Gibbs, founder of chemical
thermodynamics. [1]

Overview
The Gibbs stamp was issued in a set of four, along
with geneticist Barbara McClintock,
mathematician John von Neumann, and physicist
Richard Feynman, in honor of great American
scientists. [2] The stamp unveiling ceremony took
place on May 4th, 2005 at Yale University,
attended by John Willard Gibbs, a distant cousin,
who spoke at the ceremony. [3] A framed picture
of the Gibbs stamp adorns the wall at the
entrance to the Dean’s office at the faculty of
engineering at Yale University. [4]

The 2005 Gibbs stamp, with James Maxwell's thermodynamic surface,
derived from Gibbs's work, shown in the background.

Designer
The overall stamp design, showing what seems to be a three-dimensional graphical representation of various
temperatures and pressures of the states of some substance, meant to represent the work “associated with major
contributions made by the scientist”, was completed by American artist Victor Stabin, based on design input from
American chemical engineer Kenneth Jolls, who specified the graph and the use of the Gibbs equation on the collar
(not shown above). [10] Stabin had previously designed the 2004 commemorative postage stamp of American
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composer Henry Mancini, of which 87 million copies were made. [11]

Portrait
The portrait of Gibbs is a photograph taken from collections of the American Institute of Physics' Emilio Segre Visual
Archives; it was made toward the end of Gibbs' life, at about the time of his final publication in 1902. [12]

Kenneth Jolls
The origin of the stamp design traces to the webpages of American Kenneth Jolls, a professor of chemical engineering
at Iowa State University, a site containing computerized Gibbs model graphical diagrams, based on research by Daniel
Coy, Joll’s former doctoral student. [6] Jolls has devoted much of his professorial career to applying computer
visualization technology to representing thermodynamic concepts that prior generations of researchers were forced
to construct painstakingly from either wood or clay. In searching out a design, the USPS had come across Jolls’
website on Gibbs and retained his expertise to aid in the stamp design. [7] In working out the design, with the USPS,
as Jolls recounts: [10]
“We started getting material together. We got through the first cut, and they wanted suggestions for a design to go
along with Gibbs’ picture. I argued that the design had to be related to Gibbs' famous three-dimensional energyentropy-volume surface, and we finally settled on the map of the USV surface that I had dug out of the tombs at the
Berkeley Library from Maxwell's 1875 Treatise on Heat. USPS accepted the idea and sent a draft design to me about a
year and a half ago for comments.”
The "famous" three-dimensional energy-entropy-volume surface, referred to here by Jolls is likely the “statue of
water” plaster model (of which three were made, two remaining in Cambridge) that Maxwell had sent to Gibbs in
New Haven in circa 1873. [13] JoIIs also convinced the USPS to rename Gibbs as a thermodynamicist, rather than its
original title of chemist, upon his recommendation.

Graph
The graph of the back of the stamp shows figure 26d, titled
"Thermodynamic Surface", from Scottish physicist James
Maxwell's 1875 book Theory of Heat. The graph is meant to
represent Gibbs 1873 publications on the graphical methods in
thermodynamics ("Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of
Fluids" and "A Method of Geometrical Representation of the
Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by Means of
Surfaces"), as fully described in a three-dimensional plaster
surface of water Maxwell made in 1875, one of which he sent to
Gibbs as a gift. albeit the actual graph shown is not to be found
in his major works. The Gibbs stamp bears the two-dimensional
map (pictured adjacent) of the energy-entropy-volume function,
specified by JoIIs, from the fourth edition (1875) of "Theory of
Heat" by Scottish physicist James Maxwell. [8]

Equation
All four 2005 American scientists’ stamps have a small equation
on hidden on the collars of each scientist. Most of the stamps
have such equation although, to note, some poster prints and
web images (such as shown above) have no equations. In the
case of the Gibbs stamp, it was Jolls who convinced the Postal
Service to incorporate the differential equation of the Gibbs
surface function, which in modern notation is:

dU = TdS – PdV

Fig 26d. "Thermodynamic Surface" in James Maxwell's
1875 book Theory of Heat, visualized more fully in
Maxwell's thermodynamic surface.

into the design as well. Gibbs, however, used Greek notation for his equation. Hence, the equation shown on his
collar is:

dε = tdη - pdv
The tiny equation is mostly unnoticeable to the average observer. Trained thermodynamicists, however, are drawn to
it and often excited to find it hidden. In 2006, for instance, MIT propulsion thermodynamics professor Zolti
Spakovszky, discovered the equation after his wife had given him the book of stamps as a gift. In an April 08, 2006
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letter to the editor of Mechanical Engineering, titled "Stamp of Authenticity", pictured adjacent, Spakovszky shows
how one can find the the 1873 Gibbs equation on the collar of Gibbs’ shirt by magnification. [5]
In his letter, Spakovszky remarks on his disdain over the
Postal Service choosing a thermodynamic graph over that of
the Gibbs fundamental equation. In commentary on his
finding of the secret hidden formula, he states:
“I couldn’t take my eyes off the Gibbs stamp. I noticed that
there were some dark spots on his collar. A closer look
under the microscope revealed a very pleasant discovery:
the Gibbs equation is written on his collar. It is in the original
form Gibbs reported on the second page of his paper,
“Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids,”
published in the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy,
1873.”
In 2009 commentary, Spakovszky affirms that finding the
equation hidden on the collar was a “delightful experience”.
[9]

2008 series
On March 6, 2008, Postal Service issued the second in its
American Scientists series of commemorative stamps, also
designed by Stabin. The 41–cent stamps come in four
designs in a pressure–sensitive adhesive pane of 20 stamps
honoring theoretical physicist John Bardeen, biochemist
Gerty Cori, astronomer Edwin Hubble, and structural
chemist Linus Pauling. [14]

See also
● Gibbs tombstone
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Gibbs tombstone
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In science, Gibbs tombstone is the marker for the final resting
place of American engineer Willard Gibbs (d. 1903), central
founder of chemical thermodynamics, located at Grove Street
Cemetery in New Haven, Connecticut. [1] Gibbs is buried next to
the grave of his father, Josiah Willard Gibbs, Sr., shown behind, to
the left, in the photo; such as shown below:

The Willard Gibbs tombstone at Grove Street
Cemetery in New Haven, Connecticut.

(add discussion)

See also
● Clausius tombstone
● Gibbs stamp
● Boltzmann tombstone
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Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles
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In hmolscience, Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles
refers to the subset of Gibbs and Goethe scholars,
who also cited Empedocles, and or make a general
connection to the works of all three, namely: Carl
Snyder (1902), Lawrence Henderson (1917), and
Jurgen Mimkes (2000). [1] The discovery of Carl
Snyder (1902), of note, was found via the Google
Books search key combination: Goethe, Gibbs,
Empedocles; a key that returns similar thinkers
including: Lawrence Henderson (The Order of
Nature, 1917) (Ѻ), and Libb Thims (Human
Chemistry, 2007) (Ѻ).

Quotes | Reduction
The following are extreme reductionism themed
quotes:
“Physical science will not stop short of a reduction of
the universe and all it contains to the basis of
mechanics; in more concrete terms, to the working
of a machine.”
— Carl Snyder (1903), New Conceptions in Science (Ѻ)

“There is nothing but the difficulty of the task to
hinder the reduction of all [socio-] physiological
processes to physical and chemical phenomena.”

A general diagram of the Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles
connection, via Richard Schowen's 1984 red thread model;
according to which, after the year 1882, wherein Hermann
Helmholtz showed that free energy is he measure of affinities,
people began to make the discerning red thread connection: Gibbs
to Goethe to Empedocles.

— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific
Discovery” [2]; note: the "socio-" insert, making the statement indicative of "extreme" reductionism, is a retrospect addition, per
his later Gibbs-based ventures into sociology (see: "Sociology 23" + Harvard Pareto circle)

These two, to note, are both, independently, Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles scholars; namely each viewed the
universe and all in it as being reducible to forces and elements, as did Empedocles, via his two force, four element
model.

Other
Their exist a few Gibbs, Goethe, and Empedocles key word connecting publications, that are goose chases, one being:
a Stephen Toulmin (1985) connection, in respect to Gibbs, seems to cite the 1970s evolution publications of Francois
Jacob, who supposedly, in turn, cited the statistical mechanics of Gibbs. Moreover, the Empedocles name drop is but
mention of an example of pre-Socratic. The Goethe mention here, also, seems to be general Goethe discussion, no
mention of Elective Affinities. [2] Another is one by Arthur Zajonc (Catching the Light, 1995) (Ѻ), who cited Gibbs for
his quote on William Thomson's vortex atom theory; no oil and water Empedocles discussion is employed; and no
Elective Affinities discussion is found.
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Gibbs-Clausius equations
In thermodynamics, the Gibbs-Clausius equations are the 1,158 equations that constitute the combined works of
German physicist Rudolf Clausius (448 numbered equations and 10 fundamental equations) and American engineer
Willard Gibbs (700 numbered equations), as found in the The Mechanical Theory of Heat (1875) and On the
Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances (1876), which together define modern thermodynamics, and in particular
modern chemical thermodynamics.

Clausius fundamental equations
The following are the ten fundamental equations of thermodynamics, according to German physicist Rudolf Clausius,
who assigned these with Roman numerals, as contrasted with the other 448-numbered equations found in his 1875
second edition:
Equation

Description

#

Pg.
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Development of the first main principle
(Heat dQ imparted to any body whatsoever acts to increase
the quantity of heat dH and the quantity of work dL done)

I

27

II

27

III

31

IV

38

V

89

VI

90

Forces against which work is done
(the quantity of work dL may be divided into two classes: (a)
internal work dJ, those which the molecules of the body exert
among themselves, and which depend on the nature of the
body itself; (b) external work dW, those which which arise from
external influences, to which the body is subjected)

First main principle
(first law of thermodynamics)

Pressure-volume work
(Case in which the only external force is a uniform pressure
normal to the surface)

Convenient expression for the second main principle
(if in a reversible cyclical process every element of heat taken
in (positive or negative) be divided by the absolute
temperature at which it is taken in, and the difference so
formed be integrated for the whole course of the process, the
integral so obtained is equal to zero)

Second main principle
(second law of thermodynamics)
Discussion on the function τ as being the absolute
temperature T

Non-reversible processes
(uncompensated transformations must always be positive)

VII 105
VIII 107
IX 213
X

214

Gibbs fundamental equation
These were advanced further in 1876 by American engineer Willard Gibbs, in his On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances, in the form of the combined law of thermodynamics and the Gibbs fundamental equation, a treatise
containing exactly 700-numbered equations. Others to build on the ten equations of Clausius include: Boltzmann
entropy, Prigogine entropy, Gibbs entropy, among others.

Gibbsian school
In thermodynamics schools, the
Gibbsian school, Gibbs school, Yale
school of thermodynamics, or in
some cases the Sheffield scientific
school, refers to the school of
teaching associated with the work of
American engineer Willard Gibbs, as
captured in the term Gibbsian
thermodynamics, and his direct and
indirect students. The following
quote gives an in-context
perspective explaining that an
example of a pre-Gibbsian school is
the Van’t Hoff school (Dutch school):
[1]
“In the early years of this century
the pre-Gibbsian (or van’t Hoff’s)
school, with its emphasis on dilute

Left: The nodal connectivity map of the various schools of thermodynamics. The Gibbs
correspondence table of letter and publication transmissions gives further detail
behind these connections. [5] Right:
The chemistry class of the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale, founded in 1847, the
school, which incorporated both the sciences and the liberal arts, that in some way
allowed Gibbs to make his roots and or produced Gibbs in some sense.
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and ideal systems, was running out of steam, and the more general examples of phase equilibrium were outside their
scope.”

Overview
The Gibbs school, launched in 1873, the year of the publication of Gibbs “Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics
of Fluids”, is a precipitate, branch, or product, so to speak, of the Sheffield scientific school, a chemistry-engineer
focused division of Yale University initiated in 1847. [2] Gibbs entered Yale University at the age of 15 graduating, in
1858, at the age of 18. [3] He then entered the new Yale graduate school earning the first PhD in engineering in the
United States, completed in 1863. Gibbs' PhD thesis was “On the Form of the Teeth of Wheels in Spur Gearing”. [4] In
1871, two years after returning from a study abroad at various universities in Europe, Gibbs became Yale's first
professor of mathematical physics. Gibbs had very few direct students, one being Mathematician Edwin Wilson,
often is often said to have been Gibbs “sole protégé”, and Wilson’s famous student Economist Paul Samuelson, who
used thermodynamics in economics. Most of Gibbs students were indirect students, via study of his work.
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Gibbsian thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, Gibbsian thermodynamics is a common term that refers to three papers published by American
engineer Willard Gibbs, specifically Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids (1873), A Method of
Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by Means of Surfaces (1873), and On the
Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances (1875-1878). [1]

Overview
All-in-all, this set of publications is an extension of the German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 thermodynamics
textbook Mechanical Theory of Heat, particularly his formulations of energy and entropy, to more varied situations,
such as particle flow into or out of the system, gravitations effects, coexistence of phases, stability of fluids, critical
phases, geometrical illustrations, phases of dissipated energies, gas mixtures with convertible components,
equilibriums of stressed solids, capillarity, liquid films, as well as the effect of electromotive forces. [2]

Etymology
The term “Gibbsian thermodynamics” seems to have become common in the 1950s, likely following the publications
of Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (1923), by American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis
and Merle Randall, and Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs (1933) by English physical chemist
Edward Guggenheim. [3] The first clear distinction of the term “Gibbsian thermodynamics”, as a subset of equilibrium
(or classical thermodynamics), seems to have been made in 1966 by American physicist Laszlo Tisza, of the MIT
school of thermodynamics. [4] Specifically, Tisza wrote a section in his Generalized Thermodynamics textbook titled
Gibbsian thermostatics and used the term Gibbsian thermodynamics ubiquitously, as version of thermodynamics that
takes a physical-chemical look inside the “black box” thermodynamic system of Clausius and Kelvin. [5]

See also
● Prigoginean thermodynamics
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Gibson, George
In thermodynamics, George Ernest Gibson (1884-1959) was a Scottish-born American
chemist noted for 1917 English translation of German physical chemist Otto Sackur’s
1912 Textbook on Thermochemistry and Thermodynamics, which was used as the
primary teaching textbook in chemical thermodynamics at the Lewis school of
thermodynamics, up until the publication of the 1923 Thermodynamics and the Free
Energy of Chemical Substances by Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall.

Education
Gibson, was the son of John Gibson, a professor of chemistry at the University of
Edinburg, the school at which the younger Gibson completed his BS in 1906. Gibson
then completed his PhD at the University of Breslau under Otto Lummer in 1911. In
1914, following teaching and research positions at the University of Breslau and the
University of Edinburg, Gibson became a chemistry instructor (and later professor) at
the University of California, Berkeley, at the time when the chemistry department was
being reorganized by American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis in the formation of what
eventually came to be known as the Lewis school of thermodynamics.
Gibson's first three research publications (he produced ten before coming to Berkeley) were in the field of
organic chemistry, but he soon transferred his major interest to physical chemistry and quantum theory. His work on
thallium vapor, published in 1911, was the first conclusive proof that spectral lines are produced by thermal emission.
Lewis, whose major interests were thermodynamics and physical chemistry, placed Gibson in charge of two new
honors courses, ‘thermodynamics’ and ‘advanced physical chemistry’. Out of this, Gibson published, in 1917, an
English translation of A Textbook of Thermochemistry and Thermodynamics, by Otto Sackur, and this served as a
reference text for this subject until 1923, when Lewis and Randall's now-famous Thermodynamics and the Free
Energy of Chemical Substances on chemical thermodynamics appeared.
Gibson's early research in Berkeley followed two main patterns, spectroscopy and low temperature calorimetry.
His first applications of spectroscopy were devoted to a study of solutions formed by dissolving alkali and alkaline
earth metals in liquid ammonia and methylammine. He also studied the extraordinarily large electrical conductivities
of these solutions.

Entropy
In 1917, Gibson published, in collaboration with Lewis, a survey of the entropies of the elements from existing but
rather inadequate low temperature calorimetric data. He enlisted three of his graduate students, Wendel M. Latimer,
George S. Parks, and William Giauque, in low temperature researches designed to test the validity of this method of
evaluating absolute entropies of elements and compounds.
The low temperature calorimetric experiments on ethyl and propyl alcohols and their mixtures (Parks and
Latimer) and related work on glycerine glass and crystals (Giauque) showed that the third law of thermodynamics
could not be applied to non-crystalline states. These three students of Gibson served as nuclei (Parks at Stanford and
Latimer and Giauque at Berkeley) for a rapid spread of low temperature research through their own students. This
development put the United States in a leading position in experimental work related to the third law of
thermodynamics. Gibson retired in 1954.
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Gilbert, William
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In science, William Gilbert (1544-1603) (IQ:185±|#76↑↓) was an English chemistphysicist and physician, known as the "father of magnetism", noted for his 1600 De
Magnete, a work which rejected Aristotle’s natural philosophy, Galen’s medicine, and
Ptolemy’s astronomy, and in its place situated an electricity-magnetism based
Copernican cosmology, a work that in a way was a precursor to the gravity-based
Copernican cosmology of Isaac Newton and his 1687 Principia.

Floating loadstones
His magnetic cosmology of a rotating earth was, in part, said to be based on his
experiment where spherical lodestones were floated on water in small wooden boats,
which showed that magnetic forces often produce circular motion (see also: Alfred
Mayer and his 1878 floating magnets experiment) (see also: turning tendencies). [1]

Electron
In his De Magnete, Gilbert was the first to use the New Latin term electricus to mean “like amber in it is attractive
properties”, which came from the Greek word for amber, ήλεκτρον (ēlektron). Based on Gilbert’s usage, in 1646 term
‘electricity’ was introduced by Thomas Browne. In 1894, Irish physicist George Stoney coined the term electron: "an
estimate was made of the actual amount of this most remarkable fundamental unit of electricity, for which I have
since ventured to suggest the name electron." According to quantum electrodynamics, i.e. according to Richard
Feynman, it is the interaction of the electron and light that is the root cause of all human behavior. [3]

Magnetic gravity
English mathematician and astronomer Edmond Halley (1656-1742), having been influenced by Gilbert's theories,
believed that the movements of comets were governed magnetically. English physicist Isaac Newton culled much of
his astronomical data measurements for his 1687 Principia from Halley and it was Halley in turn who paid for
Newton's Principia to be published. [4]

Perpetual motion
On the subject of perpetual motion, particularly magnetic perpetual motion machines, Gilbert commented: [1]
“May the gods damn all such sham, pilfered, distorted works, which do but muddle the minds of students.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“In the discovery of secret things and in the investigation of hidden causes, stronger reasons are obtained from sure
experiments and demonstrated arguments than from probable conjectures and the opinions of philosophical
speculators of the common sort.”
— William Gilbert (c.1590) (Ѻ)
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In hmolscience, George F. Gilder (1939-) is an American writer noted, in economic
thermodynamics, for his 1981 to 2006 anti-reductionism publications, aimed to
substantiating religious views over that of scientific views in economics.

Overview
In 1981, Gilder, in his million-copy best seller Wealth and Poverty, penned a last
chapter discussion on how the second law or “entropy theory” is only a metaphor and
that when applied to the economics of human activity is not to be concerned with. [1]
Gilder seems to rely heavily on information theory to justify his suppositions and
suggestions. The following is an example quote: [2]
“Gone is the view of a thermodynamic world economy, dominated by natural
resources being turned into entropy and waste by human extraction and use … the key
fact of knowledge is that it is anti-entropic: it accumulates and compounds as it is used
… Concerning the microcosm, the mind transcends every entropic trap and overthrows
matter itself.”
In his 1990 book Microcosm: the Quantum Revolution in Economics and Technology he has a chapter on the Curve of
Declining Entropy. [3] In his 2000 book Telecosm: How Infinite Bandwidth will Revolutionize Our World, uses the
information theory work of Claude Shannon to argue, in short, that:
“Through learning, civilization defies the thermodynamic laws of decline and fall.”
In 2006, Gilder, in his "Evolution and Me", gave a summary of how evolution could never have arisen from chemical
processes because of Claude Shannon's 1948 information theory. The following excerpt is the meat of his argument,
which has to one of the most inane and incoherent convolutions of mis-logic attempted on a disproof of evolution:
[5]
"After Wealth & Poverty, my work focused on the subject of human creativity as epitomized by science and
technology and embodied in computers and communications. At the forefront of this field is a discipline called
information theory. Largely invented in 1948 by Claude Shannon of MIT, it rigorously explained digital computation
and transmission by zero-one, or off-on, codes called “bits.” Shannon defined information as unexpected bits, or
“news,” and calculated its passage over a “channel” by elaborate logarithmic rules. That channel could be a wire or
another other path across a distance of space, or it could be a transfer of information across a span of time, as in
evolution.
Crucial in information theory was the separation of content from conduit — information from the vehicle that
transports it. It takes a low-entropy (predictable) carrier to bear high-entropy (unpredictable) messages. A blank
sheet of paper is a better vessel for a new message than one already covered with writing. In my book Telecosm
(2000), I showed that the most predictable available information carriers were the regular waves of the
electromagnetic spectrum and prophesied that all digital information would ultimately flow over it in some way.
Whether across time (evolution) or across space (communication), information could not be borne by chemical
processes alone, because these processes merged or blended the medium and the message, leaving the data illegible
at the other end."
The idiocy of this statement bears witness to the prime example of mathematics gone wrong.

Religion
Glider is vocal opponent of materialism, reductionism, and evolution, and instead supports religious-based concepts
intelligence design, irreducible complexity, and a Shannon information theory view of evolution, i.e. that the increase
in the information accumulation in the mind circumvents the laws of thermodynamics. [5] Glider also heads the
Discovery Institutes, an organization that funds religious-centric science. In other words, Glider is a Bible-backer.

Education
Glider completed a BA in political science in 1962 at Harvard University.
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Gillett, Stephen
In economic thermodynamics, Stephen Lee Gillett (1953-) is an American geologist and science
fiction writer noted for his 2005 “Entropy and its Misuse: Energy, Free and Otherwise” wherein he
shows how Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen's ideas about low entropy are incorrect.

Overview
In 2005, Gillett, in his “Entropy and its Misuse: Energy, Free and Otherwise”, took aim at Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen’s 1971 highly-touted, albeit misconstrued, ideas about how “low entropy”, as
advocated by the Roegen-Daly school, and resources apply in economics and ecology, along with
other misconstrued Georgescu-Roegen based ideas, e.g. the 1999 work of American economist
Gabriel Lozada. Gillett’s paper spurred the followup 2005 rebuttal article “Entropy, Free Energy,
Work, and other Thermodynamic Variables in Economics” by American economist Gabriel Lozada. [2]

Entropy of water
In 1975, Romanian economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, in his “Energy and Economic Myths”, supposedly stated:
[3]
“The entropy of water is higher than that or oxygen and hydrogen.”
In 1993, New Zealand chemical engineer A.G. Williamson, in his “The Second Law of Thermodynamics and the
Economic Process”, supposedly, pointed out, noted, or showed that Georgescu-Roegen’s statement was incorrect. [4]
Gillett, citing Williamson, does thermodynamic data table based calculation of the oxygen reacting with hydrogen to
form water which he determines to have a -52.5 J/mol ∙ K, thereby concurring that Georgescu-Roegen was “simply
wrong” and that if “low entropy” were truly the resource, liquid water would be a better resource than the fuels it is
formed from!

Education
Gillett completed his BS in geology at Caltech in 1975 and PhD in geology at SUNY, Stony Brook NY in 1981 with a
dissertation on “Magnetization and Remagnetization Processes in some Early Paleozoic Limestones from the Great
Basin”.

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“It is certainly true that the economy, and human affairs in general, are subject to physical laws. Confusion has arisen,
however, because the thermodynamic laws have been commonly misunderstood and misapplied.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 58)

“Entropy’s significance is indirect: because of the second law free energy cannot be recycled. Thus free energy is the
actual resource, not ‘low entropy’, a point also made by Ayres (1998). The earth is also not an isolated system, and
thus it makes no sense to speak of scattering ‘high entropy’ into the biosphere; the ultimate sink for waste heat is
outer space.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 59)

“If low entropy is not the ultimate resource, what is? It is free energy, the energy available to do work, (Fermi, 1937,
pp. 77–78). Throughout this paper, either ‘free energy’ or ‘available energy’ will mean energy that is available to do
work. Gibbs free energy, a special case, will always be specifically indicated. I also will not use the term ‘exergy’, for
two reasons. First, it is not a standard term, at least in the English-language literature; Chemical Abstracts merely
cross-references ‘exergy’ to ‘free energy’. The second is that it does not seem to be used consistently as a synonym
for free energy.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 59)

“That free energy is in a very real sense the ultimate resource does not lead to a free energy theory of value [free
energy theory of value], however, for two related reasons.”

1944 Hmolpedia
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 61); there is semantic and conceptual confusion here, because Gillett
convolutes the free energy of things such as photosynthesis, aluminum cans, and toxins, to reaction false conclusions about the
economic value of matter, such as gold, oil, power via water falling, etc.; too lengthy to address, presently

“Because entropy must not decrease in spontaneous processes does not mean that entropy is the ultimate
thermodynamic driving force.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 62); this is correct, as was first codified by Gilbert Lewis (1923)

“It is not the case, therefore, that a chemical reaction is driven merely by the increase of entropy (Beard and Lozada,
1999, pp. 94–95). It also is not true that chemical processes can be analyzed ‘not merely by thermodynamics in
general but by the entropy law in particular’ (Lozada, 1999, p. 332). In general, both energy and entropy are
important, because it cannot be assumed that energy is present daily as heat.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 62); this is funny, how correctly stupid Gillett makes Lozada look; the 19th
century thermal theory of affinity comes to mind here

“Both energy and entropy are real physical quantities, and the general statements above can be well illuminated by
some quantitative examples that indicate the magnitudes involved. In nearly all the appeals to the ‘entropy law’, the
purported ‘high entropy costs’ of human or biological activity have not been buttressed with any actual values.”
— Stephen Gillett (2005), “Entropy and its Misuse” (pg. 63); very humorous
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Gilsen, Leland
In hmolscience, Leland Gilsen (c.1945-) is an American anthropologist, archeologist,
and computer hobbyist noted his 2006 theory of culture as a thermodynamic machine
amenable to computer simulation.

Overview
In 2006, Gilsen, in his “Modular Approach to Designing Computer Cultural Systems:
Culture as a Thermodynamic Machine”, outlined a computer simulation theory of
culture modeled as a thermodynamic machine; the following is an example quote: [1]
“A thermodynamic characteristic of cultures is their ability to map out matter, energy
and information about resources, their relative distribution, relative abundance,
relative activity, and relative predictability.”
Gilsen’s central argument is that culture can be best modeled as an energyinformation-economic, general systems theory, ecological thermodynamics based, type
of thermodynamic machine (heat engine), with focus on the "mosaic of minerals valued by human groups".

Education
In circa 1977, Gilsen completed is PhD in anthropology with a specialization in archeology at the University of Arizona.
From 1978 to 2002, Gilsen was the state archeologist of Oregon. Gilsen states that he has had a “long standing
interest in physics, systems theory, thermodynamics, and cosmology.” [2]
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Gladstone, William
In hmolscience, William Gladstone (1809-1898) was an English statesman noted for his
1880s effort to argue for the inerrancy of the Bible, and advocating for the reality of
miracles, etc., using semi-scientific arguments.

Huxley | Pearson
In 1885, Gladstone, with the publication of his “Dawn of Creation and of Worship”,
publically butted heads with figureheads such as Thomas Huxley and Karl Pearson on
questions of surrounding the conflicts between Genesis, geology, and modern science.
[1] Pearson, e.g., seemingly gave his 1885 “Matter and Soul” lecture, wherein he puts
the extrapolate down argument in the form of an Aunt Sally in regards to consciousness
and life (as a mechanism), supposedly, arisen from "dead mechanism", as a response to
Gladstone’s article. [2]

Miracles | Impossibilities
In 1891, Thomas Huxley, in the Agnostic Annual, published an article dealing with some
of the New Testament miracles. In reaction to this, in connections to references to “Gadarene swine” (Ѻ) and the
“existence of demons” (Ѻ), Gladstone had the following hilarious words to say: (Ѻ)
“I am unaware of anything that has a right to the title of an ‘impossibility’ except a contradiction of terms. There are
impossibilities logical but none natural. A 'round square’, a ‘present past’, ‘two parallel lines that intersect’, are
impossibilities, because the ideas denoted by the predicates, round, present, intersect, are contradictory of the ideas
denoted by the subjects, square, past, parallel. But walking on water, or turning water into wine, or procreation
without male intervention, or raising the dead, are plainly not ‘impossibilities’ in this sense. In the affirmation that
the man walked upon water the idea of the subject is not contradictory of that in the predicate. Naturalists are
familiar with insects which walk on water, and imagination has no more difficulty in putting a man in place of the
insect, than it has in giving a man some of the attributes of a bird and making an angel of him; or in ascribing to him
the ascendive tendencies of a balloon, as the ‘levitationists’ do.
Undoubtedly, there are very strong physical and biological arguments for thinking it extremely improbable that a
man could be supported on the surface of the water as the insect is; or that his organisation could be compatible with
the possession and use of wings; or that he could rise through the air without mechanical aid. . . . But it is sufficiently
obvious, not only that we are at the beginning of our knowledge of nature, instead of having arrived at the end of it,
but that the limitations of our faculties are such that we never can be in a position to set bounds to the possibilities of
nature. The same considerations apply to the other examples of supposed miraculous events.
The change of water into wine undoubtedly implies a contradiction, and is assuredly ‘impossible’ if we are
permitted to assume that the ‘elementary bodies’ of the chemists are now and forever immutable. Not only,
however, is a negative proposition of this kind incapable of proof, but modern chemistry is inclining to the contrary
doctrine. And if carbon can be got out of hydrogen or oxygen, the conversion of water into wine comes within range
of scientific possibility— it becomes a mere question of molecular arrangement. As for virgin procreation, it is not
only clearly imaginable, but modern biology recognizes it as an everyday occurrence among some groups of animals.
So with restoration to life after death.”
(add discussion)
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Gladwell, Malcolm
In hmolscience, Malcolm Gladwell (1963-) is an English-born Canadian writer noted for
his 1996 to present publications on laymanized social physics, his 2000 The Tipping
Point, in particular, being his most famous work.

Overview
In 1996, Gladwell penned a New Yorker article entitled "The Tipping Point" discussing
tipping point theory in social terms. In 2000, Gladwell expanded on his article into the
book The Tipping Point, which introduced Mark Granovetter, Robin Dunbar, six degrees
of separation, connectors, etc., style social physics like theory to the lay public, and
therein became Amazon's best-selling book of the 2000s, owing to his fun presentation
method of laymanizing classic sociological, epidemiological, and human physics type
studies into a easy to read style for digestible for the general public. In his work, he
popularizes and discusses topics such as the Dunbar number; the idea of social ‘tipping
points’; the components of social networks, i.e. people acting as connectors, mavens,
or salesman; American neuroscientist William Condon’s 1960s studies of ‘cultural
microrhythms’ or human micromovements, i.e. the rhythms of human interactions when studied at the 1/45th of a
second frame-by-frame scale, the psychology of stickiness factors in relations to attention spans.
In 2005, Gladwell published the followup book Blink, one of the focal points of the book been the marriage
stability measurements of American mathematical psychologist John Gottman. [2] In 2008, Gladwell, in his Outliers
digs into the mechanics of genius development, wherein he finds that scientific geniuses, sports stars, musical greats,
and billionaire entrepreneurs all have the common factor of
10,000 project input hours. [3]

Education
Gladwell was 11 he would frequently wander around the
offices at the University of Waterloo where his father was
professor emeritus of mathematics, which is said to have
stoked his interest in reading and libraries. [4] In 1984,
Gladwell completed a BA in history at the University of
Toronto, after which he spent the next decade or so working
as a journalist for various publications covering a mixture of
science, business, and fashion. In 1996, Gladwell started at
The New Yorker with the desire to "mine current academic
research for insights, theories, direction, or inspiration."
Gladwell gained popularity with two New Yorker articles,
both written in 1996: "The Tipping Point", on epidemic
tipping points, and "The Coolhunt", and the science of
studying what is cool. These two pieces would become the
basis for Gladwell's first book, The Tipping Point, for which
he received a $1 million advance. When asked for the
process behind his writing, he said "I have two parallel things
I'm interested in. One is, I'm interested in collecting
interesting stories, and the other is I'm interested in
collecting interesting research. What I'm looking for is cases
where they overlap." [5]

Gladwell’s iconic 2001 “tipping point” match image;
possibly inspired from the string of burning matches on
Mark Buchanan’s 2000 Ubiquity: Why Catastrophes
Happen, both of which allude, seemingly via allegory,
Buchanan more directly than Gladwell, , e.g. Buchanan’s
assertion that the “forces” behind the nineteen-year-old
Bosnian Serb Gavrilo Princip, a member of the terrorist
organization Black Hand, acting or “working” to pull the
trigger of a gun pointed at Austro-Hungarian archduke
Franz Ferdinand, thereby “tipping” history into WWI and
then WII, to the premise that small but significant social
heat like triggers work or act as social activation energy
barrier surmounters.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I am explicitly turning my back on, I think, these kind of empty models that say, you know, you can be whatever you
want to be. Well, actually, you can’t be whatever you want to be. The world decides what you can and can’t be. And
the appropriate place to provide opportunities is at the world level, not the individual level.”
— Malcolm Gladwell (c.2008) (Ѻ)
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Gladyshev, Georgi
In human thermodynamics, Georgi Pavlovich Gladyshev (1936-) (CR=157|19) (DN=810) is a Russian physical chemist noted for his 1978 Gibbs free energy theory of
evolution and sociology (sociological thermodynamics), both modeled on the
movement of particles in the thermodynamics of chromatography, for his circa 1990s
thermodynamic anti-aging theories of foodstuffs, and for his theoretical contributions
to the development of human thermodynamics beginning in 2005. [1]

Overview
In his seminal 1978 article "On the Thermodynamics of Biological Evolution", Gladyshev
argues that the methods of classical thermodynamics, conceived through a framework
of hierarchical thermodynamics, in contrast to Prigoginean thermodynamics evolution
models, regulates the process of the evolution of biological structure. [2] This theory
was written in direct opposition to the non-equilibrium thermodynamic evolution
theory of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, winner of the 1977 Nobel Prize in chemistry
for his dissipative structure evolution theory in which biological structure is argued to
self-assemble in thermodynamic systems far from equilibrium through the method of
bifurcations and fluctuations. [3] In 2007 and audio recording of Gladyshev lecturing at the American Association for
Anti Aging Medicine (A4M) Conference in Las Vegas was recorded. [5]

Prediction
See main: Prediction

A section of hand-written document, given to American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, wherein Gladyshev points
out, in his early writings, where he says that "history can be
predicted" by the methods of thermodynamics.

The following is 2000 memo (in Russian) with a circa
2010 hand-written note (in English) by Gladyshev, sent
to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in a
package of Gladyshev's collected works on his various
thermodynamic theories, wherein he points out that
from some time, since at least the late 1990s, he has
been under the strong conviction that "history can be
predicted" using thermodynamics. Here we recall similar
views expressed in the 1952 work of English physicist
C.G. Darwin.

Thims
Beginning in 2005, Gladyshev began collaborating with American chemical engineer Libb Thims in the exchange of
ideas and development of new theory. Gladyshev was of great influence to Thims, especially in construction and
subsequent publication of his first two books, the 2007 Human Chemistry and the 2008 The Human Molecule. In
December 2007, Thims and Gladyshev started the Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics.

Thermodynamic theory of the evolution of living beings
See main: Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings

In 1997, Gladyshev published his 142-page book Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings, in Russian
and English, in which he set forth the first unified theory of the origin and evolution of living beings from the view
point of thermodynamics, built on the chemical thermodynamics work of American mathematical engineer Willard
Gibbs. [1] The logic of Gladyshev's thermodynamics constitutes what he calls "hierarchical thermodynamics". This
theory, to note, was in direct contrast to the more-established 1970s paradigm of the far-from-equilibrium dissipative
structure theory of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, who developed an “internal entropy” generation function model to
account for the appearance of spontaneously forming ordered structures in the high heat flow regime of viscous
mediums, such as the formation of Bénard cells in silicon oil placed on a hot plate, in which the heat is turned up past
the turbulent flow regime.

Living systems evolution model
During the process of the evolution of the earth, according to Gladyshev, the existence of local equilibrium, within
sub-systems of the biosphere, each being found surrounded by isothermal and isobaric thermostats, means that at
times comparable with the periods of relaxation to equilibrium we deal with a set of thermodynamically closed
microvolumes, i.e. an elementary volume that is still so large that it contains a great number of particles, constituting
the phase under consideration. Within this phase, according to the laws of chemical thermodynamics, the integral
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value of the specific, i.e. averaged over the volume, Gibbs function corresponding to the formation of averaged local
“evolved” conformation of aggregated supramolecular structures achieves a minimum:

Here, V is the volume of the system, m the mass of the selected microvolumes; x, y, and z the coordinates; the bar "–"
means that the specific value is considered and the tilde "~" symbol indicating a heterogeneous system; the "im"
superscript indicating the intermolecular component of the system.

Education
See main: Gladyshev: Biography

Gladyshev was born September 19, 1936 in Alma-Ata, Russia. In 1959, he
graduated from the Chemistry Department of the State University in Alma-Ata
in and in 1962 received the Degree of Candidate of Science (Ph.D.) and a
Doctorate Degree in polymer chemistry in 1966. He became Professor of
Physical Chemistry in 1969. In about 1975, Gladyshev began working on the
problem of the thermodynamics of the macro-biological scale.
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In thermodynamics, Paul Glansdorff (1904-1999) was a French physicist noted for
playing a major role in the development of the the theory of dissipative structures with
Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, the first presentation of which was jointly published in
1971. [1]

Education
In 1981, Glansdorff was on the faculty at the Free University of Brussels.
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Glasgow school of
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics schools, the Glasgow school
of thermodynamics was a focal point of
thermodynamics development centered at the
University of Glasgow, Scotland, particular
associated with English physicist William Thomson
and the Glasgow philosophical society. The
coining and definition of 'thermo-dynamics' is a
product of the Glasgow school.

James Thomson | Mathematician
In 1832, James Thomson (mathematician), son of
James Thomson (farmer), father of James
Thomson (engineer) and William Thompson
(physicist), became professor of mathematics at
the Glasgow University, a position which he held
throughout his life.

Fourier-Nichol-Thomson
From 1836 to 1859, Scottish astronomer John
Nichol was a professor of practical astronomy at
the University of Glasgow. In this span, for a
period of two years, beginning in 1839, Nichol’s
taught classes in natural philosophy, as a fill-in for
the regular professor William Meikleham who had
become absent due to illness. [1]
When Nichol’s took the chair of natural philosophy, he quickly updated the curriculum, introducing students to
the new mathematical works of French mathematical physicist Joseph Fourier's, particularly his 1822 Analytical
Theory of Heat. [2]
The mathematical treatment much impressed young 15-year old William Thomson, who became intrigued with
Fourier's Théorie analytique de la chaleur and committed himself to study the “continental” mathematics resisted by
a British establishment still working in the shadow of English physicist Isaac Newton.
In particular, after listening to the praises of Fourier’s book by Nichol, likely in one of his lectures, Thomson asked
whether he should read the Théorie Analytique, to which Nochol’s replied “the mathematics is very difficult”. [3]
William later got the book from the library. In his own words, “On the 1st of May … I took Fourier out of the
University Library; and in a fortnight I had mastered it—gone right through it.” [4] This was said to be Thomson's first
intellectual stimulator as to puzzle behind the nature of heat.

Gordon
In 1840, Scottish civil engineer Lewis Gordon, a student of the Edinburgh school of thermodynamics, set up a civil
engineer partnership with Lawrence Hill in Glasgow. From 1841 to 1855, Gordon was the first holder of the chair of
civil engineering and mechanics at Glasgow University. In 1855, supposedly frustrated with the lack of facilities at
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Glasgow, he handed over his position to William Rankine and moved on to a private practice involved with the
designing iron bridges.
During the 1841-42 school year, a 19-year old James Thomson (the older brother) went to Glasgow College and
was able to study engineering under Gordon, a newly appointed professor of civil engineering and mechanics (184045). [2] During his mentoring of James, in some way or another, it seems that Gordon's French education at the Ecole
Polytechnique, the school of Sadi Carnot, author of Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire (1824) and Emile
Clapeyron, author of Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire (1834), the first two papers on thermodynamics, seems to
have rubbed off on James, being that a discussion with his younger brother William on the early two French pioneers
of heat engine theory (Carnot and Clapeyron). In a letter to William in August, 1844, James inquired who it was that
had proved there was a definite quantity of mechanical effect (work) given out during the passage of heat from one
body to another. He stated his intentions of writing an article for the Artisan about the theoretical possibility of
working steam engines without fuel by using over again the heat which was thrown out in the hot water from the
condenser, noting that:

“I shall have to enter on the subject of the paper you mentioned to me”.
This paper, according to historian British energy historian Crosbie Smith, was almost certainly the 1837 translation for
Taylor’s Scientific Memoirs of Clapeyron’s “Memoirs on the Motive Power of Heat”. [3] The discussions in James
letter of 1844, according to Smith, are the earliest record of implicit references to Clapeyron and Carnot by the
Thomsons.

Clausius
In 1848, Gordon famously gave William Thomson (the younger brother) a copy of French physicist Sadi Carnot’s 1824
memoir Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire. [1] It was after reading this memoir, which William had previously
spent years searching for (particularly in the bookstores of Paris), that William essentially launched the science of
thermodynamics, when he published his 1848 “On an Absolute Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot’s Theory of
the Motive Power of Heat, and Calculated from Regnault’s Observations” (written before receiving Carnot's book)
and 1849 “An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat; with Numerical Results Deduced from
Regnault’s Experiments on Steam” (written after receiving Carnot's book), the latter of which found its way into the
hand of German physicist Rudolf Clausius who in turn was so intrigued with this new subject that he "founded", in the
retrospect words of American engineer Willard Gibbs, the science of thermodynamics with the publication of his
most-famous memoir the 1850 "On the Moving Force of Heat and the Laws of Heat which may be Deduced
Therefrom".

Other
William Thomson, through the workings of his father, James Thomson (mathematician), would later replace
Meikleham after his death in 1846 as professor of natural philosophy at Glasgow University, where he was
instrumental in the development of and guidance of the Glasgow Philosophical Society. [5] In 1849, through the
actions of William Thomson, Rankine, a previous student of the University and Edinburgh, was elected a fellow of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, which thus connects him to the Edinburgh school. Rankine then became professor of civil
engineering and mechanics at the University of Glasgow in 1855, as mentioned, until his death in 1872, pursuing
engineering research along a number of lines in civil and mechanical engineering. Rankine's vacant position was filled
by James Thomson (junior) in 1873 a position he held until his retirement in 1889. A later thermodynamics
publications from this school is the 1892 work of mathematician Peter Alexander. [6]
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In human thermodynamics, a glass wall is
a term used to describe the barriers to
solution one runs into in attempts to
apply the universal laws of
thermodynamics to the nature of the
processes, mechanisms, and reactions of
the human condition. This idea of glass
walls is explained well by Romanian
mathematician Nicholas Georgescu, in his
famous 1971 book The Entropy Law, in
which he attempts to outline the
application of the governance of the
second law to the economic process: [1]
“The fact that a natural law is involved in
every aspect of man’s behavior is so
common that we would not expect the
study of the influence of the entropy law
on man’s economic actions to present any
unusually complications. Yet manifold
avenues open up almost as soon as one
begins to tackle the problem.”

An almost invisible mirrored tree house (built in Sweden in 2010), which makes
itself nearly invisible by reflecting the surroundings about it, the future
technology-laden home, inside of which, remains completely hidden to outside
observers. The invisible mirrored treehouse is a good semi-representative
depiction of a human thermodynamics glass wall (the glass walls of human
thermodynamics, however, conceptualized as being free-standing door-way-like
invisible glass walls located in various unseen spots in vast fields of greenery. [1]

Georgescu’s mention here of “manifold avenues” opening up, is an underestimate to the number of conceptual
problems that arise in applying thermodynamics, particularly chemical thermodynamics to the explication of human
activity. Georgescu was a mathematician, untrained in thermodynamics, who became slowed by the increasing
density of the problem when he began to see manifold avenues, which acted to halt his solution seed, in that he did
not immediately know which avenue to follow. When one is trained, fundamentally, in thermodynamics, the
thickening of the density of the problem increases.

Visualization
The visualization of this term is such the nature of the attack of attempt to formulate any of the various branches in
human thermodynamics will follow a certain sequence:
(a) One will come across the subject of thermodynamics, in their studies.
(b) One will come to the understanding that thermodynamics governs all natural processes.
(c) One will come to the understanding that human activity is a natural process.
(d) One will have some question on his or her mind, regarding human existence, and grasp on to the vision that
thermodynamics will give solution to this question.
(e) One will apply the framework of thermodynamics on to the question; often times, in a sense, “running” towards
what he or she sees as the solution or finish line, with the zest of a euphoric child.
(f) One will run into an invisible “glass wall” of conceptual difficulty that he or she did not see in the original
viewpoint, which will act to bring the running to a complete halt, as if a speeding mime ran into an imaginary glass
wall.
(g) One will begin to pry on the glass wall, to find a working model either around or through the glass wall, so as to
continue on with the running to the finish line.
(h) One will run into a second glass wall.
(i) One will repeat the process of part (g).

Human chemical bond
On the largest glass walls in human thermodynamics is the arrival upon the subject of the human chemical bond. In
simple term, the logic of chemical thermodynamics states that society (a thermodynamic system) is comprised of
various progressively reacting human molecules. The set of these reactions, on their approach to equilibrium points,
must actuate to show a decrease in Gibbs free energy, signified by the spontaneity criterion; which will consist of free
energy coupled reactions (some being exergonic, others being endergonic, the sum of these being exergonic). The
study of one single exergonic reaction, will consist typically of "single" unattached reactants in the initial state and
"bonded" products in the final state in a combination reaction:

A + B → AB
In this scheme, the bonded product can either be written as AB, signifying an attachment of two chemical species, or
C, meaning C equates to AB, signifying that a new molecule has formed. The study of physics and chemistry of the AB
attachment, in terms of what fundamental forces of the universe act to hold this pairing together, is a subject never
before tackled or even conceived of as a subject; that is until one sees it as a needed subject in the description of the
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energy state of the products, before further progress can be made in the formulation of human thermodynamics. The
startled researcher who first arrives at this "glass wall" problem, will be come to a complete halt in their solution
process, curious as to significance and previously unknown awareness of this problem (subject of study). It takes
nearly three years of hard science prying on this puzzle to even begin to see around the glass wall, let alone get past
the wall.

Life
One significant glass wall in human thermodynamics is the question of applying cold hard and precise chemical
thermodynamic logic to the question of the origin of life viewed in particular from the human molecule/molecular
evolution table/evolution timeline perspective. It takes roughly six years to go through this problem before the
solution is seen (see: defunct theory of life).
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Gleick, James
In hmolscience, James Gleick (1954-) (CR=27) is an American science writer noted for
his 1987 Chaos: Making a New Science, which worked to popularize chaos and
complexity theory as the new ontic opening pop theory of emergence-based meaning
into the 1990s; which, to note, is similar to how Ilya Prigogine sold far-from-equilibrium
bifurcation-based pop theory of meaning in the 1980s.

Chaos | Lunch mob argument
In 1990, Gleick, in a talk at Gustavus Adolphus College, Minnesota, said the following:
[1]
“Chaos is anti-reductionist. This new science makes a strong claim about the world:
namely, that when it comes to the most interesting questions, questions about order
and disorder, decay and creativity, pattern formation and life itself, the whole cannot
be explained in terms of the parts. There are fundamental laws about complex systems,
but they are new kinds of laws. They are laws of structure and organization and scale,
and they simply vanish when you focus on the individual constituents of a complex system—just as the psychology of
a lynch mob vanishes when you interview individual participants.”
In 1992, American physicist Steven Weinberg cited Gleick and his lynch mob argument of an example of someone lost
in self-delusions about holism: [2]
“The question of emergence: is it really true that there are new kinds of laws that govern complex systems? Yes, of
course, in the sense that different levels of experience call for description and analysis in different terms. The same is
just as true for chemistry as for chaos. But fundamental new kinds of laws? Gleick’s lynch mob provides a
counterexample.”
(add discussion)
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In hmolscience, Mircea Gligor (1963-2015) was a Romanian physicist noted his 2001
article “Econophysics: a New Field for Statistical Physics”, co-written with Romanian
physicist Margareta Ignat, wherein they cite thinkers such as Ettore Majorana on
quantum socioeconomics, Thomas Lux on stock market crashes and statistical physics
phase transitions, Dietrich Stauffer, on the Columbus-like rediscovery of econophysics,
among others, and more notably for his 2003 PhD dissertation “Thermodynamics and
Statistical Models for Dissipative Socio-Economic Systems”, supervised by Ignat (see:
human thermodynamics dissertations). [1]

Sociophysics
Gligor, in his 2012 chapter “Statistical Physics Models for Group Decision Making”,
stated that he considered the following: Hermann Haken (Advanced Synergetics, 1983),
Elliott Montroll (“On the Dynamics and Evolution of Some Sociotechnical Systems”,
1987), and Serge Galam (“Majority Rules, Hierarchical Structure and Democratic
Totalitarianism: a Statistical Approach”, 1986) to be three “remarkable works” of pre21th century sociophysics. [6]

Phase change
In 2001, Gligor and Romanian physicist Margareta Ignat, in their “Econophysics: a New Field for Statistical Physics”,
argue that the 19 Oct 1987 "Black Monday" stock market crash, measured by the Dow Jones average, below left,
corresponds to a type of lambda phase change, such as for instance measured by the specific heat of helium versus
temperature as it changes from superfluid helium He(II) to ordinary viscous helium He(I) suddenly past the peak or
lambda point:

Gligor and Romanian physicist Margareta Ignat argued, in 2001, that the 1987 stock market crash is a type of physical lambda
phase transition that can be quantified or defined in some way as a second derivative of the Gibbs function. [2]

The comparison seems decent food for thought. The actual market crash phase transition model, however, seems to
seems to have originated in 1998 work of Belgian physicist Marcel Ausloos, (pictured below), et al. [5]
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Education
Gligor completed his BS in physics in 1986 at Babes-Bolyai
University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, focusing solid state physics,
his MS in 1997, with a thesis on the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes at Roman Voda National College, Roman,
Romania, in 1997 became an associate researcher in
econophysics at Alexandru loan Cuza University, lasi, Romania,
and in 2003 completed his PhD with a dissertation on
“Thermodynamics and Statistical Models for Dissipative SocioEconomic Systems”, under the supervision of Romanian
physicist Margareta Ignat, also at Alexandru loan Cuza
University. In December 2003, he on the “Stefan Procopiu”
award of Romanian Academy for his work in statistical physics
Above: a 2012 photo of Gligor (left), with Dietrich
and econophysics.
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Stauffer (University of Stuttgart) (middle), and Marcel
Ausloos (University of Liege) (right), the latter of which
in noted for a number of socioeconomic physics papers
going back to 1998. [3] Right: Gligor, seated next to Ion
Siman (front) on the occasion of the first international
workshop EDEN - Exploratory Domains of Econophysics
News - Pitesti, 2008 (see: EDEN/UPESW 2013). [4]
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Glucina, Mark
In economic thermodynamics, Mark David Glucina (c.1977-) is a New Zealand mechanical
engineer noted for []

Overview
In 2010, Glucina, in his “Connecting Thermodynamics and Economics: Well-Lit Roads and Burned
Bridges”, co-written with Japanese ecological economist Kozo Mayumi, the abstract of which is as
follows: [1]
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“Almost 40-years have passed since Georgescu-Roegen's seminal work, The Entropy Law and the Economic Process.
During this time there has been much debate on the relevance of thermodynamics to economics, and many attempts
to build bridges between the two. There has also been much confusion as to what the laws of thermodynamics
actually say. This article clearly explains heat, work, and the thermodynamic laws, the meaning of entropy, and the
importance of kinetics as a barrier to thermodynamically favorable processes. The two most important
misunderstandings in the literature, namely entropy as disorder, and entropy as a measure of information, are
highlighted. Reviewing the literature shows that thermodynamics is most relevant for building a descriptive model, or
preanalytic vision of economics, because it implies physical constraints on production and consumption. Similarly, it
suggests that there may be serious flaws with neoclassical economic models, and in particular the primacy of
sustained growth. However, thermodynamics does not seem to aid mathematical modeling in economics, nor does it
provide normative insights. As an aid to energy policy, thermodynamics is useful for assessing the feasibility of
technology options— those that have the potential to meet our goals, and should be counted as options, and those
that should not. But it does not provide a prescription outside of this technical realm. Factors, such as environmental
impact, cost, and social acceptability, will ultimately determine which technically feasible options are most
desirable.”
Part of this article seems to be an attack on the Shannon bandwagon, as both Mayumi and his mentor Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen have elaborated on previously.

Education
Glucina completed his engineering PhD in 2005 with a dissertation on “A Study of Cu-Al and Ni-Al alloys as Inert
Anodes for Aluminum Electrolysis”, at the University of Auckland. In 2010, Glucina was associated with the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Graduate School of Advanced Technology and Science, The University of
Tokushima, Tokushima, Japan
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Go
In science, go means to move on a course; proceed; to move out of or away from a place; to take a certain course of
follow a certain procedure; or to pass by means of a process like journeying. [1]

Maxwell
In 1834, at the age of three, to the inquisitive mind of James Maxwell everything that moved, shone, or made a noise
drew the question:
“What's the go o' that?”
and if that did not satisfy his curiosity, the more specific query:
“What's the particular go o' that?”
would follow. Likewise, in 1834, his mother described him as such: “he has great work with doors, locks, keys, etc.,
and:
“show me how it doos”
is never out of his mouth. He also investigates the hidden course of streams and bell-wires, the way the water gets
from the pond through the wall.” [2]

Huxley
In 1880, English natural philosopher Thomas Huxley used the alternative synonym “goes” for life (see: life
terminology upgrades): [3]
“The elements of living matter are identical with those of mineral bodies; and the fundamental laws of matter and
motion apply as much to living matter as to mineral matter; but every living body is, as it were, a complicated piece of
mechanism which ‘goes’, or lives only under certain conditions.”

Wicken
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Somewhere in the work of American evolutionary bio-chemist (chnops-chemist) Jeffrey Wicken, according to Eric
Schneider, he is said to have argued that the second law is the “go” of life. [4]
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Goates, Juliana
In thermodynamics, Juliana Boerio-Goates (c.1953-) is an American physical chemist
noted for her 2000, two-volume textbook Chemical Thermodynamics, co-authored with
J. Bevan Ott. [1] Ott and Goates’ textbook is one of the first two-volume chemical
thermodynamics textbooks, since John Butler’s 1928/34 two-volume The
Fundamentals of Chemical Thermodynamics.

Education
Goates completed her BA in chemistry in 1975 at Seton Hill University. She completed
her MS in 1977 in physical chemistry and PhD in 1979, in physical chemistry, with a
dissertation on “Thermodynamic Studies of Reorientiational Motion in Pi-Molecular
Compounds”, both at the University of Michigan. [3] Since 1982, Goates has been a
physical chemistry professor at Brigham Young University, a university owned by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Thermodynamics
Since 2001, Goates’ laboratory, which includes four undergraduates and two graduate students, has received about a
million dollars, from the US Department of Energy, to look at the thermodynamics of nanoparticles
(nanothermodynamics). Much of their work revolves around measuring the heat capacities of materials at low
temperatures.

Religion
Goates is very religious. Posted on the door to Boerio-Goates’ office is the eighth verse from Micah, chapter 6:
“And what does the Lord require of you but to do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your god?”
— Bible (100AD), Micah 6:8 (Ѻ), posted above Juliana Goates’ office door (compare: Johannes Wislicenus)

The verse is there, she says, because “that’s how I view things and how I remind myself what I think is important.” In
2001 Boerio-Goates contributed a chapter to the book Finding God at BYU. Her essay, “A Catholic Rediscovers God,”
describes how being a minority in the constant company of Latter-day Saint colleagues, students, and neighbors
compelled her to examine her own religion more closely and recommit herself to it. In her physical science class, she
makes an announcement in the first lecture about her deep Catholic faith, which is typically greeted with an audible
gasp. Her studies of chemistry and thermodynamics, supposedly, have instilled in her the belief that the universe has
been under the operation of a “divine Creator with an intellect”. [2] The only other known thermodynamics textbook
author with such religious enthusiasm is Gordon van Wylen.
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Goehr, Lydia
In human chemistry, Lydia D. Goehr (c.1965-) is an English-born American philosopher
noted for 2003 conference presentation on Goethe's concept of elective affinities.

Overview
In 2003, Goehr penned a conference presentation in honor of Adorno’s birth at Johann
Wolfgang Goethe Univeristy, Frankfurt, with the conceit of rewriting the famous
chapter four of Geothe’s 1808 novella Elective Affinities in which Eduard and the
Captain explain the scientific concept of “elective affinities” (Wahlverwandtschaft) to
Charlotte. In 2008, Goehr used her conference presentation as chapter one of her book
Elective Affinities: Musical Essays on the History of Aesthetic Theory, themed in part on
German polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 novella Elective Affinities. The following is an
opening section excerpt: [1]
“Wahlverwandtschaft – the natural affinity with which different elements adhere to
but also repel one another, as if each were choosing its own particular arrangement.
Eduard speaks of chemistry and physics; the Captain, too, of how cohesiveness can be seen in liquids with their
tendency to form into round shapes-falling drops of water or little balls of quicksilver or molten lead. At the same
time, they all hear descriptions of human relations. Elements and persons: each compelled to spring into activity to
form novel and unexpected constellations, a lively movement that disturbs each along the way and of which the
ending can’t be predicted in advance.”
The difficulty in this statement by Goehr, as Goethe well knew, being a student of French chemist Jacob Spielmann, a
protege of affinity table pioneer French chemist Eteinne Geoffroy, is that chemical reactions, movements, and
constellations, can be predicted, as is done currently via free energy calculations, and that arguably this theme was
incorporated into Goethe's novella. The overall theme of the book is a juxtaposition and study of the social
philosophies of music, art, history, and aesthetics of, primarily, philosophers German Theodor Adorno and American
Arthur Danto. The cover of the book is Belgian surrealist artist René Magritte’s 1933 painting Elective Affinities, albeit
meant to be themed on the naturalizing work of John Cage and his vision of the bird cage from which he sought to
liberate the human mind. The book, however, uses Goethe’s theory only marginally as a metaphorical theme,
discussing it only in the first two pages of the first chapter entitled “Doppelbewegung (double movement)” referring
to two sorts of movement brought into special affinity.

Education
Goehr is a professor of philosophy at Columbia University, where she teaches courses on the history of aesthetic
theory, art philosophy, critical theory, and philosophy of history. [2]
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In terminology, God or a deity, typically
defined as the supernatural creator and
overseer of the universe, is a theory often
found to have a thermodynamic
interpretation. Typical examples include:
that god formulated the laws of
thermodynamics, that god set the
universe, now operating according to
scientific laws, in motion in the act of
creation, or that god is an organizing force
Left: the conception of the main creator god 5,000-year ago. Right: the typical
opposite to that of disordering force of
negentropy, or that living human existence modern laity view of god as a type of intelligent designer and or creator of the
is under the operation of thermodynamical universe and of man.
laws, but that the spiritual realm or
afterlife is under god's operation, among others.

God is dead
In 1882, Friedrich Nietzsche famously stated that "God is dead", meaning that grip of the Bible has waned. A variant
of this is the following:
“God is dead; Marx is dead; and I don’t feel too well myself.”
— Michel Le Bris (1976), part of book or essay he was working on (Ѻ) [13]

Thermodynamics
In the 1939 book The Philosophy of Power, author Donald Murray devoted a two-page section to the subject of “God
and Thermodynamics” outlining views on a relation between god and the steam engine. [1] In 1999, author Holmes
Rolston stated that: “one can posit god as a countercurrent to entropy, a sort of biogravity that lures life upward.” [2]
In 2007, Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar postulated a theory of "genopsych" (genetics+psychology), which he
conceived as "an extensive property running or operating counter to entropy" that "is god or a part of god inside of
humans that has evolved people to their present form." [3] Sekhar's theory was an effort to find unification between
genetics, evolution, thermodynamics,
the Bhagavat Gita, and the Holy Bible.
In the 2008 book Reinventing the
Sacred, American biochemist Stuart
Kauffman argues that the Abrahamic
idea of god as a supernatural creator
needs to be reinterpreted as a
natural creativity in the universe, and
does this using a logic of
thermodynamic work cycles. [4]

Neuroanatomy
Electrical stimulation of the temporal
lobes is found to induce the "sense"
or feeling of the presence of god
(Jesus or Mary, if one is Christian,
Muhammad, if one is Islam, etc.). [11]
A timeline of the evolution of god: from the Ra sun god precursors, of
Egyptian times, to the Ab-Ra-ham-ic (Christianity, Islam) + B-Ra-hmaic
See main: Religio-mythology transcription
(Hinduism) reformulation versions of modern times.

Egyptian origin
and syncretism

Seventy-two percent of all modern Gods are syncretisms Egyptian gods, with the addition of a few Mesopotamian
deities. The basic outline of the modern "God" (Christian/Muslim) is as follows:

Belief in god
In modern age, circa post 2010, curious, a large percentage (~84%) still people believe in god or some variation of
this, and the question of ‘is there a god?’ is one of the big philosophical conundrums on the mind of the average
person. One popular god belief scale (Dawkins levels) was put forward recently by English evolutionary biologist
Richard Dawkins, in his popular 2006 book The God Delusion. [10]

Entropological proof
See main: Entropological proof
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Another religious thermodynamic postulate is that God created the low-entropy singularity or grandly-unified mass of
energy that initiated the universe at the act of the Big Bang. [5] This conception derives from what has been called
the “entropological proof” for the existence of god. [6] This proof reasons, according to English statistical
thermodynamicist Peter Landsberg, that: [6]
(a) the universe is an isolated system.
(b) that, by experimental definition, isolated systems reach internal thermal equilibrium given time, after which
fluctuations about this equilibrium state can take place.
(c) the universe is presently in a far-from-equilibrium state.
(d) if the universe is in a far-from-equilibrium state, it must have had a finite age and hence a beginning.
(e) this beginning must be a state of minimum entropy at which the cosmos was born.
(f) this original state was brought about by God, who also created the initial values of parameters such as initial
internal energy, matter, entropy, etc., such that the initial universe was wound up, i.e. “the spring was set”, and the
universe is now running down to an eventual heat death.
One of the obvious contradictions in this proof is that point (c) contradicts point (a). In other words, far-fromequilibrium systems, such as Benard cells, can only maintain such a state if they are continuously being driven by an
external flux of energy or matter, and as such
are open and cannot be isolated.

Second law argument
One of the more classic connections often
made between god and thermodynamics is
the second law argument. This argument
loosely states that because the “commonly
known” version of the second law states that
the universe tends towards disorder or is
running down, and that because, as evolution
as shown, life is running upward towards more
ordered states, that these two processes can
only be reconciled if God has a hand in it. [7]

Free energy source
Caricatures of several noted modern Gods. [12]
A newer interpretation of God is that god is
the original source of the free energy
(chemical, gravitational, etc.), that is driving the universe. In short, it is often reasoned that at the start of the Big
Bang the early universe was at thermodynamic equilibrium, but that as it expanded and cooled its symmetry was
broken creating free energy gradients. To elaborate on this, in 2004 American-born English historian David Christian
asks: “did the universe start out with a stock of free energy on which all ordered entities have drawn ever since? If so,
where did that energy capital come from and how long will it be before it runs out (heat death)?” He continues, in
reference to a type of pseudo-deity efforts:

“Something (or someone?) must have done some heavy lifting in the early days of the universe to create the
gradients and differences that create and sustain the patterns we see around us … if it was not a creator god who did
this, then how was it done?”
He concludes “the ultimate source of free energy (and therefore order) remains one of the great puzzles of modern
cosmology, because, as far as we can tell, the early universe was remarkably homogeneous.” [8]

Einstein
In 1954, German-born American physicist Albert Einstein sent a letter to Jewish philosopher Eric Gutkind in which he
stated that “the word of God is nothing more than an expression of human weakness; described the Bible as “pretty
childish” ; and stated that “all religions are incarnations of the most childish superstitions”. The famous letter sold in
2008 for $440,000 at an auction in London. [9]
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Gods
In religio-mythology, gods (TR=697), or “deities”, as compared to “God” (or the deity), in a monotheistic (monoergonic) belief system, aka religion, refers to one or a number of deities or supernatural beings in a polytheistic (polyergonic) belief system.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor men, but ever has been and ever will be an eternal living
fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”
— Heraclitus (c.470BC) [1]
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God’s energy
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In terminology, God’s energy refers to “energy”, either of a conceptualized
metaphysical or supernatural kind or energy of the physical kind,
conceptualized as God-directed, God-infused, or the embodiment of god, or
something along these lines; the antonym of which is Gibbs energy.

Overview
God's energy, in short, as contrasted with Gibbs energy, refers to any
number of new age types of syncretisms of “energy”, as defined by science,
and “power”, or energy per unit time, conceptualized as the "will of God" or
“design of God”, etc., all tending to be of In religio-mythology origin, as
defined by religion, or a mixture of religion and science. Earlier depictions of
God’s energy, so to say, might include Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaten’s 1336
BC depictions of the solar deity Aten with the rays of sun stylized as the
hands of god. The lightning bolts of Zeus might also have some type of Gods
energy conceptualization to them. In modern days, the new age theories
about the energy or power of God would seem to number into the 100s,
some becoming extremely abysmal, such as when ontic opening arguments,
e.g. the use of Heisenberg uncertainty principle or zero point energy, etc.,
are mixed into the picture.
Into the late 20th century, beginning generally with Ilya Prigogine’s
1972 statement that the free energy function, Helmholtz free energy
function in particular, is not applicable to the explication of social
organizations, chemical thermodynamics and “god talk” began to become
intermixed in a subtly incongruent manner (see: human free energy). The
most conspicuous of these is Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist
Mirza Beg's 1987 assertion that God's energy (or Allah's energy) underlies
Gibbs energy and thereby mediating his will via the chemical
thermodynamics operations of humans, albeit in such a way that fall-back
citation to Quranic proscriptions are mandatory in all questions of morality
and right and wrong.

Teilhard

French physical chemist and priest Pierre
Teilhard’s posthumously published 1976
Activation of Energy: Enlightening
Reflections on Spiritual Energy, where he
attempts an upgrade formulation, of
religion restated in the guise of science,
akin to Gottfried Leibniz’ “monads”, or
monadology, mixing “spiritual” talk, e.g.
spirit-matter or spirit-energy, in with
physical chemistry, in argument. [1]

A few sharp attempts, amid abysmal attempts, at mixing God and energy together exist. Among these, the work of
French physical chemist and priest Pierre Teilhard is one of the better examples. Teilhard’s 1936 book The
Phenomena of Man, attempts to mix energy theory (physical chemistry), evolution theory (Darwinian logic), and god
theory together (teleology), producing a rather intricate argument. Teilhard’s ideology, in overview, was such that
“everywhere he saw God’s energy at work and a design that evolved toward fulfillment through Christ the son …
[towards omega point].” (Ѻ) Teilhard’s writings, to note, are very dense and deeply stitched. On “force”, wherein
when a force moves an object through a distance the result is a measure of “energy” (or work), and “heat” (or fire),
Teilhard has the following to say:
“I am far from denying the destructive and disintegrating forces of passion. I will go so far as to agree that apart from
the reproductive function, men have hitherto used love, on the whole, as an instrument of self-corruption and
intoxication. But what do these excesses prove? Because fire consumes and electricity can kill are we to stop using
them? The feminine is the most formidable of the forces of matter. True enough. "Very well, then," say the moralists,
"we must avoid it." "Not at all," I reply, "we take hold of it." In every domain of the real (physical, affective,
intellectual) "danger" is a sign of power. Only a mountain can create a terrifying drop. The customary education of
the Christian conscience tends to make us confuse tutiorism with prudence, safety with truth. Avoiding the risk of
transgression has become more important to us than carrying a difficult position for God. And it is this that is killing
us. "The more dangerous a thing, the more is its conquest ordained by life": it is from that conviction that the modern
world has emerged; and from that our religion, too, must be reborn.”
— Pierre Teilhard (1934), "The Evolution of Chastity" (1934), as translated by René Hague in Toward the Future (1975) (Ѻ)

Here we see the inherent difficulty in dismissing the writings and arguments of Teilhard as "bunk", which tends to be
easy to do with the run-of-the-mill "Gods energy" theorists. On energy, Teilhard has the following to say: (Ѻ)
“The universal energy must be a thinking energy if it is not to be less highly evolved than the ends animated by its
action. And consequently ... the attributes of cosmic value with which it is surrounded in our modern eyes do not
affect in the slightest the necessity obliging us to recognize in it a transcendent form of personality.”
Teilhard, as summarized by Joseph Ratzinger, later Pope Benedict XVI, “looks on Christ as the energy that strives
toward the noosphere and finally incorporates everything in its ‘fullness’.” (Ѻ) Again, we see, the difficulties
associated with Teilhard classification.
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God-based human free energy theories
South African chemical physicist Adriaan de Lange (1982) and Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg (1987) are
two examples of thinkers who conceptualized the free energy of chemical reactions as applying to the governance of
reactions between people, albeit conceptualized as being an energy, power, force or spirituality governed by God,
the Christian “God”, i.e. the father of Jesus Christ, in de Lange’s case, and the Islamic god “Allah”, in Beg’s case.
These, in short, are God-based human free energy theories.

Inanity | Quotes
The following are a few, haphazard, randomly picked, illiterate examples of term usage quotes:
“God’s energy is transmuted directly to us through the power of their radiation. We can understand this more
completely by taking a scientific example. Newton's law of thermodynamics tells us …”
— Andrew Vidich (2008), Light Upon Light (Ѻ)

“Not only do missional churches tap into the unlimited supply of God’s energy source, they produce energy.
According to Brian McLaren, ... ministry begun, and every new church started, the first law of thermodynamics is
broken. New energy is…”
— Milfred Minatrea (2012), Shaped By God’s Heart (Ѻ)

“... better to connect to God’s energy source (infinite) than to humanity's energy source (nonexistent). ... The second
law of thermodynamics is equally interesting, and again reveals something of spiritual importance. This law, known as
the law of...”
— Richard Swenson (2014), More Than Meets the Eye (Ѻ)
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God assassin
In terminology, god assassin, or “assassin of god”, refers
to someone, e.g. Friedrich Nietzsche (said to be the
greatest), among famous atheists, trained in the art of
anti-theism, able to, metaphorically speaking, assassinate
“god”, i.e. to assassinate belief in the existence of god,
and related “god talk” or god theory (or god hypothesis)
baggage, from the mind of the learned scholar, firstly,
and the general populous, secondly; similar to how
Einstein in 1905 disabused the notion of 'ether', the
medium in which electromagnetic waves were thought to
be propagating, from physics.

Goethe | Schopenhauer + Nietzsche
In 1796, German polyintellect Johann Goethe, a Haught
In 1882, German philosophy Friedrich Nietzsche, student of
disbeliever (#19), after previously working out his own
Arthur Schopenhauer—Germany’s first admitted and
version of evolution, he called metamorphology, began to inexorable atheist (himself trained by Goethe, promulgator of
work out the problem how the “moral symbols” of
physical chemical morality theory)—declared “God is dead!”; in
1886, Nietzsche published Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude to a
nature, specifically from physical chemistry, make
Christian morality superfluous, null and void, and in fact Philosophy of the Future; in 1888, before going insane, he
defunct, as per human relationships and interactions are drafted Will to Power, the last pages of which were devoted to
figuring out how to replace the defunct theory of god with the
understood as chemical reactions.
newly-arising field of thermodynamics; in 1942, Nietzsche was
In 1806, Goethe began to interact with and to
declared, by Albert Camus, to be the “greatest of god’s
mentor a then 18-year-old budding philosopher named
assassins.”
Arthur Schopenhauer, who would absorb Goethe
physicochemical philosophy, into the mold of his own the world as "will" and representation philosophy, and therein
became Germany’s first avowed atheist. In 1868, a then 24-year-old philosopher named Friedrich Nietzsche
abandoned his struggle of the Hegel scholars and seized on the writings of Schopenhauer, thereafter becoming his
main intellectual “educator”; in 1882, Nietzsche famously declared “god is dead”; in 1888, in his last draft manuscript
Will to Power, was working on the problem of how to replace a dead god with thermodynamics. In 1942, Albert
Camus, in his The Myth of Sisyphus, characterized Nietzsche as the most-famous of the assassins of god: [1]
“Nietzsche was the most famous of God’s assassins.”
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(add discussion)
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God does not exist
In terminology, god does not exist, similar
to ether, caloric, or life does not exist, etc.,
refers to conclusion that "god" (or gods) is
something that does not exist and has
never existed; and is but a defunct, onceemployed, non-evidenced, fictional
hypothesis, based on religio-mythology.

Dostoyevsky dilemma
The so-called “Dostoyevsky dilemma” (Ѻ),
reads as follows:
“If god does not exist, everything is
permissible.”
— Fyodor Dostoyevsky (1880), The Brothers
Karamazov

The "three main reasons" why there is no god (i.e. why god does not exist), i.e.
reasons for being a zerotheist (aka smart atheist), from American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims's "Zerotheism for Kids" (2015) lecture. [1]

This gets into, among other things (see: physicochemical morality puzzles) the question of “legislating morality”,
without god as backer. Frank Turek (2003), citing previous quote, puts it like this: [4]
“Nietzsche understood that when god ‘died’, all absolutes died with him. Therefore, with no ‘moral lawgiver’ to
prescribe right and wrong, he claimed we must create our own morality. After all, if values do not originate in
heaven, then we must make them up on earth.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Live a good life. If there are gods and they are just, then they will not care how devout you have been, but will
welcome you based on the virtues you have lived by. If there are gods, but unjust, then you should not want to
worship them. If there are no gods, then you will be gone, but will have lived a noble life that will live on in the
memories of your loved ones.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.160AD), Meditations, Book II [1]

“Natural atheology, the attempt to prove that god does not exist or that at any rate it is unreasonable or irrational to
believe that he does—in which the most widely accepted and impressive piece or representative has to do with the
so-called problem of evil—is the opposite of natural theology, attempts to give successful arguments or proofs for
the existence of God [in nature].”
— Alvin Plantinga (1974), God, Freedom, and Evil [2]

“Yes, I do have proof that god does not exist. It is perfect and irrefutable. I’m not going to show it to you however.
You cannot detect it in any way. You cannot deduct it from the laws of logic either. You might claim that I do in fact
have no such proof, but you have not proof that I don’t. Sound familiar?”
— Rune Friberg (c.2013)

“Waking up in the ‘real world’ — by proving to oneself that god is imaginary [does not exist] — impacts our ethics,
meaning, and significance.”
— Marshall Brain (2015), How God Works (Ѻ)

See also
● Atheism types by denial and belief
● Belief in the existence of god by scientists
● Disproofs of the existence of god
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● Existence of god
● God does not play dice
● God hypothesis
● God is dead
● God void issue
● God vs Gibbs
● Gods energy
● Year god was disabused form science
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God does not play dice
In hmolscience, God does not play dice is statement made
often by German-born American physicist Albert Einstein,
originally in 1926, and many times after in respect to quantum
mechanics.

Einstein
German-born American physicist Albert Einstein, in the rise of
quantum mechanics, often used to talk often about God and
dice. Einstein's belief in the existence of god, as he has said,
was supposed to have been akin to Benedict Spinoza's "god =
nature" model, with slight adjustment. In 1926, Einstein, in a
letter to German physicist Max Born, about quantum
mechanics, commented the following: [1]
“Quantum mechanics is certainly imposing. But an inner voice
tells me that it is not yet the real thing. The theory says a lot,
but does not really bring us any closer to the secret of the "old
one." I, at any rate, am convinced that He does not throw
dice.”
In 1943, Einstein, in conversation with biographer William
Hermann, concerning what is real and exists versus what is but
mental constructs, stated the following: [2]
“Nature doesn’t know chance, it operates on mathematical
principles. As I have said so many times, God doesn’t play dice
with the world.”

A “God playing dice” cartoon, by John C. Holden (Ѻ),
showing Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein arguing about
whether the universe is deterministic (non-chance
based) or indeterministic (chance based), as quantum
mechanics sees things.

(add discussion)

Dirac
In 1927, at the fifth Solvay Conference in Brussels, while sitting around one evening at the hotel’s smoky lounge,
some of the younger physicists were sitting around on chairs and sofas, among them English theoretical physicist Paul
Dirac, along with Werner Heisenberg, and Wolfgang Pauli, during the course of which, as recalled by Heisenberg,
Dirac went off on rant about religion, triggered by a comment about Einstein’s habit of referring to God during
discussions of fundamental physics: [3]
“If we are honest — and scientists have to be — we must admit that religion is a jumble of false assertions, with no
basis in reality. The very idea of God is a product of the human imagination. It is quite understandable why primitive
people, who were so much more exposed to the overpowering forces of nature than we are today, should have
personified these forces in fear and trembling. But nowadays, when we understand so many natural processes, we
have no need for such solutions. I can't for the life of me see how the postulate of an Almighty God helps us in any
way. What I do see is that this assumption leads to such unproductive questions as why God allows so much misery
and injustice, the exploitation of the poor by the rich and all the other horrors He might have prevented. If religion is
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still being taught, it is by no means because its ideas still convince us, but simply because some of us want to keep the
lower classes quiet. Quiet people are much easier to govern than clamorous and dissatisfied ones. They are also
much easier to exploit. Religion is a kind of opium that allows a nation to lull itself into wishful dreams and so forget
the injustices that are being perpetrated against the people. Hence the close alliance between those two great
political forces, the State and the Church. Both need the illusion that a kindly God rewards — in heaven if not on
earth — all those who have not risen up against injustice, who have done their duty quietly and uncomplainingly.
That is precisely why the honest assertion that God is a mere product of the human imagination is branded as the
worst of all mortal sins.”
At the end of which Pauli, when asked what he thought, declared: [4]
“Well our friend Dirac, too, has a religion, and its guiding principle: There is no God and Dirac is his prophet.”
after which everyone laughed, including Dirac. The following, likewise, is an unpublished 1933 handwritten note by
Dirac: [5]
“Any further assumption implied by belief in a God which one may have in one’s faith is inadmissible from the point
of view of modern science, and should not be needed in a well-organized society.”
which, to note, is near verbatim to the famous 1802 "I had no need of that hypothesis" Napoleon Laplace anecdote
on Pierre Laplace's god-free celestial mechanics.

Other
In 1975, English physicist Werner Ehrenberg was
working on the book Dice of the Gods: Causality,
Necessity and Chance, published posthumously
(1977), with discussion of soul and indeterminism.
[6] In 1994, Stephen Hawking, during a debate
with Roger Penrose, at the Isaac Newton Institute
for Mathematical Sciences, University of
Cambridge, about whether or not Einstein was
wrong in his God does not throw dice statement,
gave his opinion that: [6]
A cartoon of Stephen Hawking's god playing dice around a black hole.
“Consideration of black holes suggests, not only
[7]
that God does play dice, but that he sometimes
confuses us by throwing them where they can't be seen.”

(add discussion)
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God hypothesis
In terminology, god hypothesis refers to the hypothesis that a god, or supernatural power, exists (see: existence of
god) that is responsible and or the cause, i.e. first cause and or final cause, for life, afterlife, morality, meaning, and
purpose.

Overview
In 1802, Pierre Laplace told Napoleon Bonaparte (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote) that he had no need of the
“hypothesis of god”, or “that hypothesis” as he put it, in the new formulation of the celestial mechanics. In 1981, Carl
Sagan, in interview response to questions asked by Edward Wakin, stated the following: [1]
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“Those who raise questions about the god hypothesis and the soul hypothesis are by no means all atheists. An
atheist is someone who is certain that God does not exist, someone who has compelling evidence against the
existence of God. I know of no such compelling evidence. Because God can be relegated to remote times and places
and to ultimate causes, we would have to know a great deal more about the universe than we do now to be sure that
no such God exists. To be certain of the existence of God and to be certain of the nonexistence of God seem to me to
be the confident extremes in a subject so riddled with doubt and uncertainty as to inspire very little confidence
indeed.”
In 2007, Victor Stenger, in his God: the Failed Hypothesis, attempts to show how modern science shows that god does
not exist. [2]

See also
● God theory
● Purposeless universe hypothesis
● Soul hypothesis
● Spirit hypothesis
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God is dead
In aphorisms, God is dead refers to the
1882 proclamation — the second-most
famous statement, in the timeline of
atheism, behind French physicist Pierre
Laplace’s more famous 1802 “I had no
need of that [god] hypothesis” declaration
to Napoleon (see: Napoleon Laplace
anecdote) — made by German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche, in his The Gay Science,
epitomizing the emerging view, in his
discerning mind, about the people of his
day, not that God or a god once existed,
and now is dead, but rather that the
Christian God, i.e. the father of Jesus
Christ, was no longer a viable source of any
absolute moral principles.

A visual timeline of the so-called “God is dead” statement: from Friedrich
Nietzsche’s famous or infamous, depending, 1882 statement, to Time’s 8 Apr
1966 “Is God Dead?” issue, along with its lesser-known 26 Dec 1969 “is God
coming back to life?” issue, and the 2006-present “Gibbs energy usurping Gods
energy” stylized Rossini debate, sparked into journal article debate via
American chemist Harold Leonard’s Journal of Chemical Education suggestion
that American physical chemist Frederick Rossini's 1971 “Chemical
Thermodynamics in the Real” reasoning might help us “find a formula for
fighting terrorism, while preserving civil liberties”.

The Madman
The full text of the proclamation, from his section 125: “The Madman”, is as follows: [1]
“Have you not heard of that madman who lit a lantern in the bright morning hours, ran to the market place, and cried
incessantly: “I seek God! I seek God!”—As many of those who did not believe in God were standing around just then,
he provoked much laughter. Has he got lost? asked one. Did he lose his way like a child? asked another. Or is he
hiding? Is he afraid of us? Has he gone on a voyage? emigrated?—Thus they yelled and laughed
The madman jumped into their midst and pierced them with his eyes. “Whither is God?” he cried; “I will tell you.
We have killed him—you and I. All of us are his murderers. But how did we do this? How could we drink up the sea?
Who gave us the sponge to wipe away the entire horizon? What were we doing when we unchained this earth from
its sun? Whither is it moving now? Whither are we moving? Away from all suns? Are we not plunging continually?
Backward, sideward, forward, in all directions? Is there still any up or down? Are we not straying, as through an
infinite nothing? Do we not feel the breath of empty space? Has it not become colder? Is not night continually closing
in on us? Do we not need to light lanterns in the morning? Do we hear nothing as yet of the noise of the gravediggers
who are burying God? Do we smell nothing as yet of the divine decomposition? Gods, too, decompose. God is dead.
God remains dead. And we have killed him.
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“How shall we comfort ourselves, the murderers of all
murderers? What was holiest and mightiest of all that the
world has yet owned has bled to death under our knives:
who will wipe this blood off us? What water is there for us
to clean ourselves? What festivals of atonement, what
sacred games shall we have to invent? Is not the greatness
of this deed too great for us? Must we ourselves not
become gods [see: uberman] simply to appear worthy of it?
There has never been a greater deed; and whoever is born
after us—for the sake of this deed he will belong to a
higher history than all history hitherto.”
Here the madman fell silent and looked again at his
listeners; and they, too, were silent and stared at him in
astonishment. At last he threw his lantern on the ground,
and it broke into pieces and went out. “I have come too
A 2007 DevianArt.com rendition (Ѻ) of Nietzsche cutting
early,” he said then; “my time is not yet. This tremendous
earth—or rather the stronghold of on “moral absolutes”—
event is still on its way [see: another Newton], still
from the strings of God.
wandering; it has not yet reached the ears of men.
Lightning and thunder require time; the light of the stars requires time; deeds, though done, still require time to be
seen and heard. This deed is still more distant from them than most distant stars—and yet they have done it
themselves.
It has been related further that on the same day the madman forced his way into several churches and there
struck up his requiem aeternam deo [eternal rest to god]. Led out and called to account, he is said always to have
replied nothing but: “What after all are these churches now if they are not the tombs and sepulchers of God?”
(add discussion)

Gibbs vs God
See main: God vs Gibbs

The above “God vs Gibbs” (or “Gibbs vs God”, depending) depiction — a Michelangelo-inspired rendition of the hand
of God (or Gods energy) reaching down and giving “life” to DNA, or some type of enzyme or protein molecule, shown
opposed to the hand of Willard Gibbs (or Gibbs energy) reaching up and taking away the concept of life (or theory of
life) from the domains of morality, meaning, and sense of purpose (see: defunct theory of life and life terminology
upgrades), a labeled-rendition of the artwork found in the 2013 Triple≡Bond Chemistry (triplenlace.com) article
“Chemical Formula of a Human” (Spanish → English), on the religious-overthrowing implications of human molecular
formulas, citing the Sterner-Elser molecular formula (2000) and Thims human molecular formula (2002) — embodies
the inherent nature of the 2006-present “Gibbs energy usurping Gods energy” stylized Rossini debate, “sparked”, no
thermal word analogy intended, into journal article debate via American chemist Harold Leonard’s Journal of
Chemical Education suggestion that American physical chemist Frederick Rossini's 1971 “Chemical Thermodynamics
in the Real” reasoning, i.e. human chemical thermodynamics (or physicochemical humanities) formulations, might
help us “find a formula for fighting terrorism, while preserving civil liberties”, is indicative of the realization that,
despite Friedrich Nietzsche’s famous 1882 aphorism, God certainly is not yet completely dead, certainly not amid the
general populous, percentages varying per country (see: existence of god), nor among the minds of elite scientists
(see: belief in the existence of god by scientists), and that the battleground for the “war on god” is something
occurring between physical scientists and or physicochemical scientists, found amid the equations of chemical
thermodynamics applied to the humanities, and the formulas derived therefrom, applied to the deeper questions of
freedom, security, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“God is dead: but considering the state of the species man is in, there will perhaps be caves, for ages yet, in which is
shadow will be shown.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (Ѻ)
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God talk
In terminology, god talk, or “God-talk”, akin to “bibledygook” (Ѻ), synonymous
to “God language” (Oliver, 1984), is a generic term refering to religious-themed
and or god-centric language, ideas, and theory.

Etymology
The term “God-Talk”, as a characterization of the language of theology,
according to Harold Oliver (1984), is attributed to the publication of Scottishborn theologian, philosopher and Anglican priest John Macquarrie’s 1967 book
God-Talk: an Examination of the Language and Logic of Theology: [1]
“Lest it seem that relational hermeneutics is insensitive to the religious
dimensions of myths, I shall attempt to explicate in relational terms what the
expression ‘of the gods’ means within mythic consciousness. What follows is
intended to apply with equal validity to originative religious stories and to
statements of belief modeled on them. The first step toward this explication is
the simple translation of the phrase ‘stories of gods’ into the generic
formulation of God Language. Some might prefer the term ‘God-Talk’,
suggested by Macquarrie [1967], but they must bear in mind that he coined it
as a characterization of theology. God-Language seems to me best suited to
represent the distinctive dimension of mythical...”

Quotes
The following are related quotes:

Scottish-born theologian, philosopher
and Anglican priest John Macquarrie’s
1967 book God-Talk: an Examination
of the Language and Logic of
Theology, is said to have introduced
the phrase “god talk” into the
colloquial vernacular.

“Why do we interject god-talk into our language? One reason, I suppose, is
because we think in this way we clear up mysteries. Thus we use sentences like ‘God knows,’ or ‘God must want it
that way,’ or ‘It must have been the will of God’ to avoid using sentences like ‘I don't know,’ or ‘I am totally ignorant,’
or ‘It was a chance event.’ The fact that we appeal to a mystery to explain a mystery will not be pointed out to us by
most people because their critical faculties are blunted by our pious appeal to deity. Only a philosopher, or some
other cantankerous person, will call out attention to the emptiness of our way of removing mysteries.”
— Troy Wilson Organ (c.1975), “God-Talk and Beyond” (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

“We can talk about anything we want – I’m happy to talk about consciousness – but please notice that when we
migrate away from the God that is really shaping human events or the God-talk that is really shaping human events in
our world at this moment …”
— Sam Harris (2010), debate with Deepak Chopra, Mar 23 (Ѻ)

See also
● God’s energy
● God’s work
● God’s power
● God’s force
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God void issue
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In hmolscience, God void issue, or "nihilistic void"
according to some, refers to host of unanswered
philosophical problems and queries, such as moral
questions, meaning, purpose, value, point, etc., left behind
in the wake or intellectual vacuum of disappearance of god
from human belief systems, amid growing scientific
knowledge of the physical operation of the universe. To
elaborate, the 2009 Pew Research poll cited above found
the following details about this science and religion conflict
void left behind in the wake of the disappearance of god:
[1]
“When those who say science conflicts with their own
beliefs are asked to describe the ways in which these
conflicts arise, 41% refer specifically to evolution,
An image from a 2014 article (Ѻ), by writer Theo Hobson, on
creationism, Darwinism and debates about the origin of
the moral aspects of the god void issue.
life. Another 15% cite differences over the beginning of life,
primarily concerns about abortion (12%) but also cloning and birth control. Among the other areas where people say
science conflicts with their own religious beliefs are concerns about the use of stem cells (9%), denial of God (4%),
issues surrounding the use of medicines and blood transfusions (3%) and conflicts with the Bible (2%).”
As more no one, as of yet, has come forward to address all of this mess, some 95% of Americans are left clinging to
mythological beliefs.

List
The following are a work in progress listing of example summary quotes of the void left behind in the absence of god:
“To think that we just evolved from a bang, that we used to be monkeys, that seems unbelievable when you look at
the complexity of the human body …. If you tell children there is no purpose to their life—that they are just a
chemical mutation—that doesn’t build self-esteem.”
— Nigel McQuoid (2001), Headmaster of Emmanuel College

“Modern thinking centers around the premise that man is just the product of a pointless natural process—undirected
evolution. This very widely taught doctrine, when taken to its logical conclusion, leads us to believe that we are just
meaningless ‘bags of molecules’, and in the last analysis—nothing matters. It is for this reason that the overwhelming
majority of youth who start out with a belief that there is more to life than mere chemistry, will lose faith while at
college.”
— John Sanford (2005), Genetic Entropy and the Mystery of the Genome [2]

“The implications were fairly horrifying when it came to man’s place in this Darwinian world. Higher purpose was
gone. And what of the soul? Only men had souls, it was said, but if humans shared a legacy with apes and sharks and
slugs, did that leave room for a soul? For an afterlife? The logic of Darwin suggests that human existence is nothing
more than a happy accident brought about by blind chance.”
— Edward Humes (2007), Monkey Girl: Evolution, Education, Religion, and the Battle for America’s Soul

“It is a common assumption of religious faith that, without God, life is essentially meaningless and purposeless, with
human beings condemned to the depressing and uninviting prospect of the compost heap.”
— Michael Palmer (2013), Atheism for Beginners [3]

“We are not taught the problems with evolution, naturalism and materialism; we are simply taught the big bang is
fact. We and our children are taught that there is no divine lawmaker, and therefore, there is no absolute law or
morality. And we wonder why our kids act like animals today.”
— Mirza Beg (2014), Beg-Thims discussion (#69), Jul 12
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God vs Gibbs
In hmolscience, God vs Gibbs, or “Gibbs vs God”, depending, i.e.
depending on whom one considers to be on trial, i.e. God (or
belief in the existence of God) or American engineer Willard
Gibbs (or belief that chemical thermodynamics has the power to
explain the human condition), refers, generally, to the debate
about whether or not the thermodynamics-based science of
work, heat, energy, and power is or is not going to be able to
replace the age-old religious-based notions of "divine" (or
spiritual) work, energy, and power believed colloquially, in
deeply-held convictions, to underlie and direct human nature,
and, more recently, to the underlying tension of the Rossini
debate (2006-present).

Overview
Historically, the God vs Gibbs debate has its precursors in the
various and numerous 19th and 20th century energy and
entropy vs religion debates (see: religious thermodynamics); as An illustration of the God vs Gibbs debate (see: Rossini
debate), the illustration—labeled with the names
are well documented by historian Helge Kragh, in his 2008
“God” and “Gibbs”, respectively—from the 2013 article
Entropy Creation: Religious Contexts of Thermodynamics and
“Chemical Formula of a Human”, on the independent
Cosmology. In 2006, the first semblance of the God vs Gibbs
human molecular formula work of American scientists
debate, i.e. a “Gibbs energy usurping Gods energy” implicit
Robert Sterner and James Elser (2000) and Libb Thims
debate, erupted in the Journal of Chemical Education, aka the
(2002), pointing out the inherent conflict in regards to
Rossini debate, following American chemist Harold Leonard’s
the origin of life issue, as to whether power or energy
Journal of Chemical Education suggestion that American physical of God created life (see: clay creation myth) or
chemist Frederick Rossini's 1971 “Chemical Thermodynamics in alternatively whether “life” is something that does not
the Real” reasoning, i.e. human chemical thermodynamics (or
exist (see: defunct theory of life and life terminology
physicochemical humanities) formulations, might help us “find a upgrades), a religio-mythology ingrained fiction of the
formula for fighting terrorism, while preserving civil liberties”, in mind so-to-say, and that concordantly scientificallydefined "power" or "energy" synthesized humans from
a post 9/11 world. The a proposition was vehemently objected
the elements, via the cyclical action of heat, according
to specifically by American Christianity-believing physical
to the nebular hypothesis, according to which Gibbs
chemist John Wojcik (Dec 2006), who inflamed the debate into energy, NOT God’s energy , is the governing faction, or
subsidence.
rather driving force, behind the goings on behind
In 2013, the Spanish journal Triple≡Bond Chemistry
human social processes and evolution. [1]
(triplenlace.com), in their “Chemical Formula of a Human”
(Spanish → English), published a discussion on the religious-overthrowing implications of human molecular formulas,
citing the Sterner-Elser molecular formula (2000) and Thims human molecular formula (2002), with an image, shown
adjacent, of a Michelangelo-inspired rendition of the hand of God (or Gods energy) reaching down and giving “life” to
DNA, or some type of enzyme or protein molecule, shown opposed to the hand of Willard Gibbs (or Gibbs energy)
reaching up and taking away the concept of life (or theory of life) from the domains of morality, meaning, and sense
of purpose (see: defunct theory of life and life terminology upgrades).
In short, the trend seems to have occurred that, despite Friedrich Nietzsche’s famous 1882 aphorism, god
certainly is not yet completely dead, certainly not amid the general populous, percentages varying per country (see:
existence of god), nor among the minds of elite scientists (see: belief in the existence of god by scientists), and that
the battleground for the “war on god” is something occurring between physical scientists and or physicochemical
scientists, found amid the equations of chemical thermodynamics applied to the humanities, and the formulas
derived therefrom, applied to the deeper questions of freedom, security, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. In
2014, American electrochemical engineer and extreme atheist Libb Thims, author if Human Chemistry (2007) and
Pakistani organometallic chemist and theist Mirza Beg engaged into public debate (see: Beg-Thims dialogue) on the
physicochemical reformulation of religion; at the end of which Beg would not recant in his belief that the will of Allah
underlies the the driving force of Gibbs energy behind all chemical reactions, atomic reactions to human chemical
reactions.

Etymology
The term "God vs Gibbs" and labeled God's hand vs. Gibbs' hand diagram were first used in the 9 Sep 2014 editing
changes of the Rossini debate article as a way to state, in simple terms, the inherent or rather underlying nature of
the debate, specifically the supposed "dangers" existive in premise of “chemical thermodynamics having the power
to explain the human condition”, and the concordant effort to use this logic to help “find a formula for fighting
terrorism, while preserving civil liberties”, as suppositioned by American chemist Harold Leonard (Jan 2006).

God vs Clausius
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An alternative title, for this article, might very well be “God vs Clausius” or “God vs Carnot”, the following quotes
being evidence to this:
“He was a practical electrician fond of whiskey, a heavy, red-haired brute with irregular teeth. He doubted the
existence of a Deity but accepted Carnot’s cycle, and he had read Shakespeare and found him weak in chemistry.”
— H.G. Wells (1906), The Door in the Wall, and Other Stories, Lord of the Dynamos [2]

“Clausius and Darwin cannot both be right.”
— Roger Caillois (1973), Coherences Aventureuses [3]

These, to note, are both akin to the more common “God vs Darwin”, felt commonly or rather over abundantly in the
popular debate forums (Ѻ), i.e. Clausius underlies Darwin, but the ramifications and details of this have not yet
completely been worked out, being that, to the less-informed populous, i.e. less-informed in respect to knowledge of
physical chemistry and chemical thermodynamics, the state function formulation of “heat” differentials, known
colloquially as “entropy”, has played center stage in most thermodynamics vs religion debates in the last century and
a half; much of which, during the years 1860 to 1920, is well-documented in Helge Kragh’s 2008 Entropy Creation:
Religious Contexts of Thermodynamics and Cosmology. [5] Entropy, however, is not the thermodynamic potential of
social systems, but rather Gibbs free energy is. Subsequently, the Gibbs vs God debate is more subtle, something
tending to be "felt" by the trained physicist, chemist, and or engineer. The question of whether the Gibbs energy,
e.g., in the form of bond energy, say in a marriage bond, the birth of one’s first child often times being the best
memory of one’s existence, is God-derived or simply a product of fermion-boson interactions, leads many hardened
scientists into deep questions about their underlying belief systems (see: Moriaity-Thims debate, as a case in point).

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Turning now to the proposed booklet you have sent me, correct me if I am wrong, but it appears to make the
assertion that the new ‘God’ or purpose of mankind is a form of the Gibbs function, i.e. that science has disproved
the God of old as envisaged so far by humankind.”
— John Bryant (2011), review commentary on Libb Thims’ draft manuscript Purpose? (in a Godless universe) [4]

See also
● Turnover rate | Religious section
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In science, Kurt Godel (1906-1978) (CR=21) was Austrian-born logician, mathematician
and philosopher, a Stokes 100 (#95), a Ranker greatest mind (#220), noted for his 1931
incompleteness theorems, two main theorems in total, used by many as an ontic
opening argument, the first of which states that in any formal (mathematical or logical)
system that is internally consistent (i.e. contains no contradictions), there will be some
well-formed propositions that cannot be proven either true or false. [1] Godel is also
known for his 1931 Godel’s demon (see: scientific demon).

Time
In 1949, Godel produced a proof that in any universe described by relativity, time
cannot exist; a conclusion that, supposedly, was semi-endorsed by Einstein. [3]

Incompleteness theorem
In 1931, Godel published his "incompleteness theorem". The following is a sociophysics
applied summary of Godel’s incompleteness theorem, according to Paris Arnopoulos
(1993): [2]
“According to Godel’s theorem all consistent axiomatic formulations of rigorous theories cannot be complete
propositions. That is to say, no theory can explain itself because there cannot be a general law that is both logical and
finite. Any self-referential system must be either incomplete or inconsistent. Thus, human reason cannot explain
completely anything as complicate as itself, since to do so require more connections than are available in the brain.”
Arnopoulos, naturally enough, tags Godel’s theorem in amid his general discussion of ontic opening theories, namely:
the uncertainty principle and the law of conservation of information. Godel's incompleteness theorem was used in
John Boyd, somehow, in his successful war thermodynamics based invasion design of the first Gulf War (1990-1991).

Religion
Godel supposedly gave some type of ontological proof for the existence of god (see: Godel’s ontological proof); the
following are other related Godel quotes on religion:
“I like Islam, it is a consistent idea of religion and open-minded.”
— Kurt Godel (c.1960) (Ѻ)

“Ninety percent of [contemporary philosophers] see their principle task as that of beating religion out of men's
heads. … We are far from being able to provide scientific basis for the theological world view.”
— Kurt Godel (c.1960) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Genius rankings
Godel’s name frequently comes up in genius IQs rankings. Godel is a Pickover top 14 “most influential” GME; some
think his “incompleteness theorem” ranks him up with Aristotle (IQ=195) (video: “The World’s Most Incredible Mind”,
2011), which seems a bit overzealous; 8+ thread posts on him.

Voltaire | Leibniz
Godel, supposedly, has the following to say about Voltaire: (Ѻ)
“Whoever became more intelligent by reading Voltaire?
His aversion to Voltaire, likely had something to do with the fact that Godel was a Leibniz proselyte, and a
transmigrationist, supposedly (Ѻ). The answer to his question is: Nikola Tesla, who read some 100-volumes of
Voltaire: “I had a veritable mania for finishing whatever I began, which often got me into difficulties. On one occasion
I started to read the works of Voltaire when I learned, to my dismay, that there were close on one hundred large
volumes in small print which that monster had written while drinking seventy-two cups of black coffee per diem. It
had to be done, but when I laid aside the last book I was very glad, and said, ‘Never more!’”
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External links
● Kurt Godel – Wikipedia.

Goethe
In mononyms, Goethe (CR:1243|#1) tends to refer to the surname of
German polyintellect Johann Goethe; or in some discussions to his
related family (see: Goethe genealogy)

See also
● Goethe and chemistry
● Goethe meets Napoleon
● Goethe on free will
● Goethe on god
● Goethe on good and evil
● Goethe on love
● Goethe on purpose
● Goethe on religion
● Goethe on the soul
● Goethe timeline
● Goethe's advertisement
● Goethe's affinity table
● Goethe's collected works
● Goethe’s daimonic
● Goethe's human chemistry
● Goethe (pronunciation)
● Goethe (quotes)
● Goethe-Helmholtz equation
● Goethean philosophy
● Goethean revolution
● Goethendipity

A stack of books of famous German authors at
the 2006 Walk of Ideas, books size
representative of author influence, stacked
loosely according to a mixture of rank and
possibly chronology: with the name Goethe at
base.

Goethe, August von
In biographies, August von Goethe (1789-1830) was the son of German polymath
Johann Goethe, the only one of the five children, of the paring of Christiane Vulpius
(1765-1816) and Goethe, to reach adulthood, who was notably present at their 19
October 1806 wedding (see: Goethe timeline), and, as it has tentatively been argued,
the embodiment of many of the regrettable aspects of the Otto child in Goethe’s 1809
Elective Affinities (see: Goethe’s affinity table).

Ottilie von Goethe | Offspring
In 1817, August Goethe married Ottilie Pogwisch (1796-1872), "Ottilie von Goethe"
thereafter, the daughter of a countess who arrived in Weimar in 1806, soon becoming
good friends with Adele Schopenhauer (1797-1849), sister of Arthur Schopenhauer
(1788-1860), daughter of Johanna Schopenhauer (1766-1838), the women in whose
home Goethe and his new scandalous bride Christiane made their first public
appearance. The marriage, said to have been a problematic one, produced three
children: Walter Wolfgang von Goethe (1818-1885), Maximilian Wolfgang von Goethe (1820-1883), and Sedina Alma
Henrietta Cornelia von Goethe (1827-1844), none of whom produced offspring. [1] It may be that some aspects of
Ottilie von Goethe may have fused into the character of "Ottilie" of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, although this is
only speculation, at the moment (fact check).

End
August, towards his end, was said to have turned to alcohol, which may have played a role in his early death on a trip
to Rome, age 40, in 1830; an Italian trip which seems to echo that made by both his father and grandfather, at about
the same age.

References
1. Ottilie von Goethe (German → English) – Wikipedia.
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External links
● August von Goethe (German → English) – Wikipedia.

Goethe, Catharina
In existographies, Catharina Elisabeth Goethe (1731-1808), born “Catharina Elisabeth
Textor”, her maiden name, husband of German lawyer Johann Caspar Goethe (17101782), mother to Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832), founder of human chemistry
(1796), Cornelia Goethe (1750-1777), and three other children that did not reach
adulthood.

Overview
The following is a photo of Catharina Goethe, who married German lawyer Johann
Caspar Goethe (1710-1782) at age 17:

(add discussion)

References
1. Pecht, Friedrich, and Ramberg, Arthur. (1870). Goethe Gallery: Containing Characters from Goethe’s Works, drawn
by Friederick Pecht and Arthur von Ramberg, fifty illustrations engraved on steel, with descriptive text by Frederick
Pecht (The Councillor’s Lady Goethe, pgs. 24-29; Corneila Goethe, 32-35; Elective Affinities, pgs. 289-306). Appleton &
Co.

External links
● Catharina Elisabeth Textor (German → English) – Wikipedia.

Goethe, Cornelia
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In biographies, Cornelia Friederica Christiana Goethe (1750-1777), turned “Cornelia
Schosser” (marriage name, age 22), was the older sister, by 15-months, to Johann
Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832), founder of human chemistry (1796).

Overview
The following is a sketch of Cornelia Goethe, the sister of Johann Goethe: [1]

(add discussion)

References
1. Pecht, Friedrich, and Ramberg, Arthur. (1870). Goethe Gallery: Containing Characters from Goethe’s Works, drawn
by Friederick Pecht and Arthur von Ramberg, fifty illustrations engraved on steel, with descriptive text by Frederick
Pecht (The Councillor’s Lady Goethe, pgs. 24-29; Corneila Goethe, 32-35; Elective Affinities, pgs. 289-306). Appleton &
Co.

External links
● Cornelia Schlosser (German → English) – Wikipedia.

Goethe, Johann Caspar
In existographies, Johann Caspar Goethe (1710-1782) was a German lawyer, husband
to Catharina Elisabeth Textor (1731-1808), and father to Johann Wolfgang Goethe
(1749-1832), founder of human chemistry (1796), Cornelia Goethe (1750-1777), and
three other children that did not reach adulthood.

External links
● Johann Caspar Goethe (German → English) – Wikipedia.
● Johann Caspar Goethe (Italian → English) – Comune.Pisa.it.
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In science, Johann Goethe (1749-1832) (pronounced: GU(R)-tuh or
gu(r)-te) (audio) (299-382 PE) (107-190 ME) (RE=83) (IQ=230)
(CR:1|914) (LR:2) (SN:1) was a German polyintellect and or polymath,
depending, known famously as: "last universal genius" (Wadepuhl),
"prince of the mind" (Pestalozzi), the "know-it-all" (Grass), man of "a
hundred scholarly disciplines" (Pelikan), "wisest of us all" (Carlyle),
"highest IQ in the history of mankind" (Cox), “the thinker” (Vietor), a
top 3 "evolution theory pioneer" (Darwin), "smartest person ever"
(Cox-Buzan), "last person to know everything" (Smith ), intellectual
mentor to: Schopenhauer (him to Nietzsche), Einstein, Tesla, and
Freud, among other epitaphs—wielder of a 5,000+ book personal
library, 100,000+ word vocabulary, and polyglot (7+ languages)—
renowned, in the niche field of hmolscience, for his self-defined
greatest theory (or best book), namely his 1796 incredibly-advanced
------revolutionary-view (see: Goethean revolution) that human
relationships and interactions are in fact large-scale evolved or
Nationality
"metamorphized" types of bond changing chemical reactions, i.e.
human chemical reactions, in which people, as chemical entities, in his
own words "attract and reply, neutralize each other, separate again,
and reestablish themselves", actuating according to the laws and
Fields
principles of affinity chemistry—a subject known currently or rather
subsumed as chemical thermodynamics—hence, he pioneered the
modern field of "human chemical thermodynamics". The following
1809 incident concerning a women who attacked Goethe in the street, Alma matter
claiming that his book, and inherent theory, was immoral, summarizes
Students
this well:
“I’m sorry you feel that way. It is my "best book", and don’t think
that this is the mere whim of an aging man. I grant you that one loves
most deeply the child of one’s last marriage, the product of one’s late
power of generation. But you wrong me and the book.

The principle illustrated in the book is true
and not immoral.

German
Literature
Poetry
Philosophy
Anatomy
Evolution theory (progenitor)
Morphology (founder)
Human chemistry (founder)
Color theory
University of Leipzig
University of Strasbourg
Arthur Schopenhauer

Known for

Goethe-Helmholtz equation
Goethean philosophy

Library

Total: 5,000+ books

Collected works

Total: 142+ publications

Eponyms

Goethean revolution
Goethendipity
Goethe’s affinity table

Influences

Torbern Bergman, William Shakespeare,
Benedict Spinoza, Carl Linnaeus

-------------------------------Signature

But you must regard it from a broader point of view and understand
that the conventional moral norms can turn into sheer immorality
when applied to situations of this character.”
--------

The issue here, in retrospect, since the translation of the Rosetta
stone, by Thomas Young (1814) and Jean Champollion (1822), of course, is that "conventional moral norms", are
those rooted in the big three religions of the world, as told through the Bible, Quran, and Rig Vida, collectively known
as Anunian theology, each framed on the Egyptian life-death theory of the negative confessions and the weighing of
the soul, and the various afterlife theories (resurrection or reincarnation) derived therefrom—whereas, correctly, as
Goethe viewed things, morality, from the modern day perspective, does not derive from religion, but correctly is
rooted in framework of physical science, namely the “moral symbols” of physical chemistry, as Goethe put it on 24 Jul
1809—and as such the reading of his great morality revising theory has been the "Robe of Nessus" to may, over the
decades, as Goethe put (21 Nov 1827). Interestingly, not much has changed in the last 200-years, and these very
same debates can be found, only re-clothed in chemical thermodynamic terms, the 2006 Rossini debate being a
prime example.

Labels | Occupations
The number of labels, jobs, occupations, and/or pastimes attributed to Goethe is large. To get a rough estimate,
American writer Arnold Jacobs, who in 2004 documented his experience of reading the 32-volume Encyclopedia
Britannica, something his PhD engineer, MBA lawyer, almost MD father attempted in 1982 (making it to the mid-Bs),
lists 20 titles: [77]
“Goethe’s curriculum vitae—from Britannica—when [he] wasn’t busy explaining to people how to pronounce his
name, he found time to be a: critic, journalist, lawyer, painter, theater manager, statesman, educationalist, alchemist,
soldier, astrologer, novelist, song writer, philosopher, botanist, biologist, color theorist, mine inspector, and issue of
military uniforms, irrigation scheme supervisor. I was familiar with the phrase ‘Renaissance Man’, but Goethe was like
a renaissance man with access to amphetamines. He makes Leonardo da Vinci look like a lazy bum. Did I mention that
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Goethe’s scientific writings alone fill fourteen volumes? And that he also found the time to write fifteen hundred
passionate letters to Charlotte von Stein? Remember that his Faust was all about the dangers of the quest for
knowledge.”
To this we can add: anatomist, agriculturist, horticulturist, miner/mineralogist, dramatist, evolutionist, human
chemist, geologist, mathematician, meteorologist, morphologist, physicist, playwright, poet, and religion scholar—a
grand total of 35 as a ball park estimate; not to mention his polyglot, polymath, last universal genius labels (38), thus
giving weight to his “polyintellect” umbrella label. Quick estimates, to give some comparison, tend to cite Leonardo
da Vinci with 14+ job titles (Ѻ), which no doubt is an underestimate.

Influences
Goethe is said to have commented, at some point, that after William Shakespeare and Benedict Spinoza he was
influenced most strongly by Carl Linnaeus, particularly with respect to his early botanical studies for form change
(see: his tripartite metamorphology theory of form change), who in turn was the doctoral advisor to Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman, whose 1775 A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, Goethe specifically credits as being the main
scientific reference behind his 1809 Elective Affinities, his claimed-to-be "best book" of his vast intellectual output.
[75]

Posthumous influence
The following is a synopsis of Goethe's world influence, by Hjalmar Boyesen, from his The Life of Goethe (1885):
“It is difficult to overestimate the value of Goethe’s work to humanity. The bequest which he left to the world in his
writings, and in the whole intellectual result of his life, is not as yet appreciated at its full worth; because,
intellectually, the world has not yet caught up to him. His influence today asserts itself in a
hundred minute ways—even where no one suspects it. The century has received the stamp and impress of his mighty
personality. The intellectual currents of the age, swelled and amplified by later tributaries, flow today in the
directions which Goethe indicated.”
In this peculiar paragraph, there is an unusually-greattruth stated, namely "the world has not yet caught up
to him". The reason that the statement is "unusuallygreat", is that 125-years have since passed since
Boyesen envisaged that Goethe was ahead of us in the
intellectual race, and somehow the situation has only
compounded? As as of the early 2010s, over twohundred years have now past, since the publication of
his self-defined greatest theory—his human chemical
theory—and we—a collective mass of some 72-million
human molecules, come and gone—are still struggling A depiction of Goethe, from the 2010 film Young Goethe in Love,
at age 26, becoming world famous for his great tale Werther,
to decode his enigmatic puzzle-laden best book
written at age 24, a novel that Napoleon Bonaparte (IQ=175)
publication (see: Elective Affinities: Illustrated,
claimed to have red six times during battle.
Annotated, and Decoded), in which the theory is
embedded in codded layers of gestalt, a process greatly hindered by (a) the knowledge fanning effect of the two
cultures and (b) Willard Gibbs' 700-equation laden On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances, which one has to
master if one is to uncode the secrets of Goethe's novella; as a result of which, the theory is still stuck in the "ridicule"
stage of scientific acceptance, as defined by Schopenhauer, Goethe's sole human chemistry prodigy:
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as
being self-evident.”
and is a subject labeled as "crackpot" by the blind ignorance of the modern hard science community blind to reality of
the situation. As German poet Heinrich Heine put it: the theoretical implications contained in “novel overturns
everything holy [alles Heilige]” and is a direct attack on religion, morality, and social forms.” [7]
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Works | Libraries | Correspondences
Goethe’s personal home library comprised over 5,000 books. His collected
works set amounts to over 140+ publications (14 volumes of which are devoted
to scientific studies). Nearly 3,000 drawings by Goethe survive, as do the villa he
built, the palace he rebuilt, and the park he first laid out. In 1796, Goethe began
to keep a regular diary. Some of this, along with his daily activities following his
move to Weimar, have been published in seven volumes by Robert Steiger.
Accounts of conversations with him run some 4,000 printed pages; over 12,000
letters from him are extant, as are about 20,000 letters addressed to him. [68]
At the turn of the millennium (2000), Goethean biographer Nicholas Boyle
comments on this: [69]
“As the age of paper passes, so [Goethe] seems its supreme product.”
A sketch of Goethe reading, during his
Roman adventure years, by Johann
Tischbein (1751-1828) (check).

Whosoever comes to surpass the age of the Internet will no doubt build on the
shoulders of Goethe.

Blue baby

See main: Early parental death and genius

Goethe came into the world—as he reports in his autobiography—just as the town’s clocks struck noon (in late
summer, August 28, 1749) and, as is dramatically depicted in his most absorbing autobiography of the earlier years of
his existence, Dichtung und Wahrheit (“Poetry and Truth”), he almost died as a “blue baby” at birth, a significant part
of his “fragments of great confusion” as he called it in his writings; and he had to endure several severe lifethreatening illnesses during his eight plus decade long existence (see: convalescence and genius, e.g. Newton). [51]

Stages of existence | Philosophy
See main: Goethean philosophy

The following excerpt by Goethe, from his posthumously-published 1833 Maxims and Reflections, is said to depict
how his philosophical views changed as he stepped through the various stages of existence (see: Goethe timeline):

“Every stage of life corresponds to a certain philosophy. A child appears a
realist; for it is as certain of the existence of pears and apples as it is of its
own being.
(age 9)

(age 15)

(age 24)

(age 38)

(age 42)

(age 59)

(age 69)

(age 81)

A young man, caught up in the storm of his inner passions, has to pay
attention to himself, look and feel ahead; he is transformed into an idealist.

A grown man, on the other hand, has every reason to be a skeptic; he is well
advised to doubt whether the means he has chosen to achieve his purpose
can really be right. Before action and in the course of action he has every
reason to keep his mind flexible so that he will not have to grieve later on
about a wrong choice.

An old man, however, will always avow mysticism. He sees that so much
seems to depend on chance: unreason succeeds, reason fails, fortune and
misfortune unexpectedly come to the same thing in the end; this is how
things are, how they were, and old age comes to rest in him who is, who was
and ever will be.”
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The core of his philosophy, in retrospect, revolved around a natural science philosophy, a chemical philosophy in
particular. In another sense, as summarized by German-born American translator Ludwig Lewisohn (1882-1955), in
the preface to his two-volume 1949 Goethe: the Story of a Man: [60]
“He was, as he himself was fond of saying, no formal philosopher, not even a very attentive reader of formal
philosophy. Yet it is correct to state that his final speculative conclusions coincided, while they transcended them,
with the late Sir Arthur Eddington’s re-confirmation of Kant according to the last implications of contemporary
science.”

Goethe timeline
The horizontally-scrolling Goethe timeline, a screen-shot of which is partially shown below (click on), depicts the main
steps in the course of the development of Goethe's self-defined "best book" (of his 142 plus collected works
publications), namely his 1809 Elective Affinities, up through its impact in modern times:

Overview
Goethe presented the final version of his human chemical reaction theory in his famous 1809 novella Elective
Affinities, a treatise on the chemical principles and mechanisms of human relationships, a publication that he
considered, in his own words, his "best book", which was based primarily on Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's
1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. [1] The following 1827 comment by Goethe, to his associate,
German author Johann Eckermann, surmises the retrospect weight of this novella in Goethe's mind: [8]
“The only production of greater extent, in which I am conscious of having labored to set forth a pervading idea, is
probably my Elective Affinities.”
The following equation, relating the chemical affinity A to Gibbs free energy change ΔG, as proved in 1882 by German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz in his "The Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes":

A = – ΔG
shows that Goethe’s Elective Affinities was a modern-day
treatise on the explication of Gibbs free energy changes
involved in the determination of human chemical reactions.
In reduced modern format, Goethe showed, over twohundred years ago, that the affinities, or the forces of love
and hate, which are balanced in stability ratios in successful
relationships, of human relationships are functions of
enthalpy change ΔH, entropy change ΔS, and temperature T:

A = TΔS – ΔH
which, noting that H = U + PV, equates to:
Friedrich Schiller (IQ=175), the Humboldt brothers
(Wilhelm (IQ=175) and Alexander (IQ=185)), and
Goethe (IQ=230) in Jena, 1797, discussing, in
Goethe's own words, “all of nature from the
perspectives of philosophy and science”. [36]

A = TΔS – ΔU – PΔV
meaning that human affinity, or the affinity between two
people, i.e. the force of reaction between people, according
to Helmholtz and Goethe, is a function of temperature,
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entropy, internal energy, pressure, and volume. This means that affinity will be favored, between two people, when
there is an increase in entropy, a decrease in internal energy, and a decrease of volume, of the interactive system,
over time. One can expand on this equation in more detail, by noting that Rudolf Clausius defined internal energy of
the system, which in this case concerns a system of interacting people or human molecules, as the sum of the vis viva
and the ergal, or U = T + J, which referring to a change Δ over time is:

ΔU = ΔT + ΔJ
Subsequently, the measure of the affinity
between two people, wherein A > 0 for
spontaneously favored relationships (or
ΔG < 0, thermodynamic sense, i.e.
according to the spontaneity criterion), is
expressed by the equation:

A = TΔS – PΔV – ΔT – ΔJ
meaning that in addition to an entropy
increase, ΔS > 0, or transformational
content increase (meaning that heat was
transformed in to system internal
evolution work), which signifies that the
body or boundaried system of the
relationship has transformed or evolved
over time, and a volume decrease, ΔV < 0, Left: Wagner, a famed sorcerer's former student, creating Homunculus in the
associated with favorable relationships,
chemical laboratory using fire (or heat) and some type of chemical apparatus, as
meaning that spatial movements of the
described in Goethe's 1832 Faust part II (see: laboratory produced life); in his
pair come together over time rather than talk with Eckermann, Goethe is supposed to have said that Homunculus is
virtually the same as the Leibnizian entelechy or monad, according to John
diverging (simplified by saying that two
homes become one), a vis viva decrease, Williams. [37] Right: Goethe in 1808/09 the time when he wrote his famous
ΔT < 0, and an ergal decrease, ΔJ < 0, will physical chemistry base novella.
also be associated with favored relationships. A decrease in vis viva seems to make intuitive sense, in that a couple
nearing their golden wedding anniversary will invariably tend to have less kinetic energy then a newly minted couple,
in the sense that the former's daily movements will often be slow and tending to be confined to the kitchen,
bathroom, and television room. The subject of an ergal decrease over time as associated with stable relationships
requires more thought. In formulaic terms, ergal change over time is defined as:

ΔJ = Jfinal – Jinitial
Thus, a negative ergal change, which be the above reasoning is associated with favored relationships, implies that the
ergal at the start of the relationship, Ji, must be greater than the ergal at the end of the relationship, Jf. In the
terminology of William Hamilton, this is expressed by saying that the was a decrease in the force function of the
relationship over time or in the terminology of William Rankine, this is expressed by saying that there was a decrease
in the potential energy of the relationship over time.
The affect of free energy coupling, discovered in 1941 by Fritz
Lipmann, however, compounds this description, in the sense the
human relations must thus be coupled to each other if coupling is a
universal phenomenon in the biosphere. In direct extrapolation, it
means that the energy (bond energy) released from the cleaving of
certain high energy human chemical bonds will function to drive many
endergonic human chemical reactions (relationships and processes
that would not normally go on their own).
Said another way, Goethe showed that human relationships
(affinity relationships) are governed by the laws of chemical
thermodynamics. In addition, with the publication of German-born
American biochemist Fritz Lipmann’s 1941 paper “Metabolic
Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy”, which showed
Goethe, Minister of State, of the independent
that, in nature, endergonic reactions are coupled to exergonic
German state Saxe-Weimar, and Grand Duke
reactions, we know that human chemical reactions between people
Karl August (who appointed Goethe a member
are coupled to each other, as Goethe showed in his novella, or that
of the privy council in 1776 and later Minister of
bond energy released from some certain energy dense human bonds,
State) in the courtyard of the Jena Castle. [29]
acts to drive less energetic human reactions that would not otherwise
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go on their own. Thus, wherein affinity equates to free energy G and elective affinity reaction equates to chemical
reaction in modern terms, Goethe pioneered the science of human chemical thermodynamics, two-hundred years
ahead of its time.
Goethe's fields of expertise are varied, he was a lawyer, poet, painter, architect, playwright, governor,
statesman, botanist, chemist, physicist, biologist, anatomist, novice mathematician, philosopher, scientist, in the
general sense of the word, and as been called: "the last true person to know everything". Goethe is also considered
to be the founder of two sciences: morphology (1790) and human chemistry (1809). [22] In the latter sense, he is
considered as the world's first human
chemist. [4]
Goethe is also a pioneer of human
thermodynamics for his theories on human
energies and affinities in relation to human
work productivities, the latter of which was
determined to be a measure of "free energy"
(in 1882). Goethe, along with William James
Sidis, both of which who were driven to
outline a thermodynamic theory of life, are
coincidentally both among the only three
people to have had adulthood intelligences
Left: A Goethe barometer used by Goethe in 1822 in his studies of
estimated at the IQ: 225+ range. Goethe,
meteorology. [21] Center: the Goethe-Schiller statue in Weimar; it was to
German writer Friedrich Schiller, in 1799, that Goethe first confided his
according to English novelist Georgi Eliot, is:
newly forming theory that the passions of human relationships are
[2]

governed precisely in the same manner as are the reactions of chemicals of
“Germany's greatest man of letters ... and the affinity tables. Right: the Goethe-Schiller bust (circa 1805).

last true polymath to walk the earth.”
Goethe, by way of his 1809 theory of human elective affinities, as found in coded story form in his Elective Affinities,
in which, as he wrote to many people, he had not only placed numerous different elements within the text, but that
many of these were hidden within it and that past the transparent or non-transparent veils in the novel one may be
able to see the ‘truly intended Gestalt’, is truly the all-time greatest mind to have ever walked the face of the earth,
beyond that of either Newton, Einstein, or Da Vinci. [3] The genus and logic of Goethe's mind, for instance, who had
stated: [7]
“How I look forward to the effect that this novel [Elective Affinities] will have in a few years on many people rereading
it.”
is now only beginning to come into light, some 200-years after publication. [4] The logic of Goethe's human affinity
theories, for instance, is currently forming the basis of the new beta-stage, science-based pair matching site
ReactionMatch.com, situated on the premise of "matching affinities in love the chemical reaction." Noted
researchers on Goethe's Elective Affinities include: German science historian Jeremy Adler, who did his 1969 PhD
dissertation on the chemists, particularly Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, affinity reactions, and affinity theory
used by Goethe in his novella, and American Germanic studies scholar Astrida Tantillo, author of the 2001 book
Goethe's Elective Affinities and the Critics.

Goethe genealogy
In genealogies, Goethe's genealogy is unique in that although it can be traced back through eleven generations, his
seed only carried forward through two generations, and in this sense, it is more apt to say correctly that we are the
progeny of his prolific output. [63]
First generation
A

B

Johann
Caspar
Goethe
(17101782)

+

C

Catharina
Textor
(17311808)

→

D

Johann
Wolfgang
Goethe
(17491832)

+

Second generation
A

B

C

Cornelia
Goethe
(17501777)
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Johann
Wolfgang
Goethe
(1749-1832)

+

Christiane
Vulpius (17651816)

August von Goethe
(1789-1830)

→

Third generation
A

B

C+D+E

Ottilie Pogwisch
(1796-1872)

August Goethe
(1789-1830)

+

Walter Wolfgang von Goethe
(1818-1885)

→
Maximilian Wolfgang von
Goethe (1820-1883)

Sedina Alma Henrietta Cornelia
von Goethe (1827-1844)

Goethe’s grandchildren Walter and Maximilian, as it has been noted, turned homosexual in mating behaviors, thus
producing no offspring, and their sister Sedina (Alma), ended at the age of 17 during the typhoid epidemic, thus
producing no offspring—hence, stands the 1885 passage on Walter's tombstone:
“With him went Goethe’s seed, whose name survives forever.”
There, no doubt, is some unnamed principle or law at work here, in the neighborhood of "having one's cake and
eating it to", in regards to elite geniuses and progeny, something akin to the two being inversely proportional to each
other, as in Beckhap's law.

Education
Goethe's early education was attended by his father Johann
Caspar Goethe, i.e. "Rat Goethe", a prominent lawyer, who was
determined that his son and daughter, Cornelia, should not be
contaminated by attending a public school. [19] Goethe’s early
education has been described as irregular; he went to no school,
and his father stimulated rather than instructed him. [18]
Goethe's only formal education took place from 1765 to 1767,
where, at the age of 16, Goethe entered the University of Leipzig,
studying the classics, and graduating with a degree in law. The
bulk of Goethe’s education, however, can best be described as
autodidactic in style, or a self-directed type of self-education; he
was a self-taught genius.
Goethe family in Schäfertracht (1762), from left to
Goethe had an association with Estonian-born German
right: Katharinea Elisabeth Goethe (1731-1808),
Johann Caspar Goethe (1710-1782), Johann Wolfgang physician and physicist Thomas Seebeck, noted for his 1821
experimental discovery of the thermoelectric effect or of thermoGoethe (1749-1832), and Cornelia Goethe (1750electricity, who helped Goethe in his scientific investigations,
1777). (see: Genealogy)
supposedly in his color theory. [3

Religion

See main: Goethe on religion
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Born into a Lutheran family, Goethe's early faith was shaken by news of such events as the 1755 Lisbon earthquake
and the Seven Years' War. [63] Goethe had questioned the traditional concept of God at an early age; in Dichtung und
Wahrheit he describes, in poetic language, how at age 9 he built his own altar to nature out of his father’s natural
history collection, surmounting it with sulfur, and lit a candle, when making his devotions. It has been argued that his
readings of the works of Benedict Spinoza later confirmed these feelings. [52] At age 21, at the University of
Strasbourg, completing a dissertation (rejected on the grounds that it was unorthodox) on “The Legislature, On the
Power of the Magistrate to Determine Religion and Culture”, in which he contended, among other things, that “Jesus
Christ is not the author of Christianity, but rather a subject composed by a number of wise men and that Christian
religion is merely a rational, political institution.” [53] The dissertation was rejected being that it was attack on
orthodoxy—as a result, he only achieved the “licentiate” to practice law. Following dissertation rejection, to show
contempt for university authorities he offered a series of 56 theses for disputation, e.g. “natural law is what nature
has taught all creatures” (thesis 1), “should the woman who kills her newly born child suffer the death penalty?
(thesis 55), a moral issue reoccurs in Faust, etc., all themed on his distaste for learned authority, and casting for a
new way of looking at the relationship between humans to nature, society, and tradition.
In July 1782, he described himself as"not anti-Christian, nor un-Christian, but most decidedly non-Christian."In
his Venetian Epigram 66, Goethe listed four things that he loathed:"tobacco smoke, bugs, garlic, and †." [63] In his
collected works of poems, Goethe famously stated the following famous synopsis:
“He who possesses science and art,
Possesses religion as well;
He who possesses neither of these,
Had better have religion.”
It does seem to be the case that Goethe had some type of belief in the
existence of God—some have summarized this to be similar to the
embodiment of nature(pantheistic) type of god held in the mind of
Benedict Spinoza, one of Goethe’s intellectual mentors. In a 21 November
1827 letter to his friend, German composer Carl Zelter, the same letter
that he famously comments how people have treated his Elective
Affinities like the “garment of Nessus”, to exemplify, Goethe comments in
ending: [62]
“With the kindest greetings, let me exhort and cheer you on to persevere
in that activity, to cultivate which—in the midst of peace—we are
encouraged and compelled by the hostile pressure of the world. If we help
ourselves, God will help us.”
In 1831, a year before his end, Goethe commented the following: [56]
“I have found no confession of faith to which I could ally myself without
reservation.”
Interesting, indeed.

Chemistry
See main: Goethe and chemistry

One of Goethe’s first chemical experiments:

the preparation of corrosive water for
In 1758, at age 9, Goethe erected an altar of natural products, derived
etching. [24]
largely from his father’s natural history collection, surmounting it with a
candle, which he lit when making his devotions, the whole surmounted by
sulphur, signifying the unity of nature. [79] In 1768, at age of 19, during his convalescent year at home in bed (176869), through the direction of Susanne Klettenberg (1723-1744), he studied the works of Paracelsus, Anton
Kirchweger’s The Golden Chain of Homer: a Description of Nature and Natural Things (1723), Georg von Welling’s
Opus Mago-Cabalisticum, the writings of Hermann Boerhaave, and others; and was conducting chemical experiments
in his attic using a draught furnace to reveal the ‘principle that permeates the whole universe’. Some have argued
that Goethe was drawn into the science of chemistry during his 1768 spell of illness during his return home from the
University of Leipzig wherein he was treated by a physician who claimed to have found an infallible panacea or
mysterious drug which he did not dare use because he was afraid of the legal action against him, but that was
convinced into using, after his patient was suddenly seized with an attack of violent illness which threatened his life,
after which Goethe began to mend and soon recover. [32] In 1769, at the age of 20, Goethe was conducting chemical
experiments in his attic using a draught-furnace. As Goethe wrote, at age 21, in a 1770 letter to writer Susanne von
Klettenberg, age 47, who had helped Goethe during his Leipzig disease two years prior: [24]

“Chemistry is still my secret love.”
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Books on chemistry and alchemy, according to Goethe’s biographer Heinrich Düntzer, became “almost a craze with
him”, though, seeking exact knowledge, he was sometimes made desperate by their strange mystifications. [12]
Goethe’s reading of Bavarian alchemist Georg von Welling’s 1735 Opus Mago-Cabalisticum, a sort of religiouschemistry mixture, for instance, led him to the clearer chemistry of Dutch physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave’s
1724 Elements of Chemistry, a book greatly influential to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier and his 1787 Elements of
Chemistry. [13] Goethe also studied the works of Swiss physician and chemist Paracelsus. [14]
In 1770, at the University of Strasbourg, Goethe began attending the
chemistry courses of French chemist Jacob Spielmann, his first
chemistry teacher. One of Goethe’s first mentors in chemistry was
German physician-chemist Wilhelm Buchholz, who presented the
latest findings in chemistry at the weekly Friday Society meetings at
Weimar, from 1791 to 1797, of which Goethe was a member. [32] It
may be that Buchholz was the model for the Captain in Elective
Affinities (see: Geothe's human affinity table). In a 2 Jul 1792 letter to
German physician Samuel Sommerring, Goethe stated the following:
[76]

Opening section of chapter the "Goethe's
Affinities" of the 2007 textbook Human
Chemistry, by American chemical engineer by
Libb Thims, specifically defining Goethe as the
"founder" of the science of human chemistry.

"It seems to me at least for the moment, that everything connects
well when you in this teaching for Barbie takes the concept of polarity
to guide. Like ... it was impossible to connect the previously chemical
experience with optical, you only see the first chapter of each Dyeing,
even the newest of Berthollet, in which the progress of chemistry, we
must admire the way so much. Because basically ... the thing itself
must be very simple, as all higher, the general principles of acting. As
you pointed out quite rightly, the effect of acids and friendship is to
the Yellow Red and Yellow, the alkalis to the Blue Red and Blue
brought in a great relationship, what offers us the countless
chemistry experiments. "

“Mir scheint wenigstens für den Augenblick, daß sich alles gut verbindet, wenn man auch in dieser Lehre zum Versch
den Begriff der Polarität zum Leitfaden nimmt. … Wie unmöglich war es bisher die chemischen Erfahrungen mit den
optischen zu verbinden, man sehe nur die ersten Kapitel einer jeden Färbekunst, selbst der neuesten von Berthollet,
in welcher wir die Fortschritte der Chemie übrigens so sehr bewundern müssen. … Denn im Grunde muß die Sache an
sich sehr einfach sein, wie alle höhere, ins Allgemeine wirkende Prinzipien. Wie Sie ganz richtig bemerkten, wird die
Wirkung und Freundschaft der Säuren zu dem Gelben und Gelbroten, der Alkalien zum Blauen und Blauroten in einen
schönen Zusammenhang gebracht, wozu uns die Chemie unzählige Versuche anbietet.”
At some point, Goethe came across Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions (likely the 1785 German edition by Heinrich Tabor, as most scholars have argued), which became
his core anchor point for developing his theory of human chemical reactions or human elective affinity reactions and
human morality based on measurable chemical affinity tendencies. To exemplify this, in 1809, Goethe explained to
his friend Friedrich Riemer that:
“The moral symbols used in the natural sciences were the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
In 1810, Goethe began attended the weekly lectures of German chemist Johann Dobereiner, one of Goethe’s lifelong
friends, who taught Goethe about chemical analysis and stoichiometry. [17] In 1826, at age 77, on the paradoxical
issue of French chemist Claude Berthollet’s 1799 theory of split affinities (or color theory and chemical affinity),
Goethe commented that: "for decades I have been struggling with Berthollet in the matter of affinities" (see:
Berthollet's affinity theory). [16] Goethe was said to have exchanged letters with Swedish chemist Jacob Berzelius
(noted for his "electrochemical theory") whom he met at one point. [14]
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Steam engine
In 1788, the first steam engines to
hoist water were operating in Upper
Silesia; sometime thereafter, Goethe
was introduced to the Newcomen
engine and a water column engine
during his visit there. (Ѻ) Goethe’s
1797 poem “The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice”, a ballad in fourteen
stanzas, the story line behind
Disney’s 1940 Fantasia, about an
Goethe's 1797 poem "The Socerer's Apprentice", the poem behind Disney's 1940
apprentice who evokes a spell to
Fantasia, in which a broom is animated via incantation to carry buckets of water, is
bring animation to a broom so to
said to have been inspired by his 1780s studies of the Newcomen engine in Upper
Silesia and the flooded mine problem (pump problem).
carry buckets of water from the
river, was supposedly inspired by or,
according to Norbert Wiener, has something to do with the Newcomen engine. [80]

Electricity
Ethics author Julie Prandi (1993) stated that Goethe believed in the essential unity of nature to the effect that he
hoped to develop a sort of unified field theory that would connect magnetism, electro-chemical reactions, and colors.
[72] The reference to electro-chemical reactions seems to be a bit of an anachronism, as the battery was not
developed until 1800 by Alessandro Volta, who built on the pioneering work of Luigi Galvani, after which
electrochemistry came into the mainstream. The attribution, however, could refer to German physicist Johann Ritter
(1776-1810) who made discoveries in galvanism, electrochemical properties of elements, and effects of light on
chemical reactions, to whom Goethe's name is associated. [73] It is also known that Goethe, together with Alexander
Humboldt and Wilhelm Humboldt, prior to 1797, had conducted electrical experiments on frog preparations, in
testing the subject of galvanism or animal electricity theories of Luigi Galvani. [74]

Human chemistry | Elective Affinities

▬▬▬See main: Goethe's human chemistry
Goethe spent a period of over 50-years studying chemistry, human life, and its driving passions. His conclusion on the
phenomenon of human life was that human beings are chemical species and that both the work of life and the
underlying vicissitudes of relationships, in all varieties, e.g. marriage, friendships, social interactions, etc., are
chemical reactions, pure and simple. Using Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions, particularly his 69-diagrammed affinity reactions, Goethe outlined a 36-chapter
novella in which each character is considered as different type of chemical species and each chapter plays out a
variation on a different type of elective affinity reaction. The following would be a combination reaction, according to
Goethe:

♂ + ♀ → ♂♀ (Goethe's view)
A + B → AB (Bergman's view)
The following would be a single elective affinity (single displacement reaction), in Goethe's view, wherein a
new female species two acts to displace female species one, with whom the male has a weaker chemical
affinity to than as compared to species two:

♂♀1 + ♀2 → ♂♀2 + ♀1 (Goethe's view)
AB + C → AC + B (Bergman's view)
A year before publication, Goethe, who had been studying chemistry for a period of forty-years, told his friend
Riemer that:
“My idea for the new novella is to portray social relationships and their conflicts symbolically.”
In this statement, Goethe meant that his idea would be to define people as chemical units, lettered using Bergman's
pioneering conception of using letters, a, b, ac, abd, abcd, etc., to represent chemical species. The idea of symbols
and symbolic relationships is a statement in reference to a Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen’s 1757
pioneering development of affinity reaction diagrams, where in during lecture he invented the use of brackets and
darts to represent the change in reaction on going from reactants to products in time, or in a sense the way in which
the force of affinity would act in the process of the reaction. The following affinity reaction diagram is one example:
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▬▬▬
in which chemical species (or people) A
and B are attached in a weakly bonded
chemical union, signified by the
bonding bracket “{“, ordered such that
if species C (a third person) were
introduced into the system, the greater
affinity preference of A for C would
cause A to displace B and to thus form a
new union with C (a new relationship),
which equates to the following in
modern terms:
▬▬▬AB

+ C → AC + B

In short, Goethe wrote out 36 of these
types of reactions in story form in his
36-chapter novella Elective Affinities. In
the famous chapter four of this, his
magnum opus, the characters discuss
among themselves what chemical
dissection means or implies in the
context of human choice, free will, love,
and the interconnectedness of human
relationships. The following is a 1899
summary of Goethe’s theory of human
chemical affinities by German biologist
Ernst Haeckel: [31]

The 1996 French-Italian film adaption of
Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, written
and directed by: Paolo Taviani and Vittorio
Taviani; produced by: Jaen-Claude Volpi
with modified chemical equation overlay
(by Libb Thims), showing the basic double
elective affinity reaction threading the
chapters of the book together (see:
history). [28]

The equation overlaid cover design to
2012-launched online, planned 2013book published, Elective Affinities:
Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded
by American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims, based the 1885 cover
illustration by Philipp Johann and
translation by Hjalmar Boyesen.

“Goethe, in his classical romance, Affinities, compares the relations of pairs of loves with the phenomenon of the
same name in the formation of chemical combinations. The irresistible passion that draws Edward to the sympathetic
Ottilie, or Paris to Helen, and leaps over all bounds of reason and morality, is the same powerful unconscious
attractive force which impels the living spermatozoon to force an entrance into the ovum in the fertilization of the
egg of the animal or plant—the same impetuous movement which unities the two atoms of the hydrogen to one
atom of the oxygen for the formation of the a molecule of water. This fundamental unity of affinity in the whole of
nature was recognized by the great Greek scientist Empedocles in the fifth century BC in his theory of the love and
hatred of the elements.”
(add discussion)

Scientists to have cited Elective

Affinities

See main: Scientists who've cite Elective
Affinities

The following is a list of chemists,
chemical engineers, and chemistry
historians and other scientists who
have cited Goethe’s 1809 human
elective affinity theory:

"Dobbs, op. cit., also examined the role of the ‘mediator’
by which two substances are made ‘sociable’. We may
recall here the importance of the mediator [Mittler] in
Goethe’s Elective Affinities (Engl. Trans. Greenwood
1976). For what concerns chemistry, Goethe was not far
from Newton."
Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine and his famous footnote 2.5 (Order Out of Chaos,
1984), the one that led American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims to the work
of Goethe, which thus became the main stimulus behind the writing of the world's
first textbook on "human chemistry" in 2007 (see: Libb Thims (history)).

1905 | Wilhelm Ostwald | Sixth
Lecture: Affinity Lecture at MIT.
1910 | Fielding Garrison | comment: "seems so plausible and fascinating".
1969 | Jeremy Adler | Goethe’s ‘Elective Affinity’ and the Chemistry of his Time
1978 | Pierre Laszlo | “All Kinds of Affinities”
1984 | Ilya Prigogine | Order Out of Chaos (pgs. 64, 319)
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1995 | Jean-Marie Lehn | Supramolecular Chemistry (pg. 2)
1995 | Roald Hoffmann | The Same and Not the Same (pgs. 58, 88-89, 179-80, 256) [43]
1995 | Joel Janin | protein thermodynamics article “Elusive Affinities”. [41]
1997 | Kevin Yee | The Captain as Catalyst in Goethe's Wahlverwandtschaften
2000 | Jurgen Mimkes | "Society as a Many Particle System" (pg. 2)
2003 | Mi Gyung Kim | Affinity, That Elusive Dream (pgs. 1-2)
2004 | Tominaga Keii | Heterogeneous Kinetics (section: Chemical Affinity in 1806, pgs. 16-17)
2007 | Libb Thims | Human Chemistry (ch. 10: Goethe's Affinities, pgs. 371-422)
2008 | Philip Ball | "Literary Reactions" in Science World
2010 | Sam Kean | The Case of the Disappearing Spoon (ch. 14: Artistic Elements)
What is curious (Ѻ) in this list (Thims aside), is the number of people (particularly Prigogine, Keii, and possibly Janin),
knowledgeable about chemistry and in particular chemical thermodynamics, to have seemingly been unmoved, so to
speak, by Goethe's theory, discussing it only as a passing amusement? Ostwald, in fact, translated Gibbs' Equilibrium
into German in 1892, gave lectures on affinity, and wrote books on the subject, and had an "energy theory of
culture."

Gestalt
Goethe wrote to many people about Elective Affinities, informing them of a unified ‘Gestalt’, hidden meanings, and
the necessity of multiple re-readings. [23] In 1817, Goethe explained Gestalt as follows: [22]
“The Germans have a word for the complex of existence presented by a physical organism: Gestalt. With this
expression they exclude what is changeable and assume that an interrelated whole is identified, defined, and fixed in
character. But if we look at all these Gestalten, especially the organic ones, we will discover that nothing in them is
permanent, nothing is at rest or defined - everything is in a flux of continual motion. This is why German frequently
and fittingly makes use of the word Bildung to describe the end product and what is in process of production as well.
Thus in setting forth a morphology we should not speak of Gestalt, or if we use the term we should at least do so only
in reference to the idea, the concept, or to an empirical element held fast for a mere moment of time”

Morphology | Evolution
Goethe had discovered a universal principle of evolution, specifically "morphology" as he termed it, as early as 1784,
some 75+ years before Charles Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species. Darwin, in his book, in fact, attributes the discovery
of evolution to three people: Saint-Hilaire (1833), Erasmus (1791), and Goethe (1784). Goethe is said to have
discovered evolution in 1784 as pronounced in a missive to Herder from Jena, March 27, at night (quote to right):

“I have found neither gold nor silver, but
something that unspeakably delights me—the
human Os intermaxillary! I was comparing
human and animal skulls with Loder, hit up the
right track, and behold—Eureka! Only, I beg of
you, not a word—for this must be a great secret
for the present. You ought to be very much
delighted too, for it is like the keystone to
anthropology—and it’s there, no mistake! But
how?”
— Goethe, on his discovery of the human
intermaxillary bone, 1784

This formal illustration from Goethe’s publication (1784) shows his discovery of a bone that anatomists of his time
had claimed was missing from humans. This was used to support the argument of continuity of human anatomy
with the rest of the biotic world. [46]
In this instance, according to Carl Becker, as discussed in his 2003 book A Modern Theory of Evolution, Goethe had
“discovered the evolution of the human being from the ape”, a concept that prior to him had only existed as a
metaphor in occult tradition: the ape representing man untransformed by alchemy. [35] As explained by German
physician-physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his In the 1853 essay “On Goethe’s Scientific Researches”, Goethe’s
studies of comparative botany and comparative anatomy led him to “a happy glimpse of an all-pervading law” of the
conception that the differences in the anatomy different animals or morphology of different plants are to be “looked
upon as variations from a common phase or type, induced by differences of habit, locality, or food.”
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The specific observation that led Goethe to this fertile conception of
evolution, is found in Goethe’s monograph on the intermaxillary bone,
written as early as 1786. Prior to this publication, it was known that in
most vertebrates (mammalia, birds, amphibia, and fishes) that the
upper jaw consists of two bones, the upper jaw-bone and the
intermaxillary bone. The former always contains in the mammalia the
molar and canine teeth, the latter the incisors. Humans, being
distinguished from all other animals by the absence of the projecting
snout, have, on the contrary, on each side only one bone, the upper
jaw-bone, containing all the teeth. This being so, according to
Helmholtz, Goethe discovered in human the skull faint traces of the
Sketch of Goethe’s research and poem entitled
sutures, which in animals unite the upper and middle jaw-bones, and
Ginkgo Biloba which gives a hint of what he was
thus concluded from it that man had originally possessed an upper jaw- digging for in his work on comparative botany:
bone.
[45]
By 1795, following more studies in osteology, Goethe had become
convinced of the universality of his “newly discovered principle”, and was able to define the idea in his “Sketch of a
General Introduction to Comparative Anatomy”, wherein he laid down with the utmost confidence and precision,
that “all differences in the structure of animals must be looked upon as variations of a single primitive type, induced
by the coalescence, the alteration, the increase, the diminution, or event the complete removal of singe parts of the
structure.”
In his 1790 treatise on the metamorphosis of plants, according to Helmholtz, Goethe had worked out the
principles behind the transformation of stem-leaves into sepals and petals, and of sepals and petals into stamens,
nectaries, and overaies, just as the “anterior extremity of vertebrate animals takes different forms, becoming in man
and apes an arm, in other animals a paw with claws, or a forefoot with a hoof, or a fin, or a win, but always retains
the same divisions, the same positions, and the same connection with the trunk, all resembling each other to a
certain extent in origin and composition, and even under certain conditions passing from one form into the other.”
[20]

Goethe’s color triangle: has the primary
colors at the corners, with the secondaries
along the triangle’s sides and the tertiaries
filling the inner spaces. Scottish physicist
James Maxwell developed a chart in 1872
from his studies of the electromagnetic
theory of light, which was in the form of a
triangle, similar to Goethe’s. Isaac Newton
had said that the seven basic colors
created by a prism were elementary and
unmixable, but Maxwell proved that only
three colors—red, green, blue—were
necessary to create all the others—a
conclusion that became the basis for color
photography (first made by Maxwell), and
later color printing. [42]

Goethe's 1786-1795 theories on metamorphosis and variation of plant and
animal species, as being descendant common ancestors, through a process
of transformation, had a significant influence on English naturalist Charles
Darwin and the reception of his 1859 Origin of Species. Helmholtz
reiterated in 1892, on Goethe’s metamorphosis theory, that Goethean
morphology had so shaped nineteenth-century biology that it paved the
way for Darwin’s theory. [25] Darwin, in his work, gives credit on this
matter by stating that the three precursor theories to his own were his
Erasmus Darwin (his grandfather), French naturalist Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,
and Goethe: [26]
“It is rather a singular instance of the manner in which similar views arise at
about the same time that Goethe in Germany, Erasmus Darwin in England,
and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in France, came to the same conclusion on the
origin of species, in the years 1794-95”
Erasmus had expressed the view, in his Laws of Organic Life (1794), that "all
warm-blooded animals have arisen from one living filament".
Goethe expressed his views, on evolution in three different occasions: in his
1786 monograph on the intermaxillary bone, where he showed that
humans had originally possessed an upper jaw-bone similar to other
vertebrates, but that over time the upper-jaw and lower jaw of humans had
fused through a process of morphogenesis; his 1790 Metamorphosis of
Plants, where he showed how the various parts of the plant had evolved
from earlier precursors over time; and his 1809 Elective Affinities, where he
showed that the evolution of humans (and by implication all species)
originated at the chemical level.

Geoffroy remarked in his 1794 and 1795 work that “there is no doubt that Goethe was an extreme partisan of similar
views” to his own; and who, in his 1795 History Making or Monkeys from Madagascar, expressed his view that there
is a unity of organic composition and that nature presents us with only one plan of construction, the same in
principle, but varied in its accessory parts. On these pioneers of the theory of "variation of species" as French
botanist Henri Lecoq wrote in 1854: [27]
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“We see that our researches on the fixity or the variation of the species, lead us directly to the ideas issued by two
men justly famous, Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and Goethe.”
This passage was also cited by Darwin. In total, in his in his 'Historical Sketch', on those who advocated variations on a
theory of origin of species, prior to 1859, Darwin gives thirty-four authors who believe in the modification of species,
or at least disbelieve in separate acts of creation, of which twenty-seven have written on special branches of natural
history or geology, in which the two foremost of these, according to Darwin, are Goethe and Geoffroy. Goethe’s last
writings were said to have been devoted to defending Saint-Hilaire. [44] It should be noted that Ernst Haeckel and
Lester Ward considered Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire's contributions to evolutionary theory to be relatively insignificant and
instead ranked Jean Lamarck along side Erasmus Darwin and Goethe. While both Haeckel and Ward agree that
Erasmus Darwin was the least important of the three they disagree on whom was most important. Haeckel ranks his
fellow countryman Goethe at the top while Ward considers Lamarck's body of work to be superior. [78]

Theme | Freedom, choice, and circumscriptions
According to English German-cultures scholar Carl Krockel, three of Goethe’s main works circled around the issue of
freedom of choice of an individual embedded in a system: [70]
“In Faust, the Wilhelm Meister novels, and Die Wahlverwandtschaften Goethe explored the freedom of each
individual to choose his path in life, while revealing how this choice was circumscribed by oppressive social

Right: Known individuals with an estimated adulthood IQ of 225+; four which have theories surrounding the concept of entropy
S, two of which (Goethe and Hirata) applying affinity or free energy to human relationships.

demands.”

Goethe's IQ
See main: Genius IQs

Goethe, being generally known as polymath of great and varied knowledge, is also regarded as having one of the
world's highest IQ. [5] In fact, Goethe is one of the only three people to have had independently estimated adulthood
age IQs at or above 225. Famously, in 1926, psychologist Catherine Cox, assisted by psychologists Lewis M. Terman,
Florence L. Goodenaugh, and Kate Gordon, published the results of her studies of 301 ratings of individual case
histories of the behavior and performance of 301 eminent young men and women, between 17 and 26 years of age,
born 1450 to 1850, prepared from 1,500 biographical sources, reported as estimated intelligence quotients based on
The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale, and corrected for regression to the mean, in her book
Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred Geniuses. The following quote by Cox summarizes the general view of Goethe's
IQ:
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“One rater (M) has scored on the basis of the record of Goethe’s youth
an IQ of 225. Goethe’s true IQ may in the history of mankind have been
equaled in a few instances; one may well wonder whether it has ever
been exceeded.”
The result of Cox's studied was that Goethe was assigned the highest
intelligence quotient of all geniuses with a ceiling IQ value of 210. [6] A
second independent study on assigning IQs to the all-time top 100
geniuses to have ever lived, as found in the 1994 Book of Genius,
conduced by English accelerated learning expert Tony Buzan (and
Raymond Keene), assigned Goethe with the second highest IQ of 215,
behind Shakespeare who was assigned an IQ of 220.

Beauty

Goethe meeting with Napoleon in 1808;
Napoleon's famous greeting of the author
Werther on 2 October, «Voilà un homme!»
(‘Now here is a real man!'). [47]

Beauty according to Goethe, from his 1809 Elective Affinities, is
“everywhere a welcome guest”. Goethe stated that human beauty “acts
with far greater force on both inner and outer senses, so that he who
beholds it is exempt from evil and feels in harmony with himself and
with the world.”

Napoleon | 1808

In 1808, Goethe famously met Napoleon, a great fan of Goethe, who had read his Werther, supposedly, six time
during battle. [47] After meeting with Beethoven, four years later (below), Goethe famous commented something
along the lines of how he admired the former, but despised (?) the
latter, or there to this affect.

Beethoven | 1812
In 1812, Goethe spent four days visiting with Beethoven, a great
fan of Goethe, the interactions of which have been retold many
times. Beethoven was 42, Goethe 63, with the publication of the
first part of Faust four years behind him. Of this meeting, the
following vignette has come down to us. - As Beethoven and
Goethe walked, some of the nobility passed with their entourage.
Goethe politely stepped aside and bowed deferentially to the
nobles - while Beethoven, in a typical gesture, strode almost
defiantly right through their midst, with his hands behind his back
and without acknowledging the presence of the nobles, who had
no alternative but to give him clear passage. When Goethe asked
Beethoven how he could so disrespectfully treat these nobles, the
composer replied, again characteristically, "There are countless
'nobles', but only two of us."
The “incident at Teplitz”, as depicted by Carl Rohling
(1849-1922), Beethoven and Goethe meeting the

"His talent astonished me, but his is a totally untamed personality, imperial family, July 1812: Goethe stepped aside and
gave them respect; whereas Beethoven pushed
and he is not entirely wrong in finding the world detestable,
through commenting “they should make way for us,
though this attitude does not make it more pleasant, either for
not us for them”, or something along these lines.
himself or others … To think of teaching him would be an
insolence even in one with greater insight than mine, for he has the guiding light of genius, whilst the rest of us sit in
total darkness, scarcely suspecting the direction from which daylight will break upon us."
— Goethe, of his meeting with Beethoven
"The Court suits him too much. It is not becoming of a poet."
— Beethoven, of his meeting with Goethe
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The the so-called "incident at Teplitz" (adjacent) was famously remade in
the 1994 film Immortal Beloved, albeit not with Goethe, but with one of
Beethoven's lovers.

Faust
From the age of 4½, in 1753, wherein he learned the story of Faust, through
his puppet stage, till the last two months of his reaction existence, in 1832,
when he finished the second part to his epic drama version of the Faust
legend—the subject of a man striving to learn everything that can be
learned—seemed to occupy a large part of his thoughts. As summarized by
Jaroslav Pelikan, in his 1997 Faust the Theologian: [67]
“Doctor Faust the polymath is — as was Goethe the polymath — a man of
"a hundred scholarly disciplines" [and] also a natural scientist.”
As far as authors go, according to WorldCat Identities, Shakespeare is #1
and Goethe is #2, based predominately on the following two main works of
each author:
A 1918 poster for Goethe's Faust, by
Richard Roland Holst, the story of a main
who strives to learn everything that can be
known so to gain power over the physical
world.

Hamlet (by Shakespeare)
3,641 editions published between 1603 and 2009 in 72 languages and held
by 6,941 libraries worldwide

Faust (by Goethe)
4,422 editions published between 1787 and 2008 in 55 languages and held by 5,204 libraries worldwide
As far as minds go, regarding density of knowledge base and vocabulary variety, however, Goethe far excelled
Shakespeare, in that, language ability aside, Goethe mastered every field of knowledge; mathematics and astronomy,
aside—although he did eventually write a short treatise on mathematics. The references state that Goethe had threetimes the vocabulary of Shakespeare.

Last year
The following is a recounting of the last year of Goethe's activities, as
recounted by Johann Eckermann (1792-1854), German poet and
Goethe's literary assistant, 1823-forward: [57]
"At the close of this (20 Jul 1830), and in the beginning of the next year,
Goethe turned again to his favorite studies, the natural sciences. At the
suggestion of Boisseree, he occupied himself with deeper inquiries into
the laws of the rainbow; and also, from sympathy with the dispute
between Cuvier and St. Hilaire, with subjects referring to the
metamorphoses of the plant and animal world. He, likewise, revised
with me the historical part of the "Theory of Colors," taking also lively
interest in a chapter on the blending of colors, which I, by his desire,
was arranging to be inserted in the theoretical volume.
During this time, there was no lack of interesting conversation between
us, or of valuable utterances on his side. But, as he was daily before my
eyes, fresh and energetic as ever, I fancied this must always be the
Goethe at his mountain hut (1831), by
case, and was too careless of recording his words till it was too late,
Woldemar Friedrich, a place where he carved
and, on the 22d of March, 1832, I, with thousands of noble Germans,
poems into the walls. [61]
had to weep for his irreparable loss."

Last words
Throughout his life, Goethe had a deep fascination for the physical and metaphorical effects of light on humans.
Whilst being best remembered now for his literary works, he himself believed the scientific treatise The Theory of
Colours, which he published in 1810, to be his most important work. Although a confirmed non-believer for almost all
of his life, a year before dying Goethe sided with the eclectic Hypsistarian sect, writing in a letter to a friend that: "A
joyous light thus beamed at me suddenly out of a dark age, for I had the feeling that all my life I had been aspiring to
qualify as a Hypsistarian." He spent the evening before his death discussing optical phenomena with his daughter-inlaw. All of the above might lead us to believe that his celebrated deathbed cry of Mehr Licht! (More light!) was a plea
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for increased enlightenment before dying. The truth appears to be more prosaic. What he actually said (in German)
was: "Do open the shutter of the bedroom so that more light may enter". [59]

Influence
Serbian-born American electrical engineer Nikola Tesla owned a thorough collection
of Goethe’s scientific texts and read these to the exclusion of all other philosophies;
his idea for a self-starting electric motor came to him one evening as he was reciting
a poem of Goethe and watching a sunset, at which point he imagined a magnetic
field rapidly rotating inside a circle of electo-magnets. [48] Goethe's version of
nature was the reason Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud went to medical school.
German sociologist Max Weber, as a young student, secretly read Elective Affinities,
in the classroom, hiding it behind his textbook. [50] German-born American
physicist Albert Einstein kept a bust of Goethe in his study, along with pictures of
Faraday, Newton, and Maxwell, and in his personal library the most-represented
author was the work of Goethe in a thirty-six volume edition and another of twelve
volumes, plus two volumes on his Optics, the exchange of letters between Goethe
and Schiller, and a separate volume of Faust. [49] American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims worked on the problem of human free energies, in terms
prediction, human chemical reactions, and free energy tables, for a period of eleven
years (1995-2006), before even knowing who Goethe was and discovering (see:
footnote #5) that he had, independently, worked on the very same problem, albeit Einstein kept a bust of Goethe in
in terms of affinity tables (vs. free energy tables), over two-hundred years ago
his study, along with pictures of
(1799-1809), the influence of which on Thims has been unprecedented.
Faraday, Newton, and Maxwell.

Pictures
The following are pictures of Goethe or related images:

Goethe in youth [58]

Goethe, age 15, painting in
oil by Johann Adam Kern.
[15]

Sketch of Goethe by
Eugène Delacroix.

Goethe 1808-1809

Goethe: life mask found in the
rubble of Frankfurt after the
Second World War (The
Goethe in his circa 20s.
Laurence Hutton collection
at Princeton.

An 1800 drawing of
Goethe, supposedly,
housed in the Pinacoteca,
Rome.

Goethe, age 26, by Georg
Melchior Kraus (1775).
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Stieler's Portrait of
Goethe

Goethe's silhouette
(around 1775 or shortly
thereafter created). The
original black from a
deposited white paper is
kept in the Foundation of
Weimar Classics.)

Goethe, age 42, from a pastel
sketch by Libs (1791).

Goethe self portrait (c.1777,
Weimar, The Weimar
Classics Foundation).

1823 portrait of Goethe
by Orest Kiprensky.

Goethe, age 59-60, in
1808/1809, by Franz
Gerhard von Kügelgen.

Goethe, age 38, painted by
Swiss-born Italian artist
Angelika Kauffmann (1787).
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Goethe (1822/26) by
Heinrich Kolbe.

Goethe, age 70, in 1819, from
Goethe, age 69, painted in 1828
the painting by Georg Dawe at
by Joseph Karl Stieler.
the Goethe Museum, Weimar.
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Goethe, circa age 30,
Goethe, painting in oil by
Georg Oswald May (1779),
left, and a later engraving,
right.

Color postcard rendition of
painting of Goethe (1979),
based on original by
George May.

Above: Bust of Goethe by
Karl Fischer, designed c.
1832; this is a 20thcentury copy in bronze of
the original iron-andcopper piece, located in
Bryant Park, New York,
between Fifth and Sixth
Avenues, near 40th
Street (just east of the
carousel).

Goethe, age 81, at Weimar,
engraving by artist
Charlotte Amalia
Schwerdgeburth (c. 1830).

[66]

Above: photo of 1789 bust of
Goethe by Alexander Trippel
(1744-1793).

An oil painting of Goethe in his study, dictating to his scribe,
John, by Johann J. Schmeller, 1829-1831, from the Nationale
Forschungs-und Gedenkatten, Weimar. [33]

A side-profile engraving of
Goethe (year?). [38]
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Goethe and Beethoven at Teplitz.
"Weimar's golden days", before Schiller Dowager Duchess
Amalia, the Duke and Duchess Luise and Karl August, Goethe,
Wieland, Herder, Musus, including the Humboldt Brdern; the
color print of Gemlde of Theobald Reinhold Freiherr von Oer,
1860, Bellevue Palace, Berlin.

A vivid depiction of the “Weimar 1803” painting (right side), drawn by German painter Otto Knille (1884), giving a well-imaged
viewing of Goethe's erudite intellectual circle, showing, from left to right:
Back row: Wilhelm Humboldt (1767-1835) (IQ=175), Alexander Humboldt (1769-1859) (IQ=185), Friedrich Schleiermacher
(1768-1834) (IQ=160), Carl Gauss (1777-1855) (IQ=195), who knew of Goethe's poetry works, and August Schlegel (17671845).
Middle row: Barthold Niebuhr (1776-1831) (IQ=185), Johann Herder (1744-1803) (IQ=165), in whom in 1784 Goethe first
confided his discovery of evidence for human evolution from lower animals, and Johann Gleim (1719-1803).
Front row: Goethe (1749-1832) (IQ=230)—the big intellectual, standing at the center of attention—followed by Christoph
Wieland (1733-1813) (IQ=170), seated right front, who in 1810 called Goethe's self-defined greatest theory "childish nonsense
and fooling around", August Iffland (1759-1814)—and last but not least Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) (IQ=175)—Goethe’s
closest intellectual friend—in whom, in 1796, he first confided his newly-forming human elective affinities theory—and a
bench mark point for the launching of the science of human chemistry.
See the Goethe timeline, for full size color version (showing both the left and right side of the original image).
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Image: "Schiller's garden house in Jena," 1797, seated from left:
unknown, Caroline of Beulwitz, Charlotte Schiller (1766-1826),
Johann Herder (1744-1803), and Caroline of Dachroeden, etc.,
Schiller, standing from left: Goethe, Wieland, William and
Alexander von Humboldt.

Goethe (#2), according to WorldCat Identities, is
among the top seven biggest identities in world
literature, along with Bach, Jesus Christ, Lincoln,
Mary, Mozart, and Shakespeare. [11]

Tributes | Praise
The following are noted tributes and or praise quotes:
“All before Goethe are ancients, and all who have read him are modern.”
— Ralph Emerson (c.1910) [34]

“Goethe, who stands far above any of Kant's successors in wisdom and an almost instinctive recognition of the truth.
In judgment he surpassed his scientific contemporaries like Humboldt almost as much as in philosophical intuition he
surpassed Schelling.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature (pg. 72)

“Goethe opportunistically bowed to every invader. But as a thinker and man, he remained noncommittal and aloof…
His aloofness, in these as in other matters, gained him the reputation of ‘the Olympian’; and the label was not always
meant to be flattering. But his Olympian appearance was due least of all to an inner indifference to the fate of his
contemporaries. It veiled his drama: his incapacity and reluctance to identify himself with causes, each an
inextricable, tangle of right and wrong… All three – Jefferson, Goethe, and Shelley – were in a sense outsiders to the
great conflict of their time, and because of this they interpreted their time with more truthfulness and penetration
than did the fearful – the hate-ridden partisans on either side.”
— Isaac Deutscher (1950) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

“Gauss and Goethe were Quetelet's intellectual parents and Goethe predominated.”
— Author (1998), (Ѻ)

“I was familiar with the phrase ‘Renaissance Man’, but Goethe is like a Renaissance Man with access to
amphetamines. He makes Leonardo da Vinci look like a lazy bum.”
— Arnold Jacobs (2004), The Know-It-All: One Man’s Humble Quest to Be the Smartest Person in the World
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Quotes
See main: Goethe (quotes)

The following are noted quotes by Goethe:
“The human has an unstoppable drive, at least to try, to detect the
inmost force, which binds the world, and guides its course.”
– Faust [10]

“If one does not know what went on for the last three thousand years,
he or she remains ignorant, merely surviving from day-to-day.”
“The history of science is science itself.”
Theory of Colors (1810) [64]
“A creation of importance can only be produced when its author
isolates himself; it is a child of solitude.”
“We do not have to visit a madhouse to find disordered minds; our
planet is the mental institution of the universe.”
— Johann Goethe (1830), a seeming variant (Ѻ) of one of his "conversations"
(Ѻ)

“Only by joy and sorrow does a person know anything about themselves A woman holding up the famous Goethe quote
on freedom, from Elective Affinities (P2:C5) at
and their destiny. They learn what to do and what to avoid.”
the Occupy Wall Street protests (Zuccotti Park,

New York, 28 Sep 2011).
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe
they are free.”
("Niemand ist mehr Sklave, als der sich für frei hält, ohne es zu sein.") (Elective Affinities, P2:C5) [71]

“Nothing shows a man's character more than what he laughs at.”
“The first and last thing which is required of genius is the love of truth.” [65]
“What does not kill me makes me stronger.”
Goethe (original): “What doesn't kill us makes us stronger.” (source?)
Nietzsche (paraphrased): “That which does not kill me makes me stronger.” (Twilight of the Idols 1888)
“He who is firm in will moulds the world to himself.”

Monuments
The following are public monuments to Goethe:

The 1844 Goethe Monument, in
Frankfurt-am-Main, made by Ludwig von
Schwanthaler:

A photo of the Goethe sculpture
by sculptor Herman Hahn in
Munich (1913), eventually placed
in Lincoln Park, Chicago.

Goethe's study in Frankfurt
(c.1769/72, Weimar, The Weimar
Classics Foundation).
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A Goethe statue (link).
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Title: “These Were the Subjects which Occupied his
Activity”, photogravure from the drawing by Woldemar
Friedrich. [61]
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Goethe (pronunciation)
In pronunciations, Göethe (GU(R)-tuh) (audio), of German polymath Johann
Goethe, the latter shown with no accent on the “o”, is a complex and
difficult name to render in the English tongue, the result of the fact that the
German alphabet is an extended Latin alphabet consisting of 30 letters –
the same letters that are found in the basic alphabet plus four extra letters:
three letters with diacritics: Ä/ä, Ö/ö, Ü/ü, and one ligature: ẞ/ß called
eszett (sz) or scharfes S, sharp s. [1] Hence, German-to-English translation
of Göethe:
Göethe → Goethe
The “ö”, or umlaut (double dots), is lost, or if kept in the name, not a
symbol recognized to the English speaker, especially the American speaker.

Overview
In 1894, American poet John Spollon stated the following about
pronunciation: [5]
“Goethe, whose name in charity to young pronouncers should be spelled
Getty, was the father of affinity. If there is a more dangerous combination
than a woman, a kerosene can and damp kindlings, it is a poet, an inquiring
mind and the science called Chemistry. While tinkering with the science in
an amateur way. Getty, the German Shakespeare, discovered, what every
chemist knew, that there are certain atoms that possess elective affinities
for certain other atoms; that is, they were intended by Nature to meet with
and adhere to each other, forming a perfect whole.”

Left: the letter Ö, on a boundary stone at
the border between Austria and Germany,
such as found in the surname “Göethe”,
wherein languages that do not have the
letter as part of the regular alphabet (such
as English), the O-umlaut, the double dots
above the letter (ö), is frequently replaced
with the digraph "oe", thus rendering the
name as "Goeethe" (English). Right:
German Tomasz Kurianowicz discussing
Goethe, to hear example pronunciation.

In 2006, Irish-born, English-educated, Australian aesthetics theorist John
Armstrong, in his “Note on Pronunciation”, an introduction page to his
Love, Life, Goethe, gave the following well-rounded look at some of the
issues, for non-German speakers, in attempts to render the name of Goethe: [2]

“Goethe’s name is something of a problem. At least for English speakers it raises a tricky issue of pronunciation.
Growing up in Glasgow I occasionally heard of a German writer called ‘Go-th’. It’s not a bad attempt and carries
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interesting resonances: Gothic architecture and the Goths—always linked with Vandals and Huns. My mother
sometimes spoke of someone called ‘Gerter’ or ‘Gerder’—tentatively acknowledging the ‘otherness’ of the name. It
has no ‘r’s’ in it so perhaps, by the perverse logic of a foreign tongue, you stress them precisely because they’re not
there. It does sound quite Germanic. My mother is the perfect audience for the Dublin building-site joke:
A new construction worker is a bit confused and asks: ‘Joist? Girder?’ What’s the difference?’ The foreman patiently
explains: ‘Joist wrote Uylsses, Girder wrote Faust.’
I was still following the construction-site usage when I happened to mention Goethe while teaching English as a
foreign language. A German student assumed I was talking about someone he hadn’t heard of until I commented
that, of course, the writer’s best-known work was Faust—at which point he said: ‘Oh, you mean “Goo-t’i”.’ (Say ‘oo’
while thinking intently about the letter ‘r’; the ‘I’ is weak, as in ‘it’).
‘Goo-t’i’ it is: in my opinion less pleasant than some of the mispronunciations. It’s an additional, if perhaps minor,
obstacle to the reception of the man and his work. I still feel anxious when I mention his name to people who have
heard of Faust but are entirely unsure who this ‘Goo’ person might be.
Although this is the settled modern pronunciation, it was not such a clear-cut matter in Goethe’s own day. There is a
letter by the lovely Caroline Flachsland, who later knew Goethe very well, referring to ‘Gede’—a young poet (Goethe)
all her friends were talking about. So they must have been pronouncing the great man’s name in a way that would
upset today’s sophisticates.”
In 2010, American blogger Michael Kelleher gave the following account of the first time he heard Goethe’s name
spoken: [4]
“I remember the first time I heard Goethe's name spoken aloud. I had a professor in college who taught modern
American drama. The class was comprised of two elements: long, tedious theater anecdotes and unexplained
references to figures, works, and ideas that no one in the class knew a thing about. I was that kind of generous spirit
that assumed the teacher was not just an ostentatious prick but rather a caring soul who wanted us to learn
something on our own, so when I heard a reference I did not understand, I would go look it up, thinking it might give
me a better understanding of what we were talking about in class. It rarely did, though it at least let me know when
he was just showing off, which was often.
Anyhow, I can remember a whole class, I think it was on Eugene O'Neill, in which he dropped the name Faust into the
discussion several times without ever telling us who this Faust was or what he had to do with Eugene O'Neill. And
then he kept saying the name of the author, "Gurta". Gurta said this. Gurta said that, and so on. Well, I kept
going to the library to look up Gurta, but there was no such author that I could discover. When I looked up Faust, I
saw the name "Goethe," but the lack of an 'r' in the name threw me off the scent. I have a memory of it taking me a
long time to put two and two together, but it might not have been that long. Memory is funny that way.”
In 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, published his million+viewed “Smartest Person Ever”, a fourpart video series on YouTube, Goethe ranking at #1, in the original making of which, Thims pronounced his name as
“Goat-ah”, which quickly came under correction-attack in the threads; some examples of which are as follows: [3]
“In addition to these mispronunciations: "Goat-a?" Who the hell is "Goat-a"? I think it's pronounced closer to
something like "Gerta".”
— turtlecasserole (2011), in reply to fecesfeces9, May

“No doubt Goethe can be called the smartest human ever. He is also one of the most influential. However, why can't
the producer of this video learn how to pronounce this great genius' name. Please check out what the two little dots
above the "o" do to the sound of that vowel.”
— 1Victorinus (2011), Aug
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“Do you realize that you
are pronouncing Goethe incorrectly?”
— (2012), 1anero, May 2

“He's doing pretty well of course he
can't pronounce "ö" properly at least
he's trying.”
— probaner92 (2012), in reply to 1anero,
May 4

“GOAT-uh? What in the hell?
Someone who claims to be in the
position to discuss intelligence has no
better sense than to pronounce
Goethe as GOAT-uh?”
— Chase Kimball (2012) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

A 2013 Goethe pronunciation argument (Ѻ), in part three of the smartest person
ever video.
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Audio pronunciations
● Goethe (audio) – GoetheSociety.org.

Goethe (quotes)
In Hmolpedia, Goethe (quotes) refers to some of the noted quotations
by German polymath Johann Goethe, some of which are listed below.

Newer
The following are newer Goethe quotes:
“Only a person who has himself experienced the impact of a fertile idea
will understand what passionate activity is stirred in our minds, what
enthusiasm we feel, when we glimpse in advance and in its totality
something which is later to emerge in greater and greater detail in the
manner suggested by its early development. Thus, the reader must
surely agree, having been captured and driven by such an idea, I was
bound to be occupied with it, if not exclusively, nevertheless during the
rest of my life.”
— Johann Goethe (1831), reflection of his 1786-87 visit to a public garden in
Palermo, Sicily (Ѻ)

“Of all discoveries and opinions, none may have exerted a greater
effect on the human spirit than the doctrine of Copernicus. The world
had scarcely become known as round and complete in itself when it
was asked to waive the tremendous privilege of being the center of the
universe. Never, perhaps, was a greater demand made on mankind for
by this admission so many things vanished in mist and smoke! What
A woman (2011) holding up the famous Goethe
became of our Eden, our world of innocence, piety and poetry; the
quote on freedom, from Elective Affinities
(P2:C5), at the Occupy Wall Street protests
testimony of the senses; the conviction of a poetic religious faith? No
(Zuccotti Park, New York, Sep 28.
wonder his contemporaries did not wish to let all this go and offered
every possible resistance to a doctrine which in its converts authorized
and demanded a freedom of view and greatness of thought so far unknown, indeed not even dreamed of.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1820) (Ѻ)

Elective Affinities
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See main: Elective Affinities (Quotes)

The following are quotes from Elective Affinities (1809):
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.”
("Niemand ist mehr Sklave, als der sich für frei hält, ohne es zu sein.")
— Goethe (1809) Elective Affinities (P2:C5) [3]

“Nothing shows a man's character more than what he laughs at.”
— Goethe (1809) Elective Affinities (P#:C#) [6]

Reality | Non-reality
The following are reality themed quotes:
“We do not have to visit a madhouse to find disordered minds; our planet is the mental institution of the universe.”
— Goethe (c.1815)

“Few people have the imagination for reality.”
— Goethe (c.1815) (Ѻ)

Newly added
The following are newly added Goethe quotes:
“If I accept you as you are, I will make you worse; however if I treat you as though you are what you are capable of
becoming, I help you become that.”
— Goethe (c.1815) (Ѻ)

List
The following is a growing list of relevant Goethe quotes:
“The human has an unstoppable drive, at least to try, to detect the inmost force, which binds the world, and guides
its course.”
— Goethe (c.1830), quote from Faust [1]

“If one does not know what went on for the last three thousand years, he or she remains ignorant, merely surviving
from day-to-day.”
— Goethe (c.1830)

“A person who does not know the history of the last 3,000 years wanders in the darkness of ignorance, unable to
make sense of the reality around him.”
— Goethe (c.1830) (Ѻ)

“The history of science is science itself.”
— Goethe (1810) Theory of Colors [2]

“A creation of importance can only be produced when its author isolates himself; it is a child of solitude.”
— Goethe (c.1810)

“Only by joy and sorrow does a person know anything about themselves and their destiny. They learn what to do and
what to avoid.”
— Goethe (c.1810)

“The first and last thing which is required of genius is the love of truth.”
— Goethe (c.1810) [4]

“What does not kill me makes me stronger.”
Goethe (original): “What doesn't kill us makes us stronger.” (source?)
Nietzsche (paraphrased): “That which does not kill me makes me stronger.” (Twilight of the Idols 1888)
“He who is firm in will moulds the world to himself.”
— Goethe (c.1810)

“A little passion, is the only thing which can render a watering place supportable; without it, one dies of ennui.”
— Johann Goethe (1831), conversation (Ѻ) with Johann Eckermann, Jul 20 [7]
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Praise | Tribute
The following are quotes on or about Goethe:
“Goethe was raised to the rank of Shakespeare.”
— Henry Adams (1907), The Education of Henry Adams

“Words like 'great' and 'genius' could aptly be used for but a select number of artists—for Michelangelo or say
Shakespeare. In the United States, the works of these great artists have been incorporated into popular culture as the
epitome of visual and linguistic beauty. By contrast, on these shores, Goethe's works remain largely
unread and rarely discussed except among college students, most of whom develop a healthy dose of amnesia
shortly after graduation.”
— Daniel Spiro (2005), “Remember to Live! The Philosophy of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe” [5]
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Goethe genealogy
In genealogies, Goethe genealogy, diagrammed below, refers to the ancestors and descendants of German
polyintellect Johann Goethe (1749-1832).

Generations
The genealogy of Goethe is unique in that although it can be traced back through eleven generations, his seed only
carried forward through two generations, and in this sense, it is more apt to say correctly that we are the progeny of
his prolific output. [1]
First generation
A

Johann
Caspar
Goethe
(1710-1782)

B

+

C

Catharina
Textor
(1731-1808)

D

Johann
Wolfgang
Goethe (17491832)

→

+

Second generation
A

B

Johann
Wolfgang
Goethe
(1749-1832)

Christiane
Vulpius (17651816)

+

C

August von Goethe
(1789-1830)

→

Third generation
A

B

C+D+E

Cornelia
Goethe
(1750-1777)
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August Goethe
(1789-1830)

Ottilie Pogwisch
(1796-1872)

+
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Walter Wolfgang von Goethe
(1818-1885)

→
Maximilian Wolfgang von
Goethe (1820-1883)

Sedina Alma Henrietta Cornelia
von Goethe (1827-1844)

Goethe’s grandchildren Walter and Maximilian, as it has been noted, turned homosexual in mating behaviors, thus
producing no offspring, and their sister Sedina (Alma), ended at the age of 17 during the typhoid epidemic, thus
producing no offspring—hence, stands the 1885 passage on Walter's tombstone:
“With him went Goethe’s seed, whose name survives forever.”
Walter and Maximilian, as it has been noted, turned homosexual in mating behaviors, thus producing no offspring,
and their sister Sedina (Alma), ended at the age of 17 during the typhoid epidemic, thus producing no offspring—
hence, stands the 1885 passage on Walter's tombstone: [2]
Inscription
(German)

Walther von Goethe
born 9th April 1818 in Weimar,
died in Leipzig 15th April 1885.
With him went out Goethe's seed,
whose name survives forever.

Inscription
(German)

Walther von Goethe
geb. zu Weimar 9ten April 1818,
gest zu Leipzig 15ten April 1885.
Mit ihm verlosch Goethes
Geschlecht,
dessen Namme alle Zeiten
überdauert.

Discussion
In genius studies (see "marriage" section of the genius page), there seems to exist some yet unwritten law according
to which genius level is directly proportional, in increasing amount, to the amount of passion, devotion, and time one
puts into his or her work, which is reciprocal, in decreasing amount, to the amount of passion, devotion, and time
one puts into his or her relationships and family, which has some sort of trickle down effect. In respect to Goethe and
his offspring lineage termination, some unnamed principle or law at work here, in the neighborhood of "having one's
cake and eating it to", in regards to elite geniuses and progeny, something akin to the two being inversely
proportional to each other, as in Beckhap's law.
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Goethe and
chemistry
In hmolscience, Goethe and chemistry
refers to the intersection of chemistry with
the reaction existence (life), times, and
philosophy of German polyintellect Johann
Goethe, from his 1758 (age 9) devotions to
sulfur lit by a candle; to his 1768 (age 18)
chemical studies, e.g. of Paracelsus, and
others, and chemical experiments in his
attic with a draught furnace (heat) to
reveal the principle that permeates the
whole universe; to his 1770 (age 20)
declaration to Susanne Klettenberg that
“chemistry is still my secret love”; to his
1780 (age 31) metamorphology theory of
form change, mineral to plant to human
(evolution); to his 1796 (age 47)
Left: directions for the preparation of corrosive water for etching, one of
comparison of attractions and repulsions
Goethe’s first chemical experiments. [4] Right: Wagner, the famed sorcerer’s
and or elective affinities of minerals to
former student, of Goethe’s Faust, who creates laboratory life, i.e. a
those of humans; to his 1799 (age 50)
homunculus, in a beaker, via fire and chemicals.
assertion that in literature one should not
treat the passions like playing cards by via the delicate elective affinities; to his 1809 (age 60) founding of the science
of human chemistry, via the publication of his chemically-coded novella Elective Affinities; to his 1830 (age 80)
comment to Carl Zelter that the ten commandments, the 6th in particular (do not commit adultery), need to be
reformulated, foundationally, in terms of physicochemical principles; to his 1832 (age 82) completion of Faust, which
tells the tales of Wagner, a famed sorcerer’s former student, who creates laboratory life (homunculus) in a beaker,
via fire and chemicals, and the journey that ensues.

Overview
In 1758, at age 9, Goethe erected an altar of natural products, derived largely from his father’s natural history
collection, surmounting it with a candle, which he lit when making his devotions, the whole surmounted by sulphur,
signifying the unity of nature. [2] In 1768, at age of 19, during his convalescent year at home in bed (1768-69),
through the direction of Susanne Klettenberg (1723-1744), he studied the works of Paracelsus, Anton Kirchweger’s
The Golden Chain of Homer: a Description of Nature and Natural Things (1723), Georg von Welling’s Opus MagoCabalisticum, the writings of Hermann Boerhaave, and others; and was conducting chemical experiments in his attic
using a draught furnace to reveal the ‘principle that permeates the whole universe’. Some have argued that Goethe
was drawn into the science of chemistry during his 1768 spell of illness during his return home from the University of
Leipzig wherein he was treated by a physician who claimed to have found an infallible panacea or mysterious drug
which he did not dare use because he was afraid of the legal action against him, but that was convinced into using,
after his patient was suddenly seized with an attack of violent illness which threatened his life, after which Goethe
began to mend and soon recover. [3] In 1769, at the age of 20, Goethe was conducting chemical experiments in his
attic using a draught-furnace. As Goethe wrote, at age 21, in a 1770 letter to writer Susanne von Klettenberg, age 47,
who to note had helped Goethe during his Leipzig disease two years prior: [4]
“Chemistry is still my secret love.”
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Books on chemistry and alchemy, according to Goethe’s biographer Heinrich
Düntzer, became “almost a craze with him”, though, seeking exact
knowledge, he was sometimes made desperate by their strange
mystifications. [5] Goethe’s reading of Bavarian alchemist Georg von
Welling’s 1735 Opus Mago-Cabalisticum, a sort of religious-chemistry
mixture, for instance, led him to the clearer chemistry of Dutch physician
and chemist Herman Boerhaave’s 1724 Elements of Chemistry, a book
greatly influential to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier and his 1787
Elements of Chemistry. [6] Goethe also studied the works of Swiss physician
and chemist Paracelsus. [7]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Goethe’s interest in chemistry continued until the time of his death in
1832.”
— Eugene Blank (1942), “Alchemy and Chemistry in Literature” [1]

See also
● EA|IAD: Reaction decipherment
● Goethe's human affinity table
● Goethe's human chemistry

Right: Goethe’s notebooks of 4-7 Oct
1793, the reaction diagram in the upper
right hand corner showing a double
elective affinity (double displacement
reaction), using Bergman reaction diagram
notation, of experiments with Berlin-blue
liquor. [8]
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In hmolscience, Goethe and Empedocles refers
to those who have been able to make the
connection between Empedocles, on water and
wine and oil and water, and Goethe's 1809
expansion of Empedocles' chemical aphorisms.

Overview
The following shows the main two connecting
points:
“Water has a greater affinity with wine, but
with olive oil it is unwilling to mix.”
— Empedocles (c.450BC), fragment 56 (B91);
Philoponus, Commentary on Aristotle’s Generation of The basic Empedoclean model, according to which everything (humans
Animals, 123.19-20 [1]
included) is comprised of four elements (earth, air, fire, and water), or
"roots" as he called them, and two forces, namely “philia”
(love/attraction) and “neikos” (hate/repulsion), as he called them; the
“And that,” interrupted Edward, “will be
different according to the natural differences of logic of which was upgraded by Goethe in 1809, via Torbern Bergman
stylized affinity chemistry (physical chemistry) plus metamorphology
the things themselves. Sometimes they will
(evolution) explanation; the third upgrade of which, i.e. Gibbs and Goethe
meet like friends and old acquaintances; they
connection, namely the re-interpretation of "affinity" in terms of Gibbs
will come rapidly together, and unite without
energy is an upgrade in progress, one very intricate.

either having to alter itself at all—as wine mixes
with water. Others, again, will remain as strangers side by side, and no amount of mechanical mixing or forcing will
succeed in combining them. Oil and water may be shaken up together, and the next moment they are separate
again, each by itself.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), Elective Affinities (P1:C4)

The following is Haeckel's synthesis of the two:
“The fundamental unit of affinity in the whole of nature, from the simplest chemical process to the most complicated
love story, [as] was recognized by Empedocles [and] Goethe, [can be] reduced, on logical analysis, to matter (space
filling substance) and energy (moving force), [which] are but two inseparable attributes of one underlying substance.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1895), The Riddle of the Universe [7]

In 1904, Caleb Saleeby stated the following:
“Has not Goethe, following Empedocles, told us how carbon and oxygen love each other, how passionately they fly,
lover-like, into each other's arms? The union is extremely firm, as is testified by the quantity of heat evolved by a fire
during the process of combination, and by the chemist's great difficulty when he seeks artificially to undo it.”
— Caleb Saleeby (1904), “The Green Leaf” [2]

Here, of note, in chronological retrospect, we see the heat theory of affinity being applied as the underlying model of
chemical combinations, human-scale and atomic-scale, whereas correctly it is the thermodynamic theory of affinity
that is the evidencing factor, i.e. the free energy decrease is the determining factor NOT the amount of heat evolved
during the process; a discerning perspective nonetheless.

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“These elements are equal, all of them, and of like ancient race; and one holds one office and another and each has
his own nature”—some being predominantly warm, others cold. They were coeval and eternal—for if they perish
whither should they go? (Fragment 87.) "From these arose blood and various kinds of flesh" (203), “and if your faith
be at all lacking in regard to these (elements), how from water and earth and air and sun (fire) when they are mixed
arose such colors and forms of mortal things,” the attraction and repulsion of modern physical chemistry, symbolized
under the conception of love and hate accomplished it, a simile carried out in the meaning of Empedocles by Goethe
in his wonderful novel Elective Affinities (Die Wahlverwandtschaften). Combinations of the elements arose under “the
uniting power of Aphrodite” (210). He seems to have thrown much, if not all, of his written work into the form of
poetry and his other physical ideas as well, are full of poetical conceptions even in the reports and traditions of later
writers. So Goethe made poetry of the Metamorphosis of Animals and Plants.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” [3]
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“The idea [of society as a many particle
system] goes back to Empedocles who in his
On Nature explains the solubility of wine in
water by the attraction of love of relatives,
the segregation of water and oil by the hate
of enemies. Goethe used this idea in his
Elective Affinities to demonstrate that human
A snippet of Jurgen Mimkes on Goethe and Empedocles, from his
relations depend on the chemical laws of
“Interactions of Heterogeneous Agents in Stochastic Socio-economic
society.”
— Jurgen Mimkes (1997), “Society as a Many
Particle System” [4]

Systems”, presented at the 2003 7th annual Workshop on Economies with
Heterogeneous Interacting Agents; at the end of which he mentions
Wolfgang Weidlich (1971). [9]

“The reinterpretation of the process of combustion requires the very elements of chemistry—literally and
figuratively—to be ordered anew. For the new conception no longer permits the notion, maintained by the
philosophers, alchemists, and chemists since antiquity, that all matter consists of admixtures of four elements joined
by attraction and sundered by repulsion—or, as Empedocles would have it, by love and hate, thus
anthropomorphizing matter in a way that turned out to have great resonance for Goethe.”
— Michel Chaouli (2002), The Laboratory of Poetry [8]

“Relatives mix like water and wine; enemies avoid each other like water and oil.”
— Jurgen Mimkes (2005), “Chemistry of the Social Bond” [5]

“People who love each other mix like water and wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
— Libb Thims (2007), Human Chemistry [6]

See also
● Gibbs and Goethe
● Empedocles, Goethe, and Beg
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Goethe love
thought experiment
In thought experiments, Goethe love thought
experiment refers to the 1808 love thought
experiment conceptualized by German
thinker Johann Goethe about a scenario of a
hero simultaneously in love with four women
and how he should go about choosing one;
which led into a discourse on the nature of
“choice”, as reality sees things, i.e. the
physical sciences and physicochemical sense
of the matter.

Overview
In the middle of 1808, German polymath
Johann Goethe, a few months before he met
Napoleon (Oct 2), he had started writing a
story called “The Renouncers”, which,
according to one of Goethe’s assistants, was
about a hero simultaneously in love with four
women; the synopsis of which, in Goethe’s
view, was that:
“Each in her own way is lovable; whichever
one he is drawn to in the mood of the
moment, she alone is lovable.”

Left: a depiction of “Goethe love thought experiment”, an 1808 conceived
love thought experiment (see: Goethe timeline), conceived in the mind of
German polymath Johann Goethe about the paradoxical situation
surrounding the nature of love in the scenario of a hero being
simultaneously in love with four women; this premise was worked into a
draft story called “The Renouncers”, which, with the addition of the solution
method of employing Torbern Bergman’s affinity diagram logic to deal with
the issue of “choice”, in the following year, ballooned into the physical
chemistry based passions novella Elective Affinities.
Right: the cover of American romantic period historian Mary Crawford’s
1911 Goethe and His Woman Friends, giving indication to fact that the sheer
number of female relationships Goethe’s culled in his reaction existence,
makes for a focused subject in itself. [3]

Goethe took it up again early the next year,
after which the tale ballooned into a novel, progressed quickly, and before the end of the year (Oct 3, 1809) (see:
Goethe timeline) it was in print under the enigmatic title Elective Affinities, a physical chemistry based treatise on
love, relationships, and human interactions viewed purely as affinity reactions or chemical reactions. [1]

American literature professor Stefanie Markovits, in her summary English poet Arthur Clough's circa 1849 long poem
Amours de Voyage, discusses innate "thought experiment" nature of Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella
Elective Affinities (Die Wahlverwandtschaften): [2]
“Why, Claude wonders, should he fall for Mary rather than some other girl who would be equally suitable and equally
attractive? Is love just the chance collision of two people who are, as the saying goes, in the right place at the right
time—a kind of lucky hit in the dark? ‘Juxtaposition’, within the frame of Amours, fits into two sets of metaphors. The
first of these is chemical and has to do with the concept of elective affinities: the idea that elements having inherent
tendencies to form combinations and that they will combine and recombine according to these tendencies when
placed in solution with each other. Goethe had explored the social and sexual implications of the concept in his novel
Die Wahlverwandtschaften (1809), a work that obviously influenced Clough’s reflections on the subject of Amours.
[4]. Goethe’s novel is really more of a thought experiment about enlightenment than anything else. In it, a
hyperrational couple invite into their home a pair of outsiders, only to discover that the foreign elements bring with
them dangerous forces of elective affinity. The four main characters find themselves reshuffling their relations
according to these affinities, and the results are devastating.”
Markovits goes on to state that the point that Goethe made—and that Clough worries about—is that there is nothing
genuinely elective about elective affinities: we have no choice in these matters, other than the choice to oppose our
inherent passions. She also states that Clough interjected further on this issue, in regards to “mechanical ethics”, the
teaching of behaviors, and passions, in his “1849 (Roma) Notebook”.
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Goethe meets
Napoleon
In famous meetings, Goethe meets Napoleon
refers to the 2 Oct 1808 meeting of German
polyintellect Johann Goethe with French emperor
Napoleon Bonaparte; the incident depicted
adjacent by Hillemmacher: [1]
Napoleon, a great fan of Goethe, who had read
his Werther, supposedly, six times during battle.
[1] Napoleon's famous greeting of the author
was:
“Now here is a real man!”
Or, in the original French, "Voilà un homme!".

See also
● Goethe meets Beethoven
● Napoleon Laplace anecdote

Threads
● Napoleon Bonaparte and Johann Goethe (2010) – Hmolpedia thread.
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In geniuses on, Goethe on evolution
refers to the origin of species (animals
and plants) views of Johann Goethe, i.e.
the proto-evolution or precursory
evolution theory views of humans,
animals, and plants, or
“metamorphology” as he referred to it.
Goethe, in 1784, discovered the human
intermaxillary bone, thought to be
unique to animals only, thus yielding
anatomical proof of common origin; in
his 1790 Metamorphosis of Plants (see:
metamorphosis), he outlined a theory of
form change in plants; he outlined his
newly discovered principle further in his
1795 “Sketch of a General Introduction
to Comparative Anatomy”; from 1796 to
1809, with the publication of his Elective
Affinities, he explained his principle of
“moving order” (bewegliche ordnung) at
the chemical level for humans and
chemicals, in terms of affinity chemistry
and the force of elective affinity
(forerunner to the modern free energy
view of evolution).

A general overview of Goethe's metamorphology theory, aka
"evolution" as Darwin would later, citing Goethe, popularize, showing
Goethe’s views of monkey-human common origins (Ѻ) and his notion
of the urpflanze (Ѻ) or “primordial plant”, a general model of the
origin of plants, animals, and humans, each of which by 1809 were
believed to originated from a combination of morphological forces
and chemical reaction mechanism.

Overview
In circa 1770, Dutch physician Petrus Camper (1722-1789) proposed the Biblically-friendly theory, which
quickly became dogma, that the anatomical difference between man and animal was the missing
intermaxillary bone in man, this being the distinguishing feature between man and monkey. [13] In 1775
to 1786, Goethe was, in an effort to disprove Camper, began studying elephant bones, the formation of
mosses, and was discussing a book with Charlotte von Stein which asserted that humans were originally
plants and animals; about which Owen Barfield, in his “Goethe and Evolution” (1949), summarizes as
follows: [12]
“Was Goethe then an introvert? Mainly interested in ferreting about among those half-formed emotions
and impulses and huge creative forces which move in a mysterious way within us, we are told, as the
forces of nature drive us and shape us from without? Not for a moment. He was the most exact and
conscientious observer of plants and animals and the physical structure of man – especially his bones.
Nothing delighted him more than the loan of an elephant-skull. He seems to have been about as good at
borrowing other people’s bones as Coleridge was at borrowing other people’s books; and at least one
rather aggrieved letter, which is still extant, suggests that he was not always much better at returning
them. Incidentally I think Charlotte von Stein has been a little unfairly treated by some of Goethe’s
biographers. The intellectual and active life of that lady between the years 1775 and 1786 must have been
something of a marathon. When she was not mugging up Spinoza in Latin as well as German – or
inspecting musty skulls, she was always liable to get an urgent request from Goethe for ‘mosses of all
sorts, if possible with the roots – and wet’.
In the same letter Charlotte speaks of a "new book" which makes it probable that men were originally
plants and animals. And this brings me to the hardest part of my task. For I have to try to describe the
origin of something new in the world of thought. Or rather – which makes it still harder – something then
new, but now very familiar to us all. I do not mean a theory. The absence of that is easy enough to look
back on. No, I mean an image or construct, a meaning, a Vorstellung, a Bild, as the Germans say –
whatever word or phrase you choose, as long as you grasp that it is not a theory I am talking about, but
rather the raw stuff about which theories are formed.”
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In 1784, Goethe disproved the then-prevailing
theory that humans and other animals were
not related in origin because humans had no
intermaxillary bone, whereas animals did, by
discovering, via fossil investigation the human
intermaxillary bone, which he pronounced in a
missive to Johann Herder from Jena, March 27,
at night (quote to right):
“I have found neither gold nor silver, but
something that unspeakably delights me—the
human Os intermaxillary! I was comparing
human and animal skulls with Loder, hit up the
right track, and behold—Eureka! Only, I beg of
you, not a word—for this must be a great
secret for the present. You ought to be very
much delighted too, for it is like the keystone
to anthropology—and it’s there, no mistake!
But how?”

Sketches of Goethe's 1784 discovery of the intermaxillary
bone in animals (left) and humans (right), see: human
intermaxillary bone, thus giving "evidence" of a common
origin of form, thus disproving the then-prevalent separate
creation theory; the oft-cited starting point for modern
evolution theory.

The specific observation that led Goethe to this
fertile conception of evolution, is found in Goethe’s monograph on the intermaxillary bone, written as
early as 1786. Prior to this publication, it was known that in most vertebrates (mammalia, birds, amphibia,
and fishes) that the upper jaw consists of two bones, the upper jaw-bone and the intermaxillary bone. The
former always contains in the mammalia the molar and canine teeth, the latter the incisors. Humans, being
distinguished from all other animals by the absence of the projecting snout, have, on the contrary, on each
side only one bone, the upper jaw-bone, containing all the teeth. This being so, according to Helmholtz,
Goethe discovered in human the skull faint traces of the sutures, which in animals unite the upper and
middle jaw-bones, and thus concluded from it that man had originally possessed an upper jaw-bone.
In circa 1794, Goethe came to learn German physician Johann Blumenbach's formative drive theory,
which came to be a framework for part of the mechanism of the operation of his developing
metamorphology theory.
By 1795, following more studies in osteology, Goethe had become convinced of the universality of his
“newly discovered principle”, and was able to define the idea in his “Sketch of a General Introduction to
Comparative Anatomy”, wherein he laid down with the utmost confidence and precision, that “all
differences in the structure of animals must be looked upon as variations of a single primitive type,
induced by the coalescence, the alteration, the increase, the diminution, or event the complete removal of
singe parts of the structure.”
In 1790, Goethe, in his treatise on the metamorphosis of plants, according to Helmholtz, worked out
the principles behind the transformation of stem-leaves into sepals and petals, and of sepals and petals
into stamens, nectaries, and overaies, just as the “anterior extremity of vertebrate animals takes different
forms, becoming in man and apes an arm, in other animals a paw with claws, or a forefoot with a hoof, or
a fin, or a win, but always retains the same divisions, the same positions, and the same connection with
the trunk, all resembling each other to a certain extent in origin and composition, and even under certain
conditions passing from one form into the other.” [2]
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In 1831, Goethe, in his Story of My Botanical Studies, wrote: [9]
“The ever-changing display of plant forms, which I have followed
for so many years, awakens increasingly within me the notion: The
plant forms which surround us were not all created at some given
point in time and then locked into the given form, they have been
given… a felicitous mobility and plasticity allows them to grow and
adapt themselves to many different conditions in many different
places.”
Goethe’s last writings were said to have been devoted to
defending Saint-Hilaire. [7]

Helmholtz | On
In 1853, German physician-physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his
essay “On Goethe’s Scientific Researches”, summarized that
Goethe’s studies of comparative botany and comparative anatomy
led him to “a happy glimpse of an all-pervading law” of the
conception that the differences in the anatomy different animals
or morphology of different plants are to be “looked upon as
variations from a common phase or type, induced by differences of
habit, locality, or food.” In 1892, Helmholtz reiterated on Goethe’s
metamorphosis theory, that Goethean morphology had so shaped
nineteenth-century biology that it paved the way for Darwin’s
theory. [2]

Darwin | On
In 1861, Charles Darwin, in the third edition of his On the Origin of
Species, cites Goethe as the oldest forerunner to his theory of the
origin of species, as follows:

A depiction of Goethe circa 1780
ruminating on a theory of common
descent of humans, animals, and plants
from chemicals; and his searching for an
discovering the human intermaxillary
bone (1784), upon which he built his
metamorphology theory, aka
"evolution" as Darwin would popularize
things.

“It is rather a singular instance of the manner in which similar views arise at about the same time that
Goethe in Germany, Erasmus Darwin in England, and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in France, came to the same
conclusion on the origin of species, in the years 1794-95.”
Robert J. Richards, in his “Did Goethe and Schelling Endorse Species Evolution? (2011), asserts that Darwin
learned of Goethe’s so-named “transmutation” of species theory from Geoffroy Hilaire. [11] Goethe's
1786-1795 theories on metamorphosis and variation of plant and animal species, as being descendant
common ancestors, through a process of transformation, had a significant influence on English naturalist
Charles Darwin and the reception of his 1859 Origin of Species.
“We see that our researches on the fixity or the variation of the species, lead us directly to the ideas issued
by two men justly famous, Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and Goethe.”
This passage was also cited by Darwin. In total, in his in his 'Historical Sketch', on those who advocated
variations on a theory of origin of species, prior to 1859, Darwin gives thirty-four authors who believe in
the modification of species, or at least disbelieve in separate acts of creation, of which twenty-seven have
written on special branches of natural history or geology, in which the two foremost of these, according to
Darwin, are Goethe and Geoffroy.

Haeckel | On
In 1864, Ernst Haeckel, in a letter to Charles Darwin, cited Goethe, Kant, and Hilaire as forerunners to
Darwin's theory of evolution: [10]
“The history of the theory of descent is also extremely interesting and I witness with great joy, how even a
long time ago, the greatest German philosophers and thinkers have a priori proclaimed this theory to be
the only possible way of understanding the origin of species. But you, through the epoch-making discovery
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of ‘Natural Selection’ and ‘Struggle for life’, have for the first time provided the concrete proof for that
abstract statement. The most beautiful expression of this was given by our greatest poet, Goethe, in his
Essays on Morphology, and, most especially, in the review of Geoffroy's ‘Principes de Philosophie
zoologique'’, written shortly before his death. I find that in the excellent biography of Goethe by your
compatriot Lewes, this great merit of Goethe's is perfectly appreciated (in the tenth Chapter of book V
entitled ‘The poet as a man of science’). Our greatest philosopher, Kant, has also expressed himself in
equally decided terms as being for the ‘Theory of Epigenesis’, as he calls it. Indeed, all possible organic
manifestations of nature, both in animal and vegetable life are thus so simply and harmoniously explained,
that I do not understand how so many and such learned naturalists can still be opposed to your view.”
Haeckel further corresponded with Darwin on Goethe's theories in 1868 (Jun 22 and Nov 9) and in 1871
(Ѻ); not to mention that the two met in person at some point.
In 1899, Haeckel summarized Goethe’s evolution theory as follows: [3]
“It is easy to understand that these prevalent ideas of the absolute unchangeability and supernatural
creation of organic species could not satisfy the more penetrating thinkers. We find several eminent minds
already, in the second half of the last century, busy with the attempt to find a natural explanation of the
‘problem of creation.’ Pre-eminent among them was the great German poet and philosopher, Wolfgang
Goethe, who, by his long and assiduous study of morphology, obtained, more than a hundred years ago, a
clear insight into the intimate connection of all organic forms, and a firm conviction of a common natural
origin. In his famed Metamorphosis of Plants (1790) he derived all the different species of plants from one
primitive type, and all their different organs from one primitive organ—the leaf. In his vertebral theory of
the skull he endeavored to prove that the skulls of the vertebrates —including man—were all alike made
up of certain groups of bones, arranged in a definite structure, and that these bones are nothing else than
transformed vertebrae. It was his penetrating study of comparative osteology that led Goethe to a firm
conviction of the unity of the animal organization; he had recognized that the human skeleton is framed
on the same fundamental type as that of all other vertebrates— ‘built on a primitive plan that only
deviates more or less to one side or other in its very constant features, and still develops and refashions
itself daily.’ This remodelling, or transformation, is brought about, according to Goethe, by the constant
interaction of two powerful constructive forces—a centripetal force within the organism, the ‘tendency to
specification’, and a centrifugal force without, the tendency to variation, or the ‘idea of metamorphosis’;
the former corresponds to what we now call heredity, the latter to the modern idea of adaptation.”
Haeckel, to note, goes on to summarized that Goethe's work on the origin of species of plants and animals,
did "not amount to more than certain general conclusions".

Sherrington
In 1949, Charles Sherrington, curiously, in his ignorance, supposedly, in a second edition of one of his
books, disparaged Goethe via the following assertion: [10]
“There is no reason to believe that Goethe had a remote inkling of the concept of evolution, though
admirers, strained the words of some poem or apothegm, have called him Darwin’s precursor.”
In 1952, Otto Haas, in his “Goethe and Evolution”, devotes eight pages to correct Sherrington. [10]
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Other
It should be noted that Ernst Haeckel and Lester
Ward considered Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire's
contributions to evolutionary theory to be relatively
insignificant and instead ranked Jean Lamarck along
side Erasmus Darwin and Goethe. While both
Haeckel and Ward agree that Erasmus Darwin was
the least important of the three they disagree on
whom was most important. Haeckel ranks his fellow
countryman Goethe at the top while Ward
considers Lamarck's body of work to be superior. [8]
In 2003, Carl Becker, in his A Modern Theory of
Evolution (2003), surmised that Goethe, in his bone
discovery, had “discovered the evolution of the
Sketch of Goethe’s research and poem entitled Ginkgo
human being from the ape”, a concept that prior to Biloba which gives a hint of what he was digging for in his
work on comparative botany. [6]
him had only existed as a metaphor in occult
tradition: the ape representing man untransformed
by alchemy. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“How deeply Goethe had penetrated into their character by these philosophic studies of the ‘construction
and reconstruction of organic natures,’ and how far, therefore, he must be considered the most important
precursor of Darwin and Lamarck.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1882), “The Systems of Darwin, Goethe, and Lamarck” [5]

“About the end of the eighteenth century fruitful suggestions and even clear presentations of this or that
part of a large evolutionary doctrine came thick and fast, and from the most divergent quarters. Especially
remarkable were those from Erasmus Darwin in England, Maupertuis in France, Oken in Switzerland, and
Herder, and, most brilliantly of all, from Goethe in Germany.”
— Andrew White (1896), A History of Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom [9]

“I often think of the different ways Goethe and Darwin got at evolution. Goethe had the poetic conception
of it all right; Darwin worked it out step by step. Who's ahead? And which has any business scoffing at the
other?”
— Susan Glaspell (c.1915) (Ѻ)
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Goethe on religion
In hmolscience, Goethe on religion refers to the
collective views of German polyintellect Johann
Goethe, a Haught disbeliever (#19), on religion, God,
and its residual theory, e.g. soul, spirit, life, afterlife,
among others.

Synopsis
The following is a work-in-progress synopsis showing
the change in Goethe’s belief state, with years in bold
as summarized by Alexander Rustow (1954): [12]
1755 | age 6 | Faith questioner
1758 | age 9 | Chemical / Natural history worshiper
1770 | age 21 | Christianity debunker
1782 | age 33 | Decided non-Christian | Stoic deism
religion
1790 | age 41 | Un-Christian / Anti-Christian / Crucifix- A sketch of Goethe studying in Frankfurt in the years circa 1769 to
loathing
1772 (see: Goethe timeline), before and after which he had begun
1809 | age 60 | Bergmanian / Physiochemical
delving into the religion question.
moralist
1815 | age 66 | God-denier | Universalistic panentheist (Ѻ) | Cosmic animating force philosopher
1831 | age 81 | Skeptical / Faithless
(add discussion)

Agnostic | Deist | Atheist
Theists frequently like to claim Goethe for their side and say he was a god believer (theist). Google Books, however,
indicate a 9-to-1 ratio for the phrase “Goethe was an atheist” compared to “Goethe believed in God”. [10] Goethe
prayed to “sulphur” as a child (age 9); his law degree (age 21), was on a debunking of Christianity; his 1774 (age 25)
poem “Prometheus”, states the following:
“I know of no poorer thing under the sun, than you gods! And you would starve if children and beggars were not fools
full of hope.”
Goethe seems, therefore to have been an Spinozan atheist of the "Being = God" variety; who held the view that only
fools believe in God or gods.

Early years
Born into a Lutheran family, Goethe's early faith was shaken by news of such events as the 1755 Lisbon earthquake
and the Seven Years' War. [4] Goethe had questioned the traditional concept of God at an early age. At age 9, as
described in his Dichtung und Wahrheit, in poetic language, he built his own altar to nature out of his father’s natural
history collection, surmounting it with sulfur, and lit a candle, when making his devotions. It has been argued that his
readings of the works of Benedict Spinoza later confirmed these feelings. [5]
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Daimonic principle
In circa 1770, Goethe stated, as discussed in retrospect, in book 20 of his Poetry and Truth (1811-1814), how in his
pre-1775 youth years he was searching for a universal rule to explain the happenings of existence:
“I perceived something in nature (whether living or lifeless, animate or inanimate) that manifested itself only in
contradictions and therefore could not be expressed in any concept, much less any word. It was not divine, for it
seemed irrational; not human, for it had no intelligence; not diabolical, for it was beneficent; and not angelic, for it
often betrayed malice. It was like chance, for it laced continuity, and like providence, for it suggested context.
Everything that limits us seemed penetrable by it, and it appeared to dispose at will over the elements necessary to
our existence, to contract time and expand space. It seemed only to accept the impossible and scornfully to reject the
possible.”
This statement has since come to be known as Goethe’s daimonic principle.

Dissertation | Christianity = Political institution
At age 21, at the University of Strasbourg, completing a dissertation (rejected on the grounds that it was unorthodox)
on “The Legislature, On the Power of the Magistrate to Determine Religion and Culture”, in which he contended,
among other things, that “Jesus Christ is not the author of Christianity, but rather 'tis a subject composed by a
number of wise men and that Christian religion is merely a rational, political institution.” The dissertation was
rejected being that it was attack on orthodoxy—as a result, he only achieved the “licentiate” to practice law.
Following dissertation rejection, to show contempt for university authorities he offered a series of 56 theses for
disputation, e.g. “natural law is what nature has taught all creatures” (thesis 1), “should the woman who kills her
newly born child suffer the death penalty? (thesis 55), a moral issue reoccurs in Faust, etc., all themed on his distaste
for learned authority, and casting for a new way of looking at the relationship between humans to nature, society,
and tradition. [8] In July 1782, he described himself as"not anti-Christian, nor un-Christian, but most decidedly nonChristian." In his Venetian Epigram 66, Goethe listed four things that he loathed: "tobacco smoke, bugs, garlic, and †."
[4]
In his collected works of poems, Goethe famously stated the following famous synopsis:
“He who possesses science and art,
Possesses religion as well;
He who possesses neither of these,
Had better have religion.”
It does seem to be the case that Goethe had some type of belief in the existence of God—some have summarized this
to be similar to the embodiment of nature (pantheistic) type of god held in the mind of Benedict Spinoza, one of
Goethe’s intellectual mentors. In a 21 November 1827 letter to his friend, German composer Carl Zelter, the same
letter that he famously comments how people have treated his Elective Affinities like the “garment of Nessus”, to
exemplify, Goethe comments in ending: [6]
“With the kindest greetings, let me exhort and cheer you on to persevere in that activity, to cultivate which—in the
midst of peace—we are encouraged and compelled by the hostile pressure of the world. If we help ourselves, God
will help us.”
In 1831, a year before his end, Goethe commented the following: [7]
“I have found no confession of faith to which I could ally myself without reservation.”
Interesting, indeed.
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Elective Affinities | Ten commandments
In 1809, Goethe penned his physical chemistry-based novella
Elective Affinities, which implicitly usurps God-based religion;
or as Heinrich Heine put it: "it overturns everything holy." In
1830, Goethe, in a letter to his friend, composer Carl Zelter,
stated the following about the novella: [9]
“Following on what went before, let me tell you in fun, that in
my Elective Affinities, I took care to round off the inward, true
catharsis, with as much purity and finish as possible, but I do
not therefore imagine that any handsome fellow could
thereby be purged from the lust of looking after the wife of
another. The sixth commandment, which seemed to the
Elohim-Jehovab to be so necessary, even in the wilderness,
that he engraved it on granite tables with his own finger,—this
The central aim of Goethe's Elective Affinities, according
it will still be necessary to uphold in our blotting-paper
to his 1830 statements, was to show that the laws of god,
catechisms.”
the 6th commandment in particular, are incompatible
with the laws of physical chemistry.

Hence, the "double mental adultery" that takes place in the
novel explained through the language of a "double elective affinity reaction" (double displacement reaction) in
physical chemistry (affinity chemistry) terms.

God | Gretchen question
On the question of whether Goethe believed in the existence of god, several citations seem to point to Goethe’s
Faust and his so-called Gretchenfrage, meaning “crutch question” or Gretchen question, the incident in the story
when Gretchen asks Faust about his attitude to religion and if he believe in God: [1]
“Now tell me how you feel about religion? You are cordially good man, But I think you do not think much of it?”
Margaret, called Gretchen, is a very young girl who is
being courted by the older, respectable scientist. After
they have already met several times and even kissed,
but not yet slept together, Gretchen makes her
question to Faust. [2] She asks him directly how he
stood with God and religion, to which he answers: [3]
“Leave that, child! Truly, my love is tender;
For love, blood and life would I surrender,
For Faith and Church, I grant to each his own.
My darling, who shall dare
‘I believe in God!’ to say?
Ask priest or sage the answer to declare,
And it will seem a mocking play,
A sarcasm on the asker.
Hear me not falsely, sweetest countenance!
Who dare express Him?
And who profess Him,
Saying, I believe in Him?
Who, feeling, seeing,
Deny His being,
Saying: I believe Him not!

Faust and Gretchen in the garden during which time she asks the
so-called "Gretchen question", namely: what is your opinion on
religion and do you believe in God? (Painting James Tissot, 1861)
(Ѻ) The riddled poetic answer to which Faust gives, supposedly,
being indicative of his own views, to some extent.

This, according to Adolf Just, is an “evasive, entirely obscure answer”, of Faust, which does “not satisfy the reader
either.” [3]

Bible
Goethe, at least since the 1930s, has had the following quote attributed to him: (Ѻ)
“The Bible grows more beautiful as we grow in our understanding of It.”
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If indeed he did say this, and when, one cannot fault thinkers before the translation of the Rosetta stone (c.1820s),
for making faulty statements about the Bible, being that after Egyptian hieroglyphics were deciphered, it was found
that the entire Bible is but a monotheistic re-dress of Anunian theology, centered around the Osiris resurrection
theory.

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“Spinoza does not prove the existence of god. Being is god. If others denounce him as an atheist for this, I wish to
exalt him.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810), response to a book that labeled Spinoza as an atheist [11]

“Christianity is the fairytale of Christ.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810) [11]

See also
● Bible vs. physical science conflicts
● Goethe on the soul
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Goethe on the soul
In genius queries, Goethe on the soul refers to German
polyintellect Johann Goethe’s statements and or
dialogues on the concept of the soul and or its residual
theories, initiated in the year 1813, following the
passing of Christoph Wieland, and up until 1830,
approximately, wherein he attempted the query as to
whether or not the soul is annihilated following death
(existence cessation, dereaction, etc.), via employing
the terms entelechy (Aristotle), monad (Leibnitz),
"initial points", or something from which the animation
of the whole proceeds.

Overview
In 1910, American editor Paul Carus collected the main
statements by Goethe on the concept of the soul and
or what happens to a person after they cease to exist
and or come into existence. Carus, was keen to note
that Goethe never committed and of these ideas to
paper:
“As to his view of the nature of the soul, Goethe was
careful not to commit himself definitely in his writings,
but in conversation he now and then uttered ideas.”
A synopsis of Goethe's 1813-1830 speculative discussions on the

Also, that all of the commentary known to have
"soul", or theory of being existence continuity, which, for lack of
a better word, he described in Aristotle-Leibnitz entelechy and or
communicated by Goethe is absorbed commentary
taken down by associates of Goethe, and therefore not monad stylized speak.
presented, possibly, as accurately as the former would
have it.

Falk | Wieland funeral
In 1813, the main dialogue by Goethe, on the speculative nature of the theory of the soul, was taken down by Johann
Falk (1768-1826), who accompanied Goethe on his return from the funeral of Christoph Wieland (1733-1813). With
reference to the possibility that Wieland’s soul could have been annihilated, Goethe is reported to have said the
following:
“There can be no thought of an annihilation in nature of such high psychic powers, nor under any conditions, for she
is not wasteful of her capital. Wieland's soul is by nature a treasure, a real gem. Moreover, during the whole of his
long life he did not use up these spiritual and beautiful talents, but increased them. A personal continuance of our
soul after death by no means conflicts with the observations which I have made for many years concerning the
constitution of our own beings and all those in nature. On the contrary, it seems to be an outcome of them and finds
in them new confirmation.
How much or how little of a personality deserves to be preserved, is another question, and an affair which we
must leave to God. At present I will only say this: I assume different classes and degrees of ultimate aboriginal
elements of all beings which are, as it were, the initial points of all phenomena in nature. I might call them ‘souls’
because from them the animation of the whole proceeds. Perhaps I had better call them monads. Let me retain this
term of Leibnitz, because it expresses the simplicity of these simplest beings and there might be no better name.
Some of these monads or initial points, experience teaches, are so small and so insignificant that they are fit only for
a subordinate service and existence. Others however are quite strong and powerful.
All monads are by nature so indestructible that they can not stop or lose their activity at the moment of
dissolution, but must continue it in the very same moment. Thus they only part from their old relations in order to
enter at once into new ones. In this change all depends on the power of intention which resides in this or that
monad. Each monad proceeds to whithersoever it belongs, into the water, into the air, into the earth, into the fire,
into the stars, yea the secret tendency which conducts it thither, contains at the same time the secret of its future
destiny. Any thought of annihilation is quite excluded.
Should we venture on suppositions, I really do not understand what could prevent the monad to which we owe
the appearance of Wieland on our planet to enter in its new state of existence into the highest combination of this
universe. By its diligence, its zeal, its genius, through which it has incorporated into its own existence so many
historical states, it is entitled to anything. I should not be astonished at all should I, after millenniums, meet Wieland
again as a star of the first magnitude. Then I should see him and bear witness how he with his dear light would
gladden and quicken everything that would come near him.
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To bring light and clearness into the nebular existence of some comet should be deemed a joyous task for a
monad such as the one of our Wieland! Considering the eternity of this universe of ours, no other duty, generally
speaking, can be assumed for monads than that they in their turn should partake of the joys of the gods as blessed
creative powers. They are conversant with the becoming of creation. Whether called or uncalled, they come by
themselves from all sides, on all paths, from the mountains, from the oceans, from the stars. Who can prevent them?
I am sure that I, such as you see me here, have lived a thousand times, and hope to come again another thousand
times.”
On these passages, Carus comments the following keen
notes: [1]
“There is a great lack of lucidity in these sentences. On the
one hand the monads are the simplest realities, a kind of
atoms, which belong to fire, water, earth, and other
elementary existences; on the other hand, they are psychic
agencies, and are introduced to personify the law that
sways the formation of a nebula into a planetary system;
and again they are assumed to be psychic entities. Perhaps
some monads are thought to be chemical atoms and others
psychic powers; and the latter, after the fashion of the
Greek deities, are expected to do the work of the natural
laws. Such thoughts are poetry, not science; fiction, not
psychological facts; mythology, not philosophy. If we knew
Goethe from this passage alone we would say that he was a
mystic. We grant that he had a mystic vein whenever he
A rendition of Plato’s split soul theory, in regards to the
happened to speak or refer to the soul, but even here he
hypothetical origin of humans, employed by Goethe in his
disliked the excrescences of mysticism.”
Elective Affinities (P1:C5), via alternate side headache logic,
(add discussion)

that the characters (or reactants) Eduard and Ottilie are long
lost soul mates destined for each other.

Elective Affinities | Plato
In 1809, Goethe, among the many love theories he secretively employs his Elective Affinities, uses Plato’s split soul
theory, as told by Aristophanes, in regards to his theory of the origins of humans, via the subtle mention (P1:C5) of
how Eduard (rightside headache) and Ottilie (leftside headache) had headaches on opposite sides of each other’s
heads, implying that they were at birth attached, back to back, as one entity, but then split in two, and thereafter
finding each other as true loves.

Other
The following are latter recorded comments by Goethe on his soul talk speculations:
“In the sympathy which binds our souls, in bygone ages, I feel, you must have been either my sister or my wife.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1774), Poem to Charlotte von Stein [1]

“It would be quite impossible for a thinking being to entertain the idea of its own non-existence or the
discontinuance of its thought and life. Accordingly everyone carried a proof of his own immortality quite immediately
in himself, but as soon as he tried to commit himself to objective statements, as soon as he would venture to come
out with it, as soon as he wanted to prove dogmatically or comprehend a personal continuance, as soon as he would
bolster up this inner observation in a commonplace way, he would lose himself in contradictions.”
— Johann Goethe (1823), Conversation with Chancellor von Mueller and Herrn von Riemer, Oct 19 [1]

“To be engrossed with the ideas of immortality is only for the leisure classes, and especially for women who have
nothing to do. An able man who needs to make himself useful here, and who accordingly has to exert himself daily, to
struggle and to work, leaves the future world alone and is active and useful in this one.”
— Johann Goethe (1824), Conversation with Chancellor von Mueller, Feb 25 [1]
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“Each entelechy is a piece of eternity, and those few years during which it is
joined to its terrestrial body do not make it old.”
— Johann Goethe (1828), Conversation with Johann Eckermann, Mar 11 [1]

“I do not doubt our continuance, for nature cannot do without continuity;
but we are not all immortal in the same way, and in order to manifest
himself as a great entelechy, a man must first be one.”
— Johann Goethe (1829), “Conversation with Johann Eckermann”, Sep 1 [1]

“The persistence of the individual and the fact that man rejects what does
not agree with him, are proofs to me that such a thing as an entelechy
exists. Leibnitz cherished similar ideas concerning such independent
entities, only that what we call ‘entelechy’ he called ‘monads’.”
— Johann Goethe (1830), “Conversation with [add]”, Mar 30 [1]

Quotes | Related
The following are related quotes:
“Goethe's conversation with Falk is perhaps the most important passage to
be quoted on the mooted topic, and it may be well to bear in mind that it
was Falk and not Goethe who wrote these sentences, and that they
therefore must be used with discretion.”
— Paul Carus (1910), “Goethe’s Soul Conception” (pg. 750) [1]

See also
● Do atoms have a soul?
● Edison on the soul | Thomas Edison (1910)
● Heisenberg-Pauli dialogue

Wagner, a famed sorcerer's former
student, creating Homunculus in the
chemical laboratory using fire (or heat) and
some type of chemical apparatus, as
described in Goethe's 1832 Faust part II
(see: laboratory produced life); in his talk
with Eckermann, Goethe is supposed to
have said that Homunculus is virtually the
same as the Leibnizian entelechy or
monad, according to John Williams. [3]

References
1. Carus, Paul. (1907). “Goethe’s Soul-Conception”, The Open Court, 21:745-51.
2. (a) Carus, Paul. (1907). “Goethe’s Soul-Conception”, The Open Court, 21:745-51.
(b) Falk, Johann D. (1833). Characteristics of Goethe: from the German of Falk (translator: Friedrich von Muller). E.
Wison.
(c) Johannes Daniel Falk – Wikipedia.
3. (a) Williams, John R. (1987). Goethe’s Faust (pg. 144). Allen & Unwin.
(b) Seung, T.K. (2006). Goethe, Nietzsche, and Wagner: their Spinozan Epics of Love and Power (pg. 67). Lexington
Books.

Further reading
● Carus, Paul. (1906). “Goethe’s View of Immortality”, The Open Court, 20:367-72, Jun.

Goethe timeline

In timelines, Goethe timeline refers to the intellectual development, formulation, influential events, publication, advertisement, f
polymath Johann Goethe’s 1796 human chemistry theory (human elective affinities theory), the principles of which are presented
novella Elective Affinities, which, among his robust and varied 142 plus collected works publications—a set second only to that of
representation—is his self-defined "best book".

Existence reaction
The following portion of the timeline is the depiction of things during Goethe's reaction existence (1749-1832):
(online version)

Goethe’s affinity table
In human chemistry, Goethe’s human affinity table is an affinity table, argued to have been constructed by German
polymath Johann Goethe in circa 1808, a reconstruction of which is shown adjacent, in which the reactants (top row),
on the table, were the characters in the 1809 novella Elective Affinities, and where the new species (new reactants)
introduced into the system (estate), chapter by chapter, are those listed below each header reactant (top row), per
column, listed via descending affinity force preference (or human free energy measure, in modern terms; see: free
energy table), according to the laws of affinity (laws of thermodynamics, in modern terms); those individuals with the
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weakest elective affinity to the header reactant (top row), listed at the bottom of the table.

Synopsis
The following shows the basic synopsis of what Goethe had in mind when he made his conceptual human affinity
table, i.e. he took the basic logic of Geoffroy's affinity table (1718), in the form of Bergman's affinity table (1875),
both of which deriving from Newton's last and final "Query 31", all of which Goethe had absorbed as the new system
of nature, and used this basis of reaction of forces to make a conceptual affinity table based on his own relationship
experiences, which he re-told in the form of a novella with new character names:

(ass summary)

Overview
Goethe readily admits that his novella was based on the Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman’s 1775 affinity table, and
accompanying textbook with its sixty-four affinity reaction diagrams:
“My idea in the new novel The Elective Affinities is to show forth social relationships and the conflicts between them
in symbolic concentration” (28 Aug 1808) and “the moral symbols in the natural sciences, that of the elective
affinities invented and used by the great Bergman, are more meaningful and permit themselves to be connected
better with poetry and society (24 Jul 1809).”
The following both affinity tables, themselves, being expanded versions of French chemist Etienne Geoffrey’s 1718
affinity table; a table which was itself based on verbal descriptions of affinity reactions in Query 31 to the 1718
edition of English physicist Isaac Newton's Opticks.
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German science historian Jeremy Adler, who did his 1969 PhD dissertation on the chemists and affinity tables used by
Goethe in the construction of his novella, argues that there were close to a dozen more chemists and various affinity
tables used by Goethe developing the theoretical construct of his novella. [4] The fact that Goethe, contrary to his
usually practice, "destroyed all of his notes and manuscripts" to this novella, as well as all of his correspondences with
Christiane Vulpius (1765-1816), during the tumoltuous war years, circa 1806, however, precludes certain verification
of his table, but there is no doubt that he at least made one in his mind, if not surely on paper.

Reconstruction
The adjacent table is an improved reconstructed version of Goethe's original human elective affinity table; as
originally found as a 11-column, 11-row human affinity table, constructed by American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, as found in his 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, based on affinity reaction descriptions in the novella. The
following are the human chemical symbols used: Eduard (Edu), Charlotte (Cha), Ottilie (Ott), the Captain (Cap), in
addition to the symbol assignments: Luciane (Luc), Mittler (Mit), the Count (Cou), the Baroness (Bar), Otto (Oto), the
Nanni (Nan), the Assistant (Ass), the Architect (Arc), the Elderly clerk (Eld), Homeless people (Hom), the Gardener
(Gar), the Lawyer (Law), the Parson (Par), the Surgeon (Sur), the Englishman (Eng), the Traveling companion (Tra),
among others. In the photos to the adjacent table, the photo of Minna Herzlieb will be assumed to be representative
of Ottilie, until further determination can be made (as discussed below). More photos will be added when they are
found.
The affinity table works, as described affinity table pioneer Etienne Geoffrey, such that at the head of each
column is a header species with which all species below can combine or have a rapport with. The latter are so placed
such that any higher species replaces all others lower in the column from their compounds with that at the head of
the table. In other words, the species at the head of the table can potentially react with any species below it. All the
species below the header species are ranked by chemical affinity preferences relative to the top species, with a
higher rank corresponding to a higher affinity tendency. The species at the bottom of each column, for instance, have
the least amount of affinity for the header species. If the bottom species is in a weakly bonded relationship with the
header species, any species above it can potentially displace it from its attached partner. [8]
To go through one example, in the opening of the novella Eduard (Edu) is bonded in comfortable, but tending
towards mundane, marriage to Charlotte (Cha), signified by the bonding Edu=Cha. When Eduard's old friend the
Captain (Cap) arrives, however, they rekindle their friendship, and thus act to displace Charlotte from her bond with
Eduard. This is described as a single elective affinity reaction:

In other words, the Captain has a stronger chemical affinity for Eduard as compared to Charlotte, as represented by
her lower position on the affinity table; thus when the Captain is introduced into the mixture (Estate viewed as a
closed system, to other reactants) he acts to displace Charlotte from her attachment to Eduard.

Symbols
Goethe assigned the following Bergman-style letter chemical symbols to each character in the novella:
Symbol

Person

A

Charlotte

B

Eduard

C

Captain

Verbal assignment

‘Provided it does not seem pedantic,’ the Captain said, ‘I think I can briefly
sum up in the language of signs. Imagine an A intimately united with a B,
so that no force is able to sunder them; imagine a C likewise related to a D;
now bring the two couples into contact: A will throw itself at D, C at B,
without our being able to say which first deserted its partner, which first
embraced the other’s partner.’
‘Now then!’ Eduard interposed: ‘until we see all this with our own eyes, let
us look on this formula as a metaphor from which we may extract a lesson
we can apply immediately to ourselves. You, Charlotte, represent the A,
and I represent your B; for in fact I do depend altogether on you and
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follow you as A follows B. The C is quite obviously the Captain, who for
the moment is to some extent drawing me away from you. Now it is only
fair that, if you are not to vanish into the limitless air, you must be
provided with a D, and this D is unquestionably the charming little lady
Ottilie, whose approaching presence you may no longer resist.’

Goethe, however, if he did at first draw this reaction out prior to writing the above paragraph, would have used
Cullen's bonding "brackets" and "darts", in his scheme, as the above horizontal style chemical reaction had not yet
evolved to that point. These human chemical symbol assignments would then be A = Charlotte, B = Eduard, C =
Captain, and D = Ottilie, as pictured above

Eduard
It seems to be obvious that Eduard was Goethe. As Goethe commented to his associate Johann Eckermann, at the
end of his life: “I lived every word of my Elective Affinities.”
Character

Eduard
(Edu)

Assigned Person

=

Actual description

Comment (circa 1825):
Johann Goethe (1749“I lived every word of my Elective
1832)
Affinities.”

Novella description

Wealthy baron in the best
years of his life; he follows
his instincts.

Charlotte
Goethe's biographer Herman Grimm, in his 1880 The Life and Times of Goethe, argues that “in Elective Affinities, his
put his broken friendship with Frau von Stein was, at last able to receive poetic transformation. [14] The name "Frau
von Stein" refers to Charlotte von Stein was rather severe lady who Goethe was married to for ten years around circa
1786, but whom he broke away from and traveled incognito (just as Eduard did in the novella); by the time of the
novella, supposedly, Goethe was again on speaking and friendship terms with her.
Character

Charlotte
(Cha)

Assigned Person

=

Charlotte von Stein
(1742-1827)

Actual description

Novella description

She remained for Goethe an
unattainable feminine ideal. [5]
Was in a relationship with Goethe,
around circa 1786, but from which
Goethe was said to have 'broke
away from' and traveled incognito.

Eduard breaks away from
his marriage to Charlotte,
traveling incognito about
the world; she is renowned
for her aplomb in difficult
social situations; she
diffuses conflict, smooths
over unpleasantness.
Previously she tried to fix
Ottilie for marriage with
Eduard.

David Constantine, English translator of the 1994 Oxford World Classics edition of Elective Affinities, likewise argues
that Charlotte was based on Charlotte von Stein.

Ottilie
Constantine argues that Ottilie could have been based on one of three people, firstly Christiane Vulpius, a girl from a
local flower shop, who became Goethe’s mistress and whom he lived with for eighteen years. Ottilie could also have
been Minna Herzlieb who Goethe began to have feelings for, a year after marrying Christiane. As Contantine
comments: [2]

“Goethe wrote a sequence of sonnets for her [Herzlieb]; and it has very often been said that she
moved him to write Elective Affinities much as Charlotte Buff had moved him to write Werther, and that
she appears in it as Ottilie.”
Constantine, however, also argues that Ottilie could have been Sylvie von Ziegesar whom Goethe was seeing
frequently during his usual summer stay in Karlsbad in 1808. It has also been noted that between 1788 and 1816
Goethe was in love, more or less passionately, more or less intimately, half-a-dozen times at least. [2]
Character

Assigned Person

Actual description

Novella description
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Ottilie
(Ott)

A girl from a local flower shop, who
became Goethe’s mistress (because
of her class), whom he lived with
for eighteen years; married her in
1806; bore him five children.

=

Christiane Vulpius
(1765-1816)

=

In 1807, she came to Weimar,
where she met Goethe, who
Minna Herzlieb (1765- presented her with some sonnets;
1839)
it has been argued that she may
have been one of the models for
Ottilie. [6] [2]

=

Goethe was seeing her frequently
during his usual summer stay in
Karlsbad in 1808; and it has been
said she to was the model for
Ottilie. [2] She was the subject of
Goethe's poem: "To Sylvie von
Ziegesar". [7]

Sylvie von Ziegesar
(1785-1858)

Charlotte's adopted niece
from her deceased best
friend; sent to boarding
school so that she and
Eduard could be alone and
happy.

The most-cogent argument for the person behind Ottilie, however, comes from Goethean scholar Hjalmar Boyesen
who, in 1879, explained that Ottilie was based on Minna Herzlieb: [12]
“Goethe’s affair with Minna Herzlieb, the adopted daughter of the bookseller Fromman, in Jena, was a kind of poetic
devotion, at a time when he was yet bound to another naturally stimulated him to many reflections concerning the
nature and validity of marriage, and these reflections, embodied in living characters, furnished the theme of the
novel, Elective Affinities.”
In other words, just as Ottilie was the adopted daughter of Charlotte's deceased best friend, so to was Minna the
adopted daughter of one of Goethe's friends, the bookseller Fromman, in Jena, with whom Goethe had developed
strong amorous feelings towards. To corroborate, as Goethean historian Calvin Thomas explains: [13]
“[Toward the end of 1807] to while away the otherwise lonely and tedious winter evenings he resorted to the homes
of congenial friends, among whom was the bookseller Frommann. One of the members of the Frommann household
was Wilhelmina Herzlieb, a shy girl of eighteen year whom Goethe had known casually for ten years. He liked her very
much—more than was ‘proper’, as he admitted to Zelter some years later—while she seems to have looked up to
him with veneration, counting herself blest to be admitted to such choice society.”
Therefore, to conclude, the main source for the Ottilie character seems to have been Minna Herzlieb.

The Captain
The 1916 article “Goethe and the Chemists”, by Roy House, seems to convincingly indicate that German chemistphysician Wilhelm Buchholz, described as a “prosperous and jovial man of the world” and “genuine scientist”, was
the Captain based on the fact that Buchholz was lecturing to Goethe in 1798 at the weekly Friday Society meetings on
the latest findings in chemistry and that in the novel, the Captain states that he will attempt to explain 'affinity' to
Charlotte as he had learned it ten years ago, which coincides with Buchholz last lectures on the latest chemistry to
Goethe in 1798 the year of his death.
Character

Captain
(Cap)

Assigned Person

=

Wilhelm Buchholz
(1734-1798)

Actual description

Novella description

German physician-chemist; part of
Goethe’s Friday Society at Weimar,
where, from from 1791 to 1798,
Buchholz presented the latest
chemical findings.The death of
Buchholz would corroborate with
the "ten years ago" (1808 - 10 =
1798) comment by the Captain in
the novella, the year when Goethe
began to write Elective Affinities.

In describing affinity to
Charlotte, the Captain
comments: “as well as I can
from what I learned from
reading about it some ten
years ago. Whether the
scientific world still thinks
of it in the same way, or
whether it agrees with the
latest theories, I cannot
say.”
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=

Johann Dobereiner
(1780-1849)

A man of knowledge,
talents, and ability;
German chemist; lifelong friend of
presently unemployed,
Goethe's whose weekly lectures he
through no fault of his
attended. Dobereiner may not have
own; becomes a Major
been the Captain, as it seems that
after the war; lectures to
Goethe was not acquainted with
Eduard and Charlotte on
him until 1810.
the principles of modern
chemistry (chapter four).

=

Jacob Spielmann
(1722-1783)

French chemist; Goethe attended
his lectures in 1770-71 at
Strasbourg University.

To note, in 2007 Thims argued that the Captain was likely based on a mixture of Goethe’s alter-ego (as some have
claimed) and Goethe’s lifelong friend German chemist Johann Dobereiner, whose weekly chemistry lectures Goethe
attended, just as the Captain in the novella lectures Eduard and Charlotte on the principles of modern chemistry in
chapter four. [3] This, however, seems to have been an incorrect guess, as the Goethe seems not to have become
acquainted with Dobereiner until 1810 (the year after his novella was already published). This false supposition, i.e.
that Goethe based his human elective affinities theory as he had learned it from Dobereiner's lectures (an incorrect
supposition), has been carried forward in print in at least one chemistry textbook. [15]

Count and Baroness
A logical guess as to the people behind the characters of the Count and the Baroness would be Duke Karl August and
Duchess Luise Auguste, the latter a princess of the House of Darmstadt. The two were married, by arrangement, in
1775, the year before Karl appointed Goethe to be minister of state at Wiemar, after which the three remained in
association for some decades. More investigation needs to be done on this potential assignment.
Character

Count
(Cou)

Baroness
(Bar)

Assigned Person

=

Actual description

Novella description

Karl August (17571828)

Luise Auguste (17571830)

The Child
It is argued, cogently, by Goethean scholar John Armstrong that the Child in the novel, and the death of the Child,
mirrors the Goethe's relationship to his only surviving child August Goethe, the illegitimate son "love child" of
Goethe, aged 19 at the time of writing Elective Affinities, and the horrors at how the child had turned out, Goethe
having been an absenteeism father, to a large extent. To quote: [11]
“The death of the infant stands for the relationship between a stable home and the life of a child. The instability of
the Goethe household didn’t kill August—but it may well have seemed to his father that he had damaged his son. The
extraordinary stability of his own childhood—the deep psychological security Goethe drew from his own parents—
was unavailable to his own son.”
Although difficult to summarize, Armstrong seems to argue that Goethe had some intended moral message in the
death of the child, that he had learned from his own affairs, in the sense that people often viewed August to be the
"the son of not only Goethe but also of 'mademoiselle' Vulpius, the uneducated, unrefined woman; someone who
was an embarrassment in polite circles, someone who could not be invited to tea, whom one could not meet
socially."
Character

Assigned Person

Actual description

Novella description
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Child

=

August von Goethe
(1789-1830)

Goethe's only surviving child.

Misfortunate child born out
of the mental double
adultery.

In other words, it may be that Goethe had intended the death of the child to represent the conflict between pure
unadulterated physical lust and the nuances of social acceptances and social binding structures involved in
relationships and particularly their affect on the child reared unstably in such circumstances. To the point, it may
have been that the death of Goethe's own four children and the poor resulting nature of his only surviving child bear
testament to the real-life repercussions that result when one mates in socially unacceptable ways.

Assistant
The assistant in the novella was no doubt likely based on Goethe's own personal assistant Friedrich
Riemer, to whom Goethe confided in a year prior to the novella's publication that the moral symbols
are those employed by Bergman.

Human molecular free energy tables
Interestingly, the above table is a precursor to the logic of human molecular free energy tables, as
outlined in by Thims in 2007 as future type of application in algorithms of online dating site matching theory (a
billion-dollar per year industry), on the premise that affinity is equal to the negative of the change in the free energy,
i.e. A = –ΔG, in the modern chemical thermodynamics sense. [9] This idea, to note, has been passed around to
executives at Match.com (who stated that they were not interested at the present time) and is the basis to the
possible future site: ReactionMatch.com.

See also
● Goethe’s human chemistry
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Goethe’s collected works
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In collected works, Goethe’s collected works refers to the collected
publications of German polymath Johann Goethe, which comprises
“over 140 volumes in German”, according to Princeton University
Press; or “142 volumes comprise the entirety of his literary output”,
according to Wikipedia, ranging from the poetical, totaling some
circa 3000 poems, to the philosophical, including 50 volumes of
correspondence, autobiography, novels, plays, and treatises. [1]

Goethe's personal library
Goethe, at the age of about 80, had a 5,000 book personal library.

Best book
Of his publications, Goethe’s self-defined “best book” was his 1809
Elective Affinities. [2] As summarized by American musicologist
Kristina Muxfeldt, it was a “work he counted among his greatest
achievements”. [3] Noted Elective Affinities critique Walter
Benjamin (1892-1940) notes “the speechless irony” of a scene
reported by Heinrich Laube (1806-1884): [4]

A 55-volume Goethe collected works set, a
portion of his total 142 volume collected works
set. [10]

“A lady addressed Goethe on the subject of Elective Affinities: ‘I do not approve of this book at all, Herr von Goethe; it
is truly immoral and I do not recommend it to any women.’—Thereupon Goethe kept a serious silence for awhile, and
finally, with great civility, replied: ‘I am sorry, for it is my best book.’”

Goethe's 1809 novella Elective Affinities (Die
Wahlverwandtschaften), original German cover, his selfdefined best book (of his 142+ collected works publications);
adjacent to an updated reprint ot the H.M. Waidson
translation (1960, Kindred by Choice), One World Classics
edition.

A fuller version of the incident, as recounted in the 1949
Goethe: the Story of a Man: Being the Life of Johann
Wolfgang Goethe as Told in his Own Words and the
Words of his Contemporaries, is as follows: [7]
“A women friend of mine said to Goethe at that time: ‘I
cannot approve of Elective Affinities, Herr von Goethe; it
really is an immoral book!’ According to her report
Goethe was silent for a while and had then said with great
earnestness: ‘I’m sorry you feel that way. It is my best
book, and don’t think that this is the mere whim of an
aging man. I grant you that one loves most deeply the
child of one’s last marriage, the product of one’s late
power of generation. But you wrong me and the book.
The principle illustrated in the book is true and not
immoral. But you must regard it from a broader point of
view and understand that the conventional moral norms
can turn into sheer immorality when applied to situations
of this character.”

To corroborate this deep view held by Goethe that this
was his greatest work, in 1827 he commented to his
associate German author Johann Eckermann: [8]
“The only production of greater extent, in which I am conscious of having labored to set forth a pervading idea, is
probably my Elective Affinities.”

Einstein’s library
The dominant portion of German-born American physicist Albert Einstein's personal library was a 52-volume
collected works set of Goethe’s publications, as recounted in 2008 by German-born American physicist Gerald
Holton: [5]
“Throughout his life Einstein was a man of the book, to a much higher degree than other scientists. The remarkably
diverse collection of volumes in his library grew constantly. If we look only at the German-language books published
before 1910 that survived Einstein’s Princeton household, the list includes much of the cannon of the time:
Boltzmann, Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, the works of Heine in two editions, Helmholtz, von Humboldt, the many books
of Kant, Gotthold Lessing, Mach, Nietzsche, and Schopenhauer. But what looms largest are the collected works of
Johann von Goethe in a thirty-six volume edition and another of twelve volumes, plus two volumes on his Optics, the
exchange of letters between Goethe and Schiller, and a separate volume of Faust.”

WorldCat Identities
According to computer cataloging of the world’s literature, as determined by WorldCat Identities, the five biggest
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names in world literature, excluding the names Jesus Christ (Osiris Anointed) and Mary (Isis or Stella Maris), which
derive from the Egyptian Osiris-Isis resurrection story (see: comparative mythology and religion) (see also: link), are
as follows:
39,345 works (Hamlet #1) in 110,020
publications in 138 languages and
1.
4,387,523 library holdings (link).
Shakespeare:

Goethe:

26,918 works (Faust #1) in 63,794
publications in 81 languages and
698,814 library holdings (link).

Mozart:

31,429 works (Le Nozze de Figaro #1)
in 103,242 publications in 65 languages
and 937,666 library holdings (link).

Lincoln:

19,904 works in 30,491 publications in
65 languages and 1,143,104 library
holdings (link).

Bach:

26,953 works (Brandenburg concertos
#1) in 87,937 publications in 41
languages and 834,142 library holdings
(link).

2.

3.

4.

5.

In short, the world's two biggest authors are Shakespeare (#1) and Goethe (#2) and the greatest work of the latter is
Elective Affinities, which is so far advanced for its time, that many leading scientists (physicists and chemists) of
modern times, still believe that the human chemical thermodynamics theory contained in his "greatest book" is
crackpottery (see: crackpot article), whereas in the correct modern physical science sense it is pure genius, a
somewhat paradoxical humor, if there ever was one.

An 1881 (Stuttgart. J.G. Gottafchen) 15-volume collected works set of Goethe, in German. A 42-book
Goethe collected works set.

The following is a image of volumes 1-20 of a Cotta 40-volue completed final collected works set: [9]

Other
The personal library of Yugoslav novelist Ivo Andric (1892-1975) has a special place in it occupied by Goethe’s
collected writings in German and the collected works of Honoré de Balzac in French. [6]
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Goethe’s daimonic
In philosophy, Goethe’s daimonic (or daemonic), or
Goethean daimonic principle, from the Greek daimon or
“elementary power” (Rollo May) (Ѻ) or “power of any
natural function to take over the whole”, conceptualized
as a force of nature, good or bad, without regard to
rational control, is a conceptualized principle that "steps
in between all other principles" (Goethe, 1770) in an
overarching governing manner.
“The daimonic is the power of nature. Poetry and music,
religion and patriotic enthusiasm of the wars of liberation,
Napoleon and Lord Byron, were all daimonic.”
— Goethe (c.1825) [2][7]

Synonyms

A depiction of Prussian officer Ferdinand von Schill (Ѻ), or one
The "Goethean daimonic principle" (c.1770), seems to be of his commanders, possibly Ludwig von Lutzow (Ѻ) (Ѻ), during
3 May 1809 unsuccessful “war of liberation” revolt against the
synonymous, if not directly precursory, to both the
French, in Kothen, Germany, a seeming embodiment of Patrick
"Adamsian waves and tides theory" (1863) and to human Henry’s 1775 Virginia Convention speech statement “give me
coupling theory, aka "Thimsian coupling theory" (2011), in liberty or give me death!”, credited with having swung the
uniformity namesake.
balance in convincing the Virginia House of Burgesses to pass a
resolution delivering the Virginia troops to the Revolutionary
War (Ѻ), both of which, whether Germans against French or
Greek daimonic
The concept of the “daemonic” traces back to the Greeks Americans against Americans, according to Goethe (c.1825),
are embodiments of daimonic principle of nature.
and thereafter absorbed into the mind of German

polyintellect Johann Goethe, which, as English Anglo-German comparative literature scholar Angus Nicholls,
abstracts, from his Goethe’s Concept of the Daemonic: After the Ancients (2006), accrued as follows: [8]
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“For Plato, the daemonic is a sensibility that brings individuals into contact with divine knowledge; Socrates was also
inspired by a "divine voice" known as his "daimonion." Goethe was introduced to this ancient concept by Hamann
and Herder, who associated it with the aesthetic category of genius. Young Goethe depicted the idea of daemonic
genius in works of the Storm and Stress [German: Sturm und Drang] period—literally "storm and drive" period, the
1760s early 1780s, wherein individual subjectivity and, in particular, extremes of emotion were given free expression
in reaction to the perceived constraints of rationalism imposed by the enlightenment and associated aesthetic
movements (Ѻ)—before exploring the daemonic in a series of later poetic and autobiographical works. Goethe's
works on the daemonic, as discerned through theorists such as Lukacs, Benjamin, Gadamer, Adorno, and
Blumenberg, shows that they contain arguments concerning reason, nature, and subjectivity that are central to both
European romanticism and the enlightenment.”
(add discussion)

Goethean daimonic principle
In circa 1770 (age 21), or before 1775 (age 26), , per
autobiographical entries, intuited the following about nature: [1]
“I perceived something in nature (whether living or lifeless,
animate or inanimate) that manifested itself only in contradictions
and therefore could not be expressed in any concept, much less
any word. It was not divine, for it seemed irrational; not human,
for it had no intelligence; not diabolical, for it was beneficent; and
not angelic, for it often betrayed malice. It was like chance, for it
laced continuity, and like providence, for it suggested context.
Everything that limits us seemed penetrable by it, and it appeared
to dispose at will over the elements necessary to our existence, to
contract time and expand space. It seemed only to accept the
impossible and scornfully to reject the possible.”
An alternative translation reads: [2]
“I discovered in nature, animate and inanimate, with soul and
without soul, something which was only manifested in
Goethe studying in Frankfurt in the years circa 1769
contradictions, and therefore could not be grasped under one
to 1772, at about the time when he intuited his soconception, still less under one word … Only in the impossible did called daemonic principle of nature.
it seem to find pleasure, and the possible it seemed to thrust from
itself with contempt. This principle, which seemed to step in between all other principles, to separate them and to
unite them, I named ‘daemonic’, after the example of the ancients, and of those who had become aware of
something similar.”
Towards the end of his biography, he elaborates: [3]
“Although the demonic can manifest itself in the most remarkable way even in some animals, it primarily is
connected with man. It represents a power which is, if not opposed to the moral order of the world, yet at crosspurposes to it; such that one could compare the one to the warp, and the other to the woof. There exist innumerable
names for the phenomena which it produces; all philosophies and religions have tried, in prose or poetry, to solve the
enigma and then have done with it—which also in future may be their prerogative. In the most awesome form the
demonic appears when it manifests itself in some human beings. In the course of my life I have had the opportunity
of observing several cases either from near or from afar. They are not always men superior in mind or talents, seldom
do they recommend themselves by the goodness of their heart. Yet a tremendous power emanates from them, they
possess an incredible force over all other creatures and even over the elements; nobody can say how far their
influence will reach.”
The "some human beings", Goethe refers to here, would seem to be: Napoleon and Beethoven, at least, two of the
more "powerful" men of his time that he had personal and famous encounters with. Here, Goethe, tells in retrospect
from book 20 of his Poetry and Truth (1811-1814), how in his pre-1775 youth years he was searching for a universal
rule to explain the happenings of existence.

Adams | Waves and tides
In 1863, Henry Adams, at the age of 25, writing to Charles Gaskell, seems to have begun searching for a universal
theory of existence, atom to human to universe, akin to Goethe’ daemonic, which he describes as follows: [4]
\
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every part of
organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately
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found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound conviction of
the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis
for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own affairs. In
ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been explained but is
evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which would carry us
backward.”
This quote is discussed by American comparative literature scholar Matthew Taylor, noted for doing his 2008 PhD
dissertation, in part, in Adams’ physics-based theory of human existence.

Thims | Coupling
The gist of what Aristotle, Goethe, and Adams seem to have been grasping at seem to be captured in the free energy
coupling aspect of natural processes, namely that natural and unnatural processes are intimately linked or "coupled"
to each other, the former driving or "powering" the latter, the way phosphate bond cleavage of ATP denaturization,
and exergonic process, powers other endergonic process, such as muscle contraction, according to which free energy
minimization in any spontaneous process is the great leveler. The following quote would seem to capture some of
this logic:
“Seeking to do evil, inevitably effects some good in the process.”
— Stephen Diamond (1996), Anger, Madness, and the Daimonic (paraphrase of Mephistopheles of Faust) [5]

The only two known attempts at human coupling theory are Robert Kenoun (2006), albeit via internal energy
coupling logic (see: social internal energy minimization theory), which is close in logic, albeit with the issue that it
uses the wrong thermodynamic potential, and Libb Thims (2011), via free energy coupling logic. [6]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Eros is a daimon.”
— Plato (c.350BC) (Ѻ)

“Nature is daimonic.”
— Aristotle (c.322BC) [7]

See also
● Secret principle
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Goethe’s Elective Affinity and the Chemistry of its
Time
In famous publications, An Almost Magical Attraction: Goethe’s Elective
Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time is a 1987 book, by Jeremy Adler,
based on his 1977 PhD dissertation, wherein he systematically goes
through, in robust affinity history theory, the chemists, chemistry, affinity
theory, and affinity tables most-likely used by Goethe’s 1809 physical
chemistry-based, human chemical theory-conceptualized novella Elective
Affinities; a subject precluded by the fact that Goethe, contrary to his
usually practice, destroyed all his notes to this work. [1] Adler can be
compared, in some sense, to Thomas Young and his preliminary 1820
translation work of the Rosetta Stone—a previously undeciphered
trilingual stele, written in: hieroglyphs, demotic script, and Greek; Goethe’s
Elective Affinities being a partially undeciphered multi-lingual coded
treatise written in three-plus languages: affinity chemistry, autoexistography, scientific love theory (classical), and a new morality system,
to name the four main codes, written in layers, and hidden, as Goethe
commented. Adler, in short, did the first decoding work on the scientific
underpinnings of Goethe’s human chemical reaction theory.

Overview
In 1969, Jeremy Adler, in London, began to work on the theoretical
dissection of Goethe’s Elective Affinities as a PhD thesis under professor
Claus Bock (compiler of the 1960 book Goethe the Critic). Bock’s suggestion
was to examine the connection between Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman, particularly his 1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective
Jeremy Adler's Goethean chemistry PhD
Attractions, and Goethe's novel. In this direction, Adler soon discovered
dissertation turned 1987 book An almost
links to many other chemists, beginning with the works of French chemist Magical Attraction: Goethe’s Elective
Pierre Macquer, i.e. his 1849 Elements of Theoretical Chemistry (Elemens
Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time. [1]
de Chymie Theorique) and his 1778 Dictionary of Chemistry (Dictionnaire de
chymie), and the other dictionary writers, and then extended his search to as much of the tradition as he could
uncover. John McEvoy (later at Pittsburgh) and his supervisor, Satish Kapoor (Sussex), gave Adler assistance with the
background to the history of chemistry. Satish was working on French chemist Claude Berthollet at the time, and
suggested to Adler that he switch to the history of chemistry; and so Adler joined the outfit of historians of science in
England that ranged from the old masters, such as Joseph Needham and Walter Pagel, to his colleagues, like Roy
Porter, Nick Jardine and others, interested in linking literature and science. Needham, for instance, references Adler’s
work in Science and Civilization in China in his chapter concerning Chinese affinity theory. Adler also had good contact
with English affinity chemistry historian Alistair Duncan, who was working on the history of affinity theory. With this
basis of support and study, analysis of the vocabulary in Goethe's book convinced Adler that the use of affinity theory
to explain human interactions and life was a thorough-going theme. [3] In 1977, Adler, supposedly, completed his
PhD on Goethe and his elective affinity theory.
In 1987, Adler published his PhD, either revised or exact, in book form, as An Almost Magical Attraction: Goethe’s
Elective Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time (Eine fast magische Anziehungskraft: Goethe’s 'Wahlverwandtschafte'
und die Chemie seiner Zeit), shown above, which has yet to see an English translation.
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The following diagram (below left), from this work (pg. 7577), is a reprint of Goethe's 4-7 Oct 1793 notebook
diagrammatic representation of the "double elective
affinity" reaction experiments with Berlin-blue liquor,
shown with a partial translation of some Adler's
commentary:
Goethe also appears to have had direct access Torbert
Bergman's chemistry. He had two of his mineralogical
writings and mentions him in his geological work.
Apparently he also knew Tabor's translation of the little
physical and chemical plants in the stands from the
attraction, since it about 1793 for work on chemical paints
a passage from the second band wrote themselves out.
The body of the essay comes from the metallic
Präcipitaten, namely the fifth part, the <Farben
Metallniederschlag>. Bergman points there emphatic
attention to the <Verwandtschaft>. He claims: << That
resolution seye an effect of attraction, can no longer be
doubt in our days. Put this sentence ish so the reason. >>
He calls the double << [e] >> Attraction, refers explicitly to
the Attractionstabelle << >> << and finally refers to his
treatise of the attractive forces. >>
Goethe scheint auch zu Torbert Bergmans chemie direkten
Zugang gehabt zu haben. Er besaß zwei seiner
mineralogischen Schriften und erwähnt ihn in seinen
geologischen Arbeiten. Offenbar kannte er auch Tabors
Figure 9 Goethe, diagrammatic representation of the <double
Übersetzung der Kleinen physischen und chemischen
elective affinity>, experiments with the Berlin-blue liquor [...],
Werke, in der Von der Attraction steht, da er sich etwa
4.7. October 1793, Notebook E, B. 58-59, Goethe and Schiller
1793 bei der Arbeit an chemischen Farben eine Stelle aus Archives, Weimar.
dem zweiten Band herausschrieb. Die Stelle entstammt der
Abhandlung Von den metallischen Präcipitaten, und zwar dem fünften Teil, <Farben der Metallniederschlag>.
Bergman weist dort emphatisch auf die <Verwandtschaft> hin. So behauptet er: <<Daß Auflösung eine Wirkung der
Attraction seye, läßt sich in unsern Tagen nicht mehr bezweifeln. Diesen Satzlege isch also zum Grund>>. Er nennt die
<<doppelt[e] Attraction>>, beruft sich ausdrücklich auf die <<Attractionstabelle>> und verweist schließlich auf seine
<<Abhandlung von den anziehenden Kräften>>.
(add discussion)
In 1990, Adler published a one chapter English translation synopsis of his work, entitled "Goethe's Use of Chemical
Theory in his Elective Affinities", the first page of which is as follows: [2]
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(add discussion)

Thims | Human chemistry
Adler's 1990 chapter was a veritable gold mine, in the mind of Libb Thims, much of which went into the framework of
chapters 10: “Goethe’s Affinities” and 11 “Affinity and Free Energy” of volume two of Human Chemistry.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“At first glance it might seem surprising that it is a British scholar [Adler] of German literature who tackles this
particular aspect of the ‘German genius’, Goethe, but unfortunately enough in Germany the division between the
‘Two Cultures’ is still considerably deeper than in the English-speaking world. Recently, however, the attempts in
interdisciplinary research to build a bridge and to indicate the fertile interplay between science and poetry are
increasing, even in Germany. Adler’s book represents an important step in this direction.”
— Karin Figala (1988), book review of Adler’s Goethe’s Elective Affinities and the Chemistry of its Time [5]

References
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Press.
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Goethe's human
chemistry
In science, Goethe's human chemistry, or Goethe's
"human chemical theory", refers to the version of human
chemistry conceived by German polymath Johann Goethe,
from 1796 to 1832, the time of his end, called by him
"elective affinities", as largely presented as a set of coded
"principles", as he stated, in his 1809 physical chemistry
based novella Elective Affinities.

Overview
Goethe viewed people as "metamorphosized", a term he
adopted from Ovid, types of human chemical species that
react with each other in relationships, both intimate,
A 2002 "human chemistry" interpretation of Goethe's
social, and political, are no different than chemical species theory of elective affinities. [2]
and that just as the relationships of chemical species are
predetermined by the laws of affinity (the precursors to the laws of quantum valency and chemical thermodynamics)
as detailed on affinity tables, then so to are the relationship lives of people. [1] This theory, the notes of which he
destroyed, was published in cryptic form in the 1809 novella Elective Affinities. This was written when Goethe was
sixty-one and he considered it his greatest work. Although each chapter in the novella depicts a basic human
chemical reaction described in story form, in the famous "chapter four" is the characters intermingle the chemical
theory with human existence to a brilliant effect.

Categorization
In categorization terms, Goethe's human chemistry, might be well compared to Empedocles human chemistry
(450BC), Schopenhauer’s human chemistry (1818), Carey’s human chemistry (1858), Huxley’s human chemistry
(1871), Adams’ human chemistry (1885), Drier’s human chemistry (1910), Fairburn’s human chemistry (1914), Thims’
human chemistry (1995), Tarnopolsky’s human chemistry
(2009) (see: HC pioneers).

Laws of affinity
In the history of chemistry, there are at least a dozen or
more laws of affinity, depending on which chemist is
sourced. One of the first, was Plato's c. 390 BC affinity law
that "like tends towards like". Over the years, these affinity
laws became more elaborate and complex as new chemical
discoveries occurred. The seed for the theoretical structure
of Goethe's novella was Geoffroy's first law of affinity as
stated in 1718 by French physician and chemist Étienne
Geoffroy, that "whenever two substances are united that
have a disposition to combine and a third is added that has
a greater affinity with one of them, these two will unite, and
drive out the other." To expound on this law, using data
from the 1718 edition of Newton's Opticks (query 31),
Étienne Geoffroy's 1718 affinity table.
Geoffroy made a sixteen-column, eight-row, affinity table
containing twenty-four reacting species, showing specifically what affinity reactions would occur between various
combinations of reactants.
At the head of each column is a header species with which all species below can combine or have a rapport with.
The latter are so placed such that any higher species replaces all others lower in the column from their compounds
with that at the head of the table. In other words, the species at the head of the table can potentially react with any
species below it. All the species below the header species are ranked by chemical affinity preferences relative to the
top species, with a higher rank corresponding to a higher affinity tendency. The species at the bottom of each
column, for instance, have the least amount of affinity for the header species. If the bottom species is in a weakly
bonded relationship with the header species, any species above it can potentially displace it from its attached
partner.
Goethe, in turn, viewed Geoffroy’s affinity table as though it were filled with different chemically reactive people
with varying amounts of bonding affinity for one another. Each header species, for example, would represent a
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different man or women. The species below each person would be the various reactants with which that specific
header person could potentially react with, arranged according to unique chemical affinity preferences. Goethe
believed these relations to exist in human life, owing to the fact that the logic of this affinity table chemistry was
based on a well established law of nature.

Chapter four
See main: Chapter four

In the Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, people are described as chemical species whose amorous affairs and
relationships were pre-determined via chemical affinities similar to the pairings of alchemical species. Goethe
outlined the view that passion, marriage, conflict, and free-will are all subject to the laws of chemistry and in which
the lives of human species are regulated no differently than the lives of chemical species. In the novella, the central
chemical reaction that takes place is a double displacement reaction (double elective affinity), between a married
couple Eduard and Charlotte (BA), at the end of their first year of marriage (for each their second marriage), and their
two good friends the Captain and Ottilie (CD), respectively.
The first marriages, for both Eduard and Charlotte, are described as having been marriages of financial
convenience, essentially arranged marriages. Specifically, when they were younger, Eduard was married off to a rich
older women through the workings and insatiable greed of his father; Charlotte, likewise, when her prospects were
none the best, was compelled or obliged to marry a wealthy man, who she did not love. In the fourth chapter, the
characters detail the world’s first ever verbally-depicted human double displacement chemical reaction.
The chapter begins with description of the affinity map (reaction map) or ‘topographical chart’ as Goethe calls it.
On this reaction map, we are told that on it ‘the features of the estate and its surroundings were clearly depicted, on
quite a large scale, in pen and in different colors, to which the Captain had give a firm basis by taking trigonometrical
measurements’. Next, to explain the reaction, we are told:
“‘Provided it does not seem pedantic,’ the Captain said, ‘I think I can briefly sum up in the language of signs. Imagine
an A intimately united with a B, so that no force is able to sunder them; imagine a C likewise related to a D; now bring
the two couples into contact: A will throw itself at D, C at B, without our being able to say which first deserted its
partner, which first embraced the other’s partner.’”
This is shown below, in modern reaction terms:

“‘Now then!’ Eduard interposed: ‘until we see all this with our own eyes, let us look on this formula as a metaphor
from which we may extract a lesson we can apply immediately to ourselves. You, Charlotte, represent the A, and I
represent your B; for in fact I do depend altogether on you and follow you as A follows B. The C is quite obviously the
Captain, who for the moment is to some extent drawing me away from you. Now it is only fair that, if you are not to
vanish into the limitless air, you must be provided with a D, and this D is unquestionably the charming little lady
Ottilie, whose approaching presence you may no longer resist.’”
(add discussion)

Discussion
Although there have been dozens of argumentative papers published, being either for or against Goethe's use of
chemical theory, one of the best was German historian Jeremy Adler's 1987 "Goethe’s Elective Affinity and the
Chemistry of its Time", wherein he made educated guesses as to which chemist Goethe sourced during each scene or
chapter.
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In equations, the Goethe-Helmholtz equation, an Hmolpediaassigned name, refers to any equation, of differing formats, relating
the affinities of an isothermal-isobaric reaction to the change in the
Gibbs free energy of the system; the most common version of which
is:

where A is the chemical affinity or driving forces, of the isothermalisobaric reaction, and ΔG is the change in the Gibbs free energy of
the reaction or process.

Etymology
The name “Goethe-Helmholtz equation” is an Hmolpedia assigned
name, done in honor of German polymath Johann Goethe who first
applied “affinities” as sets of regulating principles to human
interactions and affairs (1796-1832), viewing human interactions as
human chemical reactions, and who in defense of his theory,
famously commented (Dec 1809), emphatically, in response to a
women who reproached him in the street, that:
“The principle illustrated in the book is true and not immoral.”

A version of the Goethe-Helmholtz equation
designed (2009) by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims for the 200th anniversary of
the publication of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities,
his self-defined "best book". [1]

and German physician-physicist Hermann Helmholtz, the last universal genius, following Goethe, who famously
proved ("On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", 1882) that free energy is the true measure of affinity—
hence, Gibbs free energy is the true measure of the affinities of human existence.

Goethe | human chemistry
In 1796, German polymath Johann Goethe, in his "Third Lecture on Anatomy", outlined
the first inklings of his new theory that human behaviors, interactions, relationships, and
reactions are governed by chemical forces or affinities:
“To facilitate our comprehension of the concept of organic existence, let us first take a
look at mineral structures. Minerals, whose varied components are so solid and
unchanging, do not seem to hold to any limits or order when then combine, although
laws do determine these conditions. Different components can be easily separated and
recombined into new combinations. These combinations can again be taken apart, and
the mineral we thought destroyed can soon be restored to its original perfection.
The main characteristic of minerals that concerns us here is the indifference their
components show toward the form of their combination, that is, their coordination or
subordination. There are, by nature, stronger or weaker bonds between these
components, and when they evidence themselves, they resemble attractions between human beings. This is why
chemists speak of elective affinities, even though the forces that move mineral components [or humans] one way or
another and create mineral structures are often purely external in origin, which by no means implies that we deny
them the delicate portion of nature’s vital inspiration that is their due.”
The depiction of this, in the mind of Goethe, at this time, is
shown adjacent; a model which takes it cues from Scottish
chemist-physician William Cullen 1757 Glasgow University
lecture notes, wherein he pioneered the use of diagrams as
chemical ‘equations’ and was the first to diagram the force of
affinity using arrow notion, which he explains as follows: [2]
“The dart → between them expresses the elective attraction;
when I put a dart with the tail to one substance and the point
to another, I mean that the substance to which the tail is
directed unites with the one to which the point is directed
more strongly than it does with the one united to it in the
The arrow represents the "elective affinity", external in
crotchet {” .
origin to the reactants and products, humans or chemicals,
as Goethe stated in 1796.

Using this chemical equation reaction model, as told through
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, 1775), Goethe presented the final version
of his theory in the form of coded gestalt in his 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities (see: Goethe
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timeline), about which he latter commented that "the principles in it are true" and that it was greatest work.
To exemplify, using the depicted Bergman-style example reaction (above), the Goethe-Cullen conception equates to
the model wherein, for example, the reaction: AB + C → AC + B (in modern terms), where AB and AC, technically
called "dihumanide molecules", are held by human chemical bonds, A≡B and A≡C, and the "force", symbolized by the
dart (→), is the electromagnetic force, acting "external" to the reactants (people or chemicals), in the form of an
exchange force.

Thermal theory of affinity
In the middle of the 19th century, independently proposed by Danish chemist Julius Thomsen (1854) and French
chemist Marcellin Berthelot (1864), the “thermal theory of affinity” was proposed, arguing that all chemical action,
not due to external energy, tends to the production of the body or bodies which set free the greatest heat. [3] This
theory, however, soon began to show deficiencies, such as not being able to explain bodies formed as a result of
endothermic reactions.

Thermodynamic theory of affinity
In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his famous “On the
Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, combined the earlier chemical
thermodynamics work of American engineer Willard Gibbs with his own
electrochemical thermodynamics work and, with the following statement, effectively
overthrew the thermal theory of affinity:
“Given the unlimited validity of Clausius' law, it would then be the value of the free
energy, not that of the total energy resulting from heat production, which
determines in which sense the chemical affinity can be active.”
and gave the following equation formulation for affinity in relation to the direction of
reaction changes spontaneously occurring:

where, in modern terms, F is the Helmholtz free energy, and t is time, which states that the affinities will only be
active when the system of the chemical process shows a decrease in free energy with time.

Heat theorem | Absolute zero
In the late 1880s, German physical chemist Walther Nernst, having an excellent grasp of
the relationship between free energy, affinity, and the external work output of chemical
processes, as well as their relation to the natural advancement of processes in nature,
set out to solve the long-sought question of the determination and measurement of the
“chemical affinity” of a reaction. In is 1893 Theoretical Chemistry from the Standpoint of
Avogadro's Rule and Thermodynamics, Nernst explained that neither the “heat-toning”
(heat releasing) effects of a reaction, as French chemist Marcellin Berthelot had argued,
in his 1875 principle of maximum work, nor the velocity of a reaction can function as a
measure of affinity, but rather only the free energy can. In summary Nernst states: [3]
“Since every chemical process, like every process of nature, can only advance without
the introduction of external energy only in the sense in which it can perform work; and
since also for a measure of the chemical affinity, we must presuppose the absolute condition, that every process
must complete itself in the sense of the affinity—on this basis we me may without suspicion regard the
maximal external work of a chemical process (i.e. the change of free energy), as the measure of affinity. Therefore
the clearly defined problem of thermo-chemistry is to measure the amounts of the changes of free energy associated
with chemical processes, with the greatest accuracy possible … when this problem shall be solved, then it will be
possible to predict whether or not a reaction can complete itself under the respective conditions.
All reactions advance only in the sense of a diminution of free energy, i.e. only in the sense of the affinity.”
Here we see the first inklings of the view that, when scaled up to the human-human reaction level, in the future,
when the details of this problem are worked out, it will be possible to "predict" whether or not a given human
chemical reaction (e.g. love the chemical reaction) can complete itself under the respective conditions. In his 1906
The New Heat Theorem, Nernst had formulated his so-called "heat theorem or "third law of thermodynamics", as it
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eventually came to be called), showed that the Thomsen-Berthelot principle (thermal theory of heat) is only true at
absolute zero, in the sense that as the temperature approaches zero, entropy change becomes zero:

and when substituted into the Helmholtz formula for affinity (above):

at which point heat, or rather the heat released form the internal energy (bond energy) chances "ΔU" of the chemical
reactions, becomes the true measure of chemical affinity. Nernst was awarded the 1920 Nobel Prize in chemistry for
this work.

Gibbs free energy | Driving force of a reaction
In 1923, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, former student of Nernst,
published the 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical
Substances, wherein, in his chapter sub-section "The Driving Force of a Chemical
Reaction", he famously situated the "driving force" thermodynamic view of chemical
process and introduced what he defined as a "universal rule" as follows (using
modern notation):
“It is a universal rule that if any isothermal process is to occur with finite velocity, it is
necessary that:

[This applies to] a chemical process which is in some way harnessed for the
production of useful work. In the far more common case of a reaction which runs freely, like the combustion of a fuel,
or the action of an acid upon a metal; in other words, systems which are subject to no external forces except a
constant pressure [exerted by the atmosphere]. In such cases w’ = 0, and it follows that no actual isothermal
processes is possible unless:

Therefore if we know the value of ΔF for any isothermal reaction, and if this value is positive, the we know that the
reaction, in the direction indicated, is thermodynamically impossible.”
The quantity w’ above is what Lewis defines as "net work" namely work done by a chemical reaction, less the
pressure volume work (done by the reaction expanding against the atmosphere), that can be connected to a motor or
other electrical system for a use (purpose). He continues:
“We may think of:

as the driving force of a chemical reaction.”
This chapter subjection, in the summary words of American chemistry historian Henry Leicester (1956), resulted to
replace the notion of "affinity" with the notion of "free energy" throughout the corpus of modern science.

Brussels school
In 1936, Belgian physicist Theophile de Donder, in his Thermodynamic Theory of
Affinity, head of the so-called "Brussels school of thermodynamics", using a parallel
albeit slightly different approach, presented a formulation where the symbol "A" for
affinity as the negative partial of the partial of the Gibbs free energy per unit partial of
extent of reaction for a change in a isothermal isobaric system: [4]
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and would go on to discuss this, using coupling theory, in terms of how reactants and chemicals can be made to go,
move, or react in a direction contrary to their own affinity, or in an anthropomorphic sense, as Goethe would have
seen things, in a direction contrary to their own will. De Donder's approach, according to Indian-born American
physical chemist Dilip Kondepudi, of his school, is said to be based on American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 concept
of chemical potential. [5] In this sense, the definition of what is called "standard affinity", according to French
thermodynamicist Pierre Perrot (A to Z of Thermodynamics, 1998), is:

which, according to Perrot, equates to:

such that the affinity of the chemical reaction is calls "standard" when each constituent is taken in its standard state.
[6]

Dissection
The above logic, in simplified modern "Delta", before (initial state) and after (final state), notation, simplifies to the
following:

which shows, conclusively, that the theory contained in Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities, or "principles", as he called
them, are true, as he so rightly said, and that his novella was a modern-day treatise on the explication of Gibbs free
energy changes involved in the determination of human chemical reactions. In reduced modern format, Goethe
showed, over two-hundred years ago, that the affinities, or the forces of love and hate, which are balanced in
stability ratios in successful relationships, of human relationships are functions of enthalpy change ΔH, entropy
change ΔS, and temperature T:

which, noting that H = U + PV, equates to:

meaning that human affinity, or the affinity between two people, i.e. the force of reaction between people, according
to Helmholtz and Goethe, is a function of temperature, entropy, internal energy, pressure, and volume. This means
that affinity will be favored, between two people, when there is an increase in entropy, a decrease in internal energy,
and a decrease of volume, of the interactive system, over time. One can expand on this equation in more detail, by
noting that Rudolf Clausius defined internal energy of the system, which in this case concerns a system of interacting
people or human molecules, as the sum of the vis viva and the ergal, or U = T + J, which referring to a change Δ over
time is:

Subsequently, the measure of the affinity between two people, wherein A > 0 for spontaneously favored
relationships (or ΔG < 0, thermodynamic sense, i.e. according to the spontaneity criterion), is expressed by the
equation:

meaning that in addition to an entropy increase, ΔS > 0, or transformational content increase (meaning that heat was
transformed in to system internal evolution work), which signifies that the body or boundaried system of the
relationship has transformed or evolved over time, and a volume decrease, ΔV < 0, associated with favorable
relationships, meaning that spatial movements of the pair come together over time rather than diverging (simplified
by saying that two homes become one), a vis viva decrease, ΔT < 0, and an ergal decrease, ΔJ < 0, will also be
associated with favored relationships. A decrease in vis viva seems to make intuitive sense, in that a couple nearing
their golden wedding anniversary will invariably tend to have less kinetic energy then a newly minted couple, in the
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sense that the former's daily movements will often be slow and tending to be confined to the kitchen, bathroom, and
television room. The subject of an ergal decrease over time as associated with stable relationships requires more
thought. In formulaic terms, ergal change over time is defined as:

Thus, a negative ergal change, which be the above reasoning is associated with favored relationships, implies that the
ergal at the start of the relationship, Ji, must be greater than the ergal at the end of the relationship, Jf. In the
terminology of William Hamilton, this is expressed by saying that the was a decrease in the force function of the
relationship over time or in the terminology of William Rankine, this is expressed by saying that there was a decrease
in the potential energy of the relationship over time. Said another way, Goethe showed that human relationships
(affinity relationships) are governed by the laws of chemical thermodynamics.

Coupling
With the publication of German-born American biochemist Fritz Lipmann’s 1941
paper “Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy”, which
showed that, in nature, endergonic reactions are coupled to exergonic reactions, we
know that human chemical reactions between people are coupled to each other, as
Goethe showed in his novella, or that bond energy released from some certain
energy dense human bonds, acts to drive less energetic human reactions that wound
not otherwise go on their own. Thus, wherein affinity equates to free energy G and
elective affinity reaction equates to chemical reaction in modern terms, Goethe
pioneered the science of human chemical thermodynamics, two-hundred years
ahead of its time.
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Goethean
In eponyms, Goethean, pronounced “gurt-ean”, refers to the
one or more of the views or philosophical tenets of or
relating to or in the manner of German polyintellect Johann
Goethe, e.g. Goetheanism, Goetheanist, Goethendipity,
Goethean philosophy, Goethean atheism, Goethean morality,
Goethean revolution, Goethean calendar, Goethean scholar,
among others.
A 2011 "Goetheanist" term definition image, from the

Quotes

Dawkins scale page.

The following are related quotes:
“We love them as we love a child. We want to see them realized, and we intervene on their behalf because they are a
part of our own being. The idea is the guideline for conduct, and love is the driving force in Goethean morality.”
— Rudolf Steiner (c.1883), Nature’s Open Secret: Introduction to Goethe’s Scientific Writings [1]
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“Libb Thims is a strong atheist who adheres to a physics-based morality, and considers himself a Goethean
revolutionist.”
— David Bossens (2013), Belgian philosopher; on Thims and the Goethean revolution

External links
● Goethean – TheFreeDictionary.com.

Goethean
calendar
In calendars, Goethean calendar is a
modern era, abbreviation BG/AG
notion employed, dating system, i.e. A snapshot of the Goethean calender dating system, which dates years before (BG) or
a non-mythology based alternative after (AG) the reaction synthesis, i.e. birth (28 Aug 1749), of human chemistry founder
Johann Goethe.
and upgrade to the BC/AD
Gregorian calendar (aka Christian calendar) dating system, which dates time in years to the epoch of the reaction
synthesis (birth) of German polyintellect Johann Goethe (1749-1832), who emerged from birth canal at noon on the
day of 28 Aug 1749 (in Gregorian calendar years), according to which time is thus categorized as years “Before
Goethe” (BG) and years “After Goethe” (AG) or Anno Goethe, if one prefers Latin.

Conversion formulas | BC/AD to BG/AG
The following conversion formula facilitates the conversion of "before Christ" BC years into "before Goethe" BG
years:

The following conversion formula facilitates the conversion of “Anno Domini” AD years from 0 AD to 1749 AD to
“before Goethe” BG years:

The following conversion formula facilitates the conversion of “Anno Domini” AD years from 1750 AD to the present
to “Anno Goethe” AG years:

(add summary)

History
The Goethean calendar was devised by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims and first employed online in
Hmolpedia articles on 4 Apr 2013 (see: atheism timeline). On 5 Nov 2014, the Goethean calendar dating system
began to be used to date the publication date of uploads of Atheism Reviews YouTube videos. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“1642 [the year of Newton’s birth] is the Christmas of the modern age.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810), Publication

“All before Goethe [28 Aug 1749] are ancients, and all who have read him are modern.”
— Ralph Emerson (1852), commentary on Margaret Fuller
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Goethean morality
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In hmolscience, Goethean morality refers
to []

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“The moral symbols in the natural
sciences—for example that of the elective
affinities invented and used by the great
Bergman—are more intelligent and
permit themselves to be connected
A depiction, from the atheism timeline, of Goethean morality, namely a morality
better with poetry, even connected with based on the symbols of physical chemistry, the logic of which, according to
society better than any others, which are, Heinrich Heine (c1810), “overturns everything holy”.
after all, even the mathematical ones,
anthropomorphic. The thing is that the former (the chemicals) belong with the emotions, the latter (mathematics)
belong with the understanding.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), “Conversation with Friedrich Reimer”, Jul 24 [1]

“Goethe sees morality arising from the human world of ideas. Only ideas that are clear in themselves, though which
we give ourselves our own direction, can guide moral conduct, not objective norms or mere impulses. We love them
as we love a child. We want to see them realized, and we intervene on their behalf because they are a part of our
own being. The idea is the guideline for conduct, and love is the driving force in Goethean morality. For him duty
means ‘to love what we have commanded ourselves to do’ (Verses in Prose).”
— Rudolf Steiner (c.1900), Nature’s Open Secret: Introduction to Goethe’s Scientific Writings (pg. #)

See also
● Atheistic morality
● Goethean philosophy
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Goethean
philosophy
In philosophy, Goethean philosophy
refers to the philosophical outlook on
nature, existence, and experience held
in the mindset of German polymath
Johann Goethe—as found in his 142+
publications collected works set—the
description and meaning of which
varies from person to person—
Einstein, for example, kept a bust of
Goethe in his study along with a 52volume collected works set of
Goethe’s publications, the most
representative author in his personal
library, but may not have explicitly
stated what this meant to him,
philosophically-speaking—Tesla,
likewise, owned a thorough collection
of Goethe’s scientific texts and read
these to the exclusion of all other
philosophies—the central message,
however, of Goethe’s philosophy
being found in coded layers of hidden
gestalt in the text of his self-defined
greatest work: his 1809 physical
chemistry based novella Elective
Affinities, the formulation of which as
is explicitly stated in the famous

A vivid depiction of Weimar, Germany, in 1803, drawn by German painter Otto Knille
(1884), giving a snapshot Goethe's erudite intellectual circle—all of which, it can be
said, were influenced by Goethe, standing at center, and his philosophical outlook or
Goethean philosophy, as it has come to be called, a group which includes, as shown:
Johann Schlosser, Georg Hegel (IQ=165), Johann Fichte (IQ=170), Jean Paul, Ludwig
Tieck (IQ=165), Wilhelm Humboldt (IQ=175), Alexander Humboldt (IQ=185),
Friedrich Schleiermacher (IQ=160), Carl Gauss (IQ=195), who knew all of Goethe's
poetry works, August Schlegel, Friedrich Klinger (KUnger), Peter Cornelius, Heinrich
Kleist, Johann Pestalozzi seated left red jacket hunched over, who affixed Goethe
with the title "prince of the mind", Barthold Niebuhr (IQ=185), Johann Herder
(IQ=175), in whom in 1784 Goethe first confided his discovery of evidence for
human evolution from lower animals, Johann Gleim, Lorenz Oken, Johann Voss,
Johann Blumenbach, Friedrich Klopstock— and Goethe (1749-1832) (IQ=230)—the
epicenter genius, standing at the center of attention—followed by Christoph
Wieland (IQ=170), seated right front, who in 1810 called Goethe's self-defined
greatest theory "childish nonsense and fooling around", August Iffland—and last but
not least Friedrich Schiller (IQ=175)—Goethe’s closest intellectual friend—in whom,
in 1796, he first confided his newly-forming human elective affinities theory—and a
bench mark for the launching of the science of human chemistry and in effect the
seeds to the newly-forming overly-complex 21st century science of human chemical
thermodynamics (see: human free energy theorists).
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chapter four—the gist of which being well summarized in the 1816 words of his human chemistry protégé Arthur
Schopenhauer:
“As the title indicates [Elective Affinities], though Goethe was unaware of this, [it] has as its foundation the idea that
the will, which constitutes the basis of our inner being, is the same will that manifests itself in the lowest, inorganic
phenomena.”
which, when combined with Goethe’s 1799 critical comments, on the work of French author Prosper Crebillon, to his
closest his intellectual friend German author Friedrich Schiller that:
“Crebillon … treats the passions like playing cards, that one can shuffle, play, reshuffle, and play again, without their
changing at all. There is no trace of the delicate, chemical affinity, through which they attract and repel each other,
reunite, neutralize [each other], separate again and recover.”
taken together with his 1796 Lectures on Anatomy views:
“There are, by nature, stronger or weaker bonds between chemical components, and when they evidence
themselves, they resemble attractions between human. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities, even though
the forces that move chemical components [or humans] one way or another and create chemical structures are often
purely external in origin.”
statements, about which, Goethe defended in Dec 1809 by telling a women in the street who attacked him about his
greatest theory that:
“The principle illustrated in the book is true and not immoral.”
meaning that, in sum, this “principle”, Goethe speaks of here, which can be generally attributed to his 24 Jul 1809
comment:
“The moral symbols in the natural sciences, that of the elective affinities invented and used by the great Bergman,
are more meaningful and permit themselves to be connected better with poetry and society.”
is "Goethean philosophy", about which, as he summarized, in retrospect reflection, in discussion with his associate
Johann Eckermann, on 06 May 1827:
“The only production of greater extent, in which I am conscious of having labored to set forth a pervading idea, is
probably my Elective Affinities.”
In sum, the “pervading idea” and the “principle” illustrated in “hidden layers of gestalt” in his coded 1809 physical
chemistry treatise is Goethean philosophy, pure and simple—and thus constitutes a modern day “belief system” to
many a modern intellectual person, such as exemplified in the description of the central character Oskar of Gunter
Grass's 1959 novel The Tin Drum, in which Elective Affinities is one of the two books which Oskar uses for guidance,
along with a book on Rasputin.

Formulation
The essence of the Goethean philosophy is embodied, quantitatively, in the 1882 Goethe-Helmholtz equation, which
refers to any equation, of differing formats, relating the affinities of an isothermal-isobaric reaction (i.e. the
attractions, repulsions, reunitings, separations, and or neutralizations, in Goethe’s words) to the change in the Gibbs
free energy of the system, a value that can be measured; the most common version of which is:

where A is the chemical affinity or driving forces, of the isothermal-isobaric reaction, and ΔG is the change in the
Gibbs free energy of the reaction or process.

Goethean philosophers
Scottish satirical writer, essayist, historian and teacher Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) and American philosopher Ralph
Emerson (1803-1882) are said to be two noted early mediators of the “Goethean philosophy”; although, possibly not
in the same “chemical philosophy” sense, described above, as was mediated in the works of Schopenhauer, who
went on to structure his two-volume opus The World as Will and Representation around Goethe's chemical
philosophy in the form of a will to power philosophy, so to speak. [1]
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims is one of the greatest modern-day adherents to Goethean philosophy,
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in the chemical philosophy sense of the term, such as he discusses in the adjacent 2011 video, wherein he explains
that, on the Dawkins scale, he is a 10 and that in verbal terms:
“Myself, I am a Dawkins number 10. Like Russell, I was forced to tread through a path of self-education, starting from
an age 5 question about where does God live?—upward through chemical engineering studies—and further
prolonged research in the field of comparative religion and mythology, in a quest for knowledge, which, to note, is
embodied presently in a personal library totaling 1,247 books, of which 330 are in thermodynamics, the subject upon
which the modern physical chemistry morality system is based. In plain speak, for me, the is no God—it is not even a
thought in the back of my mind—there are no supernatural forces, all that exists is matter and energy governed by
the laws of hard physical science; the theory of life, death, afterlife—in particular ‘life’ and the ‘origin of life’—is a
defunct theory, passed on to us through religious-mythological teachings. Morality, however, does exist: and is
explained within the framework of thermodynamics, the laws that govern the known universe in particular, by way of
being explained by differentials of Gibbs free energy, the same energy that governs and describes the nature of the
reactions that occur between the atoms of the periodic table—a morality system as outlined in 1809 [1796] by
German polymath Johann von Goethe—hence I am what might be called, one step above atheism, as a ‘Goetheanist’
or a believer in Goetheanism—or humanism mixed with physicalism mixed with materialism.”
In short, to elaborate, although about 95 percent of modern scientists (see: existence of God) are atheists, by
declaration and definition, this only explains what one does not believe in—Goetheanism, or a belief in (a) the
periodic table (what one is comprised of), (b) the laws of thermodynamics, and (c) the main tenets Goethe's chemical
philosophy of existence, is a step above this, a way of explaining what one does believe in—a cogent distancing from
nihilism or belief in nothing.

See also
● Goethean revolution
● Goethe timeline
● Goethe’s affinity table
● Goethean human chemistry
● Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded
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Goethean
revolution
In scientific revolutions, Goethean
revolution, or equivalently:
"physicochemical sociology revolution"
(Mirza Beg, 1987), Thimsian revolution,
and or physicochemical humanities
revolution, refers to paradigm shift in
thinking brought about by the
publication of German polymath Johann
Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based
novella Elective Affinities, the
embodiment of his 1796 theory that
humans are large-scale sized “chemicals”
or metamorphized atomic structures
reactive to each other and governed by
the very same laws as are the atoms and
molecules of physical chemistry or
affinity chemistry as it was called in
Goethe’s day.

Overview

↔

Left: the 1996 French-Italian film adaption of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities:
showing the basic double elective affinity reaction threading the chapters of the
book together (see: history), giving a chemical depiction of the revolution in
thinking Goethe's human chemistry theory will eventually bring about in the
future. Right: A visual depiction of the Goethean revolution: namely, as
summarized by Victoria Woodhull (1871), the theory contained in Goethe's novel
will eventually be accepted as scientific truth, and thereby result to reform “the
whole scope of morals and social order”, which equates to overthrowing the
Bible, the Quran, and the Rig Vida—the big books of the Anunian theologies.

American woman's rights activist
Victoria Woodhull, in her 1871 "Introduction" section to the D.W. Niles English translation of Goethe's Elective
Affinities, seems to have been the first to state explicitly that there is a revolution in human thought embedded in
Goethe's self-defined best book:
“The tale is, in a word, of the simple construction and genial and moderate character of the "Vicar of Wakefield"
rather than in the exciting style of Dickens' Christmas Carols: but, everywhere, the interest is skilfully kept up, and the
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subtle insinuation of a great revolutionary doctrine pervades the whole, and to the thoughtful reader makes the
chief point of interest. Doctrines, however, which are here merely insinuated and illustrated by allusions to science,
are now so openly expounded and advocated that a portion of the community will regard the great German as too
conservative, while yet, doubtless, to the great mass of readers, the radical element may startle, and in some
instances offend.
If this fundamental thought of the man who has proved to be the seer or prophet of science in so many other things,
is also a scientific truth, the fact cannot be appreciated by the world too soon, nor its immense sweep of
consequences be too clearly foreseen and provided for. It will affect the whole scope of morals and social order,
whether we accept it in our theories or not, and the less hurtfully and the more beneficently, in proportion as we
thoroughly study and understand the subject.”
Likewise, the following 2011 passage, by the faculty of arts and sciences at Kingston University, on the relationship of
the 1950s writings of Polish writer Witold Gombrowicz and Goethe’s 1796 human chemistry theory, gives a gist
snapshot of the Goethean revolution, one that we are in beginning to see glimpses of now, but as a whole remain
largely unaware or more correctly ignorant of: [1]
“Both Goethe and Gombrowicz incorporate explanations of structure into their narratives, and both make references
to a chemical model of combination. ‘Gombrowicz’s novelty consists in his going one step further and perfecting
Goethe’s revolution’: the character of Olek Skuziak allows him to destroy the narratives completely and put himself
‘in the position of speaking to oneself alone’. Regnault writes, on Gombrowicz’s behalf: ‘My pornography is an optic
of perversions, but it is also an inversion of the art of writing, a pornology of writing’. When Gombrowicz writes of
‘persevering in obscenity’, the persevering designates the rigours of the structure, which allow one to surpass the
charms of obscenity and lead to their expulsion.”
The Goethean revolution, in short, is the change in public thinking that we are not “beings” with “free will” created
by “God”, but rather “chemical entities” created or rather synthesized by “nature” whose “will”, and structures
formed therefrom, e.g. couples, societies, etc., and moral nature are determined by “forces” that largely external to
the reactants [humans] themselves, all being processes, reactions, and events governed by the laws of physical
chemistry.

Beg | Physiochemical revolution
In 1997, Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg published New Dimensions in Sociology: a PhysicoChemical Approach to Human Behavior, wherein he re-interprets all of aspects of society and social interaction
through the lens of physical chemistry and the physicochemical principles, similar to what Goethe did with affinity,
albeit without citation of Goethe, and done more extensively, not only in terms of affinity, but also in terms of: free
energy, human chemical reaction theory, solution theory, activation energy, transition states, fugacity, etc. The ideas
presented in Beg's book have rightly been referred to as a "potential" revolution, if they stand the test of time:
“If it could stand the test of time, [Beg’s] ideas, presented in [New Dimensions in Sociology] will rediscover new
frontiers in sociology and will revolutionize the existing theories of human behavior as it has so far been propounded
by philosophers.”
— Jameel Jalibi (1987), “Foreword by a Sociologist” [12]

(add discussion)

Paretian revolution
The 1912 completion of Treatise on General Sociology by French-Italian engineer turned socioeconomist Vilfredo
Pareto, a top three social Newton, below Goethe (#1) and Henry Adams (#2), which, similar to Goethe, also employs a
human molecule based mechanistic, physicochemical approach to the social sciences, also has also instilled and or
imbedded something of the flavor of coming revolution in the social sciences:
“If we are to speak of Pareto’s treatise as a seminal book, we must use the epithet in the sense in which we apply it to
Newton’s Principia. No revolution can follow it, except a revolution in the methods of the social sciences. That
revolution is already in its first stages in Italy and in France, and my yet spread to England and to America.”
— Andrew Bongiorno (1930). “A Study of Pareto’s Treatise on General Sociology” [11]

(add discussion)
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Thimsian revolution | Paradigm change
See main: Paradigm change

The efforts of American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, 1995-present, to upgrade and explicate the theory
and principles of all of the social Newtons, Pareto, Adams,
etc., albeit with focus on what is presented in Goethe's
great novel into modern chemical thermodynamic terms
and to get this into the working framework or teaching
structure of the American educational system, might
qualify or be categorized as a subset or rather
continuation of the revolution started by Goethe, possibly
something the future will come to categorize as the
"Thimsian revolution", to distinguish the modern chemical
thermodynamics aspect or phase of the revolution started
by Goethe. The following peer-commentary exemplify a
gist of this:
“Thims' brilliant book [Human Chemistry] symbolizes the
beginning of a new era (epoch) in human history.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2006), Russian physical chemist [2]

The opening section of American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims' 2008 The Human Molecules, giving the view that
the new human molecule paradigm will eventually work to
bring about a "revolution" in human thought in the coming
millennium. [10].

“I stumbled onto your website by accident but I have to
confess this might be one of the most stunning undiscovered intellectual achievements of the 21st century. I have
browsed through your wiki and I cannot express how tragic it must be to a man in your position—to be a pioneering
thinker yet to be rejected by an uptight academic community with neither the depth nor will to understand your
unique work, defending their own turf like dogs. I can only compare you to the many other pioneering heroes of
science, Newton (IQ=215), Einstein (IQ=220), Tesla (IQ=195), men who like you blazed their own paths but were too
victims of their own genius, only to be validated years after their death. Perhaps one day historians will look back and
have a chuckle—that the pioneer of enthropology published by a vanity press in a book resembling a third rate
romance.”
— Steven Pierce (2009), Canadian mathematical physicist and computer scientist [5]

“One of the most interesting topics [human molecule] I have ever had the pleasure to read. Going through it a second
time, and looking forward to the third. [The Human Molecule] covers the most fundamental change in human
knowledge since Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species [1859], by presenting a theory that we are fundamentally
molecules, and that the question of life itself is a fundamentally flawed one. Especially important is the carefully laid
out historical narrative of how Thims came to his theory of the human as a molecule. Whether you ultimately agree
with this work or not, it represents a paradigm shift in viewing our place in the world.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2011), American civil engineer and ecological thermodynamicist [3]

“The matter of using thermodynamics to the hypothesis of hell, in efforts to corroborate or controvert, in a modern
human thermodynamic logic is a modern view. Thermodynamics presumes that humans are particles, complete,
unadulterated, and trouble-free, synchronized by the laws of chemical thermodynamics similar to all other molecules
in an established chemical system. This understanding straight away gives rise to a lot of issues which actually require
a near total revolution to define and comprehend of constituting a human and living. Any new person in this subject
will surely inquire as to whether a human molecule has a soul. Therefore modern theory will have to find answers to
a lot of questions. For instance it has to be found out as to what takes place when the basic molecules making up a
human being move about in the cosmos and later on stop moving meaning dead. Does an individual’s entire activities
and progress be it good or bad, affect the motion of the universe. If so, how can this be clarified in terms of the first
law of thermodynamics?”
— Baby Rani, edited by Lamar Stonecyper (2011), BrightHubEngineering.com [9]

“Libb Thims: the great oracle and developer of human thermodynamics—the philosophical revolution of the 21st
century. A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts in human chemistry.”
— Mark Janes (2011), online biographical listing of Libb Thims

“[Human thermodynamics] is a branch of science that attempts to predict the behavior of people via chemical and
thermodynamical equations. It is an interesting philosophy, a change of paradigm, perhaps even leaving having a
broader explanation for human behavior than Darwinian evolution. Human thermodynamics can also be useful as a
new framework for the origin of life. For instance, Libb Thims, proposed online that the idea of Darwin’s [IQ=175]
‘dark pond’ which suddenly sprang to ‘life’, is not a very coherent one [defunct theory of life], and that it would be
much more creditable and parsimonious to have as a rule that molecules bond and form ever more complex beings.
Libb Thims also proposed a ‘human molecule’ where people are attracted to each other by chemical bonds [human
chemical bond]. All this I believe to be a reasonable explanation: even if Darwin’s theory is still correct, they approach
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of thermodynamics and chemistry is a much more simple, and at the same time broader view. If the concept of
biology is somehow redundant, then we must study it by means of chemistry and physics.”
— David Bossens (2012), “Reflections: Criticisms of Science” [7]

Discussion
The adjacent above (right), personal
13 Aug 2010 scratch paper note by
Thims, shown above French chemist
Antoine Lavoisier's 20 Feb 1773
personal note commentary on the
chemical revolution he foresaw, also A 13 Aug 2010 scratch paper personal note by American electrochemical engineer
Thims (see: quotes); similar in vision to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier who
exemplify this reflective perspective Libb
commented on 20 Feb 1773, in what resulted to become the chemical revolution:
on seeing or rather foreseeing
“The importance of the end in view prompted me to undertake all this work, which
revolutions. The dates might also
seemed to me destined to bring about a revolution in . . . chemistry.”
give us a tentative benchmark ruler
as to when this "new revolution" will together which we can only look back in retrospect and find the start of scientific
revolutions.
come about, in the sense that we
can compare the date of Lavoisier's
mention of a foreseeable revolution "destined" to come about and Google books earliest mention of "chemical
revolution" and compare the distancing of the two dates.
French chemist Antoine de Fourcroy’s 1803 A General System of Chemical Knowledge, has a rather detailed
section entitled “Commencement of a Great Chemical Revolution”, giving historical steps leading up to Lavoisier,
discussing things “previous to the time of the chemical revolution” and “before the epoch of the chemical
revolution”, which would put the time-to-result at 30 years, meaning that the revolution could come about as early
as the 2040. [8]
The fact that the Goethe's great work has remained hidden from main-stream physical sciences, for some 200years, however, not to mention that by 1871 it was pointed out clearly that "great revolutionary doctrine pervades
the whole", leavees the question as to when the revolution will come about a bit open ended? We note that it took
nearly 2,000-years for the atomic revolution to be realized; this might be representative of the high end of the
estimate, implying that the Goethean-Thimsian revolution might not actualize well into past the year 4,000 AD (if this
dating system is even used at this time, which is doubtful).
Historically, to put this "revolution" foreseeing issue
in context, in 1995, completely unaware of the great
(yet largely unknown) human chemistry work of
Goethe (Elective Affinities, 1809), what he in fact
called his "greatest work", Thims began working on
the very same problem [elective affinities problem]
as Goethe worked on (1796-1809), namely how to
apply affinity chemistry, physical chemistry, and
chemical thermodynamics to the predictions and
explanations and rules of human-human
interactions. In 2006, after working on and
researching the problem for eleven years, Thims
finally discovered the great buried treasure of
English biotechnologist Mark Janes' circa 2011 website biography
Goethe, via the great "footnote 2.5" of Belgian
listing of Libb Thims describing him as follows: [6]
chemist Ilya Prigogine's 1984 Order Out of Chaos,
“Libb Thims: the great oracle and developer of human
thermodynamics—the philosophical revolution of the 21st century. and over the course of the next 18-months and 14days exactly published the first textbook on the
A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts in
subject of human chemistry as Goethe envisioned
human chemistry.”
and as modern hard science sees things. Some of
Janes, to note, a former chemical engineering student (1993), had
the following quotes (above) exemplify the
previously been at work on the very same problem (human free
continuation or forward movement the revolution
energy theory), independently, since 2006, prior to coming into
started by Goethe but not yet completed.
contact with Thims in 2010.
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External links
● Goethean science – Wikipedia.

Goetheanism
In philosophy, Goetheanism (#18 ism by denial/belief),
the general philosophical outlook of German
polyintellect Johann Goethe, is a philosophical
naturalism (one nature), semi-Darwinism, monism
ideology that traces all human states of experience
down the great chain of being to the chemical or
periodic table level of reactions and experience;
compositionally: Spinozism, Bergmanism, plus
Shakespearian atheism.

Overview
The following gives some visual aspect of
Goetheanism, as carried through the works of
Goethe's protege Arthur Schopenhauer, who in turn
influenced a young Friedrich Nietzsche:

A 2015 depiction of Goetheanism, from Afinidades (2010) film
article, as compared to "socialism", both being god-free
materialism-like theories of society, albeit differing on important
points, e.g. socialism: all workers are equal, Goetheanism: when a
worker gets a promotion (e.g. Captain to Major) a sexual
attraction change accrues, thereby effecting the dynamics of the
human reactions. In the film, people of the socialism-collapsing
Cuba, e.g. Vladimir Cruz, begin to turn to the human chemical
philosophy (human chemical theory) of Goethe to get a handle on
existence amid a loss of values and meaning, in the postrevolution years.

In 1899, Ernst Haeckel published his monism-based The Riddle of the Universe, which seems to espouse a certain
flavor of Goetheanism and his metamorphology theory. In 1914, Rudolf Steiner, gave a series of lectures in Vienna,
during which time he explains his take on Goetheanism as follows: [1]
“In contract to all these things there is Goetheanism. I do not mean by this something to be fixed dogmatically, but
one has to use names for something which goes far beyond the name. Under ‘Goetheanism’ I do not understand that
which Goethe thought up to the year 1832, but rather something which may perhaps, be thought in the sense of
Goethe during the next thousand years: that which may develop out the Goethean view, out of the Goethean
concepts and impressions. It is for this reason that everything which is drying up views as its real enemy whatever is
related in any way with Goetheanism.”
Steiner’s interpretation of Goethe’s metamorphology theory and philosophical outlook, however, had a certain
seemingly added metaphysical + spiritual grain embedded, i.e. he thought it would give birth to a contemporary
philosophy that was “an exact knowledge of man in all his bodily and spiritual metamorphoses”, as Guenther
Wachsmuth (1955) summarizes. These sideline Sterner metaphysical-spiritual aspects, however, are not part of 21st
century Goetheanism; which is growing in the form of human chemical thermodynamics and physicochemical
sociology.
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The character Oskar Matzerath, of Gunter Grass’ The Tin Drum (1959), who
carries around with him pages from Goethe’s Elective Affinities, mixed with
notes from Rasputin, for guidance in an insane world, might be considered a
Goetheanist in philosophy.
The following is a 2014 visual of Goethean morality, one aspect of
Goetheanism, from the Goethe timeline:

A 2011 image of Goetheanism, as
found on the Dawkins scale page.

The following is a 2015 visual Goethean reality, one aspect of Goetheanism, e.g. see: literary realism, from the
famous atheists page:

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“But if you really study everything I have written you will see that I have always done justice to Darwinism, but have
done so by contrasting it with Goetheanism, the view of the evolution of life.”
— Rudolf Steiner (1917), The Fall of the Spirits of Darkness, Fourteen Lectures given in Dornach, 29 Sep to 28 Oct (Ѻ)
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Goethendipity
In philosophy, the Goethendipity principle states that if you have a plan or a dream, you must act on it. You must
resolve yourself to carry it out. Once that resolve has been taken, events will move in your favor. It is serendipity with
plan, vision, and intention.

Overview
The principle was conceived in the early 1990s by English accelerated learning expert Tony Buzan who, on a trip to
Africa, was invited to speak on the development of genius on a radio show, and to explain to his interviewer that it
was not ‘luck’ or serendipity that had brought the two of them together, but Goethendipity that had brought them
together, a term themed on the following quotation by German polymath Johann Goethe: [1]
“Until one is committed there is always hesitancy, a chance to draw back. Always ineffectiveness concerning all acts
of initiative and creation. There is one elementary truth—the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid
plans—that the moment one definitely commits oneself, then providence moves too. All sorts of things occur to help
one, that would never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s
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favor all manner of unforeseen incidents and material assistance, which no man could have dreamed would have
come this way. Whatever you can do or dream you can do, begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in it, begin
it now.”
– Goethe, Faust (1832)

The passage, supposedly, comes from part two of Goethe’s Faust, via extended translation elaboration. [2]

Buffett
Another version of the same principle seems to be found in American business mogul Warren Buffett's favorite book
One Thousand Ways to Make $1,000 dollars, that he read as a youth—the central advice of which was to "begin,
begin" whatever scheme one might, but, by all means, not to wait. [3]
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External links
● Goethendipity principle (Dutch → English) – JWGoethe.org.

Transition note
This completes volume three of the ten-volume print set of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, and transitions into volume
four:
Hmolpedia, Volume 3 (El-Goe)
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
The key point to remember from volume three is Goethe and view that ‘passions do not shuffle like playing cards’, as
Crebillon asserted, but rather are determined by the heats, energies, affinities, and free energies of physical
chemistry, no metaphor or analogy.
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